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TEANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

Only a few words seem necessary by way of preface to tliv

following translation. It was begun towards the close of

1840; but early in the present year the Translator having
requested Dr. Neander to favour him with any corrections

or additions which he might have made to the second edition

(published in 1838), was informed, in reply, that a third

edition was passing through the press : at the same time, an
offer was most kindly made of forwarding the proof-sheets,

by which means the translation will appear within a few
weeks after the original, in its most approved form.

It may be proper to state, that there were circumstances

which rendered it desirable that as little delay as possible

should occur in the preparation of the English work. This

demand for expedition may have perhaps occasioned more
inadvertencies than the modicum of negative reputation

allotted to literary workmanship of this kind can well afford.

The Translator ti-usts, however, that he has, on the whole,

succeeded in giving a tolerably correct representation of the

original, though, had time been allowed for a more careful

revision, several minor blemishes might have been removed,

and the meaning of some passages have been more distinctly

brought out.

The Author's great and long-established reputation as an
Ecclesiastical Historian, would render it unnecessary, even if

not somewhat unseemly, to usher in this work with a

lengtliened descant on its merits. The impartial and earnest

inquirer after truth will not fail to be delighted with the

mai'ks it everywhere presents of unwearied research, extended

views, and profound piety. No one would regret more than

the excellent author, if the freedom of his inquiries should

give pain to any of his Christian brethren; still his motto
must be, "Amicus Socrates, magis arnica Veritas.'''' He is

completely at issue with the advocates of certain views which



iv TRANSLATORS PREFACE.

have lately been gaining a disastrous prevalence in this

country. The decided terms in which he asserts the noble

equality and brotherhood of Christian men, in opposition to

the anti-christian tenet of a priesthood, in the sense not of

religious instructors, but of exclusive conveyers of super-

natural influence, ^ will be little relished by those who would

attempt to share the incommunicable prerogatives of the
" one Mediator." But, as Dr. N. justly remarks in one of

his earlier communications (for all of which the Translator is

glad of an opportunity to express his heartfelt gratitude,)

*' the gospel itself rests on an immovable rock, while human
systems of theology are everywhere undergoing a purifying

process, 1 Cor. iii. 12, 13. We live in the time op a great

CRISIS !

"

This translation has been prepared at a distance from those

helps which would have been within my reach at an earlier

period, and soon after a change of residence had sejDarated me
from three friends especially, with whom most of the im-

portant topics in these volumes had been submitted to frequent

and earnest discussion. Without the formality of a dedica-

tion, my sense of the value of their friendship prompts me to

make this allusion, which is connected with some of my most
pleasing recollections. I wish also to express my obligations

to Dr. Edward Michelson, of the University of Leipzig, who
not only gave up his intention of publishing a translation of

this v7ork, on being informed that I was engaged in a similar

undertaking, but most readily favoured me with his opinion

on vai'ious passages during the preparation of the manuscript.

I have received, too, from a friend of Dr. Neander, with

whose name I am not acquainted, the results of a very careful

examination of the first six proof-sheets, which I gratefully

acknowledge, and only regret that the whole work could not

be submitted to his review previous to publication.

fl) Bj' no writers has this error heen more ahlj' exposed than by Archbishop
Whately and Dr. Arnold ; by the former, in "The Errors of Romanism traced to their
origin in human nature;" and by tlie latter, in the introduction to a volume of dis-

courses, lately published on "the Cliristian Life."—"To revive Christ's church is to

expel the antichrist of priesthood, which, as it was foretold of him, ' as God, sitteth in
Xlie temjtlc of Gild, shoiciiKj himself tliat he in God ;' and to restore its distranchised
members, the laity, to the discharfre of their proper duties in it, and to the conscious-
ness (if their paramount importance," p. 52.

J. E. K.

NoaxiiAMPTON, yovcmber 2, 1341.



TO THE RIGHT REVEREND

DR. F. EHRENBERG,
ROrAL CHAPLAIN, MEMBER OP THE SUPREME CONSISTORY,

ETC. ETC.

My DEEPLY REVERED AND VERY DEAR FrIEND,

I trust you will receive this work with all its defects as the

offering- of a sincere heart; as a small token of my cordial vene-

ration and love, and of that sincere gratitude which I have long-

felt impelled to express, for the edification I have derived from your

discourses. May a gracious God long allow you to labour and shine

among us for the welfare of his church, with that holy energy which he

lias bestowed upon you, with the spirit of Christian wisdom and freedom,

the spirit of true freedom exalted above all the strife of human parties,

—

Avhich the Son of God alone bestows, and which is especially requisite

for the guidance of the church in our times, agitated and distracted as

they are by so many conflicts ! This is the warmest wish of one who
with all his heart calls himself yours.

Thus I wrote on the 22d of May, 1832, and after six years I again

repeat with all my heart, the words expressive of dedication, of gratis

tude, and of devout wishes to the Giver of all perfect gifts. Since that

portion of time (not unimportant in our agitated age) has passed away,

1 have to thank you, dear and inmostly revered Man, for many im-

portant words of edification and instruction, which I have received from

your lips in public, as well as for the precious gift ^ which has often ad-

ministered refreshment to myself and others. Yes, with all my heart

I agree with those beautiful sentiments which form the soul of your

discourses, and bind me with such force to your person. God grant

that we may ever humbly and faithfully hold fast the truth which does

not seek for reconciliation amidst contrarieties, but is itself unsought

the right mean ! God grant (what is far above all theological disputa-

tions,) that the highest aim of our labours may be to produce the image

of Christ in the souls of men,—that to our latest breath we may keep

this object in view without wavering, fast bound to it in true love, each

one in his own sphere, unmoved by the vicissitudes of opinion and the

collisions of party !

Let me add as a subordinate wish, that you would soon favour us

with a volume of discourses, to testify of this "one thing that is

needful." A. Neandeu.

Berlin, 30th May, 1838.

From the fulness of my heart I once more repeat the wishes and
thanks before expressed, and rejoice that it is in my power to dedicate

the thir^j edition of this work to you, my inmostly dear and revered

friend. A. Neander.

Berlin, 2d August, 1841.

(1) Alluding probably to a volume of Sermons already published.

—

Tr.



VI PREFACE TO VOL. I.

TREFACE TO VOLUME I. OF THE FIEST EDITION".

It -was certainly my intention to have allowed my representation of

tlie Christian religion and church in the apostolic age to follow the
completion of the whole of my Church History, or at least of the greater

part of it ; but the wishes and entreaties of many persons, expressed
both in writing and by word of mouth, have prevailed upon me to alter

my plan. Those, too, wdio took an interest in my mode of conceiving
the development of Christianity, were justified in demanding an account
of the manner in which I conceived the origin of this process, on which
the opinions of men are so much divided through the conflicting

influences of the various theological tendencies in this critical period of

our German Evangelical church ; and perhaps, if it please God, a
thoroughly matured and candidly expressed conviction on the subjects

here discussed, may furnish many a one who is engaged in seeking,

with a connecting link for the comprehension of his own views, even if

this representation, though the result of protracted and earnest inquiry,

should contain no new disclosures.

As for my relation to all who hold the conviction, that faith in Jesus,

the Saviour of sinful humanity, as it has shown itself since the first

founding of the Christian church to be the fountain of divine life, will

prove itself the same to the end of time, and that from this faith a new
creation will arise in the Christian church and in our part of the world,
which has been preparing amidst the storms of spring—to all such
persons 1 hope to be bound by the bond of Christian fellowship, the
bond of " the true Catholic Sjyirit,'" as it is termed by an excellent

English theologian of the seventeenth century.^ But I cannot agree with
the conviction of those among them who think that this new creation

will be only a repetition of what took place in the sixteenth or seven-

teenth century, and that the whole dogmatic system, and the entire

(1) We meet with a beautiful specimen of such a spirit in what has been admi-
rably said by a respected theologian of the Society of Friends, Joseph Jolin Gumey

;

" It can scarcely be denied, that in that variety of administration, through which the
saving principles of religion are for the present permitted to pass, IJirre is much of a
real adaptation to a corresponding variety of mental condition. Well, therefore, may
we bow with thankfulness before that infinite and unsearchable Being, who in all our
weakness follows us with his love, and through the diversified mediums of religion to

which the several classes of true Christians are respectively accustomed, is still

pleased to reveal to them all the same crucified Redeemer, and todirect their footsteps
into one path of obedience, holiness and peace." See Observations on the distin-

guishing Views and Practices of the Society of Friends, by Joseph John Gurney, ed.

vii. London, 1834. Words fit to shame theologians who are burning with zeal for the
letter and forms, as if on these depended the essence of religion, whose life and spirit

are rooted in facts.
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1

mode of contemplating divine and human things/ must return as it

then existed.

On this point, I assent with my whole soul to what my deeply revered

and beloved friend, Steudel, lately expressed, so deserving of consi-

deration in our times, and especially to be commended to the attention

of our young theologians.^ He admirably remarks, " But exactly this

and only this, is the preeminence of the one truth, that it maintains its

triumphant worth under all changes of form ;" and Niebuhr detected

in the eagerness to restore the old, an eagerness for novelty ;
" When

the novelty of a thing is worn away by use, we are prone to return to

the old, which then becomes new again, and thus the ball is thrown
backwards and forwards."^

In truth, whatever is connected Avith the peculiarities of the forms of

human cultivation, as these change, goes the way of all flesh ; but the

AVord of God, which is destined by a perpetual youthfulness of pov/er to

make all things new—abides for ever. Thus the difference existing

between these persons and myself, will certainly show itself in our con-

ception of many important points in this department of history, but in

my judgment these differences are only scientific, and ought not to

disturb that fellowship which is above all science. But I can also

transport myself to the standing-point of those to whom these objects

must appear in a different light ; for the rise of such differences is in

this critical period unavoidable, and far better than the previous

indifference and lifeless uniformity. And even in zeal for a definite

form, I know how to esteem and to love a zeal for the essence which
lies at the bottom,* and I can never have anything in common with
those who will not do justice to such zeal, or, instead of treating it with

the respect that is always due to zeal and affection for what is holy,

Avith Jesuitical craft aim at rendering others suspected, by imputing to

them sinister motives and designs.

It was not my intention to give a complete history of the Apostolic

(1) Well might the noble words of Luther be applied to those who cling to the old

rotten posts of a scaffolding raised by human hands, as if they were needed for the

divine building, " When at a window I have gazed on the stars of heaven, and the
whole beautiful vault of heaven, and saw no pillars on which the builder had set such
a vault ; yet the heavens fell not in ; and that vault still stands firm. Now there are

simple folk who look about for such pillars, and would fain grasp and feel them. But
since they cannot do this, they quake and tremble, as if the heavens would certainly

fall in, and for no other reason than because they cannot grasp or see the pillars ; if

they could but lay hold of them, then the heavens (they think) would stand firm

enough."
(2) In the Tubingen Zeitschrift fur Theologie, 1832, part i. p. 33, Blessed be

the memory of this beloved man, who left this world a few months ago, and is no
longer to be seen in the holy band of combatants for that evangelical truth which was
the aim, the centre, and the soul of his whole life, and the firm anchor of his hope in

death, when he proved himself to be one of those faithful teachers of whom it may
be said

—

" tvhose faith fullow, considering the end of their conversation."

(3) One of the many golden sentences of this great man in his letters, of which we
would recommend the second volume especially to all young theologians.

(4) Provided it be the true zeal of simplicity, which accompanies humilitj', and
where sagacity does notpredominate over simplicity ; but by no means that zeal which,

in coupling itself with the modern coxcombry of a super-refined education, endeavours
to season subjects with it to which it is least adapted, in order to render them
])alatable to the vitiated taste that loathes a simple diet ; and thus proves its own un-
soundness. A caricature jumble of the most contradictory elements, at which every

sound feeling must revolt.
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age, but only what the title, advisedly selected, indicates. I have pre-

fixed to it the Introduction from the first volume of my Church
History, reserving the recasting of the whole work for a new edition,

should God permit.

In reference to the arrangement of the whole plan, and the mutual
relation of the parts of the representation, I must beg the reader

to suspend his judgment awhile, till the completion of the whole by the

publication of the second part.

It will be my constant aim to carry on to its conclusion the whole of

the work I have undertaken on the history of the Church, if God con-

tinue to grant me strength and resolution for the purpose. Meanwhile,

a brief compendium of Church Historj' on the principles of my arrange-

ment, but enriched with literary notices, will be published. My dear

friend, Professor Rheinwald, of Bonn, having been prevented by his new
duties from executing this work, it has been undertaken at my request

by another of my friends, Mr. Licentiate Vogt,^ already favourably

known to the theological public by his share in editing the Homilarium,
and still more commended to the public favour by his literary labours

on the Pseudo-Dionysius, and the Life and Times of Gerson, Chancellor

of Paris. May he receive from every quarter that public favour and
encouragement which his character, acquirements, and performances

deserve !

^

A. Neander.
Berlin, 29th May, 1SS2.

PREFACE TO VOLUME II. OF THE FIRST EDITION".

I HAVE only a few words to say in addition to the Preface of the first

volume. The exposition of doctrines which occupies the principal part

of the second half of this work, 1 was obliged to regulate as to quantity

by the relation in which this work stands to the general history of the

Church, and the proportion which the history of doctrine in the latter

boars to the whole. Hence I have been obliged to leave untouched
many questions which would occur to the Christian theologian, who
develops and elaborates the contents of the sacred records for the use of

his own times ; my endeavours have been confined to representing

primitive Christianity according to its principal models of doctrine in

its historical development. In executing such a work, every man must
be influenced by his own religious and doctrinal standing-point, by his

views of the doctrines of Christianity, its origin, and its relation to the

general development of the human race. On this point no one can

(1) Now Dr. Vogt, ordinary professor of Theology, and pastor at Greifswald.

(2) This wish for so peculiarly dear a friend, whose personal intercourse, so bene-
ficial to my heart, I no longer enjoy, has been fulfilled. But his multiplied labours
will not permit him to accomplish the design mentioned above. Yet if it please God
another of my young friends will be found fitted for the task.
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blame another for differing from himself; for a purely objective

historical work, stripped of all subjectivity in its representation,

untinctured by the individual notions of the writer, is an absurdity.

The only question is, Avhat point of view in the contemplation of these

objects most nearly corresponds to the truth, and from this the clearest

conceptions will be formed of the images presented in history. Without
renouncing our subjectivity, without giving up our own way of thinking
(a thing utterly impossible) to those of others, or rendering it a slave to

the dogmas of any school which the petty arrogance of man v/ould set

on the throne of the living God, (for this would be to forfeit the divine

freedom won for us by Christ,) our eflforts must be directed to the

constant purification and elevation of our thinking (otherwise subject

to sin and error) by the spirit of truth. Free inquiry belongs to

the goods of humanity, but it presupposes the true freedom of the

whole man, which commences in the disposition, which has its seat in

the heart, and we know where this freedom is alone to be found. We
know whence that freedom came which by means of Luther and the

Reformation broke the fetters of the human mind. We know that

those who have this beautiful name most frequently on their lips, often

mean by it only another kind of slavery.

It will now be my most earnest care and greatest satisfaction,

to devote the time and strength not employed in my official labours, to

the continuation of my History of the Church, to its termination, for

which may God grant me the assistance of his Spirit !

A. Neander.
Berlin, Qlh August, 1832.

(GENERAL) PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

Having, as I believe, sufficiently explained in my former prefaces

the object of this work, and the theological position it takes in relation

to other standing-points, I have little more to add. What I have
here expressed will serve to rectify several errors which have since been
discovered, to pacify, as far as possible, various complaints. Many
things indeed find their rectification or settlement only in that

constant process of development and purification which is going on
in a critical age. There is a fire kindled, which must separate in

the building that is founded on a rock, the wood, hay and stubble,

from what is formed of the precious metals and jewels. There are

imaginary wants, which not only I cannot satisfy, but which I do not
wish to satisfy. The activity shown of late years, in Biblical inquiries

and the kindred branches of history, has enabled me to correct and
amplify many parts, and to vindicate others from objections.

A. Neaxder.

Berlin, Z^th Mwj, 1838.
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PREFACE TO THE TRIED EDITIO:^.

As to what I have said respecting the position I have taken in reference

to the controversies which are every day waxing fiercer, and distract an
age that longs after a new creation, I can only reassert that, if it pleased
God, I hope to abide faithful to these principles to my latest breath !

the ground beneath our feet may be shaken, but not the heavens above
us. We will adhere to that theologia pectoris, which is likewise the
true theology of the spirit, the German theology, as Luther calls it. )

The demand for this new edition was a call to improve the work
|

to the utmost of my ability, and to introduce whatever new views
appeared to me to be correct.

Sound criticism on particular points will always be welcome to me

;

the cavils of self-important sciolists I shall always despise.

A. Neandek.

Berlin, 2d August, 1841.
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BOOK I.

THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH IN PALESTINE, PREVIOUS TO ITS

SPREAD AMONG HEATHEN NATIONS.

CHAPTER I.

THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH ON ITS FIRST APPEARANCE AS A
DISTINCT RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY.

The historical development of the Christian Church as a body,

is similar to that of the Christian life in each of its members.
In the latter case, the transition from an unchristian to a

christian state is not an event altogether sudden, and without

any preparatory steps. Many separate rays of divine light,

at different times, enter the soul ; various influences of awak-

ening preparative grace are felt, before the birth of that new
divine life by which the whole character of man is destined to

be taken possession of, j^ervaded, and transformed. The
appearance of a new personality sanctified by the divine

principle of life, necessarily forms a great era in life, but the

commencement of this era is not marked with perfect preci-

sion and distinctness ; the new creation manifests itself more
or less gradually by its effects. " The wind bloweth where it

listeth, and thou hearest the sound thereof, but knowest not

whence it cometh, nor whither it goeth." The same may be

affirmed of the church collectively, with this difference, how-

ever, that here the point of commencement is more visibly

and decidedly marked.

It is true, that Christ, during his ministry on earth, laid the

foundation of the outward structure of the church ; he then

formed that community, that spiritual theocracy, whoso

members were held together by faith in him, and a profession

VOL. I. C
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of allegiance to hmi as their King; and which was the

chosen vessel for receiving and convejdng to all the tribes of

the eai'th that divine indwelling life^ which he came to impart

to the whole human race. The fountain of divine life was

still shut up in him, and had not diffused itself abroad with

that energy and peculiarity of direction, which were essential

to the formation of the Christian church. The apostles them-

selves were as yet confined to tlie bodily presence and out-

ward guidance of the Eedeemer : though, by the operation of

Christ, the seminal principle of a dii^ine life had been depo-

sited in their hearts, and given signs of germination, still it

had not attained its full expansion and peculiar chai'acter

;

hence it might be affirmed, that what constituted the ani-

mating spirit and the essential nature of the Chi^stian church,

as an association gradually enlarging itself—(the unity of a

divine life manifesting itself in a variety of individual pecu-

liarities) had not yet appeared ; this event, indeed, Christ had

intimated would not take place till preparation had been made
for it by his sufferings and return to his heavenly Father.

At his last interview with the disciples, just before his final

separation from them, in answer to their inquiry respecting

the coming of his kingdom, he referred them to the jDOwer of

the Holy Spirit, who would enable them rightly to understand

the doctrine of his kingdom, and furnish them with fit instru-

ments for spreading it through the world. All the promises

of the Saviovir relate, it is true, not merely to one single

event, but to the whole of the influence of the Holy Spirit on

the Apostles, and, in a certain sense, on the Universal Church
founded by their means

;
yet the display of that influence for

the first time, forms so distinguished an epoch in the lives of

the Apostles, that it may properly be considered as an espe-

cial fulfilment of these promises. Christ pointed out to the

Apostles such a palpable epoch, which would be attended with

a firm conviction of a great internal operation on their minds,

an unwavering consciousness of the illumination imparted by
the Divine Spirit ; for, before his final departure, he enjoined

upon them, not to leave Jerusalem till that promise was ful-

filled, and they had received that baptism of the Spirit which

would shortly take place.

On account of this event, the Pentecost which the disciples

celebrated soon after the Saviour s departure, is of such great
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importance, as marking the commencement of the Apostolic
Church, for here it first pubhcly displayed its essential cha-
racter. Next to the appearance of the Son of God himself'

on earth, this^ was the greatest event, as the commencing
point of the new divine life, proceeding from him to the
human race, which has since spread and operated through
successive ages, and will continue to operate until its final

object is attained, and all mankind are transformed into the
image of Christ. If we contemplate this great transaction

from this, its only proper point of view, we shall not be
tempted to explain the greater by the less ; we shall not con-

sider it strange that the most wonderful event in the inner

life of mankind should be accompanied by extraordinary out-

ward appearances, as sensible indications of its existence.

Still less shall we be induced to look upon this great trans-

action—in which we recognise the necessary beginning of a
new epoch, an essential intermediate step in the religious

development of the Apostles, and in the formation of the

Church—as something purely mythical.

The disciples must have looked forward with intense ex-

j)ectation to the fulfilment of that promise, which the Saviour

^ "Whoever looks upon Christ only as the highest being developed
from the germs originally implanted in human nature (although an
absolutely highest being cannot logically be inferred in the develop-

ment of human nature from this standing-point), must take an essenti-

ally different vieAV from ourselves of the transaction of which we are

speaking, though he may approximate to us in the mode of viewing
particular points. When Hase, in his Essay on the First Christian

Pentecost, in the Second Part of Winer's Zeitschrift far loissensdiaft-

liche Theologie (Journal for Scientific Theology), says, " that a time
may arrive when what is the result of freedom in man shall be
considered as divine, and the Holy Spirit ;" v/e readily grant that such
a time is coming, or rather is already come ; it has already reached its

highest point, from which must ensue a revolution in the mode of

thinking. We cannot, however, hold this view to be the Christian
one, but entirely opposite to real Christianity. How irreconcilable it

is with the apostolic belief, an unprejudiced thinker, Bouterweck,
acknowledges in his Religion der Vei-nunft (Religion of Keason), p. 137.

The Holy Spirit, in the Christian sense, is never the divine in the
nature of man, but a communication from God to the nature of man
(incapable of itself of reaching its moral destination), which becomes
thereby raised to a higher order of life. But this supernatural com-
munication from God, by no means contradicts an acknowledgment of
the divine and of freedom in the nature of man, but rather pre-

supposes both.
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had SO emphatically repeated. ^ Ten days liad passed since

their final separation from their Divine Master, when that

^ Professor Hitzig, in his Sendsclireihen uber Ostern und PJingsten
(Letters on Easter and Pentecost), Heidelberg, 1837, maintains, that

this event occurred not at the Jewish Pentecost, but some days earlier,

and that the day of the giving of the Law from Sinai is also to be fixed

some days earlier ; that Acts ii. 1, is to be understood, " when the day
of Pentecost drew near, " and therefore denotes a time before the actual

occurrence of this feast. As evidence for this assertion, it is remarked
that, in verse 5, only the Jews settled in Jerusalem, those who out of all

the countries in which they were scattered, had settled in Jerusalem
from a strong religious feeling, are mentioned, when, if the reference

had been to one of the principal feasts, the multitude of foreign Jews,
who came from all parts, would have been especially noticed. Against
this view we have to urge the following considerations. The words
Acts ii. 1, " "When the day of Pentecost was fully come, " would be
most naturally understood of the actual arrival of that day, as ivK-npuixa

roO xpofov, or Twv RaipSjv, Eph. i. 10, and Gal. iv. 4, denote the actual

arrival of the appointed time ; though we allow that, in certain con-

nexions, they may denote the near approach of some precise point of

time, as in Luke ix. 51, where yet it is to be noticed t'hat it is not
said ^'the day^' but ''the daysf and thus the time of the departure

of Christ from the earth, Avhich was now actually approaching, is

marked in general terms. But as to the connexion of this passage in

the Acts, if we are inclined to understand these words only of the near
approach of Pentecost, we do not see why such a specification of the

time should have been given. Had Luke thought that the day of

giving the Law on Sinai was different from that of the Pentecost, it

might be expected that he would have marked more precisely the main
subject. Besides, there are no traces to be found, that a day in com-
memoration of the giving of the Law was observed by the Jews. But if

we understand the Avords as referring to the actual arrival of Pentecost,

the importance of fixing the time, in relation to the words immediately
following, and the whole sequel of the narrative, is very apparent. This
feast would occasion the assembling of believers at an early hour. The
words in verse 5, we must certainly understand merely of such Jews as

were resident in Jerusalem, not of such who came there first at this time.

But from a comparison with the 9th verse, it is evident that KaroiK^LU

is not to be understood altogether in the same sense in both verses ; that

in the latter, those are spoken of who had their residence elsewhere,

and were only sojourning for a short time in Jerusalem. And if we
grant that the persons spoken of belonged to the number of the Jews
who formerly dwelt in other lands, but for a long time past had settled

in Jerusalem, as the capital of the Theocracy, then it is clear that, b}'

the €7riSi7/xoGp'Tes '^uixaioi, we must understand such as for some special

cause were just come to Jerusalem. Further, there were also those

called Proselytes, who were found in great numbers at Jerusalem, for

some special occasion, and this could be no other than the feast of Pen-
tecost. Doubtless, by "all the dwellers at Jerusalem," v. 14, who are
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fcant was celebrated, whose object so nearly touclied that

which especially occupied their minds at the time, and must
therefore have raised their anxious expectations still higher

—

the Jewish Pentecost, the feast which was held seven weeks

after the Passover. This feast, according to the original

Mosaic institution, related only to the first fruits of Harvest

;

nor is any other reason for its celebration adduced by Jose-

phus and Philo—in this respect, only a distant resemblance

could be traced between the first fruits of the natural Crea-

tion, and those of the new Spiritual Creation ; this analogy,

it is true, is often adverted to by the ancient Fathers of the

Church, but before the fulfilment of the Saviour's promise,

must have been very far from the thoughts of the disciples.

But if we venture to credit the Jewish Traditions, ^ this feast

had also a reference to the giving of the law on Mount Sinai f
hence, by way of distinction, it has been called the feast of the

joy of the Law.^ If this be admitted, then the words of

Christ respecting the new revelation of God by him, the new
relation established by him between God and Man, which he

himself under the designation of the New Covenant* placed in

opposition to the Old,—must have been vividly recalled to

the minds of the disciples by the celebration of this feast, and,

at the same time, their anxious longing would be more strongly

excited for that event, which, according to his promise, would

confirm and glorify the New Dispensation. As all who pro-

fessed to be the Lord's disciples (their number then amounted

distinguished from the Jews, are meant all who were then living at

Jerusalem, without determining whether they had resided there always,

or only for a short time. The Avhole narrative, too, gives the impression

that a greater multitude of persons than usual were then assembled at

Jerusalem.
^ "Which may be found collected in a Dissertation by J. M. Danz, in

Meuschen's Novum Testamentum e Talmude illustratum, p. 740.
2 That they are justified in making such a reference, may be concluded

from comparing Exodus xii. 1, and xix. 1.

3 rninn nnpir",

* The word Sio0T]/c7j, n'"i3j which has been used to denote both the Old

and the New Dispensation, is taken from human relations, as signify-

ing a covenant or agreement; but in its application to the relation

between God and man, the fundamental idea must never be lost sight

of, namely, that of a relation in which there is something reciprocal and
conditional, as, in this case, a communication from God to man is con-

ditionated by the obedience of faith on the part of the latter.
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to one hundred and twenty)^ were wont to meet daily for

mutual edification, so on this solemn day, they were assembled
in a chamber,- which according to Oriental customs was
specially assigned to devotional exercises. It was the first

stated hour of prayer, about nine in the morning, and, ac-

cording to what we must suppose was then the tone of the

disciples' feelings, we may presume that their prayers turned
to the object which filled their souls—that on the day when
the Old Law had been promulgated with such glory, the New
also might be glorified by the communication of the promised
Spirit. And what their ardent desires and prayers sought for,

what their Lord had promised, was gi-anted. They felt

elevated to a new state of mind, pervaded by a spirit of joy-

fiilness and power, to which they had hitherto been strangers,

and seized by an inspiring impulse, to testify the grace of

that not merely the apostles but all the believers were at that time
assembled ; for though, in Acts i. 26, the apostles are primaril}^ in-

tended, yet the fiaOrjTai collectively form the chief subject (i. 15), to

which the aTrayres at the beginning of the second chapter necessarily

refers. It by no means follows, that because, in ch. ii. 14, the apostles

alone are represented as speakers, the assembly was confined to these
alone ; but here, as elsewhere, they appear the leaders and representa-

tives of the whole church, and distinguish themselves from the rest of

the persons met together; Acts ii. 15. The great importance of the
fact which Peter brings forward in his discourse, that the gifts of the
Spirit, which, under the Old Covenant, were imparted only to a select

class of persons, such as the prophets,—under the New Covenant, which
removes every wall of separation in reference to the higher life, are com-
municated without distinction to all believers— this great fact would be
altogether lost sight of, if we confined every thing here mentioned to

the apostles. Throughout the Acts, wherever the agency of the Spirit

is manifested by similar characteristics in those who were converted to

a living faith, we perceive an evident homogeneity with this first great
event.

2 Such a chamber was built in the eastern stjde, with a flat roof, and
a staircase leading to the court-j-ard, virepSou, n;;'?. According to the
narrative in the Acts, we must suppose it to have been a chamber in a
private house. But, in itself, there is nothing to forbid our supposing
that the disciples met together in the Temple at the first hour of prayer
during the feast; their proceedings would thus have gained much in
notoriety, though not in real importance, as Olshauscn maintains ; for

it perfectly accorded with the genius of the Christian Dispensation, not
being restricted to particular times and places, and obliterating the
distinction of profane and sacred, that the first effusion of the lioly

Spirit should take place, not in a temple, but in an ordinary dwelling.
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redemption, of which now for the first time they had right

perceptions. Extraordinary appearances of nature (a con-

junction similar to what has happened in other important
epochs of the history of mankind) accompanied the great

process then going on in the spiritual world, and were sym-
bolic of that which filled their inmost souls. An earthquake
attended by a whirlwind suddenly shook the building in

which they were assembled, a symbol to them of that Spirit

which moved their inner man. Flaming lights in the form of

tongues streamed through the chambe]*, and floating down-
wards settled on their heads, a symbol of the new tongues of

the fire of inspired emotion, which streamed forth from the

holy flame that glowed within them.'

The account of what took place on this occasion, leads us

back at last to the depositions of those who were present, the

only persons who could give direct testimony concerning it.

And it might happen, that the glory of the inner Hfe then
imparted to them, might so reflect its splendour on surround-

ing objects, that by virtue of the internal miracle (the eleva-

tion of their inward life and consciousness, through the power
of the Divine Spirit), the objects of outward perception

appeared quite changed. And thus it is not impossible, that

all which presented itself to them as a perception of the out-

ward senses, might be, in fact, only a perception of the pre-

dominant inward mental state, a sensuous objectiveness of

what was operating inwardly with divine power, similar to the

ecstatic visions which are elsewhere mentioned in Holy Writ.

Whatever may be thought of this explanation, what was divine

in the event remains the same, for this was an inward process

in the souls of the disciples, in relation to which everything

outward was only of subordinate significance. Still, there is

nothing in the narrative which renders such a supposition

necessary. And if we admit, that there was really an earth-

quake which frightened the inhabitants out of their houses, it

is easily explained how, though it happened early in the

morning of the feast, a great multitude would be found in the

streets, and the attention of one and another being attracted

to the extraordinary meeting of the .disciples, by degrees, a

^ Gregory the Great beautifully remarks :
*' Hinc est quod super

pastores primos in linguarum specie Spiritus Sanctus insedit, quia

nimirum quos repleverit de se protinus loquentes facit." Lib. i. Ep. 25.
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great crowd of persons, curious to know what was going on,

would collect around the house/ The question ma}' be asked,

By what was the astonishment of the bystanders especially

excited 1 At first sight, the words in Acts ii. 7—1 1 appear

susceptible of but one interpretation, that the passers-by were

astonished at hearing Galileans who knew no language but

their own, speak in a number of foreign languages, w^hich

they could not have learnt in a natural way^—that, therefore,

we must conclude that the faculty was imparted to believers

by an extraordinary operation of Divine power, of speaking in

foreign languages not acquired by the use of their natural

faculties. Accordingly, since the third century ^ it has been

^ The question is, How are we to explain the difficult words rrjs ^av^s
ravrris, in Acts ii. 6 1 The pronoun tuvttjs leads us to refer the words to

what immediately preceded, the loud speaking of the persons assembled.

But then the use of the singular is remarkable. And since verse 2 is

the principal subject, we may refer the pronoun rauTTjs to that; the

yevo/j.&rjs of verse 6 seems also to correspond to the iyeyero of verse 2. Xot
only is it more easy to refer the pronoun ravr-qs to what immediately
precedes in verse 4, but also verses 3 and 4 rather than verse 2, contain

the most striking facts in the narrative ; it also entirely favours this

construction, that (pwv^ must be understood of the noise made by the dis-

ciples in giving vent to their feelings, and must be taken as a collective

noun, signifying a confused din, in which the distinction of individual

voices would be lost.

2 The Avords give us no reason to suppose that the by-standers took
offence at hearing the disciples speak of divine things in a different

language from the sacred one.
^ By many of the ancients it has been supposed—what a literal inter-

pretation of the words ii. 8 will allow, and even favours—that the
miracle consisted in this, that, though all spoke in one and the same
language, each of the hearers believed that he heard them speak in his
own

; ixiau ij.eu e|7]xeTcr0at (pwy^jv, iroWas 5e aKoveaOai. Gregory Naz. orat.

44, f. 715, who yet does not propound this view as peculiarly his
own. It has lately been brought forward in a peculiar manner by
Schneckenburger, in his BeifrUgen zur Einleitiinfj in's Neue Testament
(Contributions towards an Introduction to the New Testament), p. 84.

The speakers, by the power of inspiration, operated so poATCr-

fully on, the feelings of their susceptible .hearers, that they involun-
tarily translated what went to their hearts into their mother-tongue,
and understood it as if it had been spoken in that. By the element of

inspiration, the inward communion of feeling was so strongly brought
forth, that the lingual wall of separation was entirely taken away. But
in order to determine the correctness of this mode of explanation, it

may be of use to inquire,—If the language in which the hearers wove
addressed was quite foreign to them, the natural medium of human in-

tercourse would be wholly wanting, and would thus be compensated by
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i^encrally admitted, that a supernatural gift of tongues was
imparted on this occasion, by which the more rapid promul-
gation of the gospel among the heathen was facilitated and
promoted. It has been urged that as in the apostolic age,

many things were effected immediately by the predominating
creative agency of God's Spirit, which, in later times, have
been eflected through human means appropriated and sancti-

fied by it ', so, in this instance, immediate inspiration stood in

the i}lace of those natural lingual acquirements, which in

later times have served for the propagation of the gospel.

a miracle which produced an internal understanding"? Or was the
Aramaic language of the speakers not altogether foreign to the hearers,

only not so familiar as their mother-tongue '\ But it was an effect of the
inward communion produced by the power of spiritual influence, that
they more easily understood those who spoke in a language not familiar

to them; the want of familiarity Avas not felt. What was addressed to

them Avas as intelligible as if spoken in their mother-tongue. In this

way, although on the supposition of a powerful spiritual influence, by
which the essence of the Pentecostal miracle is not denied but presup-

posed, it would be an explicable psychological fact. Men speaking with,

the ardour of inspiration, made an impression on those Avho were not
capable of understanding a language foreign to them, similar to what we
are told of Bernard's Sermons on the Crusades in Germany :

" Quod
Clermanicis etiam populis loquens miro audiebatur alTectu ; et de sermone
ejus, quem intelligcre, utpote alterius linguee homines, non valebant,

magis quam ex peritissimi cujuslibet post eum loquentis interpretis in-

tellecta locutione, a^dificari illorum devotio videbatur, cujus rei certa

probatio tunsio pectorum erat et efFusio lacrimarum." Mabillon. ed,

0pp. Bernard, tom. ii. p. 1119. And this would for the m-ost part agree

with the interpretation of my honoured friend Dr. Steudel. But as to

the first mode of explanation, we do not see what can allow or justify our
substituting for the common interpretation of the miracle in question
another, which does not come nearer the pyschological analogy, but, on
the contrary, is further from it, and does not so naturally connect itself

with the narrative as a whole. AVe cannot allow an appeal to the
analogy with the phenomena of animal magnetism, although, in
referring to such an analogy, we find nothing objectionable, any more
than in general to the analogy between the supernatural and the natural,,

provided the difierence of psychical circumstances, and of the causes pro-

ducing them, is not lost sight of. But still, in matters of science, where
every thing must be well grounded, we cannot attach a value to such a
document until it is ascertained what is really trustworthy in the ac-

counts of such phenomena. As to the second mode of interpretation, ifc

can only be maintained by our adopting the supposition, that we have
here not a tradition from the first source, but only a representation,

which ultimately depends on the report of eye-witnesses, and if Ave hence
allow ourselves to distinguish what the author professes to say, from the

facts lying at the basis of his narrative.
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But, indeed, the utility of sucn a gift of tongues for the

spread of divine truth in the apostohc times, will appear not
so great, if we consider that the gospel had its first and chief

sphere of action among the nations belonging to the Roman
Empire, where the knowledge of the Greek and Latin lan-

guages sufficed for this purpose, and that the one or the other

of these languages, as it was employed in the intercourse of

daily life, could not be altogether strange to the Jews. As to

the Greek language, the mode in which the apostles expressed

themselves in it, the traces of their mother-tongaie which ap-

pear in their use of it, prove that they had obtained a know-
ledge of it, according to the natural laws of MngTial acquirement.

In the history of the first propagation of Christianity, traces are

never to be found of a supernatural gift of tongues f(^r this

object. Ancient tradition, which names certain persons as

interpreters of the apostles, imphes the contrary.^ Also,

Acts xiv. 1 1 shows that Paul possessed no supernatm-al gift of

tongues. Yet all this does not authorize us to deny the

reference to such an endowment in the former passage of the

Acts, if the explanation of the whole passage, both in single

words and in its connexion, is most favourable to tliis inter-

pretation. Nor do we venture to decide Avhat operations not
to be calculated according to natural laws could be effected by
the power with which the new divine life moved the very
depths of human nature ; what especially could be effected

^ Thus Mark is called the ep-n^vevs, or ep/xr^vevT-ns of Peter, (see Papias of
Hierapolis in Eusebius, Ecc. Hist, iii, 39, compared with Irenjeus, iii. 1).

The Basilidians say the same of one Glaucias, Clement's Stromata, vii.

765. On comparing every thing, 1 must decide against the possible in-

terpretation of those words favoured by several eminent modern critics

—that they mean simply an expositor, one who repeated the instruc-

tions of Peter in his Gospel, with explanatory remarks ;—for this dis-

tinction of Mark is always prefixed to accounts of his Gospel, and at the
same time from the fact of his acting in this capacity with Peter, his
capability is inferred to note down the report made by him of the
Evangelical history. Thus certainly the passage in Papias must bo
understood ; Map/cos /xeu epixTjvevrrjs UeTpov y€v6i.ieyos, oaa i/j-vrjixdveva-eu

anpi^us ^ypa\pev. The second fact is founded on the first, that he ac-

companied Peter as an interpreter. Some truth may lie at the basis of
this tradition ; it might be, that although Peter was not ignorant of the
Greek language, and could express himself in it, he yet took with him a
disciple who was thoroughly master of it, that he might be assisted by
him in publishing the Gospel among those who spoke that language.
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through tlie connexion between the internal life of the Spirit

(on which the new creation operated with a power before un-

known) and the faculty of speech. A phenomenon of this

kind might have taken place once, with a symbolic prophetic

meaning, indicating that the new divine life would reveal

itself in all the languages of mankind, as Christianity is

destined to bring under its sway all the various national

peculiarities ! A worthy symbol of this great event

!

But we meet in the New Testament with other intimations

of such a gift of the Spirit, which are very similar to the

passage in the Acts ; and the explanation of these passages is

attended with fewer difficulties than that of the latter. If,

therefore, we do not, contrary to the natural laws of exegesis,

attempt to explain the clearer passages by the more obscure,

we cannot fiiil to perceive that, in the section on spiritual

gifts in the First Epistle to the Corinthians, something alto-

gether different from such a supernatiu'al gift of tongues is

spoken of. Evidently, the apostle is there treating of such
discourse as would not be generally intelligible, proceeding

from an ecstatic state of mind which rose to an elevation far

above the language of ordinary communication. We may
here adduce two passages in the Acts, which cannot possibly

be understood of speaking in a foreign language ; x. 4 6, and
xix. 6. How can we imagine that men, in the first glow of*

conversion, when first seized by the inspiring influence of

Christian faith, instead of pouring forth the feelings of

which their hearts were full, tlu'ough a medium so dear and
easy to them as their mother-tongue, could find pleasure

in what at such a time would be a mere epideiktic miracle,

unless the effect of being filled with the Spirit was to hurry
them along, as blind instruments of a magical power, against

their wills, and to constrain them to make use of a different

language from that which at such a time must have been best

fitted for the expression of their feelings ?
^

1 I cannot comprehend what Professor Baumlein maintains in his

Essay on this sulvject, in the Studien der etangelischen GeistlidiJceit

Wiirtemhergs (Studies of the Evangehcal Clergy of AViirtemberg),

vi. 2. p. 119, " that in certain rehgious mental states, the speaking in

foreign languages is by no means unnatural." It is plain that a man
may easily feel himself impelled, when actuated by new feelings and
ideas, to form new words ; as from a new spiritual life, a new religious

dialect forms itself. But how, under such circumstances, it can be
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Both these suppositions are at variance with the spirit of

the gospel, nor does any thing similar appear in the first

liistory of Christianity. Such exhibitions would be pecu-

liarly suited to draw away the mind from that which is the

essence of conversion, and only to furnish aliment for an
unchristian vanity. On the other hand, there seems a pro-

priety in referring these passages to the utterance of the new
things with which the mind would be filled, in the new lan-

guage of a heart glowing with Christian sentiment.^ Thus it

may be explained how, in the first passage (Acts x. 46), the

yXotaaa I Q\a\e~iv is connected with " j)raising God," "praising

God with the whole heart," when conscious of having through

his grace received salvation ; and in the second passage,

Acts xix. 6, with 7rpo<pr]reveiv. But as, in both these passages,

it is plainly shown that the communication of the Divine

Spirit was indicated by characteristics similar to those of its

original effusion at Pentecost, we are furnished with a

valuable clue to the right understanding of that event.

If, then, we examine more closely the description of what
transpired on the day of Pentecost, we shall find several

things which favour a different intei'pretation from the ancient

one. How could a number of carnally-minded men be led to

explain the speaking of the disciples in foreign languages, as

the effect of intoxication? Acts ii. 13.2 How did it happen,

natural to speak a language altogether foreign, I cannot perceive, nor
can I find any analogy for it in other psychical phenomena. Still les.s

can I admit the comparison with the manifestations among the followers

of Mr, Irving in London, since, as far as my knowledge extends, I can
see nothing in these manifestations but the workings of an enthusiastic

spirit, Avhich sought to copy the apostolic gift of tongues according
to the common interpretation, and therefore assumed the reality of that
gift.

* See the Dissertation of Dr. David Schulz on the Spiritual Gifts of

the first Christians, Breslau, 1836.
2 Although this may not be considered as absolutely necessary, for it

would certainly be possible, that frivolous, carnally-minded men who
were disposed to ridicule Avhat they did not understand, might not

observe the phenomenon (not explicable from common causes) 'of

speaking in a foreign language; it is possible that Peter, after he
had shown the contrariety of the inspiration of the apostles to a
state of intoxication, which could hardly have taken place at that

hour of the day, instead of adducing other marks which testified

against it, passed on to compare the phenomena with the prophetic pro-

mise which w;is here fulfilled. Yet it is not at all probable that Peter,
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that Peter in his apologetic discourse did not appeal to the
undeniably miraculous nature of an event by "which the

objections of men imsusceptible of what was divine might
most easily be refuted? Why did he satisfy himself with
referring to the prophetic declarations respecting an extra-

ordinary revival, and an effusion of the Spirit, which was to

take place in the times of the Messiah, without even advert-

ing to this peculiar manifestation 1 In the construction of
the whole narrative, we find nothing that obliges us to adopt
the notion of a supernatural gift of tongues in the usual sense.

The flames tliat settled on their heads appear as the natural

symbols of the new tongues, or new langTiage of that holy
fire which was kindled in the hearts of the disciples, by the

power of the Holy Spirit, and accordingly it is said, " They
were all filled with the Holy Spirit, and began to speak with
other tongues^ as the Spirit gave them utterance ;" therefore

the tongues of the Spirit were the new form for the new
spirit which animated them.

It appears, indeed, to militate against this interpretation,

and to establish the common one, that the spectators are

described as expressing their astonishment at hearing, each
one in his own tongue, these Galileans who knew no foreign

language, speaking the wonderful works of God (Acts ii. 8)

;

and more than this, we have the various nations distinctly

named in whose languages the apostles spoke. But we cannot
possibly think that all these nations spoke different languages,

for it is certain that, in the cities of Cappadocia, Pontus,

Lesser Asia, Phrygia, Pamphylia, Cyi'ene, and in the parts

of Libya and Egypt inhabited by Grecian and Jewish
Colonies, the Greek w^ould at that time be in general better

understood than the ancient language of the country, and as

this must have been known to the writer of the Acts, he
could not have intended to specify so many different lan-

guages. There will remain out of the whole catalogue of

languages, only the Persian, Syriac, Arabic, Greek, and Latin.

since he refers to tjie hour of the day, in order to refute the charge of
intoxication, should not also refer to that other fact (supposing it

to exist), which would have completed his proof.
^ The word yXwcraa, like the German Zunge [and the Englisli

tongue], is used both for the bodily organ of speech, and for a language
or dialect.
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It also deserves notice, that the inhabitants of Judea are men-
tioned, who spoke the same language as the Galileans, only

with a slight difference of pronunciation. Since, then, to

retain the ancient view of the gift of tongues creates diffi-

culties in this passage, which is the only one that can serve to

support it ; while several parts of the narrative oppose it, and

every thing that is said elsewhere of this gift (-^upiafxa) leads

to a very different interpretation, the more ancient view

becomes very uncertain, though we cannot arrive at a perfectly

clear and certain conclusion respecting the facts which form

the groundwork of the narrative. Perhaps the difficulty in

the passage maybe obviated in this way. It was not unusual

to designate all the disciples of the Lord, Galileans, and it

might be inferred from this common appellation that they

were all Galileans by birth ; but it by no means follows that

this was actually the case. Among the so-called Galileans,

some might be found whose mother-tongue was not the

Galilean dialect, and who now felt themselves impelled to

express the fulness of their hearts in their own provincial

dialect, which through Christianity had become a sacred

language to them, though hitherto they had been accustomed

to consider the Hebrew only in that light ;i and it might

also happen that some who lived on the confines of Galilee,

had learned the langTiage of the adjacent tribes, which they

now made use of, in order to be better understood by

foreigners. Thus the speaking in foreign languages would be

only something accidental, and not the essential of the new
language of the Spirit.- This new language of the Spirit is

that which Christ promised to his disciples as one of the

essential marks of the operation of the Holy Spirit on their

hearts. Indeed, the promise that they should speak with

new tongues^ appears only in the critically suspected addition

^ See Acta xxii. 2. \Yetstein on Acts vi. 1. On this point the vieAvs

of the Palestinian theologians would differ, according as their general

mode of thinking was more or less contracted.

2 \\ hatevcr interpretation be adopted of this passage, it will be no

more than a conjecture for the solution of that difficulty, nor can any be

given with the degree of certainty equal to what may be attained

respecting the gift of tongues in a general point of view.

3 This evidently denoted such tongues or languages as were not yet in

the world. Had the person who committed tins tradition to writing

intended foreign languages not acquired by study, he would certainly

Lave made use of a diff'jrcnt expression.
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to the Gospel of Mark, but it does not follow that a tme
tradition does not lie at the basis of it ; and if Christ in the

other Gospels has not literally made use of this expression,

still we find what is allied to it in meanings, where he speaks

of the new powers of utterance which would be imparted by
the Holy Spirit to the disciples, " I will give you a mouth and
wisdom," Luke xxi. 15. Thus this expression, " to speak with

new tongues," would mean, to speak with such -^ongues as the

Spirit gave them ; other tongues than those hitherto used,

originally intended to mark the great revolution effected by
Christianity in the dispositions of men wherever it found

entrance, among the rude as well as the civilized.' Yet we do

not venture to assume that the meaning of the expression.

remained invariably the same, for this would be inconsistent

with its use in the First Epistle to the Corinthians, of which
we shall speak hereafter. As the original form of the expres-

sion in the Christian phraseology gradually was shortened in

many ways,^ so likevv^ise there was a gradual alteration in the

1 Gregory the Great beautifully remarks, in his Homil. in Evang-,

1. ii. H. 29 :
" Fideles quique, qui jam vitEe veteris secularia verba

(lerelinquunt, sancta autem mysteria insonanfc, conditoris sui laudes

et potentiam quantum prsevalent, narrant, quid aliud faciunt, nisi

novis Unguis loquuntur?' The view I have here taken is nearly the
same as that of Herder in his Treatise on the Pentecostal Gift of

Tongues,—of Hase, and particularly of Bauer, in his valuable essay on
the subject in the Tubinger Zeitschrift fiir Theolor/ie, 1830, part ii.,

to which I am indebted for some modifications of my own view. My
honoured friend Steudel, in the same periodical, adopts a view essentially

the same. It has also found an advocate in Dr. Schulz. With Bleek
(see his learned and acute Dissertations in the Studien unci Kritiken)

I agree in the general view of the subject, but not in the explanation of
the word yhua-cra. Other grounds apart, adduced by Bauer, it appears

to me far more natural to deduce the designation for the new form of

Christian inspiration, in reference to the Hebrew ]Sid), as well as the

Greek yXaxrcra, from the language of common life, rather than from the

schools of grammarians. But the question, whether, in this connexion,

the word must originally be understood of the organ of language
(according to Bauer), or of the kind of language, does not appear to me
to be so very important, for in this instance both meanings of the word
are closely allied.

2 "Winer justly remarks, in the last edition of his Grammar, p. 534,

{Grammatik cles Neutestamentlichen Spracliidioms, Ath Ed., Leipzig,

1836), that, in the phrase yXucaais \a\e7v, a word like Kaiuais cannot

legitimately be supplied; but it may be assumed that, from the original

complete phrase, after it had once acquired a fixed meaning, a shorter

elliptical phrase was formed, as there was occasion to employ it frequently.
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meaning ; that alteration, namely, of which many examples
are elsewhere found in the history of language, that a word
which at first was altogether the general sign of a certain idea,

became in later times, as various shades of meaning were
attached to this idea, hmited to one particular application of

it. Thus it came to pass, that an expression which originally

denoted the new language of Christians under the influence of

the Spirit generally, afterwards, when various modifications

of such language had been formed, became limited to that

kind in which the immediate influences of the Spirit predomi-

nated, and presented itself in the higher self-consciousness as

the specially ecstatic form,', while the discursive acti^dty of the

^ This continued to be the general use of the term for the first two
centuries, until, the historical connexion with the youthful age of the
church being broken, the notion of a supernatural gift of tongues was
formed. On this point it is w'orth while to compare some passages of

Irenasus and Tertullian. Irenteus (lib. v. c. 9) cites what Paul says of

the wisdom of the perfect, and then adds, Paul calls those perfect, " Qui
percepcrunt Spiritum Dei, et omnibus Unguis loquuntur per Spiritum
Dei, quemadmodum et ipse loquebatur, Kaeuis koI ttoWwu aKovoixev

o.de\(pct>v is/ T77 iKK\7](ria Trpo(p7]TiKa x^P'O',"^'''''' exoyrwu Kol TravTodanaTs

XaXovvT<t>v Sta tov Trpevfj-aros jXwffaais Koi i a Kpvcpia twv avQpaivcav els

^avephv ay6vrcov eirl tc3 (xvjx4>epovTi Kal ra /ivcTTripia tov Oeov fKdirjyov-

fxivoiv, quos et spiritales apostolus vocat." Though some persons think
the term 7raj/ToSa7ra?s undoubtedly refers to the languages of various

nations, I do not see how that can be, according to its use at that time,

though the original meaning of the word might be so understood. It

is particularly worthy of notice, that Irenteus represents this gift as. one
of the essential marks of Christian perfection, as a characteristic of the

spiritales. We cannot well comprehend how he could suppose any thing
&o detached and accidental as speaking in many foreign languages, to

stand in so close and necessary a connexion with the essence of Chris-

tian inspiration. Besides, he speaks of it as one of those gifts of the
Spirit, Avhich continued to exist in the church even in his own times.

He evidently considers the yXucra-ais AaXe^u as something allied to

Trpo(priTev€iy. To the latter, he attributes the faculty of bringing to

light the hidden thoughts of men, and to the former that of publishing
divine mysteries. He sees nothing but this in the gift of tongues at

the effusion of the Holy Spirit, and, in reference to that event, places

together " prophetari et loqui linguis," 1. iii. c. 12. Tertullian

demands of Marcion to point out among his followers proofs of ecstatic

inspiration: " Edat aliquem psalmum, aliquam visionem, aliquam
orationem duntaxat spiritualem in ecstasi, i. e. amentia, si qua linguaj

interpretatio acccsserit." Evidently in this connexion, the term
lingua, expressing speaking in an ecstasy, which, since what is spoken
in this state cannot be generally intelligible, an interpretation must
accompany. Tertullian also, in the same passage {adv. Marcion,
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understanding with the lower self-consciousness for the time

lay dormant.

After having attempted to clear up these different points,

we shall be better able to give a sketch of the whole scene on
that memorable day.

The shock of the earthquake occasions the concourse of

many persons in the streets from various quarters, as the

festival had brought Jews and proselytes from all parts of the

world to Jerusalem. The assembling of the disciples attracts

their notice ; by degrees a crowd of curious inquirers is col-

lected, many of whom probably enter the assembly in order

to inform themselves accurately of the aftair. The disciples

now turn to these strangers, and, constrained by the impulse

of the Spirit, announce to them what filled their hearts. The
impression made by their words varies with the dispositions

of their hearers. Some feel themselves affected by the energy

of inspiration with which the disciples spoke, but can give no
clear account of the impressions made by the whole affliir.

Instead of asking themselves, " Whence proceeds that power
with which we hear these men speak who were not educated in

the schools of the scribes ?" their wonder is directed only to what
was most external. How comes it to pass that these Galileans

speak in foreign tongues 1 Others, who have been impressed

1. V. c. 8), applying the words in Isaiah xi. 2 to the Christian church,
joins prophetari with Unguis loqui, and attributes both to the Spiritu-s

agnitionis, the Trvevfxa yfuxreoos. It further appears from what has been
said, that the gift of tongues was considered as still existing in the
church ; and it is strange that the Fathers never refer to it apolo-
getically, as an undeniable evidence to the heathen of the divine power
operating among Christians, in the same manner as they appeal to tlie

gift of healing the sick, or of casting out demons, although the ability
to speak in a variety of languages which could not be acquired in
a natural way, must have been very astonishing to the heathen. In
Orlgcn, in whose times the Charismata of the apostolic church began
to be considered as something belonging to the past, we find the iirst

trace of the opinion that has since been prevalent, yet even in him the
tAvo views are mingled, as might be done by the distinction of the two-
fold mode of interpretation, the literal and the spiritual. Compare
Ep. ad Koman. ed. De la Rue, t. iv. f. 470. 1. vii. f. 602, de Oratione,

§ 2, torn. i. f. 199. The opposition to Montanism, which had subjected
the yKwaaais \a\^7u to abuse, as in the Corinthian Church, might con-
tribute to sink into oblivion the more ancient interpretation. The
l^cj/ocpwvelv, the \aXe7u ^K<pp6vcas koX aXXoTpioTp6iTUis came to be considered
as a mark of the spurious Montanist Inspiration, Euseb. Hist. Eccl. v. 16.

VOL. I. C
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without any precise consciousness, give vent to their astonish-

ment in general expressions, What can all this mean? But
those who were utterly unsusceptible and light-minded, ridi-

cule and reject what they are unable to comprehend.

The apostles held it to be their duty to defend the Christian

community against the reproaches cast upon it by supei-ficial

judges, and to avail themselves of the impression which this

spectacle had made on so many, to lead them to faith in Him
v/hose divine power was here manifested. Peter came forward

with the rest of the eleven, and as ihe apostles spoke in the

name of the whole church, so Peter spoke in the name of the

apostles. The promptitude and energy which made him take

the lead in expressing the sentiments with which all were

animated, were special endowments, founded on his natm-al

character ; hence the distinguished place which he had already

taken among the disciples, and which he long after held in the

first church at Jerusalem. '• Think not," said Peter/ " that

in these unwonted appearances you see the effects of inebriety.

These are the signs of the Messianic era, predicted by the

prophet Joelj the manifestations of an extraordinary effusion

of the Spirit, which is not limited to an individual here and
there, the chosen organs of the Most High, but in which all

share who have entered into a new relation to God by faith

in the Messiah. This Messianic era will be distinguished, as

the prophet foretold, by various extraordinary appearances, as

precm'sors of the last clecisive epoch of the general judgment.

But whoever believes in the Messiah has no cause to fear that

judgment, but may be certain of salvation. That Jesus of

Nazareth, whose divine mission was verified to you by the

miracles that attended his earthly course, is the very Messiah

promised in the Old Testament. Let not his ignominious

death be urged as invalidating his claims. It was necessary

for the fulfilment of his work as the Messiah, and determined

by the counsel of God. The events that followed his death

are a proof of this, for he rose from the dead, of which we are

* Bleck has correctly perceived traces of a IleLrew original in Acts
ii. 21, Avlierc the connexion of the metaphor makes Sea/iohs rod eavdrov
=njo ^^nn or '^i^^, Psalm xviii. 5 and G, Avhich the Alexandrian renders

by u^ves, according to the meaninig of the word '^jrr. See Bleek's

review of Mayerhoifs Hid. Kritischer Einleitunrj in die hebrciischcn

Sclmftaif in the Studicn und Kritiken. 1836, iv. 1021.
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all witnesses, and has been exalted to heaven by the divine

power. From the extraordinary appearances which have filled

you with astonishment, you perceive, that in his glorified

state he is now operating with divine energy among those

who believe on him. The heavenly Father has promised that

the Messiah shall fill all who believe on him with the power
of the divine Spirit, and this promise is now being fulfilled.

Learn, then, from these events, in which you behold the

prophecies of the Old Testament fulfilled, the nothingness of

all that you have attempted against him, and know that God
has exalted him whom you crucified to be Messiah, the ruler

of God's kingdom, and that, through divine power, he will

overcome all his enemies."

The words of Peter deeply impressed man}'-, who anxiously

asked. What must we do ? Peter called upon them to repent

of their sins, to believe in Jesus as the Messiah who could

impart to them forgiveness of sins and freedom from sin,—in

this faith to be baptized, and thus outwardly to join the com-
munion of the Messiah ; then would the divine power of faith

be manifested in them, as it had already been in the commu-
nity of believers ; they would receive the same gifts of the

Holy Spirit, the bestowment of W'hich was simultaneous with

the forgiveness of sins, and freedom from sin ; for the promise

related to all believers without distinction, even to all in

distant parts of the world, whom God by his grace should lead

to believe in Jesus as the Messiah.

A question may be raised, Whether by these last words
Peter intended only the Jews scattered among distant nations,

or whether he included those among the heathen themselves

who might be brought to the faith ? As Peter at a subsequent

period, opposed the propagation of the gospel among the

heathen, there would be an apparent inconsistency in his now
making such a reference. But there is really no such con-

tradiction, for the scruple which clung so closely to Peter's

mind was founded only on his belief that heathens could not

be received into the community of believers, without first

becoming Jewish Proselytes, by the exact observance of the

.Mosaic law. Now, according to the declarations of the pro-

phets, he might expect that in the Messixanic times the

heathen would be brought to join in the worship of Jehovah,

so that this sentiment might occur to him consistently with
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the views he then held, and he might express it without

giving offence to the Jews. Yet this explanation is not

absolutely necessary, for all the three clauses (Acts ii. 30)
might be used only to denote the aggregate of the Jewish

nation in its full extent ; and we might rather expect that

Peter, who had been speaking of the Jews present and theii"

children, if he had thought of the heathen also, would have

carefully distinguished them from the Jews. On the other

hand, the description, " All that are afar off, even as many as

the Lord our God shall call," appears too comprehensive

to justify us in confining it to persons originally belonging to

the Jewish nation. Hence, it is most probable, that in Peter's

mind, when he used this expression, there floated an indistinct

allusion to believers from other nations, though it did not

appear of sufficient importance for him to give it a greater

prominence in his address, as it was his conviction, that

the converts to Chiistianity fi'om heathenism muist first

become Jews.

CHAPTER IT.

THE FIRST FORM OF THE CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY, AND THE FIRST GERIT

OP THE CONSTITUTION OP THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH.

The existence and first development of the Christian church

rests on an historical foundation—on the acknowledgment ot

the fact that Jesus was the Messiah—not on a certain system

of ideas. Hence, at first, all those who acknowledged Jesus

as the Messiah, separated from the mass of the Jewish people,

and formed themselves into a distinct community. In the

course of time, it became apparent who were genuine, and
who were false disciples ; but all who acknowledged Jesus as

the Messiah were baptized without fuller or longer instruction,

such as in later times has preceded baptism. There was only

one article of faith which formed the peculiar mark of

the Christian profession, and from this point believers were

led to a clearer and perfect knowledge of the whole contents

of the Christian faith, by the continual enlightening of the
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Holy Spirit. Believing- that Jesus was the Messiah, they
ascribed to him the whole idea of what the Messiah Avas to be,

according to the meaning and spirit of the Old Testament
])romises, rightly understood ; they acknowledged him as

the Kedeemer from sin, the Ruler of the kingdom of God, to

whom their whole lives were to be devoted, whose laws were
to be followed in all things ; w^iile he would manifest himself

as the Ruler of God's kingdom, by the communication of a
new divine principle of life, which to those who are redeemed
and governed by him imparts the certainty of the forgiveness

of sins. This divine principle of life must (they believed)

mould their whole lives to a conformity with the laws of the

Messiah and his kingdom, and would be the pledge of all the

blessings to be imparted to them in the kingdom of God until

its consummation. Whoever acknowledged Jesus as the

Messiah, received him consequently as the infallible divine

prophet, and implicitly submitted to his instructions as com-
municated by his personal ministry, and afterwards by his

inspired organs, the apostles. Hence baptism at this period,

in its peculiar Clu'istian meaning, referred to this one article

of faith, which constituted the essence of Christianity, as

baptism into Jesus, into the name of Jesus ; it was the holy

rite which sealed the connexion with Jesus as the Messiah.

From this signification of baptism we cannot indeed con-

clude with certainty that there was only one form of baptism.

Still, it is probable that in the original apostolic formula

no reference was made except to this one article. This shorter

baptismal formula contains in itself every thing which is

further developed in the words used by Christ at the institu-

tion of baptism, but which he did not intend to establish

as an exact formula ; the reference to God, who has revealed

and shown himself in and by the Sou, as a Father ; and
to the Spirit of the Father, whom Christ imparts to believers

as the new spirit of life ; the Spirit of holiness, who by
virtue of this intervention is distinguished as the spirit of

€hi'ist. That one article of feith included, therefore, the

whole of Christian doctrine. But the distinct knowledge of

its contents was by no means developed in the minds of the

first converts, or freed from foreign admixtures resulting from

Jewish modes of thinking, which required that religious ideas

should be stripped of that national and carnal veil with
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-iTTliicli they were covered. As the popular Jewish notion

of the Messiah excluded many things which were charac-

teristic of this idea, as formed and understood in a Christian

sense, and as it included many elements not in accordance

with Christian views, one result was, that in the first Chris-

tian communities which were formed among the Jews, various

discordant notions of religion were mingled ; there were

many errors arising from the prevailing Jewish mode of

thinking, some of which were by degrees corrected, in the

case of those who suiTcndered themselves to the expansive

and purifying influence of the Christian spirit ; but in those

over whom that spirit could not exert such power, these

errors formed the germ of the later Jewdsh-Christian (the so-

called Ebionitish) doctrine, which set itself in direct hostility

to the pure gospel.

Thus we are not justified in assuming that the Three
Thousand who were converted on one day, became trans-

formed at once into genuine Christians. The Holy Spirit

operated then, as in all succeeding ages, by the publication of

divine truth, not with a sudden transforming magical power,

but according to the measure of the free self-determination of

the human will. Hence, also, in these first Christian societies,

as in all later ones, although originating in so mighty an
operation of the Holy Spirit, the foreign and spurious were
mingled with the genuine. In fact, in proportion to the

might and energy of the operation, many persons were more
easily can-ied away by the first impressions of divine truth,

whose hearts were not a soil suited for the divine seed to take

deep root and develop itself; and in outward appearance,

there were no infallible marks of distinction between genuine

and merely apparent conversions. The example of Ananias
and Sapphira, and the disputes of the Palestinian and Hel-

lenistic Christians, evince even at that early period, that the

agency of the Spirit did not preserve the church entirely pure
from foreign admixtures. It happened then, as in the great

religious revivals of other times, that many were borne along

by the force of excited feelings, without having (as their sub-

sequent conduct proved) their disposition effectually pene-

trated by the Holy Spirit.

The form of the Christian community and of the public

Christian worship, the archetype of all the later Christian
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Ciiltiis. arose at first, without any preconceived plan, from
the pecuhar nature of the higher hfe that belonged to
all true Christians. There was, however, this difference, that
the first Christian community formed as it were one family

;

the power of the newly awakened feeling of Christian fellow-

ship, the feeling of the common grace of redemption, out-

weighed all other personal and public feelings, and all other
relations were subordinated to this one great relation. But,
in later times, the distinction between the church and the
family became more marked, and many things which were at

first accomplished in the church as a family community,
could latterly be duly attended to only in the narrower
communion of Cluistian family life.

The first Christians assembled daily either in the Temple,
or in private houses ; in the latter case they met in small

companies, since their numbers were already too great for one
chamber to hold them all. Discourses on the doctrine of

salvation were addressed to believers and to those who v/ere just

won over to the faith, and prayers were offered up. As the

predominant consciousness of the enjoyment of redemption
brought under its influence and sanctified the whole of'

earthly life, nothing earthly could remain untransformed by
this relation to a higher state. The daily meal of which
believers partook as members of one family was sanctified by
it.' They commemorated the last supper of the disciples

with Christ, and their brotherly union with one another. At
the close of the meal, the president distributed bread and wine

to the persons present, as a memorial of Christ's similar dis-

tribution to the disciples. Thus every meal was consecrated

to the Lord, and, at the same time, was a meal of brotherly

love. Hence the designations afterwards chosen were, cuTzyoy

Kvpiov and dydwr].^

1 The hypothesis lately revived, that such institutions were borrowed
from the Essenes, is so entirely gratuitous as to require no refutation.

2 In Acts ii. 42, we find the first general account of what passed in

the assemblies of the first Christians. Mosheim thinks, since every
thing else is mentioned that is found in later meetings of the church,

that the Koivoivla refers to the collections made on these occasions. But
the context does not favour the use of the word Koivcouia in so restricted a

signification, wiiich, therefore, if it were the meaning intended, would
require a more definite term. See Meyer's Commentary. We may
most naturally consider it as referring to the whole of the social Chris-

tian intercourse, two principal parts of which were, the common meal
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From ancient times an opinion has prevailed, which is ap-

parently favoured by many passages in the Acts, that the

spirit of brotherly love impelled the first Christians to

renounce all their earthly possessions, and to establish a

perfect intercommunity of goods. When, in later times, it

was perceived how very much the Christian life had receded

from the model of this fellowship of brotherly love, an earnest

longing to regain it was awakened, to which we must attribute

some attempts to effect what had been realized by the first

glow of love in the apostolic times—such were the orders of

Monkhood, the Mendicant Friars, the Apostolici, and the

Waldenses in the 12th and 13th centuries. At all events,

supposing this opinion to be well founded, this practice of the

apostolic church ought not to be considered as in a literal

sense the ideal for imitation in all succeeding ages ; it must
have been a deviation from the natural course of social

development, such as could agree only with the extraordinary

manifestation of the divine life in the human race at that

particular period. Only the sjnrit and disposition here

manifested in thus amalgamating the earthly possessions of

numbers into one common fund, are the models for the

church in its development through all ages. For as Chris-

tianity never subverts the existing natural course of develop-

ment in the human race, but sanctifies it by a new spirit, it

necessarily recognises the division of wealth (based on that

development), and the inequalities arising from it in the

and prayer. Luke mentions prayer last of all, probably because tlie

connexion between the common meal and prayer, which made an
essential part of the love-feast, was floating in his mind. Olshausen

maintains (see his Commentary, 2d ed. p. 629), that this interpre-

tation is inadmissible, because in this enumeration, every thing

relates to divine worship, as may be inferred from the preceding

expression bidaxV' But this supposition is wanting in proof. Ac-

cording to what we have before remarked, the communion of the

church, and of the family, were not at that time separated from one

another; no strict line of demarcation was drawn between what
belonged to the Christian Cultus in a narrower sense, and what related

to the Christian life and communion generally. Nor can the reason

alleged by Olshausen be valid, that if my interpretation were correct,

the word Koivuvla must have been placed first, for it is altogether in order

that that should be placed first, which alone refers to the directive func-

tions of the apostles, that then the mention should follow of the

reciprocal Christian communion of all the members wdth one another,

and that of this communion two particulars should be especially noticed.
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social relations ; while it draws from these inequalities

materials for the formation and exercise of Christian virtue,

and strives to lessen them by the only trvie and never-failing

means/ the power, namely, of love. This, we find, agrees

with the practice of the churches subsequently founded by
the apostles, and with the directions given by Paul for the

exercise of Christian liberality, 2 Cor. viii. 13. Still, if we are

disposed to consider this community of goods as only tlie

eflect of a peculiar and temporary manifestation of Christian

zeal, and foreign to the later development of the church, we
shall find many difficulties even in this mode of viewing it.

The first Christians formed themselves into no monkish fra-

ternities, nor lived as hermits secluded from the rest of the

w^orld, but, as history shows us, continued in the same civil

relations as before their conversion ; nor have we any proofs

that a commimity of goods was universal for a time, and was
then followed by a return to the usual arrangements of

society. On the contrar}', several circumstances mentioned in

the Acts of the Apostles, are at variance with the notion of

.such a relinquishment of private property. Peter said ex-

pressly to Ananias that it depended on himself to sell or to

keep his land, and that even after the sale, the sum received

for it was entirely at his own disposal. Acts v. 4. In the 6th

chapter of the Acts, there is an account of a distribution of

alms to the widows, but not a word is said of a common stock

^ As the influence which Christianity exercises over mankind is not
always accompanied Avith a clear discernment of its principles, there

have been many erroneous tendencies, which, though hostile to Chris-

tianity, have derived their nourishment from it,—half-truths torn from
their connexion v.'ith the whole body of revealed truth, and hence mis-
understood and misapplied ; of this, the St. Simoniaus furnish an
example. They had before them an indistinct conception of the Chris-

tian idea of equaUty ; but as it was not understood in the Christian
sense, they have attempted to realize it in a different manner. Tliey
have striven to accomplish by outward arrangements, what Christianity
aims at developing gradually through the mind and disposition, and
have thus fallen into absurdities, Christianity tends by the spirit of love

to reduce the opposition between the individual and the community,
and to produce an harmonious amalgamation of both. St. Simonianism,
on the contrary, practically represents the pantheistic tendency, of which
the theory is so prevalent in Germany in the present day ; it sacrifices

the individual to the community, and thus deprives the latter of its true

vital importance.
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for the support of the whole body of behevers. We find in

Acts xii. 12, that Mary possessed a house at Jerusalem, which

we cannot suppose to have been purchased at the general cost.

These facts plainly show, that we are not to imagine, even in

this first Christian society, a renunciation of all private pro-

perty.^ Therefore, when we are told, " The whole multitude

of believers were of one heart and of one soul, and had all

things common," &c., it is not to be understood literally, but

as a description of that brotherly love which repressed all

selfish feelings, and caused the wealthier believers to regard

their property as belonging to their needy brethren, so ready

were they to share it with them. And when it is added, " that

they sold their possessions, and distribution was made to every

man according as he had need," it is to be understood accord-

ing to what has just been said. A common chest was estab-

lished, from which the necessities of the poorer members of the

church vfere supplied, and perhaps certain expenses incurred

by the whole church, such as the celebration of the Agapse,

were defrayed ; and in order to increase their contributions,

many persons parted with their estates. Probably, a union of

this kind existed among the persons who attended the Saviour,

and ministered to his necessities, Luke viii. 3 ; and a fund for

^ Or we must assume, that as the power of the newly awakened feeling

of Christian fellowship overcame every other consideration, and wholly
repressed the other social relations that are based on the constitution

of human nature, which after a while resumed their rights, and became
appropriated as special forms of Christian fellowship, and that as the
church and family life were melted into one, it would well agree with
the development of a state so natural to the infancy of the church, that
by the overpowering feeling of Christian fellowship, all distinction of
property should cease, which would be accomplished from an inward im-
pulse without formal consultation or legal prescription. But after expe-
rience had shown how untenable such an arrangement was, this original

community of goods would gradually lead to the formation of a common
fund or chest, which would not interfere with the limits of private pro-

perty. But in the Acts these two gradations in the social arrangements
of the church might not be distinctly marked, nor would it be in our
power to trace step by step tlie process of development. Still, we want
sufficient grounds for this assumption. The poverty of the church at

Jerusalem has indeed been adduced as an ill consequence of that original

community of goods. But this cannot be taken as a sure proof of the
fact ; for since Christianity at first found acceptance among the poorer
classes, and the distress of the people at Jerusalem in those times must
have been extreme, it can be explained without having recourse to such
a supposition.
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similar purposes was afterwards formed by public collections in

the apostolic churches.*

This practice of the first Christians, as we have remarked,

has been rendered memorable by the fate of Ananias and
Sapphira. Their example shows, how far the apostles were
from wishing to extort by outward requirements what ought
to proceed spontaneously from the power of the Spirit ; they

looked only for the free actings of a pure disposition. A
man named Ananias, and his wife Sapphira, were anxious not

to be considered by the apostles and the church as inferior to

others in the liberality of their contributions. Probably,

a superstitious belief in the merit of good works was mingled

Avith other motives, so that they wished to be at the same
time meritorious in God's sight. They could not, however,

prevail on themselves to surrender the whole of their pro-

perty, but brought a part, and pretended that it was the

whole. Peter detected the dissimulation and hypocrisy of

Ananias, whether by a glance into the secret recesses of his

heart, imparted by the immediate influence of God's Spirit,

or by a natural sagacity derived from the same source,

we cannot decide with certainty from the naiTative. Nor is

it a question of importance, for who can so exactly draw the

line between the divine and the human, in organs animated

by the Holy Spirit? The criminality of Ananias did not

consist in his not deciding to part with the whole amount of

his property ; for the words of Peter addressed to him shov/

that no exact measure of giving was prescribed ; each one

was left to contribute according to his peculiar circumstances,

and the degree of love that animated him. But the hypocrisy

with which he attempted to make a show of greater love than

he actually felt—the falsehood by which, when it took pos-

session of his soul, the Christian life must have been utterly

polluted and adulterated—this it was which Peter denounced,

as a work of the spirit of Satan, for falsehood is the fountain

of all evil. Peter charged him with lying to the Holy
Spirit ; with lying not to men but to God ; since he must

have beheld in the apostles the organs of the Holy Spirit

speaking and acting in God's name—(that God who was him-

self present in the assembly of believers, as a witness of his

^ This is confessedly no new view, but one adopted by Heumann,.

Mosheim, and others before them.
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intentions)—and yet tliouglit that lie could obtain credit

before God for his good works. Peter uttered his solemn

rebuke with a divine confidence^ springing from a regard

to that holy cause which was to be preserved from all foreign

mixtm'es, and from the consciousness of being in an office

entrusted to him by God, and in which he was suiDported by
divine power. When we reflect what Peter was in the eyes of

Ananias, how the superstitious hypocrite must have been con-

founded and thunderstruck to see his falsehood detected, how
the holy denunciations of a man speaking to his conscience

with such divine confidence must have acted on his terrified

feelings, we shall find it not very difficult to conceive that the

words of the apostle would produce so great an eftect. The
•divine and the natural seem here to have been closely

connected. What Paul so confidently asserts in his Epistles

to the Corinthians, of his ability of inflicting punishment,

testifies of the conscious possession by the apostles of such

divine power. And when Sapphira, without suspecting what
had taken place, three hours after, entered the assembly,

Peter at first endeavoured to rouse her conscience by his

interrogations : but since, instead of being aroused to con-

sideration and repentance, she was hardened in her hypocrisy,

Peter accused her of having concerted with her husband,

to put, as it were, the Spirit of God to the proof, whether he

might not be deceived by their hypocrisy. He then menaced
her with the judgment of God, which had just been inflicted

on her husband. The words of the apostle were in this

instance aided by the impression of her husband's fate, and
striking the conscience of the hypocrite, produced the same
effect as on her husband. So terrible was this judgment, in

order to guard the first operations of the Holy Spirit, before the

admixture of that poison which is always most prejudicial to

the operations of divine power on mankind ; and to secure a

reverence for the apostolic authority, which was so important

as an external governing power for the development of the

primitive church, until it had advanced to an independent

steadfastness and maturity in the faith.

The disciples had not yet attained a clear understanding of

that call, which Christ had already given them by so many
intimations, to form a Church entirely separated from the

existing Jewish economy ; to that economy they adhered
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as much as possible ; all the forms of the national theocracy

were sacred in their esteem, it seemed the natural element of

their religious consciousness, though a higher principle of life

had been imparted, by which that consciousness Avas to bo
progressively inspired and transformed. They remained out-

wardly Jews, although, in proportion as their faith in Jesus as

the Redeemer became clearer and stronger, they would
inwardly cease to be Jews, and all external rites would assume
a different relation to their internal life. It was their belief,

that the existing religious forms would continue till the

second coming of Christ, when a new and higher order of

things would be established, and this great change they

expected would shortly take place. Hence the establishment

of a distinct mode of worship was far from entering their

thoughts. Although new ideas respecting the essence of true

worship arose in their minds from the light of faith in

the Redeemer, they felt as great an interest in the Temple
worship as any devout Jews. They believed, however, that a

sifting would take place among the members of the theocracy,

and that the better part would, by the acknowledgment
of Jesus as the Messiah, be incorporated with the Christian

community. As the believers, in opposition to the mass of the

Jewish nation who remained hardened in their unbelief, now
formed a community internally bound together by the one

faith in Jesus as the Messiah, and by the consciousness of the

higher life received from him, it was necessary that this

internal union should assume a certain external form. And
a model for sucli a smaller community within the great

national theocracy already existed among the Jews, along

with the Temple worship, namely, the Synagogues. The
means of religious edification which they supplied, took

account of the religious welfare of all, and consisted of

united prayers and the addresses of individuals who applied

themselves to the study of the Old Testament. These means
of edification closely corresponded to the nature of the nev.r

Christian worship. This form of social worship, as it was
copied in all the religious communities founded on Judaism,

(such as the Essenes,) was also adopted to a certain extent at

the first formation of the Christian church. But it may be

disputed, whether the apostles, to whom Christ committed
the chief direction of afiliirs, designed from the first that
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believers should form a society exactly on the model of

the synagogue, and, in pursuance of this plan, instituted

particular offices for the government of the church cor-

responding to that model—or whether, without such a
preconceived plan, distinct offices were appointed, as cir-

cumstances required, in doing which they would avail them-
selves of thg model of the synagogue, with which they were
familiar.

The advocates of the first scheme (particularly Mosheim)
proceed on the imdeniably correct assumption, that the

existence of certain presidents at the head of the Christian

societies, under the name of Elders {irpsuljvrepoi), must be pre-

supposed, though their appointment is not expressly men-
tioned, as appears from Acts xi. 30. The question arises,

Whether even earlier traces cannot be found of the existence

of such Presbyters "? The appointment of deacons is indeed

first mentioned as designed to meet a special emergency, but
it seems probable that their office was already in existence.

It may be presumed, that the apostles, in order not to be
called off from the more weighty duties of their office,

appointed from the beginning such almoners ; but as these

officers hitherto had been chosen only from the native Jewish
Christians of Palestine, the Christians of Jewish descent, who
came from other parts of the Roman Empire, and to whom
the Greek was almost as much their mother tongue as the
Aramaic,—the Hellenists as they were termed,—believed that

they were unjustly treated. On their remonstrance, deacons
of Hellenistic descent were especially appointed for them,
as appears by their Greek names. As the apostles declared

that they were averse from being distracted in their purely
spiritual employment of prayer and preaching the word by
the distribution of money, we may reasonably infer that even
before this time, they had not engaged in such business, but
had transferred it to other persons appointed for the purpose.

Still earlier, in Acts v., we find mention made of jDersons

under the title of rtwrfpoi, vearlfTKoi, who considered such an
employment as carrying a corpse out of the Christian assem-
blies for burial as belonging to their office, so that they seem
to have been no other than deacons. And as the title of

younger stands in contrast with that of elders in the church,

the existence of servants of the church (haKovoi), and
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of ruling elders {Trpe(T(3uT£poi), seems here to be equally

pointed out.

But though this supposition has so much plausibility, yet

the evidence for it, on closer examination, appears by no
means conclusive. It is far from clear that in the last quoted

passage of the Acts, the narrative alludes to persons holding

a distinct ofHce in the church;^ it may very naturally be

understood of the younger members who were fitted for such

manual employment, without any other eligibility than the

fact of their age and bodily strength. And, therefore, we are

not to suppose that a contrast is intended between the

sen^ants and ruling Elders of the church, but simply between

the younger and older members. As to the Grecian names
of the -seven deacons, it cannot be inferred wdth certainty

from this circumstance that they all belonged to the Hellenists

for it is well kno^vn that the Jews often bore double names,

one Hebrew or Aramaic, aiid the other Hellenistic. Still it is

possible, since the complaints of the partial distribution of

alms came from the Hellenistic part of the church, that,

in order to infuse confidence and satisfaction, pure Hellenists

were chosen on this occasion. But if these deacons were

appointed only for the Hellenists, it would have been most
natui'al to entrust their election to the Hellenistic pai't alone,

and not to the whole church.

^ Even after -w^bat ha-s been urged by Meyer and Olshausen, in tlieir

Commentaries on the Acts, against this view, I cannot give it up. In
accordance -with the relation in which, ancienth', and especially among
the Jews, the young stood to tlieir elders, it would follow as a matter of

course, that the young men in an assembly would be ready to perform
any service which might be required. I do not see why (as Olshausen
maintains,) on that supposition, any other term than uearepoi should
have been used— for, if Luke had Avished to designate appointed ser-

vants of the church, he would not have used this indefinite appella-

tion;—nor can I feel the force of Olshausen's objection, that in that

passage of the Acts, the article would not have been used, but the pro-

noun TLves. Luke intended to mark, no doubt, a particular cUtss

of persons, the younger contradistinguished from the elder, without
determining Avhether all or only some lent their assistance. But Ols-

hausen is so far right, that if these are assumed to be regularly appointed
servants of the church,- they cannot be considered as the forerunners of
the deacons chosen at a later period, for manifestly these vearepoi held
a far lower place. I am glad to find an acute advocate of the view
I have taken in Rothe ; see his vrork on the Commencement of the
Christian Church, p. 162.
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Hence we are disposed to believe, that the church was at

first composed entirely of members standing on an equality

with one another, and that the apostles alone held a higher

rank, and exercised a directing influence over the whole,

which arose from the original position in which Christ had
placed them in relation to other believers ; so that the whole
arrangement and administration of the affiiirs of the church
proceeded from them, and they were first induced by par-

ticular circumstances to appoint other church officers, as in

the instance of deacons.

As in the government of the chm*ch in general the apostles

at first were the sole directors, all the contributions towards

the common fund were deposited with them (Acts v. 2), and
its distribution, according to the wants of individuals, was
altogether in their hands. From Acts vi. 2, it cannot be
positively inferred, that the apostles had not hitherto been
occupied with this secular concern. That passage may be
understood to intimate that they had liitherto attended to

this business without being distracted in their calling as

preachers of the Word, as long as the confidence universally

reposed in them, and the unitypervading the church, lightened

this labour ; but it assumed a very different aspect when
a conflict of distinct interests arose between the members.
JSIeanwhile, the number of the believers increased so greatly,

that it is probable, had there been no other reason, that the

apostles could not manage the distribution alone ; but con-

signed a part of the business sometimes to one, sometimes to

another, who either offered themselves for the purpose, or

had shown themselves to be worthy of such confidence. Still

this department of labour had not yet received any regular

form.

But as the visible church received into its bosom various

elements, the opposition existing in these elements gradually

became apparent, and threatened to destroy the Christian

luiity, imtil by the might of the Christian spirit this oppo-

sition could be counterbalanced, and a higher unity developed.

The strongest opposition existing in the primitive church,

was that between the Palestinian or purely Jewish, and the

Hellenistic converts. And though the power of Christian

love at first so fused together the dispositions of these two
parties, that the contrariety seemed lost, yet the original
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difTerence soon made its appearance. It showed itself in this

respect, that the Hellenists, dissatisfied with the mode of

distributing the alms, were mistrustful of the others, and
believed that they had cause to complain that their own ])Oor

widows were not taken such good care of in the daily

distribution,^ as the widows of the Palestinian Jews ; whether
the fact was, that the apostles had hitherto committed this

business to Palestinian Jews, and these had either justly or

unj iistly incurred the suspicion of partiality, or whether the

want of a regular plan for this business had occasioned much
irregularity and neglect of individuals, or whether the com-
plaint was grounded more in the natural mistrust of the

Hellenists than in a real grievance, must be left undetermined,

from the want of more exact information. These complaints,

however, induced the apostles to establish a regular plan for

conducting this business, and since they could not themselves

combine the strict oversight of individuals, and the satisfaction

of each one's wants,- with a proper attention to the principal

object of their calling, they thought it best to institute a par-

ticular office for the purpose, the first regular one for adminis-

tering the concerns of the church. Accordingly, they re-

quired the church to entrust this business to persons who
enjoyed the general confidence, and were fitted for the office,

animated by Christian zeal, and armed with Christian pru-

dence.^ Seven such individuals were chosen ; the" number
being accidentally fixed upon as a common one, or being-

adapted to seven sections of the church. Thus this office

originated in the immediate wants of the primitive chm'ch,

^ Neither from the expression diaKouia, vi. 1, nor from the phrase

SiuKouely Tpaire^ais, can it be inferred with certainty that the apostles

alluded only to the distribution of food among the poor widows. We
may be allowed to suppose that this was only one of the Tables of the

service they performed, and that it is mentioned to mark more
pointedly the distinction between the oversight of spiritual, and that of

secular concerns.
- That they were required to undertake the business alone, instead

of entrusting it to deputies, cannot be proved from the language in the

Acts.
^ Acts vi. 3. The word 7n/eD/io (which is the true reading, for dyiou

and icvpiov appear to be only glosses) denotes that in-;pi ration for the

cause of the gospel which is requisite for every kind of exertion for the

kingdom of God ; (TO(})ia signifies, that quality which is essential for

this office in particular, and imports in the Xew Testament, v/isdom or

prudence.

VOL. I. D
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aud its special mode of operation was marked out by the
peculiar situation of this first union of believers, which was
in some points dissimilar to that of the Jewish synagogue, or
of later churches. As it was called for by the pressure of

circumstances, it certainly was not intended to be perfectly

correspondent to an office in the Jewish synagogue, and
can by no means be considered parallel to that of a
common servant of the synagogue (Luke iv. 20), termed
;m, tzra'i?, T.2? rrTf-^ It was of higher importance, for

at first it was the only one in the church besides the
apostolic, and required a special capability in the manage-
ment of men's dispositions, which might be employed in ser-

vices of a higher kind, and was such as without doubt
belonged to the general idea of aofla. Neither was this

<;ffice altogether identical with that which at a later period

bore the same name,- but was subordinate to the office of

jjresbyters. And yet it would be ^vi-ong to deny that the

later church office of this name developed itself from the
first, and might be traced back to it.^ Although, as is usual

in such affairs, when the ecclesiastical system became more
complex, many changes took place in the office of deacons

;

for example, the original sole appointment of deacons for the
distribution of alms, became afterwards subordinate to the
influence of the presbj^ters, who assumed the whole manage-
ment of church affiiirs,* and though many other secular

employments were added to the original one, yet the funda-
mental principle as well as the name of the office remained.-^

' See Rothe's admirable Remarks, p. 166.
2 As Chrysostom observes in his fourteenth Homily on the Acts, § 3.

3 As the Second Trullanian Council, c. 16, which was occasioned by
a special object, that tlie uumber of deacons for large towns might not
be limited to seven,

* From Acts xi. 30, nothing more is to be inferred, than that when
presbyters were appointed for the general superintendence of the church,
the contril)utions intended for the church were handed over to them, as

formerly to the apostles, when they held the exclusive management of
affairs. It may be fairly supposed that the presbyters entrusted each of
the deacons with a sum out of the common fund for distribution in his

own department.
^ I find no reason (with Rothc, p. 166) to doubt this ; for the name

was well a hiptcd to denote their particular employment, and to dis-

tinguish them from persons acting in a more subordinate capacity, as

vnripeTai. Nor is it any objection to this, that in Acts xxi. 8 tliey are

merely called The Seven, for as the name of deacon was then the usual
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In later times, we still find traces of the distribution of alms
being considered as the peculiar employment of deacons.^

Here, as in many other instances in the history of the church,

human weakness and imperfection subserved the divine

wisdom, and promoted the interests of the kingdom of God
;

for by this appointment of deacons for the Hellenistic part of

the church, distinguished men of Hellenistic descent and
education were brought into the public service of the church,

and the Hellenists, by their freer mental culture, were in

many respects better qualified rightly to understand and to

publish the gospel as the foundation of a method of salvation

independent of Judaism, and intended for all men equally

without distinction. The important consequences resulting

from this event will appear in the course of the history.

The institution of the office of presbyters was similar in its

origin to that of deacons. As the chm-ch was continually in-

creasing in size, the details of its management also multiplied
;

the guidance of all its affairs by the apostles could no longer

be conveniently combined with the exercise of their peculiar

apostolic functions ; they also wished, in accordance with the

^^pirit of Christianity, not to govern alone, but preferred that

the body of believers should govern themselves under their

guidance ; thus they divided the government of the church,

Avhich hitherto they had exercised alone, with tried men, who
formed a presiding council of elders, similar to that which
was known in the Jewish synagogues under the title of ':pT,

TTpeafivTEpoi.- Possibly, as the formal appointment of deacons

appellation of a certain class of officers in the church, Luke uses this

expression to distinguish them from others of the same name, just as

The Twelve denoted the apostles.

^ Hence, at the appointment of deacons, it was required, that they

should " not be greedy of filthy lucre," 1 Tim. iii. 8. Origen, iu

Matt. t. xvi. § 22, ol Sidnovoi SLOiKovures ra rfjs iicKXTjaias xpVH-^'^'^> ^^^
Cyprian says of the deacon Felicissimus, pecunice commissce .sibi frau-
dator. Even in the apostolic age, the deacon's office appears to have

extended to many other outward employments, and most probably the

word avTiK^^iis, ' Helps,' denotes the serviceableness of their office.

1 Cor. xii. 28.

2 Bauer has lately maintained, that the general government of the

affairs of the church did not enter originally and essentially into the

idea of -rrpcaliuTepoi, but that originally every irpea-^vT^pos presided over

a small distinct Christian society. From this, one consequence would

follow which Bauer also deduces from it, that not a republican, but a
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DxoAQ from a specific outward occasion, a similar, though to

us unknown, event occasioned that of presbyters. They were

originally chosen as in the Synagogue, not so much for the

instruction and edification of the church, as for taking the

lead in its general government.

But as to the provision made in the primitive church for

religious instruction and edification, we have no precise in-

monardiical element entered originally into the constitution of the

church, a position from which most important consequences would
follow. But against this assertion, we have many things to urge.

Since the appointment of presbyters in the Christian church entirely

corresponded with that of presbyters in the JeAvish synagogue, at least in

their original constitution, so we may conclude, that if a plurality of

elders stood at the head of the synagogue, the same Avas the case Avith

the first Christian church. Bat as the synagogue according to the an-

cient JcAvish constitution, was organized ou the plan of the great Sanhe-
drim at Jerusalem, we might expect that a whole college of elders would
have the direction of the synagogues, as such a college of elders Avas

really at the head of the Jews in a city. Luke vii. 3. The passages in

Avhich one is distinguished by the title of 6 a.Qx^(^^y<^'y<^los, Luke viii.

41, 49 ; xiii. 14, may signify, that the individual mentioned stood at

the head of the Jewish congregation as nE:Dn irsi, and that the form of

government Avas rather monarchical. But admitting this, still the sup-

position of a college of presbyters, presiding over the synagogue, Avould

not be invalidated, since we meet with a plurality of doxi'yvva.'yoj'Yoi =
TToeo-fivTegoi, Acts xiii. 15; xviii. 8— 18. Yet A\-e must make the limita-

tion, that in smaller places an indiAudual, as in larger toAvns a plurality,

stood at the head of the synagogue. It is most probable, that although
all presbyters Avere called dgxio-wdywyoi, yet one who acted as president

Avas distinguished by the title of agx^awdyooyos, as 2)'>'imus inter 'pares.

\\\ evidence of this, compare the first passage quoted from Luke Avith

Mark v. 22. This is important in reference to the later relation of

bishops to presbyters. The analogy to the Jewish synagogue allows us
to conclude, that at the head of the first church at Jerusalem, a general

deliberative college Avas placed from the beginning; a notion Avhich

is favoured by a comparison Avith the college of apostles ; and in the
Acts, a plurality of presbyters always appears next in rank to the apo-

stles, as representatives of the church at Jerusalem. If any one is dis-

posed to maintain, that each of these presbyters presided over a smaller
part of the church at its special meetings, still it must be thereby
established, that notwithstanding these divided meetings, tlie church
formed a whole, over Avhich this deliberative college of presbyters pre-

sided, and therefore, the form of government Avas still republican. Jkit

if it is probable that the Avhole church, which could not meet in one
place, divided itself into several companies, still the assumption, that

from the beginning the number of presbyters Avas equal to the number
of places of assembling, and to these subdivisions of the collective body
of believers, is entirely groundless, and in the highest degree improbable.
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foi-mation. If wc arc justified in assuming that the mode
adopted in the assemblies of Gentile Christians—which, in ac-

cordance with the enlightened spirit and nature of Chris-

tianity, was not confined to one station of life, or to one form

of mental cultivation—was also the original one, we might
from that conclude, that from the first, any one who had the

ability and an inward call to utter his thoughts on Christian

topics in a public assembly, was permitted to speak for the

general improvement and edification/ But the first church

difiibred from the churches subsequently formed among the

Gentiles in one important respect, that in the latter there

were no teachers of that degree of illumination, and claiming

that respect to which the apostles had a right, from the posi-

tion in which Christ himself had placed them. Meanwhile,

though the apostles principally attended to the advancement

of Christian knowledge, and as teachers possessed a prepon-

derating and distinguished influence, it by no means follows,

that they monopolized the right of instructing the church. In

proportion as they were influenced by the spirit of the Gospel,

it must have been their aim to lead believers by their teach-

ing to that spiritual maturity, wdiich would enable them to

contribute (by virtue of the divine life communicated to all

by the Holy Spirit) to their mutual awakening, instruction,

and improvement. Viewing the occurrences of the day of

Pentecost as an illustration of the agency of the Divine Spirit

in the new dispensation, we might conclude that, on sul)se-

quent occasions, that spiritual excitement which impelled

believers to testify of the divine life, could not be confined to

the apostles. Accordingly, we find that individuals came for-

ward, who had already devoted themselves to the study and

interpretation of the Old Testament, and to meditation on

divine things ; and when, by the illumination of the Holy
Spirit, they had become familiar with the nature of the gospel,

they coukl with comparative ease develop and apply its truths

in public addresses. They received the gift for whicli there

^ That in the Je\nsh Christian churches, public speaking in their as-

s;emblies was not confined to certain authorized persons, is evident from

the fact, that James, in addressing believers of that class who Avere too

apt to substitute talking for practising, censured them, because so rnany

without an inward call, prompted by self-concait, put themselves for-

ward in their assemblies as teachers.
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was an adaptation in their minds—^the ^apier^a hdacncaMrtg,

and, in consequence of it, were inferior onW to the apostles in

aptitude for giving public instruction. Besides that connected

intellectual development of truth, there were also addresses,

which proceeded not so much from an aptness of the under-

standing improved by exercise, and acting with a certain uni-

formity of operation, as from an instantaneous, immediate,

inward awakening by the power of the Holy Spirit, in which

a divine afflatus was felt both by the speaker and hearers : to

this class belonged the 7rpo(pr]re~uu, the yjipia^xa 7rpo(pr]Te~iac. To
the prophets also were ascribed the exhortations (irapaKXiiaeig),

which struck with the force of instantaneous impression on

the minds of the hearers.^ The cicdaKaXoi might also possess

the gift of -joo07yr£ta, but not all who uttered particular in-

stantaneous exhortations as prophets in the church, were

capable of holding the office of h^aKoXoi.^ We have no pre-

cise information concerning the relation of the ^icairicaXoL to

the presbyters in the primitive church, whether in the ap-

pointment of presbyters, care was taken that only those who
were furnished with the gift of teaching should be admitted

into the college of presbyters. Yet, in all cases, the oversight

of the propagation of the Christian faith—of the administra-

tion of teaching and of devotional exercises in the social

meetings of believers, belonged to that general superintendence

of the church which was entrusted to them, as in the Jewish

synagogues ; although it was not the special and exclusive

office of the elders to give public exhortations, yet whoever
might speak in their assemblies, they exercised an inspection

over them. Acts xiii. 15. In an epistle written towards the

end of the apostolic era to an early chiu'ch composed of Chris-

tians of Jewish descent in Palestine (the Epistle to the Hebrews),

it is presupposed that the rulers of the church had from the

first provided for the delivery of divine truth, and watched
over the spiritual welfare of the chui*ch, and therefore had the

care of souls.

^ The Lcvite Jose?, who {listin2:lli^hcd himself by his powerful ad-

dresses in the church, was reckoned amoncr the prophets, and hence was
called by the apostles n^^::^ ns, Banvd^as, and this is translated in the

Acts (iv. 36) vlhs iragaKK-qaews = oios vgocprjTeias.

2 In Act.s xix. 6, as a manifestation of the spiritual gifts that followed

ijonversion, irQocprjTeveiv is put next to y\waaais XaXeh.
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Relative to the spread of Christianity among the Jews, the

most remarkable feature is the gradual transition from Judaism
to Christianity as a new independent creation, Christianity

presenting itself as the crowning-point of Judaism in its con-

summation accomphshed by the Messiah ; the transfiguration

and spiritualization of Judaism, the new, perfect law given by
the Messiah as the fulfilling of the old ; the new spirit of the

higher life communicated by the Messiah, gradually developing

itself in the old religious forms, to which it gave a real vitality.

Such is that representation of Christianity which is given in

the Sermon on the Mount. First of all, Peter appears before us,

and then after he had passed over the limits of the old national

theocracy to publish the gospel among the heathen, James
i)resents himself as the representative of this first step in the

development of Christianity in its most perfect form.

The transition from Judaism to Christianity in general

gradually developed itself, beginning with the acknowledg-

ment of Jesus as the Messiah promised in the Old Testament

;

and hence many erroneous mixtures of the religious spirit

prevalent among the Jews were formed with Christianity, in

which the Jewish element predominated, and the Christian

principle was depressed and hindered from distinctly unfolding

itself. There were many to whom faith in the Messiahship of

Jesus was added to their former religious views, only as an
insulated outw^ard fact, without developing a new principle in

their inward life and disposition—baptized Jews wdio acknow-

ledged Jesus as the Messiah, and expected his speedy return

for the establishment of the Messianic kingdom in a temporal

form, as they were wont to represent it to themselves from
their carnal Jewish standing-point ; they received some new
precepts from Him as so many positive commands, without

rightly understanding their sense and spirit, and were little

distinguished in their lives from the common Jews. That
Jesus faithfully observed the form of the Jewish law, was
assumed by them as a proof that that form would always

retain its value. They clung to the letter, the spirit was always

it mystery : they could not understand in what sense he declared

that he came not to destroy the law^, but to fulfil it. They
adhered to not destroying it according to the letter, without

understanding what this meant according to the spirit, since

what was meant hy fulfilling it was equally unknown to them.
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Such persons would easily fall away from the faith which had
never been in them a truly living one, when they found
that their carnal expectations were not fulfilled, as is implied

in the language of the Epistle to the Hebrews. As the com-
mon Jewish spirit manifested itself to be a one-sided attach-

ment to externals in religion, a cleaving to the letter and
outward forms, without any development and appropriation

of the spirit, a preference for the shell without the kernel : so

it appeared in the Jews as an opponent to the reception of the

gospel, and to the renovation of the heart b}'" it, as an over-

valuation of the outward observance of the law, whether in

ceremonies or in a certain outward propriety, and an undue
estimation of a merely historical faith, something external to

the soul, consisting only in outward profession, either of faith

in one God as creator and governor, or in Jesus as the Messiah,

as if the essence of religion were placed in either one or the

other, or as if a righteousness before God could be thereby

obtained. The genius of the gospel presented itself in oppo-

sition to both kinds of ojnis 02:>eratum and dependence on
works, as we shall see in the sequel. At first it was the ele-

ment of Pharisaic Judaism, which mingled itself with, and
disturbed the pure Christian truth ; at a later period Chris-

tianity aroused the attention of those mystical or theosophic

tendencies which had developed themselves in opposition to

the Pharisaism cleaving rigidly to the letter, and a carnal

Judaism, partly and more immediately as a reaction from the

inward religious element and spirit of Judaism, partly under
the influence of Oriental and Grecian mental tendencies, by
which tlie unbending and rugged Judaism was weakened and
modified ; and from this quarter other erroneous mixtures

with Christianity proceeded, which cramped and depressed

the pure development of the Word and Spirit.

We shall now pass on from the first internal development
of the Christian Church among the Jews to its out\Yard con-

dition.
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CHAPTER III.

IIIK OUTWARD CONDITION OF THE PRIMITIVE CHURCH : ITS PERSECUTIONS
AND THEIR CONSEQUENCES.

It does not appear that the Pharisees, though tliey had taken

the lead m the condemnation of Christ, were eager, after that

event, to persecute his followers. They looked on the illite-

rate Galileans as worthy of no further attention, especially

since they strictl}^ observed the ceremonial law, and at first

abstained from controverting the peculiar tenets of their

party ; they allowed them to remain undisturbed, like some
other sects by whom their own interests were not affected.

Meanwhile, the church was enabled continually to enlarge

itself. An increasing number were attracted and won by the

overpowering energy of spiritual influence which was mani-

fested in the primitive church ; the apostles also, by the

miracles they wrought in the confidence and power of faith,

first aroused the attention of carnal men, and then made use of

this imj)ression to bring them to an acknov.dedgment of the

divine power of Him in whose name such wonders were per-

formed, and to hold him forth to them as the deliverer from
evil. Peter, especially, possessed in an extraordinary degree

that gift of fliith which enabled him to perform cures, of which
a remarkable example is recorded in the third chapter of

the Acts.

When Peter and John, at one of the usual hours of prayer,

about thi'cc in the afternoon, were going into the temple, they

found at one of the gates of the temple (whose precincts, as

afterwards those of Christian churches, w^ere a common resort

of beggars) a man who had been lame from his birth. While
he was looking for alms from them, Peter uttered the memor-
able words, which plainly testified the conscious possession of

a divine power that could go far beyond the common powders

of man and of nature ; and which, pronounced with such con-

fidence, carried the pledge of their fulfilment :
" Silver and

gold have I none ; but such as I have, give I thee ; In the

name of Jesus of Nazareth, rise up and walk." When the

man, who had been universally known as a lame beggar, was

seen standing with joy by the side of his two benefactors, to
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whom he clang with overflowing gratitude, a crowd fall of

cariosity and astonishment collected around the apostles as

they were leaving the temple, and were ready to pay them
homage as persons of peculiar sanctity. But Peter said to

them, " Why do you look full of wonder on us, as if we had
done this by our own power and holiness 1 It is not our

work, but the work of the Holy One whom ye rejected and
dehvered up to the Gentiles, whose death ye demanded, though

a heathen judge wished to let him go, and felt compelled to

acknowledge his innocence." We nere meet with the charge

which ever since the day of Pentecost, Peter had been used to

bring forward, in order to lead the Jews to a consciousness of

their guilt, to repentance, and to faith. " God himself has by
subsequent events justified Him whom ye condemned, and
proved your guilt. That God who was with our fathers, and
revealed his presence by miraculous events, has now revealed

himself by the glorification of Him whom ye condemned. Ye
have put him to death, whom God destined thereto, to bestow

on us a divine life of everlasting blessedness ; but God raised

him from the dead, and we are the eye-witnesses of his resur-

rection. The believing confidence implanted in our hearts

by him, has effected this miracle before your eyes." Peter

would have spoken in a different strain to obstinate unbe-

lievers. But here he hoped to meet with minds open to

conviction. He therefore avoided saying what would only

exasperate and repel their feelings. After he had said what
tended to convince them of their guilt, he adopted a milder

tone, to infuse confidence and to revive the contrite. He
brought forward what might be said in extenuation of those

who had united in the condemnation of Christ, " that in

ignorance they had denied the Messiah," ' and that as far as

they and their rulers had acted in ignorance, it was in con-

sequence of a higher necessity. It was the eternal counsel of

God, that the IMcssiah should sufter for the salvation of men, as

'

had been predicted by the prophets. But now is the time for

you to prove, that you have erred only through ignorance, if

' Peter by no means acquits them of all criminalit}', as the con-

nexion of his words with what he had before said plainly shows : for

ho had brought forward the example of Pilate to point out how great

was the criminality of those who, even in their blindness, condemned
Jesns ; but ignorance may be more or less culpable, according to the

difference of the persons.
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you now allow 3'ourselvcs to be brought to a sense of A-our

unrighteousness by the fact of which you are witnesses ; if

you now repent and believe in Jesus as the Messiah, and seek

through him that forgiveness of your sins which he is ready

to bestow. Thus only you can expect deliverance from all

evil, and full salvation ; for he is now hidden from your bodily

eyes, and, exalted to heaven, reveals himself as invisibly effi-

cient by miracles, such as those you have witnessed ; but

when the time arrives for the completion of all things, that

great period to which all the prophecies of the Old Testament

point from the beginning, then will he appear again on earth

to efiPect that completion ; for Moses ' and the prophets have

spoken beforehand of what is to be performed by the Messiah,

as the consummation of ail things. And you are the persons

to whom these promises of the prophets will be fulfdled ; to

you belong the promises which God gave to your fathers, the

promise given to Abraham, that through his posterity all the

families of the earth should be blessed.^ As one day a blessing

from this promised seed of Abraham shall extend to all the

nations of the earth, ^ so shall it first be fulfilled to you, if you
turn from 3^our sins to him.

The commotion produced among the people who gathered

round the apostles in the precincts of the temple, at last

aroused the attention and suspicion of the priests, whose
office it was to perform the service in the temple, and to

preserve order there. The two apostles, with the cured

cripple who kept close to them, were apprehended, and as it

^ Peter hei-e appeals to the passage in Deuteronomy xviii. 15, 18,

where certainly, according to the connexion, only the prophets in

general, by whom God continually enlightened and guided his people,

are contrasted with the false soothsayers and magicians of idolatrous

nations. But yet, as the Messiah Avas the last of these promised
prophets, to be followed by no other, in whom the whole prophetic

system found its centre and consummation, so far this passage in its

spirit may justly be applied to the Messiah ; though Ave cannot affirm

that Peter himself was distinctly aware of the difference between the

right interpx-etation of the letter, according to grammatical and logical

rules, and its application in spirit, not arbitrary indeed, but grounded
on an historical necessity.

2 This promise, Gen. xii. 3 ; xviii. 18 ; xxii. 18, according to its highest

relation, which must be found in tho organic development of the king-

dom of God, is fulfilled by the Messiah.
^ On the sense in which, at that time, Peter understood this, see

above.
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was no^Y evening, too late for any judicial proceedings were
put in confinement till the next da}'. ' When brought before

the Sanhedrim, Peter, full of holy inspiration, and raised by
it above the fear of man, testified to the rulers of the Jewish
nation that only by the might of Him whom they had cruci-

fied, but whom God had raised from the dead, it had come to

pass, that they beheld this man standing in perfect soundness
before them. He was the stone despised by the builders,

^ Gfrorcr imagines that he can show that this narrative was only a
legendary echo of the accounts in the Gospels, a transference of the
miracles of Christ to the apostles, and often applies this mode of inter-

pretation to the first part of the Acts. Thus he maintains, tliat the
words in Acts iv. 7, " By Avhat power and by whatname have ye doi;e

this 1" are copied from the question addressed to Christ, Luke xx. 2 :

"Tell us by what authority thou doest these things'?" and that this is

proved to be a false transference, because the question stands in its

right place in the Gospel history, but not in tlie narrative of the Acts
;

"for, according to the Jewish notions, every one might cure diseases."

But though the cure of a disease need not occasion any further in-

quiries, yet a cure, which appeared to ])e accomplished by supernatural
power, might properly call forth the inquiry, "Whence did he Avho per-

formed it profess to receive the power? As it was understood by Peter,

the question involved an accusation that he professed to have received
power for performing such things, through his connexion with an indi-

vidual who had been condemned by the Sanhedrim, This question was
intended to call forth a confession of guilt. Equally groundless is

Gfrorer's supposition, that the quotation in Acts iv. 11, "This is the
stone which was set at nought of you builders," refers to Matt. xxi. 42,

and can only be understood by such a reference. The connexion of the
passage is sufficiently explicit, and is as follows :

" If ye call us to

account for the testimony we bear to Jesus as the Messiah, ye will

verify what was predicted in that passage of the Psalms. The Jesus of
Nazareth condemned by the heads of the Jewish polity, is honoured by
God to be made the foundation on which the whole kingdom of God
rests. He has received from God the power by which we effect such
miracles."

Gfrorcr further remarks, that the plainest proof that this narrative is

defective in historical truth lies inverse IG, "What shall we do to these

men ? for that indeed a notable miracle hath been done by them is

manifest to all them that dwell in Jerusalem, and Ave cannot deny it
;"

lie asserts that these persons could not have so expressed themselves.

But if the author of this account has put in the mouth of the Sanhe-
drim what he believed might be presumed to be the thoughts that

influenced their conduct, can it on that account be reasonably inferred,

that the narrative is in the main unhistorical ? On the same plan by
Avhich Gfrorer thinks he can show that such narratives in the Acts are

only imitations of those in the Gospels, we might easily nullify much
in later history, as merely legendary copies of earlier history.
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those who wished to be the leaders of God's people, who
would bceome the foundation on which the whole building of

God's kingdom would rest. Psalm cxviii. 22. There was no
other means of obtaining salvation, but faith in him alone.

The members of the Sanhedrim were astonished to hear men,
who had not been educated in the Jewish schools, and whom
they despised as illiterate, speak with such confidence and
power, and they knew not what to make of the undeniable

fact, the cure of the lame man ; but their prejudices and
spiritual pride would not allow them to investigate more
closely the cause of the fact wdiich had taken place before

their eyes. They only w^ished to suppress the excitement

which the event had occasioned, for they could not charge any
false doctrine on the apostles, who taught a strict observance

of the law. Perhaps also the secret though not altogether

decided friends, wdiom the cause of Christ had from the first

among tlie members of the Sanhedrim, exerted an influence

in favour of the accused. The schism likewise between the

Pharisaic and the Sadducean parties in the Sanhedrim, might
have a favourable influence on the conduct of that assembly

towards the Christians. The Sadducees, wdio were exasperated

with the apostles for so zealously advocating the doctrine of

the resurrection, and wdio were the chief authors of the machi-

nations against them at this time, were yet so far obliged to

yield to the prevalent popular belief, as not to venture to

allege that against the disciples wdiich most excited their

enmity. Hence, without making any specific charge against

the apostles, they satisfied themselves with imposing silence

upon them by a peremptory mandate ; which, according to

the existing ecclesiastical constitution of the Jew^s, the Sanhe-
drim was competent to issue, being the highest tribunal in

matters of faith, without whose sanction no one could be
acknowledged as having a divine commission. The apostles

protested that they could not comply with a human injunc-

tion, if it was at variance with the laws of God, and that

they could not be silent respecting w^hat they had seen and
heard ; the Sanhedrim, however, repeated the prohibition,

and added threats of punishment in case of disobedience.

Meanwhile this miracle, so publicly wTought—the force of

Peter's address—and the vain attempt to silence him by
threats, had the effect of increasing the number of Christian
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professoi*s to about two thousand. As the apostles, without

giving themselves any concern about the injunction of the

Sanhedrim, laboured according to the intention they had
publicly avowed, both by word and deed, for the spread of the

gospel, it is not surprising that they were soon brought again

before the Sanhedrim as contumacious. When the president

reproached them for their disobedience, Peter renewed his

former protestation. " We must obey God rather tlian man.
And the God of our fathers," he proceeded to say, " is he who
has called us to testify of what ye have forbidden us to speak.

By his omnipotence, he has raised that Jesus whom ye cruci-

fied, and has exalted him to be the leader and redeemer of his

people, and through him all may be called to repentance, and

receive from him the forgiveness of their sins. This we testifj^

and this the Holy Spirit testifies in the hearts of those who
believe on him." ^ These words of Peter at once aroused the

Avrath of the Sudducees and Fanatics, and many of them were

clamorous for putting the apostles to death ; but amidst the

throng of infuriated zealots, one voice of temperate wisdom
might be heard, Gamaliel, one of the seven most distinguished

teachers of the Law (the Eabbanim), thus addressed the

members of the Sanhedrim :
" Consider well what ye do to

these men. Many founders of sects and party-leaders have

appeared in our day ; they have at first acquired great noto-

riety, but in a short time they and their cause have come to

nothing." He proved his assertion by several examples of
•

^ These words (Acts v. 82) are by many understood, as if by the term
TT^iQa.QXovvr^s the apostles Avere intended, and as if the sense of the pas-

sage were this : We testify of these things, as the eye-witnesses chosen by
Him : and the Holy Spirit, in whose power we have performed this cure,

testifies by the works which we accomplish in his name. Such an inter-

pretation is certainly possible. But it is more natural, as we apply the
first clause to the apostles, to apply the second to those v.ho received

their message in faith, and to whom the truth of this message Avas veri-

fied, independently of their human testimony, by the divine witness of
the Holy Spirit in their hearts ; to whom the Holy Spirit himself gave
a pledge, that, by faith in Jesus, they had received forgiveness of sins

and a divine life. This interpretation is also to be preferred, because
Peter, after the day of Pentecost, was always wont to appeal to that ob-

jective testimony which the Holy Spirit produced in all believers. If

the first interpretation were correct, the emphasis would lie on ^,ue?s

—

we, and the Holy Spirit by us; indeed, the last clause should have been
7]fjuv rols TTeiOaoxovaiv.
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commotions aud insurrections wliich happened about tliat

period among the Jews.^ They might safely leave this affair

also to itself. If of human origin, it would speedily come to

an end ; but if it should be something divine, vain would be

the attempt to put it down b}^ human power, and let them

see to it, that they were not guilty of rebellion against God.

Too much has been attributed to these words of Gamaliel,

when it has been inferred from them, that he was a secret

adherent of the gospel ;
^ the connexion he kept up with the

Jewish schools of theology precludes such a supposition. By
the traditions of the Gemara we are justified in considering

him as one of the freethinking Jewish theologians, which we

also learn from his being in favour of the cultivation of

Grecian literature ;^ and from his peculiar mental constitution

we might likewise infer, that he could be more easily moved
by an impression of the divine, even in appearances which did

not bear the stamp of his party. But many of his expressions

which are preserved in the Mishna, mark him plainly enough

to have been a strict Pharisee, such as he is described by his

pupil Paul ; the great respect, too, in which he has ever been

held by the Jews is a sufficient proof that they never doubted

the soundness of his creed, that he could not be accused of any

suspicious connexion with the heretical sect. On the one

hand, he had a clear perception of the fact, that all fanatical

movements a];e generally rendered more violent by opposition,

^ The mention of Theudas in Gamaliel's speech, occasions, as is well

known, a great difficulty, since his insurrection seems as if it could be

no other than that mentioned by Josephus, Antiq. xx. 5, 1 ; but to admit
this would involve an anachronism. It is very possible that, at different

times, two persons named Theudas raised a sedition among the Jews, as

the name was by no means uncommon. Origen (against Celsus, i. 57)

mentions a Theudas before the birth of Christ, but his testimony is not

of great weight, for perhaps he fixed the time by the account in the Acts,

It is also possible that Luke, in the relation of the event which he had
before him, found the example of Theudas adduced as something analo-

gous, or that one name has happened to be substituted for another. In

either case it is of little importance.
2 In the Clementines, i. 65, on the principle of fraus pia, it is sup-

posed that, by the advice of the apostles, he remained a member of the

Sanhedrim, and concealed his real faith in order to act for the advantage
of the Christians, and to give them secret informations of all the designs

formed against them.
^ See Jost's History of the Israelites, vol. iii. p. 170.
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and that what in itself is insignificant, is often raised into im-

portance by forcible attempts to suppress it. On the other

hand, the manner in -which the apostles spoke and acted made
some impression on a man not wholly prejudiced ; while their

exact observance of the law, and hostile attitude towards

Sadduceeism, must have disposed him more strongly in their

favour, and hence the thought might arise in his mind, that

after all there was something divine in the cause they

advocated. His counsel prevailed ; no heavier punishment
than scourging was inflicted on the apostles for their dis-

obedience, and they were dismissed after the former prohibi-

tion had been repeated.

Up to this time, the members of the new sect, being strict

observers of the law, and agreeing with the Pharisees in their

oj^position to the Sadducees, appeared in a favourable light

to at least tlie moderate of the former. ^ But this amicable

relation was at an end as soon as they came, or tln^eatened to

come, into open conflict with the principles of Pharisaism

itself; when the spirit of the new doctrine w^as more distinctly

felt in that quarter, an effect produced by an individual

memorable on this account in the early annals of Christianity,

the proto-mart}T Stephen.

Tlie deacons, as we have already remarked, wxre primarily

appointed for a secular object, but in the discharge of their

special duty frequently came in contact with home and foreign

Jews; and since men had been chosen for this office who
were full of Christian zeal, full of Christian faith, and full of
Christian wisdom and pi-udence, they possessed both the
inward call, and the ability to make use of these numerous
opportunities for the spread of the gospel among the Jews.
In these attempts, Stephen particularly disting-uished himself.
As a man of Hellenistic descent and education, he was better
fitted than a native of Palestine for entering into the views of
those foreign Jews wlio had synagogues for their exclusive use
at Jerusalem, and thus leading them to receive the gospel.
The Holy Sjjirit, who hitherto had employed as instmments
for the sj)read of the gospel only Palestinian Jews, now fitted

for liis service an individual of very different mental trainingo>

» Sec Schncckcnbnri^er's Essay in his Bdtrarjen zur Elnlcitung ins
Kcue Teatament, p. 87.
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tlic Hellenistic Stephen ; and the result of this choice \v;is

very important. Although the Holy Spirit alone, according'

to the Saviour's promise, could lead the apostles to a clear

perception of the contents of the whole truth ' announced by
himself

;
yet the quicker or slower development of this percep-

tion was in many respects dependent on the mental peculiarity,

and the special standing-point of general and religious culture,

of the individuals who were thus to be enlightened by the

Holy Spirit. In one individual, the development of Christian

knowledge was prepared for by his previous standing-point

;

and hence, under the influence of the Holy Spirit, a knowledge
(yj'uio-tc) of Christian truth rapidly developed itself from
faith (Tricrric) ; whereas, for another to attain the same insight,

the bounds which confined his previous standing-point must
be first broken down by the power of the Holy Spirit operating

in a more immediate manner, by a new additional revelation

(d7roKa.Xv\pig.) When Christ spoke to his apostles of certain

things which they could not yet comprehend, but which must
be first revealed to them by the Holy Spirit, he, no doubt,

referred to the essence of religion, to that worshipping of God
in spirit and in truth, which is not necessarily confined to

23lacc or time, or to any kind whatever of outward obser-

vances ; and with which the abolition of the ]\Iosaic cere-

monial law (that wall of separation between the chosen people

of God and other nations, Eph. ii. 14), and the union of

all nations in one spiritual worship and one faith—were closely

connected. The apostles had by this time understood, through
the illumination of the Holy Spirit, the nature of the spiritual

worship founded on faith, but the consequences flowing from
it in relation to outward Judaism they had not yet clearly

apprehended. In this respect, their standing-point resembled

Luther's—after he had attained a living faith in justification,

in reference to outward Catholicism, ere he had, by the further

maturing of his Christian knowledge, abjured that also—and
that of many who before and since the Reformation have
attained to vital Christianity, though still to a degree en-

thralled in the fetters of Catholicism. Thus the apostles first

^ Christ did not promise the apostles indefinitely that the Holy
Spirit should guide them into all things, but into the whole of the

truth, which lie came to announce for the salvation of mankind

;

John xvi. 13.

VOL. I. E
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attained to a full development of their Christian knowledge,

to a clear perception of the truth on this side, when by the

power of the Holy Spirit they were freed from the fetters of

their strictly Jewish training, which obscured this perception.

On the other hand, the Hellenistic Stephen needed not to

attain this menttd freedom by a new immediate operation of

the Holy Spirit, for he was already, by his early development

in Hellenistic culture, more free from these fetters, he w^as not

so much entangled in Jewish nationality, and hence his Chris-

tian knowledge could on this side more easily and quickly

attain to clearness of perception. In short, Stephen was the

forcnniner of the great Paul, in his perception of Christian

truth and the testimony he bore to it, as well as in his conflict

for it with the carnal Jews, who obstinately adhered to their

ancient standing-point. It is highly probable, that he was
first induced by his disputations with the Hellenists, to

present the gospel on the side of its opposition to the Mosaic

law ; to combat the belief in the necessity of that law for the

justification and sanctification of men, and, what w^as con-

nected therewith, its perpetual obligation, and then to show
that the new spirit of the gospel freed it altogether from the

outward forms of Judaism ; that the new spirit of religion

required an entirely new form. As, agreeably to the prophecy
of Christ, the destruction of the temple at Jerusalem, with

which the Jews had hitherto considered the worship of God as

necessarily and essentially connected, was now about to take

place by means of the divine judgments on the degenerate

earthly kingdom of God, through the victorious divine power
of the Messiah, exalted to the right hand of his heavenly
Father—so would the whole outward system of Judaism fall

with this its only earthly sanctuary, and the theocracy arise

glorified and spiritualized from its earthly trammels. We
cannot determine with confidence, to what extent Stephen, in

his disputations with the Jews, developed all this, but we may
infer with certainty from the consequences, that it would
be more or less explicitly stated by this enlightened man.
Hence it came to pass, that the rage of the Pharisees was now
excited, as it had never yet been against the promulgators of

the new doctrine ; hence an accusation such as had never yet

been brought against them—that Stephen had uttered blas-

phemous words against Jehovah and against Moses. We are
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toid, indeed, that false witnesses deposed against him that he
ceased not to speak against the Holy City (the Temple) and
the Law—that he had declared that Jesus of Nazareth would
destroy the Temple, and abrogate the usages handed down
from Moses. But although these accusations are represented

as the depositions of false witnesses, it does not follow, that

all that they said was a fabrication, but only that they had,

on many points, distorted the assertions of Stephen, wdth an
evil intention. They accused him of attacking the divine

< trigin and holiness of the law, and of blaspheming Moses ; all

vrhich w^as very far from his design. Yet he must, by what
he said, have given them some ground for their misrepresen-

tations, for before this time, nothing similar had been brought
against the publishers of the gospel ; hence we may make use

of their allegations to find out what Stephen really said.

And his defence plainly indicates that he by no means
intended to repel the accusation as altogether a falsity, but
rather to acknowledge that there w^as truth mixed up with it

;

that w4iat he had really spoken, and what was already so

obnoxious to the Jews, he had no wish to deny, but only

to develop and establish it in its right connexion. And thus

wc gain the true point of view for understanding this

memorable and often misunderstood speech.

Stephen was seized by his embittered enemies, brought
before the Sanhedrim, and accused of blasphemy. But though
the minds of his judges were so deeply prejudiced by the

reports spread against him, and they w^aited with intense

eagerness to see the man who had uttered such unheard-of

things—when he actually came before them, and began to

^speak, they were struck with the commanding expression

of his whole figure, with the inspired confidence—the

Jieavenly repose and serenity which beamed in all his features.

In the Acts we are told, that he stood before them with a

glorified countenance, " as it were the face of an angel ;" and
it is very probable, that many members of the Sanhedrim had
thus described the impression which his appearance made
upon them. The topics and arrangement of his discourse

were suited to confirm this impression, and to turn it to

good account, to fix the attention of his judges, and to put

their minds in a more favoural)le position towards the

speaker, thus gradually preparing them for that which he
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wished to make the main subject of his discourse. That dis-

course perfectly corresponds with tlie leading qualities ascribed

to his character in the Acts. In his frank manner of ex-

pressing what he had learnt by the light of the Divine Spirit,

we recognise the man full of the power of faith, without the

fear of man, or deference to human opinion ; in his manner of

constantly keeping one end in view, and yet, instead of

abruptly urging it, gradually preparing his heai'ers for it, we
recognise the man full of Christian prudence.

The object of Stephen's discourse was not simple but com-
plex

;
3'et it was so constructed, that the different topics were

linked together in the closest manner. Its primary object

was certainly apologetical, but as he forgot himself in tlio

subject with which he was inspired, his apologetic efforts

relate to the truths maintained by him, and impugned by his

adversaries, rather than to himself ; hence, not satisfied with

defending, he developed and enforced the truths he had pro-

claimed ; and at the same time, condemned the carnal

ungodly temper of tlie Jews, which was little disposed to

receive the truth. Thus with the apologetic element, the

didactic and polemic were combined. Stephen first refutes

the charges made against him of enmity against the people of

God, of contempt of their sacred institutions, and of blas-

pheming Moses. He traces the procedure of the divine pro-

vidence, in guiding the people of God from the times of their

progenitors ; he notices the promises and their progressive ful-

filment, to the end of all the promises, the end of the whole
development of the theocracy—the advent of the Messiah, and
the work to be accomplished by him. But with this narrative,

he blends his charges against the Jewish nation. He shows
that their ingi'atitude and unbelief, proceeding from a carnal

mind, became more flagrant in proportion as the promises were
fulfilled, or given witli greater fulness ; and their conduct in

the various preceding periods of the development of God's
kingdom, was a specimen of the disposition they now evinced
towards the publication of the gospel.' The first promise

' In this species of polemical discussion, Stephen was a forerunner of
Paul. ])c Wette justly notices, as a peculiarity of the Hebrew nation,
that conscience was more alive among them than any other people : often,

indeed, an evil conscience, the feeling of guilt, the feeling of the high
office assigned to it which it cannot and will not relinquish, the fcelingof
a schism between know]c<l-o 'the law) and the will, so that sin accumu-
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which God made to the patriarchs, was that respecting tlie

land which he would give to their posterity for a possession,

where they were to worship him. In faith, the patriarclis

went forth under the constant guidance of God himself, which,

however, did not bring them to the fulfilment of the promise.

This promise was brought to the eve of its accomplishment by
Moses. His divine call, the miracles God wrought for him
and by him, are especially brought forward, and likewise the

conduct of the Jews while under his guidance, as unbelieving,

ungrateful and rebellious towards this highly accredited

servant of God, through whom they had received such great

benefits : and yet Moses was not the end of the divine revela-

tion. His calling was to point to that jDrophet whom God
would raise up after him, whom they were to obey like him-
self. The conduct of the Jews towards Moses is therefore a

type of their conduct towards that last great prophet whom he

announced and prefigured. The Jews gave themselves up to

idolatry, when God first established among them by Moses a

symbolical sanctuary for his worship. This sanctuary was in

the strictest sense of divine origin. Moses superintended its

erection according to the pattern shown to him by God, in a

symbolic higher manifestation. ^ The sanctuary was a move-
able one, till at last Solomon was permitted to erect an abiding-

edifice for divine worship on a similar plan. With this his-

torical survey, Stephen concludes his argument against the

superstitious reverence for the temple felt by the carnally-

minded Jews, their narrow-hearted sensuous tendency to con-

fine the essence of religion to the temple-worship. Having
expressed this in the words of the prophet Isaiah, it was a

natural transition to speak of the essential natui'e of true

spiritual worship, and of the prophets who in oj)position to the

stiff-necked, carnal dispositions of the Jews had testified con-

cerning it, and the Messiah by whom it was to be established

Jates and comes distinctly into view; Kom. v. 20. Sse " Studieu unci

KritikenJ' 1837, p. 1003. On this account, tlie history of the Hebrew-
nation is the type of the history of mankind, and of men in general.

^ Stephen probably wished to intimate that, in order to guard against
idolatry, to which the Jews were so prone, it v/as necessary to confine
the worship of God to a fixed visible sanctuary, and, on the other hand,
which is an idea that pervades the Epistle to the Hebrews, that this

sanctuary could not communicate the divine, but could only represent it

in a figure.
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among the whole liuman race. A vast prospect now opened

before him ; but he could not complete the delineation of the

august vision of the divine dispensations which was present to

his imagination ; while gazing at it, the emotions it excited

earned him away ; his holy indignation gushed forth in a

torrent of rebuke against the ungodly, unbelieving, hypocritical

disposition of the Jews, whose conduct in reference to the

divine communications had been the same from the time of

Moses up to that very moment. " Ye stiff-necked, although

boasting of your circumcision, yet who have never received

the true circumcision. Ye uncircumcised in heart and ear (who
want the disposition to feel and to understand what is divine),

ye always withstand the workings of the Holy Ghost. Ye do

as your fathers did. As your fathers murdered the prophets

who predicted the appearance of the Holy One, so have ye

yourselves given Him up to the Gentiles, and thus are become
his murderers. Ye who boast of a law given by God through

the ministry of angels, ^ (as organs of making known the divine

will,) and yet are so little observant of this law !

"

Till this rebuke was uttered, Stephen had been quietly

heard. But as soon as they perceived the drift of his dis-

coiu-se, their blind zeal and spiritual ^Dride were roused. He
observed the symptoms of their rage, but instead of being terri-

fied thereby, he looked up to heaven, full of believing confidence

in the power of Him of whom he testified, and saw with a
prophetic glance, in opposition to the machinations of men
against the cause of God, the glorified Messiah, denied by
these men, but exalted to heaven, armed with divine power,
and about to conquer all who dared to oppose his kingdom.
This prophetic view was presented to him in the form of a
symbolic vision. As he looked up to heaven it appeared to
open before his eyes. In more than earthly splendour, there

appeared to him o form of divine majesty ; he beheld Christ

(whose glorious image was probably present to him from
actual early recollection) glorified and enthroned at the right

' This was confessedly a frequent mode among the Jews of marking
the superliumau origin of the law ; so that, according to Josephus, Herod,
iu a speech to the Jewish army, made use of this universally acknow-
ledged fact, that the Jews had received their law from God (St' d77eA&jK
ira^a rov Steov fjia^6uTCA}y), in order to show how holy the ambassadors seat
to them must be, who filled the same office as that of the angels between
God and men; i7*>tAoi= n^^afieis, K-l](JVKfs. Joseph. Antiq. xv. 5, 3.
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liaud of God. Already in spirit raised to heaven, he testified

with full confidence of what he beheld. In all periods of the

church, a blind zeal for adherence to the letter and ceremonial

services has been wont to interpret a highly spiritual state,

which will not follow the rules of the reigning theological

school, nor suffer it to be confined by ancient maxims, as mere
fanaticism or blasphemy;^ and so it was on this occasion.

The members of the Sanhedrim stopped their ears, that they
might not be defiled by his supposed blasphemies. They
threw themselves on Stephen, and dragged him out of the

city in order to stone him as a blasphemer. It was sentence

and execution all at once ; an act of violence without regular

judicial examination ; besides, that according to the existing

laws, the Sanhedrim could decide only on disciplinarj^ punish-

ment, but was not allowed to execute a capital sentence with-

out the concurrence of the Roman governor. With the same
confidence with wdiich Stephen, amidst the rage and fury of

liis enemies, saw the Saviour of whom he testified, ruling vic-

torious—with the same confidence he directed his eyes towards

him in the prospect of death, and said, " Lord Jesus, receive

my spirit
!

" And as he had only Him before his eyes, it was
his Spirit wdiich led him to adopt the Saviour's last words,

thus making him a pattern in death, as he had been in life.

He who, when carried away wdth holy zeal for the cause of

God, had so emphatically censured the baseness of the Jews,

now that their fury attacked his own person, prayed only foi-

this, that their sins might be forgiven.

Thus we see in the death of Stephen the new development
of Christian truth apparently stopped ; he died a martyr, not

only for the truth of the gospel in general, but in particulai*

for this free and wider application of it, which began with
liim and seemed to expire with him. Yet from the beginning,

it has been the law of the development of the Christian life,

and will continue to be the same down to the last glorious

result, which will consummate the whole with the final

triumph over death

—

that out of death a new life comes forth,

and martyrdom for the divine truth, both in its general and
•particular forms, prepares its victory. Such was the issue

here. This first new development of evangelical truth was

' Thus, at the Council of Constance, it was condemned as a violation

of ecclesiastical subordination, that IIuss had dared to appeal to Christ.
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checked in the germ in order to shoot forth with greater

vigour, and to a wider extent, in the person of Paul, and the

martp'dom of Stephen was one stejD in the process. If this

new development had been fully exhibited at this time, the

other publishers of the gospel would have been found unpre-

pared for it, and not yet capable of receiving it. But in the

meantime, these persons, by a vaiiety of circumstances con-

curring in a natm-al wa}^ under the constant guidance of the

Holy Spirit, were prepared for this deeper insight into the

truth.

The martp'dom of Stephen was important in its direct

effects for the spreading of the faith, since it might be ex-

pected that, under the immediate impression made by the

sight of such a witness, and of such a death, many minds not

altogether unsusceptible, nor altogether deluded by the power
of error, would be led to the faith ; but 3'et the indirect con-

sequences were still more important, by which the third

violent persecution w^as raised against the new church at Jeru-

salem. This persecution must have been more severe and
extensive than the former ; for by the manner in w^liich

Stephen entered into conflict with Pharisaism, he had roused

to hostilities against the teachers of the new doctrine the sect

of tlie Pharisees, who had the most credit with the common
people, and were powerful and active, and ready to leave no
means untried to attain their object whatever it might be.

The persecution proceeding from this quarter w^ould naturally

mark as its special victims those who were colleagues in office

with Stephen, as deacons, and who resembled him in their

Hellenistic origin and education. It was, however, the occa-

sion of spreading the gospel beyond the bounds of Jerusalem

and Judea, and even among the Gentiles. With this progres-

sive outward development of the gospel was also connected

its progressive inward development, the consciousness of the

independence and intrinsic capability of Christianity as a doc-

trine destined without foreign aid to impart divine life and
salvation to all men, among all nations without distinction.

Hero, then, we stand on the boundary-line of a new era, both

of the outward and inward development of Christianity.
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BOOK 11.

THE FIRST SPREAD OP CHRISTIANITY FROM THE CHURCH AT
JERUSALEM TO OTHER PARTS, AND ESPECIALLY AMONG HEATHEN
NATIONS.

Samaria, which had been a scene of Christ's personal

ministry, was tlie first place out of Judea where the gospel

was preached by his apostles. Though the people of this

country received no part of the Old Testament as sacred ex-

cepting tlie Pentateuch, yet from this portion of the Scriptm-es

they formed themselves to faith in a Messiah who was to

come ; on him they placed their hopes, as the personage who
was to bring back all things to their right relations, and thus

to be the universal Kcstorer. Political considerations did not
here, as among the Jews, obstruct the right apprehension of

the idea of the Messiah ; an idea which was specially awakened
among this people by feelings of mental and bodily miser}',

though they were deficient in that right understanding of it

which could only be obtained from its progressive development
in the Old Testament ; nor could the deep feeling of the need
of redemption and restoration be clearly developed among
them. A lively but indefinite obscure excitement of the

religious feeling, always exposes men to a variety of dangerous

delusions. This was the case with the Samaritans. As at that

time, in other parts of the East, a similar indefinite longing

after a new communication from Heaven,—an ominous rest-

lessness in the minds of men, such as generally precedes great

changes in the history of mankind, Avas diffused abroad ; so

this indistinct anxiety did not fiiil to lead astray and to deceive

many, who were not rightly prepared for it, while they adopted
a false method of allaying it. A mixture of unconscious self-

deception and intentional falsehood moved certain Goetse, who,
with mystical ideas, proceeding from an amalgamation of

Jewish, Oriental, and Grecian elements, boasted of a special
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connexion with the invisible world ; and by taking advantage

of the unknown powers of nature, and by various arts of con-

juration, excited the astonishment of credulous people, and
obtained credit for their boastful pretensions. Such persons

found at that time an easy access to the Samaritans in their

state of mental excitement. To this class of men belonged a

Jewish or Samaritan Goes, named Simon, who, by his extraor-

dinary magical powers, so foscinated the people, that they said

he must be more than man, that he was the great power which
emanated from the invisible God, by wdiich he brought forth

the imiverse, now appearing on earth in a bodily form. ',

The idea of such an Intelligence emanating from God, as

proceeding from the first act of the divine self-revelation, the

tirst hnk in the chain of developed life was spread, abroad in

various oriental- Alexandrian and Alexandrian-oriental forms.

The idea also of the incarnation of higher intelligences gene-

rally, and of this intelligence in particular, w^as by no means
foreign to the notions prevalent in those parts. AYe can

hardly consider everything of this kind as a mere copy of the

Clu'istian idea of the incarnation, or recognise in it a symptom
of the transforming power which the new Clxristian spirit

exercised over the intellectual world ; for Ave find earlier

traces of such ideas.- But the prevalence of such ideas

proves nothing against the originality of Christianity, or of

any of its particular doctrines. On the one hand, we dare

' Possibly the words of which this Goes made use, are contained in

the apocryphal writings of the Simonians ; see Jerome's Commentary
on Matt. xxiv. "Ego sum sermo Dei (6 \6yos), ego sum speciosus,

ego paracletus,"—(according to Philo, the Logos Advocate, iragdKKT]Tos,

iKCTiqs, through the divine reason revealing itself in the phenomenal
world (the vQ-qrhv iraqab'iiy^a rod Koaixov), forms the connexion between
God and the phenomena, what is detective in the latter is supplied. De
Vita Mosis, i. iii. 673 ; De Migratione Abrahami, 406,)—ego omnipotens,
ego omnia Dei (according to Philo the Logos is i\\QyL-r\TQ6TToXis iraawv twk
uvvajx^oiv rov ^eov). »Siill this is uncertain, for the sect of the Simonians
miglit easily borrow these expressions, as they had borrowed other
things, from Christianity, and attribute them to Simon.

2 In a Jewish apocryphal writing, the irpoa^vx^ 'Iwai^cp, the patriarch
Jacob is represented as an incarnation of the highest spirit living ia
the presence of the divine Original Being, whose true divine name was
'iffporjX, at/-^p hpwv Qi)iu, the Kpwjd'yovos irduros ^oiov ^caov/xei/ov virh deov,

(similar expressions to those used by Pliilo respecting the Logos), who
was begotten before all angels, 6 eV irpoawiro} Beod \eiTovpyos irpuros.

Sec Origen, t. ii. Joh. § L'5.
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not refuse to acknowledge what could already form it«elf

from the germs already given in the Old Testament, which

was the preparative covering of the New, or from its spirit

and leading ideas, which were directed to Christ as the end of

idl the divine revelations. On the other hand, we must
recollect, that as from the new creation effected by Christi-

anity, a powerful excitement was caused both of kindred and

hostile minds, so also a great excitement of these minds pre-

ceded the great crisis, unconsciously anticipating and yearning-

after it ; a presentiment that there would be such a revelation

of the spiritual world as had not yet been made relating to

the destinies of the human race. And from a teleological

point of view, we recognise Christianity as the final aim of

Divine Wisdom in conducting the course of human develop-

ment, when at this period we find the spiritual atmosphere

pregnant with ideas, which served to prepare a more suscep-

tible soil for Christianity and its leading doctrines, and to

form a back-ground for giving relief to the exhibition of the

divine transactions which it announced.

Philip the Deacon, being compelled to leave Jerusalem by
the persecution which ensued on Stephen s death, was induced

to take refuge in Samaria. He came to a city of that

country, ^ where Simon was universally esteemed, and looked

upon with wonder and reverence as a supernatural being.

When he saw the people so devoted to a destructive delusion,

he felt impelled by his zeal for the cause of God and the

salvation of men, to impart that to them which alone could

give substantial relief to their spiritual necessities. But men
in this situation were not yet susceptible of the spiritual

power of truth ; it was needful to pave a way to their heaiis

by preparatory impressions on the senses. As Philip, by the

divine aid, performed things which Simon with all his magical

arts could not effect, especially healing the sick (which he

accomplished by prayer and calling on the name of Christ),

he thus attracted the attention of men to Him in whose name
1 It i3 not quite clear that the city of Samaria is intended ; for thei'o

is no reason, with some expositors of Acts viii. 5, to consider the geni-

tive as the sign of apposition. As in the whole chapter, Samaria is the

designation of the country, it is most natural to understand it so in

this passage. In the lith verse, by Samaria is certainly meant the

country, and yet it does not follow that absolutely the whole land had
received the gospel.
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and power lie had effected such things for them, and in their

sight ; he then took occasion to discourse more fully of Him,
his works, and tlie kingdom that he had established among
men, and by degrees the divine power of truth laid hold of

their hearts. When Simon saw his followers deserting him,

and was himself astounded at the works performed by Philip,

lie thought it best to acknowledge a power so superior to his

own. He therefore professed himself a disciple of Philip, and
was baptized by him like the rest ; liut as the sequel proves,

we cannot infer from this, that the publication of the gospel

had made an impression on his heart ; it seems most probable

that he secretly interpreted wdiat had occurred according to

2iis own views. The miracles performed by Philip had led

him to the conviction, that he was in league with some super-

human spirit ; he looked on baptism as an initiation into the

compact, and hoped that, by forming such a compact, he
might obtain an interest in such higher powder, and use it for

Iiis own ends ; he washed, in short, to combine the new magic
or theurgy with his own. As we have already remarked, it

was a standing regulation in primitive times, that all those

who professed to believe the announcement of Jesus as the

Messiah should be baptized. And when Simon renounced
his magical arts, which were now quite out of repute, there

was no ground for rejecting him.

The information that despised Samaria was the first pro-

vince out of Judea where the gospel found acceptance, caused
great surprise among the Christians at Jerusalem. As the

ancient prejudice against the Samaritans had not quite worn
away, and no account had been received that, among the

baptized believers, those wonderful w^orks were manifested
which, since the day of Pentecost, were considered as neces-

sary concomitants of a reception into the Christian commu-
nion, the apostles Peter and John were sent thither to

investigate what had transpired, and, by virtue of their

apostolic calling, to complete whatever might be wanting for

the establishment of a Christian community. We find, in

the narrative of the Acts, no reason to impute the want of

the.se operations of the Divine Spirit among the Samaritans
in any degree to Philip's being only a deacon, as if he could
not found a Christian society, and by preaching the gospel,

and by prayer in the name of Christ, produce effects similar
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to those A\Tought by the apostles. But as in the reverse case^

namely, the conversion of Cornelius, when the eftccts tluit

commonly followed baptism then followed the preaching of

the word, and preceded baptism, there was an internal reason

for the order observed; a longer prepared susceptibility of

disposition promoted the more rapid operations of living

faith ; so we naturally seek an internal reason for a different

pi'ocedure among the Samaritans. The effects to which we
refer proceeded from the power of a living consciousness of

redemption obtained, and at the commencement of the new
spiritual creation were a mark of vital Christianity. If all

were not influenced in an equal degree, yet all were to a

certain extent moved by the power of the Divine, and suscep-

tible enough to be vitally aroused and borne along by the

impression of that Christian inspiration which they saw
before them, for the germ with which these manifestations of

the Spirit connected themselves already existed in their

bosoms. It was, in a spiritual respect, as when a flame once
broken forth detects and kindles all the inflammable mate-
rials in its neighbourhood. But among, these Samaritans,

the feeling of their religious and moral necessities, which
living faith in the Redeemer presupposes and unites with,

was not yet awakened, in consequence of their being drawn
aside and disturbed by the influence of Simon. At first,,

they believed the declarations of Philip as they had believed

in the magical illusions of Simon, since these gross sensible

miracles demanded their belief. Those who had thus attained

to faith, were still entirely dependent on the person of Philip

as a worker of miracles. They had not yet attained the con-

sciousness of a vital communion with the Christ whom Philip

preached, nor jot to the consciousness of a personal divine

life. The indwelling of the Spirit was as yet something-

foreign to them, known only by the wonderful operations

which they saw taking place around them. We have not a

full account in the Acts of what was done by Peter and John,

but simpl}' the general results. No doubt these apostles

carried on the work of Philip by preaching and prayer.

After such a preparation, the believers were assembled, and
the apostles prayed that Christ might glorify himself in them,
as in all believers, by marks of the communication of divine

life, employing the usual sign of Christian consecration, the
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laying on of bauds. Manifestations now follo^yed similar to

those on the day of Pentecost, and the believers were thus

recognised and attested to be a Christian church, standing in

an equal rank with the first church at Jerusalem. But
Simon was naturally incapable of understanding the spiritual

connexion of these manifestations ; he saw in all of them
merely the workings of magical forms and charms, a magic
differing not in nature but only in degree fi'om what he
practised himself Hence he imagined, that the apostles

might communicate these magical powers to him also, by
virtue of w^hich all those on whom he laid hands would
become filled with divine power, and with this view he ofl:ered

them money. Peter spurned this proposal w4th detestation,

and now first saw in its true light the real character of

Simon, who, in joining himself to believers, had pretended to

be what he was not. Peter's terrible rebuke presents him to

us as a faithful preacher of the gospel, insisting most impres-

sively on the supreme importance of dis2yosition in everything

which is imparted by Christianity, in direct opposition to the

•art of magic, which disregards the necessary connexion of

the divine and supernatural with the disposition of the heart,

drags them down into the circle of the natural, and attempts
to appropriate to itself divine power by means of something else

than that which is allied to it in human nature, and the onh'

possible point of connexion for it.^ These were Peter's

words :
" Thy gold, with which thou attemptest to traffic in

impiety, perish with thee. Do not deceive thyself, as if with
this disposition thou couldst have any part in what is pro-

mised to behevcrs. Thou hast no share in this matter, ' for

God, who sees what is within, is not deceived by thy hypo-

* The poetical fancies of Christian antiquity, -R'hich make Peter the
representative of the principle of simple faith *in revelation, and Simon
the representative of the magical and theosophic tendency in the human
mind, have important truths for their basis,

- I cannot agree with those who understand kSyos (Acts viii. 21) in
the sense of the Hebrew \}i = ^^;ua, and suppose that Peter only

told Simon that he could have no .=^hare in that thing, in that higher
])Ower which he hankered after. In this general sense, prifia is indeed
used in the New Testament, but not the more definite term \6yos.
And according to thii^ interpretation, Peter would say less than the
context requires ; for looking at the connexion of v. 21 with 20 and
22, it is plain, he did not merely say, that Simon with such a disposi-
tion was excluded from participating in this higher power, but also
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critical professions. Before his eyes thy intentions are mani-

fest. With sincere repentance for such wickedness, pray to

God that he would be pleased to forgive thee this wicked

design." This rebuke .made a groat impression at the time

on Simon's conscience, inclined more to superstition than to

faith, and awakened a feeling not of repentance for the sinful-

ness of his disposition, but of apprehension of the divine

vengeance. He entreated the apostles that they would pray

to the Lord for him, that what they had threatened him with

might not come to pass.

As is usual with such sudden impressions on the senses, the

effect on Simon was only transient, for all the further notices

we have of him show that he soon retm^ned to his former

courses. About ten or twenty years later, we meet with

a Simon in the company of Felix the lloman Procurator of

Palestine, so strikingly resembling this man, that we are

tempted to consider them as identical. The latter Simon

'

appears as a heartless magician,- to whom all persons, what-

ever their character, were welcome, provided they gave credit

from the kingdom of God, and thereby brinig condemnation on himseli".

Hence we understand the word \6yos in the common New Testament
meaning of the divine doctrine—''the doctrine or truth announced by
us"—at the same time including a-vuex^ox^Kcos, all that a person would
be authorized to receive by the appropriation of this doctrine. I am
not convinced by what ileyer in his commentary urges against this

interpretation, that it is at variance with the connexion, in which there

is no mention made of the doctrine. For in the mind of the speaker,

the power of working miracles could not be separated from the publi-

cation of the gospel and faith in it ; and as Simon in the disposition of

his mind was far from the gospel, and could stand in no sort of fellow-

ship with it, it followed as a matter of course, that he could have no
share in the ability to work such miracles.

^ On the other hand, there is the difference of country, for the Simon,
to whom we refer, and whom Josephus mentions (Antiq. book xx. ch.

vii. § 2), was a Jew from Cyprus; but Simon Magus, according to
Justin Martyr, himself a native of Samaria, was born at a place called

Gittim, in Samaria. Yet this evidence is not decisive, for a tradition so
long after the time, though prevalent in the country where Simon made
his appearance, might be erroneous. What has been said since I wrote
the above, against the identity of the two Simons, is not demonstrative,
though I willingly allow, that since the name of Simon was a very
common one among the Jews, and such itinerant ySrjrat were no't

seldom to be met with, the time also not perfectly agreeing, the
identity must be left rather doubtful.

2 f-idyov dvai (rKr]Trr6ixeuou, says Joseplius.
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to his enchantments. With equal aiTogance, he disclaimed

all respect for the ancient forms of religion, and for the laws

of morality. He was a confidant of the Koman Procurator

Felix, and therefore could never have opposed his vicious

inclinations, but on the contrary made his magic subservient

to their gratification ; he thus bound him more closely to

himself, as a single example will show. The immoral Felix

liad indulged a passion for Drusilla, sister of King Herod
Agrippa, and wife of King Azizus of Emesa. Simon allowed

himself to be the tool of Felix, for gratifying his unlawful

desires. He persuaded Drusilla that by his superhuman
power he could ensure great happiness for her, provided she

married Felix, and managed to overcome her scruples of con-

science against marrying a heathen. The character of this

Simon is stamped on the later theosophic goetic sect of the

Simonians, whose tenets were a mixture of the Oriental,

Jewish, Samaritan, and Grecian religious elements. The germ
of their principles may be plainly traced back to this Simon,
though we cannot attribute to him the complete system of

this sect as it exis-ted in the second century.

The two apostles returned again to Jerusalem, and as what
they had witnessed convinced them of the susceptibility of

the Samaritans for receiving the gospel, they availed them-
selves of the opportunity of publishing it in all the parts of

the country through whicli they passed. But Philip extended
his missionary journey further, and became the instrument
of bringing the first seeds of the gospel into Ethiopia, (the

kingdom of Candace at Meroe,) though, as far as our know-
ledge of history goes,' without any important consequences.

But, what is more deserving of notice, he published the
gospel in the cities of Palestine, on the southern and northern
coasts of the Mediterranean, till at last, probably after a con-
siderable time, lie settled at Ca}sarea Stratonis, where on his

^ It is Ptill a (luestion whether the intrnduction of Christianity was
?iOt partially made before the mission of Frumentius on another"^side,
and in a different part of Ethiopia; whether many things in the
doctrine and nsages of the present' Abyssinian church, with which
we have been bcitcr acquainted by moans of Gobat.'s Journal, do not
indicate a Jewish-Christian origin. If I am not mistaken, the late

iiettig lias brought forward these questions in the " Shulien unci Kri-
liken" Torhaps intercourse with that ancient church will open to
us some fiourccs of information for answering them.
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arrival he found a Christian society already formed, which ho
built up in the faith.

Though the Christians of Jewish descent, who were driven

by persecution from Jerusalem, w^ere by that event induced to

spread the gospel in Syria and the neighbouring districts, yet

their labours were confined to Jews. On the other hand, the

Hellenists, such as Philip and others, who originally came
from Cyprus and Cyrene, made their way among the Gentiles ^

also, to whom they w^ere allied in language and education,

which was not the case with the Jews. They presented them
with the gosjDcl independent of the Mosaic law, without

attempting to make them Jews before they became Christians.

Thus the principles held by the enlightened Stephen, the

truths for which, in part, he had suffered martyrdom, were by
them first brought into practice and realized. And if in this

wa}^, independently of the exertions of the apostles in Judea,

and the development of Christianity in a Jewish form, churches

had been raised of purely Hellenistic materials among the

heathen, free altogether from Judaism, and if Paul had then

appeared to confirm and extend this mode of operation, one

consequence might have been, that the older apostles would
have maintained with greater stiffness their former standing-

pointy in opposition to this freer direction of Christianity, and

thus, by the overweight of human peculiarities in the first

publishers of the gospel, a violent and irreconcileable oppo-

sition might have divided the church into two hostile parties.

It could not have happened otherwise if the germinating dif-

ferences, left altogether to themselves, as in later times, had
])een so developed as to exclude all hopes of a reconciliation

;

and the idea of an universal church, overcoming by its higher

unity all human differences, could never have been realized.

But this disturbing influence, wdth wdiich the self-seeking and
one-sided bias of human nature threatened from the beginning

to destroy the unity of the divine work, w'as counteracted by
the still mightier influence of the Holy Spirit, w^ho never

allows human differences to develop themselves to such an
extreme, but is able to maintain unity in manifoldness. We
may distinctly recognise the attractive divine power which

^ In Acts xi. 20, the common reading cXX-nviaras is evidentl}- to be

rejected, as formed from a false gloss, and the readiug which refers to

the Gentiles (tWt^vas) must be substituted as undoubtedly correct.

VOL. I. F
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gives scope to the free agency of man, but knows exactly

when it is needful, for the success of the divine vfork, to

impart its immediate illumination, if we observe that at the

precise moment when the apostles needed a wider develojj-

ment of their Christian knowledge for the exercise of their

calling, and their former contracted views would have been
highly injurious, what had been hitherto wanting was imparted

to them, by a memorable coincidence of an internal revelation

with a train of outward circumstances. The apostle Peter

was the chosen instrument on this occasion.

Peter made a visitation from Jerusalem to the churclies

founded in Judea, Samaria, and towards the west near the

Mediterranean. The cures effected by him in Christ's name
in the large town of Lydda/ and in the city of Joppa (Jaffa),

a few miles distant, di'ew upon him the universal attention of

that very populous and extensive district on the coast of the

Mediterranean, (the plain of Saron.) Many were converted

by him to Christianity, and the city of Joppa became the

central point of his labours. As the publication of his nevv

doctrine made such an impression in these parts, information

respecting it would easily spread to Cfesarea Stratonis, a town
on the sea-coast about eight miles distant. In the Roman
cohort which formed the garrison of this place, was a cen-

turion, Cornelius - by namC; a Gentile who, dissatisfied with

' Acconling to Josephus (Antiq, xx. 6, § 2), a town as large as a city,

in later times a considerable city under the name of Diospolis.
2 We must here take notice of Avhat Gfrtircr alleges against the

historical truth of this narrative. He maintains, " that the principle,

that the heathens were to be incorporated with the Christian church by
baptism, without the observance of the Mosaic law, was jfirst expressed
by Paul, and that I'eter was brought to acknowledge it by his influence.
The conduct of Peter at Antioch, as it is described in the 2d chapter of
the Epistle to the Galatians, is inexplicable, if he attained his know-
ledge on this subject, in an independent manner, by a divine revelation.
If, on the contrary, it was only impressed upon him ftom without, by
the preponderating influence of Paul, it is then easy to account for his
again wavering under tlie opposite influences of the adherents of
James." IJut whoever understands the relation of the divine and the
human to one another, in the development of the religious life, cannot
be surprised, if in the soul of a man, Avho in general held a truth with
divine confidence and clearne^s, the apprehension of it should, in an
unfavourable moment, undergo a transient obscuration, by the influence
of foreign elemeuta. which would afterwards be removed by the return
of divine light. But it is by no means evident, that Peter at that time
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the old popular religion, and seeking after one that would
tranquillize his mind, was led by acquaintance with Judaism
to the foundation of a Hving faith in the one God. Having
with his whole family professed the worship of Jehovah, he

testified by his benefactions the sympathy he felt with his

fellow-worshippers of the Jewish nation, and observed the

hours of prayer customary to the Jews ; so that there is

scarcely any room to doubt that he belonged to the class of

Proselytes of the Gate. Nor can we infer the contrary from

held an erroneous conviction. It was only the violence of a sudden
impression, which, tlirougli the peculiarity of his natural temperament,
had too much power over Peter, and made him practically faithless

to those principles which he had Ly no means abandoned from
deliberate reflection. Paul even reproached him with thus acting in

contradiction to his principles, that he who was living as a Gentile

{iOviKcos ^Tjs), now practically laid an injunction on the Gentile Chris-

tians, that they must submit to the Mosaic law. Certainly, a great
change must have passed on Peter, if he had been brought so to act,

that Paul could say to him that he himself had been living as a Gentile.

But if this was not connected with some previous preparation in the

peculiar religious development of Peter, it would be difficult to attribute

it solely to Paul's influence. Paul nowhere asserts that Peter was first

led by him to adopt these views : on the contrary, he speaks of a reve-

lation made by the Divine Spirit on this point to the apostles and pro-

phets. Eph. iii. 5. If we look at the question in a purely psychological

jDoint of view, we may indeed presume, that Peter could not have
arrived at a conviction of Christian truth on this point, without a severe

mental struggle ; and in this struggle of the divine and the human in his

soul, that ecstatic vision would find its natural point of connexion, and
occur at a critical juncture, to accomplish the victory of Chi-istian truth,

over the reaction of his Jewish mode of thinking. Nor can I with
Gfrorer perceive in Acts xi. 3 the traces of a more correct account bear-

ing evidence against the narrative. That Peter made no scruple of

incorporating Gentiles by baptism with the Christian church, might
unquestionably be inferred, if he shunned not to eat and drink with
them. Still, we might with equal confidence infer, that a Jewish
teacher, who had no scruple to administer baptism to Gentiles, might
not come to the conclusion to consider them of equal rank in the
Christian theocracy, and admit them to every kind of intercourse. But
though Peter afterwards reckoned the publication of the gospel among
the heathen as the special calling of Paul, and the publication of it

among native Jews as his own, it is by no means contradictory, that he,

•when a special demand was made upon him, should exercise his ministry
among the Gentiles ; just as Paul, although the apostle of the Gentiles,

gladly embraced the opportunity, when he could find an entrance
among the Jews. But in Acts xi. 9 a diflferent spirit speaks from that

of the Petrine party, from whom, according to Gfrorer, this narrative^

and in general the first part of the Acts, was derived.
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the circuiustance that Peter and the stricter Jewish Cliristians

looked on CorneUns as an unclean person, and in many
respects the same as a heathen. The Proselytes of the Gate

were certainly permitted to attend the synagogue worship,

which was a means of gi'adually bringing them to a full

reception of Judaism. Yet the Jews who adopted the stricter

maxims of the Pharisees, placed all the uncircumcised in

the class of the unclean, and avoided living and eating with

such persons as defiling. Unless we suppose this to have

been the case, what afterwards occurred in reference to the

stricter pharisaical-minded Jewish Christians, and the Gentile

Christians who had been partly Proselytes of the Gate, would

appear altogether enigmatical.

As to the remarkable manner in which this devout truth-

seeking man (in whose heart God's Spirit had awakened so

lively a sense of his spiritual necessities) was led to mental

peace, in order to have a clear conception of the whole pro-

ceeding, we must bear in mind that the Acts of the Apostles

is not intended to develop all the circumstances which belong-

to the representation of the exact historical connexion of

events ; and that in reference to the manner in which Corne-

lius was prompted to seek out Peter, his own narrative is the

only immediate source of information. But we are not justi-

fied to assume that Cornelius, who certainly could best testify

of the facts relating to his own state of mind, of what he had
himself experienced, was equally capable of clearly distinguish-

ing the objective, the external matter-of-fact from the subjec-

tive of his own mental state, in what presented itself to him
as an object of his own experience and perception. It was
natural also for him not to think of tracing out the con-

nexion of the higher revelations made to him, with the pre-

parative natural circumstances ; but that the divine in the

affair which wliolly occupied his thoughts should remain alone

in his remembrance, and be brought forward in his narrative,

while the preparatives in the natural connexion of causes and
effects retired into tlie back-ground. We are also permitted

and justified to supply many circumstances, which, though not

expressly mentioned, arc yet to be supposed ; not in order to

obscure what was divine in the event, but to glorify the mani-
fold wisdom of (Jod as shown in the way men arc led to a

l)articipation of redemption, in the connexion of the divine
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and tlio natural, and in the harmony that subsists between
nature and grace. Eph. iii. 10.

CorneUus had devoted himself for some days to fasting and
prayer, which were frequently used conjointly by the Jews and
first Christians—the former as the means of making the soul

more capable (by detaching it from sense) for undisturbed con-

verse with divine things. This they were wont to do when,
in an emergency from imvard or outward distress, they sought

relief and illumination from God. We may, therefore, presume
that something similar was the case with Cornelius ; and na-

turally ask, What it was that so troubled him 1 From the

whole narrative w^e see that his ardent longing was for religious

truth that w^ould bring peace and repose to his heart. Hence
it is most j)robable, that on that account he sought illumina-

tion from God by fervent prayer. And what occasioned his

seeking it precisely at this time'? From the words of the

angel to Cornelius, it is by no means certain that the apostle

Peter was wholly unknown to him. Peter himself, in his dis-

course before the family of Cornelius, Acts x. 37, appears to

have presumed that he had already heard of the doctrine of

Christ. It is also probable, that a matter which had already

excited such great attention in this district, and which was so

closely related to his religious wants, had not escaped his notice.

He had probably heard very various opinions respecting

Christianity ; from many zealous Jews judgments altogether

condemnatory ; from others, sentiments which led him to

expect that in the new doctrine he would at last find what he

had been so long seeking : thus a conflict would naturally arise

in his mind which would impel him to seek illumination from

God on a question that so anxiously occupied his thoughts.

It was the fourth day' since Cornelius had been in this state

^ It will be proper here to give the right interpretation of Acts x. 30.

Many have interpreted the Avords as equivalent to —" Four days ago I

fasted to this time,"—namely, the ninth hour when he was speaking, and
then only one fast-day was kept by Cornelius, in the ninth hour of which
this happened. This agrees perfectly with the reckoning of the time.

But the meaning of airh favours our rendering the passage, " I fasted to

the ninth hour of the fourth day," in which this happened. Kuinoel's

objection to this interpretation is not pertinent ; for, from the manner in

which Cornelius expressed himself, it must be evident that the vision

happened on the ninth hour of the fourth fast-day. Now, this passage

can be understood to mean, either that Cornelius Avas wont to fast four

days throughout to three o'clock, or that for four days he fasted entirely
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of mind, when, about three in the afternoon, one of the

customary Jewish hours of prayer, wliile he was calling on God
with earnest supplication, he received by a voice from heaven

an answer to his prayers. The aj^pearance of the angel may be

considered as an objective event. The soul belongs in its

essence to a higher than the sensible and temporal order of

things, and none but a contracted and arrogant reason can

deny the possibility of a communication between the higher

world and the soul which is allied to it by its very nature.

The Holy Scriptures teach us, that sach communications from

a higher spiritual world to individuals used to occur in the

history of mankind, until the central point of all communica-

tions from heaven to earth, the Divine Fountain of life itself,

appeared among us, and thereby established for ever the com-

munion between heaven and earth ; John i. 52. We need not

sup2)ose any sensible appearance, for we know not whether a

higher spirit cannot communicate itself to men living in

a world of sense, by an operation on the inward sense, so that

this communication should appear under the form of a

sensuous perception. Meanwhile, Cornelius himself is the

only witness for the objective reality of the angelic appear-

ance, and he can only be taken as a credible witness of what
he believed that he had perceived. By the influence of the

Divine Spirit, an elevation of mind might be naturally

connected with his devotion, in which the internal com-
munication from heaven might be represented to the higher

self-consciousness under the form of a vision. ^ Although, in

the words of the angel, " Thy prayers and alms are come u])

before God," kc, the expression is anthropopathic, and adapted

to the then Jewish mode of expression, this relates only to the

form of the expression. It is the divine in human form. It

is marked throughout by the thought so worthy of God, that

the striving of the devout anxiety of Cornelius, which was
shown to the extent of his ability by prayer and works of love

to tlic ninth hour of the fourth day, when this happened. But fasts, ac-

cording to the Jewish Christian mode of speaking, did not imply an
entire abstinence from all nourishment. I cannot agree with Meyer's in-

terj)retation, as I understand it, that Peter meant that he had fasted four

days, and on the fourth day, reckoning backwards, that is, the day on
which the fast began, about three o'clock, tliis event happened.

' The word Z^aixa (.Acts x. 3) cannot here l>e decisive, si)ice it may be
used in speaking of an ecstatic vision or of a vision as an objective fact.
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towards tho worcshippei's of Jehovah,—of this gci'ra of good-

ness, the fostering liitherly love of God had not been unmind-
ful,—that God had heard tlie prayer of his longing after

heavenly truth, and had sent him, in the person of Peter, a
teacher of this truth. From the whole form of this narrative, it

may be inferred that Cornelius considered the pointing out of

Peter's place of residence, not as something that , came to his

knowledge in a natural way, but by a supernatural communi-
cation. It is indeed possible that lie had heard it mentioned
by others casually in conversation, but, as he had not thought
further about it, it had completely escaped his recollection,

and now in this elevated state of mind what had been for-

gotten was brought back again to his consciousness, without
his thinking of the natural connexion. After all, this is onh-

possible, and we are by no means justified in considering it

necessary. The possibilit}'' therefore remains, that this infor-

mation was communicated in a supernatural way.

No sooner had Cornelius obtained this important and joyful

certainty, than he sent two of his slaves, and a soldier that

Vv-aited on him, who also was a Proselyte of the Gate, to fetch

tiie longed-for teacher of divine truth. But this divine leading-

would not have attained its end. Peter would not have com-
plied with the request of Cornelius, if he had not been pre-

pared exactly at the same time, by the inward enlightening of

the Divine Spirit, to acknowledge and rightly interpret this

outward call of God. In the conjunction of remarkable cir-

cumstances which it was necessary should meet so critically,

in order to bring about this important result for the historical

development of Christianity, the guiding wisdom of eternal

Love undoubtedly manifests itself.

It was about noon, on the next day, when Peter v.'ithdrew

to the roof of the house (built flat, in the oriental style)

where he lodged at Joppa, in order to offer up his mid-day
devotions. We can easily suppose, that the prayer of the

man who had been so zealously occupied in publishing the

gospel in that region, would especially relate to this great

object, the extension of tlie kingdom of Christ. He might
have heard frequent reports that liere and there heathens had
shown themselves susceptible of the gospel, when proclaimed

to them by the scattered Christian Hellenists; he might have
-called to mind many intimations in the discourses of Christ

;
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new views respecting the spread of the gospel might have

opened to his mind ; but he ventured not to surrender him-

self to these impressions, he was as yet too much fettered by
the power of Jewish prejudices, and hence, probably, a conflict

was raised in his mind. While thus occupied in prayer, the

demands of animal nature pressed upon him. He arose for

the noon-tide meal, which must have been just ready. In the

mean time, the meditations which had occupied him in

prayer, abstracted him from sensible objects. Two tendencies

of his nature came into collision. The higher, the power of

the divine, had the mastery over his spirit, and the power of

sensuous wants over his lower nature. Thus, it came to pass,

that the divine and the natural were mingled together, ' not

so as to obscure the divine ; but the divine availed itself of

the reflection of the natural as an image, a symbolic vehicle

for the truth about to be revealed to Peter. The divine light

that was breaking through the atmosphere of traditionary

representations, aud making its way to his spirit, revealed

itself in the mirror of sensible images which proceeded from
the existing state of his bodily frame. Absorbed in divine

meditations, and forgetting himself in the Divine, Peter saw
heaven open, aud from thence a vessel, " as it had been a

great sheet knit at four corners,^ corresponding to the four

quarters of the heavens, was let down to the earth. In this

vessel he saw birds, four-footed beasts, and edible creeping

things of various kinds, and a voice from heaven called upon

^ Wliat Plutarch says of such an appearance of the higher life is re-

markable : wy 01 87uoL rSiV ajxa kvkKco Karacpepofxeuwu awjxdroiu ovk im-
KparovffL ^e^aicos, aWa KvK\rf /xev vn audyKrjs (pepoixivuv, warcu 5e <pvatt

peirSuTuv, yiv^rai ris e| a.jX(po'iv Tapax(*)^Tl^ '<^'^' irapdcpopos eAiy/xhs, oy'raij 6

KakovjXivos iudovaiacrixhs ioiKi jxi^is duaL Kiviiaeoov Suorc, rrju jiXv ws irenoyOe

TT^s ^vxvs ajj.a ri]v 5e ws vecb'JKe Kivovfx4vr]S.—De Pyth. Orac. C. 21.

^ If the M-ords Sede/xeuou koI (Acts x. 11) are genuine, yet, on com-
paring them with xi, 5, we must, with Meyer, intei-pret them, not,
" bound together at the four corners," but, " bound to four corners."

But it is a question, whether these words, which are wanting in the

Cod. Alex. p. e. and in the A''ulgate, are not to be considered as a gloss,

and left out, as in Lachman's edition, and then the clause will be
equivalent to *' letting itself down at four corners from heaven," as the
Yulgate translates it, "quatuor initiis submitti de coclo." At all events,

these four corners are not unimportant. As tliey corresponded to the

four quarters of the heavens, they convey an intimation that men from
the north and south, the cast and the west, would appear as clean before

God, and be called to a participation of the kingdom of God.
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him to slay one or other of these creatures, and to prepare

them for food. But against this requirement his Jewisli

notions revolted, accustomed as he was to distinguish between

clean and unclean meats. He now heard a voice from heaven

which refuted his scruples with these very significant words
" What God hath cleansed, that call not thou common." It

is clear, that in the explanation of these pregnant words

many circumstances conspired. First, in their application to

the objects here sensibly represented. " Thou must not by
human perversity make a distinction of clean and unclean

between creatures, all of which God has declared to be clean,

by letting them down to thee from heaven." This letting

down from heaven is partly a symbol, that all are alike clean

as being the creatures of God,—partly, that by the new reve-

lation, the new creation from heaven presents all as pure.

Then the higher application of these words intended by the

Spirit of God, is in reference to the relation of man to God,

intimating that every distinction of clean and unclean would
be taken away from among men ; that all men as the crea-

tures of God would be considered as alike clean, and again

become so as at their original creation, by the redemption

that related to all.

After Peter had again expressed his scruples, this voice was
repeated a third time, and he saw the vessel taken up again

to heaven. He now returned from the state of ecstatic vision,

to that of ordinary consciousness. While he was endeavouring

to trace the connexion between the vision and the subject of

his late meditations, the event that now occurred taught him
Avhat the Spirit of God intended by that vision. Voices of

strangers in the court of the house, by whom his own name
was repeated, excited his attention. They were the three

messengers of Cornelius who were inquiring for him. They
had left Csesarea the day before at three o'clock, and arrived

at Joppa that very day about noon. While Peter was
o])serving the men, who by their appearance were evidently

not Jews, the Spirit of God im2:)arted to him a knowledge of

the connexion between the symbolic vision and tiie errand of

these persons. A voice within said, God has sent these men
to seek thee out, that thou mayest preach the gospel to the

heathen. Go confidently with them ; without dreading inter-

course with the Gentiles as unclean, for thou hast been taught
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hy a voice from heaven, that thou must not dare to consider

tliose unclean whom God himself has pronounced clean, and
v.hom he now sends to thee. On the next day, he departed

with the messengers from Joppa, accompanied by six other

Christians of Jewish descent, to wliom he had told what had

happened, and who awaited the result with eager expectation.

As the distance for one day's journey was too great, they

made two short days' journeys of it. On the day after their

departure, (the fourth after the messengers had been de-

spatched by Cornelius,) about three in the afternoon, they

arrived at Ca?sarea. They found Cornelius assembled with

his family and friends, whom he had informed of the expected

arrival of the teacher sent to him from heaven ; for he

doubted not that he v/hom the voice of the angel had notified

as the appointed divine teacher, wonld obey the divine call.

After what had j)assed, Peter appeared to Cornelius as a

super-earthly being. He fell reverentially before him as he

entered the chamber ; but Peter bade him stand up, and
said, " Stand up, I myseli also am a man," He narrated to

the persons assembled, hj what means he had been induced

not to regard the common scruples of the Jews respecting

intercourse with heathens, and expressed his desire to hear

from Cornelius what had determined them to call him thither.

(Cornelius explained this, and ended w^ith saying, " Now there-

fore are we all here present before God, to hear all things

that are commanded thee of God." Peter was astonished at

the pure disposition so susceptible of divine truth, which

appeared in the words of Cornelius, and formed so striking a

contrast to the obstinate imsusceptibility of many Jews : and
jDcrceived the hand of God in the way Cornelius had been led,

since he had sought, the truths of salvation with upright

desire ; he therefore said, " Now I perceive of a truth that

God is no respecter of persons ; but in every nation, he that

feareth him and workcth righteousness is accepted of him."

As to these memorable words of Peter, the sense cannot be,

that in every nation, every one who only rightly employs his

own moral power, will obtain salvation ; for had Peter meant
this, he would, in what he added, announcing Jesus as him
l)y whom alone men could obtain forgiveness of sin and salva-

tion, have contradicted himself. On that supposition, he
ought rather to have told Cornelius, that he had only to
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remain in his present disposition, that was enough, and h.o

needed no new doctrine of salvation. But, on the other hand,

it is impossible, according to the connexion, to understand by

**' every one that feareth God and worketh righteousness,"

those who had attained true piety through Christianity, and

to make the words mean no more than this—that Christians

of all nations are acceptable to God : for the words plainly

import that Cornelius, on account of his upright pious striving,

was deemed worthy of having his prayers heard, and being-

led to faith in the Redeemer. Nor can these words relate

only to such who already believed in the revelation of God in

the Old Testament, and according to its guidance, honoured

God, and expected the Messiah, But evidently Peter spoke

in opposition to the Jewish nationalism—God judgeth men
not according to their descent or non-descent from the theo-

cratic nation, but according to their disposition. All who,

like Cornelius, honour God uprightly according to the measure

of the gift entrusted to them, are acceptable to him, and he

prepares by his grace a way for them, by which they are led

to faith in Him, who alone can bestow salvation. This is

what Peter meant to announce to them. ^

It was natural that, since the minds of these persons were

so much more prepared than others for the appropi'iation of

saving truth, and for living faith by their inward want and

earnest longing, that the word would make a much quicker

and more powerful impression on them. While Peter was

speaking to them, they were impelled to express their feelings

in inspired praises of tliat God, who in so wonderful a manner

1 Cornelius belonged to that class of persons who are pointed out in

John iii. 21. We are by no means authorized to maintain that Peter, from

the general position laid down by him, intended to draw the inference,

that God would certainly lead to salvation those among all nations, to

whom the marks belonged Avhich he here specified, even if they did not

during their earthly life obtain a participation in redemption. He ex-

pressed that truth, which at the moment manifested itself to him in a

consciousness enlightened by the Holy Spirit, Avithout reflecting on all

the consequences deducible from it. We must ever carefully distinguish

between what enlightened men consciously intend to say, according to

historical conditions, and in relation to interests immediately affected

by existing circumstances,—and what forms the contenta of eternal

truth, to be developed with all the consequences involved. To develop

the first is the province of exegesis and historical apprehension ; the

second, that of Christian doctrine and morals.
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had led them to salvation. One inspiration seized all^ and
with amazement the Jewish Christians present beheld their

prejudices against the Gentiles contradicted by the foct.

What an impression must it have made upon them, when
they heard the Gentile who had been considered by them as

unclean, testify with such inspiration of Jehovah and the

Messiah ! And now Peter could appeal to this transaction,

in order to nullify all the scruples of the Jews, respecting the

baptism of such uncircumcised persons, and ask, " Who can

forbid water that these should be baptized, who have already

received the baptism of the Spirit hke ourselves ?" And when
he returned to Jerusalem, and the manner in which he had held

intercourse with the Gentiles had raised a stumbling-block

among the strict pharisaical believers, he was able to silence

them by a similar appeal. " Forasmuch then," said he, " as

God gave them the like gift as he did unto us, who believed

on the Lord Jesus Christ ; what was I, that I could withstand

God r Acts xi. 1 7.



BOOK III.

THE SPIIEAD OF CHRISTIANITY AND FOUNDING OF THE CHRISTIAN

CIIUROH AMONG THE GENTILES BY THE INSTRUMENTALITY OF
THE AFOSTLE PAUL.

CHAPTER I.

PAULS PllEI'AEATION AKD CALL TO BE THE AP()STL2 OP
THE GENTILES,

In tills manner, Christianity, independently of Judaism, began
to be propagated among the Gentiles ; the appointment of

the gospel as a distinct means of forming all nations for the

kingdom of God, was now acknowledged by the apostles ; and
consequent!}^, on their part, no opposition could be made to

employing it for this purpose. While, by the arrangements

of the Divine wisdom, the principal obstacle to the conversion

of the heathen was taken out of the way, and the first impulse

was given to that work ; by the same wisdom, that great

champion of the faith who was to carry it on, and lay the

foundation for the salvation of the heathen through all ages,

was called forth, to take the position assigned him in the

development of the kingdom of God. This was no other than
the apostle Paul ; a man distinguished, not only for the wide
extent of- his apostolic labours, but for his development of
the fundamental tniths of the gospel in their living organic
connexion, and their formation into a compact system. The
essence of the gospel in relation to human nature, on one
side especially, the relation namely to its need of redemption,
was set by him in the clearest light ; so that when the sense

of that need has been long repressed or perverted, and a
revival of Christian consciousness has followed a state of
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spiritual death, the newly awakened Christian life, whether in

the church at large, or in individuals, has always drawn its

nourishment from his writings. As he has presented Christi-

anity under this aspect especially, and has so impressively

shown the immediate relation of religious knowledge and

experience to the Lord Jesus, in opposition to all dependence

on any human mediation wiiatever, thus drawing the line of

demarcation most clearly between the Christian and Jewish

standing-point ;—he may be considered as the representative

among the apostles of the Protestant principle. And history,

though it furnishes only a few hints respecting the early life

of Paid before his call to the apostleship, has recorded enough

to make it evident, that by the w^hole coui'se of his previous

development, he was formed for what he was to become, and
for what he was to effect.

Saul, or Paul (the former the original Hebrew, the latter

the Hellenistic form of his name),' was a native of the city

of Tarsus in Cilicia. This we learn from his own expressions

^ The latter was his usual appellation, from the time of his being
devoted entirely to the conversion of the heathen; Acts xiii. 9.

Although the ancient supposition, that he changed his own name for

that of his convert Sergius Paulus, has been recently advocated by
Meyer and Olshausen, I cannot approve of it. I cannot imagine that
the conversion of a proconsul would be thought so much more of by
him than the conversion of any other man (and he was far from being
liis first convert), as to induce him to assume his name. It is more
agreeable to the usage of ancient times, for the scholar to be named
after his teacher, (as Cyprian after Ccecilius, Eusebius after Pamphilus,)
rather than for the teacher to be named after the scholar; for no one
could think of finding a parallel in the instance of Scipio Africanus.
And had this really been the reason why Paul assumed the name, we
might have expected, as it was closely connected with the whole nar-
rative, that Luke would have expressly assigned it. And Fritzsche is

correct in saying (see his Commentary on tlie Romans, Proleg. p. 1]),

that, in this case, not Acts xiii. 9, but xiii. 13, would have been a
natural place for mentioning it. Still I cannot, with Fritzsche, think it

probable, that Luke was accidentally led, by the mention of Sergius
Paulus, to remark that Paul also bore the same name. The most
natural way of viewing the matter seems to be this; Luke had hitherto
<lesignated him by the name which he found in the memoirs lying before
hira on the early history of Christianity. But he was now induced to
distinguish hira by the name which he found in the memoirs of his

labours among the heathen, and by which he had personally known him
during that later period ; and, therefore, took the opportunity of re-

marking, that this Paul was no other than the individual whom* lie had
hitherto called Saul.
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in Acts xxi. 30, xxii. 3, and the contradictory tradition

reported by Jerome, that he was born in the small town of

Gischala, in Galilee, cannot appear credible, though it is not

improbable that his parents once resided there,^ which may
have given rise to the report. As we do not know how long-

he remained under the paternal roof, it is impossible to deter-

mine what influence his education in the metropolis of Cilicia

(which as a seat of literature vied with Athens and Alex-

andria) ^ had on the formation of his character. Certainly,

his early acquaintance with the language and national pecu-

liarities of the Greeks was of some advantage in preparing^

him to be a teacher of Christianity among nations of Grecian

origin. Yet the few passages from the Greek poets which wo
meet with in his discourse at Athens, and in his Epistles, do
not prove that his education had made him fomiliar with

Grecian literature : nor is it probable that such would be the

^ If we were justified in understanding with Paulus (in his work on
the Apostle Paul's Epistles to the Galatians and Ronoans, p. 323) the

word e/Spatos, Phil. iii. 5, 2 Cor. xi. 22, as used in contradistinction to

k\X-r]viaTT]s, it would serve to confirm this tradition, since it would
implv that Paul could boast of a descent from a Palestinian-Jewish and
not Hellenistic family. But since Paul calls himself k^palos, though
he was certainly by birth a Hellenist, it is evident that the word cannot

be used in so restricted a sense; and in the second passage quoted

above, where it is equivalent to an Israelite, a descendant of Abraham,
it plainly has a wider meaning ; see Block's admirable Introduction to

the Epistle to the Hebrews, p. 32. This tradition too, reported by
Jerome, is, as Fritzsche justly remarks, very suspicious, not only on
account of the gross anachronism, which makes the taking of Gischala

by the Romans the cause of Paul's removal thence with his parents,

—

since this event happened much later in the Jewish war, but also

because Jerome, in his Commentary on the Epistle to Philemon
(verse 23). makes use of this tradition to explain why Paul, though a,

citizen of Tarsus, calls himself, 2 Cor. xi, 22, Philip, iii. 5, " Hebixeus
ex Hehrcais, et ceetera qua3 ilium Judseum raagis indicant quam Tar-

sensem," which yet, as we have remarked above, proceeds only from a
misunderstanding of the epithet which Paul applies to himself. Jerome
must have, therefore, taken up this false account (" talem fabulam
accepimus," are his own words), without proof, in a very thoughtless

manner.
2 Strabo, who wrote in the time of Augustus, places Tarsus in this

respect above these two cities : rocravTT} ro7s cV0a5e avdpuTrois airovS)}

TTpSs Tf (piKo(TO(piav KoX T^v aK\7]V iyKvK\LOU airaaav iraiSeiai/ y^yoveu, ao"6'

vTT€pfie^\r}VTai kuI 'MT]vas Ka\ 'AXe^avdpsiau Kal d riua li.K\ov r6iToy

Swarhy HTvelu iv ^ (rxoAal Kal SiaTpifial ruv <pi\oa6<po}V y^y6va0i.

Geogr i. 14, c, 5.
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case. As his parents designed liim to be a teacher of the law,

or Jewisli theologian, his studies must have been confined in

his early yeai-s to the Old Testament, and about the age of twelve

or thirteen, he must have entered the school of Gamaliel.' It

is possible, though, considering Paul's pharisaic zeal, not pro-

bable, that the more liberal views of his tolerant-minded

teacher Gamaliel might induce him to turn his attention to

Grecian literature. A man of his mental energy, whose zeal

overcame all difficulties in his career, and whose love prompted
him to make himself familiar with all the mental habitudes

of the men among whom he laboured, that he might sym-
jDathise more comj^letely with their wants and infirmities,

might be induced, while among people of Grecian culture, to

acquire some knowledge of their principal writers. But in

the style of his representations, the Jewish element evidently

predominates. His peculiar mode of argumentation was not

formed in the Grecian, but in the Jewish school. The name
Saul, bMit\^ the desired one, the one prayed for, perhaps

indicates, that he was the first-born of his parents,^ granted

in answer to their earnest prayers : and hence it may be
inferred, that he was devoted by his father, a Pharisee, to the

service of religion, and sent in early youth to Jerusalem, that

he might be trained to become a learned expounder of the law
and of tradition ; not to add, that it was usual for the youth of

Tarsus "^ to complete their education at some foreign school.

Most advantageously for him, he acquired in the pharisaic

schools at Jerusalem that systematic form of intellect, which
afterwards rendered him such good service in developing the

contents of the Christian doctrine ; so that, like Luther, he
became thoroughly conversanit with the theological system,
whicli afterwards, by the power of the gospel, he uprooted and
destroyed. A youth so ardent and energetic as Paul, would
throw his whole soul into whatever he undertook ; his natural
temperament would dispose him to an overflowing impetuous
zeal, and for such a propensity Pharisaism supplied abundant

' See Tholuck'.s admirable remarks in the Studien und Kritiken,
1 805, 2d part, p. 3(3G.

^ We cannot atlaclx much importance to so uncertain an inference.
^ Like tlic names Theodorus, Thcodoret, common among Christians in

the first century.
* Sec Stnibo.
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aliment. We may also infer from his peculiar disposition, as

well as from various hints he gives of himself, that in legal

piety, according to the notions of the strictest Pharisaism, he

strove to go beyond all his companions. But in proportion to

the eai-nestness of his striving after holiness—the more he

combated the refractory impulses of an ardent and powerful

nature, w^hich refused to be held in by the reins of the law

—

so much more ample were his opportunities for understanding

from his own experience the woful discord in human nature

v/hich arises when the moral consciousness asserts its claims as

a controlling law, while the man feels himself constantly

carried away, in defiance of his better longing and willing, by
the force of ungodly inclination. Paul could not have depicted

this condition so strikingly and to the life, in the seventh

chapter of the Epistle to the Romans, if he had not gained the

knowledge of it from personal experience. It was advan-

tageous for him that he passed over to Christianity from a

position where, by various artificial restraints and prohibitions,

he had attempted to guard against the incursions of unlawful

desires and passions, and to compel himself to goodness ; ' for

thus he was enabled to testify from his own experience, (in

which he appears as the representative of all men of deep

moral feeling,) how deeply the sense of the need of redemption

is grounded in the moral constitution of man ; and thus like-

wise from personal experience, he could describe the relation

of tiiat inward freedom vrhich results from faith in redemption,

to the servitude of the legal standing-point. In his conflict

with himself while a Pharisee, Paul's experiences resemble

Luther's in the cloisters of Erfurt : though in the Pharisaic

dialectics and exposition of the law, he w^as a zealous and faith-

ful disciple of Gamaliel, we cannot from this conclude that he

imbibed that spirit of moderation for which his master was so

distinguished, and which he showed in his judgment of the

new sect at the first, before it came into direct conflict with the

theology of his party. For the scholar, especially a scholar of so

energetic and marked a character, would imbibe the mental in-

^ As, for example, from, the standing-point of Pharisaism, it has been
said, '•' Instead of leaving every thing to the free movements of the di.i-

position, a man should force himself to do this or that good by a direct

vow. Vows are the enclosures of holiness." nviinDS t'D nni:. See Pirkc

Avoth. § 13.

VOL. I. G
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fluences of his teacher, only so far as they accorded with his own
peculiarities. His unyielding disi^osition, the fire of his nature,

and the fire of his youth, made him a vehement persecuting

zealot against all who opposed the system that was sacred in his

eyes. Accordingly, no sooner did the new doctrine in the hands
of Stephen assume a hostile aspect ^ against the Pharisaic theo-

* The question has been raised, whether Paul saw and heard Jesus

during his earthly life ) We have not the data for answering the ques-

tion. In his Epistles, we find nothing conclusive either one Avay or the

other. Olshausen thinks that it may be inferred from 2 Cor. v. 16, that

Paul really knew Jesus during his earthly life, Kara adgKa. Paul, in that

passage, he understands as saying, " But if 1 knew Christ, as indeed I

did know him, according to tlie flesh, in his bodily earthly appearance,

yet now I know him so no more." Against this interpretation I will not
object with Baur, in his Essay " On the Party of Christ in the Corinthian
Church," in the Tubingen Zeitscliriftfur llieologie, 1831, part iv. p. 95,

that he could not mean this, because it would have been undervaluing
Christ in his state of humiliation, which would be in contradiction to

those passages in which he attributes to that state the highest abiding
importance, and says he is detei-mined to know nothing save Christ and
him crucified. For though the remembrance of Christ in the form of a
servant could never vanish from his mind, though he never could forget

Avhat he owed to Christ the Crucified, yet now he knew him no longer
as living in human weakness, and sulyect to death, but as having risen

victoriously from death, the glorified one, now living in divine power
and majesty ; 2 Cor. xiii. 4. The relation in which it would have been
possible to stand to Christ while he lived in the form of a servant on earth,

could no longer exist. No one could now stand nearer to him, simply for

being a Jew; no one could hold converse with him in an outward manner,
as a being present to the senses : henceforth it was only possible to enter
into union with Christ as the glorified one, as he presented himself to

the religious consciousness in a spiritual, internal manner, by believing
on him as crucified for the salvation of mankind. In this respect, Paul
might well say that now there could no longer be for him such " a know-
ledge of Christ after the flesh." And we grant that he might have said
hypotheticalli/, If I had known Christ heretofore after the flesh, had I

stood in any such outward communion with him as manifest in the flesh,

yet noio such a communion Avould have lost all its importance for me
(such a value as those Judaizers attribute to it who make it the sign of
genuine apcstleship) ; but now I know Christ after the spirit, like all

those who enjoy spiritual communion with him. But Paul could only
say this in a purely hypothetical form, supposing something to be which
really was not ; for allowing that he had seen and heard Jesus with his
l)odily senses, his opponents would have been far from attaching any im-
portance to such seeing and hearing, as it could haA-e been afiirmed with
equal truth of many Jews, Avho stood in an indifferent or even hostile

position towards Christ. The reference in this passage can be only to
such a " knowing of Christ after the flesh," as belonged to the other apo-
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logy, than he became its most vehement persecutor. After the

martyrdom of Stephen, when many adherents of the gospel

sought for safety by flight, Paul felt himself called to counter-

work them in the famed city of Damascus, where the new sect

was gaining ground. And he hastened thither, after receiving

full powers for committing all the Christians to prison from the

Sanhedrim, who, as the highest ecclesiastical authority among
the Jews, were allowed by the Ilomans to inflict all disci-

plinary punishment against the violators of the law.^

As for the great mental change which Paul experienced in

the course of this journey, undertaken for the extinction of

the Christian faith, it is quite possible that this event may
strike us as sudden and marvellous, only because the history

records the mere fact, without the various preparatory and
connecting circumstances which led to it ; but, by making
use of the hints which the narrative furnishes to fill up the

outline, we may attempt to gain the explanation of the whole,

on purely natural principles.

Paul—(it would be said by a person adopting tliis view of

the event)—had received many impressions which disturl ed

the repose of his truth-loving soul ; he had heard the tempe-

rate counsels of his revered instructor Gamaliel ; he hr.d

listened to the address of Stephen, to whom he was allied in

natural temperament, and had witnessed his martyrdom.

But he was still too deeply imbued with the spirit of Phari-

«tles, since only to tins could any religious value be attached against

which Paul might feel himpel£>called to protest. For this reason I must
agree with Baur, who understands XQ^^'''^^ here, not of the person of
Jesus, but of the Messiah, a Messiah known after the flesh, as from the
early Jewish standing-point. I also believe with Baur, that if Paul had
intended a personal reference, he would have said "Iriaovv xg^o-rhv, and I

cannot admit the force of the objection which Olshausen makes to thi.s

interpretation, that it Vi^ould require the article before xg^'CTbi/, for it

means not the Messiah definitively, but genei'ally a Messiah.
' If Damascus at that time still belonged to a Roman province, the

Sanhedrim could exercise its authority there, in virtue of the right
secured every where to the Jews to practise their worship in their own
manner. If the city was brought under the government of the Arabian
King Aretas, the Sanhedrim could still reckon on his support, in conse-
quence of the connexion he had formed with the Jews; perhaps he him-
self had gone over to Judaism. The Jews in Damascus might also

possess great influence by means of the women, Avho were almost all

converts to Judaism. Joscphus. De Bell. Jud. ii. 20, 2.
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Faism, to surrender himself to these impressions, so contrary

to the prevaihng- bent of his mind. He forcibly repressed

them ; he rejected the thoughts that involuntarily rose in his

mind in favour of the new doctrine, as the suggestions of

Satan, whom he regarded as the sole contriver of this rebel-

lion against the authority of the ancient traditions, and

accordingly set himself with so much the greater ardour

against the new sect. Yet he could not succeed altogether in

suppressing these rising thoughts, and in silencing the voice

of conscience, which rebuked his fanaticism. A conflict arose

in his soul. While in this state, an outward impression was
added, which brought the internal process to maturity. Not
far from Damascus he and his followers were overtaken by a

violent storm ; the lightning struck Paul, and he fell sense-

less to the ground. He attributed this catastrophe to the

avenging power of the Messiah, whom in the person of his

disciples he was persecuting, and, confounding the objective

and subjective, converted this internal impression into an
outward appearance of Christ -to him : blinded by the light-

ning, and stunned by the fall, he came to Damascus.—But
admitting this explanation as correct, how are we to explain

by natural causes the meeting of Paul with Ananias '? Even
here we may supply many particulars which are not exjDressly

mentioned in the narrative. Since Ananias • was noted even
among the Jews as a man of strict legal piety, it is not impro-
bable that he and Paul were previously acquainted with one
another at J erusalem. At all events, Paul had heard of the
extraordinary spiritual gifts said to be possessed by Ananias,
and the thought naturally arose in his mind, that a man held
in so much repute among the Christians, might be able to

heal him and recover him from his present unfortunate con-
dition

; and while occupied with this thought, his imagination
formed it into a vision. On the other hand, we may sup •

pose, that Ananias had heard something of the great change
that had taken place in Paul ; and yet might not give full

credence to the report, till a vision corresponding to Paul's,

and explicable on similar psychological principles, had over-

come his mistrust.

In reference to this explanation, we must certainly allow

the possibility that a change like that which took place in

Paul might have been prepared by impressions of the kind
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mentioned ; but the narrative will not countenance either the

necessity or probabilit}'- of such a supposition. History fur-

nishes lis with numerous examples of the power of religious

fanaticism over minds that in other respects have been suscep-

tible of the true and the good, and yet, while under its

influence, liave used those very things to confirm them in

their delusion which might seem fitted to rescue them from
it. It is, therefore, quite consistent with the powerful cha-

racter of Paul to believe that, in the martyrdom of Stephen,

he saw only the power of the evil spirit over the mind of one

who had been seduced from the pure faith of his fathers ; and
that hence he felt a stronger impulse to counterwork the pro-

pagation of a doctrine which could involve in such ruin men
distinguished by their disposition and their talents. Besides,

if only the impression which a storm with its attendant cir-

cumstances made upon him, was the fact that formed the

groundwork of that vision of Christ, it would ill agree with

this, that Paul's followers believed that they perceived some-

thing similar to what befell him ; for this is only admissible,

if we suppose them to have been like-minded with Paul,

which could not be unless they were already Christians, or on
the way to Christianity. But such persons would hardly

attach themselves to a persecutor of Christians. ^

Such attempts at explaining the narrative arc suspicious,

because unusual natural appearances are made use of to bring

^ The variations in the narrative of these events contained in Acts
ix. xxii. and xxvi. prove nothins: against the reality of the fact. Such
unimportant diflcrences might easily arise in the repetition of the nar-

rative of an event so far removed from the circle of ordinary occur-

rences ; and these differences need not be attributed to alterations iu

the narrative by Paul himself, but may be supposed to originate in the

incorrectness of others in repeating it. As for the rest, if vre assume
that his attendants received only a general impression of the pheno-
menon, not so definite as Paul's, for whom it was mainly intended ; that

they saw a light, but no precise shape or figure ; that they heard a
voice, without distinguishing or understanding the words ;—it is easy
to perceive, that various representations would naturally be given of

the event. As this phenomenon, from its very nature, cannot be

j udged of according to the laws of ordinary earthly communications and
perceptions, the difference in the perceptions of Paul and his attendants
argues nothing against its objective reality- We are too ignorant of

the laws which regulate the communications between a higher spiritual

world and men living in a world of the senses, to determine anything
precisely on these points.
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down -^vliat is extraordinary into the circle of common events.

Instead, therefore, of following this explanation, which is

attended with great difficulties—we might rather conceive the

w^hole, independently of all outward phenomena, as an inwai'd

transaction in Paul's mind, a spiritual revelation of Christ to

his higher self-consciousness ; and, in this light, we may view

the experiences which he liad in his conflicts with himself

while a Pharisee, and the impression of the discourse and

inartyi'd:om of Stephen, as forming a preparation by which

liis heart was rendered capable of receiving these internal

revelations of the Ptedeemcr. The divine origin and the

reality of the flict will not be in the slightest degree affected

by this explanation ; for though we may conceive of outward

supernatural appearances— still there would be nothing more
than the means by which Paul would be prepared for that

internal revelation of Christ, wdiich formed the basis of his

apostleship. The perceptions of the senses cannot have greater

certainty and reality than the facts of a higher self-conscious-

ness, whereby a man receives revelations of an order of thinpTi

in which his true life has its root, far above the sensible world,

which he experiences and apprehends spiritually. And that

this was no self-illusion, capable of being psvchologically ex-

plained,^ that extraordinary change would testify which was

^ Dr. Strauss says, in Lis "Leben Jesu," vol. ii. p. 650, "Neander
merely ventures to maintain an internal operation of Ciirist on the

mind of Paul, and only adds the supposition of an outward appearance,

as if it were a flivour for his readers to grant it ; and even the internal

operation he makes superfluous, by particularising various influences

which in a natural way might bring about such a revolution in such an
individual's mind." But as to what concerns the latter, the conclusion

from a possibility under certain presupposed circumstances, to that which
actually took place, in the absence of any historical proof of its taking

place, is by no means justifiable, unless a person argues on an assump-

tion which I do not admit, namely, that every thing must proceed

according to the laws of natural psychological development, and that a

supernatural operation cannot take place. But according to a mode of

viewing this subject, which is as difterent from the caricature of super-

naturalism, drawn by Dr. Strauss and others, (let my readers compare
the words of truth in Twesten's Preface to the second volume of his

"Dogmatik,") as from the views of Dr. Strauss himself on the relation

of God to the world—a supernatural operation by no means excludes

a preparation in the natural development of man, nor does the latter

make the former superfluous. With respect to the other point, the out-

ward appearance of Christ, I do not indeed hold this as absolutely
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the result in Paul of tins internal transaction—tins tlic wliolo

course of his apostolic ministry testifies, which may be traced

to his inward experience, as the effect to its cause. But yet

the manner in which his attendants were affected by what hap-

})ened on this occasion contradicts the supposition of a merely
internal transaction, even if we could resolve on ascribing the

state in which Paul came to Damascus to the power of an
internal impression.^

It will be of great service to compare with the narrative in

the Acts the expressions used by Paul in his Epistles in

reference to this event, so important to him as the commence-
ment of a new era in his life. As he often refers to it in

opposition to his Jewish adversaries, who were unwilling to

acknowledge him as an apostle ; so he had a confident per-

suasion that the apostolic commission was given him by
Christ in the same manner as to the other apostles ; this is

expressed most fully and strongly in Gal. i. 1. Yet here we
need not suppose an outward event to be meant, but may
rather understand it of an internal transaction such as we
have described. In the sixteenth verse, Paul evidently speaks

of an internal communication of Christ, of an inward reve-

lation of him to his self-consciousness,'^ whereby, independently

requisite for explaining the great revolution in the spiritual life of Paul,

out the circumstances mentioned in the text, compared with the expres-

sions of Paul himself, compel me to admit its reality, and I recognise

the importance of it for Paul, in order that, like the other apostles, he
might be able to testify of Christ as risen from the dead.

^ The notion, that the vision which immediately preceded Paul's

conversion is the one described by himself in 2 Cor. xii. 2, which in

modern times has been revived by several distinguished theologians,

has every thing against it : in the latter, Paul describes his elevation in

spirit to a higher region of the spiritual world ; in the vision Avhich

occasioned his conversion, there was a revelation of Christ coming down
to him while consciously living on the earth. The immediate impres-

sion of the first was depressing and humiliating ; the second was con-

nected with an extraordinary mental elevation, a tendency to pride and
vain-glory. "With the first his Christian consciousness began; the second
marked one of the most exalted moments of his inward life, after he had
long lived in communion with Christ ; and by such a foretaste of

heavenly existence, he was refreshed under his manifold conflicts, and
animated to renew his earthly labours. The date of fourteen years

mentioned here, is of no chronological use, further than to satisfy us,

that the date of Paul's conversion must be false, according to which he
must have written this exactly fourteen years later.

2 It is most natural to understand the phrase eV ifj.o\ as denoting

something internal.
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of all human instruction, he ^vas qualilicd to preach Christ.

But something in addition to this is intended Avhere Paul, in

1 Cor. ix. 1, appeals to his having seen Christ as a mark of

his apostleship.' But this might refer to o,n ecstatic vision,

similar to what Paid himself describes in 2 Cor. xii. 2. On
the contrary, sometliing different from this must be intended

in the 15th chapter of 1st Corinthians, where he places the

appearance of Cln-ist to himself on an equality with all the

other appearances of the risen Saviour. And this declaration

^ It mupt be evident to every unprejudiced person, that this cannot
refer to Paul's having seen Jesus during his earthly life, (though a pos-

sible occurrence,) for it would have added nothing to his apostolic

authority ; nor yet to the mere knowledge of the doctrine of Christ.

Riickert, in his Com. on this passage, maintains that it refers rather to

one of the appearances of Christ, which were granted to him in a state

of ecstatic vision. Acts xviii. 9, xxii. 17, than to that which occasioned
his conversion, especially since an appearance of Christ of this kind is

not mentioned either in Acts ix. xxii. xxvi. nor in Gal. i. 12— 26. On
the other hand, the following considerations deserve attention. Since,

as RUckert himself acknowledges, the reading in that passage is to be
preferred, in which the words, " Am I not an apostle T' are immediately
followed by, "Have I not seen Christ 1" we may infer that Paul adduced
his having seen Christ as a confirmation of his apostleship ; as after-

wards, for the same purpose, he adduces the success of his efforts in
founding the Corinthian church. Without doubt, he urged this against
his Judaizing opponents, who disputed his call to the apostleship on the
ground, that he had not been appointed by Christ himself like the other
apostles. In this connexion it is most natui-al to expect, that Paul
would speak of that appearance of Christ which marked the commence-
ment of his apostolic career, that real appearance of Christ which he
classes with the other appearances of the risen Saviour, 1 Cor xv. 8, and
not a mere vision. Euckert indeed maintains, that Paul made no dis-

tinction between the two kinds of appearances, for " otherwise he would
have attributed no value to visions, as mere figments of the imagination."
But this conclusion is not correct ; for we may suppose something be-
tween a real objective api)earance, and a natural creation of the imagina-
tion formed in the usual psychological manner,—such an operation of the
Divine Spirit on the higher self-consciousness, in virtue of which Avhat
is inwardly apprehended presents itself to the person so influenced
under a sensible image, whereby the imagination is turned into an organ,
for what is inwardly apprehended by the operation of the Divine Sp'irit.

That such a communication of the Divine Spirit may be distinguished
both from a real appearance to the senses, and from a mere result of the
imagination, is evident from many passages of Holy AVrit, as for example,
Peter's vision, Acts x. 12. Tiie passage Gal. i. 16, does not exclude an
appearance of Christ, but it was foreign to the apostle's object to specify

it. But the word yuTjSeVa not fxrjS^v, Acts ix. 7, certainly implies, that
Paul, in distinction from his attendants, had seen a i^erson.
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of Paul lias additional weight, because, as is apparent from

the passages before quoted in the Second Epistle to the

Corinthians, he could so accurately distinguish an ecstatic

state from a state of ordinary self-consciousness. Hence we
also sec how important it was for liim, as well as the other

apostles, to be enabled to testify, on the evidence of their own
senses, of that great ftict, the foundation of Christian faith

and Christian hope—the real resurrection of Christ and his

glorified personal existence.

Lastly, we by no means suppose a magical influence on

Paul, by which he was carried away, and converted against

his will. According to the view we have taken of this event,

we sujDpose an internal point of connexion, without which, no
Dutward revelation or appearance could have become an

inward one ; without which, any outward impression that

could have been made, however powerful, Avould have been

transient in its results. But in his case, the love for the

true and the good discernible even through his errors, though

repressed by the power of his passions and prejudices, was to

bo set free from its thraldom only by a mighty impression.

Yet no external miracle whatever could have converted a

Caiaphas into a preacher of the gospel.

It might be expected, that Paul could not at once, after

such an impression, enter on a new course of action. Every
thing which hitherto had been the motive and aim of his

conduct, now seemed as nothing. Sorrow must have been

the predominant feeling of his crushed spirit. He could not

instantaneously recover fi'om so overwhelming an impression,

^'hich gave a new direction to his whole being. He was
reduced to a state of mental and bodily weakness, from which

lie could not restore himself He passed three days without

food. This was for him the point of transition from death to

a new life ; and nothing can so vividly express his feelings at

this awful crisis, as the exclamation which he himself, revert-

ing to his earlier state, puts in the lips of the man who, with

the deepest consciousness of inward slavery under the violated

law, and with earnest aspirations after freedom, pours forth

his whole heart in the words, " wi'etched man that I am !

who shall deliver me 1
"—Nor is it at all j^robable that, in this

state, he would seek for social intercourse. Nothing could

loss agree with his feelings than intercourse with the Jews

;
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nor could he easily prevail on himself to seek out the Chris-

tians, wliODi he had hitherto persecuted. To a man in this

state of mind, nothing could be so welcome as solitude.

Hence it is by no means probable, that information of the

great change that had passed upon him would be conveyed

by other persons to Ananias. It is worthy of notice, that, in

order to attain a full consciousness of his new life, and to

make the transition from this intermediate state of contrition,

to a new life of active exei-tion in communion with Christ, he

was brought into connexion with the existing Christian

church, by the instrumentality of one of its members. In

communion with other believers, he first obtained what he

could not find in his solitude. When he prayed to Christ

who had appeared to him, that he would help him in his

distress, that he would enlighten both his bodily and mental

eyes ; it was promised to him in a vision, that a well-known
enlightened man, belonging to the church at Damascus,

whom he probably knew by name and sight, should be the

instrument of his spiritual and bodily restoration. When
Ananias, in obedience to a divine call, visited him, Paul recog-

nised the person to whom the vision had referred him, and
hence felt the fullest assurance, that in communion with him
he should be made partaker of a new and higher principle

of life. Ananias introduced Paul to the other Christians in

the city ; after he had been strengthened by spending several

days in their society, he felt himself impelled to enter the

synagogues, and testify in behalf of that cause, which hereto-

fore he had fiercely persecuted.' Whether he considered it

best, after bearing this first testimony among the Jews, to

* It is difficult to consider r]fxepai rives in Acts ix. 19, and i)ix4pa'.s

iKavais in the 23d verse, as equivalent terms. Yet it cannot be proved
from these words, that Luke hy the latter meant to make a break in
Paul's residence at Damascus, occasioned by a journey into Arabia, but
the succession of events as narrated in the Acts leads to consider this
as most natural. The 7),uepai nves merely expresses the few days which
Paul, just after his baptism, spent in the fellowship of the Christians at
Damascus. The following phrase, Kcd fvO^us, intimates, that immedi-
ately after he had spent some days with the disciples he entered info the
synagogues ; and the rj/ifpai iKuva\ denote the whole period of Paur.s
stay at Dama.sciis. Within tills whole period of ^^fpat iKauaL, of which
nothing more is told in the Acts, we mubt place Paul's journey into
Arabia, of which we should not have known but for the mention of it in
tiie Epistle to the Galatians.
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allow its impression to work silently on their minds, without

personally attempting to enforce it ; or whether the plots of

the Jews induced him to quit the place, we are not certain ;^

he this as it may, he visited the neighhouring parts of Arabia,

w^here he found opportunities for publishing the gospel among
the Jews, who were spread over the country. He then

returned again to Damascus. Whether the Jews, Avhose

anger he had already excited by his former preaching,

as soon as they heard of his coming, endeavoured to

lay hold of a person who was so capable of injuring Judaism;
or v;hetlier they were exasperated by his renewed addresses in

their synagogues, he was obliged to consult his safety by
flight, as his life w^as threatened by their machinations.—So
far was this man, who shunned no danger in his subsequent

career, though now in the first glow of conversion, a season

when the mind is generally most prone to extravagance—so

far w^as he from indulo-ino- in that enthusiastic ardour which
seeks and craves for martyrdom P He was let down by his

friends in a basket, through the window of a house, built

^ Schrader, in his Chronological Remarks on the Life of Paul, has
lately maintained that the words of Paul in Gal. i. 16, must be thus
explained by means of the antithesis ; he had not been instructed by
men for his apostolic calling-, but had retired to the neighbouring district

of Arabia, in order to prepare himself in an independent manner, and
in solitude. But had he meant to say this, he would scarcely have
chosen the general designation 'Apafiia, but rather have substituted for

it ipriixoy 'Apa^ias, or simply ^prj/xoy, by which he would have marked
more distinctly the object of this aTrepx^o'^"'- It is psychologically most
probable that Paul, after Ananias had visited him in his solitude, and
revived his spirit, would not go again into retirement, but rather would
seek the communion of other believers, and, after he had been edified

and strengthened by them, would feel himself impelled forthwith to

bear his testimony before those who held his former faith. This view is

also strongly confirmed by the passage in the Epistle to the Galatians,

for the connected sense seems to be as follows : As soon as God revealed

his Son to me, that I might publish him among the Gentiles, I published

the gospel in an independent manner, according to this revelation.

Paul expresses this sentiment both in a positive and negative form.

I was not intrusted for my calling, by any human authority whatever,

by none of the apostles at Jerusalem, but immediately travelled into

Arabia, there to proclaim the gospel. Compare Auger's profound and
acute inquiry, " l)e Temporum in Actis Apostolorum Ratione," Lipsire,

1833, p. 23.
2 (' rpj^Q glorying in infirmities," (among which he reckons this flight.)

Ta rris aadeveias KavxacrOai, is one feature in his character which dis-

tinguished him from em.husiasts : 2 Cor. xi. 30.
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against the vail of the cit}', tliat he might csca^^e unnoticed

by the Jews, who were lying in wait for him at the gates.

After three years had thus expired from the time of his con-

version/ he resolved, about the year 39,^ once more to return

to Jerusalem, that he might become personally acquainted

^ Three years after his conversion, namely, on the supposition that the

to-minus a quo the years are reckoned in the passage of the Epistle to

the Galatians, is the date of his conversion.
2 This circumstance in Paul's life furnishes one of the few chrono-

logical marks for its history. "When Paul fled from Damascus three

years after his conversion, that city was under the government of King
Aretas of Arabia Petrcea, 2 Cor. xi. 32. But since Damascus belonged
to a Roman Province, Aretas must have been in possession of this city

under very peculiar circumstances. Susskind in his essay in Bengel's

Archiv. 1. 2. p. 314; AVurm in his essay on the Chronology of PauFs
life, in the Tuhinger Zeitsclirift fur Theologie, 1833, 1st part, p. 27;
and Auger, p. 161, agree in thinking, that we are not quite justified in

admitting that Aretas was at that time in possession of Damascus, as it

is a conclusion nowise favoured by other historical accounts ; for if Da-
mascus was then under the Eoman government, the Ethnarch of Aretas
might have ventured to place a watch before the gates of the city, or,

through his influence with the Roman authorities, have obtained permis-

sion for the Jews to do this. Yet it is difiicult to believe, that if

Damascus belonged to a Roman province, the Arabian Ethnarch would
venture to surround the city with a watch, in order to get the Roman
citizen into his power; or that the Roman authorities would allow of

his doing so, or at his request expose a Roman citizen to the wrath of

the Jews. Although the history, in which there are besides so many
breaks, docs not inform us of such an occupancy of Damascus, yet the

consideration of this passage favours this supposition. Now the circum-
.stauces by which Aretas might have gained possession of the city were
probably these. The Emperor Tiberius, as the ally of King Herod
Agrippa, whose army had been defeated by Aretas, commanded Vitel-

lius, the governor of Syria, to get possession of him either dead or alive.

But while Vitellius was preparing to execute these orders, and various
circumstances delaying his entering on the campaign, news arrived of
the Emperor's death, which took place in March of the year 37, and
Vitellius was thus stopped in his military movements. Aretas might
take advantage of this interval to gain possession of the ciiy. But we
must not suppose that the city thus snatched from the Romans remained
long in his hands, aud it is probable that, as in the second year of the
reign of the ]:^mperor Caligula, a.d. 38-39, the affairs of Arabia were
settled, Damascus also w:i.s not left unnoticed. If we place the flight of
Paul from Damascus in 39, then his conversion must have been in a.i>.

36, since it must have occurred three years before, and we also fix the

pame date for Stephens martyrdom. From the absence of chronological
information respecting tlie events of those times, we cannot fix with cer-

tainty the date of Paul's conversion
;
yet the computation which places

it in A.D. 36 has this in its favour, that it allows neither too long nor
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with Peter, as tlie individual wlio at that time maintained

the highest reputation in the new church, and exercised the

greatest influence in all its concerns. But as he was known
at Jerusalem only as the persecutor, every one avoided him,

till Barnabas, a distinguished teacher of the church, who, as n

Hellenist, felt less a stranger to him, and might formerly have

had some connexion with him, introduced him to the rest.

His Hellenistic origin occasioned his holding many conversa-

tions and disputations on Judaism and the Christian doctrine

with the Hellenistic Jews.

It may be asked, whether Paul took the same ground in

Iiis controversies with his countrymen at this early period, as

in later times ; and this is connected with the mode of the de-

velopment of his Christian convictions and doctrinal views.

When he first came to the knowledge of the gospel, did he

recognise at the same time its independence of the Mosaic

law ? To do this, must have been most difficult for one who
liad so lately renounced the principles of Pharisnism : for yva

generally find that others of this sect who embraced Christ-

ianit}", attempted to combine their former tenets with thoso

of the gospel, Ananias, the first instructor of the apostle,

was universally reverenced on account of his legal Jjiety
,

such an individual, therefore, must have been very far from

wishing to eftect a disruption of Christianity from the Mosaic

ceremonial law. At the time of Paul's conversion, this was.

the tone of sentiment universally prevalent among Christians

;

for, as we have remarked, it was only after the martyrdom of

Stephen, and owing to the results of that event, that new
light on this subject from various quarters gradually broke in

upon them. But we are not justified in assuming, that the

same causes led Paul to the views he adopted. We cannot

attribute much efficacy to influences from without, by the

communication of doctrines and views, in the case of a man
so distinguished for his great independent peculiarity of

character. We are compelled to believe him, when he testifies

so undoubtingl}^, that he received the gospel, in the manner
he was wont to publish it, not by human instruction, but only

by a communication of the Spirit of Christ. Some exception,

short a time for the events wliicli took place in the Christian church,

from the period of Christ's Ascension, to the martyrdom of Stephen and
the conversion of Paul.
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however, must be made in reference to the historical records,

containing the discourses and precepts of Christ ; with these

he became acquainted through the ordinary channel of

human tradition, and we find liim accordingly appealing on

certain occasions to such traditions, or to words uttered by
the Lord. ^

As Paul felt himself compelled to examine, independently

of others, the depths of the tmth made known by Christ, he

must have thought it a matter of importance to obtain a

collection of the sayings of Christ, on which all further deve-

lopments of the new doctrine must depend, and from v.hich

they must proceed. We cannot suppose that he would satisfy

himself with single expressions casually obtained from oral

intercourse with the apostles, whom he met so seldom, and
for so short a time. Besides, he says expressly in his Epistle

to the Galatians, that these inter^dews with the other apostles

were of no service towards his acquiring a deeper insight into

Christian doctrines. We are led to the supposition, that he

obtained written memoirs of the life of Christ, or at least, a

written collection of the sayings of Christ, if such existed, or

that he compiled one himself But it is very probable that

such a collection, or several such collections, and written

memoirs of Christ's ministry, were in existence ; for, however
highly we may estimate the power of the living word iii this

youthful period of the church, we cannot allow ourselves to

forget that we are not speaking of the age of rhapsodies, but
of one in which—especially wherever Grecian cultivation had
foimd its way—historical composition was much practised.

Might we not expect, then, that some memorials would bo
speedily committed to writing of what moved their hearts, and
occupied their thoughts so intensely ; although a longer time

" 1 Cor. xi. 23. On this passage, Schulz justly remarks, that Paul uses

ciTrb not iraga to signify that what lie " received" Avas not hnmediately but
inediatelij from the Lord. What has been said by Olshausen and Meyer
(on different grounds) against this interpretation,' has not induced me to

give it up. The expression irageKafioi/ airo rod kvq'iov is also by no means
unimportant. It was not so much the apostle's design to mark the
manner in which this tradition came to him, but only for what purpose
it was given, to represent as certain that this was the form in which the
Lord had instituted the Last Supper; hence also tiie repetition of the
term kvoios is not improper. Had Paul been speaking of a special reve-

lation, l)y which this information was imparted, he would scarcely have
signified it by iraQiKafiuv, but rather by aneKaKixpOr}.
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might elapse before any one resolved to attempt a delineation

of the whole life of Christ V Many allusions to expressions of

Christ in the Pauline Epistles, besides his direct quotations of

Christ's words, point to such a collection of his discourses, of

which the apostle availed himself,^ and probably Marcion, who
^ Eusebius carrates (v. 10), probably in consequence of information

derived from Pantainus, that the apostle Bartholomew had communi-
cated to the so-called Indians to whom he published the gospel, a Hebrew
original document of the Evangelical History drawn up by Matthew,
which account we are plainly not justified to call in question. This
original document may indeed be the same which Papias entitles

(Eusebius, iii. 39) arvi'Ta^Ls ruu Xoyiccv rod kvq'iov. And I should by no
means object to understanding this to be a collection of the discourses of

the Lord—for it is in itself very probable that such a compilation would
be early made, as a store of materials for the development of Christian
doctrine— if what he had before said of Mark's writings did not intimate
that he meant both the discourses and actions of Christ; for I cannot,

with Schneckenburger, trace the distinction, that Mark had compiled a
report of the discourses and actions of Christ, but Matthew only of his

discourses. In this case, Papias would have laid the emphasis on Koyia,

and have said tSjv Xoyiwv tov kvq'iov avvraliv ; but now the emphasis
rests on the word avvTal^iv, an orderly collection, not mere insulated

fragments; {note to 2d edition). To this 3d edition, I must add, in

limitation of what 1 have here said, and of what Dr. Lucke has said

before me in the Studien und Kritiken, 1833, p. 501, certainly the

emphasis rests upon the word (rvyra^is, as contrasted Avith a rhapsodical

description ; it may be intended that Papias wished to contrast the work
of Mark as a rhapsodical collection of the actions and discourses of

Christ, with the work of Matthew as an arranged collection of the say-

ings of the Lord alone. Lastly, he says this only in a secondary sense of

Mark. The words peculiarly apply to Peter, from whose discourses

Mark must have borrowed the materials and the form of his work. Of
Peter, he says, os irghs ras X^^'"- eTroietro ras 5ida<rKa\las, aW' ovx wcTTre^

avvra^iu ruv KvpiaKwu iroiov/ievos Xoyicou. Peter had composed his

addresses according to the wants of his hearers at the time, and not with

the intention of giving an orderly account of the discourses or sayings

of Christ. For this reason, Mark, who drew all his information from
these addresses, could compile nothing of that kind. The words of

Papias are therefore rather favourable than unfavourable to the suppo-

sition, that the original work of Matthew was only a collection of the

sayings of Christ, as Sclileiermachcr maintained. As to Bartholomew's
taking such a docuipent with him for his mission, something similar

may have occurred with other preachers of the gospel, whether Paul
obtained the same document or another. The Judaizing tendency of

the document derived from Matthew, alleged by many, by no means
pi'events me from admitting this ; it contains expressions which, by
Ebionites cleaving to the letter, might be interpreted according to their

mind ; but in which Paul, who penetrated deeper into the spirit, Avould

find an entirely different idea.—See Das Leben Jesu, pp. 9, 131, 140.
2 Das Leben Jesu, pp. 157, 233, 241, 474.
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owned no inspired authority besides Paul, had heard of such

a compilation of the memoirs of Christ, made use of by his

favourite apostle, and attempted by his criticisms on Luke's

Amtings, which were not altogether to his mind, to find out

w^hat he considered as Pauline.' Thus the words of Christ

given by tradition, were the foundation for the continued

development of Christian doctrine, to which, independently

of all other instructions, the illumination of the Holy Spirit

led the apostles. And we can easily make it apparent, that

many of the deep truths expressed by him, for example, in

reference to the relation of the law to the gospel, unfolded

themselves to his view, from hints pregnant with meaning,

-

given by Christ himself^ Nor can we form any other judg-

ment respecting him as a Christian teacher, than that he, by
the Spirit of Christ, understood the words of Christ made
known to him by tradition, in all their depth of meaning, and

thus learnt to develop the hidden fulness of divine trutli

which they contained.

Certainly for those who gradually passed over to'Christianity

from Pharisaic Judaism, a considerable time might elapse

before the spirit of Christianity could diA^est itself of the

Pharisaic form. But it was otherwise wath Paul, in whom
Pharisaism had exhibited the most unsparing opposition to

the gospel, and who, without any such gradual transition, had
been seized at a critical moment by tlie power of the gospel,

and from being its most violent enemy, had become its most

' *' It is certain that he (Marcion) acknowledged only the Epistles of

Paul, and an original gospel which, by a mistake, he believed that he
had found quoted by Paul, as the genuine sources of Christian knowledge.

But as he proceeded on the fixed idea, that these ancient records no
longer existed in their original state, but had been falsified by the
Judaizers whose image often haunted him like a spectre, he attempted
by means of an arbitary criticism to restore them to their original form,

liis supposed original gospel made use of by Paul, was a mutilation oi"

the Gospel of Luke. His criticism Avas so far from logical, that several

things were allowed to remain, which could only be brought into agree-

ment with Marcion's system by a forced interpretation and a violation

of genuine llermcneutics." Dr. Ncander, in his Allgemeine Geschichte

der Chrifitlidicn Jieligiou und Kirche, vol. i. p. 802.

—

[Tr.]
2 It will be evident that I do not mean say, what Christ himself

possessed as the fulness of meaning; but what presented itself to him
who received it M'ith a susceptible disposition, as a germ of a new
spiritual creation.

3 DasLeben Jcsu, pp. 133, 395, 431, 465.
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zealous confessor ; that Paul who, as he describes it in the

seventh chapter of the Epistle to the Romans, after the sense

of slavery had been excited to the utmost intensity in his

bosom, was at once transported into a state of freedom, by
believing in the Redeemer. The bonds of Pharisaism were

in his case loosened instantaneously ; in his mind opposition

against Pharisaic Judaism took the place of opposition

against the gospel, as he says of himself (Philip, iii. 8), that for

Christ's sake he had suffered the loss of all those things which
he once prized, and all that once appeared to him so splendid
" he counted but as dung," that he might win Christ.

Thus from the beginning, by the illumination of the Spirit

alone, and according to the guidance of Christ's words, he

had been taught, in all its freedom and depth, the genius of

the gospel in relation to Judaism, without having his views

modified by the influence of Peter, ^ and those Christians

of Hellenistic descent, who had already preached the gospel

among the Centiles, It was in consequence of this, that

Paul (since, like his precursor Stephen, he more freely deve-

loped evangelical truth under this aspect in disputations with

^ That is, on the supposition that the conversion of Cornelius had
already taken place, wliich, taking into account its connexion with other

events, is most probable. The interest which the conversion of Cor-

nelius and his family excited at Jerusalem, and the manner of Peter's

reception there, it would not be easy to explain, if they had alreadj-

been made acquainted with the effects of Christianity among the

Gentiles at Antioch. On the contrary, it is by no means apparent from
the mission of Barnabas to Antioch (Acts xi. 22), that they had still so

decided a scruple against the reception of believing Gentiles into the
Christian church. It would agree very well with the disposition they
manifested on that occasion, if we suppose that, by the example of

Cornelius and his family, and by the influence of Peter, they had been
induced to give up their decided opposition. But they might wish to

convince themselves by the investigations of an apostolic man, that

every thing was right in this church, consisting for the most part

of Gentile Christians. Even when they had adopted more liberal

views on this subject, still there might be so much of their former feel-

ing left, that they could not place the same confidence in a church
founded among the Gentiles as in one among the Jews. Though it is

possible that they sent so able a teacher thither, not from any feeling of

distrust, but for the establishment and furtherance of the work already

begun ; and chose a Hellenist as better fitted to publish the gospel

among people of Grecian descent. Auger's remarks, in his work
already quoted, p. 188, have occasioned an alteration in my former
views.

VOL. I. H
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the Hellenists) excited so strongly the indignation of the

Jews. On the other hand, the prospect opened to him of a
wider sphere of action among heathen nations. . As he was
one day in the temple, and by prayer lifting up his soul to

the Lord, he was borne aloft from earthly things. In a vision

he received an assurance from the Lord, that though he would
be able to effect nothing at Jerusalem, on account of the

animosity of the Jews, he was destined to carry the doctrine

of salvation to other nations, even in remote regions

;

Acts xxii, 21. Accordingly, after staying in Jerusalem not

more than fourteen days, he was obliged to leave it, through
the machinations of the Jews. He now returned to his

native place, Tarsus, where he spent several years, certainly

not in inactivity ; for by his labours the gospel was spread

among both Jews and Gentiles in Tarsus and throughout
Cilicia ; there is good reason for believing, that to him
the Gentile churches, which in a short time we find in Cilicia.

owed their origin."

^ The silence of the Acts respecting the labours of Paul in Cilicia,

cannot be brought as evidence against the fact, for the account it gives
of this period has many lacnncc From the manu'^r in which Paul is

mentioned as secondary to Barnabas, till the time of their first mis-
sionary journey, an argument might be drawn for his not having pre-

viously entered on any independent sphere of labour. But the case

may be, that though Paul, as the younger and less known, was at first

spoken of as subordinate to Barnabas, the elder and approved publisher
of the gospel

;
yet, by degrees, Paul's extraordinary exertions gave

a different aspect to their relative position. In Jerusalem they con-

tinued for a longer time to assign the priority to Barnabas, as appears
from the apostolic Epistle in Acts xv. 25, a circumstance which
Bleek very justly adduces as a yiark of the unaltered originality of
this document; v. Studkn tind Kritiken, 1836, part iv. p. ^1037. At
all events, one would rather assign a date some years later to the
conversion of Paul, (on which, too, we can never come to a decisive
conclusion,) than suppose that he could spend several years in his

native place without exerting himself for the propagation of Chris-
tianity,—he who solemnly declares, that, from the time of his con-
version, he felt so str'^Tigly the impulse of an inward call to preach the
gospel.
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CHAPTER II.

TUE CHURCH AT ANTIOCn THE GENTILE MOTHER-CFIURCn, AKD ITS RELA-

TION TO THE JEWISH MOTHER-CHURCH.

In the mean time, as we have ah'eadj remarked, Christianity

was propagated among the Gentiles by Hellenist teachers in

Antioch, the metropolis of Eastern Roman Asia. The news
of this event excited great interest among the Christians at

Jerusalem. It is true, the information was not received iu

exactly the same manner as it would have been, if the

account of the operation of Christianity among the Gentiles

in the conversion of Cornelius had not materially contributed

to allay their prejudices. But still a measure of mistrust

was prevalent against the Gentile believers who were non-

observant of the Mosaic law, a feeling which, after many
repeated exhibitions of the divine power of the gospel among
Gentile Christians, lingered foi a long time in the majority of

Jewish believers. On this account, Barnabas, a teacher who
stood higli in the general confidence, and who as a Hellenist

w^as better fitted to deal with Christians of the same class, was

commissioned to visit tlie new Gentile converts. On his

arrival he rejoiced in witnessing the genuine effects of the

gospel, and used his utmost endeavours to advance the work.

The extensive prospect which opened here for the advance-

ment of the kingdom of God, occasioned his inviting Paul,

who had been active among the Gentiles in Cilicia, to become

his fellow-labourer. One evidence of the power with which

Christianity in an independent manner spread itself among
tlie Gentiles, was the new name of Christians wdiich was here

given to believers. Among themselves they were called, the

Disciples of the Lord, the Disciples of Jesus, the Brethren,

the Believers. By the Jews names w^ere imposed upon them
which implied undervaluation or contempt, such as the

Galileans, the Nazarenes, the Paupers ; and Jews would of

course not give them a name meaning the adherents of the

Messiah. The Gentiles had hitherto, on account of their

observance of the ceremonial law, not known how to dis-

tinguisli them from Jews. But now, when Christianity was
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spread among the Gentiles apart from the obsen'ance of the

ceremonial law, its professors appeared as an entirely new
religious sect (a genus tertium, as they were sometimes termed,

being neither Jews nor Gentiles) ; and as the term Christ was
held to be a proper name, the adherents of the new religious

teaeher were distinguislied by a word formed from it, as the

adherents of any school of philosophy were wont to be named
after its founder.

Antioch from this time occupied a most important j^lace in

the propagation of Christianity, for which there were now two
central points ; what Jerusalem had hitherto been for this

purpose among the Jews, that Antioch now became among
the Gentiles. Here first the two representations of Christi-

anity, distinguished from one another by the predominance of

the Jewish or Gentile element, came into collision. As at

Alexandria, at a later period, the development of Christianity-

had to experience the effect of various mixtures of the ancient

oriental modes of thinking with the mental cultivation of the

Grecian schools, so in this Roman metropolis of Eastern Asia.

it met with various mixtures of the oriental forms of religious,

belief From Antioch, at the beginning of the second century,

proceeded the system of an oriental-anti-Jewish Gnosis, which
opposed Christianity to Judaism,

As there was considerable intercourse between the two>

churches at Jerusalem and Antioch, Christian teachers fre-

quently came from the former to the latter ; among these

was a prophet named xVgabus, who prophesied of an approach-
ing famine, which would be felt severely by a great number
of poor Christians in Jerusalem, and he called upon the

believers in Antioch to assist their poorer brethren. This
famine actually occurred in Palestine about a.d. 44.^

The foculty of foretelling a future event, did not necessarily

enter into the Xew Testament idea of a prophet, if we assume

^ "We cannot fix the exact time when this famine began. It is men-
tioned by Joscpluis in his Antiq. book xx. ch. 2. § 5. It -was so great
that numbers died in it from want. Queen Helena of Adiabene in
Syria, u convert to Judaism, sent a vessel laden with corn, which she
had purchased at Alexandria, and with figs procured in the ishind of
Cyprus, to Jerusalem, and caused these provisions to be distributed

among the poor. Luke, indeed, speaks of a famine that spread itself

over the whole oiKov/xevr}, which was not the case with this. To under-
stand by olKovjjLivr) in this passage, Palestine only, is not justified by the
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that Luke wrote from his own standing-point. An address

fitted to produce a powerful efiect on an audience, one by
which Christians would be excited to deeds of beneficence,

Avould agree with the marks of a prophetic address in the

New Testament sense ; but as in the Acts it is expressly added
that the fomine foretold by the prophet actually came to pass ;

we must doul)tlcss admit, in this instance, that there was a
prediction of an impending famine, although it is possible that

the prophecy was founded on the observation of natural

prognostics.

The Christians at Antioch felt themselves bound to assist,

in its temporal distress, that church from which they had
received the highest spiritual iDcnefits, and probably sent their

contributions before the beginning of the famine, by the
1-iands of Paul and Barnabas, to the presiding elders of the

•church at Jerusalem. This chmch, after enjoying about
eight years' peace, since the persecution that ensued on
Stephen's martyrdom, was once more assailed by a violent

but transient tempest. King Herod Agrippa, to whom the

Emperor Claudius had granted the government of Judea,

affected great zeal for the strict observance of the ancient

ritual, ^ although on many occasions he acted contrary to it,

on purpose to ingratiate himself with the Gentiles, just as by
his zeal for Judaism he tried to attach the Jewish 2:>eople to

liimself. Actuated by such motives, he thought it expedient

to manifest hostility to the teachers of the new doctrine, of
whom he had received unfavourable reports. He caused

James the son of Zebedee, and a brother of the apostle John,

\Aio probably, by some particular act or discourse, had excited

the anger of the Jewish zealots, to be put to death ; and
•during the Passover in the j^ear 44,^ he cast Peter into

New Testament phraseology; but it is possible that the famine ex-

tended to other parts, and we must then suppose the word to be used
somewhat rhetorically, and not with literal exactness, especially if we
<;onsider i't as spoken by a prophet come from Jerusalem.

^ Josephus, Antiq. book xix. ch. 6 and 7.'.

- For it was the last year of Herod Agrippa's reign, who held for at

least three whole years the sovereignty of Judea, (Joseph, xix. 8, 2;)
and. tlierefore, certainly reigned from the end of January 41, to the
beginning of the reign of Claudius, the end of January 44 ; so that only
tiie Passover of this last year could be intended, that which took place

after Herod had reigned three whole years.
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prison, intending that he should meet with the same fate after

the feast. But by the special providence of God, Peter was
delivered from prison, and the death of the king, which shortly

followed, once more gave peace to the church.

If Paul and Barnabas arrived at Jerusalem during this dis-

turbed state of things, their stay Avas necessarily shortened by
it, and they could accomplish nothing of consequence. ' But
if we compare the account in the Acts, with the narrative of

.the apostle Paul in the Epistle to the Galatians, and if we
a.=<sume that the journey to Jerusalem, which he there

mentions as the second, was really the second, this journey

vrould acquire great importance.^ We must then assume,

^ ^s the words /car' iuuvou r.V Kaiphv, in Acts xii. 1, cannot serve for

fixing the exact date, the coincidence of this journey of Paul's with the

events at Jerusalem, and the whole chronology founded, upon it of the

apostie's history, is not absolutely certain. Yet there is no valid argu-

ment against this arrangement.
2 Irenteus adv. Hcercs. lib. iii. c. 13, seems to consider it as settled

that this was Paul's third journey. But Avhat TertuUian says (contra

Marcion, i. 20), goes on the supposition that it was his second journey.

He alleges the same reason for thinking so, as Keil, in his essay on the

subject lately published in his Opiiscula; that Paul, in the first glow of
his conversion, was more violent against Judaism, but latterly his

feelings towards it were mollified. Thus he explains the dispute with
Peter at Antioch. •' Panliis adhuc in gratia rudis, ferventer ut adhue
neophytus adversus Judaismum." (It is contradictory to this suppo-
sition that he allows Paul to have given way to the Judaizers at Jeru-

salem, in reference to the circumcision of Titus, cent. Marcion, v. 3 ;)

and it would entirely correspond with the character of Paul and the
mode of his conversion, that, at first, he should engage in fiercer oppo-
sition to the observance of the law, than that his mind should gradually

be developed in that freer direction. Yet this supposition, as we shall

afterwards show, is by no means supported by historical evidence.

What is advanced by Worm, in his essay already quoted, in the
Tubingen Zeitschri/t,fur Theologie, against my application of the first

passige from TertuUian, is not correct. I have here remarked on thct

contradiction between the two passages, and in a writer of Tertullian's.

cast of mind—highly as we esteem the depth, fire, and vigour of his

genius— such a contradiction is not very surprising.— But from Tertull.

c. Marcion, lib, v. 2, 3, it is by no means clear, that he considered the
second journey mention"d in the Epistle to the Galatians, as the same
with that which was followed by the resolutions of the apostolic

assembly at Jerusalem. TeituUian only says, that the Acts of the
Apostles— whose credibilitv was not acknowledged by Marcion—repre-

sented the principles on which Paul acted, not differently from Avhafc

Paul states them to be in an Kpistle admitted as genuine by Marcion;
consequently, the account of Luke, in this respect, must be credible.
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that although the conveyance of the collection to Jerusalem
was the avowed object and motive of this journey, yet Paul
himself had another and more important end in view, whicii

probably induced him to be the bearer of the contributions.

As the strictly Pharisaical Jews held it absolutely necessary

for the Gtntiles to submit to the whole ceremonial law, and
particularly to circumcision,' in order to enjoy the blessings

of theocracy ; as the mistrust of the Jev/ish Christians had
already, as we have before remarked, manifested itself against

the Gentile converts ; and as the consequences of this state of
feeling might have already appeared in the church at Antioch,

which stood in so close a connexion with the parent church
at Jerusalem ; it is not at all improbable, that Paul and Bar-
nabas felt it to be their imperative duty, in order to guard
against a dangerous disagreement, to come to an under-

standing with the apostles at Jerusalem on this subject, and
to unite with them in establishing fixed principles respecting

it. Yet in itself it is more probable, that such a mutual
explanation took place earlier, than that it occurred at so late

a period. ^ Such a conference of Paul and Barnabas with the

three most eminent of the apostles, could not well be held at

that time, since one of them was cast into prison ; but too

great an uncertainty is attached to the dates of these events,

to render this objection of much weight. And it agrees with

So then, Tertullian, i. 9, by rud is fides means the same as in the passage
first quoted. The rudia fides in that passage, is a faith still young and
not fully tried, which hence could not possess so independent an autho-

rity ;
" lioc enim (the temporary concession in reference to the circum-

cision of Titus) rudifidei tt adhuc de legis ohservatione suspensce (in

reference to which it was still disputed whether they were not bound to

the observance of the law) competebat," namely, until Paul had suc-

ceeded in having his independent call to the apostleship and its peculiar

grounds, acknowledged by the other apostles.

^ A Jewish merchant, named Ananias, who had converted King
Izates of Adiabene, the son of Queen Helena, to Judaism, assured him
that he might worship Jehovah without being circumcised, and even
sought to dissuade him from it, that it might not cause an insurrection

of his people. But when another stricter Jew, Eleazar, came thither,

he declared to the king that since he acknowledged the divine authority

of the ]\Iosaic law, he would sin by neglecting any of its commands,
and therefore no consideration ought to prevent his compliance.

Joseph. Arcliseol. lib. xx. c. 2, § 4. And such was the opinion of the

converts to Christianity from among the Jews, who, to use the words of

Josephus, were aKpijius irepl ra iruTpia.

2 As Dr. Paulus remarks in his Exegctical Manual, i. 1, p. 238.
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the existing circumstances of the church, that this conference

is represented as a private transaction of Paul's ^vith the most
eminent of the apostles ; ' partly because the matter did not

appear sufficiently ripe for a public discussion
;
partly because,

by the persecution set on foot by King Agrippa, the intended

public conference might be prevented. By this supposition,

we therefore gain a connecting link in the history of the

transactions between the Jewish and Gentile converts, and
thus the two historical documents, the Acts of the Apostles

and the Epistle to the Galatians, serve to supply what is

necessary for the completion of each. But, in the first place,

the chronology of the common reading, supported by the

authority of all the manuscripts,^ is irreconcileable with this

hypothesis, for we must reckon Paul's conversion to have

taken place fourteen years earlier, which would be a compu-
tation T^'holly untenable. And, secondly, the relation in

which Paul, according to the description in the Acts, stood at

any given time to Barnabas, the elder preacher of the gospel,

will not agree with this view. For at an earlier period,

according to the slight notices furnished us by the Acts, Paul

appears in a subordinate relation, both of age and disciple-

ship, to the elder preacher of the gospel. It was not till he
undertook the missionary journey with Barnabas from An-

1 The KUT iSiav 8e, Gal. ii. 2, Avliicli contains an antitlicsis to StjuoctU.

Yet public conferences are by no means excluded ; for it is not clear

that the words /car' Idiav follow what was before said merely as a limit-

ing explanatory clause. Paul, perhaps, might not except some special

topic of importance from, the dye^e/xe^' avrols (which must principally

relate to his Christian brethren in Jerusalem),—his private conferences

with James, Peter, and John ; or he might design to notice only the
public, and afterwards the important private conferences, altogether

passing over the former. Compare AVurm, p. 51 ; Auger, p. 149.
2 Tlie ^hronkon Pascliale Alexandrinnm, cd. Niehuhr, ^. AZQ, cer-

tainly forms an exception, according to wliich Paul took this second
journey /oz<?' years after his conversion; and this computation supposes
the reading to be riffcraQwv irwu, instead of deKareaa. .Such a reading
being assumed, we may easily understand how lA was formed from A.

And according to this reading, if we refer it to the second journey of

Paul mentioned in the Act.s, everything will readily agree with such a
computation ; only, if we reckon these four years from the conversion

of St. Paul, that event must be placed about the year 40. But still it

remains uncertain, whether the computation in the Chronicon Pascliale

is founded on a critical conjecture, or on the authority of a manuscript;

and, at all events, the opposing evidence of all manuscripts and quota-

tions from the Fathers is too important.
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tioch, in wliicli he was the most prominent agent, that that

apostoUc superiority developed itself, which was afterwards

exhibited in the transactions at Jerusalem. Still we cannot

consider this remark as decisive of the question ; for we may
feel confident that such a man as Paul, especially if we grant

his independent labours in Cilicia, must have come forward,

even before the period of his apostolic superiority, with extra-

ordinary efficiency when the occasion demanded it.

Since there was no deficiency of teachers in the church at

Antioch, we may presume that, after the conversion of the

Gentiles had once begun, the publication of the gospel would
be extended from Syria to other heathen nations. Barnabas
and Paul had probably at an early period expressed their

desire to be employed in a wider sphere for the conversion of

the Gentiles, as Paul had been assured by the Lord of his

appointment ^to carry the gospel to distant nations. And as

Barnabas had brought his nephew Mark with him from Jeru-

salem to Antioch, it is not unlikely that he was prompted to

this step by the prospect of a more extensive field in which
he might employ his relation as a fellow-labourer. The
teachers who were assembled at Antioch appointed a day of

fasting and prayer, to lay this matter before the Lord, and to

pray for his illumination to direct them what to do. A firm

persuasion was imparted to them all by the Spirit of God,

that they ought to set apart and send forth Barnabas and
Paul to the work to which they were called by the Lord.

CHAPTER in.

THE PROPAGATION OF CHRISTIANITY FROM ANTIOCH BY PAUL AND
BARNABAS.

Accompanied by Mark, they first visited the island of Cyprus,

the native country of Barnabas, whose ancient connexion with

it fiicilitated the introduction of the gospel. They traversed

the isla^nd from east to west, from Salamis to Paphos. In their

teaching they followed the track which history had marked
out for them, that method by which the gospel must spread
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itself among the heathen. As the Jews, in virtue of their con-

nexion with the theocratic development, and of the promises

intrusted to them, had the first claim to the announcement of

the Messiah ;* as they were in a state of the greatest prepara-

^ vpSiTov'lovSaica, Rom. i, 16, compared with John iv. 22. The credi-

bility of what is narrated in the Acts on this and other occasions,

respecting the manner in which Paul turned to the Gentiles, imme-
diately after the ill reception which he met with from the Jews assem-

bled in the synagogue, would be shaken, if Dr. Bauer were correct in his

assertion, (see his Essay on the Ohject and Occasion of the Epistle to

the Romans, in the Tubingen Zeitschrift fur Theologie, 1836, part iii.

p. 101,) that the author of the Acts did not give a faithful relation of

objective facts, but modified them according to his peculiar views and
design; that this is to be explained from the apologetic design with
which he maintains the position, that the gospel reached the Gentiles only

through the criminality and unbelief of the Jews. This is connected
with Bauer's idea of an anti-Pauline party, consisting of persons who
took offence at the Pauline universalism, (his preaching the gospel both
to Jews and Gentiles,) and which had its seat at Rome. For this party,

such an apologetic representation of Paul's ministry must be designed.

We might be allowed to cast such a suspicion on the representations in

the Acts, if any thing artificial was to be found in them, any thing not
corresponding to what might be expected from the circumstances of the
times. But if the line of conduct ascribed to the apostle, and its con-

sequences, appear altogether natural under the circumstances, it does
not appear how we can be justified in deducing the repetition (of Paul's

mode of acting) grounded in the nature of the thing, not from that but
from the subjective manner of the narrator. Now, in all the cities

where synagogues existed, they formed the most convenient places for

making known the gospel, when Paul Avas not disposed to appear in the

public market-places as a preacher. Here he found the proselytes

assembled, who formed a channel of communication with the Gentiles

;

and in the passage quoted from the Epistle to the Romans, the principle

is stated according to which the Jews had the first claim to the publica-

tion of the gospel. Ijovc to his own people produced the earnest desire

to effect as much as possible for their salvation, along with his calling

as an apostle of the Gentiles, Rom. xi. 13. That I have brought forward
this from the Epistle to the Roman.«, which Bauer has made use of as a
proof of the existence of such an apologetic interest, is not on my part a
mere pe.titio jyrinn'pii, for I cannot in any way reconcile it with the

character of the apostle, that he could express such principles and such
desires merely from motives of expediency. But it was natural that he
should turn away from the great nia^s of the carnally-minded Jews, if he
found only here and there individuals among them of susceptible dis-

positions, and devote himself to the Gentiles alone. It does not follow

from this that his call to the apostleship among the heathen was deter-

mined merely by accidental circumstances; for if he found a greater

number of Jews in a city disposed to believe, yet his other calling would
not thereby have been frustrated ; but among the converted Hellenittic
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tion, and places already existed among them for the purposes

of religious instruction ; it was on these accounts natural that

the apostles should first enter the synagogues, and the prose-

lytes of the gate, whom they here met with^ afforded them tho

most convenient point of transition from the Jews to the

Gentiles. In Paphos, they found in the proconsul, Sergius

Paulus, a man dissatisfied with all that philosophy and the

popular religion could offer for his religious wants, and anxious

to receive every thing which presented itself as a new com-
munication from heaven ; hence, he was eager to hear what
Paul and Barnabas announced as a new divine doctrine. But,

owing to that sense of religious need, unsatisfied by any clear

knowledge, he had given ear to the deceptive arts of an
itinerant Jewish Goes, Barjesus. These Goetce w^re in suc-

ceeding times^ the most virulent opposers of Christianity,

because it threatened to deprive them of their domination

over the minds of men ;^ and for the same reason, this man

Jews, who were more closely related to those who were Greeks by birth

or education, he would have found assistance for establishing the Chris-

tian church among the Gentiles ; and when after so many painful ex-

periences, he had little hopes of success among the Jews, still he could
not give up the attempt to do something for his countrymen, if by any
means he might save some ; especially since he could so well unite this

with the interests of his calling, and could find no more convenient and
unostentatious method of paving his way to the Gentiles, And does
not the peculiar mixture in the churches of Gentile-Christians, the
influence of Judaizers upon them, give evidence of their origination ?

Rom, xi. 12 will also establish this point. And that the author of the
Acts has given a narrative consistent with facts and the actual state of
things, is shown by this, that when describing the entrance of Paul at

Athena, he does not repeat the same method of proceeding, but repre-

sents him as acting in a different manner, adapted to the local pecu-
liarities. Throughout the Acts, I can perceive no traces of any thing
but an historical object, which the author has pursued according to the
means of information within his reach.

* On this account, it was not at all uncommon for such sorcerers to

find access to men of the highest rank. Thus Lucian narrates, that the
most distinguished men in Rome most eagerly inquired after the pro-

phecies of a sorcerer, Alexander of Abonateichos, in Pontus, who
acquired great notoriety in the reign of the Emperor Marcus Aurelius ;

among the zealous adherents of Alexander, he mentions especially au
eminent Roman statesman, Rutilianus, of whom he says—dvrjp ra fxey

&\\a Ka\hs Kol ayaOhs koI iu iroWals irpd^e(ri pooixaiKcus i^T]Taaixiuas , to,

5e TTiplrohs Oeous -rrdvu voawu. Lucian. Alexand. § 30.
' Of which the Alexander mentioned in the preceding note is au

example.
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took the utmost pains to hinder the spread of the gospel, and
to prejudice the proconsul against it. But Paul, full of holy

indignation, declared with divine confidence, that the Lord
would punish him with the loss of that eye-sight which he

only abused, by attempting with his arts of deception to stop

the progress of divine trutli. The threatening was immediately

fulfilled ; and by this sensible evidence of the operation of a

higher power, the proconsul was withdrawn from the influence

of the Goes, and' rendered more susceptible of divine in-

struction.

Thence the}^ directed their course further northward •. passed

over to Pamphylia, and along the borders of Phrygia, Isauria,

nnd Pisidia, and made a longer stay at the considerable city

of Antioch,^ (which, as a border-city, was at different periods

reckoned as belonging to different provinces,) in order to

allow time for making known the gospel. Paul's discourse in

the synagogue is a specimen of the peculiar wisdom and skill

of the great apostle in the management of men's dispositions,

and of his peculiar antithetical mode of developing Christian

truth. He sought first to win the attention and confidence of

his hearers, by reminding them how God had cliosen their

fathers to be his people, and then gave an outline of God's

dealings with them, to the times of David, the individual

from wliose posterity, according to the promises, the Messiah
"was to spring. After the introduction he came to the main
object of his address, to the appearance of the Messiah, and to

wdiat he had effected for the salvation of mankind. Then
turning to the Jews and proselytes present, he proceeded to

say, that for them this announcement of salvation was de-

signed, since those to whom it was first proposed, the Jews at

Jerusalem, and their rulers, had been unwilling to receive it

;

they had not acknowledged the Messiah, nor understood the

propliecies, which they heard read every Sabbath-day in their

synagogues.^ Yet, while in their blindness they condemned
tlie Messiah to death, they could not retard the fulfilment of

the prophecies, but against tlieir design and will, contributed

^ To distinguish it from the Asiatic metropolis, it is called 'Kvr lox^ia.

irphs nitrtSm.

- Only using milder expressions, Paul here says the same things of

the blindness of tiie Jews, whicli he often says in stronger and more
sjverc language in his Epistles, accusing them of obduracy.
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to it ; for after he had suffered all things wlneh according to

the predictions of the prophets he was to suffer he I'ose troni

the dead. By faith in him they could obtani forgiveness of

sins and justification, which they could never have obtamecl

by the law/ And after announcing this promise to them,

Pliul closed with a threatening warning to unbelievers ihis

discourse, uttered with all the impressiveness of ^^m faith and

yet evincing so much tenderness towards the Jews, made au

first a favourable impression upon them, and, in the name o.

the whole assembly, they requested him to expound his doc

trine more fully on the next Sabbath.^ bucn was tho

1 To justify Biv views of this passage, I must make a few remai-k. ou

the ri^hfc interpretation of Acts xiii. 39. I cannot so understand t a.

the apostle nfeant to say-Through Christ men o^t^nn forgivene.. of

./// sins even of those of which forgiveness could not be obtamca

Iron "h theU The apostle certainly knew only one forgn-eness of

s s a?d one j stifi ation; and he used the term .dvx.. only to ma.4c

?he next Sabbath, therefore before the next celebration o the Sabba h.

SrSlv refer it to the Gentiles.and on that account must consider the

read noUr, in the 42d verse as correct, though it has the appeai-an^

of a glol" Also the word .^arou in the Acts is never used in the

s nseof at.'..^-; for the phrase ^ia .a^;3ira,. cannot
^'^I'-g^J^^^

voucher for this meaning. But if we understand .h
/-/"^^"J.f^^^^^

'^

the next Sabbath, all will be clear; and a comparison witli ^eise 4^

favouiT thifmte pretaiion, which is also sanctioned by thojtnc eiD

glosses and "scholii in Griesbach and Matthai. From the earlier Greek
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impression made by his words on the assembly in general.

But there were many among the Jews present, and especially

tlie proselytes, who were more deeply affected than the rest by
the power of truth, and who longed after the redemption

announced by Paul. They could not wait till, the next Sab-

hath, but hastened after Paul, who had left the synagogue

with Barnabas ; they informed them of the impressions they

had received, and earnestly requested more ample instruction.

Paul and Barnabas conseqnently availed themselves of many
opportunities to explain the divine doctrine in private liouses

during the course of the week, and likewise to make it known
among the Gentiles. Hence, by the next Sabbath, the new
doctrine of salvation had obtained notoriety throngh the

whole city, and a multitude of the Gentile inhabitants flocked

to tlie synagogue in order to hear Paul's discourse. This was
a spectacle sufficient to stir up the wi'ath of the Jews, who
were filled with spiritual pride, and a delusive notion of their

superiority as members of the ancient theocracy, and hence
this discourse of Paul's was not heard with the same favour-

able disposition and calmness as the first. He was interrupted

by violent contradictions and reproaches. He then declared

to them, that since they were not disposed to receive the salva-

tion announced to them, and excluded themselves from it to

tlieir own condemnation, the preachers of the gospel had dis-

charged their obligations, and would now tm-n to the Gentiles,

who had shown themselves dis^^osed to receive their instruc-

writcrs it is certainly difficuU to find an authority for tliis meaning of

fieralii, but not from the later. In Plutarch's Instituia Laconica, c. 42,

fxera^v occurs twice in this sense, and especially in the second passage,

TO?? ixeralv MaKeSovtKoTs $acri\iu>v, (" the Macedonian kings a/Ur Philip
and Alexander,'") for it cannot he otherwise understood ; and so likewise

in Josephus, De Bdlo Jud. lib. v. c. 4, § 2, Vihere, after speaking of

David and Solomon, he says, ruv ixeTa^v tovtohv fiaaiKiuv, wh ch can
only mean, " the kings a/iei' these."—I consider the words e« ttjs

(ruvaywyrjs tuv 'lov^aiccv and the words ra iOur] as glosses, founded on a
jnisunderstanding ; but I cannot, with Kuiuoel, take the whole of the
verse, so strongly accredited as genuine, to be only a gloss. What is

pail] in this verse, may be considered as marking the vivid representa-

tion of an event by an eye-witness. As Paul and JJarnabas were going
away before the whole of ihe congregation had separated, they were re-

quested by the elders of the synagogue to repeat their addresses on the

next Sabbath. But after the whole congregation had separated, many in-

dividuals ran after them to open their hearts to them more unreservedly.
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tions, and tliat tlie gospel was designed to be a fountain of

light and salvation to nations in the uttermost parts of the

earth. Thus Paul and Barnabas left the synagogue with the

believing Gentiles, and a suitable chamber in the dwelling of

one of their number, probably, was the first place of assembhng
for the church that was now formed. Christianity spread itself

througli the whole circumjacent district ; but the Jews con-

trived, by means of the female proselytes belonging to the most
respectable families in the city, ' and their influence on their

husbands, to raise a persecution against Paul and Barnabas, so

that they were obliged to leave the place. They proceeded to

the city of Iconium, about ten miles to the east, in Lycaonia,^

where they had access to both Jews and Gentiles. But by the

influence of the hostilely disposed among the former, who also

liere had gained over to their side a 2:>art of the people and the

magistrates, iliej were driven from this city also. Tliey now
betook themselves to other cities in the same province, and
first tarried in the neighbouring town of Lystra. As in this

place there was no synagogue, and scarcely any Jews dwelt in

it, they could make known the gospel only by entering into

conversation^ in j^laces of public resort, and thus leading per-

sons to religious subjects; gradually small groups were formed,

which were increased by man}^, who were attracted by curiosity

or interest in the subject of conversation. Paul was one day
thus instructing in divine truth a company who had gathered

round him, when a man who had been lame from his birth, and
jirobably was used to sit for alms in a thoroughfare of the city,

listened to him with great attention. The divine in the ap-

pearance and discourse of Paul deeply impressed him, and
caused him to look up with confidence as if he expected a cure

from him. When Paul noticed this, he said to him with a

loud voice, ''Stand upright on thy feet;" and he stood up
and walked.*

^ Here, as at Damascuf?, (and other instances might be mentioned,)
Ju laism found most acceptance with females, as Christianity did aftev-

wa-ds.
2 In other times it was considered as belonging to Phrygia or Pisidia.
^ A frequent practice of modern missionaries in Asia.
* Ouly he will feel compelled to believe this who acknowledges the new-

divine powers of life, which through Christ have been introduced to the
human race. But whoever is not entangled in a mechanical view of
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This sight attracted a still larger crowd, and the credulous

people now esteemed the two apostles to be more than men,

—

gods, who had come down in human form to confer benefits on
men. A belief of this kind, deeply seated in the human breast,

and proceeding from the undeniable feeling of the connexion
of the human race w4th God, was spread from ancient times

among the heathen, • and at that period was much increased

by the existing religious ferment. Now in this city Zeus was
worshipped as the founder of cities, as the originator, guide,

and protector of civilization,^ as the founder and protector of
this city in particular (Zevg ttoXievc, TroXiovxog), and a temple
at the entrance of the city was dedicated to him.^ Accord-
ingly the people imagined that their tutelar deity, Zeus him-
self, had come down to them ; and as Paul w^as foremost in

speaking, and possessed— as we may conclude from his

Epistles, and his speech at Athens—a peculiarly powerful
address, and a high degree of popular eloquence, he was taken
for Hermes, while Barnabas his senior, who perhaps had some-
thing imposing in his appearance, was believed to be Zeus.

The people made their remarks to one another on these
strangers in the old Lycaonian dialect, so that Paul and Bar-
nabas w^ere not aware of their di'ift, and were therefore quite
unprepared for the result. The news of the appearance of
these supposed divinities quickly reached the temple, and a
priest came with oxen, which were generally sacrificed to

nature, whoever acknowledges the power of Spirit over nature, and a
hidden dynamic connexion between soul and body— to such a person it

cannot appear wholly incredible that the immediate impression of a
divine power operating on the whole internal being of man, should pro-
duce results of altogether a different kind from remedies taken out of
the stores of the ordinary powers of nature.

^ The Homeric deal ^ciuoiffiy ioiKdres a\\oSairo7cri, TlavroToi Te\46ovT67
i-niffTguKpuffi noKrias. Od. g. 485.

2 As Aristidcs in his discourse ei$ Aia says, that as Zeus is the
Creator and Giver of all good things, he is to be worshipped under
manifold titles according to these various relations. Udi'd' oo-aavrhsiZfe
ueyaXa Kal eavTqjirpenouTa ouSfMara.

^ Libanius vnfp rwv UpHy, ed. Reislce, vol. ii. p. 1 58, remarks that cities.

were built in the immediate vicinity of temples, hence frequently the
buildings nearest the walls were ancient temples ; as in the middle ages,
the site of towns was often dcteruiincd by that of the churches and reli-

gious houses, and as in our own times, in the South Sea Islands, settle-

ments are formed near the residence of the missionaries, which gradually
become villa^rcs and towns.
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Zeus, and with garlands to adorn them, to the gates of the
city ;^ whether he wished to sacrifice to Zeus before the gate
for the welfore of the city ; or intended to bring the animals
to Paul's residence, and there to perform the sacrifice ; but
before he had entered the gates, Paul and Barnabas hastened
thither, full of consternation, as soon as they discovered the

object of these preparations. They rent their garments—

a

customary sign among the Jews of abhorrence for whatever
outraged the religions feelings—and rushed among the crowd.

Paul exclaimed, " What do ye ! We are men like yourselves;

we are come hither for this very piu-pose, that you may turn

from these who are no gods, to the living God, the Almighty
Creator of the universe, wdio hitherto has allowed the nations

of the earth to try by their own experience how far they can
attain in the knowledge of religion by the powers of their own
reason, but who yet has not left himself without witnesses

among them, by granting them all good things from heaven,

and supplying them with those gifts of nature which contri-

bute to the preservation of life and to their general well-

being." -

Even by such an appeal it was difficult to turn the people

from their purpose. Yet this impression on the senses, so

powerful for a short time, soon passed away from men who
were not affected internally by the power of truth. The
Jews from Iconium succeeded in instigating the greater part

of the people against Paul. He was stoned in a popular

tumult, and dragged out of the city for dead. But while the

believers from the city were standing round him and using

means for his restoration, he arose, strengthened by the power
of God ; and after spending only the remainder of that day at

Lystra, dej)arted with Barnabas to the neighbouring town of

^ The word irvXwues, Acts xiv. 13, as no other term is added, may be
most naturally understood of the city gates, not of the door of the house
in which Paul and Barnabas were staying- : in the latter case, the plural

would hardly have been used. The i^eir-fjSria-av in verse 14 can prove
nothing; for it might easily be omitted to state whether they heard of

\vhat had happened while in their lodging, and now hastened to the gates,

or that they were at that time near the gates. Perhaps Luke himself had
no exact information on these points.

2 The sense of bencfiis received should have been the means of leading
men to the Giver. From' a perversion of this sense arose systems of

natural religion, to which the immediate revelation of God opposed itself

—appeiiling to that original but misundci'stood and misdirected sense.

VOL. I. I
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Derbe. When they had proclaimed the gospel there and in

the neighbourhood,' they again visited those towns in which
they had propagated the faith on this journey, and which
through persecutions they had been obliged to leave sooner

than they wished ; they endeavoured to establish the faith of

the new converts, and regularly organized the chui'ches.

They then returned by their former route to Antioch.

CHAPTEll IV.

THR BIYTPION BETWEEN THE JEWISH AND GENTILE CHRISTIANS AND ITS

SETTLEMENT. THE INDEPENDENT DEVELOPMENT OP THE GENTILE CHURCH.

While in this manner Christianity spread itself from Antioch,

the parent-church of the Gentile world, and that great revo-

lution began, which has continued ever since to work its w^ay

among the nations, a division threatened to break out between
the two parent-churches, those two central points from whicii

the kingdom of God began to extend itself. It was a great

crisis in the history of the church and of mankind. The
hidden contrarieties were destined to come forth in order to

be overcome by the power of Christianity and reconciled with

one another. The question was, in fact, whether the gospel

would succeed not only then, but through all future ages.

There came to Antioch many strictly pharisaical-minded

Christians from Jerusalem, who, like the Eleazar we have

already mentioned, assured the Gentiles that they could not

obtain any share in the kingdom of God and its blessedness

without circumcision, and entered into a controversy wdth

Paul and Barnabas on the views they held on this subject.

The church at Antioch resolved to send a deputation to Jeru-

salem for the settlement of this dispute, and their choice

naturally fell on Paul and Barnabas, as the persons who had

* The vepixo^pos evidently means only the places lying in the imme-
diate vicinity of these two towns, certainly not a whole province, and
le;i8t of all, from its geographical position, tlie province of Galatia.

Hence the supposition that Paul in tliis first missionary journey preached

the gospel to the G.Uatians is proved to be untenable.
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been most active in the propagation of the gospel among the

Gentiles. Paul had, besides, a special reason which would
have determined him to undertake the journey without any
pubhc commission. It appeared now the fittest time for ex-

plaining himself to the apostles respecting the manner in which

he published the gospel among the heathen, in order to bring

into distinct recognition their unity of spirit amidst their

diversity of method—(as the latter was necessary through the

diversity of their spheres of action)—and to obviate all those

contrarieties by which the consciousness of that essential unity

could be disturbed. He felt assured by divine illumination,

that an explanation on this subject was essential for the well-

being of the church. The proposal to send sucli a deputation

to Jerusalem probably originated with himself He went up
to Jerusalem^ in the year 50, in order (as he himself tells us

in the Epistle to the Galatians), partly for private interview

with the most eminent of the apostles
;
partly to render an

account in public before the assembled church of his conduct

in publishing the gospel, that no one might suppose that all

his labours had been in vain, but might learn that he preached

the same gospel as themselves, and that it had been effective

with divine power among the Gentiles. He took with him a

converted youth of Gentile descent, Titus, (who afterwai*ds

became his chief associate in preaching,) -in order to exhibit in

his person a living example of the power of the gospel among
the heathen.

Before a public consultation was held at Jerusalem, there

were many private conferences. ^ The most important result

was, that after Paul had given a full account to the apostles/

^ On the supposition that Paul, in his Epistle to the Galatians,

reckons fourteen years from his conversion, and that this took place in

the year 36. About six years would have passed since iiis return from
Jerusalem to Antioch.

2 We have already remarked, that though Paul, in his Epistle to the

Galatians, particularly mentions his private conferences with the most
eminent apostles, yet in doing so, he by no means excludes other public

discussions. Indeed, it is self-evident, that Paul, before this subject

was discussed in so large an assembly, had agreed with the apostles on
the principles that were to be adopted. Nor would he in an assembly
composed of such a variety of characters, bring forward everything

which might have passed in more private communications.
' The order in which the three apostles are mentioned is not unim-

portant. The reading accord '"ff to which James stands first, is without
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James, Peter, and John, of liis method of publishing the

gospel to the Gentiles and of the fruit of his labours, they

acknowledged the divine origin of his apostleship, instead of

presuming to dictate to him as his superiors. They agreed

that he should continue to labour independently among the

heathen, making only one stipulation, that, as heretofore, the

Gentile churches should continue to relieve the temporal

wants of the poor Christians at Jerusalem. In the private

circles also, in which Paul and Barnabas recounted what God
had effected by their j^reaching among the Gentiles, their

accounts were received with joyful interest. But some who
had passed over to Christianity from the Pharisaic school,

now came forward and declared that it was necessary that the

Gentiles shoidd receive circumcision along with the gospel,

and that they could acknowledge them as Christian brethren

only on this condition, and therefore insisted that Titus

should be circumcised. But Paul strenuously maintained

ag-ainst them the equal privileges of the Gentiles in the

kingdom of God, and that by faith in the Redeemer they had
entered into the same relation towards God as the believing

Jews : for this reason, he would not give way to them in

reference to Titus, for this would have been interpreted by
the Pharisaic Jewish Christians as a concession of the prin-

ciple for which they contended. ^

As these objections gave rise to much altercation, it was

doubt the true one ; the other must have been derived from the custom
of giving Peter the primacy among the apostles. But the priority is

given to James, because he Avas most esteemed by the Jewish Christians,

who were strict observers of .the Mosaic Law, and stood at the head of
the church at Jerusalem, while Peter, by his intercourse with the Gen-
tiles and Gentile Christians, was in some degree estranged from that
party.

* The reading which omits oTs ovSe in Gal. ii. 5, would suppose, or
the contrary, a concession of Paul in this case, but which, uuder the
existing circumstances, would be wholly inconsistent with tlie character
of the apostle. This peculiar reading of the old Latin church, evidently
proceeded in part from the difiiculty of the construction for the Latin
translation, and partly from the perception of a supposed contradiction
between the conduct of ]'aul with Titus, and his conduct with Timothy,
and likewise from opposition to Marcion. That in the Greek church,
which, in conse(iucnce of the principle of the olicovop-ia predominating
in it, must have been much disposed to such a reading, no trace of it

can be found, proves how ycry nmch the authority of the manusc.vipts is

against it. h
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thought necessaiy that the subject should be discussed in a

convention of the whole church ; but this was afterwards

changed into a meeting of ciiosen delegates. ' At this meeting,

after much discussion, Peter rose up, to appeal to the testi-

mony of his own experience. They well knew, he said, that

God had long before- chosen him, to bring the Gentiles to

faith in the gospel ; and since God who seeth the heart had
communicated to tliem the Holy Spirit, in the same manner
as to the believers from among the Jews, he had by this act

testified that in his eyes they were no longer impure, after he

had purified their hearts by faith in the Redeemer ; they were

now as pure as the believing Jews, and hence, in the commu-
nication of spiritual gifts, God had made no difference between
them. How then could they venture to question the power
and grace of God, as if he could not without the law admit
the Gentiles to a participation of salvation in the kingdom of

God 1 Why w^ould they lay a yoke on believers, which neither

they nor their fixthers had been able to bear 1 By " a yoke
"

Peter certainly did not mean the outward observance of

ceremonies simply as such, for he himself still obsciwed them,

and did not wish to persuade the Jewish Christians to re-

nounce them. But he meant the outward observance of the

law, as far as it proceeded from its internal dominion over

the conscience, so as to make justification and salvation

dependent upon it ; whence arose the dread of putting their

salvation in jeopardy by the slightest deviation from it, and
that tormenting scrupulosity which invented a number of

limitations, in order, by such self-imposed restraint, to guard

against every possible transgression of the law. As Peter

understood the term in this sense, he could add, " But we also

by fiiith in Jesus as our Redeemer have been freed from the

^ The whole churcli was far too numerous, to allow of all its members
meeting for consultation ; but that they took a part in the deliberations,

appears inferrible froai the words avu oAtj tt? iKKK-na-ia. Acts xy. 22.

The epistle to the Gentile Christians was written in the name not
merely of the ciders of the church, but of all the Christian brethren.
Also the words ttuv to 7r\f)0os, Acts xv. 12, favour this interpretation.

2 Peter's words, a^' r)ij.€gwu aoxaiouu, are of some value for a chronolo-
gical purpose, since they evidently show, that between the holding of
this assembly and the conversion of Cornelius, to say the least, a tole-

rable length of time must have elapsed.
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yoke of the law, since we are no longer bound to it as a

means of justification ; for we, as well as the Gentiles, believe

that we sliall obtain salvation through the grace of om* Lord

Jesus Christ."

These words of Peter made a deep impression on many, and

a general silence followed. After a while, Barnabas, who had

for years been highly esteemed by this church, rose, and then

Paul. In addition to the facts reported by Peter which testi-

fied the operation of the Divine Spirit among the Gentiles,

they mentioned others from their own experience, and re-

counted the miracles by which God had aided their labours.

When the minds of the assembly were thus prepared, James'

came forward, who, on account of liis strict observance of the

law, was held in the greatest reverence by the Jews, and in

whose words, therefore, the greatest confidence would be

placed. He brought their deliberations to a close, by a pro-

posal which corresponded to his own peculiar moderation and
mildness, and was adapted to compose the existing differences.

Refemng to Peters address, he said that this apostle had
shown how God had already received the Gentiles, in order to

form a people dedicated to his service. And this agreed with

the predictions of the prophets, who had foretold that in the

times when the decayed theocracy was to be gloriously re-

\-ived, the worship of Jehovah would be extended also among
the Gentiles. Accordingly, what had recently occurred among
the Gentiles need not excite their astonishment. God who
effected all this, was now fulfilling his eternal counsel, as he

had promised by his prophets. Since, therefore, by this

eternal counsel of God, the Gentiles were to be incorporated

into his kingdom by the Messiah, let them not dare to do

anything which might obstruct or retard the progress of this

work. They ought not to lay any unnecessary burdens on
the converted Gentiles. They should enjoin nothing more
upon them than abstinence from meat offered to idols ^ or of

* The question -whether this was the son of Alphseus, or another
person, must be left for future examination.

- What remained of the flesh of animals used in sacrifice, was partly

used by those who presented the sacrifice at their own meals, (especially

if they were festive in honour of the gods,) and partly disposed of in the

luarkct. ^J'lie eating of what were called D'no 'nai was regarded by the

Jews with the greatest detestation. Pirke Avoth. ch. iii. § 3.
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animals strangled, from blood and from nncliastity. ' But as

to believers from among the Jews, no such special injunctions

were needed for them. They already knew what they were

to practise as Jews ; for in every city where Jews resided, the

law of Moses was read on the Sabbath-days in the syna-

gogues, Acts XV. 21.2 rpj^g concluding words were adapted
to pacify the Jews on account of freedom from the Mosaic
law allowed to the Gentile Christians.

The resolutions passed on this occasion had for their object,

to reduce by mutual approximation the opposition existing,

between the Jewish and Gentile Christians. The observance
of these ordinances by the latter, would tend to lessen, and by
degrees to destroy, the aversion with which native Jews were
wont to regard as impure, men who liad been brought up as^

idolaters ; it might assist us in forming correct notions of

^ Most of these points belonged to the seven precepts, to the obser-

vance of which men were bound before the giving of the Mosaic \a\v,

which God gave to the sons of Noah, and to the observance of which
the Proselytes of the Gate bound themselves. Vid. Buxlorf, Lexicon
Talmtcdicum et Rahbinicuvi, sub voce ia

2 It appears to me entirely impossible, so to understand the words in
-Acts XV. 21 (as they have been understood by the latest expositors,

Ideyer and Olshausen), as containing a reason for what had been said

before. This assembly required no reason why they should impose so
much, but only why they should impose no more on the Gentile Chris-

tians. Also from the form of the clauses in v. 19 and 20. if such a
reference existed, we should expect to find a reason of this kind, namely
for the M^? Traoei/oxAeTv. These words, too, taken in their obvious sense,

cannot contain the positive reason for the issuing of these injunctions
,

for that Moses was read in the synagogue every Sabbath-d;iy, should
rather serve as a foundation of a requirement for the observance of the

whole law. But in verse 21, the emphasis is on the word Maarjs, and in

that is concealed an antithesis to that which is given as the standing-

point for the converts from heathenism. But as to what concerns the
Jews, those who wish to observe the law, we need to say nothing new to

them, for they can hear every Sabbath in the synagogue what Moses
requires of them. It cannot be our intention, while we prescribe no
more than this to the converts from heathenism, to diminish the reve-
rence of the Jews for the Mosaic law. Chrysostom adopts very nearly
this interpretation, by following the natural connexion of the passage.
Hom. 33, § 2 : Koi 'iva fx-'t] tis avdvirevsyKr), Siari p.^ 'lou^aois ra auia
iTTia-TiWojj.iv; iTrriyayc Xijwv : and he explains the words v. 21., tout*

€crTt Mw(r7]s avTo7s SiaKeyeTai avuex^^^- It gives me pleasure to agree
with ]Jr. Schneckenburger in my view of this past^age; see his excellent
remarks, in his work before quoted, on the Acts, p. 23.
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their feelings to compare (though the cases are not exactly

parallel) the relation of the offspring of a nation where Chris-

tianity has long been established to the newly converted

Christians from modern heathenism. But if the believing

Jews could not bring themselves to overcome their prejudices

against the believing Gentiles as uncircumcised, it would be so

much more difficult to bring such persons closer to them, if

they did not at all observe what was required of the usual

Proselytes, and renounce what from the Jewish standing-point

appeared closely connected with idolatiy, and the impure life

of idolaters. And as these ordinances would serve on the

one hand to bring Gentile Cliristians nearer to Jewish Chris-

tians ; so on the other hand, they might contribute to with-

draw the former more from the usual heathenish mode ot

living, and guard them against the pollution of heathenish

intercom'se and indulgences. The experience of the next
century teaches us, how even the misunderstanding, which
made out of these ordinances a positive law applicable to all

ages of the Church,' might in this direction work for good..

Viewing the transaction in this light, it is indeed surprising

that to ordinances merely disciplinary, and intended for only
one particular period, and for persons under certain peculiar

relations, the command against unchastity binding in all ages,

^ In the first ages, Christians Trere distinguished by not venturing to
eat any of the things forbidden in this injunction. But when the early

undiscriminating opposition against heathenism had ceased, a more
correct view was taken, which Augustine has beautifully developed,
"(Apostoli) eligisse mihi videntur pro tempore rem facilem et nequa»
quam obscrvantibus onerosam, in qua cum Israelitis etiam gentis prop-
ter angularem ilium lapidcm duos in sc condentem aliquid communiter
observarent. Transacto vero illo tempore, quo illi duo parietes, unus de
circumcisione, alter de prceputio venientes, quamvis in angulari lapide
concordarent, tamcn suis quibusdam proprietatibus distinctius emine-
bant, ac ubi ecclcsia gentium talis effecta est, ut in ea nullus Israelita

carnalis apparcat, quis jam hoc Christianus obscrvat, ut turdas vel
minutiores aviculas non adtingat, nisi quarum sanguis effusus est, aut
leporem non edat, si manu a ccrvice percussus nullo cruento vulnero
occisus est ] Et qui forte pauci tangere ista formidant a cteteris irri-

dentur, ita omnium animos in hac re tenuit sentcntia veritatis." Matt.
XV, 11. AiKjustin. c. Faustiim Manich. lib. xxxii. c. 13. The op-
posite view, it is true, was maintained in the Greek Church, in whioli
the injunction of abstinence from blood and from animals strangled wav
confirmed by the Second Trullaniau Council, in the year 692.
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and relating to an objectively moral point, should be annexed.

But the connexion in which this prohibition appears, furnishes

the best explanation of the cause and design of its introduc-

tion. Uopteia is mentioned in connexion with the other points^

on account of'the close connexion in which it appeared to the

Jews to stand with idolatry ; for in the writings of the Old
Testament they were accustomed to see idolatry imd un-
chastity everywhere placed together ; excesses of this class

Avere really connected Avith many parts of idolatry ; and the
strict idea of chastity in a comprehensive sense formed the

standing-point of natural religion. It is introduced hero

not as a special moral precept of Christianity ; in that case, it

would not have been so insulated as a positive command, but
would rather have been deduced from its connexion with the

whole of tlie Christian faith and life as we find it in tho

Apostolic Epistles. Here it is introduced as a part of tho

ancient Jewish opposition to every thing which appeared con-

nected with idolatry, and this opposition was now to be trans-

ferred to the new Christian Church.

Although these injunctions had a precise object, and
doubtless attained it in some measure, yet we cannot conclude

with certainty, that James had a clear perception of it in all

its extent, when he proposed this middle way. As the persona

who composed this assembly acted not merely according to

the suggestions of human prudence, but chiefly as the oi'gans

of a higher spirit that animated them, of a higher wisdom that

guided them, it would follow, that their injunctions served for

certain ends in the guidance of tlie church, which Avere not

perfectly clear to their own apprehension. Even James him-
self does not develop the motives which determined him to

propose such a measure. In this assembly there Avas no oc-

casion, as Ave haA^e before remarked, to mention the principles,

but merely to develop tlie reason, Avhy no more than this, and
not the Avhole law. sliould be imjDosed on Christians ; and this

reason accordingly, he deduced fi-om Avhat he and the other

apostles recognised as the central point of the Christian faith.

Possibly James, Avithout any distinct vicAvs and aims, only

believed that something must be done for the Gentile Chris-

tians, (who were to be acknowledged as members of God's

kingdom, Avith equal privileges, in virtue of their faith in

Jehovah and the Messiah,) to bring them nearer, as it regarded
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their outward mode of life, like the Proselytes of the Gate/
to Judaism and the Jews.

"

But although it was not nccessar}^ in this public assembly, to
develop in a positive manner the motives for framing these
injunctions, we are certainly not to assume, that the apostles

left the decision of the principles on which they meant to act

towards Gentile Christians, to the deliberations of this meet-
ing ; but as we have before remarked, most probal^ly brought
forwiird only what seemed to them in their private conference

best adapted for their object ; in that consultation it was
necessary to discuss the motives for these injunctions, and the
objects which it was proposed to attain by them ; for in rela-

tion to what Paul desired—that to those among the Gentiles,

who acknowledged Jesus as the Messiah, nothing further should
be prescribed—a conciliatory measure of this kind must have
been accompanied by a statement of the principles on which
it was founded. And as we must acknowledge in James the

power of the Christian spirit, that he subordiiiated to the in-

terests of Christianity his attachment to Judaism and the

forms of the ancient theocracy ; so in Paul, who was so zealous

for the independence of Christianity and of the Gentile

chm-ches, we must recognise a zeal tempered by Christian

^ I mean only analogous regulations ; foi- tad there been simply a
transference of such as were enjoined to the Proselytes of the Gate, it

Avould have been sufficient to require of the Gentile Christians, among
whom many Proselytes of the Gate might be found, that they should
submit to all the regulations which had hitherto been observed by per-

sons of that class.

2 Luther, who was far from the restricted, unnatural notion of inspira-

tion, and the slavish adherence to the letter, maintained by the theolo-

gians of the 17th century, says, in reference to this proposal of James
(vol. iii. p. 1042 of Walch's edition), "that the Holy Spirit allowed St,

James to make a false step." But even if James had not before him the

higher object for the guidance of the church, this ought not to be called

Ji false step, in relation to the peculiar standing-point which he took in

the historical development of primitive Christianity ; for he was ap-

pointed by the Lord of the church to occupy the intermediate standing-

point whicli was to connect the Old Testament with the independent
development of the New, and from which he presented the new spirit of

the gospel in the form of the Old Testament. It becomes us, when we
are considering the joint labours of the apostles, to observe attentively

the whole scheme of organic historical development, in M'hich each

member takes his appropriate station, and all are designed to be com-
plements to one another.
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wisdom, ^vhich yielded to a measure of accommodation deter-

mined by circvunstanccs.

'

The resolutions adopted on this occasion were now com-
municated to the Gentile churches in Syria and Cilicia,^ in

an epistle drawn up in the name of the assembly ; and two

persons of good repute in the church, perhaps members of

the Presbytery at Jerusalem, Barsabas and Silas (Silvanus),

w^ere chosen as bearers of it, wdio were to accompany Paul

and Barnabas, and counterwork the intrigues of their Judaizing

opponents. We will here insert this short epistle, probably

dictated by James himself, and the earliest public document
of the Christian church known to us.^ It is as follows :

" The
Apostles and Elders, and Brethren,* send greeting to the

brethren which are of the Gentiles in Antioch, and Syria, and

^ Luther beautifully remarks, in the passage above quoted, " There-

fore they agree that James should prescribe, and since their consciences

are left free and unfettered, that they think is enough for them ; they

were not so envious as to wish to quarrel about a little thing, provided
it could be done without damage."

2 The injunctions were designed, it is true, for all Gentile Christians,

but the Epistle was addressed only to the churches specified in it, because
in these the dispute had first of all arisen, and because they must have
been respected, as parent churches among the Gentiles, with which the

later formed Asiatic churches would connect themselves. Hence also

Paul, in Gal. i. 21, as a general description of the sphere of his labours,

mentions only the KXi/xara ttjs "Xvpias koI ttjs KiKiKias.
2 The style of this document (marked by simplicity and extreme

brevity) testifies its originality. Had the author of the Acts set him-
self to compose such an epistle, and attempted to assume the situation

of the writer, it Avould have been a very different composition. And
hence we may draw a concIusi6n relative to the discourses given in the
Acts.

* According to the reading adopted by Lachmann, it would be,
" The Apostles and Presbyters, Christian brethren,'' they wrote as bre-

thren to brethren. This reading is strongly supported. We can
hardly deduce its origin from hierarchical influences, which would have
excluded the church from such consultations and decisions ; its anti-
quity is too great, for we find it in Ireneeus, iii. 12, 14. It is also equally
against the hierarchical spirit for the apostles and presbyters to write
to the brethren as brethren. And it may be easily explained, how
it happened that since, from the introductory Avords of Luke, they
expected an epistle from the whole church, it seemed necessary to dis-

tinguish the brethren from the apostles and presbyters, and hence pro-
bably the Avords koI ol were inserted. Yet since, in Acts xv. 22,
the whole church is mentioned in connexion with the apostles and
presbyters, we might expect in the epistle itself a distinct reference to

the church; the €| T]ua>v also of verse 24 (for these anonymous com-
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Cilicia.^ Forasmuch as we have heard, that certain which
went out from us, have troubled you with words, saying ye
must be circumcised, and keep the law, to whom we gave no
such commandment : it seemed good unto us being assembled

together,^ to send chosen men unto you, with our beloved Bar-

nabas and Paul,—men that have hazarded their lives for the

name of our Lord Jesus Christ. We have therefore sent Judas
and Silas, who shall also tell you the same things by mouth.''-

For it seemed good to us, under the guidance of the Holy
Spirit,* to lay wpon you no greater burden than these necessary

things—that ye abstain from meats offered to idols, and fi'om

blood, and from things strangled, and from unchastity ; from

plainers could hardly belong to the presbyters of the church) appears to

assume this. The first /col ot, verse 24, must have occasioned the
omission of the second.

^ The xatp^'J' licre wants the iu nvpiw, which is so common in the
Pauline Epistles ; but it deserves notice that, as a salutation only, this

Xai'peij/ is found in the Epistle of James,
^ The words yevoixivois oiioQv^alhv, I do not understand with Meyer,

" being unanimous," but, " when we were met together
;

" as bjxoGvjxa'

hhv often denotes in the Acts, not, " of one mind," but, " together," as
in v. 46. "We may see from the Alexandrian version, and Josephus
(Antiq. xix. 9, § 1), how the change of meaning has been formed.

^ The explanation of this passage. Acts xv. 27, is in every way dif-

ficult. If we refer rk ahra to what goes before, the sense Avill be,—they
will announce to you the same things that Barnabas and Paul have
announced to you. So I understood tke words in the first edition of this
work. The words 5ia x6'yov are not exactly against this interpretation :

for though these words contained the reference to what followed in
writing, they might be thus connected with them ; namely, as we now
in writing also express the same principles. But since mention is not
made before of the preaching of Barnabas and Paul, and wc must there-

fore supply something not before indicated, and since the words hik

xSyov contain a reference to what follows, and therefore not KaTayyeW^ii',
but aTrayyeWeiv is here used, I now prefer the other intei-pretation, al-

though in this case likewise, it is difficult to supply what is necessar}'.

In Irenreus we find a reading which presents the sense required by the
connexion in a way that removes all difficulties, but must be considered
as an exposition ; t^u yvw^tiv 'nfxcou, instead of to avra, annuntiantes
nostram sententiam. Iren. iii. ] 2, 14,

* In the explanation also of Acts xv. 28, I depart, and with greater
confidence, from my former view. Agreeably to the manner in Avhic!).

SoKf'iu is every where placed with the dative of the person as the subject, I

cannot help so understanding it with the woi'ds r^ ayi(i} irvivnan, espe-
cially since if it meant, by the Holy Spirit, according to the New Testa-
ment idiom, we should expect eV to be prefixed. It is therefore stated first,

it ha.s so pleased the Holy Spirit— then, we as his organs have resolved.
Although the affair was determined accordine: to both, it was important
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which if ye keep yourselves/ 3'e shall do well. Fare ye
Veil."

We may conclude from this epistle, that those who had
raised the controversy in the Antiochian church, had appealed

to the authority of the apostles and presbytery. Perhaps
they represented themselves as delegates of the church at

Jerusalem,— as this was afterwards made of importance by
the adversaries of Paul—but they were not acknowledged as

such. We see how important it was for the apostles to

accredit Paul and Barnabas as faithful preachers of the gospel,

and to give a public testimony to their agreement in spirit

with them. Yet we cannot help remarking the brevity of the

epistle— the want of a pouring forth of the heart towards the

new Christians of an entirely different race—the absence ot

the development of the views on which the resolutions passed

were founded. The epistle was without doubt dictated in

haste, and must be taken only for an official document, as the

credentials of an oral communication. But they depended

more on the living word, than on written characters. Hence,

while the written communication was so brief, they sent living

organs to Antioch, who would explain every thing more fully

according to the sense of this meeting.

Thus Paid and Barnabas, having happily attained their

object at Jerusalem, returned to the Gentile Christians at

Antioch with these pledges of Christian fellowship, and

accompanied by the two delegates. Barnabas took also his

nephew Mark Avith him from Jerusalem, to be an assistant in

the common work. He had formerly accompanied them on

their first missionary travels in Asia, but had not remained

fjiithful to lis vocation
;
giving way to his feelings of attach-

ment for his native country, he had left them when they

entered Pamphylia. At Jerusalem, Barnabas met witli him
again, and perhaps by his remonstrances, brought him to

a sense of his former misconduct, so that he once more joined

them.

This decision of the Apostolic Assembly at Jerusalem,

to mention first, that tins repolntionwas not formed according to human
caprice, hut that the Holy Spirit so willed it. I translate in the text,

not verbally, but according to the sense.

^ The expression in Acts xv. 20, i^ cov diary^povuTes eavTohs, is remark-

ably similar to that in James i. 27, ^cnnKoi' kavrhu Trjpuv anh rod

KSa-fjLov.
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forms an important era in the history of the apostolic church.

The first controversy which appeared in the history of Chris-

tianity was thus pubhcly expressed and presented without
disguise ; but it was at the same time m,anifested, that, by
this controversy, the unity of the church was not to be
destroyed. Although so great and striking a difference of an
outward kind existed in the development of the church among
the Jews and of that among the Gentiles, still the essential

unity of the chiu'ch, as grounded on real communion of in-

ternal faith and life, continued undisturbed thereby, and thus

it was manifest that the unity was independent of such out-

ward differences : it became henceforth a settled point, that

though one party obsen^ed and the other party neglected cer-

tain outward usages, yet both, in virtue of their common fiiith

in Jesus as the Eedeemer, had received the Holy Spirit as the

certain mark of their participating in the kingdom of God.
The controversy was not confined to these outward differences

;

but, as we might conclude from the peculiar nature of the

modes of thinking among the Jews, wdiich mingled itself with
their conceptions of Christianity, it involved several doctrinal

differences. The latter, however, were not brought under dis-

cussion; those points only were touched which were most
palpable, and appeared the most important from the Jewish
standing-point of legal observances. While they firmly held

one ground of faith,—faith in Jesus as the Alessiah, and a
consciousness of fellowship in the one spirit proceeding from
him,—they either lost sight altogether of these differences, or

viewed them as very subordinate, in relation to the points of

agreement, the foundation of the all-comprehending kingdom
of God. At a later period these differences broke out with
greater violence, when they were not overpowered by the

energy of a Christian spirit progressively developed, and in-

sinuating itself more deeply into the prevalent modes of

thinking. Even by this wise settlement of the question, so

serious a breach could not be repaired, where the operation of

that Spirit was wanting from whom this settlement proceeded.

As those who were addicted to Pharisaism were, from the first,

accustomed to esteem a Christianity amalgamated with com-
plete Judaism, as alone genuine and perfect, and rendering-

men capable of enjoying all the privileges of the kingdom of

God, it was hardly possible that these decisions could produce
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an entire revolution in their mode of tliinking ; whether it

was that they looked upon the decisions of the assembly at

Jerusalem as not permanent, or that they explained them
according to their own views and interests, as if indeed, though
they had not commanded the observance of the law to Gentile

Christians, they were designed to intimate that it would be to

their advantage, if voluntarily, and out of love to Jehovah,

they observed the whole law. And as they had not hesitated,

before that assembly was called at Jerusalem, to appeal to the

authority of the apostles, although they were by no means
authorized to do so, they again attempted to make use of this

expedient, of which they could more readily avail themselves

on account of the great distance of most of the Gentile

churches from Jerusalem^

Thus we have here the first example of an accommodation
of differences which arose in the development of the church,

an attempt to effect a union of two contending parties ; and
we here see what has been often repeated, that union can only

be attained where it proceeds from an internal unity of Chris-

tian consciousness ; but where the reconciliation is only

external, the deeply-seated differences, though for a brief

period repressed, will soon break out afresh. But what is of

the greatest importance, we here behold the seal of true Catho-

licism publicly exhibited by the apostles, and the genuine

apostolic church. The existence of the genuine catholic

church, which so deeply-seated a division threatened to

destroy, was thereby secured.

We are now arrived at a point of time in which the Gentile

church assumed a peculiar and independent form ; but before

1 The Acts of the Apostles might lead us to suppose, if we could not
compare its statements with the Pauline Epistles, that the division

between the Jewish and Gentile Christians had been completely healed
by the decision of the apostolic assembly ; but we know that the reac-

tion of the Judaizing party against the freedom of the Gentile Christian

church, very soon broke out afresh, and that Paul had constantly to

combat with it. In this silence of the Acts, I cannot find the slightest

trace of an apologetical tendency for Paul against the Judaizers ; in that

case, I should rather have expected the Author would have mentioned
these subsequent disturbances, and have opposed to them these decisions.

Nor can I think an intentional silence probable in relation to the events
of a period so deeply agitated by religious concerns. The Acts generally

says nothing of the inward development of the Christian church : hence
it is silent on so many other things which we would gladly know.
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we trace its further spread and development in connexion with

the labours of Paul, let us first glance at the constitution of

the church in this new form of Clmstian fellowship.

CHAPTER V.

THE CONSTITUTION OF TIIE CHURCH, AND THE ECCLESIASTICAL USAGES OP

THE GENTILE CHRISTIANS.

The forms under which the constitution of the Christian

community at first developed itself, were, as we have before

remarked, most nearly resembling those which already existed

in the Jewish church. But these forms, after their adoption

by Jewish Christians, would not have been transferred to

the Gentile churches, if they had not so closely corresponded

to the nature of the Christian community as to furnish it

with a model for its organization. This peculiar nature of

tlie Cln*istian community distinguished the Christian church

from all other religious associations, and after Christianity had

burst the fetters of Judaism, showed itself among the free and
«elf-subsistent churclies of the Gentile Christians. Since

<Jln-ist satisfied once for all that religious want, from the sense

of which a priesthood has every where originated,—since he

tiutistied the sense of the need of mediation and reconciliation,

so (lee[)ly seated in the consciousness of the separation from

God by sin, tlicre was no longer room or necessity for any
other mediation. If, in the apostolic epistles, the Old Testa-

ment idea.s of a priesthood, a priestly cultus and sacrifices are

applied to the new economy, it is only witli the design of

showing, that, since Christ has for ever accom])lishcd that

which the priesthood and sacrifices in the Old Testament pre-

figured,—all who now appropriate by faith what he eflected

f(jr mankind, stand in the same relation with one another to

liod, without needing any other mediation,—that they are all

hy communion with Christ dedicated and consecrated to God,
imd are called to present their Avhole lives to God as an
acceptable; spiritual thank-ofiering, and thus tlieir whole con-
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secrated activity is a true spiritual, priestly cultus, Christians

forming a divine kingdom of priests. Rom. xii. 1 ; 1 Pet. ii. 9.

This idea of the general priesthood of all Christians, proceed-

ing from the consciousness of redemption, and grounded alone

in that, is partly stated and developed in express terms, and
partly presupposed in the epithets, images, and comparisons,

applied to the Christian life.

As all believers were conscious of an equal relation to

Christ as their Redeemer, and of a common participation of

communion with God obtained through him ; so on this con-

sciousness, an equal relation of believers to one another was
grounded, which utterly precluded any relation like that found
in other forms of religion, subsisting between a priestly caste

and a people of whom they were the mediators and spiritual

guides. The apostles themselves were very far from placing

themselves in a relation to believers which bore anyresemblance
to a mediating priesthood ; in this respect they always placed

themselves on a footing of equality. If Paul assured the

church of his intercessory prayers for them, he in return

requested their prayers for himself There were accordingly

no such persons in the Christian church, who, like the priests

of antiquity, claimed the possession of an esoteric doctrine,

while they kept the people in a state of spiritual pupillage and
dependence on themselves, as their sole guides and instructors

in religious matters. Such a relation would have been incon-

sistent with the consciousness ofan equal dependence on Christ,

and an equal relation to him as participating in the same
spiritual life. The first Pentecost had given evidence that a
consciousness of the higher life proceeding from communion
with Christ filled all believers, and similar effects were pro-

duced at every season of Christian awakening which preceded
the formation of a church. The apostle Paul, in the 4th
chapter of his Epistle to the Galatians, points out as a common
feature of Judaism and Heathenism in this respect, the con-

dition of pupillage, of bondage to outward ordinances. He
represents this bondage and pupillage as taken away by the
consciousness of redemption, and that the same spirit ought
to be in all Christians. He contrasts the heathen, who blindly

followed their priests, and gave themselves up to all their arts

of deception, with true Christians, who, by faith in the

Redeemer, became the organs of the Divine Spirit, and could

VOL. I. K
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Lear the voice of the living God within them ; 1 Cor. xii. 1.

He thought that he should assume too much to himself, if, in

relation to a church already grounded in spiritual things, he

represented himself only as giving ; for in this respect there

was only one general giver, the Saviour himself, as the som-ce

of all life in the church, while all others, as members of the

spiritual body animated by him the Head, stood to each other

in the mutual relation of givers and receivers. Hence it was, that

after he had written to the Romans that he longed to come to

them in order to impart some spiritual gift for their establish-

ment, he added, lest he should seem to arrogate too much to

liimself, " that is, that I may be comforted, together with you,

by the mutual fliith both of you and me;" Ron^. i. 12.

Christianity, on the one hand, by the Holy Spirit as the

common higher principle of life, gave to the church a unity,

more sublime than any othei' principle of union among men,

destined to subordinate to itself, an^l in this subordination to

level, all the varieties founded in the development of human
nature. But, on the other hand, mental peculiarities were

not annihilated by this divine life ; since, in all cases, it fol-

lowed the laws of the natural development of man, but only

purified, sanctified, and transformed them, and promoted their

freer and more complete expansion. The higher unity of life

exhibited itself in a multiplicity of individualities, animated
by the same spirit, and forming reciprocal complements to

each other as parts of one vast whole in the kingdom of God.

Consequently, the manner in which this divine life manifested

its efficiency in each, was determined by the previous mental
individuality of each. The apostle Paul says, indeed, "But
all these worketh that one and self-same Spirit, dividing to

every man severally as he will,'' 1 Cor. xii. 11 ; but it by no
means follows, that he supposes an operation of the Divine
Spirit totally unconditional. In this passage, he is simply
opposing an arbitrary human valuation, which would attri-

bute a worth to only certain gifts of grace, and refused to

acknowledge the manifoldness in their distribution. The
analogy to the members of the human bod}^, of which the

apostle avails himself, betokens the not arbitrary but regu-

lated development of the new creation in a sanctified natural

order ; for it is evident from this analogy, that as, among the

members of the human body, each has its determinate place
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assigned by nature, and its appropriate function, so also tho

divine life, in its development, follows a similar law, grounded
uu the natural relations of the individualities animated by it.

From what has just been said, wo are prepared for rightly

imderstanding the idea of charisma, so very important for the

liistory of the development of the Christian life, and of the

constitution of the Christian church in the first ages. In the

apostolic age, it denoted nothing else than the predominant
capability of an individual in which the power and operation

of the Holy Spirit that animated him was revealed ;^ whether
this capability appeared as something communicated in an

immediate manner by the Holy Spirit, or whether it was
already existing in the individual before his conversion, which,

animated, sanctified, and raised by the new principle of life,

would contribute to one common and supreme object, the

inward and outward development of the kingdom of God, or

the church of Christ. ^ That which is the soul of the whole

(^liristian s life, and forms its inward unity, the faith working

])y love, can never appear as a particular charism ; for as this

it is which forms the essence of the whole Christian dispo-

sition, so it is this which must govern all the particular

Christian capabilities ; and it is because they are all regulated

by this common principle of the Christian disposition, that

the particular capabilities become charisms ; 1 Cor. xiii.

That by which the developed natural endowment becomes

a chaiism, and which is common to all, is always something

elevated above the common course of nature, something

divine. But the forms of manifestation in which this higher

principle exhibited itself, were marked by a diversity,

according as it was the result of an original creative operation

of the Holy Spmt, making use of the course of nature, and

^ The (pau€0(i}(Tis rod rrvev/xaTos peculiar to each person.
2 The word most generally used, whereby (since Paul has used it in

this sense) is signified, all that concerns the internal advancement of

the kingdom of God—whether in reference to the church in general, or

to individuals—is oiKodofxeTu. This use of the word arises from the

practice of comparing the Christian life of the whoi^; church, and its

individual members, to a building, a temple of God which is built on
the foundation on which this building necessarily rests, 1 Cor. iii. 9,

10, and is in a state of continual progress towards completion. On
this progressive building of the temple of God, both in general and
individually, see the admirable remarks in Nitzch's Observationes ad
Theologiam practicam felicius excolmdam. Bonn, 1831, p. 24.
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evincing its presence by some immediate effect, (though even

here a "hidden connexion might exist between the natural

pecuharities of the individual and such a special acting of the

Holy Spirit) ; these arc charisms which, in the New Testa-

ment, are called Bvrufieig, ai]^{ia, ripara ; or the manifesta-

tions might be deduced from the development of natural

talents under the animating influence of the Holy Spirit.

The fii-st kind of charisms belong more to the peculiai' opera-

tion of the Holy Spirit in the apostchc age, that pecuharly

creative epoch of Christianity on its first appearance in the

world ; the second kind belonged to the operation of the

Holy Spirit through all succeeding ages of the church, by

which human natm-e, in its essential qualities and its whole

course of development, will be progressively penetrated and

transformed. These two forms of charism admit therefore of

being clearly distinguished, as they w^ere manifested in the

apostolic church. The gifts by which such effects were pro-

duced in the visible world, which could not proceed from the

existing powers and laws of nature, the gift of lvva.}xeic, and

one still more definite, that of curing diseases, the x^pKXfxa

ta^tarwj', are mentioned as speciid gifts ; 1 Cor. xii. 9, 10.

Yet these gifts are only ranked with others ; we find no divi-

sion of gifts into two classes, extraordinary and ordinary,

supernatural and natural ; for we contemplate the apostolic

church from the right point of view, only when we consider

the essential in all these gifts to be the supernatural principle,

the divine element of life itself.

The charisms which appeared in the apostolic chui'ch, may
be most naturally divided into such as relate to the further-

ance of the kingdom of God or the edification of the church
by the word, and such as relate to the furtherance of the

kingdom of God by other kinds of outward^ agency. As to

the first class, a distinction may be made, founded on the
relation in which the mental self-activity developed in the
various powers of the soul and their performances bears to

the inworking of the Holy Spirit : in proportion as the imme-
diate force of inspinxtion predominated in the higher self-

consciousness (the vovg or xvivf^a), and the lower self-con-

bciousness (the ypvxfi), the medium of the soul's intercourse

with the outward world, retired ; or as the communications

' Compure 1 Tot. Lv. 11.
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of the Divine Spirit were received during the harmonious
co-operation of all the powers of the soul, and developed and
applied by the sober exercise of the understanding. ' Hence
the gradations in the charisms of which we have already

spoken, the charism of yXwo-caic XaAttv, of 7rpo(f)r]T£veir,

and of hdacTkaXia. Men who were prepared by the early

cultivation of the intellect, and the aptitude for mental com-
munication by means of it, hence knew how to develop and
communicate in logical consecutiveness what the illumination

of the Divine Spirit revealed to their higher self-consciousness.

The diSciaKaXoL are therefore teachers possessed of Christian

knowledge (yvwaic), who had gained it by means of self-activity

animated by the Holy Spirit, through the development and
elaboration of truth known in the divine light. The prophet,

on the contrary, spoke, as he was carried away by the power
of inspiration suddenly seizing him, an instantaneous elevation

of his higher self-consciousness, according to a light that then

gleamed upon him, (an ctTTOKciXvxpic.) The prophet might be

distinguished from the didaatcaXog in reference to his mental

peculiarity and formation, by the predominance, in general,

of the feelings and intuitive perceptions over the activity of

the understanding. Yet the two charisms were not always

found separate in different persons. The ^lodfTKaXoc in many
a moment of inspiration might become a 7rpo(p{]Tr]g. The pro-

phet might pronounce, under the influence of inspiration, some
impressive address, to awaken, to admonish, to warn, or to

console the assembled believers ; or make appeals to those

who were not yet decided in the faith, by which he alarmed

their consciences, and thus opened their hearts for the instruc-

tions of the ^LcdatcaXoQ. It is e^ddent what influence the power
of inspired discourse operating on the heart must have had
for the spread of the gospel during this period. Persons who
wished for once to inform themselves respecting what occurred

in Christian assemblies, or to become acquainted with the

Christian doctrine, of whose divine origin they were not yet

convinced, sometimes came into the assemblies of the Church. 2

* We can here make use of what Synesius in his Dion says of the rela-

tion of the fiaKx^'ta, of the aKfia fiaviKhv, of the 6eo(p6grjTou, to the forma-

tion of the [j.4<Tr} KOI iTTiaraTiKr] Svuafiis,

2 The ^TTiCTo?, 1 Cor. xiv. 24, means a person not yet a believer, but

yet not unsusceptible of faith, the Infidelis negative. *Such a one might
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On these occasions, Christian men came forward who testified

of the corruption of human nature, and of the universal need

be awakened to believe by the ngocpTiTela. The iiTrjo-Tos, 1 Cor. xiv. 22, h an

obstinate unbeliever, wholly unsusceptible of faith, and hence utterly un-

susceptible of the influence of the irgof-nreia, an infidelis jyrivative. For

such persons there could be no awakening, but only condemnatory a-nixda.

1 am not induced by what Meyer has said, in his Commentary on tho

First Epistle to the Corinthians, to give up this interpretation. The con-

nexion makes it absolutely necessary, to give a different meaning to

&Tri(TTos in 1 Cor. xiv. 23 and 2i, from what it bears in v. 22, and the

collocation of ISiwrai andaTncrTot confirms this explanation. The iSicoTa:

were those who knew only a little of Christianity, the &niaTot. those who
had not yet attained to faith, and as not believing, were akin to the clas.s

mentioned in v. 22, but distinguished from them by the direction of

their disposition, and its relation to believing, inasmuch as they were

not in the position of decided enmity to Christianity. The fact of their

attending Christian assemblies, bore evidence of their seeking after

truth, that there was at least tha germ of susceptibility. A person of

this class came to the Christian assemblies, in order to learn, whether it

was really a matter worth attending to, "accensus inquirere quid sit in

causa," as TertuUian says. The train of thought is as follows : v. 21,

God speaks by people using a strange language (the revelation of his

judgment) to the Jews, Avho would not listen to the prophets speaking

to them in their own language ; v. 22, Thus the unintelligible tongues

are for signs (signs of merited divine judgments, condemnatory signs)

not for believers, (which idea is amplified in verses 23, 24, in order to be
applied to those who are susceptible of faith, whose minds are somewhat
moved to believe,) but for unbelievers (by which is here indicated what
is absolutely contrary to believing—the standing-point of those who have
obstinately rejected the opportunities of attaining faith). But prophecy
is not for the unbelieving (in consequence of the contrariety of their dis-

position), but for believers. This general position, that not the gift of

unintelligible tongues, but prophecy speaking intelligibly to them, Avas

designed for such, the apostle lays down in v. 23, as an inference from
what he had said before. But instead of taking an example from those
who already belonged to the church as decided believers, he takes the
example of such who were in their progress towards believing ; since in
thcjie the truth of what they had asserted was more strikingly evident,
and show how many such persons might be won by prophecy, while ou
the contrary, the sight of an assembly in which they heard nothing but
ecstatic unintelligible discourses must operate injuriously upon them :

in the latter case, they would feel themselves compelled to suppose that
there was nothing in Christianity but delusion and enthusiasm. But if

the same unbelievers were intended in verse 23 as in verse 22, then for
such even the dLscourscs of the prophets would be nothing that could
profit them, since there was no point of connexion in their dispositions.
To them even what they heard spoken by the prophets would appear
nothing but cnthusia.sm. It would be a punishment merited by them,
tf> be addressed in unintelligible language, since they would not under-
stand— they should not understand.
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of redemption, with overpowering energy ; and, from tlieir

own religious and moral consciousness, appealed to that of

others, as if they could read it. The heathen felt his con-

science struck, his heart was laid open, and he was forced to

acknowledge, what hitherto he had not been willing to believe,

that the power of God was with this doctrine and dwelt among
these men ; 1 Cor. xiv. 25. If the connected addresses of the

^iddaKaXoQ tended to lead those further into a knowledge of

the gospel who had already attained to ftiith, or to develop in

their minds the clear understanding of what they had received

by faith ; the irpo(pr]Teia served rather to awaken those to faitli

who were not yet believers, or to animate and strengthen

those who had attained to faith, to quicken afresh the life of

faith. On the contrary, in the yXioGrraiq XaXtiv, the elevated

consciousness of God predominated, while the consciousness of

the external world vanished. To a person who expressed

himself in this manner, the medium of communication between

the external world and his deeply moved interior, was alto-

pjether wantino-. What he uttered in this state when carried

away by his feelings and intuitions, was not a connected

address like that of a hilarjKaXoc, nor was it an exhortation

suited to the circumstances of other persons {jrapuKXriaLQ), like

that of the prophets ; but without being capable in this situa-

tion of taking notice of the mental state and necessities of,

others, he was occupied solely with the relation of his own
heart to God. His soul was absorbed in devotion and adora-

tion. Hence prayer, singing the praises of God, testifying of

the mighty acts of God, were suited to this state. ^ Such a

person prayed in the Spirit ; the higher life of the mind and
disposition predominated, but the intelligent development was

wanting.^ Since he formed a peculiar language for himself,

^ As yarious kinds of reli^^ious acts might proceed from this state of

mind, (as for instance n-^-'Ocrevxe(r0at and ^dweiv) the plural 7Aw(r(rai and
the phi'ase "y^vr] yXwaawv are used.

2 At all events it is certain that in 1 Cor. xiv. 14, irvevfLari irpoffevxfordai,

\l>a\\€iy, is equally with yXwa-crr] \a\f7i', opposed to tw vot or Sea rod voos

\a\eiv, and it is certain that the latter means—to deliver something

through the medium of thinking, in a form proceeding from a sound

consciousness. But it may be disputed—which yet decides nothing

respecting the subject as a whole— whether trvev^a in this whole section

is a designation of the ecstatic state, as one in which the excitation pro-

duced by the Divine Spirit, the immediate action of inspiration prcdomi-
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from his own individual feelings and intuitions, lie was defi-

cient in the ability to express himself so as to be understood

by the majority. Had the apostle Paul held the yXwaaaLQ

XaXe'ii' to be something quite enthusiastic and morbid, neither

advantageous for the Christian life of the individual nor for

the furtherance of the Christian life in others, he certainly (so

liberally as he always acknowledged what was good in the

churches to whom he wrote before he blamed what was evil)

would never have allowed himself to designate by the name of

a charism, an imperfection in the Christian life, and never

coidd he, in this case, have said of himself that he thanked God
that he spake in more tongues than all of them. On the con-

trary, from the view here developed of this charism, it is

nates, and the human self-activity is repressed; or whether by this name
denotes a peculiar internal power of human nature, the power of higher
intuition, which in such states alone is developed and active. A^erses.

15 and 16 would favour and justify no other interpi-etation than the
former. But according to verse 14, though this interpretation is not
impossible, there are some difficulties ; for here by the TrveD/xa must be
denoted the inspiration effected by the Spirit, as something dwelling in
the soul, and blended with the subjective. Instead of saying, I pray in
inspiration, Paul would say, My spirit {that in me which is one with
the Spirit acting within me) prays. It cannot be denied that this in-

terpretation has something harsh, Avhich is not found in the second, if
by trufvfia we understand that highest power of the soul, Avhich in those
liighest moments of the inner life, is active as the organ for the in-

fluences of the Divine Spirit. It cannot at least be decisive against this
interpretation, that Paul in his Epistle to the Romans generally desig-
nates the higher spiritual nature of man by the term voDs ; for this need
not prevent his applying the same name to a more limited idea in ano-
ther connexion

; ihevois= ro voodu, the discursive faculty of thought.
In distinction from the higher faculty of intuition, which is more recep-
tive, by surrendering itself to the Divine Spirit. It is worthy of remark,
and assists in forming a right judgment of the various charisms in rela-
tion to Christianity, that in the sense assigned to the yKcoacrais \a\c7vy
we may find something analogous in the fiavia, the eudovaiafffxhs of the
heathen ^iduTls

;
on the contrary, in the SiSao-KaAi'a is presented a cha-

racteristic of Christianity, the religion of sober-mindedness; as Chris-
tianity is the religion of freedom of mental self-activity, (in opposition
to mere passivity,) and of harmonious mental development. Hence also
the danger tliat—when a one-sided over-valuation of the yXuxraais AaAc?!*
gained ground, and there was a defect in Christian watchfulness and
sobriety, as in heathenism, the excitement of mere natural feeling
might injuriously mingle itself with the movements of the divine life—
as was the case in Montanism, in wliich we may observe appearances
akin to somnambulism.
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evident that, in this extraordinary elevation of mind, he recog-

nised an operation of the Divine Spirit, a special gift of grace
;

and there is also an internal probability that that apostle, who
rose to the highest point of the interior Christian life, who
could depose to having received so many oTrraariai and

ciTToicaXvxpeig Kvpiov, who had heard things unutterable in any
txDngue of men—had often been in circumstances correspond-

ing to the y\h>cT(TaiQ \a\e~iy. But it was consonant with that

wisdom which always took accoimt of the interests of all

classes in the church, that he—although he recognised the

value of these temporary elevations for the whole of the Chris-

tian life, by which it was enabled to take a wider range—left

the manifestations of such moments to the private devotions

of each individual, and banished them from meetings for

general edification ; that he valued more highly those spiritual

gifts, which gave scope for the harmonious cooperation of all

the powers of the soul, and contributed in the spirit of love to

the general edification ; and that he di'eaded the dangei' of

self-deception and enthusiasm, where the extraordinary mani-

festations of the Christian life were overvalued, and where that

—which only was of worth when it arose unsought from the

interior development of life,—became an object of anxious

pursuit to many who were thus brought into a state of morbid

excitement. Hence he wished, that in those highest moments
of inspiration which attended the yXioacraig Xa\e~iy, every one

would pour out his heart alone before God ; but that in the

assemblies of the church these manifestations of devotion, un-

intelligible to the majority, might be repressed ; or only be

exhibited, when what was thus spoken could be translated into

a language intelligible to all.

In these charisms w^e may also distinguish the gift of a pro-

ductiveness of religious intuition excited and animated by
the Divine Spirit ; and the gift which enabled a person to

explain or to pass judgment upon what others communicated
by means of their charism in the state of higher inspiration,

the faculty of interpreting or of judging, animated by the

Divine Spirit, the epfir]vela yXcJcrcratg and the CiaKpieriQ ttvcv-

fxdru)}'. The Christian life was permitted freely to develop

and express itself in the church. Whoever felt an inward

impulse, might venture to speak in the Christian assemblies ;

but soimd discretion ought to accompany inspiration, and
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might be considered as a mark of its being genuine. No
one was to wish to be the sole speaker ; or to interrupt othei-s

in speaking ; 1 Cor. xiv. 30, 31. If Paul considered such

injunctions to be necessary, it is apparent that he by no

means recognised in the prophets of the church, pure organs

of the Divine Spirit, in whom the divine and the human
might not easily be confounded. On the contrary, the

churches were to be guarded against the excesses of such

a mixture and the delusions which prevailed, when human
impurity was looked upon as a suggestion of the Divine

Spirit,—by exercising a trial of spirits, for which a special

gift was granted to individuals. As for the ^iha<Tica\og, in

whom the reflective activity of the imderstanding pre-

dominated, the gift of trying spirits was not required so

much to accompany his addresses ; for since in him the

critical power was developed and active, and he was habituated

to discuss Christian tiaiths with a sober judgment, he was

able to judge himself. But the less a prophet in the moments
of inspiration was able to observe, to examine, and to judge

himself, the greater was the danger of confounding the divine

and the human, and so much the more necessary was it, in

order to prevent this, for others to apply a scrutiny. On
this account, it was ordered that the operations of the pro-

phetical gift were attended by an extraordinary endowment
in certain persons of trying the spirits, a critical power
animated by the Holy Spirit. The design of this gift was
certainly not merely to decide who was a prophet and who
was not ; but chiefly for the purpose of distinguishing in

the addresses of those who stood up as inspired speakers in

the Christian assemblies, between what proceeded from
the Divine Spirit, and what did not proceed from that

source ; so Paul, on this point, recommended the church
to try every thing communicated by the prophets, and
required them to separate the good from the bad;
1 Thcss. V. 21. And as the prophets did not pretend to be
infulHblc, but were conscious of their liability to error, they
submitted themselves to the judgment of the church, or of

their organs appointed for the purpose, and thus were pre-

served from the self-delusion of pride, that fruitful source of

enthusiasm.

In tlio charism of ^i^atrmXta, there appears again to have
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boen a difference, according as any one had an ability for

developing the truth in its theoretic elements, or in its appli-

cation to the various relations of life ; the one was \oyor

yvwafwcj the other Xoyog GOipiac}

But though the terms yvCJmq and aocpia are thus dis-

tinguished ; it by no means follows, that, in every passage

where (TO(l>ia is mentioned in reference to Christianity, it is

used in the same restricted sense, and always with a refer-

ence to tliis distinction. We find both used as synonymous,
certainly without any implied reference to such a distinction

- of practical and theoretical ; Coloss. ii. 3. Thus Paul in the

first Epistle to the Corinthians, under the name of a Xo'yoc

(ro(j)iac, describes the more ample development of Christian

truth, in relation to the first elements of Christian know-
ledge, the common foundation of Christian consciousness in

all believers, and in contrast with the philosophy of the

Grecian schools. He knew nothing higher than the doctrine

of Jesus Christ the Crucified as the foundation of salvation,

and whatever pretended to be superior to this, appeared to

him a mere deception. He says, that in the publication of^

the divine counsels respecting the salvation brought by

.

Christ to mankind, all the treasures of wisdom and know-

'

ledge were hidden; Coloss. ii. 3; but still the agency of
reason enlightened by the Holy Spirit, was necessary to

bring these hidden treasures to light, to educe and develop

tliis divine philosophy. Consequently, there would be various

degrees of knowledge to be developed, and various cor-

^ Socpia principally denoted a practical power of the judgment, cor-

responding to the idea of wisdom or prudence; while yvwcris, in the

New Testament and contemporary writings, was used for the theore-

tical, the more profound knowledge of religion; compare 1 Cor. xiii. 2.

When Meyer says that the distinction between theoretical and practical

does not correspond to the nature of inspired discourse, it appears to

me that this objection is not valid: for inspiration in that universal

sense which is here treated of, the animating by the Divine Spirit,

from whom all charisms proceed, could not be wanting to any kind of

discourse in tlie church. But yet a different gift resulting from anima-
tion by the common higher principle of life, would be required, when a
person delivered a discourse on the peculiar doctrines of the faith, and
when he spoke of objects that called for the exercise of Christian

prudence, on the collisions between Christianity and the existing social

relations, and matters relating to the outward guidance of the church.

The difference is here necessarily grounded in the nature of the object,

and of the human mind.
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responding kinds of instruction. Paul indeed speaks of a

wisdom which he could deliver only among " them that are

perfect ;" 1 Cor. ii. 6 ;^ but by that wisdom, he did not

mean giving new explanations respecting the divine wisdom
to be added from without, something distinct from the gospel

as universally announced, a tradition that was to be divulged

in a smaller circle of disciples. But he meant the unfolding

those treasures of knowledge contained in the saving doctrine

which was announced to all, and which would be brought to

light by the exercise of the mental faculties, in proportion as

they received and developed the objects of Christian know-
ledge. "The perfect," in the language of Paul, are not

those who possessed a higher intellectual culture, independent

of the Christian faith ; but those whose whole inner life

having been purified and transformed in a high degi^ee by
the vital principle of Christianity, are rendered capable

of deeper Christian intelligence, by a disposition more refined

from all selfish and sensual elements. In proportion as the

Jewish or heathenish spirit (and to the latter belonged the

one-sided speculative tendency, the aocplav ^rirely, the arrogant

wisdom of the philosophical schools,) still predominated
among Christians, they were unsusceptible of such knowledge,
and of such a kind of instruction. In like manner, in the

Epistle to the Hebrews, " the strong meat " of the perfect

(of riper Christians) is distinguished from the first elements
of Christian knowledge, which were presupposed as the
general foundation.

Let us now proceed from those gifts which relate to the
ministry of the word, to that class w^hich relates to other kinds
of outward activity, for the advancement of the kingdom of
God. Here again we must distinguish between those in
which, a.s in CLcaaicaXia, a peculiar capability founded in
human nature, and developed and applied according to its

usual laws, was rendered effective, under the influence of a
new divine principle of life ; and those in which the natural

_

> I cannot help considering that interpretation of these words as the
Himplest and most agreeable to the connexion, according to which, not
merely a d inference grounded on the various relations of one divine
doctrine to the various peculiar states of the men who receive it, (inas-
much as the divine doctrine is indeed wisdom, but appears to be what
it is—wisdom—only to genuine believers, to the perfect,) is signified

;

but also an objective diflereiice of instruction.
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human development was put in the background, and what
was more purely divine became prominent, similarly to the

yXwaacuQ XaXuv and the 7rpo(prjrev£iv. To the former belong

the gifts of church government, the ^wpt'^A'a Kvjoipt'iifTiioQ or

Tov TTpneffTciyai, and the gifts for various services, which were

required in administering the concerns of the church, as dis-

tributing alms, tending the sick, &c., the -yapLa^u ItaKoviaQ

or chTi\ii\pEioQ ; 1 Cor. xii, 28 ; Kom. xii. 7. To the second

division belongs especially the gift of working miracles, and
performing cures. The charism from which these two modes
of miraculous operation proceed, considered in its essential

nature, appears to be Triarig ; 1 Cor. xii. 9 ; xiii. 2 ; Matt.

xvii. 20. For the term Trierig in this connexion cannot

denote Christian faith in general, the disposition common to

all Christians ; but must necessarily relate to something

peculiar. Indeed, as seems to follow from the relation of

TciaTiQ to these two modes of operation, in which a peculiar

power of the will over nature manifests itself, and as is con-

firmed by what is predicated of iriarLg in 1 Cor. xiii. 2. " If

I had faith so that I could move mountains," i. e. could

render what appeared impossible, possible by the power of

religious conviction working on the Will,—the term Tr/ortc

evidently denotes the practical power of the will animated
and elevated by faith. But with this variety in the mani-

festations of the charisms, still he who laboured in the power
of the church, agreed with the worker of miracles, in the

consciousness that all that he effected was only by the power
of God granted to him ; 1 Pet. iv. 11.

Although, as we have shown, in virtue of these spiritual

gifts imparted to individuals, according to their various

peculiarities, no one could exercise a decidedly one-sided

influence on the church, but all with reciprocal activity

cooperated for the same object, under the influence of one

head, animating the whole in all its manifold members,
Eph. iv. IG ; yet it by no means followed that all guidance *

^ We cannot, in this place, allow the view brouj^ht forward by Bauer
to pass unnoticed, that, in the genuine Pauline Epistles, no trace can
be found of distinct employments and offices for the guidance and
government of the church. The passage in Rom. xii., in which the

distinctions in the various charisms are pointed out, certainly shows
how fluctuating everything was at that time, and how little those

charisms will arsist us as to the meaning of the later church-offices
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of the church by human instrumentality was excluded ; but

only that these specially guiding instruments exercised no

corresponding to them. In that passage, it is striking to notice how
Paul, in tlie 8ih and 9th verses, passes from the cliarisms A\hich seem
to relate to particular offices, to the mention of Christian virtues which

concerned every believer ; at the end of verse 8, the cAeuiv forms the

point of transition, and even before that, /ieraSiSous does not neces^sarily

relate to any official duty. Thus the view we are led to form of the

original constitution of the churches among Gentile Christians, as they

existed in the apostolic age,

—

iliat it was entirely democratic, is also

one of the distinguishing marks between the churches of Gentile and
those of Jewish origin. The case appears to be thus. All the affairs

of the churches were still transacted in an entirely public manner, bo

that every deliberative meeting of the church resembled a strictly

popular assembly. But it happened of course, that although no definite

offices Avere instituted, to which certain employments were exclusively

attached, yet each one occupied himself with those matters for which he
possessed a peculiar charism ; those who had the gift of teaching, gene-

rally attended to teaching,—those who possessed the gift of church
government, occupied themselves wdth the duties pertaining to it.

Thus, in every meeting of the church, there was a division among its

members of the various business, in proportion to the peculiar charisms
of individuals, yet without the institution of any definite church-offices.

In favour of this view, it might further be alleged, that, when Paul

(1 Cor. vi.) speaks of a matter belonging to church government, the

settling of litigations, he does not recommend their committing this

business to persons who held a distinct office of governing, whose
concern in that case it would have been ; but speaks of the church as

a body, before Avhose tribunal such disputes ought to be brought to a
decision. " Is there not one wise man among you," he asked, " who can
settle such matters ]"' Therefore, such wise persons must be taken from
the midst of the church, (or, in other words, those Avho had the gift of
church government,) to undertake the settlement of these disputes by
means of their peculiar charism, instead of its being referred to any
particular office, which perfectly agrees with the views we have stated.

But this view, which indeed may be formed from such passages, though
not necessarily founded upon them, is decidedly opposed by others.
Paul, in 1 Cor. xvi., says, that the family of Stephanas, as the first

Christian family in Acliaia, devoted themselves to the service of the
Christian church, i. e. its members declared themselves ready to under-
take church offices

; consequently, we may suppose that, at the founding
of the church, such offices were instituted. That this is his meaning,
is confirmed by the 16th verse, where Paul exhorts the church to obey
such (therefore rulers of the church), and all their fellow-labourers.

Further, in 1 Thess. v. 12, he speaks of such who laboured for the
church, presided over them, and admonished them. Love to them as
overseers on account of their laborious calling is particularly enjoined;
and thus the exhortation to peace Avith one another concludes, since the
division in the church would especially injure their proper relation to
these overseers of the churchy and the want of becoming love and rcve-
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exclusive authority, did not separate themselves from con-
nexion with the whole living organization, formed by a free

reciprocal action of the individual members, nor dared to

violate their relation to the other members, as equally serv-

ing the same head, and the same body. There was indeed

for this guidance a peculiar talent inspired by the Holy
Spirit, -^dpiniia Kv/3f/3r//(T£wc- It was this that fitted a person

for the office of presiding over the church. The name of

presbyter, by which, as we have before remarked, this office

was first distinguished, was transferred from the Jewish

synagogue to the Christian church. But when the church
extended itself further among Hellenic Gentiles, wdth this

name borrowed from the civil and religious constitution of

the Jews another w^as joined, which was more allied to the

designations of social relations among the Greeks, and adapted

to point out the official duties connected with the dignity of

presbyters.^ The name t-TriV/coTroi denoted overseers over the

whole of the chui'ch and its collective concerns ; as in Attica

rence towards them would also injuriously operate against the unity of
the church. When Paul, in Rom. xvi. 1, mentions a deaconess, it

is certainly presupposed that there were also deacons and presbyters in

such a church. When, in Eph. iv. 11, he names pastors and teachers

next to apostles and prophets, and indeed after the mention of charisms

as the heavenly gifts bestowed by Christ, Ave must infer that, among
these pastors and teachers, there were those who exercised distinct

offices, and that, in general, certain offices corresponded to certain

charisms. We intentionally pass over Philip, i. 1, a passage which
can be decisive only for those who, like myself, are convinced of

the genuineness of the epistle. Also, when Luke, Acts xiv. 23, nar-

rates that Paul, on his first missionary journey, appointed presbyters in.

the new churches, this is, in my opinion, certain historical evidence,

since I must consider the suspicion that, in this work, a later ecclesias-

tical point of view has been transferred to earlier and differently formed
church-relations, as absolutely without foundation. But from the existing

relations of the churches, among which there was not in the same sense

as in later times a clergy distinguished from the laity, it is evident, how,
in Eom. xii. 7, along with the charisms connected with specific offices,

those might be named which were not so connected ; and how Paul

could pass on from particular charisms to general Christian virtues.

Attention to the poor and sick, which belonged to the special business of

deacons, was yet something in which others could be employed, besides

those on whom it officially devolved. See Rothe, in the work before

quoted, p. 189.
^ The apostle Peter, in his first Epistle (v. 1, 2), certainly distinguishes

this dignity by the name npea-^vTepoi, but the duties connected with it,

by the term iiriaKonuu =. Koi^a.iviiv.
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those who were commissioned to organize the states dependent

on Athens, received the title of kniaKoiroi,^ and as in general it

appears to have been a frequent one, for denoting a guiding

oversight in the public administration.^ Since, then, the

name eiviaKo-KOQ was no other than a transference of an

original Jewish and Hellenistic designation of office, adapted

to the social relations of the Gentiles ; it follows that originally

both names related entirely to the same office, and hence

both names are frequently interchanged as perfectly synony-

mous. Thus Paul addresses the assembled presbyters of the

Ephesian church, w^hom he had sent for as e-KLaKOTrovc,^ so

likewise in 1 Tim. iii. 1, the office of the presbyters is called

iiriaKOTn], and immediately after (verse 8) the office of deacons

is mentioned as the only existing church-office besides ; as in

Philip, i. 1. And thus Paul enjoins Titus to appoint presbyters,

and immediately after calls them bishops. It is, therefore,

certain that eveiy church was governed by a union of the

elders or overseers* chosen fr'om among themselves, and we

^ Otherwise called apixocrrai ScJiol. Aristoph. Av. (1023) ol irap*

'AOriPaioovfls tcls inn]ic6ovs TrSXeis iTrKTKe\pa<r6aiTb,-7rap' iKaaTois Tre/xirSfiivoi,

'EnicTKonoi Kol (^vXaK^s ^KaKovvro, ovs ol Aolkwu^s 'Ap/xoffTas e\eyov.

- Cic. ad Aiticum, vii. ep. 11. Yult me Pompeius esse quern tota,

hasc Campana ct maritima ora habeat iiria-KOTrov, ad quam delectus et

summa negotii referatur. In a fragment of a work by Arcadms
Charisitis de Munerihus civilibus, Episcopi qui preesunt pani et caeteris

venaUbus rebus, quae civitatum popuhs ad quotidianum victum usui

sunt. Digest, lib. iv. tit. iv. leg. 18, § 7.

3 Acts XX. 17, 28. If we believed ourselves justified in supposing
that among them, there were not merely the overseers of the Ephesian
church, but also those of other churches in Lesser Asia, it might be
said, that by these eVio-KOTrous only the presidents of the presbyteries are

intended. But the other passages in Paul's epistles are against such a
distinction, and Luke, who applies this address only to the overseers of

the Ephesian church, in so doing, shows that he considered the terms
iiria-KOTTos and Trpecr/Si'/T epos as perfectly synonymous.

* I must here again explain myself in reference to the first organiza-

tion of tlic churches among the Gentile Christians, contrary to the view
maintained by Kistand Baucr,that originally very few churches hadformed
themselves under individual overseers, and that their form of government
from the beginning was monarchical. According to Bauer, the overseers as

such in reference to their peculiar office, were iiricxKoiToi, and only when
spoken of as united and forming a college, they were called Trpea^vrfpoi.

In Acts xiv. 23, we are told, that Paul appointed presbyters for the
churches, formed in the different cities, that is, in each church a college
of prcahyters. If, witli Bauer, we understand, that the plurality of pres-

byters is to be taken collectively, and for each church only one presbyter
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find among them no individual distinguished above the rest

who presided as a ^j)rm?(s inter pares, though probably, in the

age immechately succeeding the apostohc, of which we have

unfortunately so few authentic memorials, the practice was

introduced of applying to such an one the name of iirtcrKoiroQ

by way of distinction."" We have no information how the

office of president in the deliberations of presbyters was held

in the apostolic age. Possibly this office was held in rotation

—or the order of seniority might be followed—or, by degrees,

one individual by his personal qualifications gain such a

distinction ; all this, in the absence of information, must be left

imdetermined ; one thing is certain, that the person who acted

as president was not yet distinguished by any particular name.

The government of the church was the peculiar office of

such overseers ; it was their business to watch over the general

order,—to maintain the purity of the Christian doctrine and

of Christian practice,—to guard against abuses,—to admonish

the foulty—and to guide the public deliberations ; as appears

from the passages in the New Testament where their functions

are described. But their government by no means excluded

the pai'ticipation of the whole church in the management of

their common concerns, as may be inferred from what we have

was appointed, this Trould be inconsistent with Acts xx. 17, where it is

said that Paul sent for the presbyters of the church at Ephesus, which

implies that a plurality of presbyters presided over one church ; or the

Avord eKKK-ncria which in the passage first quoted is understood of a single

church, must be here arbitrarily taken to signify several churches col-

lectively—certainly quite contrary to the phraseology of the apostolic

age, according to which the word eKKk-nffla signifies, either the whole

Christian church, the total number of believers, forming one body under

oui head, or a single church or Christian society. In that case, the

plural Twu fKKKria-ictiu must necessarily have been used. Acts xx. 28,

also implies, that over each church a plurality of presbyters presided.

And thus, we must also explain Titus i. 5, which explanation (of the

appointment of several presbyters in each city) is also most favoured by

the language there used. I can discover no other difference between the

7rpeo-)8uTepo£ and iiriaKoiroi in the apostolic age, than that the first signi-

fies the rank, the second the duties of the ofiice, whether the reference

is to one or more.
' Perhaps an analogy may be found, in the fact (if it were so), that

one among the Jewish presbyters was distinguished by the name of

Archisynagogos ; or the names Trpeo-jSurepoi and apx^o'vpayuyoi may bear

the same relation to each other as irpeafivTcpoi and iiria-KOTroi, the fii'st

name denoting the rank, the second the nature of the office, ti.pxoi'res t^s

(Tvvayuyrjs.

VOL. I. L
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already remarked respecting tne natui'e of Christian commu-
nion, and is also evident from many individual examples in

the Apostolic church. The whole church at Jerusalem took

part in the deliberations respecting the relation of the Jewish

and Gentile Christians to each other, and the epistle drawn

up after these deliberations was likewise in the name of the

whole church. The Epistles of the Apostle Paul, which treat

of various controverted ecclesiastical matters, are addressed to

whole churches, and he assumes that the decision belonged to

the whole body. Had it been otherwise, he would have ad-

dressed his instructions and advice principally, at least, to the

overseers of the church. When a licentious person belonging

to the church at Corinth was to be excommunicated, the

apostle considered it a measure that ought to proceed from the

whole society ; and placed himself therefore in spirit among
them, to imite with them in passing judgment; 1 Cor. v. 3—5.

Also, when discoursing of the settlement of litigations, the

apostle does not affirm that it properly belonged to the over-

seers of the church ; for if this had been the prevalent custom,

he would no doubt have referred to it; but what he says

seems to imply that it was usual in particular instances to

select arbitrators from among the members of the church;

1 Cor. vi. 5.

As to what relates to the edification of the church by the

Word, it follows from what we have before remarked, that

this was not the exclusive concern of the overseer of the

church : for each one had a right to express what affected his

mind in the assembly of the brethren ; hence many did not

sufficiently distinguish between what was fit only for their

own chamber, where every man might freely pom- forth his

heart before God, and what was suitable for communicating
publicly,—an en'or censured by Paul, as we noticed in speaking
of the gift of tongues.'

* It hari been maintained, indeed, that this licence in the apostolic
church M-as extended only to those who appear aa prophets in the
Christian assemblies. But from su-'h special cases a general licence is

not to be inferred, for these men as teachers, armed with divine autho-
rity, and speiikin;? in God's name, might on that account be naturally
excepted from common rules. See Mosheim's Institut Hist. Eccles.
rruijor. sec. i. § 10 et 18. But this objection is invalidated by what we
have remarked respecting the prophetic charism and its relation to
other charisms.
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Only the female members of the church were excepted from
this general permission. The fellowship of a higher life com-
municated by Christianity, extended itself to the relation

between husband and wife ; and the unity to which human
nature aspires according to its original destination was
realized in this quarter, as in every other respect, by Christ-

ianity. But since whatever is founded on the laws of nature
is not injured by Christianity, but only animated afresh,

sanctified, and refined ; so also in this higher fellowship of
life, which ought to unite husband and wife, the latter retains

her becoming place according to the natural destination of

her sex. Mental receptivity and activity in flimily life were
recognised in Christianity as corresponding to the destiny of

woman, and hence the female sex are excluded from delivering

public addresses on religious subjects in the meetings of the

church;' 1 Cor. xiv. 34; 1 Tim. ii. 12.

^ 1 Cor. xi. 5 appears to contradict this injunction, and in ancient
times the Montanists thought—with whom several modern writers have
agreed—that here an exception is to be found; as if the apostles

intended to bind by no rule those cases in which the immediate operar

tion of the Divine Spirit raised up prophets from the female sex; or as

if he wished to debar females only from addresses that were peculiarly

didactic, but not from the public expression of their feelings. But as

to the first interpretation, it supposes too great a difference between the

StScto-Keij/—which must also proceed from an operation of the Holy
Spirit—and the irgo^-qTivsiv in reference to the divine in both. It

must be certainly erroneous to suppose that any operation whatever of

the Holy Spirit in the Christian church could be lawless. When the

apostle Paul points out to the female that place in the church which is

assigned her by the spirit of the gospel, which sanctifies nature—the

Holy Spirit which is the Spirit of Christianity, follows everywhere this

law in his operations, and we cannot suppose that by an ex-^eption he
would remove woman from her natural position. Every deviation of

this kind would appear as something morbid, and contrary to the spirit

of the gospel.

Besides, when Paul gave that prohibition in reference to females, he
was treating of addresses that were not didactic. This could therefore

make no exception, which would apply to both interpretations. We
must account for this apparent contradiction, by supposing that Paul,

in the second passage, merely cited an instance of what occurred in the

Corinthian church, and reserved his censures for another place. One
of the reasons which Paul adduces in the passage quoted from the first

Epistle to Timothy against the public speaking of females, is the

greater danger of self-deception in the weaker sex, and the spread of

errors arising from it—a reason which would apply with the greatest

force to a class of addresses, in which sober reflectiveness was least of

all in exercise. But this kind of religious utterance would be most
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Yet as, by the participation of all in the conduct of church

affaii-s, a regular government by appointed organs was not.

excluded, but both cooperated for the general good ; so also

together with that which the members of the church, by

virtue of the common Christian inspiration, could contribute

to their mutual edification, there existed a regular adminis-

tration of instruction in the chm-ch, and an oversight of the

transmission and development of doctrine, which in this time

of restlessness and ferment was exposed to so many adultera-

tions, and for this purpose the 'yapicraa of hilacKoXia was

designed. There were three orders of teachers in the apostolic

age. The first place is occupied by those who were personally

chosen and set apart by Christ, and formed by intercourse

with him to be instruments for pubHshing the gospel among
all mankind—the witnesses of his discom-ses, his works, his

sufferings, and his resurrection—the Apostles, * among whom
Paul was justly included, on account of Christ's personal

appearance to him and the illumination of his mind inde-

pendently of the instructions of the other apostles ; next to

these, were the Missionaries or Evangelists, fvayyeXtorat ;2

and lastly, the Teachers appointed for separate churches, and

suited to the female sex, where no danger of the sort alluded to, arising

from publicity, would be connected with it—only it must be confined

to the domestic circle. Hence the daughters of Philip, Acts xxi. 9,

notwithstanding that rule, could act as prophetesses, unless we assume
that this was an instance which Paul would have censured.

' This name in a general sense was applied to others who published

divine truth in an extensive sphere of labour.
2 This name does not imply that they occupied themselves with

collecting and compiling narratives of the life of Christ; for the name
(vayyiKiov originally denoted nothing else than the whole announce-
ment of the salvation granted through Christ to men, and this an-

nouncement embraced the whole of Christianity. As this announcement
rests on a historical basis, Christ as the Kedeemer is the object of it;

and thus the later-derived meaning is formed in which this Avord is

specially applied to the histories of the Life of Christ. According to

the original Christian phraseology, the term could only denote one
whose calling it was to publish the doctrine of salvation to men, and
thereby to lay a foundation for the Christian church ; on the contrary',

the Si5d(TKa\os presupposed faith in the doctrine of s.alvation, and a
church already founded, and employed himself in the further training

in Christian knowledge. The use of the Avord cvayyeKta-T^is in 2 Tim.
iv. r>, favours this interpretation, and this original Christian phraseology
was continued in later agc«, although a more modern moaning of the
word (vayyiKLov was connected with it.

—

Euseh. Hist. Ecdes. iii. c. 37
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taken out of their body, the ciMrricaXoi. If sometimes the

TTpocpfirai are named next to the apostles and set before the

evangeHsts and the hhiai^aXoic, such teachers must be meant
in whom that inward condition of life, from which irpoipriTtvuv

proceeded, was more constant, who were distinguished from

other teachers by the extraordinary liveliness and steadiness

of the Christian inspiration, and a peculiar originality of their

Christian conceptions which were imparted to them by special

dTToKaXvxpeiQ of the Holy Spirit ; and indeed these prophets,

as is evident from their position between the apostles and
evangelists, belonged to the class of teachers who held no
office in any one church, but travelled a])out, to publish the

gospel in a wider circle.

As it regards the relation of the cidatTnaXoi to the TrpefrfSv-

repoi or tTiiaKoiroi, VfQ dare not proceed on the supposition,

that they always remained the same from the first establishment

of Christian churches among the Gentiles, and therefore

during the Avhole of Paul's ministry, a period so important

for the development of the church ; and hence we are not

justified to conclude, from the characteristics we find in the

later Pauline Epistles, that the relation of these orders was

the same as existed from the beginning in the Gentile

churches. If we find several things in earlier documents

which are at variance wdth these characteristics, the supposi-

tion must at least appear possible, that changes in the con-

dition of the churches, and the experiences of the first period,

had occasioned an alteration in this respect ; and it is an

utterly unfounded conclusion, if, because traces of such an
altered relation are found in an epistle ascribed to Paul, any
one should infer that such an epistle could not have been

written in the Pauline period. The first question then is,

What was the original relation 1 If we proceed on the sup-

position, which is founded on the Pastoral Letters, that the

IlIcktkuXoi belonged to the overseers of the churches, two
cases may be imagined ; either that all the presbyters or

bishops held also the office of teachers ; or, that some among
them, according to their peculiar talent {^npKJua), w^ere

specially employed in the management of the outward guid-

ance of the church (the i^viSepvrjcriQ), and others with the

internal guidance of the word (the ^i^aaKaXia). we shall thus

have 7rp£tTi3vr£ooi Kv(3epv{iJ\'TeQ='K0L^ivEQ and Trpecfjureooi ^i^aa-
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icovTEc = cihiffK-aXoi. The first case certaiuly caiinot be ad-

mitted, for the xttp'^^A^" ^^ Kvf)Eprr,(nc is so decidedly distinct

from the ^dptd^a of hlaai<(x\i.a, as ill common life the talent

for governing and the talent for teaching are perfectly

distinct from one another. And according to" the original

institution the peculiar office corresponded to the peculiar

charism. But since in the latter part of the Pauline period,

those presbyters who were equally capable of the office of

teachers as well as governors, were especially commended, it

is evident that this was not originally the case wdth all. But
neither have we sufficient reason for considering the second

case, as the original relation of these several offices. Since

the x'^ipia^a of TrpoarniaL or Kv(iEorav (in the First Epistle to

the Corinthians xii. 28, and in the Epistle to the Romans
xii. 8), is so accurately distingTiished from the talent of

teaching,—and since these two characteristics, the Trpoarijrai

and the Kvftipvuv, evidently exhaust what belonged from the

beginning to the office of presbyter or bishop, and for which
it was originally instituted, we are not obliged to conclude

that the lildaKakoi belonged to the class of overseers of the

church.

In the Epistle Avritten at a late period to the Ephesians

(iv. 11), the TTonxivEQ and ^iddat^aXoi are so far placed toge-

ther, that they are both distinguished from those who pre-

sided over a general sphere of labour, but yet only in that

respect. Now the term iroifxivtc denotes exactly the office

of rulers of the church, the presbyters or bishops ; it there-

fore does not appear evident that we should class the

ctcdcTKaXoi. with them. On the other hand, the term
TToifxivtQ might be applied not improperly to ^ihdaKaXoi,

since in itself, and from the manner in which the image
of a shepherd is used in the Old Testament and by Christ

himself, it is fitted to denote the guidance of souls by the

office of teaching. Paul also classes cida^ri with those

addresses which are not connected with holding a particular

office (1 Cor. xiv. 2G), but what every one in the church
who had an inward call, and an ability for it, was justified

in exercising.

It miglit also happen, that in a church after its presbyter)^

had already been esUiblished, persons belonging to it might
come forward, or new meinl)ers might be added, who, in con-
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sequence of their previous education, distinguished themselves

in the office of teaching, even more than the existing j)resbyters,

which would soon be evident from the addresses they delivered

when the church assembled. At this season of the first free

development of the Christian life, would the charism granted

to such persons be neglected or repressed, merely because they

did not belong to the class of presbyters ? There were, as it

appeal's, some members of the church in whose dwellings a

portion of them used to assemble, and this depended probably

not always on the convenient locality of their residence, but

on their talent for teaching, which was thus rendered availa-

ble ; as Aquila, who though he resided sometimes at Kome,
sometimes at Corinth, or at Ephesus, always wherever he took

up his abode had a small congregation or church in his own
house. Q] eKt^Xrjaia ev tw o'ii^u) avrov.)^ Thus originally the

office of overseer of the church might have nothing in common

^ The occurrence of such private churches is made u^^e of by Kist and
Bauer as an argument for their opinion, that originally in tlie larger

cities there were only insulated particular churches, under their own guid-

ing presbyters, which were formed in various parts, and at a subsequent
period were united into one Avhole, But the Epistles of the apostle

Paul give the clearest evidence that all the Christians of one city

originally formed one whole church. Yet we may easily suppose that

some parts of the church, without separating themselves from the whole

body and its guidance, held particular meetings in the house of some
person whose locality was very suitable, and who acted as the SiSao-KaAos

for the edidcation of such small assemblies. Thus it may be explained

how Aquila and Priscilla, while they sojourned at Ixome, or Corinth, or

Ephesus, might have such a small Christian society in their own house.

"Yet it does not seem right to consider these as absolutely separate and
distinct churches; for we could not suppose that such a company of

believers would be waiting for the arrival of a person like Aquila, who
so often changed his residence ; they must have had a fixed place of
assembling, and their appointed overseers, (a presbyter or bishop, ac-

cording to that supposition.) In 1 Cor. xvi. 20, the church, forming

one whole (all the brethren), is expressly distinguished from any such

partial assembly. In Kom. xvi. 23, a brother is mentioned, in whose
house the Avhole church held their meetings. In Coloss. iv. 15, after a

salutation to the whole church, an individual is specified and included

in the salutation, at whose house such private meetings were held. But

it may be questioned whether in such places as Kom. xvi. 14, 15,

("Salute Asyncritus and the brethren that are with them."

"Salute Philologus and all the saints that are vjith them,") meet-

ings of this kind are intended, or only those persons who, on account of

their family ties or connexions in business, lived in intimacy with one

another.
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with the communication of instruction. Although the over-

seers of the church took cognisance not only of the good

conduct of its members, but also of that which wou].d be con-

sidered as forming its basis, the maintenance of pure doctrine,

and the exclusion of eiTor; and though from the beginning-

care would be taken to appoint persons to this office who had

attained to maturity and steadiness in their Christian princi-

ples, it did not follow that they must possess the gift of teach-

ing, and in addition to their other labours occupy themselves

in public addi-esses. It might be, that at first the hhaoKaXia

was generally not connected with a distinct office, but that

those who were fitted for it came forward in the public as-

semblies as dicdffi^aXot ; until it came to pass that those who
were specially furnished with the ^(^dptfTfia of dicaaKaXla, of

whom there would naturally be only a few in most churches,

were considered as those on w^hom the stated delivery oi

instruction devolved. In the Epistle to the Galatians (vi. 6),

Paul may be thought to intimate ^ that there were already

teachers appointed by the church, who ought to receive their

maintenance from them. But the question arises, whether

these words relate to the ^iMaKaXoi, or to the itinerant

evayyeXiaTai ; also, w^hether the passage speaks, not of an_y

regular- salary, but of the contributions of free love, by which
the immediate wants of these missionaries were relieved. At
all events,—which would also be confirmed bv this latter

' Even after the reasons alleged by Schott against this interpretation,

in his commentary on this Epistle, I cannot help considering it as the
only natural one. And I cannot agree with the other, according to
which the ttcktiu ayado^s is understood in a spiritual sense, (following
the example of their teachers in all that is good.) I cannot suppose
that Paul, if he wished to admonish the Galatians to follow the example
of their teachers in the Christian life, would have expressed himself in
80 obscure and spiritless a manner. As to the objection against the first

interpretation, that it does not suit the connexion, I cannot admit its

correctness. The exhortations to gentleness and humility in social in-

tercourse, introduce the series of special exhortations, v. 26. vi. (J,

where the 5e marks the continued development, a new exhortation
follows, namely, that they should be ready to communicate of their
earthly goods to their teachers ; then ver. 7, that they must not think of
reaping the fruits of the gospel, if their conduct was not formed agree-
ably to it; if they, with all their care directed only to earthly things,
neglected such a duty towards those who laboured for the salvation of
their souls.
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passage, in case it is understood of dt^d(TKa\ot, these were and
continued to be distinct from the overseers of the cliurch in

general, although in particular cases the talents of teaching

and governing were connected, and the presbyter was equally

able as a teacher.

At a later period, when the pure gospel had to combat with
manifold errors, which threatened to corrupt it— as was
especially the case during the latter period of Paul's ministry,

—at this critical period it was thought necessary to unite

more closely the offices of teachers and overseers, and with
that view to take care that overseers should be appointed,

who would be able by their public instructions to protect the

church from the infection of false doctrine, to establish others

in purity of faith, and to convince the gainsayers ; Tit. i. 9

;

and hence he esteemed those presbyters who laboured likewise

in the office of teaching, as deserving of special honour.

We have already remarked, that only females were ex-

cluded from the right of speaking in the public meetings of

the church. But yet the gifts peculiar to their sex might be
made available for the outward service of the church, in

rendering assistance of various kinds, for which women are

peculiarly fitted ; and according to existing social habits, a

deacon in many of his official employments might excite sus-

picion in reference to his conduct towards the female members
of the church ; but it was desirable by all means to guard
against such an imputation on the new religious sect, of which
men were easily inclined to believe evil, because it was new
and opposed to the popular faith. Hence the office of

deaconess was instituted in addition to that of deacon, proba-

bly first in the churches of Gentile Christians. Of its institu-

tion and nature in the apostolic age we have no precise

information, since we find it explicitly mentioned in only one
passage of the New Testament ; Kom. xvi. 1. In modern
times, indeed, what Paul says in 1 Tim. v. 3—16, of the

widows who received their maintenance from the church, has

been applied to these deaconesses. And many qualifications

which he requires of those who were to be admitted into the

number of the widows (v. 10), and which appear to contain

a reference to their special employments, as attention to

strangers and the care of the poor, are in favour of the sup-

position. But since Paul only distinguished them as persons
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suppoited by the church/ without mentioning any active

fcjervice as devolving upon them ; since he represents them as

persons who, as suited their age and condition, were removed
from all occupation with earthly concerns, and dedicated their

few remaining days to devotion and prayer ; and since, on the

contrary, the ofi&ce of deaconess certainly involved much active

employment ; we have no ground whatever for finding in this

passage deaconesses, or females out of whose number deacon-

esses were chosen. ^ What Paul says in the passage quoted

above of the deaconess of the church at Cenchrea, appears by
no means to agree with w^hat is said in the First Epistle to

Timothy, concerning the age and destitute condition of

widows. We must rather imagine such females to be among
those widows who, after presenting a model in discharging

their duties as Christian wives and mothers, would now
obtain repose and a place of honoui* in the bosom of the

church, where alone they ^ could find a refuge in their loneli-

ness; and by their devotional sj^iritual life, set an edifying-

example to other females
;
perhaps also they might be able to

communicate to such of their sex as sought their advice, the

results of their Christian experience collected in the course of

a long life, and make a favourable impression even on the

Gentiles. Hence it would naturally be an occasion of scandal,

if such persons quitted a life of retirement and devotion, and
showed a fondness for habits that were inconsistent with
their matronly chai'acter. At all events, we find here an ec-

clesiastical arrangement of later date, which is also indicated

by other parts of the Epistle.

The consecration to ofiices in the church was conducted in

the following manner. After those persons to whom its per-

M do not perceive how Bauer can trace in the 5th chapter of the First
Epistle to Timothy, that at that time the name xvQai was applied to
young unmairied females, in reference to their station in the church,
which would be among the marks of a writing composed at a later
period. The uvtws xvoai in v. .5, are the truly destitute, who could find
relief only in the church for their loneliness, contrasted with the widows
mentioned in verse 4, who were supported by their own relations, in-
stead of being a burden to the church. The xv§a= I^^H-opooix4yn,\eT8e 5,
where the Kal is to be understood explicative.

2 The supposition, that iu v. 9 mention is made of a different class of
widows than those in v. 3, appears to me utterly untenable. A com-
parison of V. K; with V. 4 and 8, plainly shows that this whole section
relates to the same subject.
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forinance belonged, had laid their hands on the head of the
candidate,—a symbolic action borrowed from the Jewish
nrop^—they besought the Lord that he would grant, what
this symbol denoted, the inipartation of the gifts of his Spirit

for carrying on the office thus undertaken in his name. If,

as was presumed, the whole ceremony corresr^onded to its

intent, and the requisite disposition existed in those for whom
it was performed, there w^as reason for considering the com-
munication of the spiritual gifts necessary for the office,

as connected with this consecration performed in the name of

Christ. And since Paul from this point of view designated

the whole of the solemn proceeding, (without separating

it into its various elements,) by that which was its external

symbol (as in scriptural phraseology, a single act of a trans-

action, consisting of several parts, and sometimes that which
was most striking to the senses, is often mentioned for the

whole) ; he required of Timothy that he should seek to revive

afresh the spiritual gifts that he had received by the laying on
of hands.

Respecting the election to offices in the church, it is evident

that the first deacons, and the delegates who were authorized

by the church to accompany the apostles, were chosen from
the general body ; 2 Cor. viii. 19. From these examples, we
may conclude that a similar mode of proceeding was adopted

at the appointment of presbyters. But from the fact that

Paul committed to his disciples Timothy and Titus (to whom,
he assigned the organization of new churches, or of such as

had been injured by many corruptions), the appointment
likewise of presbyters and deacons, and called their attention

to the qualifications for such offices, we are by no means
iustified in concluding that they performed all this alone

without the cooperation of the churches. The manner in

which Paul was w^ont to address himself to the whole church,

and to take into account the cooperation of the whole com-
munity, which must be apparent to every one in reading his

Epistles,—leads us to expect, that where a church was already

established, he would admit it as a party in their common
concerns. It is possible, that the apostle himself in many
cases, as on the founding of a new church, might think it

advisable to nominate the persons best fitted for such offices,

and a proposal from such a quarter would naturally carry the
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greatest weight with it. In the example of the family of

Stephanas at Corinth, we see that those who first undertook

office in tlie church, were members of the family first con-

verted in that city.

It was also among the churches of the Gentile Christians

that the peculiar nature of the Christian worship was fully

expressed in the character of their cultus. For among the

Jewish Christians the ancient forms of the Jewish cultus

were still retained, though persons of this class who were

deeply imbued with the spirit of the gospel, and hence had
acquired the essence of inward spiritual worship, which is

limited to no place or time,—were made fi'ee as it regarded

their inward life from the thraldom of these forms, and had
learned to refine these forms by viewing them in the light of

the gospel. Such persons thought that the powers of the

future world which they were conscious of having received,

would still continue to operate in these forms belonging to the

ancient economy, until that future world and the whole of its

new heavenly economy would arrive, by means of the return

of Christ to complete his kingdom,—a decisive era which
appeared to them not far distant. On the contrary,- among
the Gentiles the free spiritual worship of God developed

itself in direct opposition to Judaism and the attempts to

mingle Judaism and Christianity. According to the doc-

trine of the apostle Paul, the Mosaic law in its whole extent

had lost its value as such to Christians ; nothing could be a

rule binding on Christians on account of its being contained

in the Mosaic law ; but, whatever w^as binding as a law for

the Christian life, must as such derive its authority from
another quarter. Hence a transference of the Old Testament
command of the sanctity of the Sabbath to the New Tes-

tament standing-point was not admissible. Whoever con-

sidered himself subject to one such command, in Paul's

judgment again placed himself under the yoke of the whole
law

; his inward life was thereby brought into servitude to

outward earthly things, and sinking into Jewish nationalism,

denied the universalism of the gospel ; for on the standing-
point of the gospel, the whole life became in an equal manner
related to God, and served to glorify him, and thenceforth no
opp'-^sition existed between what belonged to the world and
vhat belonged to God. Thus all the days of the Chi'istian
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life must be equally holy to the Lord; hence Paul says

to the Galatian Christians, who had allowed themselves to be

so fai' led astray as to acknowledge the Mosaic law as binding,

and to observe the Jewish feasts, " After that ye have known
God, or rather (by his pitying love), have been led to the

knowledge of God, how turn ye again' to the weak and

beggarly elements, whereunto ye desire again to be in bond-

age V'^ Gal. iv. 9. He fears that his labours among them to

make them Christians had been in vain, and for this very

reason, because they reckoned the observance of certain days

as holy to be an essential part of religion. The apostle does

not here oppose the Christian feasts to the Jewish, but ht

considers the whole reference of religion to certain days as

something foreign to the exalted standing-point of Christian

freedom, and belonging to that of Judaism and Heathenism.

With a similar polemical view (in Coloss. ii. IG) he declares

his opposition to those who considered the observation of cer-

tain days as essential to religion, and condemned those who
did not observe them. Although, in the Epistle to the

Romans, xiv. 1—6, he enjoins forbearance towards such in

whom the Christian spirit was not yet developed with true

^ Thus he spoke to those who had formerly been heathens ; for

although in other points Judaism might be considered as opposed to

heathenism, yet he viewed as an element common to both, the cleaving

to outward forms.
2 I have translated this passage according to the sense ; more lite-

rally it would be,
—" or rather are known by God."—Living in estrange-

ment from him, they lived in spiritual darkness, in ignorance of God
and of divine things ; but now by the mercy of God revealing itself to

them, they obtained living communion with him, and the true know-
ledge of him. After Paul had contrasted their present standing-point

of divine knowledge with that of their former ignorance, he corrects

himself, in order not to let it be imagined that they were indebted
simply to the exercise of their own reason for this knowledge of God,
and represents in strong terms, that they were indebted for every thing
to divine grace, the grace of redemption. Therefore, they were guilty

of ingratitude, in not making use of the knowledge vouchsafed to them
by the grace of God. Had it been possible for Paul, according to the
idiom of the Greek, to mark by a passive form of the same woid
yiuaxTK^iv, the contrast between a received knowledge imparted by God,
and a knowledge gained by the exercise of the mental powers alone, he
would for that purpose have used the passive form. This, indeed, the

laws of the Greek language did not permit; but yet the passive form,

according to his customary Hellenistic idiom, gave him an opportunity
to mark the contrast which he had in his mind still more strongly
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freedom, yet he certainly considers it as the most genuine

Christianity, to think every day ahke, to hold none as

peculiarly sacred to the Lord; the Kpireiv -dcrav -qfiepav—fjn)

<Pporiiv Kvpiu) rijv rjfxepav.

It is worthy of notice, that Paul in such passages entirely

rejects even festive observances, as they were considered

among Gentiles and Jews as something absolutely essential to

religion, and does not even mention any days which might

be expressly sacred in a freer method, and suited to Chris-

tianity, Christian feasts properly so called. So far was he

from thinking that on the Christian standing-point there

could be days which could in any manner bear a resemblance

to what in the Jewish sense was a feast, or that it was neces-

sary to set apart any day whatever as specially to be observed

by the church ! From such passages we may conclude, that,

in the Gentile churches, all days of the week were considered

alike suitable for the service of the church ; and that all pre-

ference of one day to another was regarded as quite foreign

to the genius of the gospel.

A perfectly unquestionable and decided mention of the

ecclesiastical observance of Sunday among the Gentile Chris-

tians, we cannot find in the times of the Apostle Paul, but
there are two passages which make its existence probable.

If what Paul says, 1 Cor. xii. 2, relates to collections which
were made at the meetings of the church, it woidd be
evident from this passage that at that time the Sunday was
specially devoted to such meetings. But Paul, if we examine
his language closely, says no more than this : that every one
should lay by in his own house on the first day of the week,
whatever he was able to save. This certainly might mean,
that every one should bring with him the sum he had saved
to the meeting of the church, that thus the individual con-
tributions might be collected together, and be ready for Paul
as soon as he came. But this would be making a gratuitous
supposition, not at all required by the connexion of the
pas.sage.' Wo may fairly understand the whole passage
to mean, tliat every one on the first day of the week should
lay coside what lie could spare, so that when Paul came, every
one might be prepared with the total of the sum thus laid

' The word e-qffavpi^wv, 1 Cor. xvi. 2, applied to setting aside the
email sums weekly, id against the notion of a public collection.
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by, and then, by putting the sums together, the collection of
the whole church would be at once made. If we adopt this

interpretation, we could not infer that special meetings of the
church were held and collections made on Sundays. And if

we assume that, independently of the influence of Christianity,

the Jewish reckoning by weeks had been adopted among the
heathen in the Roman Empire ; still in this passage we can
find no evidence for the existence of a religious distinction of

Sunday. But since we are not authorized to make this

assumption unless a church consisted for the most part
of those who had been Jewish Proselytes,^ we shall be led to

infer that the religious observances of Sunday occasioned its

being considered the first day of the week. It is also

mentioned in Acts xx. 7, that the church at Troas assembled
on a Sunday and celebrated the Lord's Supper. Here the

question arises, whether Paul put off his departure from
Troas to the next day, because he wished to celebrate the
Sunday with this church—or whether the church met on
the Sunday (though they might have met on any other

day), because Paul had fixed to leave Troas on the follow-

ing day.

At all events, we must deduce the origin of the religious

observance of Sunday, not from the Jewish-Christian churches,

but from the peculiar circumstances of the Gentile Christians,

and may account for the practice in the following manner.
Where the circumstances of the churches did not allow of,

daily meetings for devotion and agapce—although in the

nature of Christianity no necessity could exist for such a dis-

tinction—although on the Christian standing-point all days
were to be considered as • equally holy, in an equal manner
devoted to the Lord—yet on account of peculiar outward
relations, such a distinction of a particular day was adopted
for religious communion. They did not choose the Sabbath
which the Jewish Christians celebrated, in order to avoid the
risk of mingling Judaism and Christianity, and because
another event was more closely associated with Christian

sentiments. The sufferings and resurrection of Christ appeared
as the central point of Christian knowledge and practice

;

since his resurrection was viewed as the foundation of all

Christian joy and hope, it was natural that the day which

1 See Meier's Chronologie, i. 180.
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Avas connected with the remembrance of this event, should be

specially devoted to Christian communion.
But if a weekly day was thus distinguished in the churches

of Gentile Christians, still it is very doubtful that any yearh-

commemoration of the resm-rection was observed among them.

Some have endeavoured to find in 1 Cor. v. 7, a reference to

a Christian passover to be celebrated in a Christian sense

with a decided reference to Christian truth : but we can find a

reference only to a Jewish passover, w^hich was still celebrated

by the Jewish Chi'istians. When Paul was -vNTiting those

words, the Jews and Jewish Christians were present to his

imagination, as on the fourteenth of Nisan, they carefully

searched e^'ery corner of their houses, lest any morsel of

leaven should have escaped their notice. This practice of

outward Judaism he applies in a spiritualized sense to

Christians. " Purify yourselves fi'om the old leaven (the

leaven of your old nature, which still cleaves to you from

3"our old corruption), that yo\i may become a new mass
(meaning renewed and justified human nature), and as it

were unleavened ; that is, purified by Christ from the leaven

of sin, as elsewhere Paul represents pm'ification from sin, the

being dead to sin as connected with the death of Christ, ' for

Christ has been offered as our paschal lamb : they ought ever

to remember that true paschal lamb, by whose offering they
were truly freed from sin ; the Jewish passover was hence-
forth wholly useless. Therefore, as men pmified from sin by
Christ our paschal lamb, let us celebrate the feast, not after

the manner of the Jews, who swept the leaven out of their

houses, but retained the leaven of old cormption in their

hearts—but let us so celebrate it that we may be a mass
purified in heart from the leaven of sin." In all this, there
is evidently no reference to the celebration of a Christian
passover among Gentile Christians, but only the contrast of

' This is no doubt the simplest interpretation of the ^\'ords Kadws
((TT€ &^vfj.oi, " as ye are unleavened," purified as redeemed persons, for
ever from the ^v^in t-^s a/xapri'ay. But, if with Grotius, we understand
the words according to the analogy of the Greek &rnTos, &oiuos, "as ye
cat no leaven," and thus are equivalent to, "as ye celebrate the feast of
unleavened bread, or the Passover,"' still this mav be understood only of a
spiritual pa.ssover; for otherwise it would not agree with that which is

afterwards adduced as a reason, and it would also be implied, that the
Gentile Christans had refrained from leavened bread at Easter, which
Paul, on his principles, could not have allowed.
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tlie spiritual passover, comprehending the whole life of the

redeemed, with the merely outward Jewish feast.

'

The celebration of the two symbols of Christian commu-
nion, Baptism and the Lord's Supper, belonged to the un-
changeable plan of the Christian church, as framed by its

Divine Founder ; these rites were to be recognised equally

by Jews and Gentiles, and no alteration would be made in

reference to them by the peculiar formation of ecclesiastical

life among the Gentiles ; we need therefore to add little to

w^hat w^e have before remarked. In Baptism, entrance into

communion with Christ appears to have been the essential

point ; thus persons were united to the spiritual body of

Christ and received into the communion of the redeemed,
the church of Christ; Gal. in. 27; 1 Cor. xii. 13. Hence
baptism, according to its characteristic marks, was designated

a ],mptism into Christ, into the name of Christ, as the acknow-
ledgment of Jesus as the Messiah w^as the original article of

faith in the apostohc church, and this was probably the most
ancient- formula of baptism, which was still made use of

even in the third century (see my Church Histor}^, vol. i.

p. 546). The usual form of submersion at baptism, practised

by the Jews, was transferred to the Gentile Christians.

Indeed, this form was the most suitable to signify that which
Christ intended to render an object of contemplation by such
a symbol ; the immersion of the whole man in the spirit of a
new life. But Paul availed himself of what was accidental to

the form of this symbol, the twofold act of submersion and
of emersion, to which Christ certainly made no reference at

the institution of the symbol. As he found therein a reference

to Christ Dead, and Christ Risen, the negative and positive

aspect of the Christian life—in the imitation of Christ to die

to all ungodliness, and in communion with him to rise to a
new divine life,—so in the given form of baptism, he made
use of what w^as accessory in order to reuresent, by a sensible

^ If we supposed that these words related to an Easter-feast, cele-
brated among the Gentile Christians, it would follow that they cele-

brated this feast at the same time as the Jews, and then it would hardly
be possible to explain the rise of the disputes relative to the time of
observing Easter.

2 In the Shepherd of Hermas (vlsio iii, c. 7), in Fabriccii Cod. apocr.
Kov. Test. p. 804, it is said, haplizavi in nomine Domini.

VOL. I. M
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image, the idea and design of the rite in its connexion with

the whole essence of Christianity.

Since baptism marked the entrance into communion with

Christ, it resulted from the nature of the rite,, that a confes-

"

sion of faith in Jesus as the Redeemer would be made by the

person to be baptized ; and in the latter part of the apostolic

age, we may find indications of the existence of such a prac-

tice. » As baptism was closely united with a conscious

entrance on Christian communion, frith and baptism were

always connected with one another ; and thus it is in the

highest degree probable that baptism was performed only in

instances where both could meet together, and that the

practice of infant baptism was unknown at this period. We
^ These indications are such as will not amount to incontrovertible

certainty. We find the least doubtful reference in 1 Pet. iii. 21, but
the interpretation even of this passage has been much disputed. If the

words are understood in this sense, "a question according to a good
conscience in relation to God, by means of the resurrection of Christ,"

a question proposed at baptism might be inferred from it, of which tlie

purport would be, whether a person believed in the resurrection of

Christ, as the pledge of the forgiveness of sins granted to him, and
hence would think of God in this faith with a good conscience. But
AViner against such an interpretation of the passage justly objects, that

in this case, the answer given by the candidate as an expression of his

confession of his faith, of what peculiarly related to salvation, and not
the question, must have been mentioned. Yet "Winers explanation (in

his Grammar) in reference to the word eVepajT77,ua,—the seeking of a
good conscience after God,—although iir^purav eis in the Hellenistic
idiom, as the passage adduced by AViner shows, may have this meaning
—does not appear the most natural. If Paul had wished to say this,

would he not have preferred using the form eVepwTTycrij 1 And might
it not be said against this interpretation, that the apostle would have
represented that which saved at baptism, not the seeking after God,
but the finding God through Christ, the longing for communion with
liim, according to the anafogy of scriptural representations on this
Bul)ject ]

But what Peter wished particularly to point out, was the spiritual
character of the whole baptismal rite, in opposition to a mere outward
sensible purification. This spiritual character might be pointed out by
the question proposed at baptism, Avhich referred to the spiritual reli-

gious object of the rite, and the question is alluded to instead of the
answer, because it precedes and is that which gives occasion to the
answer, and thus the first interpretation may be justified.

The second trace of such a baptismal confession is found in 1 Tim,
yi. 12, but it is not cjuite evident, that a confession of this kind is

intended ; it might be only one which Timothy had given from the free
impulse of feeling, when he was set apart to be the associate of Paul in
publishing the gospel.
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cannot infer the existence of infant baptism from the instance

of the baptism of whole families, for the passage in 1 Cor.

xvi. 15, shows the fallacy of such a conclusion, as from that it

appears that the whole family of Stephanas, who were bap-

tiz2d by Paul, consisted of adults. That not till so late a

period as (at least certainly not earlier than) Irenscus, a trace

of infant baptism appears, and that it first became recognised

as an apostolic tradition in the course of the third century, is

evidence rather against than /or the admission of its apostolic

origin ; especially since, in the spirit of the age when Christ-

ianity appeared, there were many elements which must have

been favourable to the introduction of infant baptism,—the

same elements from which proceeded the notion of the magical

effects of outward baptism, the notion of its absolute neces-

sity for salvation, the notion which gave rise to the mythus
that the apostles baptized the Old Testament saints in Hades.

How very much must infant baptism have corresponded with

such a tendency, if it had been favoured by tradition ! It

might indeed be alleged, on the other hand, that after infant

baptism, had long been recognised as an apostolic tradition,

many other causes hindered its universal introduction, and the

same causes might still earlier stand in the way of its spread,

although a practice sanctioned by the apostles. But these

causes could not have acted in this manner, in the post-

apostolic age. In later times, we see the opposition between

theory and practice, in this respect, actually coming forth.

Besides, it is a different thing, that a practice which could not

altogether deny the marks of its later institution, although at

last recognised as of apostolic founding, could not for a length

of time pervade the life of the church ; and that a practice

really proceeding from apostolic institution and tradition,

notwithstanding the authority that introduced it, and the

circumstances in its favour arising from the spirit of the times,

should yet not have been generally adopted. And if w^e wish

to ascertain from whom such an institution was originated, we
should say, certainly not immediately from Christ himself.

Was it from the primitive church in Palestine, from an
injunction given by the earlier apostles? But among the

Jewish Christians, circumcision was held as a seal of the

covenant, and hence, they had so much less occasion to make
use of another dedication for their children. Could it then
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liave been Paul, who first among heathen Christians intro-

duced this alteration by the use of baptism. But this Avould

agree least of all with the peculiar Christian characteristics of

this apostle. He who says of himself tliat Christ sent him not

to baptize, but to preach the gospel ; he T\'ho always kept hh
eye fixed on one thing, justification by faith, and so carefully

avoided every thing which could give a handle or support to

the noti';)n of a justification by outward things (the ffcipciKa)—
how could he have set up infont baptism against the circum-

cision that continued to be practised by the Jewish Chris-

tians? In this case, the dispute carried on with the Judaizing

party, on the necessity of circumcision, would easily have

given an opportunity of introducing this substitute into the

controversy, if it had really existed. The evidence arising

from silence on this topic, has therefore the greater weight, ^

^ If it could be shown, that at this time there was a practice of ad-

ministering to living persons a substitutionary baptism for the dead, an
interpreta.tion of 1 Cor. xv. 19, which has been lately advocated by
liiickcrt—this would stand in striking contradiction with the absence

of infant-baptism. If so unconditional a necessity was ascribed to out-

ward baptism, and such a magical power for the salvation of men, as to

have occasioned the introduction of such a practice, from such a stand-

ing-point men must have been brought much sooner to the practice of

infant-baptism. But although the explanation here proposed arises

from the most natural interpretation of the words, I cannot assent to it,

since it does not satisfy other conditions of a correct exegesis. AVhat
idea can we form of such a practice of substitutionary baptism] Was it

that persons hoped by means of it to save their deceased friends and
relatives, and those who had remained far from the faith? But since at
that time such stress was laid on the necessity of repentance and faith,

we are at a loss to conceive how such an error and abuse could gain ac-

ceptance. The supposition of this necessity lies at the foundation of the
mythus of the baptism administered in Hades to the saints of the Old
Testament. AVe might rather suppose that if persons who had become
believers died before they could fulfil their resolution of being baptized,
a substitutionary baptism would be made use of for them. But
in such cases, it would have been more consonant to a superstitious.
adherence to an outward rite, that they should have hastened to impart
baptism to the dying, or even to the dead, and we iiud traces of both
these practices in later times. Of a substitutionary baptism, on the
contrary, no trace can be found, with the exception of"^the biugle passage
in J'aul's writings. An improper appeal has been made on this point
to TertuUian. He says, de liesurrtciione Carnis, c. 48, only what he
believed was to be found in these words of Paul, without referring to
any other (juarter. hi his work against Marcion, v. 10, he also refers to
this passage, and such a substitutionary baptism appeared to him a.s

fiomewhat analogous to the hcatiienish purgations for the dead on the
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We find, indeed, in one passage of Paul, 1 Cor. vii. 14, a trace,

that already the children of Christians where distingni.shed

from the children of heathens, and might be considered in a

certain sense as belonging to the church, but this is not

deduced from their having partaken of baptism, and this

mode of connexion with the church is rather evidence against

the existence of infiint baptism. The apostle is here treating

of the sanctifying influence of the communion between parents

and cliiidren, by which the children of Christian parents would
be distinguished from the children of those who vvere not
Christian, and in virtue of which they might in a certain sense

be termed ayta, in contrast with the dKcidapra. • But if infant

baptism had been tlien in existence, the epithet uyia, applied

to Christian children, would have been deduced only from this

sacred rite by which they had become incorporated with the

Christian church. But in the point of view here chosen by
Paul, we find (although it testifies against the existence of

infant baptism) the fundamental idea from which infant

baptism was afterwards necessarily developed, and by which it

1st of February, the Fehruationes. lie thougbt it important to remark,
that Paul could not have approved of such a practice. " Viderit insti-

tutio ista. Kalendte si forte Februarite respondebunt illi: pro mortuia
petere. NoU ergo apostolum novum statim auctorem aut confirma-

torem ejus denotare, nt tanto magis sisteret carnis resurrectionem,

quanto illi qui vane pro mortuis baptizarcntur, fide resurrectionis hoc
facerent." And he himself afterwards proposes another interpretation

of the passage, according to which there is no allusion to a substitu-

tionary baptism. Later uneducated Marcionitcs in Syria had, most
probably from this passage of St. Paul's, adopted a practice altogether

at variance with the spirit of Marcion. Besides, we might suppose that

Paul employed an orr/umentum ad hominem, and adduced a supersti-

tious custom as evidence of a truth lying at the foundation of Christian,

knowledge. But still it is difiicult to suppose that Paul, who so zealously

opposed all dependence on outward things, and treated it as the worst
adulteration of the gospel, should not from the first have expressed
himself in the strongest terms against such a delusion.

' The immediate impressions—which proceed from the whole of the
intercourse of iile. and by means of the natural feeling of dependence of

children on their parents, pass from the latter to the former—have a far

stronger hold than the cllects of instruction, and such impressions may
begin before the ability for receiving instruction in a direct manner
exists. These impressions attach themselves to the first germs of con-

sciousness, and on that account, the commencement of this sanctifying

influence cannot be precisely determined. See De Wette's excellent re-

marks in the Studien urul Kritiken, 1839. Part iii. p. 671.
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must be justified to agree with Paul's sentiments ; an indica-

tion of the preeminence belonging to children born in a

Christian community ; the consecration for the kingdom of

God which is thereby granted to them, an immediate sanc-

tifying influence which would communicate itself to their

eai-liest development.

'

As to the celebration of the Holy Supper, it continued to

be connected with the common meal, in which all as members
of one family joined, as in the primitive Jewish church, and

agi'ceably to its first institution. In giving a history of the

Corinthian church, we shall have occasion to speak of the

abuses which arose from the mixture of ancient Grecian cus-

toms with the Christian festival.

The publication of the gospel among the heathen, was desti-

tute of those facilities for its reception, which the long-con-

tinued expectation of a Redeemer as the promised Messiah

gave it amoiio; the Jews. Here was no continuous succession

of witnesses forming a revelation of the living God, with wdiich

tlie gospel, as already indicated and foretold by the law and
prophets among the Jews, might connect itself. Still the

annunciation of a Eedeemer found its point of connexion in

the imiversal feeling adhering to the very essence of human
nature—the feeling of disunion and guilt, and as a conse-

quence of this, though not brought out with distinctness, a
longing after redemption from such a condition ; and by the
mental development of these nations, and their political con-

dition at that period, sentiments of this class were more

* The words in 1 Cor. vii. 14, may be taken in a twofold manner. If
we understand with De Wette the u/uwz/ as applied to all Christians—
(which the connexion and the use of the plural render probable)—then
the apostle infers that the children of Christians, although not incorpo-
rated with the church, nor yet baptized, raight be called ayia (which is
De Wettc's opinion), and thus what we have remarked in the text
follows as a necessary consequence. But if we admit that Paul is

speaking of the case of married persons, in which one party was
a Christian, and the other a heathen, and that from the sanctification of
the children of such a marriage, he infers the sanctification of the whole
inarriage relation—which thought perfectly suits the connexion—then
it would appear that Paul deduces a sanctification of the children
by their connexion with the parents, but not from their baptism, for the
baptism of children, in these circumstances, could, in many instances,
be hardly pcrfurmcd. If an infant baptism then existed, he could not
call the children of such a mixed marriage a-yia, in the same sense as
the children of parents who were both Christians.
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vividly felt, while the feeling of disunion (in man's own
powers, and between man and God) was manifested in the pre-

vailing tendency towards dualistic views. The youthful con-

fidence of the old world was constantly giving way to a feeling

of disunion and sadness excited by the more powerful sense of

the law wi'itten on the heart, which, like the external law

given to the Jews, was destined to guide the Gentiles to the

Savioui'. The gospel could not be presented in the relation

it bore to Judaism, as the completion of what already existed

in the popular religion ; it must come forth as the antagonist

of the lieathenish deification of nature, and could only attach

itself to the truth lying at the foundation of this enormity,

the sense, nameW, in the human breast of a hidden, unknown
deity ; it was necessary to announce Christianity as the reve-

lation of that God in whom, by virtue of their divine original,

men " lived and moved and had their being," but of whom, in.

consequence of their estrangement from him by sin, they had

only a mysterious sense as an unknown and distant divinity.

Under this aspect it might also be represented as a completion

of that which was implanted by God in the original constitu-

tion of man, as the final aim of this indistinct longing. Also,

in relation to all that was truly natural, belonging to the ori-

ginal nature of man, and not founded in sin, it might be truly

asserted, that Christ came not to destroy, but to fulfil. And
here certainly the Gentiles were placed in a more advantageous

position than the Jews ; they were not exposed to the tempta-

tion of contemplating Christianity only as the completion of

a religious system already in existence, and of disowning its

purpose of producing an entire transformation of the life ; for

to a convert from heathenism, Christianity presenting itself in

direct opposition to the whole of his former religious standmg-

point, must necessarily appear as something altogether new
and designed to effect an entire revolution. Meanwhile, al-

though Christianity must have at first presented itself as

opposed to the existing elements of life in heathenism
;
yet

Christians who continued to live in intercourse with heathens

among their old connexions, were so much the more exposed

in a practical view to the infection of a corimpt state of morals,

till their Christian life became firmly established. And
although the peculiar position of the Gentiles did not expose

them so much as the Jews to pervert the gospel into an ojnts
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operatum, and thus to misuse it as a cloak for immorality, still

such an error might arise, not from the influence of Judaizing

teachei-s, but from tlie depraved condition of human nature.

It is evident that Paul deemed it necessary emphatically to

guard and warn them against it. ^

Another danger of a different kind threatened Christianity

when it found its way among the educated classes in the seats

of Grecian learning. Since in these places the love of know-

ledge predominated, and surpassed in force all the other fun-

damenUd tendencies of human nature ; since men were disposed

to cultivate intellectual eminence to the neglect of morals, and
Christianity gave a far wider scope than heathenism to the

exercise of the mental powers ; since in many respects it

agreed with those among the Grecian philosophers, who rested

their opposition to the popular religions on an ethical basis
;

the consequence was, that they made Christianity, contrary to

its nature and design, chiefly an exercise of the understand-

ing, and aimed to convert it into a philosophy, thus subordi-

nating the practical interest to the theoretical, and obscuring

the real genius of the gospel. The history of the further

spread of Christianity among the heathen, and of individual

churches founded among them, wall give us an opportunity of

developing this feet, and setting it in a clearer light. We
now proceed to the second missionary journey of the apostle

Paul.

CHAPTER VI.

THE SECOND MISSIONARY JOURNEY OF THE APOSTLE PAUL.

After Paul and Barnabas had spent some time with the
chur(;h at Antioch, they resolved to revisit the churches
founded in the cour.sc of their former missionary journe}^, and
then to extend their labours still further. Barnabas wished
to take his nephew Mark again with them as a companion,
but Paul refused his assent to this proposal, for he could not

« The Ktvoi Koyoi, against which Paul warns the Ephesians, (v. 6.)
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excuse his having allowed attachment to home to render him
unfliithfiil to the Lord's service, and deemed one who was not
ready to sacrifice every thing to this cause as unfitted for

such a vocation. We sec on this occasion the severe earnest-

ness of Paul's character, which gave up, and wished others to

give up, all personal considerations and feelings where the

cause of God was concerned ; he never allowed himself to be
tempted or seduced in this respect by his natural attachment
to the nation to whom he belonged.' The indulgence shown
by Barnabas to Mark might jDroceed either from the peculiar

mildness of his Christian character, or from a regard to the

ties of relationship not yet sufficiently controlled by the power
of the Christian spirit. That such human attachments had
too much influence on Barnabas, is shown by his conduct
at Antioch on the occasion of the conference between Peter

and Paul. Thus a sudden difference arose between two men
who had hitherto laboured together in the work of the Lord,

which ended in their separation from one another, and
thus it was shown, that these men of God were not free

from human weakness ; but the event proved that even this

circumstance contributed to the extension of the kingdom
of God, for, in consequence of it, the circle of their labours

was very greatly enlarged. Barnabas now formed a sphere

of action for himself, and first of all visited with Mark
his native country Cyprus, and then most probably devoted

himself to preach the gospel in other regions. For that

he remained in his native country unemployed in missionary

service, not only his labours up to this time forbid our
supposing, but also the terms in which Paul speaks of him at

a later period (1 Cor. ix. 6) as a well-known and indefatigable

preacher of the gospel. Paul's severity towards his nephew
was probably of service to Mark in leading him to a sense of

his misconduct, for he afterwards continued fiiithful to his

vocation. This separation was in the issue only temporary,
for we afterwards find Barnabas, Paul, and Mark, in close

connexion Avith one another, although Barnabas appears

^ In the TrpcDroj/ of Rom. i. 16, we cannot, with Euckert, find marks
of this national attachment not entirely overcome. This irpwTov cor-

responds with the necessary historical development of the theocracy.
The supposition is also excluded by the application of TrpuTov in

Eom. ii. 9.
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always to have retained a separate independent sphere of

action. In his stead Paul took Silas as his fellow-labourer.

From the beginning of his ministry, it was a fixed principle

with Paul, as "he himself tells us in Kom. xv. 20, and

2 Cor. X. 16, to form his own field of labour for the pro-

pagation of the gospel, and not to trespass on that of any

other person ; instead, therefore, of betaking himself first to

Cyprus, as on former occasions, he travelled through the

neighbouring pai'ts of Syria to Cilicia, Pisidia, and the towns

in which he had laboured on his first journey. In the town

of Lystra,' he found a young man named Timothy, who, by

the instructions of his mother, a pious Jewess, but married to

a heathen, had received religious impressions, which had an

abiding effect. His mother was converted when Paul first

visited that town, and young Timothy also became a zealous

confessor of the gospel. The report of his Christian zeal had
spread to the neighbouring town of Iconium. In the church

to which he belonged, the voices of prophets announced that

he was destined to be a distinguished agent in spreading the

1 I must here diiFer from the opinion I expressed in the first edition.

In Acts xvi. 1, the inel, if there are no reasons for the contrary, is most
naturally understood of the place last mentioned, Lystra; and since

the favourable testimony to his character given by the brethren at

Lystra and Iconium is mentioned, we may presume, with some con-

fidence, that one of these towns was his native place; for it is not pro-

bable that whjit those who knew him best said of him should be passed
over, tho\igh it is barely possible that the testimony of persons living in

the nearest towns to his own might be adduced. In Acts xx. 4, the
approved reading is rather for than against this supposition ; for

if Timothy had been a native of Derbe, the predicate Aepfia7os would
not have been applied to Taios alone, but Luke would have written
Afp^aTos 5e TaCos Koi Ti/xodehs or Taios «ai Tifxodehs Acpfialoi. But it is

surprising that, in this passage, Timothy stands alone without the men-
tion of his native place, and that in Acts xix. 29, Aristarchus and Gaius
are named together as Macedonians and companions of Paul. Hence it

might be presumed, that the predicate Aep^aTos had been misplaced,
and ought to stand after Timothy's name. Aristarchus, Secundus, and
Ciaius, would then be named as natives of Thessalonica, and Timothy of
Derbe. But if we adopt this view, then Acts xvi. 1, 2, must be
differently explained. But still it is not probable that the more easy
reading could be altogether removed to make way for one more difficult.

So common a name as Gaius might easily belong to a Christian
at Derbe and to another from Macedonia, as we find it borne also by
an approved Christian residing at Corinth, Eom. xvi. 23, 1 Cor. i. 14";

and Timothy's native place might be omitted because he was the best
known of all Paul's associates.
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gospel. It gratified Paul to have a zealous youth with him,

who could assist him on his missionary journeys, and bo

trained for a preacher under his direction. He seconded the

voices that thus called on Timothy, and the young man him-

self was prepared by his love to their common Lord, to

accompany his faithful servant eveiy where. As by his

descent and education he belonged on one side to the Jews,

and on the other to the Gentiles, he was so much the more
fitted to be the companion of the apostles among both. And
in order to bring him nearer the former, Paul caused him to

be circumcised, by which he forfeited none of the publicly

acknowledged rights of the Gentile Christians ; for being the

son of a Jewess, and educated in Judaism, he could with

more propriety be claimed by the Jews.

After Paul had visited the churches already founded in this

district, he proceeded to Phrygia. Of course he could not, either

on this or on a later journey, publish the gospel in all the

threescore and two^ towns of the populous province of Phrygia.

He must have left much to be accomplished by his pupils,

such, for instance, as Epaphras at Colossas, who afterwards

founded a church there, and in the towns of Hierapolis and
Laodicea.^ Thence he directed his course northward to

^ This is the number stated in the sixth century by Hierocles, author
of the 2vv4k57)ixos, or a " Traveller's Companion," which gives au
account of the provinces and towns of the Eastern Empire.

2 I cannot agree with the opinion of Dr. Schulz, brought forward in

the Studien unci Kritiken, vol. ii. part 3, which is also advocated by
Dr. Schott in his Isagoge, that Paul himself was the founder of these

churches. I cannot persuade myself that, if the Colossians and Laodi-

ceans had received the gospel from the lips of the apostle, he would
have placed them so closely in connexion with those wlio were not per-

sonally known to him, without any distinction, as we find in Coloss. ii. 1

;

since, in reference to the anxiety of the apostle for the churches, it

always made an important difference whether he himself had founded
them or not. The oaoi would have been used too indefinitely, if its

meaning had not been fixed by what preceded ; from which it appears,

that those churches of Phrygia are referred to, which, like the churches
at Colossae and Laodicea, had not been founded by Paul himself. And
how can it be supposed that, in an epistle to a church founded by him-
self, he would never appeal to what they had heard from his own lips,

but only to the announcement of the gospel, which they had heard from
others? and that he should speak not ot what he himself had seen and
heard among them, but only of what had been reported to him by
others respecting their state 1 The acute remarks of Wiggers, in the

Studien und Kritiken, 1838, part i. p. 171, have not induced me to
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Galatica. As many Jews resided in this province, he addressed

himself probably first to these, and to the proselytes who

worshipped with'^them in the synagogues. But the ill-treat-

ment he met with among the Jews prepared an opening for

liim to the Gentiles, by whom he was received with great

affection.

Paul Iiad to maintain a severe conflict with bodily suffering,

as api)ears from many allusions in his epistles, where he speaks

of his being given up to a sense of human weakness. Nor is

this surprising, for as a Pharisee, striving after the righteous-

ness of the law, lie had certainly not spared his own body.

After he had found salvation by faith in the Redeemer, and

had attained the freedom of the evangelical spirit, he was, it

is true, very far from a tormenting castigation of his body,

and from legal dependence on works ; he expresses the most

alter my opinion on this point. The explanation he gives of the v/ords

in Coloss. ii. 1, " al^o for those (among the Christians in Colossae and
Laodicea) who have not known me personally," appears to me not so

natural as the common one, which I follow. If Paul had intended to

say this, he would hardly have failed to limit bVot by adding vijlwv. If

the icai in verse 7 is also to be retained, yet I do not find any intimation

conveyed by it that they had received instruction from another teachei",

but only a reference to what preceded, that they had received from
Epaphras the same gospel of the divine grace which had been published
throughout the world. But, from external evidence, I cannot help con-

sidering the Koi as suspicious;—the frequent repetition of it in the pre-

ceding part, and the observable reference to v. 6, might easily occasion

the insertion of sucli a koI. But if the /coi is spurious, it appears much
more clearly that Epaphras, not Paul, was the teacher of this church.

He is called {vnip rnxwv Zmkovos) a servant of Christ in Paul's stead,

because Paul had given over to him the office of proclaiming the gospel
in the three cities of Phrygia which he himself could not visit. It is

not clear to me that Paul, in ii. 5, may not have used the word ^Tretjui

to denote his bodily absence in opposition to his spiritual presence
among them, although he did not mean that he had been once among
them, and was now removed to a distance from them. It still appears
to me remarkable, that—if he wrote some years after his presence
among them— there should be no allusion to his personal intercourse
^\'ith them, especially in an epistle to a church which was in so critical

a state ; to whom it was so important to evince his love and care for
them, and to exhort fixithfully to keep the instructions they had received
from him ; and especially, if he had the opportunity of commending
Ei)aphras to them, as the person who had carried on the work which he
liad begun, he would so much the more have stated explicitly, that
Epaphras taught no other doctrine than what they had at first received
from liimsclf, that he would only raise the superstructure on the
foundation laid by himself.
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decided opposition to everything of tlio kind, in lano-uap'o

which exhibits him to us as independent of all ontward
circumstances, with a spirit that freely subordinated and
appropriated all that was external to an infinitely higher

object. Such are those memorable words which testify such

consciousness of true freedom :
" I know both how to he

abased, and I know how to abound : everywhere and in all

things, I am instructed both to be full and to be hungry,

both to abound and to suffer need. I can do all things

through Christ that strengtheneth me." Philip, iv. 12, lo.

But his new vocation allowed him still less to spare himself,

since he laboured hard with his own hands for a livelihood,

while he exerted his powers both of miud and body to the

utmost in his apostolic ministry ; he had so many dangers to

imdergo, so many hardships and sufferings to endure, under

which a weak body might soon sink. Yet with the sense of

human weakness, the consciousness waxed stronger of a might
surpassing everything that human power could effect, a divine

all-conquering energy which proved its efficiency in the

preaching of the gospel and in him as its instrument ; and he

could perfectly distinguish this divine power from all merely

human endowments. Under a sense of human Aveakness, he

became raised above himself, by that inward glory which

beamed upon him in those communications of a higher world

with which he was honoured. He considered a peculiarly

oppressive pain which constantly attended him, and checked

the soaring of his exalted spirit, as an admonition to humility

given him by God, as a counterpoise to those moments of

inward glorification which were vouchsafed him. And he

informs us, that after he had prayed thrice to the Lord, to

free him from this oppressive pain, an answer by a divine

voice—either in vision or in pure inward consciousness—was
granted him—that he must not desire to be freed from that

Avhich deepened the sense of his human w^eakness, but must
be satisfied with the consciousness of the divine grace im-

parted to him ; for the power of God proved itself to be truly

such, even in the midst of human weakness.'

^ I cannot agree witli those who think that Paul, in 2 Cor. xii. 7,

where he alludes to something that constantly tormented him like a

piercing thorn which a person carries about in his body, only intended

to signify his numerous opponents. Ccriainly we cannot be justified
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He experienced the tmth of this especially during his

ministry in Galatia. His body was bowed down through

debility, but the divine power of his words and works, so

strikingly contrasted with the feebleness of the material

organ, made a powerful impression on susceptible disposi-

tions. Under these circumstances, the glowing zeal of self-

sacrificing love which amidst his own sufferings enabled him

to bear everything so joyfully for the salvation of others,

must have attracted the hearts of his hearers with so much
gi-eater force, and excited that ardent attachment to his person

which he so vividly describes in Gal. iv. 14. '• Ye received

me as an angel of God, even as Jesus Christ."

The Galatian churches were formed of a stock of native

Jews, and partly of a great number of Proselytes, for whom
Judaism had become the transition-point to Christianity, and

of persons who passed immediately from heathenism to

Chi'istianity j and with the Gentile portion of the church,

some Jews connected themselves who were distinguished from

the gi'eat mass of their unbelieving countrymen by their

susceptibility for the gospel. But by means of those who
were formerly proselytes and the Jewish Christians in the

churches, an intercom'se with the Jews was kept up, and
hence arose those disturbances in these churches of which we
shall presently speak.

On leaving Galatia, Paul was at first uncertain in what
direction to turn, since new fields of labour opened to him on
difierent sides. At one time, he thought of going in a south-

westerly direction, to Proconsular Asia, and afterwards of

passing in a northerly direction to Mysia and Bithynia ; but
either by an inward voice or a vision he received a monition

in Baying, that Paul meant nothing else than what he mentions in the
10th verse ; for in this latter passage, he only applies the general truth
— which the divine voice had assured him of in reference to the parti-

cular object before mentioned—to everything which might contribute
to render him sensible of his human weakness. This application of the
principle, and the peculiar phraseology of Paul, lead us to suppose that
he meant to indicate something quite peculiar in the first passage. We
cannot indeed suppose that he would pray to be delivered from such suf-

ferings as wore essentially and indissolubly connected with his vocation.
But we must conclude thar. his prayers referred to something altogether
l)crsonal, which affected liim not as an apostle, but as Paul; though it

would be absurd, in the total absence of all distinguishing marks, to
attempt to determine exactly what it was.
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from the Divine Spirit, which caused him to abandon both
these plans. Having formed an intention of passinpr over to

Europe, but waiting to see whether lie should be withheld or

encouraged by a higher guidance, he betook himself to Troas
;

and a nocturnal vision, in which a Macedonian appeared

calling in behalf of his nation for his aid, confirmed his reso-

lution to visit Macedonia. At Troas, he met with Luke the

physician, perhaps one of the Proselytes, who had been con-

verted by him at Antioch, and who joined his band of com-
panions in missionary labour. His medical skill would be

serviceable on many occasions for promoting the publication

of the gospel among the heathen. ^ The first Macedonian city

in which they stayed was Philippi, a place of some import-

ance. The number of Jews here was not sufficient to enable

them to establish a synagogue. Probably there were onl}'

Proselytes, wdio had a place for assembling surrounded witli

trees, on the outside of the city, near the banks of the

Strymon, where they performed their devotions and the

necessary lustrations, a so-called Kpoaevx})-'^ If addresses

founded on passages in the Old Testament were not delivered

here as in the Jewish synagogue, and if Paul could not avail

himself of such a custom for publishing the gospel ; still the

Proselytes (especially females) assembled here on the Sabbath

for prayer, and he would here meet those persons who were

in a state of the greatest preparation and susceptibility for

what he wished to communicate. Accordingly, early in the

morning on the Sabbath, he resorted thither with his com-

imnions, in order to hold a conversation on religious topics

viiih the women of the city who were here assembled for

prayer. His words made an impression on the heart of

Lydia, a dealer in purple from the town of Thyatira in Lydia.

At the conclusion of the service, she and her whole family

^ ^Ye infer that Luke joined Paul at Troas, from his beginning, in

Acts xvi. 10, to write his narrative in the first person—" We endeavoured

lo go," &c.
2 The expression in Acts xvi. 13, o5 ivo/jLi^ero, makes it probable that

this TTgoffcvxv "^^'as not a building, but only an enclosed place in the open

air, which was usually applied to this purpose : compare Tertullian, ad
Nationes, i. 13, " The Orationes Literales of the Jews," and DeJejuniis,

c. 16, where he speaks of the widely-spread interest taken by the heathen

in the Jewish feasts; "Judaicum certe jejunium ubique celebratur;

quum omissis templis per omnes libros quocunque in aperto aliquando

jam preces ad coelum mittunt."
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were baptized by him, and compelled him by her importunity

to take up his abode with his companions in her house.' As
in this town there were few or no Jews, the adherents of

Judaism consisted only of proselytes ; thus Christianity met
in this quarter with no obstinate resistance ; and it would
have probably gained a still greater number of adherents,

without incurring the risk of persecution, if opposition had
not been excited, owing to the injury done to the pecuniary

interests of certain individuals among the Gentiles, by the

operation of the divine doctrine.

Tliere was a female slave who, in a state resembling the

phenomena of somnambulism, wjis accustomed to answer un-

consciously questions proposed to her, and was esteemed to

be a prophetess inspired by Apollo ;- as in all the forms of

heathenish idolatry, the hidden powers of nature were taken

into the sen^ice of religion.^ This slave had probably frequent

opportunities of hearing Paul, and his words had left an im-

pression on her heart. In her convulsive fits, these impressions

were revived, and mingling what she had heard from Paul
with her own heathenish notions, she frequently followed the

preachers when on their way to the Proseuche, exclaiming,

"These men are the servants of the Most High God, who
show unto us the way of salvation." This testimony of a

prophetess so admired by the people might have availed

much to di'aw their attention to the new doctrine ; but it

* I can by no means admit, with some expositors of the Acts, that all

this took place before the beginning of the public exercises of devotion,

and that on the same day, as they were returning from the place where
Paul baptized Lydia, the meeting with this prophetess occurred on their

way to the Proseuche. Luke's narrative in Acts xvi. 16, does not indi-

cate that all these events took place on one day. The assertions of the
prophetess make it probable that she had often heard Paul speak.

2 On the common notion of the people, that the Pythian Apollo took
possession of such i'^yacrgipivBovs or irvQ(2vas, and spoke through their

mouth, see Plutarch, De Def. Oraculor. c. 9. TertuUian describes such
persons, Apologet. c 23, " qui de Deo pati existimantur, qui anhelando"
(in a state of convulsive agony, in which the person felt himself power*
fully impelled as by a strange spirit with a hollow voice) " praefantur."

^ Thus the oracles of the ancients, the incubations, and similar pheno-
mena in the heathenism of the Society Isles in the South Sea. The
Priest of Oro, the God of War, uttered oracles in an ecstatic state of
violent convulsions, and, after his conversion to Christianity, could not
again put himself in such a state. See, on this subject, the late interest-

ing accounts of this mission by Ellis, Bennet, &c.
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was very foreign from Paul's disposition to employ or endure

such a mixture of truth and falsehood. At first, he did not

concern himself about the exclamations of the slave. But as

she persisted, he at last turned to her, and commanded the

spirit which held her rational and moral powers in bondage,

to come out of her. If this was not a personal evil spirit,

still it was the predominance of an ungodlike spirit. That
w^hich constitutes man a free agent, and which ought to rule

over the tendencies and powers of his nature, was here held in

subjection to them. ^ And by the divine power of that Saviour

w^ho had restored peace and harmony to the distracted souls of

demoniacs, this woman was also rescued from the power of such

an ungodlike spirit, and could never again be brought into that

state. When, therefore, the slave could no longer practise her

arts of soothsaying, her masters saw themselves de^Drived of

^ We have no certain marks uliicli will enable us to determine in

what light Paul viewed tlie phenomenon. It might be (though we
cannot decide with certainty) that he gave to the heathen notion, that
the spirit of Apollo animated this person, a Jewish form, that an evil

spirit or demon possessed her. In this case, he followed the universally

received notion, without reflecting at the moment any further upon it,

for this subject belonging to the higher philosophy of nature, was
far from his thoughts. He directed his attention only to the moral
grounds of the phenomenon. I am convinced, that the Spirit of truth

v/ho was promised to him as an apostle, guided him in this instance to

the knowledge of all the truth which Chri.st appeared on earth to

announce, to a knov/ledge of every thing essential to the doctrine of
salvation. By this Spirit he discerned the predominance of the reign
of evil in this phenomenon ; and if an invisible power is here thought
to be operating, yet what is natural in the causes and symptoms is

not thereby excluded, even as the natural does not exclude the super-
natural. Compare the admirable remarks of my friend Twesten in the
second volume of his Dogmatik, p. 355, and what is said on demoniacs
in my Lehen Jesu. This spirit gave Paul the confident belief, that
as Christ had conquered and rendered powerless the kingdom of evil

—

therefore by his divine power every thing which belonged to this king-
dom would henceforth be overcome. In this faith, he spoke full of
divine confidence, and his word took effect in proportion to his faith.

But in the words of Christ, and the declarations of the apostle
respecting himself, I find no ground for admitting, that with this light
of his Christian consciousness, an error could by no possibility exist,

which did not affect the truths of the gospel, but belonged to a diflferent

and lower department of knowledge ; such as the question, whether we
are to consider this as a phenomenon explicable from the nature of the
Imman soul, its natural powers and connexion with a bodily organiza-
tion, or au effect of a possession by a personal evil spirit.

VOL. I. N
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the gains which they had hitherto obtained from this source.

Em-aged, they seized Paul and Silas, and accused them before

the civil authorities, the Duumvirs, ^ as turbulent Jews, who
were attempting to introduce Jewish religious

,
practices into

the Roman colony, which was contrary to the Roman laws,

though the right was guaranteed to the Jews of practising

their" national cultus for themselves without molestation.

After they had been publicly scourged without further exami-

nation, they w^ere cast into prison. The feeling of public

ignominy and of bodily pain, confinement in a gloomy j^rison,

where their feet were stretched in a painful manner, and

flistened in the stocks (iiervus),'^ and the expectation of the

ill-treatment which might yet await them—all this could not

depress their souls ; on the contrary, they were rather elevated

by the consciousness that they were enduring reproach and
pain for the cause of Christ. About midnight they united in

offering prayer and praise to God, when an earthquake shook
the walls of their prison. The doors flew open, and the fetters

of the prisoners were loosened. The keeper of the prison was
seized with the greatest alarm, believing that the prisoners

had escaped, but Paul and Silas calmed his fears. This earth-

quake w^hich gave the prisoners an opportunity of recovering

their liberty—their refusing to avail themselves of this oppor-

tunity—their serenity and confidence under so many suffer-

ings—all combined to make them appear in the eyes of the

astonished jailor as beings of a higher order. He fell at their

feet, and calling to mind what he had heard from the lips of

Paul and Silas respecting the way of salvation announced by
them, addressed them in similar language, and inquired what
he must do to be saved. His wdiole family assembled to hear
the answer, and it was a joyful morning for all. Whether the

Duumvii-s had become more favourably disposed by what they
had leanit in the mean time respecting the prisoners, or that

the jailor's report had made an impression upon them, they
authorized him to say that Paul and Silas might depart.

^ The name (rTpaT7)70i -which is used in the Acts to designate these
magistrates, wa-s anciently employed in the smaller Greek cities to
designate the supreme authorities. Sec Aristoteles Politic, vii, 8, cd.

Bekker. vol. ii. p. l:j22, iv -rats ^iKpais -noKiai fxia irepl iravTUiu {apx^lY
Ka\ov(Ti Sf (TTpaTTJYous Kal TvoKeixdpxovs.

2 Tertullian ad Martyrcs, c. 2. " Nihil crus sentit in nervo, qaum
animus in coelo est."
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Had any thing enthusiastic mingled with that blessed inspira-

tion which enabled Paul to endure 'all shame and all suffering

for the cause of the Lord,—he certainly would have done
nothing in order to escape disgrace, though it might have
been without injury and to the advantage of his calling,—or

to obtain an apology to which his civil privileges entitled him,

for the unmerited treatment he had received. How far were
his sentiments from what in later times the morals of monkery
have called humility ! Appealing to his civil rights, ^ he
obliged the Duumvirs, who were not justified in treating a

Eoman citizen- so ignominiously, to come to the prison, and,

as an attestation of his innocence, with their own lips to re-

lease^ him and his companion. They now betook them-
selves to the house of Lydia, where the other Christians of

the city were assembled, and spoke the last words of encourage-

ment and exhortation. They then quitted the place, but Luke
and Timothy, who had not been included in the persecution,

stayed behind in peace. * Paul left in Philippi a church full

of faith and zeal—who shortly after gave a proof of their

affectionate concern for him by sending contributions for his.

maintenance, though he never sought for such gifts, but sup-

ported himself by the labour of- his own hands.

Paul and Silas nov/ directed their course to Thessalonica,

about twenty miles distant, the largest city of Macedonia, and
a place of considerable traffic, where many Jews resided.

Here they found a synagogue, which for three weeks Paul

visited on the Sabbath ; the hearts of many proselytes were

^ See the well-known words of Cicero, Act, II. in Ver-rem, v. 57.

"Jam ilia vox et imploratio ci'vi.s^ Eomanus sum, quae ssepe multis in

ultimis terris opem inter barbaros et salutem attulit,"

2 How Paul's father obtained the Koman citizenship we know not.

We have no ground for assuming, that Paul was indebted, for it to his

being born at Tarsus ; for though Dio Chrysostom, in his second x6'yos

Tapa-iKhs, vol. ii. ed. Rciske, p. 36, mentions several privileges which
the Emperor Augustus had granted to the city of Tarsus as a reward

for its fidelity in the civil wars, yet it does not appear that Roman
citizenship was one of them, and allowing it to have been so, it may be

doubted whether it would have been conlerred on a foreign Jewish

family, to which Paul belonged.
3 Silas also must have obtained by some means the right of a Eoman

citizen.

^ Timothy rejoined Paul at Thessalonica or Beroea; and Luke at

a later period.
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won by his preaching ; and through them a way was opened

for publishing the gospel among the heathen in the city.

From what Paul says in 1 Thcss. (i. 9, 10; ii. 10, 11),' we

find that he was not satisfied with addressing the proselytes

only once a-wcek at the meetings of the synagogue ; his

l)rcaching would then have been confined to the small number

of Gentiles who belonged to the proselytes. At the meetings

of the synagogue, he could adopt only such a method and form

of address, as suited the standing-point of the Jews ; he must

luxve presupi)0sed many things, and many topics he could not

develop, which required to be fully investigated, in order to

meet the peculiar exigencies of the heathen. But he knew, as

we see from several examples, how to distinguish the different

standing-points and wants of the Jews and Gentiles ; and hence,

Ave may presume, that he carefully availed himself of oppor-

tunities to make use of these differences. The Gentiles,

whose attention was awakened by the proselytes, soon assem-

bled in various places to hear him, and from them chiefly a
church was formed, professing faith in the one living God, as

well as faith in the Redeemer.

Agreeably to the declarations of Christ (Matt. x. 10, com-
pared with 1 Cor. ix. 14), Paul recognised the justice of the
requirement, that the maintenance of the preachers of the

gospel should be furnished by those for whom they expended
their whole strength and activity, in order to confer upon
them the highest benefit. But since he was conscious that in

one point he was inferior to the other apostles, not having at

first joined himself voluntarily to the lledeemer, but having
been l)y the divine grace, as it were against liis will, trans-

formed from a violent persecutor of the church into an apostle,

lie thought it his duty to sacrifice a right belonging to the
ai)ostolic office, in order to evince his readiness and delight in

the calling which was laid upon him by a higher necessity;

(1 Cor. X. IG—18.) Thus also he found the means of pro-

' Schrader in his Chronological Piemarks, p. 95, thinks that these
passiigcs cannot possibly refer to Pauls first visit to Thessalonica, uhich
niust have been a very short one. But there seems nothing improbable
in the sni)position, that a man of such zeal and indefatigable activity in
his calling, would in the space of three or four weeks, effect so much,
and leave ])ehind him bo vivid an impression of his character and
conduct, as is implied in these passages.
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moting his apostolic labours among the heathen ; for a
ministry so manifestly disinterested, sacrificing every thing for

the good of others, and undergoing all toils and deprivations,

must have won the confidence of many, even of those who
otherwise were disposed to suspect selfish motives in a zeal for

the best interests of others, which they could not appreciate.

He must have been more anxious to remove every pretext for

such a suspicion, because the conduct of many Jews who were

active in making proselytes, was calculated to cast such an
imputation on the Jewish teachers in general. The other

apostles in their youth, had earned their livelihood by a

regular employment, but yet one which they could not follow

in ever}^ place ; Paul, on the other hand, though destined, to

be a Jewish theologian, yet according to the maxims prevalent

in the Jewish schools, ' along with the study of the law, had
learned the art of tent-making ; and easily gained a main-

tenance by this handicraft, wherever he went, on account of

the mode of travelling in the East, and the manifold occasions

on which tents- were used. While anxiety for the spiritual

wants of the heathen and the new converts to Christianity

wholly occupied his mind, he was forced to employ the night

in earning the necessaries of life for himself and his com-
panions (1 Thess. ii. 9 ; Acts xx. 34), excepting as far as he

obtained some relief by the affectionate voluntary offerings of

the church at Philippi. But to him it was happiness to give

to others without receiving anything in return from them ;

from his own experience, he knew the truth of the Lord's

words, "It is more blessed to give than to receive." Acts xx. 35.

The apostle not only publicly addressed the church, but

visited individuals in their families, and impressed on their

^ In the Pirke Avoth, c. 2, § 2, y-jN ^t ^v rnimTO'^^^ np;, " Beautiful is

the study of the law with an earthly employment, by which a man gains

his livelihood ;" and the reason alleged is, that both together are pre-

ventives of sin, but in their absence, the; soul is easily ruined, and sin

finds entrance. And thus in monasteries, occupation with manual labour

had for its object, not simply to make provision for the support of the

body, but also to prevent sensuality from mingling with higher spiritual

employments.
^ Philo de Yictimis, 836, ed. Francof. alyuvBea'iTpixfs, al dopal trvw-

(paivSixfvai re Kol (Tv^l>aiTr6fieuai, (popr^rai yeyduaatv 65onr6pois oj/ct'oi Kul

fiaKiffra Tois fv arpaniais. This tends to show, though it does not prove,

that Paul chose this occupation from its being one for which his native

country was celebrated ; heuce, too, we read of tentoria Cilicina.
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hearts tlic fundamental truths of tlie gospel in private con-

versations, or ^val•ned them of the dangers that threatened

the Christian life.' He endeavoured to cherish the hopes of

believei-s under the sufterings of their earthly life, by pointing

them to the period wlien Christ would come again to bring his

kingdom among mankind to a victorious consummation. This

period, for those who were conscious of having obtained re-

demj^tion, was fitted to be not an object of dread, but of

joyful longing hope. And during the first part of his apostolic

course, this decisive event appeared to Paul nearer than it

really was. For, in this respect, the times and seasons must

remain hidden till the epoch of their fulfilment, as Christ

liimself declared. Matthew xxiv. 36.^ The first publishers of

the gospel were far from thinking, that the kingdom of

Christ would gradually, after a tedious process, by its own
inward energy, and the guidance of the Lord in the natural

developments of events, overcome the opposing powers of the

earth, and make them subserve its interests. Although

Christ, by the parables in which he represented the progress

of his kingdom on eai-th, had indicated the slowness of its

development, as in the parables of the grain of corn, of leaven,

of the wheat and the tares
;

yet the meaning of these repre-

sentations, as far as the}^ were prophetical, and related to the

scale of temporal development, could only be rightly under-

stood, when explained by the course of events. And herein

we recognise the divine intuition of Christ, which could jDierce

through the longest succession of generations and ages. But
the apostles, to whom such an intuition was not granted,

thought indeed that, as their Lord had promised, the gospel
would spread among all the nations of the earth, by its divine
energy pervading and overcoming the world ; but they also

believed, that the persecutions of the iTiling powers among
the Gentiles, would continually become more intense, till the

^

^ We do not see why the exhortations and -warnings given to the
Christian.s at Thcssalonica, to which Paul appeals in botli his Epistles,
jnii?ht not have been communicated during hi.s first residence among
Ihciii; for v/ould not Paul's wisdom and knowledge of human nature,
loreRec the dangers likely to arise, and endeavour To fortify his disciples
ttgainstthcm? Schrader's argument deduced from this 'circumstance,
tgainst the dates commonly oifored to these two Epistles, does not
;.I)pcar very weighty.

^ See Ltbeu Jcsu, pp. 557, 012, 3d ed.
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Saviour Ly his divine power should achieve the triumph of
the church over all opposing forces. And their enthusiasm
for the cause of the gospel, the knowledge of its divine

all-subduing power, and its rapid propagation in the first

age of the chuTch, all contributed to conceal from their

human vision, the obstacles which withstood the verification

of their Lord's promise ; nor could they even estimate cor-

rectly the population of the globe at that period.' Hence it

may be explained, how Paul,—notwithstanding his apostolic

character and his call to be an instrument for publishing

divine truth in unsullied purity—could embrace the issue of

all his hopes, the personal indissoluble union with that

Saviour whom he once persecuted, and now so ardently loved,

with an enthusiastic longing that outstripped the tedious

development of history. In this state of mind, he was im-

pelled to exert all his powers, in order to hasten the dissemi-

nation of tlie gospel among all nations. It was natural, that

the expectation of the speedy return of Christ should operate

most vigorously in the first period of his ministry, while he
was yet glowing with 3'outhful inspiration. And thus under
the sufferings and shame which he endured at Philippi, the

anticipation of this divine triumph inspired him so much the

more ; for it resulted from the very nature of the divine

power of faith, that the confidence and liveliness of his hope

increased with the conflicts he was called to endure. Filled

with these sentiments, he came to Thessalonica, and witli an
elevation of feeling, which naturally communicated itself to

other minds, he testified of the hope that animated him, and
raised him above all earthly sufferings. But as his inspiration

was far removed from every mixture of that fanaticism, which
cannot separate the subjective feeling and mental views, from
what belongs to faith, and the confidence of faith,—he by no
means spoke of the nearness of that great event as absolutely

determined ; he adhered with modest sobriety to the saying

of the Lord, that '•'
it was not for men to know the times and

seasons." And with apostolic discretion, he endeavoured to

warn the new converts lest, by filling their imaginations with

visions of the felicity of the approaching reign of Christ, and

^ These considerations must be taken into account, when we find

Paul declaring in the latter period of his ministry, that the gospel was
published among all the nations of the earth.
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wrapping themselves in pleasing dreams, they should forget

the necessary preparations for the future, and for the impend-

ing conflict. He foretold them that they had still many

sufferings and many struggles to endure, before they could

attain the undisturbed enjoyment of blessedness in the king-

dom of Christ.

Thouoh tlie apostle, in opposition to the pretensions of

meritorious works and moral self-sufficiency advanced by

Judaizing teachers, earnestly set forth the doctrine of justifi-

cation, not by human works which are ever defective, but by

appropriating the grace of redemption through faith alone ;

yet he also deemed it of importance to warn the new converts

against another misapprehension to which a superficial con-

version, or a confusion of the common Jewish notions of faith

with the Pauline might expose them ; namely, the false repre-

sentation of those who held that a renunciation of idolatry,

and the acknowledgment of Jesus as the Messiah, without the

life-transforming influence of such a conviction, was sufticient

to place them on a better footing than the heathen, and to

secure them from the divine judgments that threatened the

heathen world.* He often charged them most impressively,

to manifest in the habitual tenor of their lives the change

effected in their hearts by the gospel ; and that their crimi-

nality would be aggravated, if, after they had been devoted to

God by redemption and baptism to serve him with a holy

life, tliey returned to their former vices, and thus defiled their

bodies and souls which had been made the temples of the

Holy Spirit. 1 Thess. iv. 6 ; ii. 12.

But the speedy and cordial reception which the gospel met
with among the (Jentiles, roused the fiinatical fury and
zealotry of many Jews, who had already been exasperated by
the apostle's discourse in the synagogue. They stirred up
some of the common people who forced their way into the

house of Jiuson a Christian, where Paul was staying. But as

they did not find the aj)ostle, they dragged Jason and some

* Tlicse arc the vain words, the k€vo\ \6yoi, Eph. v. 6, of which Paul
thouKlit it iifccssary so solemnly to warn the Gentile Christiana Hence,
warning them a^'ainst 8ueh a superficial Christianity, he reminds them
that every vicious person resembles an idolater, and would bo equally
excluded from tlic kingdom of Ood—that not merely for idolatry, but
for every unsubdued vice, unbelievers would be exposed to the divine
condemnation.
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other Christians before the judgment-seat. As on this occa-
sion the persecution originated with the Jews, who merely
employed the Gentiles as their tools, the accusation brought
against the publishers of the new doctrine was not the same
as those made at Philippi ; they were not charged, as in other

cases, with having disturbed the Jews in the peaceful exercise

of their own mode of worship as guaranteed to them by the
laws. As Paul had laboured here for the most part among
the Gentiles, the grounds were too slight for supporting such
an accusation, especially as the civil authorities were not pre-

disposed to receive it. At this time, a political accusation,

the crimen majestatis, was likely to be more successful, a
device that was often employed in a similar way, at a later

period, by the enemies of the Christian faith. Paul had
spoken much at Thessalonica of the approaching kingdom of
Christ, to which believers already belonged ; and by dis-

torting his expressions, the accusation was rendered plausible.

He instigated people (it was averred) to acknowledge one
Jesus as supreme ruler instead of Cecsar. But the autho-
rities, when they saw the persons before them who were
charged with being implicated in the conspiracy, could not
credit such an accusation ; and after Jason and his friends

had given security that there should be no violation of the

public peace, and that those persons who had been the alleged

causes of this disturbance should soon leave the city, they
were dismissed.

On the evening of the same day, Paul and Silas left the

city, after a residence of three or four weeks. As Paul could
not remain there as long as the necessities of the newly
formed church required, his anxiety was awakened on its

behalf, since he foresaw that it would have to endure much
persecution from the Gentiles at the instigation of the Jews.
He had formed, therefore, the intention of retm-niug thither

as soon as the first storm of the popular fury had subsided
;

1 Thess. ii. 18. Possibly he left Timothy behind, who had
not been an object of persecution, unless he met him first at

Beroea, after leaving Philippi. Paul and Silas now proceeded
to Beroea, a town about ten miles distant, where they met
with a better reception from the Jews ; the gospel here found
acceptance also with the Gentiles ; but a timiult raised by
Jews from Thessalonica forced Paul to leave the place almost
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immediately. Accompanied by some believers from Beroea,

lie then directed his course to Athens. ^

Though the consequences Avhich resulted from the apostle's

labours^ at Athens ^vere at first inconsiderable, yet his

appearance in this city (which in a different sense from Rome

might be called the \netropolis of the world), Avas in real

importance unquestionably one of the most memorable signs

of the new spiritual creation. A herald of that divine doctrine

which, fraught with divine power, was destined to change the

l)rinciplcs and practices of the ancient world, Paul came to

Athens, the parent of Grecian culture and philosophy j the

city to which, as the Grecian element had imbued the culture

of the West, the whole Roman world was indebted for its

mental advancement, which also was the central point of the

Grecian religion, where an enthusiastic attachment to all that

belonged to ancient Hellas, not excepting its idolatry, retained

a firm hold till the foiuth century. Zeal for the honour of

the gods, each one of whom had here his temple and his

altars, and was celebrated by the master-pieces of art, ren-

dered Athens famous tlu'oughout the civilized world. ^ It was

at first Paul's intention to wait for the arrival of Silas and
Timothy Ix^fore he entered on the publication of the gospel,

as by his companions Avho had returned to Bercea, he Jiad

sent word for them to follow him as soon as possible. But
when he saw himself surrounded by the statues, and altars,

' It is doubtful whether Paul went by land or by sea to Athens, the

us iu Acts xvii. 14, may be understood simply as marking the direction

of his route. See Winer's Grammatik, 3d ed. p. 498. (4th ed. p. 559.)

]Jcrcea lay near the sea, and this was the shortest. But the ws niay also

bignify, that they took at first their course towards the sea, in order to

mislead the Jews (wlio expected them to come that way, and were lying
in wail for Paul in the neighbourhood of the port), and afterwards
pursued their journey by land. So we find on another occasion, when
Paul v/as about to sail from Corinth to Asia Minor, he found himself in
dan.i,'er from the plots of the Jews, and preferred going by land ; Acts
XX. 3. The first interpretation appears to be the simplest and most
favoured by the phraseology. The ecos adopted by Lachmann [and
Ti-chendorir, Lip?. 1841] appears to have arisen from a gloss.

^ Apollonius of Tyana (in Philostratus) calls the Athenians ^iXoQvTaL
I'au.'sauia.s a.scribes to them {Attic, i. 17), rb eis Q^oh-s eixre^elv &\Kwv
wkcov ; and (c. 24), rh TTf^i(Ta6TeQoy ttjs ds to 6e7a aTrovdrjs. In the reli-

gious HVHtem of the Athenians, there was a peculiar refinement of moral
Hcntimcnt. for they alone among the Greeks erected an altar to Pity,
I'Aeos, as a diviuitv.
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and temples of the gods, and works of art, by which the
honour due to the living God alone was transferred to crea-

tures of the imagination—he could not withstand the impulse
of holy zeal, to testify of Him who called erring men to

repentance and offered them salvation. He spoke in the

S3^nagogue to the Jews -and Proselytes, but did not wait as in

tDther cities till a way was opened by their means for pub-
lishing the gospel to the heathen. From ancient times it

was customary at Athens for people to meet together under
covered porticoes in public places, to converse with one
another on matters of all kinds, trifling or important ; and
then, as in the time of Demosthenes, groups of persons might
be met with in the market, collected together merely to hear
of something new. ^ Accordingly, Paul made it his business •

to enter into conversation with the passers-by, in hopes of

turning their attention to the most important concern of

man. The sentiments with which he was inspired had nothing
in common vrith the enthusiasm of the fanatic, who is unable
to transport himself from his own peculiar state of feeling

to the standing-point of others, in order to make himself

acquainted wdth the obstacles that oppose their reception of

what he holds as truth with absolute certainty. Paul knew,
indeed, as he himself says, that the preaching of the crucified

Saviour must appear to the wise men of the world as foolish-

ness, until they became fools, that is, until they were con-

vinced of the insufficiency of their wisdom in reference to the

knowledge of divine things, and for the satisfaction of their

religious wants ; 1 Cor. i. 23 ; iii. 18. But he was not ashamed,
as he also affirms, to testify to the wise and to the unwise, to

the Greeks and to the barbarians, of what he knew from his

own experience to be the power of • God to save those that

believe ; Rom. i. 1 6. The market to which he resorted was
near a portico of the philosophers. Here he met with philo-

sophers of the Epicurean and Stoic schools. If we reflect

upon the relative position of the Stoics to the Epicureans;

that the former acknowledged something divine as the

animating principle in the universe and in human nature,

that they were inspired with an ideal model founded in the

^ As Demosthenes reproaches them in his oration against the epistle

of Philip
;

^juets 5e ohl\v iroiovvres ivdddc KaQy]ixeQa koX ivvpdavuueuot Karot

TT/v 070^0^, i'^Ti KeyeTai yecvr^goy; Acts xv'ii. 21.
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moral nature of man, and that the^ recognised man's religious

want^ and the traditions that bore testimony to it ;—while on

the other hand, the latter, though they did not absolutely do

away with the belief in the gods, reduced it to something

inert, non-essentiid, and supei-fluous ', that they represented

pleasure as the highest aim of human pursuit, and that they

were accustomed to ridicule the existing religions as the off-

spring of human weakness and the spectral creations of fear ;

—

we might from such a contrast infer that the Stoics made a much
nearer approach to Christianity than the Epicureans. But it

docs not follow that the former would give a more favourable

reception to the gospel than the latter, for their vain notion of

moral self-sufficiency was diametrically opposed to a doctrine

which inculcated repentance, forgiveness of sins, grace, and jus-

tification by faith. This supreme God—the impersonal eternal

reason pervading the universe—was something very different

from the living God, the heavenly Father full of love w^hom
the gospel reveals, and who must have appeared to the Stoics

as far too human a being ; and both parties agreed in the

Grecian pride of philosoph}^, which would look down on a

doctrine appearing in a Jewish garb, and not developed in

a philosophic form, as a mere outlandish superstition. Yet
many among those who gathered around the apostle during
his conversations, were at least pleased to hear something
new ; and their cmiosity was excited to hear of the strange

divinity whom he wished to introduce, and to be informed
respecting his new doctrine. They took him to the hill,

•where the fii-st tribunal at Athens, the Areopagus, was
accustomed to hold its sittings, and where he could easily

find a spot suited to a large audience.* The discourse of
Paul on this occasion is an admirable specimen of his apo-
stolic wisdom and eloquence : we here perceive how the
apostle (to use his own language) to the heathens became a
heathen, that he might gain tlitT heathens to Christianity.

Inspired by feelings tliat were implanted from his youth in
the mind of a pious Jew, and glowing with zeal for the honour
of liis ( J(jd, Paul must have been hon'or-stiiick at the spectacle

' The wliolc course of tlie proceedings and the apostle's discourse
prove that he did not appear as an accused person before his judges, in
onler to defend himself against tlie charge of introducing religiones
j)trf(friu(r. ct ilticilce. The Athenians did not view the subject in so
Berious a light.
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of the idolatry that met him wherever he turned his eyes.

He might easily have been betrayed by his feelings into in-

temperate language. And it evinced no ordinary self-denial

and self-command, that instead of beginning with expressions

of detestation, instead of representing the whole religious

system of the Greeks as a Satanic delusion, he appealed to the
truth which lay at its basis, while he sought to awaken in his

hearers the consciousness of God which was oppressed by the
power of sin, and thus aimed at leading them to the knowledge
of that Saviour w^hom he came to announce. As amon<^ the
Jews, in whom the knowledge of God formed by divine revela-

tion led to a clear and pure development of the idea of the
Messiah, he could appeal to the national history, the law and
the prophets, as witnesses of Christ ; so here he appealed to
the undeniable anxiety of natural religion after an unknown
God. He began ^ith acknowledging in the religious zeal of
the Athenians a true religious feeling, though erroneously
directed, an undeniable tending of the mind towards some-
thing divine. ^ He begins with acknowledging in a laudatory

^ Much depends on the meaning attached to the ambiguous word
SeKTidaiixwv, Acts xvii. 22. The original signification of this word, in
popular usage, certainly denoted something good—as is the case in all

language with words which denote the fear of God or of the gods—the
feeling of dependence on a higher power, which, if we analyse the reli-

gious sentiment, appears to be its prime element ; although not exhaust-
ing every thing which belongs to the essential nature of theism, and
although this first germ, without the addition of another element, may
give rise to superstition as well as faith. Now since, vrhere the feeling
of fear (SeiAta -jr^hs ro Saiixofiou, Thcojihrast.) is the ruling principle in
the conscience, superstition alone can be the result, it has happened that
this word has been, by an abuse of the term, applied to that perversion
of religious sentiment. Tliis phraseology was then prevalent. Thus
Plutarch uses the word in his admirable treatise Tvegl SeicnBai^ovias Kal
aOeoT-qTos, in which he proceeds on the supposition, that the source of
superstition is that mode of thinking which contemplates the gods only
as objects of fear ; but he errs in this point, that he traces the origin ot

this mox-bid tendency to a wrong direction of the intellectual faculties.

Compare the profound remarks of Nitzsch, in his treatise on the reli-

gious ideas of the ancients. The word SetcriSaijuovia occurs in the New
Testament only in one other passage. Acts xxv. 19, where the Koman
procurator Festas, speaking to the Jewish King Agrippa of Judaism,
could not intend to brand it as superstition, but rather used the word as
a general designation for a foreign religion. He might, however, choose
this word, although not with a special design, yet not quite accidentally,
as one which was suited to express the subjective view taken by the
Eomaus of Judaism. But Paul certainly used the word in a good sense,
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manner the strength of the religious sentiment among the

Athenians,' and adducing as a proof of it, that while walking

amongst their sacred cdihces, he lighted on an altar dedicated

to an unknown God. -

The inscription certainly as understood by those who framed

it, by no n-ieans proved that they were animated with the con-

ception of an unknown God exalted above all other gods : but

only that according to their belief they had received good or

for he deduced the seeking after the unknown God, which he doubtless

considered as something good, from this deicndaifMouia, so prevalent

among the Athenians. He announced himself as one who would guide

their Seicridainovia, not rightly conscious of its object and aim, to a

state of clear self-consciousness by a revelation of the object to which it

thus ignorantly tended. Still it may be asked, whether Paul had not

still stronger reasons (though without perhaps reflecting deeply upon

them) for using the Avord SeiaidaifjLovia, instead of another which he was

accustomed to use as the designation of pure piety. He uses the term

fixrefielv immediately afterwards, where it plainly indicates the exercise

of the religious sentiment towards the true God.
^ In the comparative deitndaLfxoveaTfgovs, a reference is made to the

quality which, as we have before remarked, used to be attributed to the

Athenians in a higher degree than to all the other Greeks,—a fact which

the apostle would easily have learned.
2 If we examine with care all the accounts of antiquity, and compare

the various phases of polytheism, we shall find no suflacient ground to

deny the existence of such an altar as is here mentioned by Paul. The
inscription, as he cites it, and which proves his fidelity in the citation,

by no means a.sserts that it was an altar to the Unknown God, but only

an altar dedicated to an unknown God. Jerome, it is true, in the first

chapter of his Commentary on the Epistle of Paul to Titus, and in his

Epistola ad Magnum, thus cites the inscription of the altar—"Diis

Asiae et Europje ct Libyoe, Diis ignotis et peregrinis;" and he thinks

that Paul modified the form of the inscription to suit his application of

it. But Jerome, perhaps here as in other instances, judged too super-

ficially. Several ancient writers mention the altars of the unknown
gods at Athens, but in a manner that does not determine the form of

tlie inficription. For example ; Pausanias, Attic, i. 4, and Eliac. v. 14,

j8w/ioi Qewv hvoixa.^oixivwv ayvJjcrrwv ; Apollonius of Tyana, in Philostratus,

vi. 3, where, like Paul, he finds, in the style of the inscription, an evi-

dence of the pious disposition of the Athenians in reference to divine

thinirs, that they had erected altars even to unknown gods; awcpgovsarsgoy

rh iT€^\ irduTwy Qfwv (ii Xeyeiv, Kol ravra 'AOrjvrjcriv, ov Kol ayvwarccv

Saifx6vwv $a3uol 'iSouvrai. Isodorus of Pelusium, vi. 69, cannot be adduced
as an authority, sinoe he merely speaks of conjectures. Diogenes Laertius,

in the life of Epimcnides III , that, in the time of a plague, when they
knew not what God to propitiate in order to avert it, he caused
black and white sheep to be let loose from the Areopagus, and wherever
they laid down to be offered to the respective divinities {r^ vjJoa'fjKovTi
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evil from some unknown God, and this uncertainty in refer-

ence to the completeness of their worship, enters into the
very essence of Polytheism, since, according to its nature, it

includes an infinity of objects. But Paul cited this inscrip-

tion, in order to attach a deeper meaning to it, and to make
it a point of connexion, for the purpose of pointing out
a higher but indistinct sentiment, lying at the root of Polv- i^

theism. Polytheism proceeds from the feeling of dependence
—(whether founded on a sense of benefits conferred or of
evils inflicted)—on a higher unknown power, to which it is

needful that man should place himself in the right relation
;

but instead of following this feeling, in order by means of
that in human nature which is supernatural and bears
an affinity to God, to rise to a consciousness of a God exalted

above nature, he refers it only to the powers of nature
operating upon him through the senses. That by which his

religious feeling is immediately attracted, and to which it

refers itself, without the reflective consciousness of man
making it a distinct object, is one thing : but that which the

mind enthralled in the circle of nature—doing homage to

the power over which it ought to mle^—converts with re-

flective consciousness into an object of worship, is another
thing. Hence Paul views the whole rehgion of the Athenians

.

as the worship of a God unknown to themselves, and presents

himself as a person who is ready to lead them to a clear self-

consciousness respecting the object of their deeply felt re-

ligious sentiment.
" I announce to you Him," said he, ^'^ whom ye worship,

without knowing it.^ He is the God who created the world

06^). Hence, says Diogenes, there arc still many altars in Athens
without any determinate names. Although the precise inscriptions is

not here given, yet altars might be erected on this or a similar occasion
which were dedicated to an unknown god, since they knew not what
god was offended and required to be propitiated, as Chrysostom has also

remarked in his 3Sth homily on the Acts.
^ We see from this how Paul psychologically explains the origin of

polytheism, or the deification of Natui-e ; liow far he was from adopting
the Jewish notion of a supernatural magical origination of idolatry by
means of evil spirits, who sought to become the objects of religious

homage. The idea contained in these words of Paul forms also the
groundwork of his discourse at Lystra. We may also find a reference

to it in what he says, Kom. i. 19, of an original knowledge of God,
suppressed by the predominance of immoral Dropensities ; and Eom.
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nnd all that is therein. He, the Lord of heaven and earth,

dwcllcth not in temples made by human hands, he requires

no human service on his own account—he, the all-sufficient

One, has given to all, life, and breath, and all things. He also

is the originator of the whole human race, and conducts its

development to one great end. He has caused all the nations

of the earth to descend from one man,' and has not allowed

them to spread by chance over the globe : for, in this respect,

every thing is under his control, he has appointed to each

peo])le its "dwelling-place, and has ordained the various eras

in the liistory of nations—their development in space and

time is fixed by his all-governing wisdom.- Thus God has

revealed himself in the vicissitudes of nations, in order that

men may be induced to seek after him—to try whether they

could know and find him ; and they might easily know him,

since he is not far from any one of us, for in him our whole

existence has its root."^ As an evidence of the consciousness

i. 21, 25, that idolatry begins when religious sentiment cleaves to the

creuture, instead of rising above nature to the Creator. On the first

passage, see Tholuck's, aiad on the second liiickei-t's, excellent remarks,
^ This also is probably connected with what he says in opposition to

polytheistic views. On the polytheistic standing-point, a knowledge of

the unity of human nature is wanting, because it is closely connected with

a knowledge of the unity of God. Polytheism prefers the idea of distii.ct

races over whom their respective gods preside, to the idea of one race pro-

ceeding from one origin. As the idea of one God is divided into a mul-

tiplicity of gods, so the idea of one human race is divided into the mul-

tiplicity of national character, over each of which a god is supposed to pre-

side corresponding to the particular nation. On the other hand, the idea

of one human race, and their descent from one man, is connected with

the idea of one God. Thus Paul sets the unity of the thcistic con-

ceptions in contrast with the multiplicity existing in the deification of

nature. The Emperor Julian observed this contrast between the poly-

theistic and monotheistic anthropology and anthropoi^ony. See Julion,

J'^'ii'/mendiiii ed. SjKinhf'iin, t. i. t295. iravraxov a6p6wv v^vaavrcov B^cov,

u'l Tr\(lovs TrpoT]KQov 6.u6pa}Troi, ru7s yevedpxois 0eo7s aiT0K\ripcx>6eyr(s.

A i)cculiar relation of the parts of the earth inhabited by the
several nations to their peculiar character, as this is formed by native
tendencies and moral freedom ; the secret connexion between nature
and mankind ordained by God, and grounded in a higher law of

spiritual development.
•* The apostle's words are—tV avr^ ^(*>;J-fv ttal Kivov/LnOa not icrfxeu.

Many expositors have so exphiined these words, as if they were intended
to denote the continual deiiendence of existence on God, as the pre-

ecrver of all things; and excepting that iv is taken in an Hebraistic
sense = thruwjh, wc might so understand the words in the pure Greek
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of this original relationship to God, he quotes the words of a

heathen, one of themselves, the poet Aratus, who came from
the native country of the apostle. " For we are the offspring

of God." ' After this appeal to the universal higher self-con-

sciousness, he goes on to say ; Since we are the offspring

of God, we ought not to believe that the divinity is like any
earthly material, or any image of human art. This negative

assertion manifestly includes a positive one ; we must strive

to rise to the divinity by means of that within us which
is related to him. Instead of carrying on the argument
against idolatry, the apostle leaves his hearers to decide for

themselves ; and presupposing the consciousness of sin

—

without attempting to develop it—he proceeds ^itli the

annunciation of the gospel. After God had with great long-

suffering endured the times of ig-norance,^ he now revealed

idiom, for ehai ev rivi may signify to depend wholly on some one,

as eV ()o\ yap ia-fiev, in the (Edipus Tyrannus of Sophocles, v. 314.

But this explanation does not suit the connexion of the passage;
for Paul evidently is speaking here, not of what men have in common with
other creatures, but of what distinguishes men from other creatures, that

by which they are especially related to God ; for as an evidence of this, " in

him we live, and move, and are," he quotes the words of Aratus, which
refer precisely to this relation of man to God. Hence, in order to find the

connexion according to this explanation, we must amplify the thought too

artificially ; thus, " We are distinguished above all other creatures in our
capacity for knowing this dependence on God." On the other hand, every-

thing is connected in the most natural manner, if we consider these words,
" in him we live, move, and are," as pointing out the secret connexion of

men with God as "the Father of Spirits," in virtue of their spiritual

and moral nature. As Paul says nothing here which is peculiar to the

Christian system, but expresses a fact grounded on the general prin-

ciples of theism, we may with great propriety compare it with a per-

fectly analogous expression of Dio Chrysostom, which serves to confirm

this explanation. He says of men— are oh fiaKpav ou5' e|co toC deiov

SMKicrixkUoi, aW' «V avrcp ixicrcp irecpvKOTes iKeivco Travrax^Oeif

ilxTrnrXdixevoi rrjs deias ^vaews.—De Dei Cognitione, vol. 1. ed. Reiske,

p. 384.
^ These words are quoted from the (patvoixevois of Aratus, v. 5, but

they are also to be found in the beautiful hymn of the stoic Cleanthus,

where they are used as an expression of Reason, as a mark of this

divine relationship : e/c aov yap yevos icf^^v '
Iris (iiixTi[xa Xaxovres

jxovvoi. A similar sentiment occurs in the golden verses : Qelov yag
yeuos icr^i ^poroi(nv.

2 Paul here gives us to understand, that not merely negative unbelief

in reference to truth not known, but only criminal unbelief of the

gospel offered to men, would be an object of the divine judgment. This

agrees with what ho says in the first chapter of the Epistle to the

VOL. I.
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the truth to all men, and required all to acknowledge it and

repent. With this was connected the annunciation of the

Redeemer, of the forgiveness of sins to be obtained through

him, of his resuiTCction as the confirmation of his doctrine,

and a pledge of the resurrection of behevers to a blessed hfe,

as well as of the judgment to be passed by him on mankind.^

As long as the apostle confined himself to the general doctrine

of Theism, he was heard with attention by those w^ho had

been used to the lessons of Grecian philosophy. But when

he touched upon that doctrine which most decidedly marked

the opposition of the Christian view of the world to that

entertained by the heathens,^ when he spoke of a general

resmi'ection, he was interrupted with ridicule on the part of

some of his hearers. Others said, We would hear thee speak

at another time on this matter ; whether they only intended,

to hint in a courteous manner to the apostle that they

wished him to close his address, or really expressed a seriuos

intention of hearing him again.^ There were only a few

individuals who joined themselves to the apostle, listened to

his fmlher instructions, and became believers. Among these

was- a member of the Areopagite council, Dionysius ; who
became the subject of so many legends. The only authentic

tradition respecting him appears to be, that he was the prin-

cipal instrument of forming a church at Athens, and became
its overseer.*

While Paul was at Athens, Timothy retui-ned from Mace-

Romans, that Heathens as well as Jews would be judged according
to the measure of the law known to them ; and with what he says

in Kom. iii. 25, of the Trdpeais twv wpoyeyouSTCou afxapr-qixaToov.

Mt is very evident from the form of the expressions in Acts xvii. 31,

as well as from verse 32, where the mention of the general resurrection

in Paul's speech is implied, that, in the Acts, we have only the sub-

stance given of what he said.

2 This is expressed in the Avords of the heathen Octavius, in Minucius
Felix, c. xi. :

" Ccelo et astris, quiv; sic relinquimus ut invenimus, interi-

tum (Icnuntiarc, sibi mortuis, exstinctis, qui sicut nascimur et interimus,
aetcrnitatem repromittere." The doctrine of the Stoics, of an avaaToi-
Xfifffis, the regeneration of the universe in a new form after its

destruction, has no affinity to the doctrine of the resurrection, but
is strictly in accordance with the pantheistical views of the Stoics.

3 From tlie silence of the Acts, we are not to infer with certainty that
Paul never addressed these persons again.

* See the account of the Bishop Dionysius of Corinth in Eusebius, in
his Eccles. liist. iv. 23.
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donia, ^ but the anxiety of Paul for the new church at Tlicssa-
lonica, induced him to send his young fellow-labourer thither,

^ On this point there is much uncertainty. According to the Acts,
Silas and Timothy first rejoined Paul at Corinth. But 1 Thess. iii. 1
seems to imply the contrary. This passage may indeed he thus under-
stood,—that Paul sent Timothy, before his departure for Athens, to the
church in Thessalonica, although he knew that he should now be left in
Athens without any companions, for he wished to leave Silas in Beroea.
If he came from 13eroea alone, he would rather have said, e^x^adai eis

'AOrjuas fiSuoi. But this he could not say, since he did ^not depart to
Athens alone, but with other companions. Still the most natural in-

terpretation of the passage is, that Paul, in order to obtain information
respecting the Thessalonians, preferred being left alone in Athens, and
sent Timothy from that city. Also, in the Acts, xvii. lG,it is implied
that he waited at Athens for the return of Silas and Timothy; for
though the words iu tois 'Ad-fjvais may be referred, not to iKSexo/J-^i'ov,

but to the whole clause, still we cannot understand the passage other-
wise. If we had merely the account in the Acts, we should be led to
the conclusion, by a comparison of the xvii. 16, and xviii. 5, that Silas

and Timothy were prevented from meeting with Paul at Athens, and
they first found him again in Corinth, as he had given them notice that
he intended to go thither from Athens. But by comparing it with
what Paul himself says, 1 Thess. iii. 1, we must either rectify or fill up
the account in the Acts. We learn from it that Timothy at least met
with Paul at Athens, but that he thought it n-^cessary to send him from
thence to Thessalonica, and that he did not wait for his return from that
city to Athens, which may be easily explained. But Luke, perhaps,
had not so accurate a knowledge of all the particulars in this period of

Paul's history; he had perhaps learned only that Paul mat again at Corinth
with Timothy and Silas, and hence he inferred, as he knew nothing of
the sending away of Timothy in the mean time from Athens to Thessa-

lonica, that Paul, after he had parted from his two companions at

Beroea, rejoined them first at Corinth. As to Silas, it is possible that,

on account of the information he brought with him, he was sent back
by Paul with a special commission from Athens to Beroea, or, what is

more probable, that he had occasion to stay longer than Timothy at

Beroea, and hence could not meet him at Athens. It might also be the

case that Luke erroneously concluded, since Silas and Timothy both
first met Paul again at Corinth, that he left both at Beroea,—it would
be possible that he left only Silas behind and brought Timothy with
himself to Athens. It favours, though it does not establish this opinion,

that Paul, in 1 Thess. iii. 1, alleges as the reason for sending away
Timothy, not the unpleasant news brought by Timothy from Macedonia,

but the hindrances intervening, which rendered it impossible for him to

visit the church in Thessalonica according to his intention. Schnecken-
burger, in his learned essay on the date of the Epistles to the Thessa-

lonians (in the StiuUen der Evangelisclten Geistlichkeit Wurtemhurgs,
vol. vii. part 1, 1834, p. 139,) (with which in many points I am happy
to agree,) maintains that Paul might have charged his two companions
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that he might contribute to the establishment of their faith

and tlieir consolation under their manifold sufferings; for

Timothy had communicated to him many distressing accounts

of the persecutions which had befallen this church.

He travelled alone from Athens, and now visited a place

most important for the propagation of the gospel, the city of

Corinth, the metropolis of the province of Achaia. This city,

vTLthm a century and a half after its destmction by Julius

Cicsiir, once more became the centre of intercourse and traffic

to the eastern and western parts of the Roman Empire, for

which it was fitted by its natural advantages, namely, by its

two noted ports, that of Keyxp^ai towards Lesser Asia, and

that of Acx"^'"'' towards Italy. Being thus situated, Corinth

became an important position for spreading the gospel in a

gi-eat i)art of the Roman Empire, and hence Paul chose this

city, as he had chosen others similarly situated, to be the

place where he made a long sojourn. But Christianity had
here also, at its first promulgation, peculiar difficulties to

combat, and the same causes which counteracted its reception

at fii'st, threatened at a later period, when it had found en-

trance, to corrupt its purity, both in doctrine and practice.

The two opposite mental tendencies, which at that time
especially opposed the spread of Christianity, were, on the one

side, an intense devotedness to speculation and the exercise of

to follow him quickly from Beroea, because he intended soon to leave

Athens, where lie expected no suitable soil for his missionary labours.

But wc have no sufficient reason for supposing this. Paul found at

Athens a synagogue for the first scene of his ministry as in other cities
;

he felt himself compelled, as he says, to publish the gospel to Greeks
and to Bai'barians ; he knew it was the power of God, which would con-
quer the philosophical blindness of the Greeks as well as the ceremonial
blindness of the Jews, though he Avell knew that on both sides the obsta-

dod v'^i'c great. At all events, by some not improbable combinations,
tlic narrative in the Acts and the expressions of Paul may easily be
reconciled, and wc are not therefore justified with Schrader in referring
the passage in 1 Thess. ill. 1, to a later residence of Paul at Athens.
All the circumstances mentioned seem best to agree with the period of
his first visit. Paul having been obliged, contrary to his intention, to
leave Thessalonica early, wished on several occasions to have revisited
it ; his anxiety for the new church there was so great, and in his tender
concern for it, he sliowed the great sacrifice he was ready to make for it,

by Kiying that he was willing to remain alone at Athens. In later
times, when there was a small Christian church at Athens, this would
aot have been so great a sacrifice.
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the intellect, to the neglect of all objects of practical interest,

which threatened to stifle altogether the religious nature of

men, that tendency which Paul designates by the phrase,

" seelcing after wisdom ;"—and, on the other side, the sensuous

tendency mingling itself with the actings of the religious sen-

timent ; the cai'nal mind which would degrade the divine into

an object of sensuous experience ; that tendency to which

Paul applies the phrase, "seeking after a sign" The first of

these tendencies predominated among the gi^eater number of

those persons in Corinth who made pretensions to mental

cultivation, for new Corinth was distinguished from the old

city, chiefly by becoming, in addition to its commercial

celebrity, a seat of literatm-e and philosoph}^, so that a certain

tincture of high mental cultm^e pervaded the city. ' The

second of these tendencies was found among the numerous

Jews, who were spread through this place of commerce, and

entertained the common sensuous conceptions respecting the

Messiah. And finally, the spread and efficiency of Christianity

was opposed by that gross corruption of morals, which then

prevailed in all the great cities of the, Roman Empire, but

especially in Corinth was promoted by the worship of Aphro-

dite, to which a far-famed temple was here erected, and thus

consecrated the indulgence of sensuality, favoured as it was by

the incitements constantly presented in a place of immense

wealth and commerce. 2

The efficiency of Paul's ministry at Corinth was doubtless

much promoted by his meeting with a friend and zealous

advocate of the gospel, at whose house he lodged, and with

whom he obtained employment for his livelihood, the Jevr

Aquila from Pontus, who probably had a large manufactory

in the same trade by which Paul supported himself. Aquila

does not appear to have had a fixed residence at P\,ome, but to

have taken up his abode, at difierent times, as his business

^ In the 2(1 century, the rhetorician Aristides says of this city : (rocpov

Se St] Kal Kad' 656v i\6wu 2tf cvgois Kal traoa twu a^vxaif fJ-ddois £;f kcu

OLKOvaeias rocrovToi Brjaavgol ypa/xixaTcou ireol iruaav avr^v, Uttol kul fiovov

a7roj3A.6i|/eie Tis, Ka\ Kara ras oSovs avTas Kol ray arods' ert to yvfivdaiu,

TO. 5iSaaKa\e7a, Koi fiaO-hixajdre koL IffTogiiixaTa. Aristid. in Neptunuui,

ed. Dindorf, vol. i. p. 40.

2 The rhetorician Dio Chrysostom says to the Corinthians: iroAiy

oi/ceTTe ruv oxxroiv re Kal 'yi'y^vf]p.iV(t)V inacpgodiTOTdTriv. Orat. 37, vol. n.

p. 119, ed. Eeiske.
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miglit require, in various large cities situated in the centre of

commerce, where he found himself equally at home. But at

this time, he was forced to leave Kome against his will, by a

mandate of the Emperor Claudius, who found in the restless,

turbulent spirit of a number of Jews resident at Rome (the

greater part frced-men), ' a reason or a pretext for banishing

all Jews from that city. 2

If Aquila was at that time a Christian, which will easily

account for his speedy connexion with Paul, this decree of

banishment certainly did not affect him as a Christian, but as

1 There was a particular quarter on the other side the Tiber inhabited

by Jews. See Philo-legat. ad Caium, § 23. rrji' irigav rod Ti^egeojs

•noTafjiov fM€yd\7]u ttjs 'Pwjjltjs aKOTOjxW KaT^x^iiivqv Kcd olKovjx4vnv ttqos

'louSaiojj/.

2 The account of Suetonius in the Life of Claudius, c. 25, " Judaeos

impulsore Chresto assidue tumultuantes Roma expulit," is of little

service in historical investigations. If Suetonius, about fifty years after

the event itself, mixed up Avhat he had heard in a confused manner of

Christ, as a promoter of sedition among the Jews, with the accounts of

the frequent tumults excited among them, by expectations of the
Messiah,—we are not justified in concluding, that this banishment of

the Jews had any real connexion with Christianity. Dr. Baui', in his

essay on the object and occasion of the Epistle to the Romans, in the
Tuhinger Zeitschrift fiir Theologie, 1836, part iii. p. 110, thinks, that
the disputes between the Jews and Christians in Rome, occasioned the
disturbances which at last brought on the expulsion of both parties,

and that this is the fact which forms the basis of the account. But
disputes among the Jews themselves, whether Jesus was to be acknow-
ledged as the Messiah, would certainly be treated with contempt by the
Roman authorities, as mere Jewish religious controversies. See Acts
xviii. 1 5. And if Christians of Gentile descent, who did not observe
the Mo.saic law, were then living at Rome, these, as a genus tertium,
would not be confounded with the Jews, and a decree of banishment
directed against the Jews would not affect them. They only became
subject to punishment by the laws against the religiones peregrinas et

novas. We can only suppose a reference to political disturbances
among the Jews, or to occurrences which might excite suspicions ot
this kind. And this account is of little service in fixing the chronolocry
of the apostolic history, for Suetonius gives no chronological mark.
Such a mark would be given, if we connect the banishment of the Jews
with the scnatus conmhum, de mathcmaticis Italia jJellendis, for here
lacitus (Aimal. xii. 52). gives the date Fausto Sulla, Salvio Othone
C0S8. = A. D. 52. But the chronological connexion of these two events
IS very uncertain, as they proceeded from different causes. The banish-
ment of the astrologers proceeded from suspicions of conspiracies
against the life of the Emperor, with which the banishment of the Jews
stood in no sort of connexion, although it might have its foundation in
the dread of political commotions.
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classed with the other Jews, in virtue of his Jewish descent
and his participation in all the Jewish religious obscn'ances.
But if the gospel had already been propagated among the
Gentiles at Rome, (which is not probable, for this took place

at a later period, by means of'Paul's disciples, after his sphere
of action had been much extended,) the Gentile Christians,

w^ho received the gospel free from Jewish obsei-vances, and
had not yet attracted notice as a particular sect, would not
have been affected by a persecution, which was directed

against the Jews, as Jews, on purely political gi'ounds.

We cannot answer with certainty the questions, whether
Aquila, on his arrival at Corinth, was already a Christian

;

for it cannot be determined merely from the silence of the

Acts, that he was not converted by Paul. In any case, his

intercourse with the apostle had great influence in the forma-

tion of his Christian views. Aquila appears from this time as

a zealous preacher of' the gospel, and his various journeys and
changes of residence furnished him with many opportunities

for acting in this capacity. His wife Priscilla also distin-

guished herself by her active zeal for the cause of the gospel,

so that Paul calls them both, in Rom. xvi. 3, his " helpers in

Christ Jesus."

We must suppose that the reception given m general at

Athens to the publication of the gospel, must have left a

depressing effect on the mind of the apostle, as far as he was-

not raised above all depressing considerations by a conviction

of the victorious divine power of the gospel. Hence, he him-

self says, that on his arrival at Corinth, he was at the utmost

remove from attaching any importance to anything that

human means, human eloquence, and human wisdom, could

fm-nish towards procuring an entrance for the publication of

the divine word : that he came and taught among them with

a deep sense of his human weakness—with fear and trembling

as far as his own power was concerned ; but at the same time,

with so much greater confidence in the power of God working

through his instrumentality. He had experienced at Athens,

that it availed him nothing to become a Greek to the Greeks,

in his mode of exhibiting divine truths, where the heai't was

not open to his preaching, by a sense of spiritual wants. At

Corinth, he was satisfied with the simple annunciation of the

Redeemer, who died for the salvation of sinful men, without
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adapting himself, as at Athens, to the taste of the educated

classes in his style of address. The greater part indeed of

the persons with whom he came in contact at Corinth, were

not, as at Athens, people of cultivated minds, but belonging

to the lower class, who were destitute of all refinement ; for

even when Christianity had spread more widely among the

higher classes, he could still say, that not many distinguished

by human culture or rank were to be found among the

Chi-istians, but God had chosen such as were despised by the

world, in order to exempUfy in them the power of the gospel;

1 Cor. i. 26. Among these people of the lower class, were

those who hitherto had been given up to the lusts that pre-

vailed in this sink of moral corruption, but who, by the

preaching of the apostle, were awakened to repentance, and

experienced in their hearts the power of the announcement of

the divine forgiveness of sins; 1 Cor. vi. 11. Paul could

indeed appeal to the miracles by which his apostleship had

been attested among the Corinthians, 2 Cor. xii. 12 ; but yet

these appeals to the senses were not the means by which the

gospel chiefly effected its triumphs at Corinth, As the gospel

necessarily appeared as foolishness to the wisdom-seeking

Greeks, as long as they persisted in their conceit of wisdom,

so also to the sign-seeking Jews, as long as they persisted in

their carnal mind, unsusceptible of the spiritual operations of

what was divine, and required miracles cognizable by the

senses, the gospel which announced no Messiah performing
wonders in the manner their carnal conceptions had antici-

pated, would always be a stumbling-block. That demon-
stration which Paul made use of at Corinth, was the same
which in all ages has been its firmest support, and without
which all other evidences and means of promoting it will be
in vain, the " demonstration of the Spirit and ofpoiver,'' 1 Cor.

ii. 4 ; the mode in which the gospel operates, by its indwelling
divine power, on minds rendered susceptible of it, in con-
sequence of the feeling of their moral necessities ; the demon-
stration arising from the power with which the gospel operates
on the principle in human natm-e, which is allied to God, but
depres.sed ])y the pi-inciplc of sin. Thus the sign-seeking Jews
who attained to faith, found in the gospel a " power of God "

superior to all external miracles, and the believers among the
wisdom-seeking Greeks found a divine wisdom, compared
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with which all the wisdom of their philosophers appeared as
nothing.

As was usual, Paul was obliged by the hostile disposition

with which the greater part of the Jews received his preaching
in the synagogue, to direct his labours to the Gentiles through
the medium of the Proselytes, and the new church was mostly
formed of Gentiles, to whom a small number of Jews joined

themselves. That he might devote aU his time and strength

without distraction to preaching, he soon organized the small
company of believers into a regular church, and left the

baptism of those who were brought to the faith by his

preaching, to be administered by those who were chosen to

fill the offices in the church ; 1 Cor. i. 16 ; xvi. 15.

In the mean time, the acceptance which the gospel here
found among the heathen, powerfully excited the rage of the

Jews, and they availed themselves of the arrival of the new
Proconsul Annosus Gallio, a brother of Seneca the philosopher,

to arraign Paul before his tribunal. Since, by the laws of the

empire, the-right was secured to them of practising their own
religious institutions without molestation, they inferred, that

whoever caused division among them by the propagation of

doctrines opposed to their own principles, encroached on the

enjoyment of their privileges, and was amenable to punish-

ment. But the Proconsul, a man of mild disposition, ^ showed
no desire to involve himself in the internal religious con-

troversies of the Jews, which must have appeared to a Roman
statesman as idle disputes about words ; and the Gentiles

themselves, on this occasion, testified their disapprobation of

the accusers. The frustration of this attempt against the

apostle enabled him to continue his labours with less an-

noyance in this region, so that their influence was felt

through the whole province of Achaia, (1 Thess. i. 8 ; 2 Cor.

i. 1.) whether he made use of his disciples as instruments, or

suspended his residence at Corinth, by a journey into other

parts of the province, and then returned again to the principal

scene of his ministry. ^

^ Known by the name of the dulcis Gallio. Seneca, Prcefat. Natural,

quest, iv. " Nemo mortalium uni tarn dulcis est, quam hie omnibus."
^ See 2 Thess. i. 4, where Paul, in an epistle written during the latter

part of his residence at Corinth, says, that in several churches, and there-

fore not merely in the Corinthian, he had spoken with praise of the faith

and zeal of the Thessalonian church.
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When he had been labouring for some time in these parts,

Timothy returned from Thessalonica, by whom he received

accounts of the state of the church there, ^Yhich were far from

pleasing in every respect. The faith of the church had indeed

been steadflist under its persecutions, and their example and

zeal had promoted the further spread of the gospel in Mace-

donia, even to Acliaia, but many had not been preserved piu-e

from the corruption of heathen immorality. The expectation

of Clu-ist's reappearance had taken in the minds of many an

enthusiastic direction, so that they neglected their stated em-

ployments, and expected to be maintained at the expense of

their more opulent brethi'en. Prophets rose up in their

assemblies, whose addresses contained much that was enthu-

siastic ; while others, who were on their guard against these

enthusiastic exhibitions, went so far in an opposite direction

as to jDut in the same class the manifestations of a genuine

inspiration. Probably from a dread of enthusiasm, they could

not endure that any person who felt himself inwardly called,

should give free utterance to his sentiments in the meetings

of the church, for to this Paul's exhortation appears to refer,

in 1 Thess. v. 19, " Quench not the Spirit." On all these

accounts, he considered it necessary to address an epistle of

encouragement and exhortation to this church. ^

' In tliis epistle, he evidently assumes, that the manner of his coming
from Philippi to Thessalonica was still fresh in the remembrance of the

church, so that he alludes to only one residence among them, after his

arrival from Philippi. What Paul says in 1 Thess. i. 9, he could only
say at a period which Avas shortly subsequent to his departure from
Thessalonica. Hence, it is certain, that tlie epistle was written at that

.juncture, and that it is the first among the Pauline epistles which have
reached us, an opinion, with which its whole complexion well agrees.

The reasons against this view, maintained by Schrader, some of which
we have mentioned and endeavoured to refute, are not convincing. The
anxiety of many persons in reference to their deceased friends (iv. 13,)
proves indeed, that some of the first Christians at Thessalonica were
already dead, but certainly does not justify the conclusion, that this
church must have already existed a long time ; for within a compara-
tively short time, many, especially those who were in years or in
declining health at their conversion, might have died. Also the argu-
ment, that Paul, in this epistle, supposes the existence of a church
organized in the usual manner Avith Presbyters, will prove nothing
against the early composition of this epistle. For why should not
Paul have accomplished all this during his short stay at Thessalonica,
or put matters in a train for its being done soon after his departure]
It is evident, from Acts xiv. 23, how important he deemed it to give
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In his epistle, he reminds the chiu'ch of the manner in

which he condncted himself among them, the example of

mannal industry which he set, and the exhortations which he
imparted to them. He calmed their anxiety respecting the

fate of those who had died during this period. He warned
against making attempts to determine the second coming of

Christ. That critical moment would come unexpectedly; the

exact time could be ascertained by no one ; but it was the

duty of Christians to be always prepared for it. They were
not to walk in darkness, lest that day should overtake them
as a thief in the night ; as children of the light, they ought to

walk continually in the light and the day ; and to watch over

themselves, that they might meet the appearance of the Lord
with confidence.

After a time, Paul learned that the epistle had not attained

its end ; that the enthusiastic tendency in the Thessalonian

church had continued to increase. In his former epistle, he had
considered it necessary to guard them against both extremes

;

to warn them against the entire suppression of free prophetic

addresses, as well as against receiving every thing as divine

which pretended to be so, without examination. The higher life

was to be developed and expressed freely without harassing

restrictions ; but all claims to inspiration ought to be sub-

mitted to sober examination. ^ He must, therefore, have had

the usual constitution to the churches as soon as they were formed ; and
this must have been more especially the case with a church Avhich he left

in such ci-itical circumstances, even apart from persecutors. Indeed, if

the rule laid down in the First Epistle to Timothy, that no novice In

Christianity should be chosen to the office of presbyter, had been from
the beginning an invariable principle, we might conclude, that so new a
church, which must consist entirely of novices, could have no presbytery.

But there is nothing to support this conclusion, and the circumstances

of the primitive apostolic age are against it. The rules given in that

epistle, as well as many other points, tend to prove that it was written

in the latter part of Paul's life, and in reference to a church not newly
organized. And what we find in Philip, iv. 6, by no means obliges U3

to assume a second visit of Paul to Thessalonica, after which both
epistles were written. He there says, that during the time of the first

publication of the gospel among the heathen, (which cannot be referred

to a later period,) when he left Macedonia, no church excepting that

at Philippi had sent him a contribution—first at Thessalonica before he

left Macedonia, and then once or twice at Corinth, during his longer

sojourn there. 2 Cor. xi. 9.

^ It appears to me that 1 Thess. v. 21, altogether relates to what im-

mediately precedes—" prove all things in the communications of the
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cause to suspect danger from this quarter, even had he not

received more exact information. But he was subsequently

informed, that persons had come forward in the church who
professed to have received revelations to the effect that the ap-

pearance of the Lord was close at hand. They also endeavoiu'ed

to strengthen their assertions by distorting certain expressions

of the apostle, which he had used during his residence at Thes-

salonica. But now since the epistle of Paul was so plainly

opposed to the enthusiastic tendency which aimed at fixing the

exact time of Christ's second coming, one of the promoters

of this error ventm-ed so far as to forge another epistle in

Paul's name, which might serve to confirm this expectation,

in which probably he took advantage of the circumstance,

that the apostle in his first epistle had satisfied himself

with m'ging what w^as of practical importance without

giving a decided opinion on the nearness or remoteness

of that great event.* Such forgeries were not at all

uncommon in this century after the beginning of the

Alexandi'ian period of literature, and their authors were
very adi-oit in justifying such deceptions for the purpose of

giving currency to certain principles and opinions.^ This

enthusiastic tendency also operated injuriously in producing
idleness, and a neglect of a person's own affairs, united with a

}irying, intermeddling curiosity respecting the concerns of

others. Paul, therefore, thought it necessary to write a
second epistle to Thessalonica.^ In this epistle, for the pur-

prophets, and retain -whatever is good ;

" but in verse 22, he makes a
transition to a general remark, " that they should keep themselves at
a distance from every kind of evil," with which his prayer for the sancti-

fication of the whole man naturally connects itself.

^ The passage in 2 Thess. ii. 2, might be so understood, as if only the
Btatements in the First Epistle had been misrepresented ; and it is cer-

tainly possible to imagine, that they had so misapplied Paul's comparison
of a thief in the night, as if he expected the appearance of Christ to be
an event close at hand, and only meant to say that the point of time
could not be given more distinctly. But these words of Paul would
naturally be understood of the forgery of a letter in his name, and the
manner in which he guards against similar forgeries, by a postcript in
his own hand, favours this opinion.

2 The Bishop Dionysius very much lamented the falsification of
letters which he had written to various churches. Euseb. iv. 23.

3 lie had at that time probably travelled from Corinth into Achaia,
and founded other churches. Already he had sustained many conflicts

with the enemies of the gospel ; he had occasion to request the inter-
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pose of guarding them against the hasty expectation of that

last decisive period, he directed their attention to the signs of

the times which would precede it. The revelation of the evil

that opposed itself to the kingdom of God—a self-idolatry

excluding the worship of the living God—would first rise to

the highest pitch. The power of the delusion, by a hypocri-

tical show of godliness, and by extraordinary power, appa-

rently miraculous, would deceive those who were not disposed

to follow the simple, unadulterated truth. The rejection of

the True and the Divine would be punished by the power of

falsehood. Those persons would be ensnared by the arts

of deception, who, because they had suppressed the sense

of truth in their hearts, deserved to be deceived, and by theh'

own criminality had prepared themselves for all the deceptions

of falsehood. Then would Christ appear, in order by his

victorious divine power to destroy the kingdom of evil, after

it had attained its widest extension, and to consummate the

kingdom of God. As signs similar to those which prognos-

ticate the last decisive and most triumphant epoch, are

repeated in all the great epochs of the kingdom of God, as it

advances victoriously in conflict with the kingdom of evil,

Paul might believe that he recognised in many signs of his

own time, the commencement of the final epoch. By the

light of the divine Spirit, and according to the intimations of

Christ^ himself, he discerned the general law of the develop-

ment of the kingdom of Christ, which is applicable to all the

great epochs down to the very last ; but he was not aware

that similar phenomena must often recur until the arrival of

the final crisis. ^

cessory prayers of the churches, that he might be delivered from the
machinations of evil-minded men ; for such -were not wanting, who
were unsusceptible of receiving the gospel ; 2 Thess. iii. 2. This
reminds us of the accusations made by the Jews against Paul.

^ See Lehen Jesu, pp. 558, 612.

2 When persons liave attempted to determine with exactness the
signs of the times given by Paul, they have failed in many points. In
the first place, they have sought for the appearances to which the

apostle refers in later ages, while Paul refers to appearances in his oAvn

age, or to those which they seemed to forebode. In other important
periods, which preceded remarkable epochs for the development of the
kingdom of Christ, signs might be found similar to those which Paul
has here described. Still we should not be justified in saying that

these signs in this particular form were consciously present to Paul's
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As Paiil was unexercised in wi'iting Greek, and, amidst his

numerous cares and labours, instead of writing his epistles

with his own hand, dictated them, as was a usual practice

among the ancients, to an amanuensis, letters could be more

easily forged in his name. Perhaps he had already adopted

the plan of adding a few words of salutation with his own
hand, in order to give the churches a special proof of his

affectionate sympathy. Such an autograph addition would

now be so much the more necessary for the purpose of pre-

venting falsifications of his epistles , accordingly, in this

epistle to the Thessalonians he expressly notices this circum-

stance, that they might in future know all the epistles that

really were his own production.
\

mind. And thus \re should fall into error, if we expected to find what
is anti-Christian only in certain particular appearances of tlie Ecclesias-

tical History, instead of recognising in these appearances a Christian

truth lying at their basis, and the same anti-Christian spirit (by which
the Christian principle is here disturbed, and at last wholly obscured)

likewise in other appearances. When too, these signs have been looked

for in the actual situation of the apostle, the defectiveness of our know-
ledge of his situation, and of the appearances peculiar to his times, has
been forgotten. Or, instead of estimating the great views respecting

the development of the kingdom of God, which the apostle here unfolds,

according to the ideas contained, the kernel has been thrown away, and
the shell retained, and they have been compared with the Jewish fables

respecting Antichrist.
* From these words of Paul, 2 Thess. iii. 17, we cannot infer with

Schrader, that Paul must have already written many epistles (to the
Thessalonians), and, therefore, that this could not be the second ; for if

Paul had dctermiued now for the first time to employ this precaution
against the falsification of his epistle, he might certainly thus express
himself; it was not necessary to use the future eo-rai, and yet Paul
might have written many epistles before this. For, might he not
already have written epistles to the churches in Cilicia, and Syria, and
others lately founded by him, as well as to individuals'? We cannot
certainly maintain, that the whole correspondence of the great apostle,
who was so active and careful in every respect, has come down to us.
Lastly, the forgery of a letter under his name was still easier when only
a few, than when many of his epistles were extant. Therefore the
proofs fail which are employed partly for the later origin, partly for the
Bpuriousncss of the opistlc. And as to the salutation added by Paul as
a mark of his liand writing, it only follows that, under the existing
circumstances, he dctermiued to add such a mark of his handwriting to
all his epistles, but by no means that, under altered circumstances, he
adhered to this resolution ; nor could we conclude with certaintv, that
in all those epistles in which Paul has not expressly remarked that the
salutation was penned by him, the benediction at the close was really
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Thus Paul laboiu'ed during another half-year for the spread

of Christianity in these parts, and then concluded the second
period of his ministry among the heathen, which began witli

the second missionary journey. We are now amved at a

resting-place, from which we shall proceed to a new period in

his ministry, and in the history of the propagation of the

gospel among the Gentiles.

CHAPTER VII.

THE APOSTLE TAUL's JOURNEY TO ANTIOCH, AND HIS RENEWED MISSIONARY
LABOURS AMONG THE HEATHEN.

After Paul had laboured during another half-year for the

establishment of the Christian church in Corinth and Achaia,

he resolved, before attempting to form new churches among
the heathen, to visit once more that city which had been
hitherto the metropolis of the Christian-Gentile world, An-
tioch, where possibly he had arranged a meeting with other

publishers of the gospel. This was no doubt the principal,

but probably not the only, object of his jom-ney. He felt it

to be very important to prevent the outbreak of a division

between the Jewish and the Gentile Cliiistians, and to take

away from the Jews and Jewish Christians the only plausible

ground for their accusation, that he was an enemy of their

nation and the religion of their fathers. On this account, he
resolved to revisit at the same time the metropolis of Judaism,
in order publicly to express his gratitude to the God of his

fathers in the temple at Jerusalem, according to a form much
approved by the Jews, and thus practically to refute these

imputations. There was at that time among the Jews a reli-

gious custom, arising most probably from a modification of

the Nazarite vow, that those who had been visited with sick-

ness or any other great calamity vowed, if they were restored,

not in his handwriting. When once that peculiar practice and his

handwriting had become generally known among the churches, he
might make such an addition, without expressly mentioning that it was
written by himself.
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to bring a thank-offering to Jehovah in the temple, to abstain

from wine for thirty days, and to shave their heads. ^ Paul

had probably resolved, on the occasion of his dehverance from

some danger dm-ing his last residence at Corinth, or on his

jom-ney from that city, 2 publicly to express his gi-atefiil

acknowledgments in the temple at Jerusalem. The form of

his doing this was in itself a matter of indifference, and in the

spirit of Christian wisdom, he felt no scruple to become in

respect of form, to the Jews a Jew, or to the Gentiles a Gen-

tile. When he was on the point 01 sailing with Aquila to

Lesser Asia, from Cenchra^a, he began the fulfilment of his

vow.* He left his companion with his wife behind at

Ephesus, whither he promised to return, and hastened to

Jerusalem, where he visited the church, and presented his

^ Josephus, de Bello Jud. ii. 15, rohs yap 7) uSaq) Kararcovovixivovs i] rio-iJ/

cWaJs audjKais iOos evx^crOai rrph \' rjfifpcou, ijs aTroduxreiv /jlcWokv Ovaias,

oivov Te a<pe^€adai koI ^vpr}<raa6ai ras Kofias. It appears to me quite

necessary to change the aorist in the last clause into the future

^vprjffecrda.i. ; and I would translate the passage thus— " they "were

accustomed to vow that they would refrain from wine and shave their

hair thirty days before the presentation of the offering." From com-
paring this with the Nazarite vow, we might indeed conclude that the

shaving of the hair took place at the end of thirty days, as Meyer
thinks in his commentary ; but the words of Josephus do not agree

with this supposition, for we cannot be allowed to interpolate another
period before the ^vpria-ea-eai, " and at the end of these thirty days."

Also what follows in Josephus is opposed to it, and Paul's shaving his

hair several weeks before his arrival at Jerusalem, will not harmonize
with such a supposition.

2 From how many dangers he was rescued, and how much would be
required to complete the narrative given in the Acts, we learn from
2 Cor. xi. 26, 27.

^ Unnecessary difficulties have been raised respecting Acts xviii. 18.

Paul in the 18th, and the verse immediately following, is the only sub-

ject to which every thing is referred ; and the words relating to Aquila
and Priscilla form only a parenthesis. All that is here expressed must
therefore be referred to Paul and not to Aquila, who is mentioned only
incidentally. Schneckenburger, in his work on the Acts, p. 66, finds a
reason for mentioning such an unimportant circumstance respecting
a subordinate person in this, that a short notice of a man, who for half
a year lived in the same house as Paul, would serve as an indirect justi-

fication of the apostle against the accusations of his Judaizing oppo-
nents : l»ut this is connected with the whole hypothesis, of which, for
rea.sona already given, I cannot approve.

* licsides, Aquila could not have taken siLch a vow, because he did
not travel to Jerusalem, where the offering ought to be presented.
We must therefore suppose that he had made a vow of another kind.
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ofFering in the temple/ He then travelled to Antioch, where
he stayed a long time, and met with Barnabas, and other

friends and former associates in publishing the gospel. The

that he would not allow his hair to be cut till he had left Corinth in

safety, like the Jews who bound themselves by a vow to do or not
to do something till they had accomplished what they wished, as, for

example, not to take food ; compare Acts xxiii. 14, and the legends
from the evayyeXiov KaO' 'E^paiovs, in Jerome de v. i. c. ii. But such
unmeaning folly no one can attribute to Aquila. And Luke would
hardly have related any thing so insignificant of Aquila, who was not
the hero of his narrative. But Meyer thinks he has found a special

proof that this relates not to Paul but to Aquila ; because, in Acts
xviii. 18, the name of Priscilla is mentioned not as it is in v. 2 and 26,

and contrary to the usage of antiquity, with a design to make the

reference here designed to Aquila more pointed. We might allow some
weight to this consideration, if we did not find the same arrangement
of the names in Rom. xvi. 3, and 2 Tim. iv. 19. Hence we shall find a
common ground of explanation for what appears a striking deviation

from the customs of antiquity, that although Priscilla was not a public

instructress, which would have been contrary to the laws of the church,

yet she was distinguished even more than her husband for her Christian

knowledge, and her zeal for the promotion of the kingdom of God

;

that in this respect Paul stood in a more intimate relation, a closer

alliance of spirit to her, as Bleek has suggested in his Introduction to

the Epistle to the Hebrews, p. 422. And thus we find in this

undesigned departure from the prevailing usage, on a point bo un-

important in itself, an indication of the higher dignity conferred so

directly by Christianity on the female sex.

1 The words in Acts xviii. 21 cannot prove that Paul travelled to

Jerusalem, for the original expression only makes it highly probable.
" I will return to you again, God willing

;

" and all the rest is only

a gloss. If, therefore, we do not find the journey to Jerusalem indicated

in the auakas and Karefir] of V. 22, we must assume that Paul on this

journey came only as far as Antioch, and not to Jerusalem, and then

the interpretation of Acts xviii. 18, given in the text, must be

abandoned. It is also remarkable that Luke, in referring to Paul's

sojourn at Jerusalem, should mention only his saluting the church, and
say nothing of the presentation of his oiiering ; and that James, who,

on Paul's former visit to Jerusalem, had advised him to such a line

of conduct, should not have appealed to the example given by himself

of such an accommodation to the feelings of the Jews. But Luke
is never to be regarded as the author of a history complete in all

its parts, but simply as a writer who, without historical art, put

together what he heard and saw, or what became known to him by the

reports of others. Hence he narrates several less important cir-

cumstances, and passes over those which Would be more important for

maintaining the connexion of the history. Also, to a reader familiar

with Jewish customs, it might be sufficiently clear that Paul, according

to what is mentioned in xviii. 18, must have brought an offering

to Jerusalem. At all events, if we wish to refer v. 22 only to Casarca.

VOL. I. P
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apostle Peter also joined the company of preachers of the

gospel here assembled, who beheld the apostles of the Jews

and the apostle of the Gentiles united in true Christian

fellowsliip with one another, in accordance with the spirit of

the rcsohitions adopted by the Council at Jerusalem.

But this beautiful unanimity was disturbed by some Ju-

daizing zealots, who came from Jerusalem probably with an

evil design, since what they had heard of the free publication

of the gospel among the heathen was offensive to their con-

tracted feelings. For a considerable time the pharisaically-

minded Jewish Christians appeared to have been silenced by
the apostolic decisinos, but they could not be induced to give

up an opposition so closely allied with a mode of thinking

exclusively Jewish, against a completely free and independent

gospel. The constant enlargement of Paul's sphere of laboiu-

among the heathen, of which they became more fully aware

by his journeys to Jerusalem and Antioch, excited afresh

their suspicion and jealousy. Though they professed to be

delegates sent by James from Jerusalem,^ it by no means
follows that they were justified in so doing ; for before this

time such Judaizers had falsely assumed a similar character.

These persons were disposed not to acknowledge the un-
circumcised Gentile Christians, who observed no part of the

Mosaic ceremonial law, as genuine Christian brethren, as

brethren in the faith, endowed with privileges equal to their

own in the kingdom of the Messiah. As they looked upon
them as still unclean, they refused to eat with them. The
same Peter who had at first asserted so emphatically the

equal rights of the Gentile Christians, and afterwards at the

last apostolic convention had so strenuously defended them,
now allowed himself to be carried away by a regard to

his countrymen, and for the moment was faithless to his

principles. We here recognise the old nature of Peter,

which, though conquered by the spirit of the gospel, was
still active, and on some occasions regained the ascendency.
The siunc Peter who, after he had borne the most impressive

the avafias must l)c superfluous, and the Kare/STj would not suit the
gcofrniphical relation of Ciesarea to Antioch.

^ Tlii.s is not necessarily contained in the words nvcs awh 'lanw^ov,
which may simply mean that these persons belonged to the church
ut Jerusalem, over which James presided.
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testimony to the Redeemer, at the sight of danger for an
instant denied him. The example of an apostle whose cha-

racter stood so high, influenced other Christians of Jewish
descent, so that even Barnabas withdrew from holding inter-

course with Gentile Christians. Paul, who condemned what
was evil without respect of persons, called it an act of

hypocrisy. He alone remained faithful to his principles, and
in the presence of all administered a severe reprimand to

Peter, and laid open the inconsistency of his conduct.
" Why, if thou thyself," he said, '• although thou art a Jew,

hast no scruple to live as a Gentile with the Gentiles, why
wilt thou force the Gentiles to become Jews ? We are born
Jews

—

tve, if the Jews are right in their pretensions, were not

sinners like the Gentiles, but clean and holy as born citizens

of the theocratic nation. But by our own course of conduct,

we express our contrary conviction. With all our obsei-vance

of the law, we have acknowledged ourselves to be sinners who
are in need of justification as well as others, well knowing
that by works, such as the law is able to produce,^ no man
can be justified before God ; but this can only be attained by
faith in Christ, and having been convinced of this, we have

sought justification by him alone. But this conviction we
contradict, if we seek again for justification by the works of

the law. We therefore present ourselves again as sinners^

* We may here notice briefly what will be more fully developed when
we come to treat of the apostolic doctrine, that Paul by egyois yS/xov

understands works which a compulsory, threatening law may force a

man to perform, in the absence of a holy disposition. The idea com-
prehends the mere outward fulfilling of the law, in reference to what
is moral as well as what is ritual. Both, which are so closely connected

in Judaism, maintain their real importance only as an expression of

the truly pious disposition of SiKaioavvr]. The idea of the moral or the

ritual predominates only according to the varied antithetical relation

of* the phrase. In this passage, a special reference is made to the ritual.

2 The words. Gal. ii. 18, '' If what I have destroyed (the Mosaic law)

I build up again, (like Peter, who had practically testified again to the

universal obligation of the Mosaic law), I must look upon myself as a

transgressor of the law, as a sinner." (Paul here supposes Peter to

express the conviction, that he had done wrong in departing from the

law, that he was guilty of transgressing a law that was still binding.) I

cannot perfectly agree with Ruckert's exposition, who supposes these

words to be used by Paul in reference to himself. For this general

proposition would not be correct, " ^Yhoever builds up again what he

has pulled down pursues a wrong course." If he had done wrong in

pulling down, he would do right in building up what had been pulled
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needing justification, and Christ, instead of justifying us from

sin, has deprived us of the only means of justification and led

us into sin, if it be sin to consider om-selves fi-eed from the

law. Far be this from us." *

If we fix this controversy of Paul and Peter,- which as the

down ; and even the opponents of Paul maintained the first ; they could

not therefore be afiected by that proposition, and the logical Paul

would have taken good care not to express it.

1 Paul's reprimand of Peter (Gal. ii.) appears to reach only as far as

the 18th verse, excl. What follows, by the transition fi-om the plural

to the singular, and by the 70^, is shown to be a commentary by Paul

on some expressions which, uttered in the warmth of feeling, might be
somewhat obscure, and evidently not a continuation of his address. As
to the date of this interview with Peter, we readily allow that we
cannot attain to absolute certainty. Paul himself narrates the occur-

rence immediately after speaking of that journey to Jerusalem which
we find reasons for considering as his third. And, accordingly, we
suppose that this event followed the apostolic convention at Jerusalem.
And probably many persons would be induced, by the report of what
had taken place among the Gentile Christians, (which to Jewish
Christians must have appeared so very extraordinary), to resort to the
assembly of the Gentile Christians at Antioch, partly in order to be
witnesses of the novel transactions, and partly out of suspicion. Ac-
cording to what we have before remarked, it is not impossible that these
Judaizers, soon after the resolutions for acknowledging the equal rights
of Gentile Christians were passed, became unfaithful to them, because
they explained them difierently from their original intention. But
there is greater probability, that these events did not immediately
succeed the issuing of those resolutions. It is by no means evident
that Paul, in this passage of the Epistle to the Galatians, intended to
observe chronological exactness. He rather appears to be speaking of
an event which was quite fresh in his memory, and had happened only
a short time before. Besides the two suppositions here mentioned, a
third is possible, which has been advocated by Hug and Sneckenburgh

;

namely, that this event took place before the apostolic convention. But
though Paul here follows no strict chronological order, yet it is difficult
to believe that he would not place the narrative of an event, so closely
connected with the controversies which gave occasion to his conferences
with the apostles at Jerusalem, at the beginning, instead of letting it

follow as supplementary.
2 Confessedly a mistaken reverence for the apostle led many persons

in the ancient (especially the eastern) church to a very unnatural view
of this controversy. They adopted the notion that Peter and Paul had
an under.standing with one another, that both, the one for the advan-
tage of the Jews, the other for the advantage of the Gentile Christians,
committed an officiosum mendacium, in order that no stain might rest
on Peter's conduct. Augustin, in his Epistle to Jerome, and in his
ho6\s. De Mtndado, has admirably combated this prejudice, and the
false interpretation founded upon it.
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following history shows, produced no permanent separation

between them—exactly at this period, it will throw much
light on the connexion of events. Till now the pacification

concluded at Jerusalem between the Jewish and Gentile

Christians had been maintained inviolate. Till now Paul

had to contend only with Jewish opponents, not with

Judaizers in the churches of Gentile Christians;—but now
the opposition between the Jewish and Gentile Christians,

which the apostolic resolutions had repressed, again made its

appearance. As in this capital of Gentile Christianity, which

formed the central point of Christian missions, this contro-

vers}'- first arose, so exactly in the same spot it broke forth

afresh, notwithstanding the measures taken by the apostles to

settle it ; and having once been renewed, it spread itself

through all the churches where there was a mixture of Jews

and Gentiles. Here Paul had first to combat that party

whose agents afterwards persecuted him in every scene of his

labom'S. It might at first appear strange, that this division

should break out exactly at that time ; at the very time

when the manner in which Paul had just appeared at Jeru-

salem, having become to the Jews a Jew, might have served

to make a favourable impression on the minds of those

Christians who were still attached to Judaism. But although

it might thus operate on the most moderate among them,

yet the event showed, that on the fanatical zealots, whose

principles w^ere too contrary to admit of their being recon-

ciled to him, it produced quite an opposite effect, when they

saw the man wdio had spoken so freely of the law—who had

alwaj^s so strenuously maintained the equal rank of the uncir-

cumcised Gentile Christian with the Jewish Christians, and

whom they had condemned as a despiser of the law, when
they saw this man representing himself as one of the believing

Jewish people. They well knew how to make use of what

he had done at Jerusalem to his disadvantage ; and by repre-

senting his actions in a Mse light, they accused him of incon-

sistency, and of artfully attempting to flatter the Gentile

Christians.

The influence of this party soon extended itself through the

churches in Galatia and Achaia. It is true that Paul, when,

after leaving his friends at Antioch, he visited once more the

churches in Phrygia and Galatia, on his way to Ephesus,
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whither he had promii^ed to come on his return, observed no
striking change among them. ' But still, he remai'ked, that

* He expresses to the Galatian churches his astonishment, that they

had deserted, so soon after his departure, the evangelical doctrine for

which they had before shown so much zeal ; Gal. i. 6. As several

modern writers (particularly Rlickert) have maintained it as an ascertained

fact, that Paul, during his second residence among the Galatian churches,

had to oppose their tendency to Judaism, we must examine more
closely the grounds of this assertion. As to Gal. i. 9, I cannot acknow-

ledge as decisive the reasons alleged by Euckert, Usteri, and Schott,

against these words being an impassioned asseveration of the sentiment

in the preceding verse, and in favour of their being a reference to what
he had said, when last with them. Might it not be a reference to what
was written before, as Eph. iii. 3 ; 2 Cor. vii. 2 1 For that what he
refers to, in both these passages, is rather more distant, makes no
difference in the form of the expression. But if these words must refer

to something said by Paul at an earlier period, yet the consequence
which Ruckert believes may be drawn from them, does not follow ; for

though Paul had no cause to be dissatisfied with the church itself, yet
after what he had experienced at Antioch, added to the earlier leaning
of a part of the church to Judaism, he might consider it necessary to

charge it upon them most impressively, that under whatever name,
however revered, another doctrine might be announced to them, than
what he had preached, such doctrine Avould deserve no credit, but must
be Anti-Christian. Although Gal. v. 21 certainly refers to something
said by the apostle at an earlier period, yet nothing further can be con-
cluded from it : for in every church, he must have held it very necessary
to make it apparent, that men would only grossly flatter themselves if

they imagined that they could enter the kingdom of heaven without a
complete change of heart and conduct ; 1 Thess. iv. 6 ; Eph. v. 5. 6. The
words in Gal. v. 2, 3, must be thus understood, "As I said, that whoever
allows himself to be circumcised renounces his fellowship with Christ,
so I testify to such an one again, that he is bound to fulfil the whole
law." Evidently, the second and third verses relate to one another; the
thoughts are correlative. If Paul intended to remind the Galatians of'

warnings he had given them by word of mouth, why did he not insert
the TrdKiv in verse 21 since what is there expressed forms the leading
thought, and requires the strongest emphasis to be laid upon it. Also
in the fact, that without any preparation, as in his other epistles, he
opens this with such vehement rebuke, I cannot with RUckert find a
proof that during his former residence among these churches he had
detected the Judaizing tendency among them, and was forced to involve
all in blame, in order to bring them back to the right path. This very
peculiarity in the tone with which the epistle begins may be easily ex-
plained, if we suppose that since, during his presence among them, he
had perceived no departure from the doctrine announced to them—and
had warned them beforehand of the artifices of the Judaizers—the
sudden information of the cllect produced among them by this class of
persons had more painfully surprised, more violently affected him; and
the whole epistle bears the marks of such an impression on his mind.
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these Judaizing teachers sought to gain an entrance into the
churches, that they made a show of great zeal for their salva-

tion, and that the Gentiles might attain to the full enjoyment
of the privileges and benefits of the Messiah's kingdom—and
that they strove to imbue them with the false notion, that

unless they allowed themselves to be circumcised, they could

not stand on a level with the Jewish Christians. Still he had
cause to be satisfied with the manner in which they main-
tained their Christian freedom against these persons; Gal.

iv. 18. And he sought only to confirm them still more in

this Christian mode of thinking and acting, while he en-

deavoured to impress on their hearts afresh the lesson, that

independently of any legal observance, salvation could be
obtained only by faith in Christ, and earnestly put them on
their guard against everything which opposed or injured this

truth. This was interpreted by his Judaizing opponents, who
were wont to misrepresent all his actions and words, and in

every way to infuse distrust of him, as if he had gi'udged the

Galatians those higher privileges which they might have

obtained by the reception of Judaism ; Gal. iv. 16.

Paul now chose as the scene of his labours for the spread of

the gospel, the centre of intercourse and traffic for a large paii:

of Asia, the city of Ephesus, the most considerable place of

commerce on this side of the Taurus. But here also was a

central point of mental intercourse ; so that no sooner was
Christianity introduced, than it was exposed to new conflicts

with foreign tendencies of the religious spirit, which either

directly counteracted the new divine element, or threatened

to adulterate it. Here was the seat of heathen magic, which

originally proceeded from the mystic worship of Artemis,^ and

Whichever among the conflicting interpretations of the words in

chap. iv. 18 may be taken, this much is evident, that Paul wi»ned that

they would act during his absence as they had done during his presence.

And this he surely could not have said, if already during his former

residence they had given him such cause for dissatisfection. It is

arbitrary to refer this only to his first residence among them. Had he
during that residence noticed such thingsj among them, he would also

have felt that airo^ia in reference to them, he would have perceived the

necessity of aXXd^ai t^u (^wvV> <^^^ have already made use of this new
mode of treatment, v. 20.

^ In the mysterious words on her statue, higher mysteries were

sought, and a special magical power ascribed to them. See Clem.

Strom. V. 5C8, and after these, forms of incantation were constructed.
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here also the Jewish magic, connecting itself with the

heathenish, sought to find entrance. The spirit of the times,

dissatisfied with all the existing religions, and eager after

something new, was favourable to all such attempts.

After Paul had preached the gospel for three months in the

sjmagogue, he was induced, by the unfriendly disposition

manifested by a part of the Jews, to turn his attention to the

Gentiles, and met his hearers daily in a school belonging to

one of their number, a rhetorician, named Tyrannus. It w-as

most important that the divine power w^hich accompanied the

promidgation of the gospel should manifest itself in some

striking manner, in opposition to the magic so prevalent here,

—which by its apparently great effects deceived and captivated

many,—in order to rescue men from these arts of deception,

and prepare their hearts to receive the tiTith. And though a

carnal "seeking after signs" might have tempted men (like

the Goes Simon) to cleave solely to the sensible phenomenon
in which the power of the divine was manifested, and to

regard Christianity itself as a new and higher kind of magic,

a most powerful counteraction against such a temptation pro-

ceeded from the genius of Christianit}^, w^hen it really found
an entrance into the heart One remarkable occurrence which
took place at this time greatly contributed to set in the

clearest light the opposition which Christianity presented to

all such arts of jugglery. A number of Jewish Goetse fre-

quented these parts, who pretended that they could expel evil

spirits from possessed persons by means of incantations, fumi-
gations, the use of certain herbs, and other arts, which they
had derived from King Solomon ; ^ and these people could at

times, whether by great dexterity in deceiving the senses, or

])y availing themselves of certain powders of natiu-e unknown
to others, or by the influence of an excited imagination,
produce apparently great effects, though none which really

promoted the w^elfare of mankind.'^ When these Jewish
Goetae beheld the effects which Paul produced by calling on

which were supposed to possess great efficacy, the so-called 'Ecbcaia
ypd/Mfiara.

' See Justin. Dial. e. Tryph. Jud. f. 311, ed. Colon.
2 The cures they pcrrorined uere sometimes followed by still greater

evils, as Christ himself intimates would he the case ; Luke xi. 23. See
also Leben Jem, p. 291.
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the name of Jesus, they also attempted to make use of it as
a magical formula for the exorcism of evil spirits. The
unhappy consequences of this attempt made a powerful
impression on many, who, as it appeared, had certainly been
moved by the miraculous operations of the apostle, so as to

acknowledge Jesus as the author of divine powers in men,
but imagined that these powers could be employed in the
services of their sinful practices, and in connexion with their

vain magical arts. But temfied by the disaster to which we
have referred, they now came to the apostle, and professed

repentance for their sinful com^se, and declared their resolu-

tion to forsake it. Books full of magical formulas, which
amounted in value to more than " fifty pieces of silver," were
brought together and pubhcly bm-nt. This triumph of the
gospel over all kinds of enthusiasm and arts of deception was
often repeated.

Ephesus was a noted rendezvoiis for men of various kinds
of religious-" belief, who flocked hither from various parts of
the east, and thus were brought under the influence of Chris-

tianity; amongst others, Paul here met with twelve disciples

of John the Baptist, the individual who was commissioned by
God to prepare for the appearance of the Redeemer among
his nation and contemporaries ; but, as was nsual with the

preparatory manifestations of the kingdom of God, different

effects were produced according to the different susceptibility

of his hearers. There were those of his disciples who, follow-

ing his directions, attained to a living faith in the Redeemer,
and some of whom became apostles ; others only attained a
very defective knowledge of the person and doctrine of

Christ ; others again, not imbibing the spirit of their master,

held fast their former prejudices, and assumed a hostile

attitude towards Christianity
;

probably the first germ ot

such an opposition appeared at this time from which the sect

of the disciples of John was formed, which continued to exist

in a later age. Those disciples of John with whom Raul met
at Ephesus, belonged to the second of these classes. WTiether

they had become the disciples of John himself in Palestine

and received baptism from him, or whether they had been
won over to his doctrine by means of his disciples in other

parts,—(which would serve to prove that John's disciples

aimed at forming a separate community, which necessarily
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would soon assume a jealous and hostile position against

Christianity on its fii-st rapid spread)— at all events, they

had received the little they had heard of the person and doc-

trine of Jesus as the Messiah, to whom John pointed his

followers, and considered themselves justified in professing to

be Christians ^ like others. Paul belie^^ed that he should find

them such ; but, on fiu'ther conversation with them, it

appeared that they understood nothing of the power of the

glorified Saviom', and of the communication of divine life

through him,—that they knew nothing of a Holy Spirit. Paul

then imparted to them more accurate instruction on the

relation between the ministiy of John and that of Christ,

between the baptism of John and the baptism which would
initiate them into communion with Christ, and into a partici-

pation of the di\dne life that proceeded from him. After

that, he baptized them in the name of Christ, with the usual

consecration by the sign of the laying-on of hands and the

accompanying prayer ; and their reception into Clmstian
fellowship was sealed by the usual rpanifestations of Christian

inspiration.

Paul's residence at Ephesus was not only of considerable

importance for the spread of Christianity throughout Asia
Minor, for which object lie incessantly laboured either by
undertaking journeys himself, or by means of disciples whom
he sent out as missionaries ; but it was also a great advantage
for the chm'ches that were akeady formed in this region, as

from this central point of intercoiu'se he coidd most easily

receive intelligence from all quarters, and, by means of letters

or messengers, could attend to their religious and moral con-

dition, iis the necessities of the churches might require. His
anxiety for these his spiritual children alwaj^s accompanied
him ; he often reminded them that he remembered them
daily in his prayers with thanksgiving and intercession ; thus
he assured the Corinthians, in the overflowing of his love, that
he bore them continually in his heai't ; and vividly depicted
his daily care for all the churches he had founded by his

touching interrogations, " Who is weak in faith and I am not

^ The name ixaOrjToi, Acts xix. 1, without any other designation, can
certainly be understood only of the disciples of Jesus; and the manner
in which Paul addressed them implies, that they were considered to be
Christians.
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weak ? Who meets with a stumbHng-block and I am not dis-

turbed even more than himself?" 2 Cor. xi. 29.

Cases of the latter kind must often have excited the grief

of the apostle ; for as the Christian foith gradually gained
the ascendency and affected the general tone of thinking in

society, new views of life in general, and a new mode of feel-

ing, were formed in the Gentile world ; and in opposition to

the immoral licentiousness of heathenism, which men were
led to renounce by the new principles of the Christian life, an
anxiously legal and Jewish mode of thinking, which burdened
the conduct with numberless restraints, was likely to find an
entrance, and must have disturbed the minds of many who
had not attained settled Clnistian convictions.

Probably it was soon after his aiTival at Ephesus that

Paul received information respecting the state of the Galatian

churches which awakened his fears. During his last

residence among them, he had perceived the machinations
of a Judaizing party, which were likely to injure the purity
of the Clnistian faith and the freedom of the Christian spirit.

He was aware of the danger which tlu-eatened from this

quarter, and had taken measures to counterwork it ; he was
not successful, however, in averting the approaching stonii,

as he now experienced to his great soitow.

The adversaries whom he had here to contend with were
unwilling to acknowledge his apostolic authority, because he
had not been instructed and called to the apostleship imme-
diately by Christ himself ; they maintained that all preach-

ing of the gospel must rest on the authority of the apostles

who were appointed by Christ himself; they endeavoured
to detect a contrariety between the doctrine of Paul and the

doctrine of the apostles, who had allowed the observance of

the law in their chm'ches, and accused him in consequence

of a departm-e from the pure doctrine of Chi'ist. They
could also appeal to the fact, that he represented himself

when among the Jews as a Jew obseiwing the law, and there-

fore, when he taught otherwise among the Gentiles, he could

only do it in order to flatter them, to the injmy of their true

interest.

Although the anti-Pauline tendency in the Galatian

churches was connected with that party which had its prin-

cipal seat in Palestine, yet persons who proceeded from the
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midst of the Geutile Christians/ and had submitted to cir-

cumcision, acted here principally as the organs of this party,

and exercised the greatest influence. To such the words of

Paul in Gal. ^d. 1 3 must relate ; that even those who were

circumcised, or wished to be so, did not themselves observe

the law. These must have been originally Gentiles, and, on
this supposition, it is less difficult to understand, how he could

say of them that they themselves did not obser^^e the law,

—

for to persons who had gTo^vn up in heathenism, it could not

be so easy a matter to practise the complete round of Je^N-ish

obsei-vances. But, as is most generally the case with prose-

hi;es, they were peculiarly zealous for the party to which,

notwithstanding their Grecian descent, they had devoted

themselves, and their influence with their countrymen was
far more dangerous than that of the Jewish false teachers.

Such a mixture of Judaism and Chi'istianity thi-eatened

to destroy the whole essence of Cliristianity, and to substitute

a Jewish ceremonial seiwice in the place of a genuine Chris-

tian conversion proceeding from a living faith, and the danger

^ This entirely depends upon whether we adopt the lectio receiita in
Gal. vi. 13, 7r€oiT€iJ.y6ix€i/oL, or the reading of the codex Faticanus approved
by Lachmann [and Tischendorff] Tre^iTerytiTj/icVoi. I cannot help con-
sidering the first (which has the greatest number of original authorities
in its favour) as the correct reading, partly on this account, that we
cannot imagine any reason why any one should be induced to explain
the latter, a word requiring no explanation, by the former, a more
difficult one, and on the contrary, it may be easily accounted for, how a
person might think of explaining the former by the latter. If the
lectio reccpta be the correct one, still the expression cannot refer to cir-

cumcised Jews, but only to Gentiles who suffered themselves to be cir-

cumcised. That the most influential seducers of the Galatian churches
were such, appears to me to be intimated by the word aTTOK6y\iovTai, v. 12.
Hence may be better explained the impassioned terms, proceeding from
a truly holy zeal, with which Paul speaks against these persons. If
circumcision be not enough for them, let them have excision also;
if, falling away from the religion of the spirit, they seek their salvation in
these outward worthless things and would make themselves dependent
upon them. The pathos with which he here speaks, testifies his zeal
for tlic f-alvation of souls, and for the elevated spiritual character of
Christianity, and against all ceremonial services, by which Christianity
and human nature would be degraded. And there is no occasion
for the apok)gy made by Jerome, although what he says is correct, that
we must still look on the apostle as a man subject to human affections:
" Ncc mirum esse si Apostolus, ut homo et adhue vasculo clausus
inlirmo semcl fiicrit hoc loquutus, iu quod frequenter sanctos viros
caderc perspicimus."
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which thus threatened the divine work made a deep impres-

sion on the apostles. In order to give the Galatian Cln-is-

tians an evidence of his love, of which the Judaizers wished

to excite a mistrust, and to make it evident what importance

he attached to the subject, he undertook to wTite an epistle

to them ivith his oum ha7id, contrary to his usual custom, and
a difficult task for one who, amidst his manifold engagements,

had little practice in writing Greek.'

He begins his epistle with declaring that his apostolic call

was given him immediately by Christ himself, as to the other

apostles ; he assures the Galatian Clii'istians in a most solemn
manner that there could be no other gospel than that which
he had announced to them, and that it was far from his

thoughts to be influenced by the desire of his pleasing men
in his mode of publishing the gospel;^ though when en-

tln-alled in Pharisaism, he was actuated only by a regard to

human authority. But since he had devoted himself to the

service of Christ, he had renounced all such considerations,

and taught and acted in obedience to the divine call, as re-

^ Although the proper meaning of the Greek tttjAi/cois, Gal. vi. 11,

would lead us to understand it as referring to the large unshapely letters

of an unpractised writer, yet I could never find in the words so under-

stood, an expression corresponding to the earnestness of the apostle,

and the tone of the whole epistle. AVhy should he not have expressed,

in a more natural manner, how toilsome he had found the task of

merely writing in this language 1 See Schott's Commentary. We are

inclined to believe, that he uses the word in the less proper sense

for TTcaois, as in the later Latin authors Ave often find quanti for quot.

And we may refer it most naturally to the whole epistle, as written with

his own hand. It will also agree with the use of the word ypapLfxara,

when applied to an epistle. But, on the other hand, the use of the

dative in this case is unusual, and not agreeable to the Pauline phrase-

ology, and to the frequent use ef the word inLcrToXi], for an epistle.

The reason of his writing the whole epistle with his own hand, was cer-

tainly not to guard against a falsification of it, or the forgery of another

in his name ; for his opponents, in this instance, were under no tempta-
tion to do this, since they were not desirous of ascribing to him any
other doctrine than that of his own, but were at issue with him respect-

ing the truth of that doctrine, and actually impugned his apostolic

authority. The connexion of the passage plainly shows us for what
purpose he so expressly stated that he had written the whole with his

ov.-n hand,—namely, to testify that his love for them induced him to

undergo any labour on their account, in contrast with the false teachers

whom he had described in the following verses as seeking their own
glory.

2 The Judaizers accused him of this in reference to the Gentiles.
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sponsible to God alone.* He proved to them by a lucid

statement of facts, that fi-om the first he published the gospel

in consequence of immediate divine illumination, and indepen-

dently of all human authority ; and that the other apostles

had acknowledged his independent apostolic character. 2

With the firmest conviction that salvation and all the fulness

of the divine life were to be found only by faith in the cruci-

fied, he turns to the Galatian Cliiistians with the exclamation,

" Ye fools, who hath so bewitched you ! to forget Jesus the

Crucified, whom we have set forth before yom- eyes as the

only ground of our salvation, and to seek in outward things,

in the works of the law, that salvation for which ye must be

indebted to him alone ! Are ye so void of understanding,

that after ye have begun yoiu- Christianity in the spirit, in

the ch^ane life which proceeds from faith, ye can seek after

something higher still (the perfecting of your Christianity,)

in the low, the sensuous, and the earthly, in that which can

have no elevating influence on the inner life of the spirit, in

the observance of outward ceremonies !" He appeals to the

evidence of their own experience, that though from the first

the gospel had been published to them independently of the

law, yet by ^artue of faith in the Redeemer alone, the divine

^ Sclirader misunderstands Gal. i. 10, when he applies it only to

Jews and Judaizing Christians. If we apply the assertion here made
in the most general terms, according to the sense intended by Paul, we
shall understand it of Gentiles and Gentile Christians. Paul wished to

defend himself against the accusation of the Jcavs, that he wilfully falsi-

fied the doctrine of Christ, in order to make it acceptable to the
heathen. The &§ti marks the opposition of his conduct as the Sod\os
Xpi(TTou to his former Pharisaism, of which he afterwards speaks more
at large. This view of the passage does away with an inference which
Schrader attempts to draw from it, that Paul wrote this epistle during
the time of his imprisonment at Eome.

2 The chief points which it was important for the apostle to establish
were these ;—that before he made his first journey to Jerusalem, after
his conversion, he had appeared as an independent preacher of the
gospel—that his first journey to Jerusalem had altogether a different

object from being taught by the apostles the right method of preaching
the gospel—and that it was not till after he had preached the gospel
alone for some years, that he conversed with the most distinguished of
the apostles, to whom the Judaizcrs themselves were wont to appeal,
respecting their dillcrcnt method, and notwithstanding that difference,
they still acknowledged him as a genuine apostle. Paul's object by no
means required a recital of all his journeys to Jerusalem. See the
remarks of Bauer in the Tiihiiirjer Zcitschrift, 1831, Part 4, p. 132.
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power of the gospel had revealed itself among them by mani-
fold operations, among which he reckoned the miracles to
which he alludes in chap. iii. 5.

As his opponents supported themselves on the authority of
the Old Testament, Paul shows, on the other hand, that the

final aim of its contents was to prepare for the appearance of
the Redeemer, by whom the wall of separation that had
hitherto existed among men was to be taken away, and all

men by virtue of faith in him were to receive a divine life

;

that the promises given to Abraham were annexed to the

condition of faith, and would be fulfilled in all who were fol-

lowers of Abraham in faith, as his genuine spiritual childi'en

;

that the manifestation of the law formed only a preparatory

intervening period between the giving of the promise and its

fulfilment by the appearance of the Eedeemer. He placed

Judaism and heathenism—though, in other respects, he
viewed these religions as essentially different—in one class in

relation to Christianity ; the standing-point of pupillage in

religion, in relation to the standing-point of maturity which
the children of God attained for the full enjoyment of their

rights ; the standing-point of the dependence of religion on
outward, sensible things, an outward cultus, consisting in

various ceremonies in relation to the standing-point of a

religion of freedom (which proceeded from faith) of the

spirit, and of the inward life.

As his opponents charged him with a want of uprightness,

and with releasing the Gentiles from the bm-densome obser-

vance of the law, merely from a wish to ingTatiate himself

with them, he could adopt no more suitable method of vindi-

cating himself, and of infusing confidence into the Galatian

Christians, than by proposing the example of his own life for

imitation. He lived among the Gentiles as a Gentile, with-

out submitting to the restrictions of the Mosaic Law, which

certainly he w^ould not have done if he had beheved that it

was impossible to attain the full possession of the blessings of

the Messiah's kingdom without the observance of the law.

Hence he made this demand on the Galatians (iv. 12,)' "Be-

come as I am (in reference to the non-observance of the law),

^ I agree with Usteri in the explanation of these words. That the

Galatians had at that time adopted the practice of Jewish ceremonies,

and therefore Paul could not in this respect say, "I am become like

you,"—can form no valid objection to this interpretation; for the Gala-
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for I am become as you are, like you as Gentiles in the non-

observance of the law, although a native Jew." Now, if his

method of becoming to the Jews a Jew, by observing the

ceremonies of the law when amongst them in Palestine, had
been at all inconsistent with what he here said of himself, he

would not have appealed with such confidence to his own
example. But, according to his own principles, such a con-

tradiction could not exist ; for, if he did not constantly

observe the ceremonies of the law, but only under certain

relations and circumstances, this sufiiciently showed that he

no longer ascribed to them an objective importance, that

iccording to his conviction they could contribute nothing to

the justification and sanctification of men ; and as this was
his principle in reference to all outward, and in themselves

indifferent things, he only submitted to them for the benefit

of others, according to the dictates of wisdom and love.

Paul called upon the Galatians to stand firm in the liberty

gained for them by Christ, and not to bring themselves again

under the yoke of bondage. He assm-ed them, that if they

were circumcised, Christ would profit them nothing ; that

every man who submitted to circumcision was bound to

observe the whole law ; that since they sought to be justified

by the law, they had renounced their connexion with Christ,

they were fallen from the possession of grace. What he here

says, is by no means inconsistent with his allowing Timothy
to be cu'cumcised, and accommodating himself in outward
usages to the Jewish Christians.^ For he means not outward
circumcision considered in itself, but in its connexion with
the religious principle involved in it, as far as the Gentile

who submitted to circumcision did so in the conviction that

by it, and therefore by the law (to whose obsen^ance a man
was bound by chcumcision) justification was to be obtained.

And this conviction stood in direct opposition to that dispo-

sition which felt indebted to the Saviour alone for salvation.

tian Christians, all of whom certainly had not devoted themselves to
the observance of the law, still Lclouged to the stock of the Gentiles,
and with this view, the term vfxeh is used.

^ Keil believes that he has detected an inconsistency in principle,
and liL'ncc concluded, that this epistle belonged to an earlier period in
the apostle's life, preceding the apostolic convocation, since in his first

zeal after his conversion he indulged in a rude vehemence against
Judaism, which afterwards was softened.
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The apostle, in contrasting his true upright love to tlic Gula-
tian Christians, with the pretended zeal of the Judaizers for

their salvation, said to them, " They have a zeal on your ac-

count, but not in the right way ; but they wish to exclude you
from the kingdom of God in order that you may be zealous

about them, that is, they wish to persuade you, that you
cannot as uncircumcised Gentiles enter the kingdom of God,
in order that you may emulate them, that you may be cir-

cumcised as they are, as if thus only you can become members,
of the kingdom of God. Those who are disposed of their out-

ward preeminence (of outward Judaism), compel you to be
circumcised only that they may not be persecuted with the

cross of Christ, that is, with the doctrine of Christ the Cruci-

fied, as the only ground of salvation, that they may not be
obliged to owe their salvation to Him alone, and to renounce
all their merits, all in which they think themselves dis-

tinguished above others. ' They wish you to be circumcised

^ I here adopt an interpretation of the words in Gal. vi. 12, different

from that Avhich from ancient times has been received by most expo-

sitors, and which, without being closely examined, has been mentioned
by Usteri only with unqualified disapprobation. I will therefore state

a few things in its favour. The common explanation of the passage is,

" These persons compel you to be circumcised, only because they are

not willing to be persecuted for the cross of Christ ; that is, in order to

avoid the persecutions which the publication of the doctrine of justifi-

cxiion through faith alone, in Jesus the Crucified, will bring upon them
from the Jews." The use of the dative suits this interpretation,

although I believe that Paul, if he had wished to give utterance to this

simple thought, would have expressed himself more plainly. Gal. v. 11

is in favour of this interpretation, where Paul says of himself, that if he

still preached the necessity of circumcision, then the offence which the

Jews took at Christianity, on account of the doctrine that a man by
faith in the Crucified, might become an heir of the kingdom of heaven,

without the observance of the law—would at once be taken away, and

that no reason would be left for persecuting him as a preacher of

the gospel. But in order to avoid such persecutions on the part of the

Jews, these persons need only observe the law strictly themselves, and
beware of publishing the doctrine, that a man could be justified with-

out the works of the law ; by no means would they thereby be obliged

to press circumcision so urgently on the Gentiles already converted,

nor does Paul ever ascribe to his Judaizing opponents the design of

avoiding the persecution that threatened them by such conduct. And
if, according to the indications that have been pointed out, the most

influential opponents of Paul in the Galatian churches were of Gentile

descent, this interpretation would still less hold good, for Gentiles

might bring persecutions on themselves sooner by the observance of

VOL. I. Q
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only that they may glory in your flesh, that is, in the change

which they have outwardly effected in you, by bringing you

over altogether to the Jewish Christian party." The apostle,

lastly, adjured the Galatians that they would not give him
any further trouble, since he bore in his body the mark of the

sufferings he had endured for the cause of Christ.^

Jewish ceremonies, than by the observance of the Christian religion,

which wtis not conspicuous in outward rites. And how would this

interpretation suit the connexion? Paul says (Gal. vi. 12), ''Those who
wisli to have some preeminence in outward things (some outward dis-

tinction before others) oblige you to be circumcised." After this,

Ave expect something related to it, in the clause beginning with 'Iva /x^,

something that may serve as an exegesis, or to fix the meaning. But,

according to that interpretation, something quite foreign would follow

—that thereby they wish to avoid persecution. If this thought fol-

lowed, Paul': would have said at first
—" Those who long after ease for

the flesh, or who are afraid to bear the cross of Christ (or something of

the kind), force circumcision upon you," &c. Yerse 14 also shows,
that all the emphasis is laid on glorying alone in the cross of Christ,

which is opposed to setting a high value on any other glorying. The
thought arising from that interpretation appears quite foreign to the
context, both before and after. On the other hand, the interpretation I

have adopted suits it entirely. That evTrpo(ruire7v eV aapKl, that /cai'/-

XTj^a «aTo o-apKo is taken away, if men can glory only in the cross
of Christ, Hence they consider the cross of Christ, that is, the
doctrine of faith in the Crucified, the only sufiicient means of salvation,
as something wearing a hostile aspect towards them, by which they
are persecuted, since it obliges them to renounce their fancied
superiority. With the positive clause in v. 12, "those who wish to
have some preeminence according to the flesh," the negative clause
agrees very well, " that they may not be persecuted with or by the cross
of Christ," (the cross of Christ is something subjective to them, by which
they are persecuted). The mention of the cross first, according to the
best accredited reading adopted by Lachmann, suits this view of the
passage. According to the other view, all the emphasis is to be placed
on the not being persecuted. On the whole, the leading idea of the
whole passage appears to be, Glorying in the cross of Christ, in opposi-
tion to glorying in the flesh.

' If we only consider what is narrated in the Acts of his sufferings
hitherto, though it is evident from a comparison with 2 Cor. xi. that all
is not mentioned, we shall be as little disposed as by what the apostle
Bays of the persecutions of the Jews, to apply these words (with
Schrader) to his imprisonment at Pome. What Paul says in chap. ii. 10,
respecting the fulfilment of obligations to the poor at Jerusalem, might
favour the later composition of this epistle, but proves nothing ; for the
words by no means lead us to think of that last large collection, Oi
which he undertook to be the bearer to Jerusalem. He might very
often have sent separate contributions from the churches of Gentile
Christians to Jerusalem, although, owing to the imperfections of church
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During his residence at Ephesus, the affliirs of the
Corinthian church demanded his special attention. The
history of this community presents us with an image of those
appearances and disturbances which have been often repeated
in later periods of the church on a larger scale. A variety of
influences mingled their action on this church, and it is im-
possible to deduce everything from one common ground of
explanation, such as the relation* between the different

parties ; although one common cause may be found which
will explain many of these influences, in the particular situa-

tion of the Christian Church, which the new Christian spirit

had but partially penetrated, opposed as it was by former
habits of life and the general state of society. Many of the
easily excited and mobile Greeks had been carried away by
the powerful impression of Paul's ministry made at Corinth,

and at first showed great zeal for Christianity ; but the

essence of Christianity had taken no deep root in their

unsettled dispositions. In a city like Corinth, where so great

a corruption of morals prevailed, and so many incentives to

the indulgence of the passions were presented on every side,

such a superfcial conversion was exposed to the greatest

danger. In addition to this, after Paul had laid the founda-

tion of the church, other preachers followed him who pub-
lished the gospel partly in another form, and partly on other

principles, and who, since their various constitutional pecu-

liarities were not properly subordinated to the essential

principles of the gospel, gave occasion to many divisions

among the Greeks, a people naturally inclined to parties and
party disputes. ^ There ^ were at first persons of the same

history, we have no certain information respecting them. On his last

journey preceding his last visit to the Galatians, he might have brought
with him one of these smaller collections.

* By attempting to deduce too much from this single cause, Storr has

indulged in many forced interpretations and suppositions.
2 OAving to this national characteristic, the efficiency of the gospel

among them was much disturbed and weakened in after ages.
^ Riickcrt thinks that the order in which the parties are mentioned

in 1 Cor. i. 12, corresponds to the period of their formation; that first

the preaching of Apollos occasioned the formation of such a division in

the church, who felt a greater partiality to Apollos than to Paul, and
M-ere no longer satisfied with the latter, though they had not yet

formed themselves into a particular party; then the Judaizers would
take advantage of such a state of feeling, and join the favourers of
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spirit as those false teachers of the Galatian churches, who

Avished to introduce a Christianity more mingled with Juda-

ism—wlio could not endure the independence and freedom

with which the gospel published by Paul was developed

among the Gentiles, although they were not so violent as the

Galatian flilse teachers, and accordingly named themselves,

not after James, whom the most decided Judaizers made

their chief authority, but after Peter. Moreover, we must

carefully notice the difference of circumstances. The Gala-

tian churches could be more easily operated upon by organs

of the Judaizing pai-ty who came forward from among them-

selves; it was altogether different at Corinth, where the

Judaizers had to operate upon men of a decidedly Grecian

character, who were not so susceptible of the influence of

Judaism. Hence they could not ventm-e to come forwai'd at

once, and disclose their intentions : it was necessary first to

prepare the soil, before they scattered the seed ;—to act

warily and gently ; to accomplish their work gTadually ; to

emplo}'' a vaiiety of artifices in order to undermine the princi-

ples on which Paul preached the gospel ; to infuse a mistrust

of his apostolic character, and thus to alienate the affections

of his converts from him. ' They began with casting doubts

on Paul's apostolic dignity, for the reasons which have been
before mentioned ; they set in opposition to him, as the only

genuine apostles, those who w^ere instructed and ordained by
Christ himself They understood besides how to instil into

anxious minds a number of. scruples, to which a life spent in

intercourse with heathens would easily give rise, and which

Apollos in opposition to Paul ; thus two parties would be formed. But,
in course of time, the original partisans of Apollos would discover that
they could not agree with the Judaizers, who had at first, in order to
find an entrance, concealed their peculiarities, and thus at last there
would be three distinct parties. But this passage (i. 12) cannot avail
for determining the chronological relation of these parties to one
another. Paul here follows the logical relation, without adverting to
the chronological order, lie places the partisans of Apollos next to
those of Paul, because they only formed a particular section of the
Pauline party ; he then mentions those who were their most strenuous
opponents ; and lastly, those through whose existence the other parties
would be presupposed. We have throughout no data by which to deter-
mine the chronological connexion of the three first parties.

' See the remarks of Bauer, in his essay on the Christ-party in the
Corintliian church (in the Tuhinger Zeitschrift far Theologie, 1831,
part iv. p. 83).
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persons who had been previously proselytes to Judaism must
have been predisposed to entertain.

Persons whose minds took this direction, placed Peter, as

an apostle chosen by the Lord himself, and especially distin-

guished by him, in opposition to Paul, who had assumed the

office at a later period. When the strongly marked pecu-

liarities of any of the apostles were blended with their views

of Christianity, and it presented them in a varied form, it

was in accordance with the different spheres of activity

assigned them by God, and served not to injure the unity of the

Christian spirit, but rather in this very manifoldness to illus-

trate its excellence ; but now among those who attached

themselves to this or the other apostles, one-sided tendencies

became prominent, and that variety which might have con-

sisted with unity, was formed by them into an exclusive con-

trariety. As a one-sided Petrine party was formed in the

Corinthian church, so a one-sided Pauline party sprung up in

opposition to it, which recognised the Pauline as the only

genuine form of Christianity, ridiculed the nice chstinctions

of scrupulous consciences, and set themselves in stern oppo-

sition to everything Jewish. In one of their tendencies wo
find the germ of the later Judaizing sects, and in the other

that of the later Marcionitc eiTor.

But in the Pauline party itself, a two-fold direction was

manifested, on the following grounds. Among the disciples

of John who came to Ephesus, and considered themselves as

Christians, though their knowledge was very defective, was

Apollos, a Jew of Alexandiia, who had received the Jewish-

Grecian education, peculiar to the learned among the Alex-

andrian Jews, and a gi-eat facility in the use of the Greek

language.^ Aquila and his wife instructed him more accu-

^ The epithet avr]g Xojlos given to him in Acts xviii. 24, probably

denotes, not an eloquent but a learned man, which would best suit an

Alexandrian, since a learned literary education, and not eloquence, was

the precise distinction of the Alexandrians ; and his disputation with

the Jews at Corinth suits this meaning of \6yios, taken from the Jewish

standing-point. In this sense the word is found both in Josephus and

Philo ; in the first, \6ytoi is opposed to iSiwrais, De Belt. Jud. vi. 5, § 3 ;

and by Philo, De Vita Mosis, i. § 5, Pd-yvirriiav ot \6yioi. But another

meaning of the word as it was used at that time is also possible, and

since it appears from the First Epistle to the Corinthians, that Apollos

was also a man eloquent in the Greek language; so that we are left in

some uncertainty how to understand this epithet. According to the
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rately in Christianity, and when he was about to sail to Achaia,

commended him to the Corinthian church as a man who, by

liis zeal and peculiar gifts, would be able to do much for the

furthei-ance of the divine cause, especially at Corinth, where

his Alexanch'ian education would procure him a more ready

access to a part of the Jews and Gentiles. His Alexandrian

mode of developing and representing Christian truths, as it

approached to the Grecian taste, w^as peculiarly adapted to

the educated classes at Corinth ; but fascinated by it, they

attached too great importance to this peculiar form, and de-

spised, in contrast with it, the simple preaching of Paul, who,

when he taught among them, determined to know nothing

save Jesus the Crucified. We here see the germ of that

Gnosis which sprung up in the soil of Alexandria, and aimed
at exalting itself above the simple faith (Pistis) of the

gospel.

But it has been lately maintained,^ that the difference be-

tween the Pauline party and that of Apollos, related not to

any difference in the form of doctrine, but only to the posi-

tion in which Paul and Apollos stood to the founding of the

Corinthian church, as the apostle himself, in 1 Cor. iii. 6, 7,

indicates, that it was made a question, whether he who laid

the foundation, or he who raised the superstructure, deserved
the preeminence. But if we follow this hint, it will conduct
us much fm-ther. We cannot stop short at these merely out-

ward relations, but must seek in the chamcteristic qualities

of these two men, who stood in such different relations to

the church, for the reason, that some w^ere more attached to
the one, and some to the other. We may presume that the
manner in which one laid the foundation, and the other raised

the superstructm-e, depended on the difference of their

characteristic quahties. To this difference Paul himself ad-
verts, when, after speaking of the merely outward relations

first interpretation, ivvaros i)v iv ra7s ypacpals, would only more
precisely express what is contained in \6yios; according to the second,
it would be a perfectly new and distinct characteristic. This 'exe-
getical question is of no importance historically, for certainly both
epithets are applicable to Apollos.

» By a distinguished young theologian, the licentiate Daniel
Schenkel, in his Inquisitio Crilico-historica de Ecdesia Corinthiaca,
prim(£va, BaHlecp, 1838, with which De Wette, in his late Commentary
on the Epistles to the Corinthians, has expressed his concurrence.
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between himself and Apollos, he represents in figurative
language how every genuine teacher of Christianity ought to
proceed in building on the foundation that has been once
laid; 1 Cor. iii. 12. The connexion evidently shows, that
Paul had primarily in view his relation to the party of
Apollos ; every other explanation is forced.' If we compare
the qualities possessed by the apostle and his fellow-labourer,

as far as our information extends, we may easily infer the

difference in their mode of teaching, and in their respective

partisans. That Paul possessed gi-eat force and command of

language, we may conclude with certainty from his epistles,

as is also evinced by his discourse at Athens. In that elo-

quence which is adapted to seize powerfully on men's minds,
he was inferior to no preacher of the gospel, not even to

Apollos himself. It was his peculiar natural gift, sanctified

and elevated by spiritual influence for the cause of the gospel,

in which he was probably superior to Apollos ; and if the

Epistle to the Hebrews is to be attributed to the latter, and
we compare it with those of Paul, it would serve to confirm

the opinion. In dialectic power also, which was founded
on the peculiar character of his intellect, and developed and
improved by his youthful training in the schools of the

Pharisees, as well as in the skilful interpretation and use of

the Old Testament, he was surpassed by none. But still

between himself and Apollos a difference not unimportant

existed, which affected their peculiar style of teaching ; the

latter, as an Alexandrian, had received an education more
adapted to the Grecian mind and taste, and possessed a greater

familiarity with the pure Grecian phraseology, in which Paul

was defective, as we may gather from his epistles, and as he

expressly asserts ; 2 Cor. xi. 6. Now, in making the gospel

known at Corinth, he had special reasons for rejecting all the

aids that otherwise were at his command for recommending

^ We must carefully distinguish those who, by assailing the un-

changeable foundation of Christianity, destroyed the temple of God in

the church, 1 Cor. iii. 16 and 17, from those of whom Paul judged far

more leniently, because they preserved inviolate the foundation that

was laid, though they added to it what was more or less human. Of
the latter, he affirms that, since they held fast the foundation of salva-

tion, they would finally be partakers of salvation, though after a painful

and repeated process of purification ; of the others, that they would
.come to ruin, because they had destroyed the work of God.
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evangelical truth, and for using only the " demonstration ot

the spirit and of power," which accompanied its simple

annunciation. The Alexandrian refinement of Apollos must

have formed a striking contrast to the simplicity of Paul's

preaching ; and, if we take into account the circumstances

and social relations of the Corinthians, we cannot wonder that

a preference for such a style of address led to the formation

of a distinct party in the Corinthian church. It was not the

peculiar style of Apollos in itself which Paul condemned ;

—

it became every teacher to work with the gifts entrusted to

him, according to the standing-point on which the Lord had

placed him ;—but he combated the one-sided and arrogant

over-valuation of this talent, the excessive estimation in which

this form of mental culture was held. It by no means follows,

that he attributed a false wisdom to Apollos himself ; * bat

the one-sided direction of his partisans, in which the (To(piav

^qrilv predominated, would easily produce a false wisdom,

by which evangelical truth would be obscured or pushed into

the background. Paul perceived this threatening danger, and
hence felt himself impelled strenuously to combat the principle

on which such a tendency was founded.

Besides the parties already mentioned, we find a fourth in

the Corinthian church, whose peculiarities it is more difficult

to ascertain, since, judging from its name, we cannot readily

suppose that it belonged to a sect blamed by the apostle, and
in no other part of the first Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians

do we find any distinct references to it from which we might
infer its specific character ; it was composed of persons who
said that they were "0/ Christ ;''

1 Cor. i. 12. If we con-

sider this party as involved in the censure expressed by the
apostle,- which the grammatical constiiiction of the passage

* This charge against Apollos, in the opinion of Schenkel and De
Wette, is well founded, but by no means follows from the view taken by
ourselves and others of the peculiarities of the party of Apollos.

2 The interpretation which has been proposed by Pott and Schott,
and according to which, all conjectures respecting the peculiar character
of a Christ-party at Corinth would be superfluous, is grammatically
possible. It assumes that Paul, in this passage, only enumerated histo-
rically the various parties in the Corinthian church,\vithout concluding
that all who are specified came under the censure of the apostle. Those
indeed who firmly adhered to the doctrine taught by Paul, and esteemed
him, as he wished, only as an organ of Christ,—those who wished to
keep aloof from all party contentions, and called themselves only after
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seems to require, we' must believe that these persons did not
wish to be " of Christ," in the sense in which Paul desired
that all the Corinthians should be, but that they appropriated

' Christ to themselves in an erroneous sense, and wished to
make him, as it were, the head of their party. And we must
then suppose that the apostle, though with an allusion in the
first instance to their party designation, yet including a refer-

ence to all the Corinthian parties, said, " Is the one Christ
become divided ? has each party their portion of Christ, as
their own Christ ? No ! there is only one Christ for all, who
was crucified for you, to whom ye were devoted and pledged
by baptism."

We have now to inquire what can be determined respectin^^

the character and origin of this Christ-party. If we pay any
regard to its being mentioned next to the party of Peter, and
compare it with the collocation of the parties of Apollos and
Paul, we might think it most probable that the relation

between the two former was similar to that which existed

between the two latter ; and that, therefore, a subdivision of
the general party of Jewish Christians was intended. And
as part of these attached themselves to Peter, and part to

James, we might be induced to imagine a party belonging to

James along with the Petrine ; the former more tenacious

and violent in their Judaism; the latter more liberal and mo-
derate. But this supposition is not at all favoured by the

Christ their common head, must be represented as a particular party in

relation to the other Corinthian parties, and hence Paul distinguished
them by the name which they assumed in opposition to all party
feelings. If these words in this connexion only contained an historical

enumeration of the various parties, such an interpretation might be
valid. But this is not the case. Paul evidently mentions these parties

in terms of censure. The censure applies to all equally as parties who
substituted something in the place of that single relation to Christ
'which alone was of real worth. " lias then Christ become divided]" he
proceeds to ask. " No—he will not allow himself to be divided. Ye
ought all to call yourselves after that one Christ who redeemed you by
his death on the cross, and to whom ye were devoted by baptism."

These words are directed equally against all parties, and perhaps exactly

in this form, owing to the preceding designation of those who arro-

gantly named themselves ol rov XpiaTod. But if these persons had
assumed this title in the sense which Paul approved, he would not have
classed them with those who incurred his censure; these words could

not have applied to them, but he must have expressed his approbation

of their spirit, which must have appeared to him as (he only right one.
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designation, ol tov Xpiarov, for it seems very unnatural that

the adlierents of James should so name themselves, as some

have imagined,' because the epithet dceXcpog tov Xpiarov was

given to that apostle as a title of honour. There can be no

doubt that if snch a party had existed in Corinth, they would

have called themselves ol tov 'Ia*cw/3oi;.

If we believe that the Christ-party was composed of Jewish

Christians, such a view must be stated and developed very

differently in order to bring it nearer to probability,'^ The

namcot tov XpiaTov—it maybe said— ^^as one which the parti-

sans of Peter assumed in opposition to Paul and his disciples,

in order to mark themselves as those who adhered to the

genuine apostles of Christ, from whom they had received the

pure doctrine of Christ, and thus by their teachers w-ere con-

nected with Christ himself : and, on the other hand, by ap-

plying this title exclusively to their own party, they intended

to brand the other Christians at Corinth as those who did

not deserve the name of Christians, who were not the dis-

ciples of Christ, nor the scholars of a genuine apostle o

Christ, but of a man who had adulterated the pure Christian

doctrine, and had promulgated a doctrine of his own arbitrary

invention as the doctrine of Christ. This view would appear

perfectly to correspond with the phrase ol tov XpiaTov, and
might be confirmed by many antithetical references in both

the epistles in which Paul vindicates his genuine apostolic

character, and asserts, that he could say with the same right

as any one else, that he was " of Christ ; " 2 Cor. x. 7. But
while such passages certainly are directed against those who,

DU the grounds already mentioned, disputed Paul's apostolic

authority, they by no means prove the existence of such a

party-name among the Jews. And one difficulty still remains,

namely, that by the position of the phrase ol tov XpiGTov we
are led to expect the designation of a party in some way
differing from the Petrine, though belonging to the same
general division ; but, according to this view, the Christ-party

' Attributed by Storr, or as by Berthold, to several aZ€\<povs rod
Kvpiov among the first preachers of the gospel.

2 As it has lately been developed with much acuteness, in the essay

already referred to, by Bauer, in the TuUnger Zeitschriftjiir T/ieologie,

1S31, which no persons can read without instruction, even if they do
not agree with the views of the writer on this point.
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would differ from the Petrine only in name, which would be
quite contradictory to the relation of tliis party-name to thof^'c

that preceded it.' Accordingly, this view can only be tenable,

if not a merely formal, but a material difference can be found
between the two last parties. And it might be said that not
all the members of the Petrine party, but only the most
rigid and violent in their Judaism, who would not acknowledge
the Pauline Gentile Christians as standing in communion with
the Messiah, had applied to their Judaizing party the exclu-

sive epithet of ol tov Xptarov.

But it has always appeared to us to be contrary to his-

torical analogy, that those persons who adhered to another
apostle, and considered him alone as genuine in opposition to

Paid, should not name themselves after one whom they looked
upon as the neces.sary link of their connexion with Christ.

In the epistle itself, we cannot find allusions that would
establish this, since the passages which contain these refer-

ences can be very well understood without it.

We cannot hope in this inquiry to attain to conclusions

altogether certain and sure, for the marks and historical data

are not sufficient for the i)urpose. But we shall best guard
against arbitrary conjectm-es, and arrive at the truth most
confidentl}^, if we first attend to what may be gathered from
the name itself and its position, in relation to the other party-

names, and then compare this with the whole state of the

Corinthian church. In the results which may thus be

obtained, we must then endeavour to separate the doubtful

and disputable from the certain and probable.

We shall by no means be justified in concluding that,

by virtue of the logical connexion of the two members of

the sentence to one another, the persons who named them-
selves after Christ must have borne the same relation to the

Petrine party as the adherents of A polios to those of Paul.

This conclusion, if correct, would be favom-able to the view

which we last considered. But the relation of the two

* Bauer says indeed, p. 77, " The apostle's object in accumulating so

many names, might be to depict the party spirit prevalent in the

Corinthian cliurch, which showed itself in their delighting in the mul-

tiplication of sectarian names, which denoted various tints and shades,

but not absolutely distinct parties," But if this were the case, that

explanation only of one of these party-names can be correct, by which a

different shade of party is pointed out.
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members is not logical only, but subject to certain historical

conditions. Paul does not, as in other cases, form the

members of the antithesis merely from the thoughts; but

tlie manner in which he selected his terms was determined by

matters of foct. As the Judaizers formed in reahty only one

party, Paul could designate them only by one name, and

since he was obliged to choose his terms according to the

facts, he could not make the two members exactly correspond

to one another.

From the name of this party viewed in relation to other

party-names, we shall arrive at the following conclusion with

tolerable certainty. There were those who, while they

renounced the apostles, professed to adhere to Christ alone, to

acknowledge him only as their teacher, and to receive what

he announced as truth from himself without the inteiTcntion

of any other person. This was such a manifestation of self-

will, such an arrogant departure from the historical process

of development ordained by God in the appropriation of

divine revelation, as would in the issue lead to arbitrary con-

duct respecting the contents of Christian doctrine ; for the

apostles were the organs ordained and formed by God, by
whom the doctrine of Christ was to be propagated, and its

meaning communicated to all men. But it might easily

happen, while some were disposed to adhere to Paul alone,

others to Apollos, and a third party to Peter, at last some
persons appeared who were averse to acknowledge any of

these party-names, and professed to adhere to Chiist alone,

yet with an an-ogaut self-will which set aside all human
instrumentality ordained by God. If we now view this

as the result which presents itself to us wdth tolerable

certainty, that there was at Corinth such a party desirous of

attaching themselves to Christ alone, independently of the

apostles, who constructed in their own way a Christianity

different from that announced by the apostles, we may
imagine three different Avays in which they proceeded. For
this object they might make use of a collection of the
sayings of Christ, which had fallen into their hands, and
set what they found there in opposition to the apostolic

character ; or they might pretend to derive their Chris-

tianity from an inward source of knowledge, either a super-

natural inward light or the light of natural reason, either
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a more mystical or a more rational direction. If we
assented to the first supposition, still we could not satisfy our-

selves, without imagining a certain subjective element in the

manner of explaining those discourses of Christ ; for w'ithout

the infusion of such an element, the tendency to this sepa-

ration from the apostolic instrumentality could not have

originated, and thus the principal question would still remain

to be answered, w^hethcr we are to consider the subjective

element as mystical or rational.

According to a hypothesis' lately developed with great

acuteness, but resting on a number of arbitrary suppositions,

the tendency we are speaking of must have been mystical.

As Paul had considered the immediate revelation of Christ to

himself as equivalent to the outward election of the other

apostles ; so there were other persons who thought that they

could appeal to such an inward revelation or vision, w^ho

from this standing-point assailed the apostolic authority of

Paul, while they sought to establish their own, and threatened

to substitute an inward ideal Christ for the historical Christ.

These representatives of the one-sided mystical tendency,

must have been the principal opponents with whom Paul had

to contend. But in the Epistle to the Corinthians we can

find no trace of such a tendency combated by him ; and in

all the passages to which the advocates of this hypothesis

appeal, a reference to it seems to be arbitrarily imposed.

When Paul, at the beginning of the first Epistle to the

Corinthians, so impressively brings forward the doctrine

of Christ the Crucified, and says that he had published this

in all its simplicity without attempting to support it by the

Grecian philosophy, there is not the slightest intimation that

such a tendency (as w^e have alluded to) existed in the

Corinthian church, which aimed at substituting another

Christ in the room of Christ the Crucified. In a place where,

by the over-valuation of any kind of philosophy, the simple

gospel was liable to be set in the background, such language

might very properly be used, even tliough no ideal or mystical

Christ were substituted instead of the historical; and, it is

evident to what false conclusions we should be led, if we

inferred from such a declaration the existence of a tendency

^ By Schenkel in the essay before mentioned, and advocated by De

Wette in his Commentary on the two Epistles to the Corinthians.
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that denied Christ the Crucified. Paul opposed the preach-

ing of Jesus the Cnicified to two tendencies,—the Jewish

fondness for signs, and the an-ogant philosophy of the Greeks,

but never to a mystical tendency which would depreciate the

historical facts of Christianity. Against a tendency of this

kind, he would certainly have argued in a very different

manner.

The sensuous tendency of the Jewish spirit we should expect

to meet with in the Jewish part of the Corinthian church,

—the pride of philosophy in those who attached themselves to

Apollos, since from w^hat has been said we must suppose that

there was a distinct party composed of such persons. As
Paul when he spoke against the Grecian pride of philosophy,

had this party of Apollos specially in his mind, by a natural

transition he spoke in the next place of his relation to

Apollos.

The passage in 2 Cor. xi. 4 has been adduced to prove that

Paul's opponents preached another Christ and another gospel.

Paul reproached the Corinthians with having given themselves

up to such erroneous teachers. But in that whole section

he occupies himself, not with combating a false doctrine, as

he must have done if the representatives of a mysticism that

imdermined the foundations of the Christian faith had been
his opponents ; but he had only to combat the pretensions of

persons who wished to make their own authority supreme
in the Corinthian church, and not to acknowledge him as

an apostle. These people themselves—he says in the con-

text—could not deny, th.at he had performed everything

which could be required of an apostle as founder of a Church,
for he had preached to them the gospel of Jesus the Crucified

and the Risen, and had communicated to them the powers of
the Holy Spirit by his ministry. With justice these persons,

he said, might appear against him, and assume the manage-
ment of tlic church, if they could really show that there was
another Jesus than the one announced by Paul, another gospel
than that which ho proclaimed, or another Holy Spirit than
that whose p(jwers were efficient among them.'

^ I account for the irregularity in the o«/et'x6(r06, 2 Cor. xi. 4, in this
•way,—that Paul was penetrated with the conviction, that the case,
wiiich in form he had assumed to be possiide, was in fad impossible.
This fourth verse h thus connected with the preceding; 1 fear that you
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The opponents of these views of this passage believe, hke
'many others, that those who call themselves ol rov Xptorou are

mentioned by Panl himself in 2 Cor. x. 7. But here only

such can be undei*stood who boasted of a special internal con-

nexion with Christ. But I do not perceive why the epithet

should not be applied to every person who thought that in

any sense they particularly belonged to Christ, or could boast

of any special connexion with him. From the expression tca-d

TTpoaioiroy^ it is clear that these persons boasted of an outward
connexion with Christ, which certainly would not suit the

representatives of a mystical tendency. Indeed, throughout
the whole section he distinguishes the opponents of whom he
is speaking, as those who wished to establish a purely outward
preeminence (2 Cor. xi. 8), founded on their Jewish descent,

and their coimexion with the apostles chosen by Christ him-
self, and with the original church in Palestine. Would Paul,

if he had to do with such idealizing mystics, have onl}^ con-

ceded to them that they stood in connexion with Christ, that

they could call themselves his servants 1 Would he not from
the first have made it a question whether it was the true

Christ after whom they called themselves 1 And how can it

be imagined that Paul, if his opponents were of this class,

would have used expressions which are directed rather against

have departed from Christian simplicity; for if it were not so, you
could not have allowed yourselves to be governed by persons who could

impart to you nothing but what you have received from me ; for I con-

sider (v. 5) myself to stand behind the chief apostles in no respect. By
this analysis, the objections of De Wette against this interpretation are

at once obviated. Against the other mode of explanation, I have to

object that it does not suit the connexion with v. 5 ; that the words
would then be unnecessarily multiplied ; that Paul would then hardly

have used the words TTVivfxa crepou Xafj-Hdverc, which refer only.to receiv-

ing the Holy Spirit. I also think that he would then have said, not

'irja-ovu, but Xqkttov, for these mystics would rather have preached

another Christ than this historical person Jesus ; or as, at a later period,

the Gnostics, who held similar notions, taught that there was not a

twofold Jesus, but a twofold Chrisl, or distinguished between a heavenly

Christ and a human Jesus. On the contrary, according to the inter-

pretation which I have followed, Paul would of course say, " another

Jesns than the one I preach," referring to an historical personage, and

the events of his life.

^ A comparison of the passage in 2 Cor. v. 12, (where the eV irQocrwira}

is opposed to Kaodla), appears to me to prove that the words must be so

understood ; the" antithesis of the outward and the inward is quite in

Paul's style.
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the sensuous perversion of the rehgious sentiment, and might

easily be misinterpreted in favoui' of that false spiritualism ?

Would he have said, " Yea, though we have known Christ

after the flesh, yet now henceforth know we him no more
;

but only a spiritual Christ who is exalted above all limited

earthly relations, with whom we can now enter into commu-

nion in a spiritual manner, since we have a share in the new

spiritual creation proceeding from him ;
" 2 Cor. v. 16, 17.'

When Paul appealed to the revelations imparted to him,

it was not for the confutation of those who supported them-

selves only by such inward experiences ; but of those princi-

pally who would not acknowledge him as a genuine apostle,

equal to those who were chosen by Christ during his earthly

life^—the same persons, against whom he maintained his in-

dependent apostohc commission, as delivered to him by Christ

on his personal appearance to him ; 1 Cor. ix. 1, 2.

Had he been called to oppose the tendency of a false

mysticism and spiritualism, he, who understood so well how
to strike at the root of error and delusion, would have cer-

tainly entered more fully into conflict with an erroneous

direction of the religious sentiment, so dangerous to genuine

Christianity, for which he would have had the best opportunity

in treating of the gifts of the Spirit.

We must then consider this view of the Christ-party as

entirely unsupported by this epistle of Paul, and only deduced

from it by a number of arbitrary interpretations.^ While

those whose views we are opposing, trace the origin of such a

party to a certain tendency of Judaism, we, on the contrary,

are obliged to refer it to a Grecian element.

From the peculiar qualities of the Grecian mind, which

was not disposed to submit itself to an objective authority,

but readily moulded everything in a manner conformable to

its own subjectivity, such a tendency as that we have been

' These words contain a contrast to his former Jewish standing-

point, and his earlier conception of the character of the Messiah ; also

to all that was antecedent to Christianit}^, and independent of it; for

from this standing-point all things must in some measure become new.
2 I find no ground for a comparison with Montanism, Marcion, and

the Clementines, and I must consider as arbitrary tlie explanations that

liavc been given of the first epistle of Clemens Eomanus (to which, too,

I cannot ascribe so high an antiquity), in order to elucidate the affairs

of the Corinthian church in the times of the apostle Pau).
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speaking of, might easily proceed/ At that time, there were
many educated and half-educated individuals, who were dis-

satisfied with the popular Polytheism. These persons listened

to the words of Christ, which impressed them by their sub-

limity and spirituality, and believed that in him they had
met with a reformer of the religious condition of mankind,
such as they had been longing for. We have already re-

marked, that a collection of the memorable actions and dis-

courses of Christ, had most probably been in circulation from
a very early period. Might they not have procured such a
document, and then constructed by means of it, a peculiar

form of Christian doctrine, modelled according to their

Grecian subjectivity? These persons probably belonged to

the class of the wisdom-seeking Greeks, at which we need not

be surprised, although the Christian church made little pro-

gress among the higher classes, since in this city a superior

degree of refinement was universally prevalent, and from the

words which tell us, that in the Corinthian church, not many
of the philosophically trained, not many of the highest class

were to be found, we may infer, that some %\\c\i persons must
have belonged to it ; one individual is mentioned in Romans
xvi. 23, who filled an important civil office in Corinth.^

But against this supposition, the same objections may bo

urged, wiiich we made against another view of the Christ-

party, that Paul has not specially directed his argumentation

against the principles of such a party, though they threatened

even more than those of other parties to injure apostolic

Christianity. Still what he says on other occasions, re-

specting the only source of the knowledge of truths that rest

on divine Revelation ;—and against the presumption of unen-

lightened reason, setting herself up as an arbitress of divine

things ; and on the nothingness of a proud philosophy, (1

Cor. ii. 11,) forms the most powerful argumentation against

* The reasons alleged by Bauer, in his late essay on this subject, why
such a form of error could not exist at this time, do not convince me.

2 Bauer says (p. 11), " Religion, not philosopliy, would lead to Chris-

tianity." But it is not altogether improbable, that a person might be

led by a religious interest, which could find no satisfaction in the

popular religion, to philosophy, and by the same interest be carried

onwards to Christianity, without adopting it in its unalloyed simplicity.

Why should not such phenomena, which certainly occurred in the

second century, have arisen from the same causes at this period 1

VOL. I. R
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the fundamental error of this party, though he might not

have it specially in view ; and it is a never-failing character-

istic of the apostle's mode of controversy, that he seizes hold

of the main roots of error, instead of busying himself too

much (as was the practice of later ecclesiastical polemics) with

its branches and offsets. Nor is it altogether improbable,

that the adlierents of this party were not numerous, and ex-

ercised only a slight influence in the chuich. They occupied

too remote a standing-point to receive much benefit from

the wai'nings and argiiments of Paul, and he had only to set

the chiu-ch on its guard against an injurious intercourse with

such persons. " Be not deceived," said he, " evil communica-
tions coiTupt good manners." 1 Cor. xv. 33.

The opposition between the Pauline and Petrine parties, or

the Jewish and Gentile Christians, was in reference to the

relations of life, the most influential of all these party differ-

ences, and gave rise to many separate controversies. The
Jews and Jewish Christians when they lived in intercourse

with heathens, suffered much disquietude, if unawares they

pai'took of any food which had been rendered unclean by its

connexion with idolatrous rites. Various rules were laid

down by the Jewish theologians to determine what was, and
what was not defiling, and various methods were devised for

guarding against such defilement, on which much may be
found in the Talmud. Now, as persons might easily run a
risk of buying in the market portions of the flesh of animals
which had been offered in sacrifice, or might have such set

before them in houses where they were guests, their daily life

was harassed with constant perplexities. Scruples on this

point were probably found, not merely in those Avho were
avowedly among the Judaizing opponents of Paul, but also

seized hold of many Christians of weaker minds. As faith

in their false gods had previously exercised great influence
over them, so they could not altogether divest themselves of
an impression, that beings whom they had so lately reverenced
as deities, were something more than creatures of the imagina-
tion. But from their new standing-point, this reflection of
their ancient faith assumed a pecuhar form. As the whole
system of heathenism was in their eyes the kingdom of dark-
ness, their deities were now transformed into evil spirits, and
tliey feared lest, by partaking of the flesh consecrated to
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them,^ they should come into fellowship with evil spirits.^

That these scruples affected not merely Judaizers, but other

Christians also, is evident from a case in reference to which
Paul gives specific directions. He supposes, namely, the case,

that such weak believers were guests at the table of a heathen.'

Now we may be certain, that none who belonged to the

Judaizers would make up their minds to eat with a heathen.*

^ Thus Peter, in the Clementines, says to the heathens, 'rrpo<pda(L

rSiv XeyojjLevwi' lepodvruu -x^aX^TTwv daifJL6uuu iixnijjLirXaade. Hom. xi.

§ 15.

2 The passage in 1 Cor. viii. 7, may be understood of persons -who

though they had passed over to Christian monotheism, were stiU in

some measure entangled in polytheism, and could not entirely free

themselves from the belief that the gods whom they had formerly

served were divinities of a subordinate class ; so that now such persons

—since by partaking of the flesh of the victims they supposed that they
entered again into connexion with these divine beings—would be led

to imagine, that their former idolatry was not wholly incompatible with

Christianity, and thus might easily form an amalgamation of heathenism
and Christianity. In later times, something of this kind we allow took

place, in the transition from polytheism to monotheism ; but in this

primitive age, Christianity came at once into such direct conflict on
these particulars with heathenism, that an amalgamation of this kind
cannot be thought natural. Whoever had not wholly renounced

idolatry would certainly not be received into the Christian church, nor

would have so mildly passed judgment on such a weakness of ,faith.

From such passages as Gal. v. 20, 1 Cor. vi. 9, we cannot conclude with

certainty that, among those who had professed Christianity, there would
be such who, after they had been led to Christianity by an impression

which was not deep enough, allowed themselves again to join in the

worship of idols; for Paul might here designedly class the vices he

named with idolatry, in order to indicate that whoever indulged in the

vices connected with idolatry, deserved to be ranked with idolaters. If

we compare these passages with 1 Cor. v. 11, it will appear that some
such instances occurred of a relapse into idolatry, but those who were

thus guilty of participating in idolatry must have been excluded from

all Christian communion.
3 The scrupulosity of the Jews in this respect appears in the Jewish-

Christian work of the Clementines (though on other points suffit-iently

liberal), where the following words are ascribed to the apostle Peter:

Tpair^^ris idvcau ovK airoXamixfu, are 5i} oi/5e awecrTiua-dai avTo7s dwd-

lx€uoi Sia rh oLKaOdpTws'avTohs ^lovv. Ko exception could be made in favour

of parents, children, brothers, or sisters.

* By the tXs, 1 Cor. x. 28, on account of the relation of the first r\s,

v. 27, we understand it to mean the same person, the heathen host,

—

and it would be a very unlikely thing that such a person Avould remind

his Christian guest, that he had set before him meat that had been

offered to idols; but we must rather refer it to the weak Christian,

who considered it to be his duty to warn his unscrupulous brother
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Those who in their own estimation Were Pauline Christians,

ridiculed a scrupulosity that thus made daily life uneasy, and

fell into an opposite error. They had indeed formed right

conceptions of the Pauline principles in reference to theory,

hut erred in the application, because the spirit of love and of

wisdom was wanting. They said :
" Idols are in themselves

notliing, mere creatures of the imagination; hence, also the

eating of the flesh that has been devoted to them, is a thing

in itself indifferent. The Christian is bound by no law in

such outward or indifferent things ; all things are free to him ;

irai'-a e^eartv was their motto. They appealed to their know-

ledge, to the power which they possessed as Christians; yvujaic,

i^ovaia, were their watchwords. They had no consideration

for the necessities of their weaker brethren ; they easily

seduced many among them to follow their example from false

shame, that they might not be ridiculed as narrow-minded

and scrupulous ; such an one, who allowed himself to be in-

duced by outward considerations to act contrary to his con-

victions, would afterwards be disturbed in his conscience.

" Thus," said Paul, " through thy knowledge shall the weak
brother perish for whom Christ died."^ Many went such

lengths in this pride of knowledge and this abuse of Christian

freedom,. that they scrupled not to take part in the festive

entertainments, consisting of the flesh that was left after the

sacrifices had been presented, which the heathens were wont
to give their friends ; and thus they were easily carried on to

indulge in those immoral excesses, which by the decrees of

the apostolic convention at Jerusalem, were forbidden in con-

nexion with the eating of flesh sacrificed to idols. In fact,

we here find the germ of a one-sided over-valuation of the-

oretic illumination, a misunderstanding of Christian freedom,

a false adiaphorism in morals, which a later pseudo-pauline
gnostic^ tendency carried so far as to justify the grossest im-

ajrainst partaking of sucli food, the same weak Christian whose con-
science is spoken of in v. 29.

* AVc mi;L,^ht here make use of the words attributed to Christ taken
from an apocryphal gospel, and quoted in Luke vi. 4, by the Codex
Cantab. : rrj avrfj rj/j-fpa Ofaad/jLeuSs riva ip'ya^6jj.€vov r^ aa^fidrc* elTrev

avro)- &i'0pu>iTf, ft /u.ff o/5a9 t\ Troiels, fxaKapios d' ei 5e^^ o'i^as, iniKaTdpa-

Toy Koi TrapajSaTTjy d tov uo/hov.—See Das Lehen Jesu, p. 140.
^ As was the case with those whom Porphyry mentions in his book

De Abstinentia Carnis, i. § 43, who agree in their mode of expression
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moralities. But such wickedness certainly cannot he laid to
the charge of the perverters of Christian freedom at Corinth.

'

Though the heathen corruption of morals had infected many
members of the Corinthian church, yet tliey were far from
wishing to justify this immorality on such grounds, and had
this been the case, Paul would have spoken with for greater
severity against such a palhation of sin.^

very remarkably with the unscrupulous persons described l)y Paul : ov
yap i^fxas p.o\vvii to. fipwy-ara (said they), &(nr(p ot)5e tV QaKarrau to
puTrapa rwu p^viiaTwv Kvpiivojxiv (like the Corinthian e|ou(nafo,u6i/) yhp
Twv airavTwu, Kadaneo 7] OdKacrcra twv vypuu ndvTwv. 'Eav €v\al3r)6ufx«u
fipwcriv, iSov\(j!i6r}ix€VT^ tov (pd^ou (ppoyT]p.aTi, 5ei Se ndud' tj/mu vnoT^Taxdai.
They appeal to their fivdhs i^ovaias.

^ The departure from Christian truth in theory to so great an extent
in the church at Corinth, has been received by many, owing to a mis-
understanding of the apostle's language. They have been led to enter-
tain this opinion, from believing that there is a strict objective con-
nexion between what Paul says in 1 Cor. vi. 12, and the beginning of
V. 13, and what he says of the words rh 5e rrw/xa, and from supposing
that from v. 12, he had the Bame thought in view. But a comparison
of vi. 12, with X. 23, will show, that Paul at first meant only to speak
of the partaking of the meat offered to idols, and to explain the subject
more fully. With this reference, he had said in v. 13, the food and the
stomach, whose wants it satisfies, are both transitory, designed only for

this earthly existence. On these things the essence of the Christian
calling cannot depend, which relates to the eternal and the heavenly.

Compare 1 Cor. viii. 8, Rom. xiv. 17, ]\Iatt. xv. 17 ; and thus he was led

to the contrast, " but the foi-m alone of the body is transitory." Ac-
cording to its nature, the body is designed to be an imperishable organ
devoted to the Lord, which will be awakened again in a nobler glorified

form for a higher existence. It must, therefore, be even now withdrawn
from the service of lust, and be formed into a sanctified organ belonging
to the Lord. It might be, that there was floating in the apostle's mind
a possible misunderstanding of his words, against which he wished to

guard, or his controversy with the deniers of the doctrine of the resur-

rection at Corinth. In either case he would be led by these recol-

lections to leave the topic with which he began, and to speak against

those excesses in the Corinthian church of which he had not thought at

first. ^^ And this again led him to answer the questions proposed to him
respecting the relation of the sexes. After that he returns again, at

the beginning of the 8th chapter, to the subject of " things offered to

idols," but from another point ; and after several digressions to other

subjects, which may easily be explained from the association of ideas, he

begun again in ch. x. 23, the exposition of his sentiments in the

same form as in ch. vi. 12. What Billroth has said in his commen-
tary, p. 83, against this interpretation, that thus we lose the evident

contrast and parallelism between the words to ^pw/xara rrj KoiKia, koX

7) KOiXia Tols fipufiacri, and t^ 8e (rwfxa ov tt) nopueiai, a\Ka t<^ Kvplw, Koi 6

Kvpios TU) (TWjuaTj, appears without foundation. It is only assumed that
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The oppositiou between the Petrine and Pauline parties, had

probably an influence on the different views of the manied
and single life. It was indeed the peculiar effect of Clnris-

tianity, that it elevated all the moral relations based in

human nature, in their pure human form, to a higher signifi-

cance, so that after the original fountain of divine life had

assumed humanity, in order, by reveahng himself in it, to

sanctify and glorify it—the striving after the godlike, was no

more to show itself in an unearthly direction, overstepping the

bounds of hiunan nature, but everywhere, the Divine human-
ized itself, the divine life revealed itself in the fonns of human
development. Yet, as at first, before the elevating and all-

peneti-ating influence of Christianity had manifested itself in

all the relations of life, the earnest moral spirit of the gospel

came into conflict with a world under the domination of

sinful lusts ; so, for a short time, an ascetic tendency averse

from the mamage union (which though not in accordance

with the spirit of the gospel, might be excited by the opposi-

tion it made to the corruption of the world)—would easily

make its appearance, especially since there was an expectation

of the speedy passing away of all earthly things, antecedently

to the perfect development of the kingdom of God. The con-

viction, that ere the kingdom of God would attain its per-

fection, the earthly life of mankind must in all its forms be
penetrated by the life of the kingdom of God, and that all

these forms would be made vehicles of its manifestation—this

conviction could be formed only by degrees from the historical

course of development. And as to what concerns marriage
especially, Christ had certainly by presenting the idea of it as

a moral union, requisite for the complete development of the
type of humanity as transformed by the divine principle of
life, and thus for the realization of the kingdom of God in a
moral union of the sexes, designed for their mutual complete-
ment—by all this, he had at once disowned the ascetic con-
tempt of man-iage, which views it only on its sensuous side,

and rejects its true idea as realized in the divine life. Yet till

Paul formed this contrast from a more general view of the subject, and
without limiting it to a perversion of the doctrine of Christian liberty,
actually existing in the church. What De Wette has lately advanced
in his commentary against this interpretation, has not altered my views,
though I have examined with pleasure the reasons advanced by this
distinguished critic.
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Christianity had penetrated more into the Hfe of humanity,
and thereby had reahzcd this idea of mamage as a pccuhar
fonn of manifestation belonging to the kingdom of God, zeal

for the kingdom of God might view marriage as a relation

tending to distract the mind, and to withdraw it from that one
fundamental direction. And besides, though the Christian

view in all its pmity and completeness, was in direct opposi-

tion to the ascetic over-valuation of celibacy
;
yet Christianity

was equally repugnant to tlie ancient Jewish notion, according

to which celibacy was considered as a disgrace and a curse.

As Christianity made everything depend on the disposition,

as it presented the means of salvation and improvement for

all conditions of human kind, and a higher life which would
find its way into all states of suffering humanity, and open a

source of happiness under suffering ;—so it also taught, that

a single life, where circumstances rendered it necessary, might
be sanctified and ennobled by its relation to the kingdom of

God, and become a peculiar means for the furtherance of that

object.^

Thus Christianity had to maintain a conflict in the

Corinthian church with two opposing one-sided tendencies of

the moral sentiments,—the ascetic over-valuation of celibacy,

and the tendency which would enforce marriage as an uncon-

ditional, universal law, without admitting that variety of the

social relations, under which the kingdom of God was capable

of exhibiting itself

The first tendency certainly did not proceed from the

Judaizing section of the church, for those apostles to whose

authority the Petrine party specially appealed, were married

;

and took their wives with them on their missionary journeys
;

1 Cor. ix. 5 ; besides, that such ascetism was totally foreign

to their national manners. From the Hebrew standing-point

1 Compare Matt. xix. 11, 12; Leben Jem, p. 567. If we think of the

desolations that took place at the fall of the Roman Empire, and the

national migrations,—how important was it for such times, that Chris-

tianity should allow a point of view from which a single life might be

esteemed as a charism, though this point of view might be chosen

owino- to an ascetic bias. How important that that which was occa-

sioned by the pressure of circumstances, should be made a means of

blessing (by the education of the rude nations effected by the monkish

orders).-^See the valuable remarks of F. v. Meyer, in his review of

Olshausen's Commentary.
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a fruitful marriage appeai'ed as a peculiar blessing and

honour ; while unmarried life, or a childless marriage, was

esteemed a disgrace. Though by the feeling of sadness at the

passing away of the glory of the ancient theocracy, and of

dissatisfaction with the existing religion, and by the infusion

of foreign oriental elements, ascetic tendencies were produced

in the later Judaizers; still the spirit of the original Hebrew^

system made itself felt, and counteracted to a certain extent

the ascetic tendencies, both in Judaism and Christianity. ^

But among the Pauline party, an over-valuation of the single

life more or less prevailed, and in this respect they thought

themselves countenanced by the example of their apostle. The

Judaizers, on the other hand, remained on the ancient Hebrew

standing-point, as uncompromising opponents of celibacy.^

The opposition against the rigidness of Judaism, and that

flilse liberalism which actuated many, disposed them to break

through several wholesome moral restraints. It was main-

tained, and with justice, that Christianity had broken down
the wall of separation between the sexes, in reference to the

concerns of the higher life, and had freed woman from her

state of servitude. But, seduced by the spirit of false freedom,

individuals had been led to overstep the limits prescribed by
nature and sound morals, and rendered sacred by Christianity.

Women, contrary to the customs prevalent among the Greeks, *

' Hence also the ascetic tendency of the Essenes was corrected by a

party who introduced marriage into this sect.

2 This opposition appeared among the later descendants of the

Judaizers of this age. Thus in the Clementines, it is given as the

characteristic of a true prophet, yd/xou voixnevei, iyKpareiav (ru7xa'p6?,

Horn. iii. § 16. It is enjoined on the overseers of the church, § 68, veW
fj.i) fj.6uov KaTcireiy^Twaav tovs "ydp-ovs, aWa koX twu Trpofie^rjKOTOJK

Epiphanius says of that class of Ebionites whom he describes, that they
reject Trapdfvia; " avayKa^ovai 5e Koi nap' 7]\iKiav iKyaai^ovai tovs viovs

4^ iirnpoirris 5^0ei/ ruv Trap avTo7s SidaaKaKwv." Similar things are found
in the religious books of the Zabians against monkery.

^ "When Paul in 1 Cor. vii. 40, recommends celibacy in certain cases,

he appears to have in view the Judaizers, who set themselves against an
apostolic authority ; for in the words 5ukw 8e Kayw nvevixa Beov ex^tv,

lie appears to contradict those who believed and asserted that they alone
had tlie Spirit of God.

* This appears to me the most simple and natural interpretation.

What has been said by some respecting the difference of the Roman and
Greek customs of aj)erto or operto capite sacra faccre, seems hardly

applicable here.
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appeared in tlie Christian assemblies unveiled, and, putting

themselves on an equality with the men, assumed the office of

public teachers.

The want of Christian love was also evinced by the dis-

putes that arose respecting property, which the parties were
not willing to decide, as had been hitherto customaiy in the

Jewish and Christian churches, by arbitrators chosen from
among themselves ; these Gentile Christians, boastful of their

freedom, set aside the scruples which restrained Jewish
Christians, and appealed without hesitation to a heathen
tribunal.

By this defect in the spirit of Christian love, those religious

feasts which w^ere particularly fitted to represent the loving

communion of Christians and to maintain its vigour, lost their

true significance, those Christian Agapre, which composed one
whole with the celebration of the Last Supper. At these love-

feasts, the power of Christian fellowship was shown in over-

coming all the differences of rank and education ; rich and
poor, masters and slaves, partook with one another of the

same simple meal. But in the Corinthian church, where
these differences were so strongly marked, this could not be
attained. There existed among the Greeks an ancient custom
of holding entertainments at w^hich each one brought his food

wdth him, and consumed it alone.* The Agapse in the

Corinthian church were conducted on the plan of this ancient

custom, although the peculiar object of the institution was so

different ; consequently, the distinction of rich and poor was
rendered peculiarly prominent, and the rich sometimes in-

dulged in excesses which desecrated the character of these

meetings.

The predominant Grecian character and constitution of the

Corinthian church, appeared in zeal for mutual communica-

tion by speaking in their public assemblies, and for the cul-

tivation of those charisms which related to oral religious

instruction ; but it took a one-sided direction, which showed

its baneful influence at a later period in the Greek Church, an

^ See Xenoph. Memorahil. ill. 14. The a-vixirSa-La (pL\iK^ bore a greater

resemblance to the Agapas ; at these feasts, all that each brought was
made a part of a common meal, which the chronicler Johannes ^Malala

mentions as continuing to be practised even in his time. Seevii. Chro-

nograph, e collect. Niebuhr. p. 180.
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aspiring rather after extraordinary powers of discourse, than

after a life of eminent practical godliness. ' This unpractical

tendency, and the want of an all-animating and guiding love,

were also shown in their mode of valuing and applying the

various kinds of charisms which related to public speaking

;

in their one-sided over-valuation of gifts they sought for the

more striking and dazzling, such as speaking in new tongues,

in preference to those that were more adapted to general

edification.

To which of the parties in the Corinthian church the

opponents of the doctrine of the resurrection belonged, can-

not be determined with certainty, since we have no precise

account of their peculiar tenets. No other source of informa-

tion is left open to us, than what we may infer from the

objections against the doctrine of the resuiTection which Paul
seems to presuppose, and from the reasons alleged b}'- him in

its favour, and adapted to the standing-point from which they
assailed it. As to the former, Paul might construct these

objections, (as he had often done on other occasions when
developing an important subject,) without our being autho-
rized to infer that they were exactly the objections which had
been urged by the impugners of the doctrine. And as to the
latter, in his mode of establishing the doctrine, he might
follow the connexion with other Christian truths in which
this article of faith presented itself to his own mind, without
being influenced by the peculiar mode of the opposition made
to it.

When Paul, for example, adduced the evidence for the
truth of the resurrection of Christ, this will not justify the
inference, that his Corinthian opponents denied the resur-

rection of Christ ; for, without regarding their opposition, he
might adopt this line of argument, because to his own mind,
faith in the resurrection of Christ was the foundation of
faith in the resiurection of the redeemed. He genemlly
joins together the doctrines of the resurrection and of im"-

mortality, and hence some may infer that his opponents gene-
rally denied pei-sonal immortality. But still it remains
a question, whether Paul possessed exact information respect-

1 Paul reminds them in 1 Cor. iv. 20, that a participation in the
kingdom of God is shown not in high-sounding words, but in the power
of the life.
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ing the sentiments of these persons, or whether he did not
follow the connexion in which the truths of the Christian

faith were presented to his own mind, and his habit of seeing

in the opponents of the doctrines of the resurrection those

also of the doctrine of immortality, since both stood or fell

together in the Jewish polemical theolog}^

This controversy on the resuiTCction has been deduced
from the ordinaiy opponents of that doctrine among the
Jews, the Sadducees, and it has hence been concluded that it

originated with the Judaizing pai'ty in the Corinthian church.

This supposition appears to be confirmed by the circumstance
that Paul particularly mentions, as witnesses for the tiiith of

Chi-ist's resuiTection, Peter and James, who were the most
distinguished authorities of the Judaizing party; but this

cannot be esteemed a proof, for he must on any supposition

have laid special weight on the testimony of the apostles col-

lectively, and of these in particular, for the appearance of

Christ repeated to them after his resurrection. Had he
thought of the Sadducees, he would have joined issue "sv^tli

them on their peculiar mode of reasoning from the alleged

silence of the Pentateuch, just as Christ opposed the Sad-
ducees from this standing-point. But we nowhere find an
example of the mingling of Sadduceeism and Christianity, and
as they present no points of connexion with one another, such

an amalgamation is in the highest degree improbable.

A similar reply must be made to those who imagine that

the controversy on the doctrine of the resurrection, and the

denial of that of immortality, may be explained from a

mingling of the Epicurean notions with Christianity. Yet
the passages in 1 Cor. xv. 32—35, may appear to be in

favoiu' of this view, if we consider the practical consequence

deduced by Paul from that denial of the resiurection as

a position laid down in the sense of the Epicureans, if we
find in that passiige a warning against their God-forgetting

levity, and against the infectious example of the lax morals

which were the offspring of their unbelief Yet the objec-

tions would not apply with equal force to this intei-pretation

as to the first.* From the delicacy and mobility of the

Grecian character, so susceptible of all kinds of impressions,

we can more easily imagine such a mixture of contradictory

^ As Bauer correctly remarks in his Essay on the Christ-party, p. 81.
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mental elements and such inconsistency, than from the stiff-

ness of Je\\ish nationality, and the strict, dogmatic, decided

natm-e of Saduceeism. To this may be added, that the spirit

of the times, so very much disposed to Eclecticism and
SjTicretism, tended to bring nearer one another and to

amalgamate modes of thinking that, at a different period,

would have stood in most direct and violent opposition. Yet

it would be difficult to find in Christianity, whether viewed

on the doctrinal or ethical side, anything which could attract

a person who was devoted to the Epicurean philosophy, and
induce him to include something Christian in his Syncretism,

unless we tliink of something entirely without reference to

all the remaining peculiarities of Christianity, relating only

to the idea of a monotheistic universal religion, in opposition

to the popular superstitions, and some moral ideas detached

from their connexion with the whole system ; but this would
be at least not very probable, and might more easily happen
in an age when Christianity had long been fermenting in the

general mind, rather than on its first appearance in the

heathen world. All history, too, testifies against this sup-

position; for we always see the Epicurean philosophy in

hostility to Christianity, and never in the first ages do we
find any approximation of the two standing-points. As
to the only passage which Toaaj appear to favour this view,

1 Cor. XV. 32—35, it is not clear that the opponents of the

doctrine of the resmTection had really brought forward the
maxims here stated. It might be, that Paul here intended
only to characterise that course of living which it appeared to

liim must proceed from the consistent carrying out of a
philosophy that denied the distinction of man to eternal life

;

for the idea of eternal life and of the reality of a striving

directed to eternal things were to him coiTclative ideas. And
when persons who had made a profession of Christianity could
fall into a denial of eternal life, it appeared to him as an
infatuation of mind proceeding from dfiapria, and hurrying a
man away to sinful practice ; a forgetfulness of God, or the
mark of a state of estrangement from God, in which a man
knows nothing of God. It is much more probable, that
philosophically educated Gentile Christians were prejudiced
against the doctrine of the resurrection fi'om another stand-

ing-point, iis iu later times; the common rude conception
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of this doctrine which Paul particularly combated prol^ablv

gave rise to many such prejudices. The objections, how
can such a body as the present be united to tlie soul in

a higher condition, and how is it possible that a body which
has sunk into corruption should be restored again ; these

objections would perfectly suit the standing-point of a
Gentile Christian, who had received a certain philosophical

training, although it cannot be affirmed with certainty, that

precisely these objections were brought forward in the pre-

sent instance. And if we are justified in supposing, that

by the Christ-party is meant one that, from certain expressions

of Christ which they explained according to their subjective

standing-point, constructed a peculiar philosophical Chris-

tianity, it would be most probable that such persons formed
an idea of a resurrection only in a spiritual sense, and ex-

plained in this manner the expressions of Christ himself

relating to the resurrection, as we must in any case assume
that those who wished to be Christians and yet denied the

future resurrection, were far removed from the "true standard

of Christian doctrine in other respects, and had indulged

in arbitrary explanations of such of the discourses of Christ

as they were acquainted with.

It may be asked, where, and in what manner did Paul

receive the first accounts of these distm-bances in the

Corinthian church'? From several expressions of Paid in

his Second Epistle to the Corinthians,^ it appears, that

when he wrote his admonitory epistle, he had been there

again, but only for a veiy short time, and that he must
have had many painful experiences of the disorders among
them, though they might not all have appeared during his

visit.
^

^ Between which and the First Epistle, Paul could have taken no
journey to Corinth, and yet in the First Epistle, as we shall presently

see, there is a passage which must be most naturally referred to a pre-

ceding second journey to that city.

f
2 I niust now declare myself, after repeated examinations, more

decidedly than in the first edition, in favour of the view maintained by
Bleek in his valuable essay in the Theologischen Studien und Kriliken,

1830, part iii., which has since been approved by Ruckert,—by Schott,

in his discussion of some important chronological points in the history

of the apostle Paul, Jena, 1832,—and by Credner, in his Introduction to

the New Testament.—and by others. Though some of the passages

adduced as evidence for this opinion admit of another interpretation,
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Owing to the breaks in the naiTative of the Acts^ it is

difficult to decide ivhen this second visit to Corinth took

yet, taken altogether, they establish the second visit of Paul to this

church as an undeniable fact. The passage in 2 Cor. xii. 14, compared
with V. 13, we must naturally understand to mean, that, as he had
already stayed twice at Corinth without receiving the means of support

from the church, he was resolved so to act on his third visit, as to be
no more a burden to them than on the two former occasions. If verse

14 be understood to mean (a sense of which the words will admit), that

he was planning to come to them a third time, we must supply what is

not expressly said, that he would certainly execute this resolution, and
yet the words so understood do not quite suit the connexion. According
to the most approved reading of 2 Cor. ii. 1, the iraXiv must be referred

to the whole clause iv Xvittj eXB^lu, and then it follows, that Paul had
already otice received a painful impression from the Corinthians in a
visit made to them, which cannot refer to his first residence among
them, and therefore obliges us to suppose a second already past. In
the passage 2 Cor. xii. 21, which cannot here be brought in proof, it is

indeed possible, and, according to the position of the words, is most
natural, to connect the irdxiv with iKQovTa ; but we may be allowed to

suppose that the TrdAiu belongs to Ta-rreiudoari, but js placed first for

emphasis. In this case, the introduction of the TrdXiu, which yet is not
added to ixdwu in v. 20, as well as the position of the whole clause

iraKiv iXdSvra, is made good, and the connexion with what follows
favours this interpretation. Paul, in v. 21, expresses his anxiety lest

God should humble him a second time among them when he came.
Accordingly, we should thus understand xiii. ], following the simplest
interpretation, though this passage may be otherwise understood, (if it

be supposed to mean, that as he had already twice announced his
intended coming to Corinth, having now a third time repeated bis
threatening, he would certainly execute it). " I am now intending for

a third time to come to you, and as what is supported by two or three
witnesses must be valid, so now what I have threatened a second and a
third time will certainly be fulfilled. I have (when I was with you a
second time) told beforehand, those who had sinned, and all the rest,

and I now say it to them a second time, as if I were with you—though
I now (this now is opposed to formerly, since when present among
them, he had expressed the same sentiments,) that if I come to you
again, I will not act towards you with forbearance," (as Paul, when he
came to them a second time, still behaved with forbearance, though he
had already sufficient cause for dissatisfaction with them.) De Wette,
indeed, objects against this interpretation, that the mention of the first

visit of Paul to Corinth would be in this case quite superfluous ; but if,

during his second visit, he had not acted with severity towards the
Corinthians, but intended to do so on this third occasion," because they
liad not listened to his admonitions, he would have reason to mention
his two first visits together, in order to mark more distinctly in what
respect the third would be distinguished from the other two. And
though, during his first residence among them, his experience was on
the whole pleasing, yet in this long period many things must have
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place. If the Second Epistle to the Corinthians had not been
addressed at the same time to the churches in Achaia, we
might suppose that Paul, during his long residence at Corinth,

had taken missionary or visitation journeys throughout other

parts of Achaia, and that he then once more returned to

Corinth, only for a short time, in order to fetch Aquila for

the journeys he had in prospect. It appears that on this

journey he was exposed to many dangers, and that on his

deliverance from them he made the vow mentioned above.

But since the second epistle was also directed to the churches

in Achaia, this supposition, in order to be maintained, must
be so modified, that Paul could have made in the meantime
another longer journey, and returned back again to Achaia

—

which it is not easy to admit. Or we must suppose, that

diu'ing his longer residence at Ephesus, of which we are now
speaking, he undertook another missionary journey, and called

in passing at Corinth ; or that, by the anxiety which the

news brought from Corinth excited in his mind, he was
induced to go thither from Ephesus, but on account of cir-

cumstances which called him back to Ephesus, he could stay

only a short time with the Corinthian church, and therefore

gave them notice of a longer residence among them. But it

does not well agree with this last supposition, that Paul dis-

tinguishes this visit as one that took place " by the way." And
especially if it took place not long before the first epistle, we
might the more expect allusions to it in that. The communi-
cations between Paul and the Corinthian church seem also to

presuppose, that he had not been with them for a considerable

time. There remains only a third supposition, that the visita-

tion which he made after his departure from Antioch to the

churches earlier founded by him (Acts xviii. 23) before he

entered on a fresh field of labour, was of greater extent than

is distinctly stated in that passage, and that it extended as

far as Achaia. Perhaps he then travelled first from Phrygia

happened wUh which he could not be satisfied, but which he treated

gently., trusting to the future progress of their Christian life. We may
find in the first epistle, a trace of this his second residence at Corinih.

When in 1 Cor. xvi. 7, Paul says, that he intended not now to see them
by the way, &pTi and its position allows us to assume a reference to an
earlier visit, which he made only " by the way," eV TrapSSex), and as this

was so very transient, we may account for his making no further allusions

to it in the first epistle.
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towards the coast of the Mediterranean Sea, and then sailed

to Hellas. Possibly he then found at Corinth Apollos who
had proceeded thither, when Paul coming from Antioch,

passed through the upper parts of Asia (Acts xix. 1)/ and

perhaps joined him on his return, and went with him to

Ephesus.

We must therefore at all events suppose, that Paul had

obtained his first knowledge of the alteration for the worse in

the Corinthian church by his own observation. He could not

indeed have witnessed the strife of the various parties, for, as

appears from 1 Cor. xi. 12, he heard of this first at Ephesus

from the report of strangers. But already he must have had

the painful experience, that in a church which once was

inspired with so much Christian zeal, their old vices and
enormities again appeared under a Christian guise. He
admonished them for their improvement, and threatened to

use severer measures, if, w^hen he returned from Ephesus, he

should find that no improvement had taken place. At Ephe-

sus, he could obtain information respecting the effect of his

last admonitions on the church.

But he received worse news than he expected of the cor-

ruption of morals in the Corinthian church, and especially

of the vicious conduct of an individual who had maintained

unlawful intercourse with his step-mother. Hence, in an
epistle - he addressed to the Corinthian church, he reproached

them with allowing such a man still to remain among them,

^ We must in this instance interpolate Paul's journey to Corinth,

Acts xix. 1, and suppose that since the author of the Acts knew nothing
of the wider extent of Paul's visitation at that time, he represented
that he immediately betook himself from Upper Asia to Ephesus.

2 The epistle in which Paul wrote this could not at any rate be that
still retained by the Armenian church, which treats of subjects entirely

different, and must be an ansAver to an earlier Epistle to the Corin-
thians. This pretended Epistle to the Corinthians by Paul, and their

answer, bear on them, as is now universally acknowledged, the most
undeniable marks of spuriousness. The account of the opponents of the
doctrine of the resurrection at Corinth, who were thought similar to

later deniers of it among the Gentiles, connected with the tales of Simon
Magus, and the account of the Jewish founders of sects, by Hege-
sippus, gave an idle monk the inducement to put together these frag-

ments of Pauline phrases. If they were quoted in a genuine homily of

Gregory (pwriffri^s, they were perhaps in existence in the 3d century,

but this address of Gregory to the newly baptized may itself be sup-

posititious.
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and required them to renounce all connexion with so :il)an-

doned a character.'

It was indeed sufficiently evident what Paul here intended,

that the Corinthians should not only exclude from the
meetings of the church those who called themselves Cliristians,

but denied Christianity by their vicious lives ; but also abstain

from all kind of intercourse with them, in order to testify em-
phatically that such a merely outward pr(.)fession was of no
value, to bring these persons to a sense of their guilt, and to

declare practically to the heathen world, that whoever did not
exemplify the Christian doctrine in the conduct of his life,

must not flatter himself that he was a Christian. But since

Paul had not thought it necessaiy to add, that he spoke only

of the vicious in the church, and not of all persons in genenJ
who lived in such vices, the Corinthians did not think of the

limitation winch the thing itself might easily have suggested,

and thus they were thrown into per})lexity, how to comply
with such an injunction ; for how could they, while living in

the midst of an evil world, renounce all intercoui-se with the

vicious? They addressed a letter to the apostle, in which

they stated their perplexity, and proposed several other

questions on doubtful cases in the concerns of the church.

By means of this letter, and the messengers who brought

it, he obtained a more complete knowledge of the concerns

and state of the church. In the communication which con-

tained his reply to the questions proposed, he poured forth

his whole heart full of paternal love to the church, and

entered minutely into all the necessities of their situation.

This epistle, a master-piece of apostolic wisdom in church

' It may be asked, whether Paul in the last epistle treated merely of

the case Avhich was immediately under consideration in the Corinthian

dnirch, only of abstaining from intercourse with nupvois, or whether he

expressly spoke of such who had fallen into other notorious vices;—the

covetous, who had no regard for the property of others ; tlie slanderous,

those addicted to drinking, those who took any part whatever in tlie

worship of idols. Q'he manner in M-hich he expresses himself in

1 Cor. V. 9—11, might signify, though not decisively, that since he was

obliged to guard his words against misapprehension, lie took advantage

of this opportunity, to give a wider application to the principles they

expressed, vv-hich he certainly had from the beginning in his mind, yet

had not occasion to mention in his first epistle, which bore no one par-

ticular point. At all events, it is important to know how far I'aul

extended the strictness of church discipline.

VOL. I. S
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government, contains much that was important in reference

to the change produced by Cliristianity on the various rela-

tions of hfe. It was probably conveyed by the messengers on
their retm-n to Corinth.

Paul condennied in an equal degree all party feeling in the

Corinthian church ; his salutation in verse 2, was opposed to

it, and suited to remind all that they equally belonged to one
church, which composed all the faithful and redeemed. He
taught them that Christ was their sole head, to whom they

must all adhere—that all human labourers were to be con-

sidered only as instruments, by each of whom God worked
according to the peculiar standing-point on which God had
placed him, in order to promote in the hearts of their fellow-

men a work which they were all destined to serve. They
ought to be far from venturing to boast that they had this or
that man for their teacher—for such boasting, by which they
owned themselves dependent on man, was rather a denial of"

their being Christians ; for if they only, as became Christians,

referred everything to Christ, to whom they were indebted for

commiuiion with God, they might view all things as designed

to serve them, and as belonging to them ; those sublime ex-

pressions in 1 Cor. iii. 21, show how the truest spiritual

freedom and the highest elevation of soul are the offspring of

Christian humility. This general truth in reference to the

manner in which all Christian teachers (each according to his

peculiar qualifications) were to be estimated and made use ot)

he applies particularly to his relation to Apollos ; of whom he
could speak most reservedly and unsuspectedly, since he was a
man with whom he stood in the closest connexion, and who
had adopted his own peculiar form of doctrine. To those

pei-sons who could not find in his simple preaching the wisdom
which they sought after, and prefen^ed Apollos as a teacher

more according to their Grecian taste, ^ he said, that it was
wrong on their part to regret the absence of such wisdom in

his preaching, for the fountain of all genuine wisdom, the

wisdom of God, was not to be found in any scheme of philo-

* Wc have already spoken of the reference of this whole section,

1 Cor. i. 1—18. We need nut enter more at large into the dispute re-

spectiiifjf the mcaniiiL; proposed by Eichorn and others—that Paul here

directed his ari:uuientation against Grecian Sophists, who had made an
entrance into the church, and threatened to seduce many into unbelief.
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rophy, but only in the doctrine of the crucified Jesus, the
Saviour of the world, which he had made the central-point of
his preaching; but this divine wisdom could only be found and
understood by a disposition that was susceptible of what was
divine. For this reason, he had never yet been able to lead
them by his discourses to perceive in the simple doctrine of
the gospel, (which in the eyes of the world was foolishness,)

the depths of divine wisdom, because an ungodlike disposition

predominated in their minds, of which these party strifes were
an evident sign. He gave the Corinthians a rule by which
they might pass a judgment on all teachers of Christianity.

Whoever acknowledged the immovable foundation of the
Christian life, which had been laid by himself, that Jesus was
the Saviour, that men were indebted for salvation to him
alone, and on this foundation proceeded to erect the Christian

doctrine, would thereby prove himself to be a CJu'istian

teacher, and by his faith in Him who alone could impart
salvation, would attain it himself, and lead others to it. But
in the structure of doctrine which was raised on this founda-

tion, the divine might more or less be mixed with the himian,

and so far be deteriorated. The complete purifying process,

the separation of the divine and the human, would be left to

the last judgment. Many a one who had attached too great

value to the human, would see the work destroyed which he

had constructed, though the foundation on whicli it rested

would remain for himself and others : such a one would be

saved after many severe trials, wliich he must undergo for

purification from the alloy of self; 1 Cor. iii. 11—15.' But
from the teachers who adhered to the unchangeable founda-

tion of God's kingdom, and built upon it, either with better

or worse materials, Paul distinguishes those of whom he says,

that they destroy the Temple of God itself in l)elievers, and
1 Since the whole passage which speaks of fire, of the building con-

structed of various materials, some fire-proof and others destructible by
fire, and of being saved as from the midst of the fi-e, is composed of

images, and is figurative throughout,—it is very illogical, as Origon has

justly remarked, arbitrarily to detach from the rest, and take in a
literal sense, a single trait in the picture as that of fire. Nor let any

one say that the idea of such a judgment in the historical development

is somewhat unpauline. The idea of such a judgment connected with

the publication of the gospel, and accompanying its operations, per-

vades the whole New Testament,—by which indeed, a final judgment

of the world, to which this is only preparative, is not excluded.
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are giiilty of peculiar sacrilege ; against such he denounced

the most awful punishment, " If any man defile the temple of

God, him shall God destroy ;" 1 Cor. iii. 16, 17.

It is worthy of notice, that where Paul treats of eating meat

offered to idols, he does not, in order to impress the Gentile

Christians with their obligations to abstain from all such food,

appeal to the decision of the apostolic convention at Jem-

salem, any more than he opposed the authority of that

decision to the Jewish Christians, w^ho wished to compel the

Gentiles to be circumcised. It is one of the characteristics of

his method, that he here rests his argument, not on outw^ard

positive command, a vouoq, but on the inward law in the

hearts of believers, on wiiat the spirit of the gospel requires.

As in the instance of those who wished to impose the law of

circumcision on Gentile Christians, instead of appeahng to an

outward authority, he pointed out the internal contrariety

of their conduct to the peculiar and fundamental princi-

ples of the gospel ; so on this point he opposed to the

abuse of Christian freedom, the law of love which w^as

inseparable from the gospel. In short, it appears that,

though the authority of that decision was held sacred in

Palestine, Acts xxi. 25, yet beyond these limits it seems to

have been little regarded. Since that decision rested on

mutual concessions, it followed that if one of the parties of

the Jewish Christians failed to fulfil the condition—if they

would not acknowledge the uncircumcised as their heathen

brethren,—then, on the other side, the obligation ceased to

operate on the Gentile Christians, who by the observance of

that decision, would have made an approach to the Jewish

Christians. At a later period, after the settlement of the

opposition between these two hostile tendencies could no
longer be accomplished, but a Jewish element gained entrance

into the church itself in an altered form, this decision might
again acquire the strict power of law.

Paul did not dispute the position which the free-thinking

Christians at Corinth were always contending for, that no law

could be laid down about outward things that were in them-
selves indifferent ; he did not even exact their deference

to the apostolic decision, by which such food was absolutely

forbidden ; but he shows them from the standing-point of the

gospel, that what is in itself lawful, may, under special cir-
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cumstanccs, cease to be so, as far as it contradicts the law of
love,—the obligation of Christians to act on all occasions so
that the salvation of others may be most promoted, and
the glory of God be subserved. He points out that they
even denied their own Christian freedom, since in another
way they brought themselves into subjection to outward
things, which they ought to have used with freedom in the
spirit of love, according as circumstances might vary. ^

In reference to the question proposed to him respecting a
single life, he took a middle course between the two contend-
ing parties, those who entirely condemned a single life, and
those who wished to prescribe it for all persons as something
essential to Christian perfection. Though by his own peculiar

character he might be disposed to attach a higher value to a
single life, (which for his own method of labouring was cer-

tainly an important assistance,) than could be ascribed to

it fi-om the Christian standing-point, when viewed only objec-

tively
;
yet the power of a higher spirit was here more clearly

manifested, by which, though his own subjective inclination

was not denied, in the regulation of his own conduct, yet it

was not allowed to interfere injuriously with his views of

Christian morals, and with his wisdom in the guidance of the

church ; but how could it be otherwise with a man who,
although as a man he retained a strongly marked indi-

viduality, was influenced in so extraordinary a degree by the

Spirit of Christ, of that Saviour for whom he had suffered

the loss of all things? He discerned how injurious a forced

celibacy would be in a church like the Corinthian, and hence

sought to guard against this evil. He represented a single

life for those who were fitted for it by their natural con-

stitution, as a means of attending with less distraction to the

concerns of the kingdom of God, without being diverted from
them by earthly cares, especially under the great impending
tribulations, until the second coming of Christ ; from which
we must infer what an influence the near approach of that

event had on his own course of conduct. He placed the

essence of Christian perfection not in celibacy, nor in the out-

^ 1 Cor. vi. 12. TTOLUTa fioi e^eo-riz/' aA\' ovk 4yu i^ovffiaffOr^aoiJLai vtt6

rivos. If everything is lawful for me, yet I must not allow myself to be
governod by external things, as if, because I can use them, I must
necessarily use them.
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ward denial of earthly things ; but in that renunciation of the

world which has its seat in tlie disposition, which would make
the married and the rich, as well as the unmarried and the

poor, ready to sacrifice everything which the exigencies of

the times might demand; to suffer the loss of all things,

however dear to their hearts, for the sake of the gospel

;

1 Cor. vii. 30.

In speaking of the various relations of life in which men
might be placed at the time of their conversion, Paul lays

down as a rule, that that event should produce no change

in this respect. Christianity did not violently dissolve the

relation in which a man found himself placed b}^ birth,

education, and the leading of divine Providence, but taught

him to act in them from a new point of view, and with a new
disposition. It effected no abrupt revolutions, but gradually,

by the power of the Spirit working from within, made all

things new. The apostle applies this especially to the case of

slaves, which it was more needful to consider, because from
the beginning that gospel which was preached to the poor
found much acceptance among this class, and the knowledge
imparted to them by Christianity of the common dignity

and rights of all men, might easily have excited them to

throw oft* their earthly yoke. Likewise in this view, Chris-

tianity, in order not to mingle worldly and spiritual things

together, and not to miss its main object, the salvation of the

soul, did not presume to effect by force a sudden revolution

in their condition, but operated only on the mind and dis-

position. To slaves the gospel presented a higher life, which
exalted them above the restraints of their earthly relation

j

and though masters were not required by the apostles to give

their slaves freedom, since it was foreign to their ministry to

interfere with the arrangement of civil relations, yet Chris-

tianity imparted to masters such a knowledge of their duties to

their slaves, and such dispositions towards them, and taught
them to recognise as brethren the Christians among their

slaves, in such a manner as to make their relation to them
quite a different thing.

Paul, therefore, when he touches on this relation, tells the
slave, that thougii by the arrangement of Providence he was
debarred from the enjoyment of outward freedom, he should
not bo troubled, but rejoice that the Lord had bestowed upon
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him true inward freedom. But while he considers the latter

as the only true freedom, in the possession of which man may
be free under all outward restraints, and apart from which no
true freedom can exist, he is very far from overlooking^' the

subordinate worth of civil freedom, for he says to the slave,

to whom he had announced the true, the spiritual freedom,
'' but if thou mayst be free, use it rather," 1 Cor. vii. 21;'
which implies that the apostle viewed the state of freedom as

more corresponding to the Christian calling, and that Chris-

tianity, when it so far gained the ascendency as to form
anew the social relations of mankind, would bring about this

change of state, which he declares to be an object of preference.^

^ The later ascetic spirit forms a strikinc: contrast on tliis point to the
spirit of primitive Christianity. Although, in a grammatical view, it is

most natural to supply the i\eveepos yeveaOai v,\nd\ immediately pre-

cedes, or i\eveepia, yet the later l^'athers have not thus understood it,

because the Avorth of civil freedom appeared to them not so great,

but they took the apostle's meaning to be exactly opposite, ficiWov xP'Vo'
T^ SovXeia. What De Wette has lately urged against tliis interpretation,

does not appear tome convincing. The d Ka\ (he tliinks) is against it;

but it suits very -well. The apostle says, If called, being a slave, to

Christianity, thou shouldst be content. Christian freedom will not be
injured by slavery— but yet, if thou canst be free {as a still additional

good, which if thou dost not attain, be satisfied without it ; but which,
if offered to thee, is not to be despised) therefore make use of this

opportunity of becoming free, rather than by neglecting it to remain a

slave. The connexion with v. 22, is not against it, if we recollect, that

the clause beginning with aWa is only a secondary or qualifying asser-

tion, which certainly does not belong to the leading thought, a mode of

construction similar to what we find elsewhere in Paul's writings.

2 To this also the words in v. 23 may relate. " Ye are bought with
a price (ye are made free from the dominion of Satan and sin), become
not the slaves of men." Thus it would be understood by many.
Christians ought not voluntarily, merely to escape from some earthly

trouble, to put themselves in a condition which is not suited to their

Christian calling. But since the apostle previously, when speaking of

such relations as could only concern individuals in the church, used the

singular, but now changed his style to the plural, it is hence probable,

that he is speaking of a relation of a general kind, that is, giving an
exhortation, which would apply to all the Corinthians,—an exhor-

tation, indeed, which is not so closely connected with what is said

in V. 22, but which he might easily have been led to make from the

idea of a SovXos Xpia-rou, so familiar and interesting to his mind,

an idea that would equally apply to both bond and free ; "Kefuse not

this true freedom which belongs to you as the bondsmen of Christ, do

not become by a spiritual dependence the slaves of men, from being

the bondsmen of Christ; "—an exhortation which was adapted in many
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The Corinthian church had probably requested that

Apollos might visit them again, and Paul acknowledged him
as a faithful teacher, who had built ou the foundation of the

faith which he had laid, who had watered the field that he

had planted. He was far from opposing this request ; he

even requested Apollos to comply with it, but Apollos was

resolved not to visit Corinth immediately. The importance

attached to his person, and the efforts that had been made to

place him at the head of a pai'ty, perhaps led him to this

determination.

Paul wTote our first Epistle to the Corinthians about the

time of the Jewish Passover, as appears from the allusion in

V. 7. He had then the intention of staying at Ephesus till

Pentecost ; he informed them that many opportunities

offered for publishing the gospel, but that he had also many
enemies -to contend with. He spoke of his being in daily

peril of losing his life ; 1 Cor. xv. 30.
^

respects to the condition of the Corinthian church ; and this warning
against a servitude totally incompatible with being a servant (or bonds-
man) of Christ, (which could not be asserted of a state of outward ser-

vitude, or slavery, simply as such,) this warning would be a very suitable

conclusion to the whole train of thought on inward and outward free-

dom. It was needless for him to notice the case of a person selling

himself for a slave, since it was one that could hardly occur among
Christians. Verse 24 is rather for than against this intei'pretation ; for

since v. 23 does not refer to outward relations, he once more repeats the

injunction respecting them.
' Schrader infers from the words in 1 Cor. xvi. 8, that Paul could

not have written this epistle at the close of his long residence at

Ephesus, but at the beginning of another short stay there : for other-

wise he must have said, iniixeuw Se iv 'E^eo-w en, and could not have
hoped to effect that in a few weeks for the spread of the gospel, and the
counteraction of false teachers, which he could not accomplish even
after several years. But we do not see why Paul, merely having the
future in bis eye, and not reflecting on the past, might not leave out
the €Tt, as similar omissions frequently occur in an epistolary writing ;

and even if Paul in the course of a long time had effected much for the
spread of the gospel, still he could say, since the sphere of his labours

in Lesser Asia was continually extending, that " a great and eflectual

door " was opened for publishing the gospel. But the auriKeiixcvoi in
this passage, which relates to the publication of the gospel, are certainly

not false teachers, but open adversaries of Christianity, As the oppor-
tunities for making known the gospel were manifold, so also its enemies
were many. TIuk, therefore, does not contradict the preceding longer
evidence of the apostle, but rather confirms it; for the most violent

attacks on the preachers of the gospel, if they did not proceed from the
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At the time of his writing this Epistle to Corinth, he had
formed an extensive plan for his future labours. As during

\ his stay of several years in Achaia and at Ephesas, he had
^ laid a sufficient foundation for the extension of the Christian

church among the nations who used the Greek language, he
now wished to transfer his ministry to the West ; and as it

was his fundamental principle to make those regions the

scene of his activity where no one had laboured before him

—

he wished on that account to visit Rome, the metropolis of the

world, where a church had long since been established, in his

way to Spain,^ and then to commence the publication of the

gospel at the extremity of Western Europe. But before

putting this plan into execution, he wished to obtain a

munificent collection in the churches of the Gentile Christians

for their poor believing brethren at Jerusalem, and to bring

the amount himself to Jerusalem accompanied by some
members of the churches. Already some time before he de-

spatched this Epistle to the Corinthians, he had sent Timothy
and some others to Macedonia and Achaia to forward this

collection, and to counterwork tlie disturbing influences in

the Corinthian church.^ He hoped to receive through him

Jews, would first arise, after by their long-continued labours they had
produced efFcets which threatened to injure the interests of many whose

gains were derived from idolatrous practices.

' Rom. XV. 24, 28. Dr. Bauer, in his Essay on the Object and Occa-

sion of the Epistle to the Komans, in the Tuhinger Zeitschrift far
Theologie, 1836, part iii. p. 156, has attempted to show that Paul could

not have written these words. He thinks that he discovers in them
the marks of another hand, of which, in my opinion, no trace whatever

can be found,—all appears wholly Paulme. It might indeed seem
strange, that the apostle of the Gentiles had not yet visited the metro-

polis of the Gentile world. Accordingly, he gives an account of the

causes which had hitherto prevented him, and expresses his earnest

desire to become personally acquainted with the church of the metro-

polis. Since it was most important, first of all, to lay a foundation

everywhere for the publication of the gospel, on which the super-

structure might afterwards be easily raised, so it was his maxim—the

same which he expresses in 2 Cor. x. 16, and which we see him alwayi?

acting upon—to labour only in those regions where no one before had

published the gospel. But among the Gentiles at Kome a church had

been long founded, and hence he could not be justified on his own prin-

ciples in leaving a field of labour in which there was still so much to be

done, in order to visit a church that had been long established, and was

in a state of progressive development. The difficulties which Bauer

finds in this passage are only created by a false interpretation.

2 1 Cor. iv. 17. The manner in which Paul mentions Timothy both
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an account of the impression which his epistle had made.

But he found himself deceived in his expectations, for

Timothy was probably prevented from travelling as far as

Corinth, and came back to EjDhesus without bringing the

information which the apostle expected.^ The apostle, ani-

mated by a tender paternal anxiety for the chui'ch, became

uneasy respecting the eiFect produced by his epistle ; he,

therefore, sent Titus to Corinth for the jjurpose of obtaining

information, and that he might personally operate on ihe

church in accordance with the impression made by the epistle.

As Paul had resolved, on sending away Titus, to leave

Ephesus soon, he agreed with him to meet at Troas, where he

designed to make a longer stay in order to found a chm'ch,

2 Cor. ii. 12, and perhaps intended to shape his future course

by the information which he would there receive from Titus.

But here the question arises, Could Paul have sent Titus to

Corinth without an epistle ? And if we find in his second

Epistle to the Corinthians numerous allusions to an epistle

which he simply designates as the epistle, shall we not most
naturally conclude that it means an epistle sent by Titus ?

And so much the more, if these alkisions contain many things

that do not tally with the First Epistle to the Corinthians. ^

here and in xvi. 10, plainly sliovrs that he was not the bearer of this

epistle, and the latter passage 'makes it not improbable that Paul
expected he would arrive at Corinth after his epistle, which would
naturally happen though Timothy departed first, because he was
detained a considerable time in Macedonia. Perhaps the messengers
from the Corinthian church were already come to Ephesus when
Timothy was going away, and as Paul wished to give them a copious
reply, on that account he sent no epistle by Timothy.

^ It favours the supposition that Timothy did not come as far as
Corinth, that, in Acts xix. 22, only Macedonia is mentioned as the
object of his mission. And if he came to Corinth as Paul's delegate, he
would have mentioned him, as Riickert justly remarks, in connexion
with others who were sent by him ; for though we are not justified that
Paul here mentioned by name all who were sent by him to Corinth, yet
the object for which he named them, in order to appeal to the fact that
they hud acted with the same disposition as himself, and were as little

burdensome to the Corinthian c-hurch, required the mention of a man
like Timothy so closely connected Avith him, if he had stayed at Corinth
as his delegate. This therefore is opposed to Block's view, which we
flhall afterwards mention, according to which Timothy really came to
Corinth, and must have been the bearer of bad news from thence.

2 Jjloek has endeavoured to prove all this in his valuable essay-

already mentioned, in the Studkn und Kritiken, 1830, part iii. But
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We ask then, in this second epistle are such things really
found which lead us to suppose another document composed
in a different tone from the first epistle now extant 1 Let us
examine this more closely. Paul says at the beginning
of the second chapter that he had altered his former plan of
travelling immediately from Ephesus to Corinth, and had
resolved to go first to Macedonia, in order that he might not
be obliged to produce a painful impression among them, if he
came to them while the evils which he censured in his first

epistle were still in existence. On this account, he wished,

instead of coming immediately from Ephesus to Corinth,

rather to communicate by letter what was painful to them,
(which may very well refer to the reprehensions contained in

the first e|)istle,) and to await its operation in producing
repentance, before he came to them in person. He says

of the epistle in question, that he had written it in great

anguish of heart and with many tears, for his object had been
not to give them pain, but to evince his love for them. Does
not that suit such passages as 1 Cor. iv. 8—19 ; vi. 7 ; x.1

Does not that which he here says of his. disposition correctly

describe that state of mind, in which the news respecting the

dangerous condition of the Corinthian church must have
placed him 1 It can well be referred to that individual who
lived in unlawful intercourse with his step-mother, against

w^hose continuance in church-fellowship he had so strongly

expressed himself, when he says of such a one that ho troubled

not only himself as the founder of the church, but in a certain

degree the whole church. That epistle was indeed suited to

call forth in the Corinthians the consciousness of their corrupt

state, that sorrow which leads to salvation, as Paul says

of that epistle, 2 Cor. vii. 9, &c. But chiefly we might
be induced, by verse 12 of the same chapter, to suppose

a reference to what was said by Paul in an epistle now lost

:

^' He had written such a letter to them, not on his account

this is connected with the assumption that Timothy really came to

Corinth, and the bad news which he brought influenced Paul to send
Titus thither. If we only assume that Paul was inforn*.ed that a part

of the church had shown themselves more haughty after the receipt of

that first epistle, it can be explained how he was induced to send a

severer epistle by Titus. IJut we have noticed above, what opposes the

supposition that Timothy at that time really extended his journey as

far as Corinth.
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who had done the wrong, nor on his account against whom it

w^as done, but from a regard to all, that his sincere zeal

for their best welfare might be manifest."^ If we refer the

words to our first epistle, it is difficult to determine who the

person can be against whom the wrong was committed. All

will be clear, if we refer it to Paul himself, that he intended

delicately to point out himself as the injured party ; and that

he had been induced thus to write, not from a selfish interest,

but from a sincere zeal for their best welfare. It also appears

to be implied that the epistle in question related principally if

not entirely to this one case. But the affair of the incestuous

person occupies only a very small space in the first epistle.

All this rather favours the supposition that there was another

epistle of Paul, not now extant, which related exclusively

or principally to the conduct of one individual who had con-

ducted himself towards the apostle with great insolence,

either the same immoral person on whom Paul j)asses his

judgment in the first epistle, or another. Yet this conjecture

does not seem to rest on a very solid foundation, for in these

words we find no further mark which can lead us to suppose
^ It -will be proper here to determine the correct reading. If we

adopt tlie reading received by Lachmann, tV o-ttouStjj/ vjxwv tt]v virep

rffiuv rrphs iiixcis, it will favour that interpretation, according to which
there must be a reference to a personal wrong directed against the
apostle. The connexion may be traced in this manner : If I have
written to you in this manner (using such strong language), it is not on
account of him who has committed the wrong, nor on his account who
has suffered the wrong (Paul himself who had been personally injured
by the insolence of that man), but that your zeal for me might be
made known by you before God {L e. in an upright manner, so that the
disposition in which you act, may prove itself in the sight of God,
as that of true love). This would be the contrast: I did it not>
to avenge my apostolic authority, and to punish the person who
impugned it; but on this account, to give you an opportunity to
manifest your zeal for me, as it has now been actually shown. But still

we must agree with RUckcrt that the trphs vfj.as according to this read-
ing seems rather superfluous. This wphs i/fxas certainly intimates, that
it was Paul's wish to speak of his zeal for the welfare of the church,
which would be shown in his conduct towards it; also in the words
4v(iiriou ToO 0€oG, we find such an indication that Paul was speaking of
his own disposition as showing itself to be upright before God. The
correctness of the common reading is also established by comparing it
with 2 Cor. ii. 4, for the Avords t^u airov^v ^/xwv rrjv \m\p vfiuv, cor-
respond to the words tV aydir-qv, kc. But it may be easily explained
how looking back to vii. 11 and 7, would give rise to a various
reading.
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a personal reference to the apostle. He who was fond of con-
trasts and accustomed to mark them strongly, would on this

occasion have marked ver}-- strongly the contrast between his

personal interest, and the interest of the church, if he had
wished to express anything of the kind. On the other hand,

we may fairly understand by the person against whom the

wrong was committed, the father, wdiom his son by his

incestuous conduct had so grievously injured ; whether the

fiither was already dead, or still living, which on this supposi-

tion would be more probable. * Perhaps the complaints of

the fiither had been the occasion of making known the whole
affair to the apostle.^ The meaning of the passage would
then be, that they ought not to believe that a reference to any
individual ' whatever, that resentment against any person, or

attachment to any one, had moved him thus to write, but
that he had been actuated chiefly by a concern for the welfare

of the church. Nor is it necessary to assume, that the whole

of the epistle to which he here alludes, was occupied with this

one affixir, if only his readers can infer from the connexion

that he here wishes to speak of this one object (among several

others) of the epistle.

The manner also in which Paul speaks of the sending

away of Titus, contains no such marks which justify the sup-

position that this step was occasioned by the unfavourable

account brought by Timothy of the state of the Corinthian

chiu'ch; for he declares in 2 Cor. vii. 14, that on his leaving

he said many things to him in the praise of that Church, and

hence had raised good expectations respecting it in his mind.^

^ It is singular, that in the first ciiistle, no mention is made of the

father of the offender.

2 All difficulties would vanish, if -vvith Daniel Heinsius, we under-

stand the words tov aSj/crj^eVroy as neuter = tov aixapT-qdiuros, which
the New Testament use of aSiKe7v would allow. The transition from
the masculine to the neuter may surprise us less, since the neuter

follows immediately after. The a5t«7j0€v would then correspond to the

TTpajixa before mentioned. And though it may appear objectionable

that Paul should so express himself as if such a sin was a thing of

minor importance, yet this is not an idea conveyed by the words; but

he wishes only to express very strongly in an antithetical form, that his

anxiety for the welfare of the whole church, for the preservation of its

purity, had induced him so to write. But it suits the contrast still

better, if all personal references were kept out of sight,

3 The words in 2 Cor, vii. 14, I cannot understand, according to the

mutual relation of the clauses, otherwise than thus : By Vr-hat I have
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Still the objection may be urged, Titus must at all events, as

a messenger from Paul, have brought with him an ej^istle to

Corinth; and if Paul quotes a letter without marking it

more precisely, we can understand by it no other than the

last, and therefore the one brought by Titus. But if he sent

Titus after Timothy's return, and soon after he had despatched

his first Epistle to the Corinthian church, we may more
readily presume that he would not think it necessaiy to send

a long epistle at the same time, but perhaps give him only a

few lines in which he intimated that Titus was to supply the

place of Timothy, who was not able to come to them himself.

'

said to Titus in your praise, I have not been put to shame; but as I

have spoken to you all according to truth, so also this has been proved
to be true,

^ A difficulty is here presented, from the manner in which Paul
mentions the sending Titus in the Second Epistle to the Corinthians.

2 Cor. viii. 6, compared -with v. 16, and ix. 3; xii. 18. Billroth and
Ruckert (who does not however assent to all the reasons alleged by the
former) have hence concluded, that the sending of Titus was by no
means after the despatch of that first epistle, but took place long before,

and that the arrangement of the collection was the object of his visit.

But Titus would be slill at Corinth when that letter arrived, and hence
could communicate to Paul respecting the effect it produced. Perhaps
Titus was the bearer of the first lost epistle to the Corinthian church.
Hence it may be explained, why Paul could consider his second epistle

(the first now extant) as his last written epistle, and quote it without
any further designation. But if this had been the case, we must neces-
sarily look for an express mention of Titus in our first epistle ; and
since none such occurs, we must either assume that the sending of
Titus mentioned in the second epistle, is the same as that which we
have spoken of in the text, or if we consider it as different, it occurred
much earlier, so that Titus, when Paul Avrote his first Epistle to the
Corinthians, must have been a long while returned to them. And for
this latter assumption, it may be urged, that at that first sending a
companion of Titus is mentioned ; and, on the other hand, when Paul
mentions his meeting with Titus in Macedonia, no one else appears;
not that this is a decisive proof, because Titus alone might be mentioned
as being the principal person. But, on the contrary, when Paul states
that he boasted of the Corinthian church to Titus, "it seems implied (if

not absolutely necessary) that this church was not personally known to
him. If we are disposed to assume, that this mission of Titus Avas the
same as that mentioned in the first epistle, the chronological order of
events would not oppose this supposition. But first, there is the
question, whether Paul reckoned the year according to the Poman,
Greek, or Jewish Calendar; in the last case, he might mention the
sending of Titus as having taken place in the preceding year, if it was
before Easter ; in the second, if it was after Easter, and if he wrote this
epistle in autumn. But it is not at all necessary to assume that the
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But after the sending of Titus, a violent popular tumult
arose at Ephesus against the apostle, which was neverthelcvSfi

an evidence of the great success of his ministry in Lesser
Asia. Small models in gold and silver of the famed templo
of Artemis were used to be made,^ which being sent to distant

parts as an object of devotion, brought great gain to the city.

A man named Demetrius, who had a large manufactory of

such models, and a gieat number of workmen, began to fear,

since the gospel had spread with such success in Lesser Asia,

and faith in Artemis had so far declined ^ as to lessen the sale

of his wares in this region, that the gains of his trade would
soon be lost. He assembled his numerous workmen, and
easily inflamed their anger against the enemies of their gods,

who threatened to deprive the great Artemis of her honour,
and them of their gain. A great tumult arose, they all

hastened to the public place where they were wont to assem-

ble, and many cried out, some one thing, some another,

without knowing why they were come together. As the

Jews here lived in the midst of a numerous Greek population

who viewed them with constant aversion, any special occasion

easily roused their slumbering prejudices into open violence,

and they had then much to suffer : they feared therefore, that

the anger of the people against the enemies of their gods—
especially as many did not know who these enemies were

exactly—would be turned upon themselves; and one of their

number, Alexander by name, came forward, in order to shift

the blame from themselves upon the Christians; but the

sending away of Titus was in the preceding year ; for it might be the

case that the Corinthian church had begun the collection, before Titus

had proposed it to them. Nor ought it to excite our surprise, thafc

Paul mentions only one object for which he sent Titus, the arrangement
of the collection ; for he might be sent for this purpose, and at the same
time, to obtain information for Paul respecting the state of the Corin-

thian church, and the effect produced by his epistle. But as he was
Tvrriting respecting the collection, he had no occasion to advert to

another topic.

^ The words of Paul, Acts xx. 19, perhaps intimate that this popular

disturbance proceeded from the machinations of the Jews, though it

afterwards threatened to be dangerous to the Jews themselves.
2 It is possible, that the successful ministry of Paul alrepdy threatened

the destruction of idolatry, though after the first successful propagation

of the gospel, a pause in its progress intervened, similar to what has

often occurred. Compare Pliny's account of the decline of heathenism,

in my Church History, vol. i. p. 140.
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appearance of such a person whom they ranked among these

enemies, aroused the heathen to still greater fury, and the

clamour became more violent. But on this occasion only

the populace appear to have been hostile to the teachers of

Christianity ; the manner in which Paul had lived and acted

during his long residence in the city must have operated

advantageously on the public authorities of the city. Some
even of the magistrates who were placed this year at the head

of regulating all the sacra in Lesser Asia/ and presided over

tiie public games, showed their sympathy for him, for when
he was on the point of exposing himself to the excited crowd,

they besought him not to incur this danger. And the

chamberlain of the city at last succeeded in calming the minds
of the people by his representations—by calling on them to

give an account of the object of their meeting—of which the

majority were totally ignorant—and by reminding them of

the serious responsibility they incurred for their turbulent

and illegal behaviour.

It is very doubtful whether Paul was determined by this

disturbance, which seems to have been quite transitory, to

leave Ephesus earlier than he had intended according to his

original plan. When he wrote his first letter to the Corin-

thians, he spoke to them of the dangers which daily threatened
him, and yet these had no influence in determining the length

of his sojourn in this city. Perhaps we may find several

usions to this n^w disturbance.^ A comparison of the

* *A(ridpxai : each of the cities which formed the Koivop ttjs 'Ao-ios chose
a delegate yearly for this college of 'A<ndpxai. See Aristicl. Orat. Sacr.
iv. ed. Dindorf. vol. i. p. 531 ; and probably the president of this
college Avould be called apx^^pevs, aa-idpxvs ; his name was employed in
marking the date of public events; see the Letter of the Church
at Smyrna, on the martyrdom of Polycarp ; and Ezechiel Spanheim, de
PrcBstantia et Usu Numisnintum, ed. secunda, p. 691.

2 He says, 1 Cor. xv. 31, that he was daily exposed to death, which
may lead us to conclude, that when Paul had reached the end of this
ei)i.stle, (which was probably not written all at once,) this disturbance
had taken place. Thus we may take the words in v. 32, icara auepdo-
TTivov KoyiafMhv drjoicov iyeyofx-nu ^opa—aWa TrapaSo^ws iadoB-nv, with
Theodorct, in a literal sense, namely, that it was demanded by the raging
populace, as afterwards was otten the case in the persecutions of the
Christians, that the enemy of the gods should be condemned ad bestias,

ad leonem. But though such a cry might be raised by the infuriated
multitude, it is very difficult to suppose, considering the existing cir-

cumstances, that their desire would be granted, and Paul therefore
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First and Second Epistles to the Corinthians with one anotlicr,

may indeed flivour the behef, that Paul wrote the latter alter

this event, since he here writes as one who had been rescued
from impending death.' But it may indeed be supposed,

could never say, that, as far as lie could expect according to human
judgment, he would have been a prey to the wild beasts without the
wonderful help of God. Also this interpretation of the words Kara
&vdpa}Trov, is not the easiest and most favoured by the connexion. I

rather find in these words, according to the connexion, the contrast
to the Christian hope, the designation of the standing-point of men in
general who are destitute of this hope. By the wild beasts must there-
fore be understood, savage infuriated men with Avhom Paul had to con-
tend. From Eom. xvi. 4, where it is said that Priscilla and Aquila
had ventured their lives for him, as well as from what Paul says in
Acts XX. 19, we may gather that he was exposed to many dangers
at Ephesus, which are not mentioned in the Acts.

' According to the interpretation proposed by RUckert, these ex-
pressions do not refer to persecutions endured by Paul, but to a dan-
gerous illness, the effects of which accompanied him to Macedonia, and
were felt by him when ho wrote this second Epistle to the Corinthians.
But on comparing all that relates to it, I cannot assent to this view.
As to the passage in 2 Cor. i. 8, it appears to me that these words must
be explained according to v. 5. I grant, indeed, that natural diseases

may be called in a certain sense Trad-nixara tov Xqio-tov ; but, in accord-
ance with the Pauline phraseology, we should certainly apply them pri-

marily to suffering for the cause of the kingdom of God, in which the
believer follows Christ, lllickert thinks that if Paul had intended to

signify the persecution that had been excited at Ephesus, he would have
named the city itself, as in the first epistle. But 1 do not see why he
should not choose the general designation of the region of which
Ephesus was the metropolis ; and, it is possible, that the exasperation
of the heathens against him spread from Ephesus to other parts of

Lesser Asia which he visited. Why then might he not say, that the

persecutions exceeded the measure of his human strength, that he was
almost overcome, and despaired of his life? In 2 Cor. iv. 9 and 11, he
distinctly notices persecutions by which he was in continual danger or

death, with which 1 Cor. xv. 30—31 agrees ; from these passages we
may conclude that he was exposed to more dangers than are recorded in

the Acts. And in this way other passages must be explained. The
mention of the earthen vessels is not against this view, for the conflicts

which Paul had to sustain always served to awaken in his mind a more
vivid consciousness, that he carried about the divine treasure in an

earthen broken vessel, that this shattered receptacle would soon be

entirely destroyed by such assaults unless strengthened and rescued

by Almighty power. He might well say in v. 10, that he always bore

about in his body the vfKpoicns toO'Itjo-oD, because he was always exposed

to death for the cause of Christ (v. 11), and bearing the marks of these

sufferings in his body, he thus carried with him an image of the suffer-

ing Saviour in his own person. What he says in v. 9, and in the

VOL. L T
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that when he found himself in the midst of those dangers,

the higher concerns of which he treated in the First Epistle

to the Corinthians, so occupied him, that he forgot everything

personal—but that when he had left Ephesus, the recollec-

tions of the special leadings of Providence, which had rescued

him from such dangers, filled him with overflowing gratitude

which he could not suppress.

xVfter Paul had laboured at Troas in preaching the gospel,

and had waited in vain for Titus, w^hom he expected on his

return from Corinth, he left that place with troubled feelings

and went to meet him in Macedonia. Among the Macedonian

churches he met with gi^atifying proofs of the advance of the

Christian life, to which their conflicts with the world had
contributed. JSTo persecutions of Christianity as a religio

illicita had as yet been commenced by the authorities of the

state. But at all events, the Christians, by their withdrawing

from the heathen w^orship and all that was connected with it,

must have unfavourably impressed the heathen among whom
they lived, and excited the hatred of the fanatical populace who
were instigated by the Jews. Even if no legal charge could

be brought against the believers as apostates from the religion

of the state, still without this instrument, zealous heathens,

who formed so large a majority, possessed sufficient means to

oppress or injure in their worldly prospects a class of persons so

far below themselves, in numbers, respectability, and political

influence. It may illu^rate this, if we only think of what
converts to Christianity in the East Indies have had to endure
(though under a Christian government), from their heathen

whole context, marks the disposition of one who had reason to consider
the duration of his life as very uncertain, whether he met with a natural or

violent death. 2 Cor. vi. 9 is to be explained according to iv. 9 and 11.

2 Cor. vii. 5 shows that even in Macedonia he had no respite from his

sufferings, but was overwhelmed with fresh trials. Here we find

no trace of illness. The word (rapl by no means justifies us in under-
standing the passage of illness ; it denotes everything which could
aifect the outer man, while within the highest peace might be enjoyed.
The passage in 2 Cor. xii. 7 is too obscure to draw any conclusion from
it with certainty ; and even if here a chronic disorder were intended, it

would not be clear that what was said before had any reference to it.

We do not deny that Paul had to combat with much bodily weakness ;

.—we do not deny that the tribulation he endured must have impaired
his bodily strength ; but it does not follow that the passages above
nuoted have such a reference
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relatives and coraiexions ! Kut the ]\Iaccdonian Christians
cheerfully endured everything for the cause of the gospel, and,
however much their means of subsistence had been injured,

they were ready to take an active part in the collection made
by Paul in the church at Jerusalem, even " beyond their

power ;" 2 Cor, viii. In Macedonia, the apostle had also the
satisfaction of meeting with Titus, and of learning from him
that his epistle had produced a salutary effect, if not on the
whole, yet on the greater part of the Corinthian church. The
disapprobation of the larger and better part had been ex-

pressed against the incestuous person, and tlie voice of this

majority, which as such must have been decisive in the
assemblies of the church, had cither actually expelled liim

from church-communion, according to the judgment ex-

pressed by Paul, or the actual execution of the sentence had
been put off in the event of his not receiving forgiveness from
the apostle. When the resolution of the majority M-as an-

nounced to the offender with expressions of severe reprehen-

sion, he expressed the greatest sorrow and penitence. On
this account, the majority, who always acknowledged the

apostolic authority of Paul, interceded on his behalf that a

milder course might be adopted, and Paul assented, in order

that the penitent might not be plunged in despair, and thus

a greater calamity ensue.' The majority showed the gi'catest

^ In the words 2 Cor. ii. 5—10, 1 cannot find anything different

from what I have stated in the text. Nor do they support Riickert's

assertion, that the majority of the church, though they expressed their

disapprobation of the oflender, were not disposed to proceed against

him as severely as Paul desired, and that the apostle only yielded to

their wishes from prudential motives, in order to maintain his autho-

rity, and to preserve the appearance of directing their decisions. Paul

says, 2 Cor. ii. 6, " Sufficient to such a man is this punishment which
was inflicted of many." From this we cannot infer that it differed from

the sentence passed by the apostle himself This, said he— only re-

ferring to what had taken place, and in connexion with what followed

—is indeed not unanimous, but yet the punishment awarded to him by

the voice of the majority. It is sufhcient—may mean, enough has been

done that this sentence of the majority has been expressed, and that he

has been brought to contrition, so that now a milder course may be

adopted, and he may be received again into church-communion. Or, it

is sufficient that the majority have adopted this resolution. ]5at, since

he is now penitent, it need not be carried into effect. The pain which

he has already suflfered is enough. Hence, instead of continuing to act

with that strictness^ and carrying into effect that resolution of the
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regard for the apostle's authority ; they lamented having

occasioned him so much trouble, and assured him how earnestly

they longed to sec him soon among them. But Paul's op-

ponents among the Judaizers were not humbled, but, on the

contrary, were only embittered against him by his reprimand

and the submission paid to him by the rest of the church,

and used every means in their power to make the church sus-

picious of him. They said, that he was powerful only in his

letters, but that " his bodily presence was weak, and his speech

contemptible;" 2 Cor. x. 10. He threatened more than he

could perform, and hence was very far from formidable. He
was conscious of his weakness, and, therefore, was always

threatening to come, but never came. In his first epistle,

which has not come down to us, he probably threatened the

contumacious, that he would soon come to Corinth, and if

what was amiss were not rectified, he would exert the utmost

prerogative of his ofl&ce. In that last epistle, or by verbal

communications, he had announced to them that as soon as

he had left Ephesus, he would come immediately to them, as

he wished, after a transient sojourn at Corinth, to travel into

Macedonia, and return again to them in order to remain with

them till his intended departure to Jerusalem. But as he

now remained longer in Ephesus, as he had altered the plan

of his journey, and had announced to the Corinthians that he

would first go into Macedonia and then come to them ; ' &c

he took advantage of this arrangement to excuse a sense of

his weakness, of vacillation, and of ambiguity in his ex-

pressions. And thus uncertain and vacillating—they con-

cluded, he would be as a teacher. Hence his self-contradic-

tory conduct in reference to the observance of the Mosaic
Law by the Jews and Gentiles. They endeavoured to set in

a false light that Christian prudence which always distinguished

church, they might announce forgiveness to him, for (v. 9) Paul had
attained his object; they had, by virtue of that resolution of the majo-
rity, given him the proof he required of their obedience. He required
nothing more (v. 10), as they had assented to his severe sentence; so
now he was ready to excuse them, as he had attained the object he had
at heart, the welfare of the church, Paul also expressly commends
(vii. 11) the indignation they had manifested in this aifair, the e/cSiAoj^ns

they had felt, thus acquitting themselves of all participation in the
"wickcdncsrJ.

' ^Vc therefore need not assume a lost epistle containing this altered

plan of the journey.
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Paul, but which was united in him with perfect simj)hcity of
intention, as if he had employed a variety of artifices to de-
ceive men. Also all that was amiss which he had denounced
in his letters, had not yet been put away by that part of the
church which adhered to the apostle. Such being the state

of the Corinthian church, Paul thought it best—in order
that his own visit to Corinth might be disturbed by no lui-

pleasant occurrences, and that his intercourse with the Corin-
thians might be one of joy and love—to write once more to
them, in order to prepare the way for his personal ministry
among them. He sent Titus with two other able persons
in the service of the church, as bearers of this epistle to
Corinth.^

In reference to that marked suspicion of his conduct and
character, Paul appeals in this epistle to the testimony of his

own conscience, that in his intercourse with men in general,

and especially mth the Corinthians, he had been guided not

by worldly prudence, but by the Spirit of God ; he contrasts

one with the other, since he considered simplicity and upright-

ness of intention as the essential mark of the agency of the

Divine Spirit. His epistle also testifies this ; as he wrote, so

he thought ;
- he had nothing in his mind different from his

avowed intentions. He states the reasons of the alteration in

the plan of his journey, and draws the conclusion, that no

^ One of these (2 Cor. viii. 18) was chosen from the Macedonian
churches, that he might in their name convey the collection to Jeru-

salem, and he is distinguished as one, whose "praise was in all the

churches," for his activity in publishing the gospel. We may indeed

.suppose, that Luke is the person intended, and must then assume, that

Paul was left behind at Philippi, where Luke afterwards joined him

;

but that the latter, after his return from Corinth, again stayed at

Philippi, and on the departure of Paul to Jerusalem, intended to join

him there. It is indeed remarkable that Luke, who generally gives a

fuller narrative when he was an eye-witness, touches so slightly on this

in the Acts. But his brevity may be explained from the fact of his

being more copious only in relating the personal ministry of Paul.

2 2 Cor. i. 12, 13. The grounds on which De Wette objects to this

interpretation, are not obvious to me. " But what suspicion of dupli-

city might the confident assertions in v. 12 awaken." This verse could

indeed awaken no such suspicion, but rather contradicts that suspicion

which Paul's enemies sought to excite ; v. 13 serves to corroborate what

he had said in v. 12. Paul makes the appeal, that in his epistle, as

well as in his whole ministry, nothing could be found of a cro^ta aapKiK^

which his adversaries wished to find in those words; he maintains, that

all his words, not less than his actions, bore the impress of aTrAoV???.
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inconsistency can be found in what he had said on this matter.

And he could call God to witness, that no inconsistency could

be found in his manner of publishing the gospel, that he had
always preached one unchangeable doctrine of Christ, and the

promises which they received would be certainly fulfilled

through Christ.^ God himself had given them as well as him
the certain pledge of this, by the common witness of the

Holy Spirit in their hearts
; (2 Cor. i. 16—22.)

The duty of vindicating his apostolic character against the

accusations of his opponents, forced him to speak much of

himself. The palpably evident object of his doing this, and
the distinction which he was always careful to make between
the divine jDower connected with his apostolic functions, and
the person of a feeble mortal, between the '• man in Christ"

and the weak Paul,^ sufficiently acquitted him of the charge of •

self-conceit and vain-glory. To common men, who would
measure everything by the same measure, many things might
seem strange in Paul's manner of speaking of himself and his

ministry, so that they were ready to accuse him of extrava-

gance, of a self-exaltation bordering on insanity. But what
impelled him to speak in such strong terms, was not personal

feeling, but the inspired consciousness of the divine power
attached to the gospel and to his apostolic calling, which
would triumph over all opposition. Thus the fact of"his " not
being able to do anything of himself" redounded in his view
to the glory of God.

Paul spent the rest of the summer and autumn in Mace-
donia

; he probably extended his labours to the neighbouring
country of lllyria,^ and then removed to Achaia, where he
spent the winter.

' Therefore indepentlently of the law of which his adversaries pre-
scribed the obsci'vance.

2 To this the passage in 2 Cor. r. 13 refers. "For whether we be
beside ourselves, (the inspiration witli which the apostle spake of the
divine objects of his calling, of what the power of God effected through
his apostolic office—but which his adversaries treated as empty boasting,
and ascribed to an acppoauurj or ixavia) it is to the glory of God ; or
whether we be sober (when the apostle speaks of himself as a weak
mortal, puts himself on a level with the Corinthians, and makes no use
of its apostolic power and its privileges) it is for your welfare."

' In 2 Cor. x. 14—16, Paul seems to mark Achaia as the extreme
limit of his labours in prciiching the gospel; (this indeed does not
follow from the &x^i koI vfxwv, since ^xpt in itself does not denote
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Since he was now resolved, after his return from the journey
to Jerusalem, which he proposed undertaking at the bcginnin|r
of the spring, to change the scene of his labours to the West^
and to visit the metropolis of the Roman empire for the first

time, he must have been gratified to form a connexion pre-
viously with the church in that city. The journey of Phoebe,
the deaconness of the church at Cencliraja, who had been in-

duced by various circumstances to visit Kome, gave him the
best opportunity for this purpose, while, at the same time, he
recommended her to the care of the lloman church.'

a fixed or exclusive limit, see Horn. v. 13, tliough Paul sometimes uses
the word in this latter meaning. Gal. iii, 19; iv. 2; yet it appears to
proceed from the comparison of the three verses in connexion) ; on the
other in Horn. xv. 19, lllyria is thus marked. But it does not follow
from this last passage, that Paul himself had preached the gospel in
lUjria; possibly he only mentioned this as the extreme limit cisfar as
"W^ich he had reached in preaching the gospel.

^ It is here taken for granted, that the 16th chapter belongs with the
whole of the Epistle to the Romans, which in modern times has been
disputed by Schulz in the Studien und Kritiken, vol. ii. p. 609 ; but,
as it appears to me, on insufficient grounds. It may excite surprise that
Paul should salute so many individuals in a church to Avhich he M-as

personally a stranger, and that we find among them relations and old
friends of the apostle from Palestine, and other parts of the East. But
we must recollect, that Home was always the rendezvous of persons from
all parts of the Roman empire, a fact stated by Athen^eus in the
strongest terms, Deipnosojjh. i. 20, t^iv 'Puixaiwu Tr6\iv inirofi^v ttjj

o'lKovfiiurjs, iv y (tvvl5€7v dcrriv iraffas ras irSKfis i^pvjj.ivas, (such as Alex-
andria, Antioch, Nicomedia, and Athens)

—

koI yap '6\a ra eeurj adp6u9
avTodi (TvucpKKTTai. Paul might easily become personally acquainted at
Ephesus and Corinth with many Christians from Rome, or learn par-
ticulars respecting them. Among those whom he salutes were persons
of the family of Narcissus, who was well known to be a freed-man of the
Emperor Claudius. That Aquila and Priscilla were again in Rome, that

a part of the church assembled in their house, and that a number of
years afterwards, as may be inferred from the 2d Epistle to Timothy,
they are to be found at Ephesus,—all this, from what we have before

remarked, is not so surprising. The warning against the Judaizing
teachers, xvi. 17, who published another doctrine than what they had
received (from the disciples of the apostle), agrees perfectly with what
is said in the 14th chapter, and with what we may infer from the epistle

itself, in reference to the state of tlie Roman church. The passage in
xvi. 19 agrees also with i. 8, and the comparison confirms the belief that

they both belong to the same epistle. Bauer, in his essay before quoted,

has endeavoured to prove the spuriousness of the two last chapters. He
believes that, in the 15th chapter especially, he can trace a later writer

attached to Pauline principles, who thouglit that, in order to justify

Paul, and to bring about a union between the Jewish and Gentile
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It is not improbable that, at an early period, the seed of

the gospel was brought by Jewish Christians to the Jews- at

Kome, as at that time, if we may judge from the salutations

at the end of the epistle, persons wlio were among the oldest

Christians lived at Rome ; but these certainly did not form

the main body of the church, for the greater part evidently

consisted of Christians of Gentile descent, to whom the gospel

had been published by men of the Pauline school, inde-

pendently of the Mosaic Law, to whom Paul, as the apostle of

the Gentles, felt himself called to write, and whom, in conse-

quence of the relation, he could address with greater freedom.

Christians, it was necessary to make some additions to tlie epistle ; but

I cannot perceive the validity of the evidence adduced by this acute

critic. Paul was probably prevented when he had finished the 14tli

chapter, from continuing the epistle to the close. And when he took

it up again Avhere he left off, and looked back on what lie had last

written, he felt himself impelled to add something on the theme of

which he had last treated, the harmony between the Gentile and Jewish
Christians in the Roman church. His object was, on the one hand, to

check the free-thinking Gentile Christian from self-exaltation in relation

to their weaker Jewish brethren in the faith ; and on the other hand, to

remind the Jewish Christians that the admission of the Gentiles into

the kingdom of God was no infringement of the rights of the Jewish
people, and that it was in unison with the predictions of the Old Testa-

ment. He exhorts them, xv. 7, to receive one another mutually as

members of the same kingdom of God, though with a special reference

to the Gentile christians, to whom Paul at the beginning of the chapter
particularly addressed himself, if we follow the best accredited reading,

vfxas. He then states the reasons why the Gentiles had especial cause
to praise God, to be thankful and humble, since God had in so unex-
pected a manner brought them to a participation of his kingdom, who
previously knew nothing of it, and who had no hopes of this kind, (a

train of thought which he introduces elsewhere, Ephes. ii. 12, and in
several other passages). He shows that God, by the sending of Christ
to the Jews, manifested his faithfulness, since thus he had fulfilled the
promises made to the fathers ; but had manifested his mercy to the
Gentiles, since he had called to a participation in the kingdom of God,
those among Avhom the foundation of this kingdom had not been laid,

aud to whom no promises had been given. Such a theoretical contrast
is of course not perfectly strict, but partial, and of a kind frequently
employed by Paul. For he says, and the Old Testament intimates, that
the Messiah would extend his saving efficiency to the Gentiles; hence,
it is evident, that God while he shows mercy to them, at the same time
verifies his faithfulness. In all this, we find nothing unpauline, nothing
foreign to the object of this epistle. It is impossible that Paul could
intend to dose with the 14th chapter, but according to the usual style
of the Pauline epistles, a conclusion must necessarily follow, which
these two last chapters furnish.
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How could Paul, from his call to publish the gospel to all the
nations of the world, infer his call to announce the doctrine

of salvation to the Romans, if ho had not believed that those

to whom his epistle was especially addressed were (Jentiles 1

For the Jews, whether living among the Romans or Greeks,

always considered themselves as belonging not to the cp:,

edirj, but to the one as, the Xaoe in the oiamropd. In reference

to them, Paul could only have spoken of being sent to one

nation. How could he say (Rom. i. 13) that he wished to

come to Rome in order " to have some fruit " there, " even as

among other Gentiles," by the publication of the gospel, if he
was not wTiting principally to persons belonging to the Gen-
tiles, among whom alone he had hitherto been wont to gain

fruit % Verse 14 shows that he was not thinking of Jews in

distant parts. How otherwise could he be induced to assert,

that as elsewhere, so also in the metropolis of the civilized

world, he was not ashamed to publish the gospel ? For in

reference to the Jews, it could make no great difference

whether he met with them at Jerusalem or at Rome ; the

same obstacles to their believing the gospel existed in both

places, owing to which Jesus the Crucified was an offence to

them. It cannot be concluded from his addressing the

Gentile Christians so pointedly in xi. 13, that the epistle in

general was not intended for them ; for at all events—since

there were Jews in the Church, though they formed the

minority—when he expressed anything which was applicable

only to the Gentile members, it was needful that he should

thus distinguish it. If we suppose those Jewish Christians

who taught the continued obligation of the Mosaic Law to

have fonned the original body of the Church, it will not be

easy to explain how Gentile Christians who adopted the

Pauline principles (and who must evidently have been a

minority), could join themselves to such. But it is very

different, if we suppose this church to have been constituted

like others of the Gentile Christians of whom we have before

spoken. Moreover, in the Neronian persecution, the Christian

church appears as a new sect hated by the people, a genus

tertium, of whom the people were disposed to credit the woi-st

reports, because they were opposed to all the forms of religion

hitherto in existence. But this could not have been the case

if Judaism had been the predominant element in the Roman
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church. The Christians would then have been scarcely dis-

tinguished from the Jews, and it was not usual to pay much
attention to the internal religious disputes of the Jews. In

the controversy with the churches in Lesser Asm, the bishops

of Home were the opponents of the Jewish Christian Easter
;

this was closely connected with the formation of the Christian

cultus on Pauline principles, and an appeal could here be

made to an ancient tradition. To the marks of an anti-Jewish

tendency belongs also the custom of fasting on the Sabbath.

The Opinion that this anti-Jewish tendency arose as a reaction

against an earlier Judaizing tendency, is at variance with what
has been said, and is also inconsistent with historical truth ;

for since at a later period we see the hierarchical element

(which is decidedly Jewish, and favourable rather than other-

wise to Judaism), peculiarly prominent in the Roman church,

so it is difficult to suppose that exactly at this time a reaction

should be produced against Judaism,' arising from primitive

Christian knowledge and the Pauline spirit. In the work of

Hermas, we recognise indeed a conception of Christianity

more according to James than according to Paul, (and yet not

throughout and entirely Judaizing,) but we know too little of

the relation in which the author of this book stood to the

whole Roman church, to determine anything respecting the

leading tendency of the latter. Tliis remark applies more
strongly to the Clementines of which the origin is so uncer-

tain, and which by the leading sentiments is essentially dis-

tinguished from the Shepherd of Hermas, although some
points of affinity exist in the two works. In Rome, the
capital of the world, where the various kinds of religion were
assembled from all countries, the different Christian sects

would soon seek a settlement, and establish themselves. We,
therefore, are not justified in saying of every sect which we
see arising out of the bosom of the Roman church, that it

proceeded from the rehgious tendency that originally pre-
dominated in it, and was a reaction against tendencies subse-
quently formed. Tliis applies particularly to the Monarchians,

• Dr. Bauer, whose views I am here opposing, in his essay against
Rothe, on the origin of episcopacy in the Christian church, {Tuhinger
Zeitschrift far Theologie, \SZS, part iii. p. 141), endeavours to prove
that this reaction against Judaism, supposing that to have originally
predominated, took place at a later period in the Roman church.
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who yet could not all be referred to a Judaiziug element ; for
a Praxeas, of whom we certainly know, that he found a point
of connexion in the whole Roman church,—which cannot bo
asserted of other kinds of Monarchians—formed by hifi

peculiar conceptions of the doctrine of Christ as a God re-

vealing and revealed, the most direct oi3position to the
Judaiziug standing-point, in many respects still more, than
was at that time the case with the common church doctrine

of Subordination. But when the Artemonites appealed to
their agreement with the earlier Roman bishops, we cannot
accept this as historical evidence. All sects have always an
interest to claim a high antiquity for their doctrine, and the
Artemonites could easily make use for their purpose of many-
indefinite expressions of earlier doctrinal statements. They
appealed generally to the antiquity of their doctrine in the
chm-ch, and yet we know that the ancient hymns and the

apologies could with justice be adduced against them as

witnesses for the doctrine of the divinity of Christ. We
consider, therefore, the opinion is well grounded, that the

Roman chm*cli was formed principally from the stock of
Gentile Christians, and that the Pauline form of doctrine

originally prevailed among them, i

In this church, the state of affiiirs was similar to that which
for the most part existed in churches where the Gentilo

Christian element predominated, though mingled with tho

Jewish Christian. The Jewish Chinstians could not bring

themselves to acknowledge the (^entiles, who neglected the

ceremonial law, as altogether their equals in relation to the

kingdom of God ; the Gentile Christians also still retained

those feelings of contempt with which they were wont to

contemplate the Jews, and the manner in which the greater

part of the Jews opposed the publication of the gospel, con-

firmed them in this temper of mind; Rom. xi. 17, 18.

Paul in this epistle lays before the church, which he had
not yet taught personally, the fundamental principles of tho

1 The testimony of Hilarius (the so-called Ambrosian), to which Bauer
appeals as historical evidence, we certainly dare not estimate too highly

;

for this writer of the second half of the fourth century could hardly make
use of historical sources on the constitution of tho Roman church to

which Paul wrote. He had scarcely any other sources of information

than we have; his testimony appears to be only as deduced from thisj

epistle according to his own interpretation of it.
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gospel; lie wished, as he himself says, Rom. xv. 15, to recall

to their remembrance ' what had been announced to them as

the doctrine of Christianity, and to testify that this was the

genuine Christian truth, which alone could satisfy the reli-

gious wimts of human nature, and exhorted them not to allow

themselves to be led astray by any strange doctrine. This

epistle may therefore serve to inform us, what w^as in Paul's

estimation the essence of the gospel. He begins with assuring

them that shame could not have kept him back from pub-

lishing the gospel in the capital of the civilized w^orld; for

he never had occasion to be ashamed of the doctrine of

the gospel, since evei-j^here, among Gentiles as well as Jews,

it had shown itself capable of working with divine power for

tlie Sidvation of men, if they only believed it ; by this doctrine

they all obtained w^hat all alike needed,—that which was

essential to the salvation of men,—the means by w^hich they

might be brought from a state of estrangement from God in

sin, to become holy before God. In order to establish this,

it was necessary for the apostle to show that all, both Jews
and Gentiles, were in need of this means. He endeavoured to

Mt is generally supposed that the otto fxepovs in this verse relates to

some particular passages of the epistle, which might seem to be -written

in too bold a tone. We might admit this, if any severe censure were to

1)0 met with in this epistle on the faults of his church, as in the first

Epistle to the Corinthians. In this case, we might suppose that Paul
•would think proper to apologise for such harsh expressions, as pro-

ceeding from one who was not personally known to the church. But
feuch animadversions on the church we do not find in this epistle ; and
all that he says respecting the state of the Gentile world, to which they
belonged before their conversion, as well as in all that he says to warn
them against self-exaltation, I can find nothing which would occasion
an apology on the part of such a man as Paul. Hence, I cannot help
considering the anh nipovs only as qualifying the roXfxiqgoTepov, or that it

relates to what follows. Paul places the boldness in this, that he, though
personally unknown to the church as a teacher, ventured to write to
them sucli an epistle in which he might appear to announce the doctrine
of salvation, as if it were entirely new to them. But he explains his
design, that it was only to "put them in mind" of what they had
already heard, and he believed that, in virtue of the ministry committed
to liim by divine grace, that he was justified in making known the
gospel to the Gentiles. He even qualifi'es the " putting them in mind "

by the addition of e-n-l, thus representing it as something accessory, and
not absolutely required. In these M-ords, in the interpretation of which
I cannot agree with Bauer, I can detect nothing unpauline. On the
contrary, 1 find here the same Pauline mode of address as in Horn. 1.12.
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lead them both to a consciousness of their sinfuhicss and
guilt, and to take notice of that which might prevent cither

party, according to their respective standing-points, i'nmi

attaining this consciousness, the self-deceptions and sophi.sms,

which obstructed Xhe discernment of the truths which he
announced. He had then to point out to the Gentiles that

their consciences testified against them, that they could not

excuse themselves in their sins by pleading ignorance of Cod
and his law; he objected to the Jews, that tha-t law, in the

possession of which they were so proud, could only utter a
sentence of condemnation against them as its violaters; he
exposed their self-delusion in thinking, that by the works
of the law such as they could perform, or in virtue of their

descent from the theocratic nation, they could appear as holy

before God. After pointing out that both parties v.-ere

equally in need of the means of salvation, iho object ho

had in view led him to develop the manner in which man, by
faith in tlie Kedeemer, might become holy before God, and to

exhibit the blessed consequences that followed from this new
relation to God ; and in this development, he takes pains, as

is evident in various passages, so to influence the two parts of

which the church at Rome consisted, the Gentile and the

Jewish Christians, that uniting in an equally humble
acknowledgment of the gi'ace to which they were indebted for

their salvation, neither might exalt themselves above the

other ; he closes the whole development with extolling that

grace, to which all stood in the same relation, being equally'-

in need of deliverance, and which all must at last unite in

glorifying.

In the practical exhortations which form the last part

of this epistle, the wisdom is apparent with which Paul treats

of the relations in which the new converts to Christianity

were placed; he anticipates the errors into which they were

likely to be seduced, and endeavours to suggest the best pre-

servatives against their influence. The seditious spirit of the

Jews, which refused to acknowledge the legitimacy of any

Gentile government (see my Church History, vol. i. p. 50,)

could not find ready entrance into the Church at Home,
since the majority of its members, being Gentile Christians,

were not exposed to infection on this side. But similar

errors, from a misunderstanding of Christian truth, might
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easily arise among them, as actually happened at a later

period. Accustomed to consider themselves as members of

the kingdom of God, in opposition to the heathen world, they"

were in danger of giving an outward form to this opposition,

which properly belonged to the internal disposition, and thus

a hostile tendency would be called forth against all existing

civil institutions, since they would be looked upon as all

belonging to the kingdom of the evil spirit. With the con-

sciousness of belonging to the kingdom of God, a misap-

prehension arising from carnal views might be connected,

that those who were destined to rule hereafter in the kingdom

of the Messiah, need not in the present life submit to worldly

governments. Such a carnal misapprehension might easily

be combined with the doctrine of Christian freedom, and the

apostle on other occasions had thought it needful to caution

against it; Gal. v. 13. He wished to be beforehand in op-

posing such practical errors, which his knowledge of human
nature led him to anticipate, even if they were not already

visible; accordingly, he strictly enjoined on the Koman
Christians, that they ought to consider the institution of civil

government generally as a divine ordinance, for a definite

object in the plan of Providence;' that, under this aspect,

they must view the government actually existing, and demean
themselves conformably to it.

At the close, he notices a special practical difference in the

church. But it may be disputed, in what light we are to view

it. As in the fourteenth chapter he places in opposition those

who eat, and those who eat not, and by the latter apparently

intends those who scrupled to eat flesh and drink wine, and
confine themselves to a vegetable diet, (compare v. 2, and
V. 21,) some have been led to conclude,^ that in this church a

strong ascetic tendency, entirely forbidding animal food and

^ It was not the apostle's design in that passage to develop the whole
doctrine of the reciprocal duties of rulers and subjects ; but he
pursues only one marked antithetical reference, in order to warn
Christians of that misapprehension, and hence he leaves all other topics
untouched, which other^vise would naturally fall imder discussion.

2 This view, with variMus modifications, has been brought forward by
Eichorn, in his introduction to the New Testament, and by Bauer in his

essay on tliis e})istle ; liy the latter in connexion with his view of

a predominant Jewish Christian tendency in the Roman church, allied

to the later Ebionitism, and containing its germ.
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strong drink, had found an entrance, similar to the doctrine

of the later Encratitoc. Such a tendency, however foreign to

the Hebrew and Grecian religious systems, had in that age
insinuated itself in various forms, both among the Jews and
Gentiles, owing to the change produced by the breaking up of

the ancient mental habitudes of the world, and effected a
junction with Christianity, by a mistaken view of the con-

ti-ariety between the spirit and the flesh, and of the opposition

between the world and Christianity. But how can what Paul
says on individual cases, be referred to persons under the

influence of this tendency 1 " Let not him that eateth" (he

says in v. 3), " despise him that eateth not; and let not him
who eateth not jiulge him that eateth

;

" that is, not condemn,
not disallow his participation in the kingdom of God

;
yet

persons of this ascetic tendency did not altogether condemn
those who would not consent to such abstinence, but they

believed that they were inferior to themselves, and not so

far advanced in the perfection of the spiritual life. Paul

therefore ought rather to have said. Let such a one despise

him that eateth. Or we must assume that these persons had
gone so far as to consider the eating of flesh to be absolutely

sinful. But this they could have said only on the principles

of a certain dualistic theosophy, which viewed God not as the

origin of all creatures ; and if Paul had met with such a

scheme, he would certainly not have treated it with so much
tolerance, but have felt it his duty to combat it strenuously,

as utterly o|)posed to the standing-point of Christian piety.

Nor would the exhortation addressed to the other side not to

despise such a one, have been suitable in this case ; for persons

of this tendency had nothing which exposed them to con-

tempt, but it was rather to be feared that, by such a stricter

mode of living, they would be held in greater respect than

was their due. Besides, how could Paul say of such a one

in V. 6, " He that eateth not, to the Lord he eateth not and

giveth God thanks?" Such persons would want the disposi-

tion to thank God for all the gifts which he had granted for

human subsistence. How could he, in reference to such a

case, say in v. 21, " It is good neither to cat flesh nor to drink

wine, in order to give no offence to a brother?" It could

give no offence to one who was zealous in practising such

asceticism, if he saw another brother living with less strict-
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ness. But if other Christians believed that they ought to

follow his example, he might to his injury be confirmed

in his delusion, that such a mode of living had something in

it excellent or meritorious. Least of all could we suppose

that Paul would treat persons of this sort simply as weak,

and show them so much indulgence, without discussing more

fully the principle that formed the basis of their standing-

point. And if we do not assume that this principle was

an avowed dualism which he must have combated, yet, on any

supposition, he could not have acted with so much mildness

and forbearance towai'ds an ascetic arrogance of this kind,

which was equally in diametric opposition to his doctrine

of justification and to the essence of Christian humility. Of
such a perversion of religious sentiment, it could not be ex-

pected that it would gradually be overcome by the progressive

development of faith as the root of the whole Christian life

;

but it was rather to be feared, that a principle so alien to the

Christian life, and so much favoured by certain tendencies of

the times, would gather increasing strength, and injure more
and more the healthy development of Christianity: several

appearances of this kind in the following age justify us in this

conclusion. How very differently does Paul speak against

such a tendency in the Epistle to the Colossians ! Evidently

the persons towards whom Paul enjoins forbearance, were
such who distinguished certain days as in a special sense dedi-

cated to God, and who could not yet bring themselves to the

Christian standing-point, that all days ought in an equal

manner to be dedicated to God. We must here recognise the

reaction of the Jewish standing-point, (which, since it had its

indisputable right in the development of religious truth, and
could not be altogether set aside by a single effort, Paul,

unless its claims were arrogantly set forth, always treated

with indulgence), and we shall find sufficient reason for refer-

ring another topic which concerns the question of abstinence

to the same tendency. We shall be led to think of the Jewish
Christians, who were still strict observers of the Mo.saic law^,

not only in keeping certain days, but also in refraining from
certain kinds of food. We shall be less surprised at this,

if we recollect that generally the Christians of Jewish descent,

particularly those of Palestine, when they lived at Rome,
adhered to their former Jewish mode of life. But in the Mosaic
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Jaws relative to food, there was notliing that coiil<l occasion
scruples about eating flesh or drinking wine. Or we nuist
assume that Paul spoke here only hypothetically and hyiwr-
bolically, without thinking of a case, which might really occur
under existing circinnstjuiccs, although this is ])y no nicaurt

probable, judging from ids mode of cxi)ressing himself

Further, if we think of tliose Jewish Chi-istians who believed

that the Mosaic laws respecting food were still obligatory, it

is indeed evident, that Paul must admonish the CJentile

Olu'istians who were entangled in no such pcri)lexitics, tliat

they ought not to des])isc their Aveaker Jewish brethren on
account of their scrupulosity, nor lead tliem to act against

their consciences, by working on their feelings of shame. Ihit

would he have expressed himself so mildly, if these Jewish

Christians had ventured to condemn othci-s who partook

of food which they held to be prohibited? In tiiis case, wo
must suppose it to be the opinion of tliese Jewish Chi-istians,

that the Mosaic law was binding on Oentilc Christians, and
that without its observance they coidd not be paii:akei*s of

the kingdom of God. But we know how em])hatically Paul

always expressed himself against those who maintained such a

sentiment, and in doing so, invalidated his doctrine of justifi-

cation by faith alone. In addition—and on this point we
must lay still greater weight—Paul exhorts the strong in

faith and the unscrupulous to take into consideration the

necessities of the weak, and mther to refrain from food, whicli

from the standing-point of their own conviction they could

partake of without scruple, than give offence to their weaker

brethren. But how would it agi-ec with the pi'inciplcs of this

iipostle, that he should advise the Gentile Ghi-istians to make

such a concession, by wdiich they would practically have

recognised for their own standing-point the obligatoiy force of

the Mosaic law—since he was more wont to urge on tlie

Gentile Christians not to give place to the Judaizers, wlio

wished to compel them to the observance of the law, l)ut to

maintain their Christian freedom against them. In fact,

there was no ground for such an exhortation. The Jewish

Christians had no cause to be uneasy, because the Gentile

Christians did not trouble themselves about tlie Mosaic laws

respecting food. By the stipulation concluded by the apo-

stolic convention at Jerusalem, they were set at liberty from

VOL. L u
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every such restriction. If this gave offence to the Jewish

Christians, the offence was unavoidably founded in the evan-

gelical truth itself.

We must therefore think of something connected indeed

with the religious standing-point of the Judai^ere, but yet

something separable from the observance of the Mosaic law,

—

something that with more appearance of justice the Jewish

Christians might require of their Gentile brethren,—some-

thing, in which a concession to the weakness of others might

be demanded of Gentile Christians, without encroaching on

their Christian freedom. This could be nothing else than

abstaining from the flesh of animals offered to idols. Every-

thing in this section would agree with this alone. The
passage would have a meaning applicable to the circum-

stances of the times, if we suppose those persons to be spoken

of who, in certain cases, would rather abstain altogether from
animal food, and eat only herbs, that they might unknovringly

be in danger of eating something unclean and defiling, the

flesh of idolatrous sacrifices. In v. 2, Paul presents the con-

trast in the extreme point; on the one side, a strength of

faith which proceeds so far as to banish all scruples respecting

the enjoyment of food, and on the other side, the extreme o

scrupulosity, arising from weakness of faith, which would
rather eat no meat whatever, in order to avoid the danger of

eating the flesh of animals offered to idols. Now, it is evident,

how Paul could say, that if needs be, it would be better not to

eat flesh, nor to diink wine, rather than disturb the con-

science of a weak brother. We need only recollect that the

heathens accompanied their sacrifices with libations ; ^ that the

same scruples v.'hich existed relative to the meat of the sacri-

fices, would also arise in reference to the wine of the libations.

But that the apostle has not expressly mentioned the sacri-

fices, can in om* opinion occasion no perplexity. He had in

view only such readers as would at once understand from his

words what he meant; so in ordinary letters, many things are

not stated in detail, because it is presumed that the persons

to whom they are addressed perfectly understand the allusions.

We must therefore conceive the state of affairs in this

church to have been similar to that in the Corinthian, which

* See the Mishnah in the treati - Tn\ nili^ on idolatrous worship,

c. ii. § 3, cd. Surenhus. r. iv. 369, 331.
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we have already noticed. Some gave themselves no cnnconi
about the injmiction against meat oftered to idols, like the
ft'ee-thinking Corinthians, and ridiculed the senii)ulosily of
the Jewish Christians; others, on the contrary, considered

the eating of snch food as absolutely sinful, and hence passed

sentence of condemnation on those who ventured to eat every-

thing without distinction. Thus also some were still too

much accustonKid to consider certain days as peculiarly

sacred, according to the Jewdsh standing-point ; those who
thought more freely, and viewed the subject from the pure

Christian standing-point, were disposed to make no religious

difference between one day and another. Such a state of

things as this could only exist in a community which was
formed similarly to the Corinthian church, which consisted

of a majority of Christians of Gentile descent, l)ut with an

addition to the original materials of a sul)ordinate Jewish

element. ' Paul begins his exhortation, without particularly

designating the persons he addressed, yet having chiefly in

view the more free-thinking Gentile Christians, which also

confirms the notion, that these formed the main body of the

church. He declares the standing-point of these jiersons to

be correct in theory; but as in the first epistle to the

Corinthians, he censures the want of Christian love in them,

who so little regarded what affected the welfare of their

weaker brethren, and with that defect, the misapprehension

of Christian freedom, which was shown in theii- laying such

great stress on what was outward and in itself indifferent, as

if the true good of Christians consisted in such things, instead

of being something grounded in their inner life, which would

remain secure whether they could use or not v.ac these oiit-

ward things. The participation of the kingdom of God

consisted not in meat and drink, (the true pf.ssessions and

privileges, the true freedom of the members of (.'•d's kingdom

consisted not in eating or diinking this or that, outward

things in general being signified by this expression.) but in

the participation of those heavenly possessions of the inner

man—righteousness (in the Pauline sense, the designation of

1 It agrees wifh this view, that in Kom. xv. 7 (a paspasrc closely con-

nected with what goes before), the Buhjcct is the agreement between

Gentile and Jewish Christians; and that Paul in I'.om vi. 17. warns

them of the common Jiulaizers. who by the spread of their principles

endeavoured to excite divisions in such mixed churchc^.
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the whole relation in which the" £\- Tr/orfwc cli^atog stands to

God,) the heavenly peace flowing from it, the happiness ot

the divine life, Kom. xv. 17. He recommends mutual for-

bearance and love to both parties, that no one should judge

another, but each one should seek to be well grounded in his

own convictions, and act accordingly; but that the more

mature in Christian conviction should condescend to the

standing-point of those wiio were not so far advanced, since

more is required from the strong than from the wx^ak.

After Paul had spent three months in Achaia, he wished to

depart with the sums collected for the poor Christians at

Jerusalem, and thus to close his apostolic ministry in the

East.^ This plan wixs wisely formed by him, and this his last

' Though I agree for the most part with Dr. Schneckenburger in

what he says (in his work on the Acts) on the intention of this last

journey to Jerusalem
;

yet I cannot entirely assent to what, he thinks

may be deduced from the silence of the Acts on this collection, and the

object of this journey, in favour of the hypothesis which he has

advanced. I must also avow myself opposed to Dr. Bauer's views, who
in his Essay on the Romans, and liis Dissertation on Episcopacy,

endeavours to show that the author of the Acts misrepresented the

facts, and set them in a false light from a one-sided, apologetic inten-

tion ; see his review of Dr. Schneckenburger in the Jahrhnchfur ivis-

senschaflliche Kritik. March 1841. These two critics are struck with

the omission of a transaction of so much importance in the historical

connexion of events, and hence believe, that they must find out a
special reason for it in the object which the author of the Acts pro-

posed to himself in writing his work. As he was disposed to assume
ignorance of the continued division between the Jews and Gentile

Christians, and always rcpi-esents only the Jews, and not the Jewish
Christians, as adversaries of the apostle, so ho could not adduce any-

thing which might testify against his assumption, or that even might
serve to lessen the opposition which he kept out of sight ; and hence he
could not represent this last journey of Paul in its true light. Had we
reason to expect in this age of the church, a comprehensive historical

representation explaining the causes and connexion of events, if the

Acts wore the appearance of such a Avork, had it-r author been a Chris-

tian Thucydides or Polybius—Ave might then have admitted the infer-

ence, that citlier he was at too great a distance from the events to know
anything of Uiis collection, or of the real object of this journey, or that

owing to a one-sided bias, he had consciously or unconsciously falsified

the history, liut such a statesmanlike point of vicAv, which could be
formed only where the development of events could be surveyed with a
certain calmness of mind and a philosophic interest, was totally foreign

to the standing-point of Christian history at this time, and especially

to that of the Acts. It consists of memoirs, as the author gave them
from the aourccs of information within bis reach, or from his own
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journey to Jerusalem with the collection is to lie viewed aa
nicarking an epoch in the development of the churcli, whom
importance we must consider more closely. A year had
passed since he had with great zeal set this collection on foot
among the churches of Gentile Christians in Asia and
Europe, and it was of importance to him that it should bo
very productive. He had already written to tlie Corinthian
church, 1 Cor. xvi. 4, that if this collection equalled his

wishes, he would convey it himself to Jerusalem. It was
certainly not merely his intention to assist the poor of the
church at Jerusalem in their temporal necessities ; he liad an
object still more important for the development of the churcli,

to efl'ect a radical cure of the breach between the Jcwisli and
the Gentile Christians, and to seal for perpetuity tlie unity of
the church. As the immediate power of love can effect more
to heal the schism of souls, than all formal conferences in

favour of union, so the manner in which the Gentile churches

evinced their love and gratitude to the Mother church, woidd
accomplish what had not yet been attained by all attempts at

union. Paul wished, since he was accompanied to Jerusalem

by the messengers of these churches, Avho practically contra-

dicted the charges disseminated against him by his Jewish

recollection, without following any definite plan. He mentions the
last journey of Paul to Jerusalem, on account of the serious con-

sequences to the apostle himself, without reflecting further on his object

in undertaking it, and probably passed over the collection as being in

that view unimportant ; his interest would be engaged by other objects;

and reflections which would only present themselves from a comprehen-
sive survey of history, Avould be totally absent from his thoughts. Yet
this bountiful collection might be included among the practical proofs

which Paul gave (Acts xxi. 19), of the success of his ministry among
the Gentiles; why should he have been intentionally silent respecting

it] If he could say what is mentioned in that passage, without injury

to the design imputed to him, could he not also say, The presbyters or
the church at Jerusalem praised God for kindling such active brotherly

love in the hearts of the believing Gentiles. Yet the author of the

Acts, by his account in ch. xx. v. 21, implies the continued enmity of

the Jewish Christians against Paul. I do not see, therefore, what
could have induced him designedly to have suppressed earlier facts

relating to it. In Paul's defence in Acts xxiv. 17, there is actually an
allusion to the collection, which therefore the author could not have

intended to conceal. But if the Acts had been a connected history, or

a narrative from one source, this collection, that is only iiientioned

accidentally, must have been recorded earlier in its place in the regular

series of events.
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and Judaizing adversaries,—that the proofs of the sympa-

thising and self-sacrificing love of the Gentile Christians

should serve as evidence to the Jewish Clu-istians, who had

imbibed prejudices against them, of what could be effected by

the preaching of the gospel independently of the law of

Moses ; so that they would be obliged to acknowledge the

operation of God's Sphit among these, whom they had always

been indisposed to receive as brethren in the faith. Paul

himself plainly indicates this to have been his chief object in

this collection and journey, (2 Cor. ix. 12—15 ;) that not only

this service of love might relieve the w^ants of the Chidstians

at Jerusalem, but that many hearts might be excited to gra-

titude to God ; when they saw how the faith of Gentile

Christians had verified itself by this act of kindness, they

would feel compelled to praise God for this practical testimony

to the gospel, and through the manner in which the grace of

God had shown its efficacy among them, being filled with

love to them, they would make them objects of their inter-

cessions. A reciprocal communion of prayer in thanksgiving

and intercession, was always considered as the mark and seal

of genuine Clu'istian brotherhood ; he therefore wished to

bring about such a union of heart between the Jewish and
Gentile Christians. Before he extended his labours for the

spread of the chui-ch in other lands, he was anxious for the

security and stability of the work of which the foundation

had been already laid ; but which was exposed to the greatest

danger on the side of that earliest controversy, Avhich was
always threatening to break forth again.

Yet it all depended on this, whether the apostle of the

Gentiles could succeed in carrying his vrisely formed plan into

effect ; he was well aware, what hindrances and dangers

obstructed his progress. It was questionable whether the

power of love would succeed in overcoming the narrow-heart-

edness of the Jewish spirit, and induce the Jewish Christians

to receive as brethren, the Gentile brethren who accompanied
him. And what had he to expect from the Jews, when he,

after they had heard so much of his labom-s among tlie

Gentiles, which had excited their fanatical hatred,—personally

appeared among them ; if he who in his youth had been
known as a zealous champion of Pharisaism, was now seen

accompanied by uncircumcised Gentiles as messengers from
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Gentile cluirches, wlioso equal birthriglit for the kingdom of
the Messiah he zealously advocated "? Fully alive to tlie

difficulties and dangers which he must overcome in order to
attain his great object, he entreated the Roman Christians fur

their intercessory prayers, that he might be delivered from
the unbelievers among the Jews, and that this service might
be well received by the Christians at Jerusalem, that he miglit

come to them from thence with joy and be refreshed by them
;

Kom. XV. 31, 32.

CHAPTER VIII.

THE FIFTH AND LAST JOURNEY OF PAUL TO JERUSALEM—ITS IMMEDIATE
CONSEQUENCES—UIS IMPKISONMEXT IN PALESTINE.

After staying three months in Achaia, Paul departed from
Corinth in the spring of the year 58 or 59, about the time of

the Jewish Passover. His companions' went l)eforc him to

Troas, and he first visited Philippi, where he joined Luke, who
had been left there some time before. As he earnestly wished

to be in Jerusalem at the Pentecost, it was necessary to

hasten his journey ; on that account he did not venture to go
to Ephesus, but sent from Miletus for the overseers of the

Ephesian church, and probably those of other neighbouring

Asiatic churches/ to come to him, that in the anticipation of

^ We cannot conclude with certainty from Paul's farevrell address to

the overseers of the church, which is given in the 20th cliapter of the

Acts, that the overseers of other cliurclies in Lesser Asia, besides those

of Ephesus, were present on that occasion. The words in Acts .\x. 25,

iv oh dirjXdov, may favour this supposition, since they denote rather

travelling through a certain district, tlian a continued residence in one
place; but these words may also be fairly understood of the apostle's

labours in diti'ercnt parts of Ephesus, and the visits he paid to the

houses of the presbyters. The singular rh njlfiviou, v. 28, 21), leads us

to think most naturally of only one church, tlunigh it may be here used

collectively, and include many churches. It is worthy of notice, that

IrencEus applies it to the overseers of distinct churciics, and speaks of it

in very decided lanjruage. " In Mileto convocatis episcopis et prcsby-

teris, qui erant ab Eplieso. ct reJiquis proximis cir tafihus," iii. c. 14,

§ 2. Judging from the character of Ircnanis and his times, it is not

probable thai he would be induced simply by that expression iu Paul's
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the gi-eat dangers that awaited him, he might pour forth his

heai-t to them perhaps for the last time, and utter the parting

words of fatherly love.^ We recognise in this farewell ad-

address, to deviate from the letter of the narrative in the Acts. Hence
\ve might rather suppose, that Iremeus was decided in giving a different

representation by historical traditions or documents 'v\ith which he had

become acquainted in Lesser Asia. Yet the bias of the episcopal

system (which was then germinating) might perhaps occasion a different

construction of the passage, than tlie literal narrative would warrant,

independently of any tradition. Paul applies to the presbyters the

epithet eViVKOTroi ; now it could not then bo surprising to find the

iiria-KOTroi designated presbyters, for this latter name Avas still the

generic term by which both might be denoted, but the name e-KiaKoiroi

was already exclusively applied to the first church governors, the pre-

sidents of the college of presbyters. Since, then, we proceed on the

supposition that this institution of church government was the same
from the beginning, we must hence conclude from the name eiriaKo-wot

that the bishops of other churches were present at this meeting, and
hence Irenseus says expressly " ejnscopis et presbyteris." But if ^Ye

admit that this meeting consisted of the overseers of the various

churches in Lesser Asia, the discrepancy between the three years, Acts

XX. 31, anci the two years and three months, of the duration of Paul's

stay at Ephesus, according to Luke's narrative, would cease ; for we
might then suppose, that Paul, before he went to Ephesus, spent nine

months in other places of Lesser Asia, where he founded churches.
1 Dr. Bauer and Dr. Schneckenburger think that it can be shown, that

this address in the 20th ch. of the Acts was not delivered by Paul in its

present form, but that it was framed by the author of the Acts, on the

same plan as the whole of his history, according to the conciliatory apo-

logetic tendency already noticed. We would not indeed pledge our-

selves that the address was taken down as Paul delivered it, with official

accuracy— but that it has been faithfully reported in its essential con-

tents, and that an outline of it was in existence earlier than the whole
of ,the Acts. Not only do we find nothing in it which does not cor-

respond to the situation and feelings of the apostle, but it also contains

several marks of not being cast in the same mould as the whole of the

Acts. Among these marks we reckon the mention of the three years,

which does not agree with the reckoning in the Acts, the mention of

teaching " from house to house," v. 20, and of the warning voices of the
prophets, v. 23. (Schneckenburger, indeed, considers this to be a pro-

lepsis, and finds in it a mark of non-originality ; but it is not at all

improbable, that already in the churches with whom Paul had stayed,

he had received warnings of the dangers that threatened him from the
fanatical rage of the Jews, though Luke, who did not accompany Paul
everywhere, has not mentioned this in his brief narrative). Besides, as

Paul, speaking of a higher necessity, by which he felt compelled to go
to Jerusalem, " bound in spirit," we may infer that this journey, under-
taken for what he considered the work committed to him by the Lord,

had a greater significance and importance, as appears from the expla-

nation we have already given, but which is not so represented in the
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dress, in which Paul's heart, thoroughly imbued with the hn-o
of Christ, expresses itself in so affecting a niainier, his

fatherly anxiety for the chiu'ches, whose overseers heard liis

w^arning voice for the last time, and whom he was about to

leave at a time full of sad and dark foreboding, when many
dangers threatened pure Christianity.

He could not foresee with certainty what consequences

would result from his journey to Jerusalem, for tliese de-

pended on a combination of circumstances, too intricate for

any human sagacity to unravel. But yet he could not l)e

unaware of what the flmatical rage of the Jewish zealots

threatened, and what it might perpetrate, under the malad-

ministration of the wortliless Procumtor Felix,* who com-
bined the meanness of a slave with the caprice of a tyrant

;

at Jerusalem, too, where Might prevailed against Kight, and
assassins (the notorious Sicarii) acted as the tools of any ]iarty

who were base enough to employ them. In the churches

which he had visited on his journey hither, many individuals*

had warned him in inspired language of tlie danger that

threatened him at Jerusalem, and thereby confirmed what

his own presentiments, as well as his sagacity, led him to ex-

pect, similar to those sad anticipations w^hich he expected

when he v»^as last at Corinth ; Horn. xv. 31.

There are especially two warnings and exhortations relative

Acts. If this address indicates that it was delivered before delec:afc5

from various Asiatic churches, we may also number this among the

marks, not that we would attach equal weight to all these marks ;
but.

taken collectively, their testimony appears to prove something. And ii

Luke had before him an earlier written draft of Paul's address, con-

taining the presentiment he expressed of his impending death, I do not

see how any one is justified in maintaining that Paul could not have

uttered it, in case this anticipation had not been fulfilled. According

to truth, he must have allowed him to speak as he actually spoke. ]5ut

it could not be any difficulty to Luke or to the persons for whom thi.-»

memoir was in the first place designed, if a presentiment of Paul'.s

respecting his impending fate was not fulfilled in its full extent. In-

fallible foreknowledge of future events was certainly, according to the

Christian idea of that age, not among the marks of a genuine apostle,

and the contrary is rather implied in Paul's own words, v. -22. He

speaks in a somewhat dubious tone of the fate that awaited him. Who-

ever might have forged after the event an address of Paul's, would have

made hfm speak in a very diflerent and more decided tone.

1 Of whom Tacitus says; " Per omnem s=ccvitiam ac libidincm ju»

rcgium servili ingenio exercuit." Hist, v. 9.
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to the future which he addi-essed to the overseers of the

church, and enforced by the example of his own labours

during three years' residence among them. He foresaw, that

false teachers from other pai-ts would insinuate themselves

into these churches, and that even among themselves such

would arise and gain many adherents. He exhorts them,

therefore, to Avatch that the doctrine of salvation which he

had faithfully published to them for so long a period might be

preserved in its purity. The false teachers whom he here

pointed out were most probably distinct from the class of

common Judaizers ; for in churches in which the Gentile

Christian, that is, the Hellenic element,^ so predominated as

in those of Lesser Asia, such persons could not be so dangerous;

and particularly Avhen such false teachers were described as

proceeding from the bosom of the church itself, it must be

presumed that these heretical tendencies must have developed

themselves from a mixtm-e with Christianity of the mental

elements already existing in the church. Might not Paul's

experience during his long stay in Lesser Asia, have given

him occasion to feel these anxieties for the futiu*e ? As im-

mediately after announcing the danger that threatened the

church, he reminded them that for three years he had not

ceased, day or night, to w^arn each one among them with
tears, we may infer that he had at that time cause thus to

address the consciences of their overseers, and to warn them
so impressively against the adulteration of Chiistian tmth.
We here see the first omens indicated by the apostle of a
new conflict which awaited pm-e Cluistianity.' At the close

^ Scbneckenburger, p. 136, objects against this remark, that in the
Gentile-Christian Gabitian churches, Judaizing false teachers could pro-

duce the greatest confusion ; but the degree of Grecian cultivation in
Galatia and at Ephesus makes a difference here.

^ As from what is said in the text it is easily shown, that Paul must
have held such a warning of the propagation of new perversions of
Christian truth to be called for ; so I can find no ground for Bauer's and
Schueckenburger's assumption, that something is here attributed to
Paul which he could not say from his own standing-point; whether with
Bauer, it is assumed that such a prophesying is formed according to the
appearances of a later period, cr with Schneckenburger, that what Avas
picsent, what had actually fallen under Paul's own notice, is here trans-
ferreii to the future. SchneckGuburger finds something intentional in
Paul's mentioning notliing of the conflicts which he had sustained with
the false teachers, the Judaizers ; and in speaking only of such conflicts
which would follow his departure. But there certainly lies in Paul's
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of his address, Paul refers them to the examjac of disinte-
rested and self-denying love, which he had given them :—he
had required of them neither gold, nor silver, nor raiment,
but as they well knew, had provided for his own temporal
wants and those of liis followers by the labour of his own
hands. These words are admirably suited to the close of tlie

address. By reminding the presbyters of the ])roofs of his

disinterested love, and of his zeal which shunned no toil and
no privation for the salvation of souls, he gave still greater
weight to his exhortations. The 33d verse is closely con-
nected with the 31st, where he reminds them of his labours
among them for their souls, and in both verses he holds out
his own example for their imitation. He expresses this still

more clearly in the words, " I have showed you all things (or

in every way), how that so labouring ye ought to support the

weak,^ and remember the words of the Lord Jesus, ' It is more
blessed to give than to receive.' " It conveyed the exhorta-

tion, that in the discharge of their office they should avoid

all ajDpearance of selfishness, that they should rather earn their

own livelihood, and give up their claim to what they had a

right to expect from the church to which they had consecrated

their powers. He impressed this upon them in the most

words a reference to that vrhich he had already said by way of warning

to the presbyters. Bub he could speak of these adulterations of

Christianity as future, since he had detected them in tijc germ, and
their further development was at first checked by the power of his per-

.sonal influence.
1 Certainly the dadcv^Ts in Acts xx. 35, are not those who needed help

in respect of their bodily wants ; in that case, why ehould not a more
definite word be used ] Neither docs the connexion suit such an inter-

pretation, for Paul does not say tliat he laboured that he might be able

to give to the poor, or that he might support his poor associates; but

that the cliurch might not be obliged to contribute neither to them nor

to him any thing for their support. And this manifestly in order that

every occasion might be taken from the weak, who were not sufficiently

established in Christian principles, who would be easily disposed to

entertain the suspicion of private advantage. The use of the word

aadiUT]? in 2 Cor. x'l. 29 also favours this interpretation, and what he

assigns in both the Epistles to the Corinthians as the rcasous of such

conduct. Thus also this exhortation stands in closer connexion with

what goes before ; for if the prcsbytei-s avoided all appearance of selfish-

ness, they would liave a firmer hold on the general contideuco, and thus,

like Paul himself in reference to the Judaizers, could more succcssful.y

oppose the false teachers, who endeavoured for their owu ends to excite

mistrust of the existing teachers and guides of the church.
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delicate manner, since he does not use the express foi-m of

exhortation, but presents his example for imitation under

similar circumstances. Paul indeed declares elsewhere, that

the preachers of the gospel, as Christ himself had expressed

it, were entitled to receive their maintenance from the

churches for wdiose spiritual welfare they laboured. And it

may appear strange that he here departs from this rule, and.

that he should here prescribe to all the presbyters what else-

where he has represented as an exception arising out of very

peculiiu* circumstances, and as something suited only to his

individual standing-point.* But there is a difference between

the circumstances of itinerant missionaries and those of the

overseers of churches whose activity at first is not so claimed

by their pastoral duties as to prevent their carrying on at the

same time their former secular employment ; and if they
thus laboured with self-sacrificing love without any appearance

of selfishness, their authority and influence, which would be
reqmred to counteract the false teachers, would be much in-

creased.

In this whole address, as suited the feelings and aim of one

who was probably taking a last farewell of his spiritual chil-

dren, the hortatory element is throughout predominant ; if

w^e suppose an apologetic element, which is very doubtful,

it is at all events quite subordinate to the former. It is very
improbable, that when he spoke of his own disinterestedness,

he intended to repel the accusations of his Judaizing adver-

saries; for though he was obliged to answer such charges in

writing to the Corinthians, we are not to infer that a similar

exculpation of himself was required in all the churches.

With greater reason we may find in what he says of the com-
pleteness of his teaching in the doctrines of salvation, a refer-

ence to the accusations of his Judaizing opponents, of which
we have so often spoken. But even this is very doubtful

;

for in any case, without an apologetic design, and simply to
excite the presbyters to fidelity in "holding fast the pm-e doc-

trine which they had received, he would of necessity remind
them how important he had felt it to keep back nothing from
them tluit was necessary for salvation, and that he was free

from blame if, after all, they should be guilty of unfaithfulness.

' For which reason Schneckcnburger thinks it improbable that Paul
BO expressed himself.
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Such ail address could not but make a deep impression ou
their hearts, of which we liave a simple and striking descrip-
tion in the Acts xx. 37, 38.

When Paul arrived at Csesarea Stratonis, within two days'
journey of Jerusalem, he was warned of fresh dangers that
threatened him. The members of the church and his com-
panions united their entreaties that he would be careful

of his life, and not proceed any further. But though he was
far from the enthusiastic zeal that panted for martyrdom,
though he never neglected any methods of Christian pru-
dence, in order to preserve his life for the service of his

Lord and of the Church, yet as he himself declared, he
counted his life as nothing, if required to sacrifice it in the
ministry entrusted to him. However much a heart so ten-

derly susceptible, so open to all pure human emotions as his,

must have been moved by the tears of his friends, who loved
him as their spiritual father, yet he suffered not his resolution

to be shaken, but resisted all these impressions, in order to

follow the call of duty; he left all events to the will of"

the Lord, in which at last his Christian bi'cthren concurred.

The next day after his arrival at Jerusalem, Paul with his

companions visited James the brother of the Lord, at whose
house the presbyters of the church were assembled. They
listened vvith great interest to his account of the effects of the

gospel among the Gentiles. But James called his attention

to the fact, that a great number of Jews who believed on
Jesus as the Messiah, and were yet zealous and strict

obseiTCi-s of the Mosaic law, were prejudiced against him;' for

^ Dr. Bauer has attempted to show, that tlic words in Acts xxi. 20,

Tiou TreiriaTevKoTwu, are a gloss, and that the Jews here spoken of are

those who had not received the gosjjel. It appears to him incredible,

that the number of Christians among the Jews, who in later times were

confined to the small sects of the Ebionitcs and Nazarcnes, could have

heen so very great. He thinks, that what James said would perfectly

apply to JeVs who had not yet embraced the gospel, of Avhose plots it

behoved Paul to be careful, and who afterwards actually raised a

tumult against him. Origen indeed says, Tvin. I. in Jvh. § '1, that the

number of believing Jews in the whole Avorld would not amount to one

hundred and forty-four thousand ; but from the times of Origen we
cannot draw an inference respecting an earlier perioil. Since Chris-

tianity had for a long time spread so successfully among the Jews, their

numbers in the course of twenty years might have increased to several

myriads, as llegesippus likewise testifies in Eusebius ii. 23; and we
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those Judaizers, who everywhere sought to injure Paul's

ministiy, had circulated in Jerusalem the cha-rge against him,

that, not content with releasing the believing Gentiles from

the observance of the Mosaic law, he had required of the

Jews who lived among them not to circumcise their children,

and not to obsei-ve the law. This charge, so brought forward,

was certainly false ; for Paul combated the outward observ-

ance of Judaism only so far as the justification and sanctifica-

tion of men were made to depend upon it. It was his

need not confine the expression to Jews resident in Jerusalem, since at

the Pentecost many would be brought together from other parts. But
many of these believing Jews might not distinguish themselves from
others, excepting by the acknowledgment of Jesus as the Messiah, and
hence we may account for many of them relapsing into Judaism, when
their own Messianic expectations were not fulfilled. We also find no
intimation that James had warned Paul of danger threatening him
from this class of Jews; but he only required that he would seek to

regain the confidence of these brethren in the faith, who were filled

wilh mistrust and suspicion towards him. The connexion of verse 20,

absolutely requires the addition of ruv Tr^iria-TeviioTcau, for how could

James be supposed to tell Paul a fact he well knew beforehand, that at

Jerusalem tliere were so many myriads of Jews, who were all zealous

observers of the law ] Bauer in his review of Schneckenbui'ger's work
has acknowledged that this alteration of the text formerly proposed by
him, is untenable ; but attempts to solve the difficulty which he here

believes to exist, by another method in connexion with the views held
by himself and Schneckenburger respecting the peculiar standing-point

and object of tlie Acts. Historical truth must here make her way
through the subjective point of view, into which the author of the Acts
forces everything, and assert her right even against his will. He
wished, forsooth, so to repi-esent matters, as if, by the arrangement
agreed upon by the apostolic convention at Jerusalem, the diflferences

between the Jewish and Gentile Christians had been settled, and Paul
henceforward had to combat, not with Jewish Christians, but solely

with Jews. Yet against his will he was obliged to grant to historical

truth, that in the machinations against Paul on his last visit to Jeru-

salem, the Jewish Christians had the principal share. But as this is

opposed to the point of view on which he proceeds everywhere else, the
subjective and the objective are so mingled by him, that the Jewish
Christians become Jews again, and hence he is led into the error of
overrating the numbers of the former. But after what has been said,

we cannot accede to the correctness of this too artificial hypothesis.
And if the author had once allowed himself to distort history according
to his subjective point of view, he would surely have remained faithful

to this view, and on this last occasion would have named only Jews as

the calumniators of Paul, against whose false accusations he would have
to justify himself. Jle was under no necessity by such inconsistency to

testify against himself.
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principle, that no one should relinquish the national and civil

relations in which he stood at his conversion, unless for

important reasons; and on this principle he allowed the Jews
to retain their jDcculiarities, among which was the observance

of the Mosaic lawj 1 Cor. vii. 18. But it could not fail to

happen, that those who entered into the Pauline ideas of the

relation of the law to the gospel, and were thereby freed from
scrupulosity in the observance of the former, were led into a
fi-eer line of conduct in this respect, and some might go
further than Paul wislied in the indulgence of their inclina-

tions. Such instances as these might have given occasion to

the charge that he had seduced the Jewisli Christians to

release themselves from the law.^ As by this accusation, the

^ Dr. Schneckenburger and Bauei- think that the manner in which
this transaction is mentioned in the ^\cts, is an important contirmatiou
of their views of the whole history. The mode of acting here ascribed
to Paul, appears to them totally irreconcilable with the principles he
lays down in his epistles. Accoi'ding to Schneckenburger, the Acts
w^ould be a confused, partial representation of a real transaction, sketched
according to a subjective point of view lying at its basis; according to

Bauer, it would be an entirely false narration. , Either (in the opinion
of the latter) the historical credibility of the Acts must be given up, or

the character of Paul must stand in an unfavourable light. I will here

cite Bauer's words: "If it were really so, as the author of the Acts
represents the fact, that the apostle, as (puKdcrauy rhv voixov, became the

object of an intensely vehement persecution, with what right can we
oppose the language of the apostle to all who think they can defend the

perfect historic credibility of the Acts in Gal. v. 11, eyw Se, d5€A(jboi, ei

TrepiTOfxriv ert K-qpvacro}, iri tri dLWKOjj-ai. ; 6.pa Kor^ipynvai rh cTKavZaXov tow

(xravpov, and the same apostle, who in Gal. v. 3 declares in so solemn
a tone, fiaprvpofJ-ai Se ttolKlu Trauri avQpuirca TTipiT(ixvoy.iVcc, oti 6<p€iK(Tiis

iarXv oKov rhv v6ixov iroi-ncrai, (therefore must place his whole trust in the

law, and expect salvation from it alone,) must according to the Acts
(xxi. 23) have consentsd to an act which represented him as a (pv\d(T-

crwv rou vo/xov, and bore public testimony that, so far from abrogating

the law, he Avas rather a teacher of it, who taught as much as othoi-s

this universal obligation of the Mosaic law with all its ordinances,

and especially that of circumcision (xxi. 23), That in Acts xxi. 21,

only the 'lovSaToi Kara to. tQvt] are spoken of makes not the least

difference. Had the apostle also wished to give up nothing respect-

ing the continual validity of the law, only among the Jews whom
he sought to convert to Christianity, as he practically declared in

Acts xxi. 26, compared with 23, with what untruth would he have

expressed himself to the Galatians
!

" But I cannot perceive the

alleged contradiction between this mode of acting and the principles

expressed by Paul. Such a contradiction appears only when they are

separated, and not viewed in connexion with his whole style of thinking.
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conduct of Paul would be presented in a false light, and since

lie was far from being such an enemy to Judaism as his

In all those passages in which he so emphal-ically speaks against circum-
cision and the observance of the ceremonial law, everything is referred

to the standing-point of those who were Gentiles by birth, among M'hom
nothing of the kind was founded in their historical development, or in

their national institutions. It Avas not circumcision in itself, it was
not the observance of the Mosaic ritual in itself, which he so strenuously

opposed. He never attached so much importance to outward things
either negatively or positively; these he always declared were in them-
selves indifferent, and impressively said that neither circumcision
availed anything, nor uncircumcision, but that all depended on the
new creation, which must be effected equally in the circumcised and
uncircumcised by the Spirit of Christ; Gal. vi. 15. It was the same
thing whether a man lived as a Jew or a Gentile, provided, under these

different forms of national culture, he was actuated by the same spirit

of faith in Jesus as the Saviour working by love; Gal. v. 6. As that
which he considered of most importance in life as the principle of the
new Christian creation Avas only this one thing, so that which he bo

strenuously combated was only that one thing which stood in oppo-
sition to this principle, and exactly as far as it was thus in opposition.

But among Gentile Chi-istians, the outAvard act or rite, and the prin-

•ciple on which it rested, the reason for practising it, were alike nuga-
tory ; it Avas something contradictory to their national character,—it

Avas the introduction of a foreign element into the course of their reli-

gious development,—and they could be brought to submit to such a
Lurdensome ceremonial, only on the supposition that it had a favourable
influence on their relation to God. It is therefore evident, that the
principles Avhich Paul expressed on the outward observance of the
Mosaic law in reference to Gentile Christians, were totally inapplicable
to Jewish Christians. The sense of the words in Gal. v. 11, is, if Paul
now, as an apostle (as formerly from his Pharisaic standing-point),
taught that no one could obtain sah'ation without circumcision,—that
the Gentiles, in order to be admitted to the privileges of the Messianic
kingdom, must submit to circumcision,—then the Jews Avould have no
reason for persecuting him ; his object Avould be the same as that of the
Jewish proselyte-makers, to convert all men to Judaism, The doctrine
•of Jesus the Crucified Avas so obnoxious to the Jews, because they Avere

compelled by it to renounce all their self-righteousness, everything in
Avhirh they seemed to take precedence of the Gentiles. If it were
admitted that the Gentiles must lirst become Jews, in order to be on an
cijuality Avith the Jews as citizens of the kingdom of God, this stone of
ofience Avould be taken aAvay. 13ut if Paul alloAved the Jews to continue
in their outward manner of life as Jews, and in this respect acted him-
self like a Jew, this Avas something very different from TrepiTOfxijv K-ripva-

<T(iv in the former .sense. According to the Pauline doctrine, the
position that, c<iually for Jews and Gentiles, men are freed by Christ
from the yoke of the law, is constantly valid. This refers to the internal

relation to the law, and the position of the religious consciousness to it.
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adversaries wished him to appear, he declared himself to bo
ready, as James proposed, to refute that charge by an overt
act, by taking part in the Jewish cultus in a mode which was
highly esteemed by pious Jews.' He joined himself to four
members of the church, who had undertaken a Nazarite's vow
for seven days. He submitted to the same restraints, and
intimated to the priests that he would be answerable for the
expense of the offerings that were to be presented on tho
accomplishment of the purification. ^ But though he might

But notwithstanding this truth, the Jewish Christians might retain the
outward observance of the hiw. lias not Paul hnnself, in 1 Cor. vii.

18—20, plainly expressed the principle ? the Jews after their conversion
are to continue Jews; Christianity requires no one to make a change
in these outward things, on which the essence of religion does not de-
pend. When he says in 1 Cor. ix. 20, that to the Jews he became a
Jew, that he appeared as one subject to the law, can this have any oilier

sense than that among the Jews he lived as a Jew, so that if any one
looked only at Avhat was external, he must have supposed that I'aul was
still subject to the yoke of the law, still held it to be binding ? Must
we not, from Avhat he here asserts of himself, conclude with certainty,

though we had no historical data, that he acted in several instances

exactly as we find described in the Acts ? But it may be sjiid, If Paul
took a part in the observance of such a Nazarite's vow, he thereby prac-

tically santioned the notion, that it was something acceptable in itself

to God, and conducive to salvation. If this had been the case, such
practices must have been recommended to the Gentile Christians in

general as well-pleasing to God. But as Paul, under all circumstances,

expressed the same principle, that by the works of the law no one can
be justified before God,—as he always insisted that the Gentile Chris-

tians, though they observed none of these things, ought to be acknow-
ledged as members of the kingdom of God on an equality M-ith the

Jews,—as those who desired him to practise such an outward observance

of Jewish rites, agreed with him in his leading principle,—he sufficiently

guarded himself against the false conclusion which might have been

deduced from a misapprehension of his conduct. Those who merely ob-

served externally the different conduct of the apostles among the Jews

and Gentiles, must indeed believe that they had detected an incon-

sistency; and we have already noticed what imputations were cast upon

him by his adversaries on this account. Indeed, when James says of

Paul " that he walked orderly and kept the law," Acts xxi. 24. we must
understand it with the necessary limitation, that the same Paul had no

scruple to live among the Gentiles as a Gentile. ]5ut tlie author of the

Acts reports only single facts ; we findnotan assumption of consecutive-

ness and comprehensiveness in his history, but a want of these qualities

altogether in his apostolic memoirs.
^ Josephus, Archoeol. xix. 6, § 1.

2 The common supposition that Paul joined himself to these Naza-

rcnes, when they had yet seven days. Acts xxi. 27, to continue their

VOL. I. X
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have satisfied by this means the minds of the better disposed

among the Jewish Christians, the inveterate zealots among

the Je\YS were not at all conciliated. ' On the contrary, they

were only more incensed, that the man who, as they said, had

everywhere tanght the Gentiles to blaspheme the people of

God, the law and the temple, had ventured to take a part in

the Jewish cultus. They had seen a Gentile Christian,

Trophimiis, in company with him, and hence the fanatics

concluded that he had taken a Gentile with him into the

temple and defiled it. A violent tumult instantly arose, and

Paul was rescued h'om the em-aged multitude only by means

of the Roman tribune, who hastened to the spot with a band

of soldiers from the Arx Antonia situated over against the

temple, the quarters of the Roman garrison.

Paul was on the point of being scoiu'ged, (a common mode
of torture among the Romans.) for the purpose of extorting

a confession respecting the cause of this tumult, but by
declaring himself a Roman citizen he was saved from this

ignominy. The tribune now endeavoured to ascertain the

facts of the case, that he might send Paul to appear before

the Sanhedrim. The manner in which the apostle conducted

himself on this occasion, shows him to have been a man who
knew how to control the agitation of his feelings by a sober

abstinence for the discharge of their vo^v, and that during this time he
kept the vow with them, is at variance with the mention of twelve days.

Acts xxiv. 11, for in that case there must have been seventeen days. It

is indeed in itself possible, that Paul did not reckon the five days which
he spent in confinement at Csesarea, since they signified nothing for his

object ; but it does not appear so from his own words. There remains,

therefore, nothing else but to assume, that the seven days denote a definite

number of days, to which at that time the iSTazarites vow used to ex-

tend, and that Paul had joined the iSTazarites on one of the last of these

days. But, on the other hand, in the section of the ]!tlishnah on the

Nazarites' vow, the number of thirty days is mentioned as the fixed

term for this oath. As to the seven days mentioned in Kumbers vi.,

they are not applicable to the pi'escnt case ; for they refer to the case of

a person who, during the time of his vow, has defiled himself, and who,
after the interval of seven days' purification, begins his vow afresh.

^ I find no reason for assuming with Bauer, that the machinations
against Paul proceeded chiefly from the Jewish Christians, and to charge
the author of the Acts with fivlsifying a matter of fact. But I consider

it possible that, among the great multitude of Jewish Christians, some
might be found to whom their Judaism was more important than the
little Christianity they possessed, and that such persons would make
common cause with the Jewish zealots against Paul.
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judgment, ana to avail liimself of circumstances with Chris-
tian prudence, without any compromise of truth. When ho
was suddenly carried away by the impulse of righteous indig-

nation to spealt with greater warmtli than ho intended, lie

was able to recover the mastery of his feelings, and to act in a
manner becoming his vocation. In a moment of excitement

at the arbitrary conduct of the high priest Ananias, while

thinking only of the person and losing sight of the office

whose duties had been violated, he had used intempci-ate

expressions though containing truth ; but on being infomied

that it was the high 2:)riest whom he had so addressed, he at

once corrected himself and said, he had not considered the

dignity of the person he had thus addressed, to whom
reverence was due according to the law, ' In order to

secure the voice of the majority among his judges, he availed

himself of that means for the victoiy of truth, which has

often been used against it—the divide ct impera in a good

sense; he enlisted on his side the bias for that trutli l)y the

acknowledgment of which the greater number of his judges

really approached nearer to him, than the few who denied it,

in order to produce a division in the a^^scmbly. He could

say with truth, that he was brought to trial because ho had

testified of the hope of Israel, and of the resurrection of the

dead, for he had preached Jesus as the personage by whom
this hope was fulfilled. These words had the effect of uniting

the Pharisees present in his favour, and of involving them in

a warm debate with the Sadducecs, to whom the high priest

himself belonged. The former could find no foult in him.

If he had said that the spirit of a deceased person or that an

angel had appeared to him—(the ni^pearancc of the risen

Jesus)—whatever he might mean by this, and whether what

he averred were tme or not, they did not pretend to deter-

mine, nor trouble themselves about it ;—at all events, they

could not criminate him on this account.- The tribune of

the Roman cohort at last saw himself obliged, by the plots of

1 If we are not disposed to think of the meaning of yldv. Acta

xxiii. 5, in the language which probably Paul used on this occasion, tho

Aramaic, the meaning which rT may well have
;
yet it is plain from the

circumstances under which he said this, that he could not, in the strict

sense of the word, affirm that he did not know him.
2 The words |U7j eeo/aax^Mf. Acts xxiii. 9, arc certainly a gloss, .and

a gloss at variance with the general tenor of the pa.ssage, for this was
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Paul's enemies against his life, to send him under an escort tO'

the metropolis of the province Coesarea, and to transfer the'

affair to the Procurator Felix, who resided there.

The accusation which the Sanhedrim by their counsel were-

allowed to bring against him, was the only one w^hich, accord-

ing to the privileges secured to the Jew^s by the Eoman laws,

coidd with any show of reason be made, namely, that he

everyw^hcre disturbed the Jews in the enjoyment of these

privileges, the peaceful exercise of their cultus,—that he
excited disturbances and divisions among them, and that at

last he had dared to desecrate the temple. The tribune was
accused of preventing the Jews from judging Paul according

to the privileges secured to them by law. Felix, who was
not disposed to meddle with the internal disputes of the Jews,

perceived no fault in the accused, and hence w^ould at once
have set him at liberty, if he had not hoped, as it was his

practice to make justice venal, to obtain money from him
;

but as Paul was not willing to purchase his freedom by such
an unlawful method, which would cast suspicion both on
himself and his cause, Felix, in order to gain favour with the

Jews on leaving them, to whom he had been sufficiently^

obnoxious, left him in confinement, and thus he rem-ained

for tw^o years till the arrival of the new Procurator, M.
Porcius Festus.'

certainly more than the Pharisees could be willing to say from their
standing-point.

^ If the precise time at which Felix was recalled, and Festus received
the government of the province, could be exactly determined, we should
have an important chronological mark ; but this period cannot be so
exactly determined. The chronological data on which we here proceed,
are the following. When Felix laid down the procuratorship, he wa»
accused at Home, as Josephus {Archceol xx. 8, § 9) relates, by the Jews^
on account of the oppressions he had practised, and would have been
punished if he had not been delivered by the intercession of his brother
Pallas, M'ho at that time had much influence with the emperor. But
Pallas was poisoned by Nero in the year 62, see Tacit. Annal. xiv. Q5^
This enables us to fix the extreme termiims a quo of the rccal of Felix.
But according to the narrative of Tacitus, Pallas had long before lost his
influence, (Annal. xiii, 14.) At the beginning of his reign, Nero had
removed Pallas from the oflicc he held under Claudius, and treated him
with displeasure. And .^ince Josephus says that when Palias interceded
for his brother Felix he stood in favourVith the emperor, it follows,

that the recal of Felix must have tnken place in the beginning of Nero's
reign, which can by no means be admitted. What Josephus says in the-
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Paul had for a long time previous to this event enter-
tained the thought of preaching the gospel in the nietn.ix.lis
of the world. But it was now uncertain whether lie would
ever attain the fulfilment of this inward call ; but on tlio

night after he had borne testimony to his faith before the
assembled Sanhedrim, the Lord imparted the assui-ance to
him by a vision, tliat as he had been his witness in the capital
of the Jewish world, he should also be the same in that of the
Gentile world. It was this which confirmed liim in his reso-

lution, when the procurator was about to sacrifice liim to the
wishes of the Jewish Stinhedrim, of seeking deliverance by an
xippeal to the emperor. The arrival at Ciesarea of the young
King Agrippa II., as a person acquainted with the Jews and
their religion, was acceptable to Festus, since he hoped that
by admitting Paul to an examination in liis presence, ho
could learn something more decisive in this allair, whicli

might be communicated in his report to Rome. Paul ap-

peared before so numerous and august an assembly, before

the Iloman procurator and the Jewish king, Avith e.xultatioii

at the thought of being able to testify of.what filled his lieart

before such an audience. He addressed himself especially to

King Agrippa, in whom, as a professor of the Jewish faith, ho

history of \\U life, of his own jouniey to Ivome ia hi.s six-and-twcntietU

3'ear, gives no sure foundation for determining the time wlicn Felix laid

down his office. Schrader thinks indeed, that he can tiud a certain

chronological mark in this, that something which Joscphus puts in

connexion with the entrance of Festus into office, was decided by the

influence of Poppoea, already married to Nero, {Joseph. Arclufol. xx. 8,

§ 1) ; for it would follow that since Xero, according to Tacitus, married

Poppcea in 02, Festus must have entered on his government about tliis

time. But tlie words of Joscphus, xiv. GO, KaTo. rhv Kaipov rovrov, cannot

avail for exactly determining the time ; Poppoea, long before her

marriage to Nero, had great influence over him, as appears from the

words of Tacitus,- Ajinal. xiv. 00, " Ea diri pcllex et adulteri Neronis,

mox mariti potens," and had already accomplished much by interceding

with the emperor. We need not attach much weight to the circum-

Ktancc that Joseplius calls her at that time the wife of Nero. But in all

this much uncertainty attaches to the chronology of events, and the

supposition that Felix laid down his office in the year 02, and therefore

that Paul's confinement took place in 00, is by no means sufficiently

proved. We may tliercfore safely place it .«<omc years earlier. If Paul

Avas set at liberty' from his confinement at Kome, we must necessarily

admit the earlier date ; for if his confinement at Kome had been con-

temporaneous with the great conflagration, he would certainly have

fallen a sacrifics to the fury then excited against the Christians.
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hoped to find more points of connexion than in a heathen
magistrate. He narrated how he had been educated in

zealous attachment to Pharisaic principles, and from a violent

persecutor had, by a call from the Lord himself, become
a devoted preacher of the gospel,—that in obeying this call

up to that time he had testified before Jews and Gentiles,

great and small, but had published nothing else than what
Moses and the Prophets had foretold, that the Messiah should

suffer, that he should rise from the dead, and by the

assurance of an everlasting divine life diffuse light among
Jews and Gentiles. This he might presume was admitted by
the king as an acknowledged article of faith, but it must
appear utterly strange to the Eomans ; strange also must the

religious inspiration with which Paul uttered all this appear
to the cold-hearted Roman statesman. He could see nothing
in it but enthusiastic delusion. " Too much Jewish learn-

ing," he exclaimed, " hath made thee mad." But with calm
confidence Paul replied, " I am not mad, but speak the words
of truth and soberness

!

" and, turning to Agrippa, he called

upon him as a witness, since he v/ell knew that these things

were not done in a corner of the earth, in secret, but pub-
Hcly at Jerusalem. And with a firm conviction, that in

all he had testified the promises of the prophets were fulfilled,

he said to, the king, " Believest thou the prophets 1 I know
that thou believest !" Agrippa, offended by Paul's confidence,

answered, " Truly in a short time ^ thou v/ilt make me a
Chi'istian." Paul, with his fetters on his arm, was conscious

of possessing more than all the glory of the world, uttered the
noble words, " Yes, I pray God that in a longer or a shorter

time, he would make not only thee, king, but all who hear
me to-day, what I now am, except these bonds 1

"

^ I understantl the words eV 0X170? (Acts xxvi, 28)* in the only sense
which they can have according to the tisus loquendi and Paul's answer.
The interpretation adopted by Meyer and some others is indeed pos-
sible, but appears to me not so natural. If the reading of the Cod.
Alex, and of the A^'ulgate, which Lachmann approves, be adopted,
iv fj-eyuKw, in Paul's answer, the words of Agrippa must be thus
explained, "With a little, or with few reasons (which will not cost you
much trouble) you think of making me a Christian "—and the answer
of Paul Avill be. Whether with great or Avith little—for many or
few reasons, I pray God, &c. But I cannot make up my mind to

receive as correct this reading, which may be explained as a gloss, and
is not supported by very preponderating authorities.
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As the king and the procurator after this examination
could not find Paul guilty of any oilcnce punishal)lc hv the
laws, the procurator would probably have set him at lil^erty,

if after his appeal to Caesar it had not been necessary for the
matter to take its legal course

;
yet the report {e/of/ium) witli

w^hich he would be sent to Rome, could not be otherwise than
in his favour. The centurion to whom he was committed
with other prisoners in order to be taken to Rome, certainly

corroborated the impression of this Hxvourable report by the

account he gave of Paul's conduct during his long and dan-

gerous voyage. Hence he met at Rome with more indulgent

treatment than the other prisoners : he was allowed to hire a

private dwelling in which only one soldier attended him as

a guard, to whom he was fastened by a chain on the arm (the

usual mode of the custodia mililaris), and could receive all

who w^ere disposed to visit him, and write letters.

As he had cause to fear that the Jews dwelling at Rome
had received from Jerusalem a report inimical to his cha-

racter, and regarded him as an accuser of his iieo})le, he

endeavoured speedily to remove this unfiivourable im])rcssiou.

According^, three days after his arrival, he invited the

principal persons among them to visit him. It proved tliat

no report to Paul's prejudice had 3'ct reached them, if it be

allow^ed that they spoke the truth. It also a}»peareil from

the statements of these I'cspectable Jews, that they had heai'd

little or nothing of the Christian churcli which existed in the

same city wdth themselves. Nor is this inconceivable, if we

only consider the immense size of the mctro])olis, and the

vast confluence of human beings it contained, and if to this

we add, that the main body of that cluu-ch consisted of'

Gentiles, and that these wealthy Jews busied themselves

far more about other objects than about the concerns of

religion. Yet it by no means appears fi-om the statements of

the Jews that they had scarcely heard of a Cin-istian church

existing at Rome, but only that they had not taken any

pains to acquire an accurate knowledge of it. They knew

indeed that this new sect met everywliere with opponents,

and hence it might bo infeiTcd that they had heard of the

controversies which had l)een can-ied on at Rome about

it, for the "eveiywhere" (Trctyrnxov), in Acts xxviii. 22,

•includes (certainly does not exclude) a reference to what was
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going on at Eome itself, and we must not forget that onty the

substance of Avhat the Jews said is handed down to us.^ As
they heard much of the opposition excited against this

new sect, but nothing precise respecting their doctrines,

they were well pleased that Paul proposed to give them an

addi-ess on the subject. But here, as everywhere else, Paul's

preaching found more acceptance with the Gentiles than with

the Jews.-

^ I cannot find any foundation for tlie contradiction which Dr.

Bauer, in his treatises so often quoted, thinks he has detected between
this narration in the Acts, and the existence of such a church at Rome,
which wc must suppose according to Paul's Epistle to the Romans.

2 The position developed and advocated with equal acutenesS and
learning by H. Bbttger in the second part of his Beitrage zur histo-

risch-kritischen Einleitung in die x>Ciulhiisclien Briefe, Gottingen, 1837,

—that Paul was a prisoner only for the first three or five days after his

arrival in Rome, that he then obtained his freedom, and lived for two
years in a hired house, quite at liberty ;—this position, if it were true,

would cast a new light on Paul's history during this period; for it would
then appear that all those Epistles, which evidently were written during
some one imprisonment, could not have been written at Rome or during
his first confinement there. But the narrative in the Acts is directly

opposed to this supposition. I cannot understand Acts xxviii. 16,

otherwise than that permission was then granted to Paul to reside in a
private house, the same which is designated in v. 23, his lodging,

lei/i'a, and in v. 30, as ev iSio) fxiaOuixaTi, " his own hired house." It

cannot be imagined, that if, after three days, so important an alteration

had taken place in PauFs circumstances, Luke would not have men-
tioned it, for the assertion that his readers must have supposed this of

themselves, from the known forms of Roman justice, cannot satisfy us.

Even if this could have been supposed, he would hardly have omitted
to point out in a few words so important a change in Paul's lot. But it

is not easily proved that such an inference could be drawn, from what
is known respecting the course of Roman justice at that time. The
manner also in which Luke expresses himself (Acts xxviii. 30, 31)
respecting Paul's residence for two years at Rome, certainly implies that

he had not then obtained his freedom, for we are merely told that he
preached the gospel in his own dwelling ; but it is not narrated that he
visited the synagogue or any place where the church met, for which
omission no other reason can be given, than that, although he
could receive any visit in his own residence, under the inspection
of his guard, he was not at liberty to go to whatever place he
chose ; and least of all, would a prisoner, whose cause was not
yet decided, have been permitted to attend these meetings of the
church, even if accompanied by his guard. Here, therefore, we have a
fact which cannot be explained, unless we admit the continued confine-

ment of Paul. How likewise can it be imagined, that Paul, who wished
to visit the church at Rome only on his way, would have stayed

there for two years, where suitable measures had already been taken for
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With tlie confinement of Paul, a new and important ei-.i

commenced not only in his lite and ministry, but also in tlio

development of the churches founded by him, for in pro-

portion as Christianity spread more widely, a number of

heterogeneous mental elements ^vere brought into action,

many important phenomena became conspicuous, while tho

divine ^vord operated among them in an independent manner,

and they ^vere deprived of tho apostle's personal oversight

and guidance.

the continued propaj^ation of Christianity, instead of travelling to

those regions of the West, where nothing had yet been done for making
known the gospel? This is explicable only on tlie supposition, that he
remained so long a time at Kome under constraint.

According to the account in the Acts, we may receive it as an esta-

blished fiict, that Paul lived two years in Kome as a prisoner,—a fact which
can be overturned by nothing that we know of the course of lloman
iustice in the case of such appeals ; even without wailing to examine
how both could be reconciled to one another.

Meanwhile, from what is known of the legal processes in the time of-

the first Caesars, it can by no means be proved, what is in the highest

degree improbable, that all the causes which, in consequence of an appeal,

were brought to Home for decision, were decided in the course of hve or

ten days. It was one thing to decide on the admissibility of the appeal,

and another thing to decide on the point of law respecting which the

appeal was made. My respected colleague, Professor Kudurtf, who has

had the goodness to make me a written communication on this subject,

concludes with the statement, that the term of five or ten days related^

not to the duration of the judicial proceedings, but to the lodging of the

appeal, and to the ajyostoli {= literce diniisnorice), that it gave no pre-

scription relative to the term of the transaction itself, and that the

accused remained under arrest till the decision of the emperor. Thus,

in the Sententue Receptee of Julius Paulus, lib. v. tit. 34, it is said ex-

pressly of the apostoli, " Quorum postnlatio et acceptio intra quintum

diem ex officio facienda est." In a law enacted by the Emperor Con-

stantino in 314, according to which we are not justified in determining

the legal process in the times of the first Ciesars, is the express provision

that the appellator should be free from arrest only in causa civilcs, but

of crlminaks causce it is said, " In quibus, etiamsi possunt provocare,

cum tamen statum debent obtinere, ut post provocationem in custodia

[jcrseverent." Cod. Theodos. lib. xi. tit. 30, c. 2.
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CHAPTER IX.

PAUL DURING HIS FIRST CONFINEMENT AT ROME, AND THE DEVELOPMENT
DUraNG THE SAME PERIOD OF THE CHURCHES PREVIOUSLY FOUNDED BY
HIM.

In examining this portion of Paul's history, we must fix

our attention on three principal points ; his relation to the

Roman state,—to the Church at Rome,—and to the Churches

in other parts.

With respect to the first, the main thing to be considered

is, from what point of view the charge under which he was
detained as a prisoner is to be viewed? Cluistianity was not

yet denounced as a religio illicita, therefore Paul could not,

like the later teachers of Christianity, be accused of violating

the laws of the state, on account of his exertions in pro-

pagating this religion. Christians appeared only as a sect

proceeding from Judaism, who were accused by Paul's Jewisli

adversaries of adulterating the original doctrines of their

rehgion ; so that at Rome no attention was paid to dis-

putes that merely concerned the religious institutions of the

Jews. This charge against Paul might therefore be con-

sidered as altogether foreign to Roman judicature, and he
would soon regain his liberty ; in this manner, the affair

would soon be brought to a close ; but it cannot be shown,
that it would be viewed under this aspect, the most favour-

able for the apostle. The Jews might accuse him as being
a disturber of the public peace, who interfered with the
privileges guaranteed to them by the Roman government, as
their advocate Tertullus had akeady attempted to prove.

Hence an additional allegation might be made, which from
the standing-point of the Roman law would tend much more
to Pauls injury— that he had caused among other Roman
subjects and citizens in the provinces, and in Rome itself,

movements which were detrimental to the good order of the

state ; that lie had tempted them to apostatize from the state

religion, by propagating a religion at variance with the
ancient Roman institutions, in which religion and politics were
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intimately blended.^ If the church at Rome, consisting mainly
of Gentile Christians, gave the impression in its whole ap[)ear-

ance of being unjewish, in short, a genus tertium ; this view
of Paul's conduct would be formed so much the more easily.

The existence of this new religious sect in the capital, would
be made an object of public attention by the proceedings

against Paul. We may suppose, that his fanatical and artful

adversai'ies among the Jews would leave no artifice untried to

set his conduct in the worst possible light to the Ptoman
authorities. Thus the investigation of his cause, with the

accusation and defence, might l^e protracted, and his prospects

might by turns become favourable or unfavourable. During
the first period of his residence at Rome he underwent no
public examination.^ His situation justified the most fiivour-

able expectations, and he proposed when set at liberty, before

he extended his sphere of labour towards the West, according

to the plan he had previously formed, to visit Lesser Asia,

where his personal exertions seemed to be very necessary to

counteract many influences that were operating injuriously

on the churches. He intimated to the overseer of the church

at Coloss£e, Philemon, that he intended to take up his abode

with him.

At a later period' of his imprisonment, when he had

already undergone a public examination, he had no such

favourable prospect before him; the thought of martyrdom

became familiar to his mind, yet the expectation of being

released from confinement was predominant, so that he wrote

to the chm'ch at Philippi that he hoped to come to them
soon. But if the view we have taken of the origin and'o*

1 The point of view as a Koman statesman from which Cicero formed

his model of law. "Beparatim nemo habessit Deos neve novos sivo

advenas, nisi publice adscitos privatim colunto. i?<'<«A- familice

patrumque servanto." Cicero de Lerjibus ; and in the Commentaries,

c. X., against the covfusio religionum, which arose from the introduc-

tion of foreign new religions. This was the point of view from which

a Tacitus and the Younger Pliny formed their judgment of Christi-

anity.
2 Whether this term embraced the whole of the first two years of his

confinement we cannot with certainty determine, for the silence of Luke

in the Acts is not a sufficient proof that, during the whole of this

period, there was nothing memorable to be narrated ret^pcciing tho

situation of the apostle.

^ As appears from his Epistle to the Philippians.
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original constitution of the church at Rome be correct, a

close connexion and intimate communion may be presumed
to have existed between its members and the individual whom
they might regard mediately as their spiritual father, and
whose pecuhar form of doctrine prevailed among them. Now
if the epistles which Paul wi'ote during his first confinement

iit Rome bore evidence against such a supposition, they might

also be adduced against our views. If these epistles make us

acquainted with any difference existing between the Eoman
church and Paul, this fact would be very decisive, and we
.should be forced to conclude that a strongly marked Judaizing

element jDredominated in that church. But the Roman
Christians had already, even before he arrived at Rome,
evinced their sympathy, since several of their number tra-

velled a day's journey, as far as the small town of Forum
Appii, and some a shorter distance to the place called Tres

Tabernce, in order to meet him. In the Epistle to tlie Phi-

lippians he sends salutation from the ^vhoJe church {-KavTEQ

m ayioi) which is a proof of the close connexion in which he
.stood with them. As to his giving special salutations from
the Christians in the service of the imperial palace (the

Caesariani), we are not to infer that these persons were more
in unison with him than the rest of the church, but rather

that they were better acquainted, and on more intimate

terms with the chm-ch at Philippi. At all events, it is an
arbitrary supposition that these Gentile Christians were those

Avho, in distinction from the rest of the church, consisting of

Jewish Christians, wTre in closer connexion wdth Paul. ' It

might indeed be expected, that if these Ccesariani were more
allied by their Gentile origin to the church at Philippi, he
would have mentioned this circumstance as the reason for

presenting their special salutations. It is not at all incon-
sistent with this view, if these epistles contain undeniable
marks, that in the Roman church Judaizers wei-e found
hostile to Paul, and who occasioned him much vexation ; for

we ourselves have pointed out a Judaizing tendency in a
smidler part of this church sufficient to account for such an
appearance. As the Gentile Christians who advocated the
Pauline principles, now found so important a support in liis

^ See Bchneckcnburger, p. 123.
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personal presence, and cooperated witli him in pnblisliinrr tlio

gospel among the Gentiles, tiie opposition of tlie .IndaizingTniti-

pauHne party mnst have been excited by it and rendered still

more violent. The whole tone of the Epistle to the Philip-

pians testifies of the conflicts he snstaincd in his intercourse

with the Judaizers. His excited feelings cannot be mistaken •

his displeasure was called forth by anxiety for the pui-ity of
the gospel against those who, where the soul appeared in a
fit state for receiving tlie g<)si)el, sought to take advantage of
it for gaining adherents for their Jewish ceremonies and doc-
trine of meritorious Avorks. And Paul himself distinguishes

those among the Roman Christians who, with' friendly feel-

ings towards himself, were active in cooperating with him
for the spread of the gospel, from those who, animated with
lealousy at his success, endeavoured to form a party against

him, and to "add affliction to his bonds," Philip, i. 15—18
;

and among the Jewish Christians he could only point out
two who laboured with him for the kingdom of God, and con-

tributed to his comfort ; Col. iv. 11.

During his confinement, anxiety for the extension of the

kingdom of God, and for the prosperity of the churches he
had founded, occupied him far more than the care of his

personal welfare. As all persons had free access to him, he
thus enjoyed opportunities for preaching the gospel. By the

soldiei'S who relieved one another in standing guard over

him, it became known among their comrades, (among the

cohortes prcetoriance, in the castra jyrcctoria, in the jirceto-

rlum;) and hence to a wider extent in the city, that he was
put in confinement, not on account of any civil offence, but

for his zeal on behalf of the new religion ; and this tended to

promote it, since a cause for which its advocate sacrificed

everything was certain of attracting attention. Py his

example also many of the Roman Christians were roused to

publish the truth zealously and boldly. But while some co-

operated with Paul in a oneness of heart and mind, othem

came forward who belonged to the antipauline Judaizing

party, in opposition to his method of publishing the gospel.

The manner in which he expresses himself respecting these

his opponents is worthy of notice on two accounts. We here

see a man who could entirely forget his own person when the

canse of his Lord wa.s concerned,—who could even rejoice in
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what bore an unfriendly aspect towards himself, if it con-

tributed to promote the cause of Christ. We perceive how
far his zeal for the truth and against error was from all

selfish contractedness ; with what freedom of spirit he was

able to pass a judgment on all doctrinal differences. Even in

the erroneous views of these Judaizers he acknowledged the

truth that lay at their basis; and when he compared the

en'ors propagated by them, with the fundamental truth which

they announced at the same time, it w^as still a cause of joy

to him that this fundamental truth was -becoming more
generally known, that in every w^ay, whether in pretence (by

those who in their hearts preferred Judaism to Christianity,)

or with an upright intention, Christ was preached, Phil. i. 18.

For even by ,these persons the knowledge of the facts on
which the gospel rested was spread to a greater extent ; and
where faith in Jesus as the Messiah, the Founder and King of

the kingdom of God, was once j)roduced, on this foundation a

superstructure could be raised of more correct and extended

instruction. But from this we learn what is of service for

explaining later appearances in the history of the Eoman
church, that in connexion with the lessons of the Pauline

theology the germ of a Judaiziug tendency was imj)lanted in

this church.

The concerns of the churches in Lesser Asia first occupied

Paul's attention in his imprisonment. ' -_He had received an

^ The supposition on -R-liich we here proceed, that Paul wrote the

Epistles to the Colossians, the 'Ephesians, and Philemon, during this

confinement at Rome, has found in later times strenuous opponents in

Schulz and Schott, to whom must be added Bottger; but the arguments
advanced by them against it do not appear to me adapted to overthrow
the opinion hitherto most generally held, though no demonstrative
proof can be given in its favour, since Paul does not exactly state the
circumstances under which he wrote. What he says of the opportu-
nities presented for announcing the gospel, agrees very well with what
we know of his confinement at Eome, from the hints given in the Acts
and in the Epistle to the Philippians. (The latter indeed cannot be
urged against Bottger, for he supposes that epistle to be written while
Paul was confined at Ca^sarea.) It does not appear to me surprising,

that a runaway slave from Colossae should betake himself at once to

Home ; for the constant intercourse with the capital of the empire
would easily furnish him Avith an opportunity, and he might hope for

greater security from the distance and the immense population of the
metropolis. Nor is it at all strange, that a teacher of the church at Co-

lossae should bo induced, by the dangers that threatened pure Christi-
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exact account of tlieir situations from an eminent individual
belonging- to the church of Colosste, Epaphras, the founder of
that and of the neighbouring Christian communities. Ho
visited Paul at Rome, and gave practical proofs of his sym-
pathy, ' and through him the apostle learnt how many things
which had happened in their church during his absence
recjuired to be promptly counteracted.

Dm'ing the preceding year, a new influence emanating from
Judaism had been developed in those regions;—an influence

Avitli which Christianity liad hitherto not come in contact,

but which now threatened to mingle vrith it, and to endanger
its purity and simplicity. It might be expected that Chris-

tianity on its first spread among the Jews, would chiefly come
in contact with the Pharisaic mode of thinking which was
then i3redominant. Hence the first false teachers, with whom
anity there, to travel as far as Itomo in order to consult tlie apostle and
to solicit his assistance; though we cannot determine with certainty
whether other personal concerns also brou^^ht Epaphras to Home.
Neither can the fact that Paul, when at liome, desired a lodging to be
in readiness for him at Colossne, determine auything ; for though he
had at an earlier period formed the intention to travel first into Spain,

yet, as we have already remarked, he might be induced, by the infor-

mation respecting the changes in the churches of Lesser Asia, to alter

his plan. Nor is it otherwise than natural, that, during his confinement

at Rome, he should collect around him younger men, who at other times

had been used to serve as companions and fellow-labourers in his mi-
nistry, and that he should now make use of them in order to maintain
with the distant churches, of whose situation he could receive informa-

tion through various channels at Home, a living connexion adapted to

their necessities.
^ It is remarkable that Paul, in the Epistle to Philemon, calls this

Epaphras his " fellow-jjrisoner in Christ Jesus.'' As he thus dis-

tinguishes him from his other fellow-labourers, we may conclude that it

could be affirmed onlj^of Epaphras. Since the judicial inquiry instituted

against Paul would have attracted the attention of the lioman magis-

trates to the new religious party that were opposed to the religion of

the state, it may be assumed that this led to the apprehension of Epa-

phras, who had laboured so zealously on behalf of this cause in Lesser

Asia. But it is against this opinion, that he is not mentioned with this

epithet in the Epistle to the Colossians, unless we suppose that the

apprehension of Epaphras did not occur till after that epistle wan

written. Still it is foir to suppose, that he was distinguished by this

epithet to Philemon only as a faithful companion of the apostle in his

confinement; as on the other hand he is distinguished l)y another

epithet in the epistle to the whole church at Colossre ; and this title of

honour (6 crwaixiJ-o-^^'^os fiov) is applied in the same epistle to Aristar-

chus, who had accompanied the apustle in his confinement
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Paul had hitherto been so often in conflict, had attempted a

mixture of Pharisaic Judaism with Christianity. But now,

after Christianity had spread further among the Jews, and

had attracted the attention of those who Mved in greater

retirement, and troubled themselves little about the novelties,

of the day, its influence affected sects that had long existed

among the Jews of a theosophic-ascetic character, such as that

of the Essenes. ' Persons of such a tendency must have felt

themselves attracted, still more than Jews of the common
Pharisaical bias, by what Christianity presented that was

suited to the internal religious sentiment ; only they were

too much entangled in their mystical-ascetic bias, so opposite

to the free practical spirit of the gospel, and in their spiritual

jDride, to be able to appropriate the gospel simply and purely

with a renunciation of the preeminence of a higher religious,

philosophy, which they fancied themselves to possess, and of

a higher practical perfection in their modes of abstinence.

^ Storr's opinion that the Jewish Christian sect at Colossse was
derived immediately from the Essenes, who yet can be regarded only as

one manifestation of this general mental tendency, is not supported by
sufficient evidence. Yet it is not a decisive objection against it, that

the Essenes had not spread themselves beyond Palestine, and showed
no inclination for proselytism ; for by the influence of Christianity,

it is very possible that the original character of such a sect might
be somewhat modified. And I would by no means adduce against it,

what is said in the Epistle to the Colossians, not merely of the practi-

cally ascetic, but also of the theosophic tendency of this sect (their

^iXoaocpla), since we cannot trust what Philo says of the Essenes as the
ideal of practical philosophers. See my Church History, vol. i. p. 58.

But although in this epistle some marks may be found which suit the
E.ssenes, as, for instance, what is said of abstinence, of chastising,

the body, of the observance of the ceremonial law, of the reverence
paid to angels, &c.

;
yet all this is too general, not to suit many other

similar manifestations, arising from the same mental tendency, and.

on the other hand, we find nothing which marks the whole peculiar
character of the Essenes. As a proof how much a propensity to bring,

themselves with angelology was spread among the Jews, we may notice
the words in the Krtpvyij.a rieVpoy, in which it is said, juTjSe /caret 'lou-

Saiovs (T^fiecrOf, koI yap eKe^uoL olSfxeuoi tov O^ov yivcocTKeiu ovk iiriffTavTaiy

Xarpevourfs ayyeKois Kai apxayyeKois. Sec Clement. Stromata, vi. 635."

Grabe, Spicilcrj. i. 64. If also an intention Avas contained in these
words to indicate a subordinate place to Judaism as a religious system
communicated by angels (tiie idea which at a later period was formed by
the gnostics), the doctrine in vogue among the Jews concerning angels^

and their connexion with them, might serve as a point of connexion for

this censure.
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They must have been rather tempted to remodel f'liristianity

according to their former ideas and tendencies, and to c;ust it

into a theosophic form of their own. AVe here see a tendency,
first germinating in the circle of Jndaism, from which, in tlio

following centmy, manifold branches proceeded of a gnosti-

cism tliat corrnpted tlie simple gospel. I'aul had probably
cause, from his experience during his long sojourn in Les.ser

Asia, to apprehend the springing up of a tendency so injurious

to the gospel, and hence we may account for his warnings
addressed to the presbyters of the Ephesian church. His ap-

prehensions were now verified. Jewish false teachers of this

tendency had made their way into the chiu'ch at Colossa?.

What distinguished them from the conmion })harisaically-

minded Jewish Christians was this,—that they did not begin

with recommending to the Cientiles the obseiTance of Jewish

ceremonies, as indispensable for justification and sanctifica-

tion, and for obtaining eternal hajipiness. Had tliey pro-

ceeded in this manner, they would in all probidjility not have

found an entrance so easily into churches consisting ])urely of

Gentile Christians. But they boasted of tlie knowletlge of a

higher wisdom transmitted by tradition among tlie initiated ;'

they pretended to a higher knowledge of the H}»iritual world,

to stand in a closer connexion with it, and that they could

communicate it to those who were disposed to be initiated

into their mysteries. With this theoretical tendency they

joined a strict ascetism in practice, which was ])robably in

close connexion with their theosophic principles, and had its

foundation in their notions of matter, as the source and

principle of evil; and thus also many particulars in their

rules for abstaining from certain tilings, which it would be

injurious to touch or taste, may be referred not simply to the

Jewish laws respecting food, but to their peculiar theoretic

doctrines.

The history of religion acquaints us with a twofold ten-

dency of mysticism; one that adheres to the prevailing

cultus, and professes to disclose its higher meaning : another

* Perhaps they used the term (pi\offo<pia, since this appellation,

in consequence of the mixture of Oriental and Grecian ideas at thin

time, might be ur^ed as well as the word yvuais, afterwards cniploye<l

among tho Jewish theosophic sects to designate their prctcudcd

mysteries.

VOL. I Y
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that wears a hostile aspect towards it, and entirely despises

what is external and historical in religion. This contrariety

hadah-eady made its appearance in the Jewish philosophical

religion at Alexandria. Among the Jews in that place, a

class of i-eligious Idealists had been formed, who, \dewing the

historical and the literal in religion only as the covering or

vehicle of general ideas, drew the inference that the attain-

ment of perfection depended on holding fast those ideas,

while all besides was abandoned to the childish multitude

who were incapable of higher conceptions, and satisfied with

the outward Inisk of sensible objects. ^ Philo, in whom we
have an example of tlie first tendency, combats, although

agreeing with them in the principles of allegorical interpreta-

tion, tliose despisers of the letter ; while he taught that it

was possible only b}^ spiritual intuition to penetrate into the

true internal meaning of religion, and to know those mysteries

of which outward Judaism presented the symbols. But he

also taught, that in proportion to the conscientious reverence

with which the external was contemplated, would be the

progress through divine illumination in the examination of

the internal. This last tendenc}^ we must suppose to exist in

the sect of which Ave are now speaking.

In however slight a degree a part}'- of common Judaizers

would have been dangerous to the church at Colossa), j'-et

Judaism under this modification would be far more dangerous
for many. For the people of that age who were filled with
anxiety for a communication mth heaven, and for the inves-

tigation of the invisible, stretching beyond the limits of

earthly existence, the promise of a higher knowledge that to

a certain extent would release them from the thraldom of the

senses, was very seducing. Such anxious inquiries had led

many an individual to Christianity, v,diich, while it brought
them to a consciousness of the real wants of their religious

and moral nature, for which it guaranteed the relief, commu-
nicated on this side another tendency to their minds ; but
before it had thoroughly penetrated their life and thouglits, it

might easily happen that such illusions, falling in with a
previous and only partially conquered tendency, would deceive

' Tlius characterised by Philo : ol rohs p-nrovs vS/ulov^ av/j-PoXa vo-riTwv

TrpayfidTuu viro\ay.fidpovTes, tk /ilu a.yay7]Kpilico(rav, ruv Sh paSvyMi' wMju)-
prjaay. See his uork, De Mi'jratione Abrahami, p. 16.
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them by the dazzling appearance of something liiglicr than
•what was offered them in the simple and ever j)ractical

doctrine of the apostles. Moreover, in a country like Phrygia,
where a propensity for the mystical and magical was always
rife, as was evident from the forms of religion peculiar to the

country, the worship of Cybele, and afterwards Montanism,'
such a tendency would bo peculiarly dangerous to Chris-

tianity.

Paul describes the higher philosophy of religion of which
these people boasted, as the following of human traditions,^

as a cleaving to the elements^ of the world, and not pro-

ceeding from Christ. He objects to the preacliers of this

doctrine, that they did not adhere to Ciirist as the licad.

From this it has been incorrectly inferred by many, that

these persons were in no sense Christians. Put tlic main
point in Paul's disapproval of them is this, tliat their doctrine,

although connected with Christianity, was in contradiction to

its spirit and nature,—that although they acknowledged

Jesus as the Christ, and therefore as their Lord and Head,

yet the spirit and tendency of their docti-inc were at variance

with this acknowledgment, since they did not, in accordance

with it, set out from their relation to him in their striving

after a knowledge of divine things, and make him their

central point. In fact, it is only on the supi)Osition that they

professed to attach themselves to the Christian faith, that this

disapproval retains its full significance.

It would indeed be possible so to explain the relation of

these persons to Christianity,* that they did not come forward

in direct hostility against it, but yet ascribed it only a subor-

dinate importance ni their religious development—that they

1 Compare Biihmer's Isagoge in Epistolam ad Coloss., p. 9.

2 Not proceeding from what the Spirit of God had revealed.

3 The (noix^la tov Koafxav, in Col. ii. 8, and other passages, are not to

be understood, it appears to me, as is commonly explained, of the riuli-

menta religionis, both in Judaism and Heaihcnism ; but a comparison

of all the Tauline passage?, and the Pauline association of ideas, seems

to favour our understanding the phrase of the elements of the world in

a peculiar seus:e, as denoting the earthly, elsewhere termed -ra (rapKiKi.

Hence ii. 20, o-Totx««"a toD Kdafxov and KSa/jios may be considered as

Bynonvmous.
* This view has been recently developed wiih much skill nnd aoute-

ness by Dr. Schneckenburger, in his work on ihe Baptism of rrosclytcs.

See also bis Beitrage zur EirUdtung ins Nciie Testament, p. 14t3.
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acknowledged Christ only as the prophet of the heathen world,

which hitherto had known nothing of the true God, and attri-

buted to the religion revealed by him only a subordinate

value for the religious culture of the heathen/ They perhaps

taught that by "their connexion with the hidden supreme

God which was effected through Judaism, they were raised

above the revelations of the Mediator, the Logos, and thus

above Christianity, and thereby obtained the power to employ

higher spirits themselves in their service.'^ According to this

^ Among the Jewish theologuin?, there were those who had borrowed

from the Platonic philosophy the doctrine of the constellations, as Oeol

aiaQ-nroi; and accordingly explained the passage in Dent. iv. 19, as

meaning that God had left the adoration of the heavenly bodies as a

subordinate religious standing-point to other nations, but had revealed

himself only to the Jews. This view might afterwards be further

modified, that God had given the Logos or Jesus to the heathen
as their teacher and governor, but that the knowledge and worship of

the Supreme God was only to be found among the Jews. Since Justin

Martyr, in his Dialogue Avith Trypho, in v.-hat he represents these

Jewish theologians as saying, has put into Trypho's mouth what
they were at that time in the habit of saying, we may consider him as

expressing their views, when he brings in Trypho as saying ; eo-rw vjxuv

4^ idvuu Kvpios Kal Beds yuupi^o/j-euos, ws alypacpai arifxaipovaiv, dlrives koX

anh rod ovojxaros avTOv XpiaTiauol KaKeicrdai Travres iayJiKan rjfius Seroi)

6eov Koi avrhv tovtou TToir}(ravTos XarpevToX uvres, oh ^^6jXiQa ri]s oixoKoyias

avTov, ou5e ttjs irpoaRvvna^ois. The doctrine of the Clementines also may
be here compared. According to this work, Christianity contained in

a form of revelation designed for heathens, the same as original

Judaism purified from foreign admixtures, so that he who adhered to

Jesus alone, as well as he who adhered to Moses alone, could attain to a
participation of the kingdom of God, provided the latter did not trans-

gress by blaspheming Christ, and the former by blaspheming Moses.
If a Jew, with a greater partiality for Judaism, contemplated Chris-

tianity, yet the same fundamental principle could easily be so modified,

that genuine Judaism would appear more valuable than that form
of revelation which was specially intended for the Gentiles.

2 This idea was always to be found among the gnostics of the second
century, and meets us in the Indian religious systems, and in Buddhism,
that men, by communion with the Supreme original being, obtained
power to make use of inferior spirits for their own ends, and thafc

in this manner wonderful things could be accomplished by their aid.

Here the contrast Avhich Philo makes between the vlois toD Xoyov and the
viols Tov uvTos may be applied, only modified, otherwise than in Philo;
for the Alexandrian theologians of Philo's school attached no import-
ance to the connexion with angels, since they comprised everything in

the contact of the spirit with God himself, and Ihe contemplation
of ideas. In tlie sect here spoken of, the oricntal-theosophic rather

than the Grecian-philosophic clement of Philo's theology is prominent.
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view, wo may suppose tliat these persons, from tlic stundinK'-
point of a preten«led si)iritiial conception of Judiii.sm, luiu
formed the same judg-ment rcspectin,-;- the sul)ordinate stan'diii;,'.

point of Cliristianity, as many of tiie later <;nostics from the
standing-point of a .si)ii-ituahsed Christianity were accustomed
to pass on Judaism as the rehgion of tlie Demiurgos.

But although such a conception of the peculiarities of this
sect is possible, yet it is by no means sulHciently supported by
the marks which are deducible from Paul's argumentjition.
Had they sought actually to seduce from Christianity tliosc

among whom they found entrance, Paul would have marked
this much more strongly. His reasonings indeed, as they are
carried on in this epistle, would ai)ply to those pci-sons who,
though engaged in no immediate and o])en opposition to

Christianity, yet assigned to it a subordinate place ;
' but the

peculiar manner in which he argues by no means justifies its

in concluding that they are tlie direct object of his censure.

Since he reproves these persons for their reverence of angels,

it follows that they placed themselves in a subordinate rela-

tion to angels, and hence certainly to the Logos, a being

exalted above all angels (the dpxayy^Xor). Had they main-
tained that by an immediate connexion with the hidden (Jod,

they could exalt themselves above the Log(js and his revela-

tion, Paul would without doubt have expressed, in direct

opposition to tliis doctrine, the fundamental principle, that

men can enter into connexion with the Father only through

the Logos. He makes use, it is true, of this principle, but in

reference to a different object of debate.

lu that Judaizing sect which here came into conflict with

the simple apostolic doctrine, we see the germ of the Judaizing

gnosticism. Though the account given by Epiphanius of the

conflict between Cerinthus and the apostle Paul is not wortliy

of credit, yet at least between the tendency which Paul hero

combats and the tendency of Cerinthus the greatest agreement

is found to exist, and, judging by internal marks, we may con-

sider the sect here spoken of to be allied to the Ccrinthian,

It is remarkable that, to a late period, traces of such a

Judaizing angelological tendency were to be found in those

parts, for at the council of Laodicea canons were framed

^ Schncckenburger has developed this view in his late essay on thij*

subject.
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against a Jiidaizing observance of the Sabbath, and a species

of angelolatry,' and even in the ninth century we find a

kindi'ed sect, the Athinganians.^

In the example of Paul we recognise the pecuhar character

of tiie apostohc mode of refuting error, and how it differs from

that of later times. While this busies itself with the con-

futation of particular errors, Paul, on the contrary, seized the

root of the doctrine in its pecuHar religious fundamental

tendency from which all the particular errors proceeded, and

opposed to it the spirit of the gospel. This method was rather

positive than negative. Thus he repressed the boasting of a

pretended superior wisdom and of a delusive acquaintance

with spirits, without setting himself to oppose each separate

particular, by exhibiting a truth that marks the central point

of Christianity ; that by communion with Christ alone, we
receive all the fulness of the divine life ; by him alone we are

introduced into the kingdom of God, and we belong to that

same kingdom to which all higher spirits belong, by union

with him as the common head of the whole ; in him we have

all things which are needed for the development of the in-

ternal life, and lience we need no other ]\Iediator. For the

purpose of combating a painful superstition, which represented

this and the other object as polluting and offensive, and

recommended various charms or amulets for warding off the

influence of evil spirits,^ he appealed to the facts of Christian

consciousness ; that Christians were redeemed from the power

^ Can. XX, oTi ov Se? Xpia-riavdls lov^ai^^iv Koi iv tw (TaP^dTa ax"^"^^"''

Can. xvi. onhiins eV aa^^drq} evayy^Kia /uLera erepwv ypa<pwv (the Old
Testament) afayivdaKeadai. Can xxxv. on ov Se? Xpianuvov; iyKaTaKe'nreu'

T-)iu iKK\t](riau tov Geov koi ayy^Aovs ovoiJ-d^eiv Koi avvd^eis (meetings for

paying reverence to angels). The following canon is also worthy of notice,

as indicating the predominant and peculiar mental tendency, on ou 8et

UpaTiKovs v) KK-qpiKovs fxdyo-Js ?) iiraoiBohs elucu -7) jxaQti^xaTlkovs -7) k(TTpoX6yovs

1) iroiCtv ra \ey6i/.€va (pvKaKriipia. Theodoret says, in his commentary on
this epistle (ii. 18), that this superstition for a long time maintained
itself in Phrygia and Pisidia, and that in his day, oratories were to be

found in this and the neighbouring districts dedicated to the Archangel
Michael.

2 See my Church History. Part vii. p. 545 ; part viii. p. 660.
' With the doctrine of various orders of angels, this sect combined

the doctrine of various orders of evil spirits. These evil spirits were
considered especially connected with matter {irv^v^ara vKi!<6.\. V,j

Rensnality, and especially by the enjoyment of certain kinds of

food, men were especially exposed to their influence ; and ly chasten-
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of evil, and, in comnuinion with Christ, were certain of tlieir

triumph over all the powers of darkne.ss—that as their inner
life was exalted above the reach of earthly things, to whicii
they were dead with Christ as it already belonged to heaven,
with whom they were incorporated through Christ, so it ought
to be altogether carried out of the reach of a religion cleaving

to the senses ; nor ought Christians to allow this their lilo

thus exalted to heaven and rooted in communion with God,
to be dragged down to the elements of the world, to sensible

earthly things.—" See to it," said the apostle, " that no one
robs you of your Christian freedom, that no one trepans you
as his prey by the AS'orthlcss deceitful appearance of a pre-

tended higher wisdom which follows human traditions, cleaves

to the elements of the world, and proceeds not from Christ.

Everything which does not proceed from him is delusion ; for

the whole church of God, which belongs to him as his body,

exists in dependence on him ; and through him, who is the

common head of all the powers of the spiritual world, are ye
also incorporated with tliat church, ye who before were as

Gentiles excluded from the development, of God's kingdom.

He has obtained for you the forgiveness of sins, and thus ha«

also freed you from the law which testified against you as an

indictment, having blotted it out. By his sufferings, he has

triumphed over the whole kingdom of evil ; let none of you
therefore hazard becoming slaves again, and condemn your-

selves on account of those outward things, all of which are

only shadows of what was to come ; but in Christ we behold

the reality itself. May no one succeed in beguiling you in

reference to your highest interests (merely because it so pleases

him—for his o-^^ arbitrary pleasure), by the aj)pearance of a

humility i.)ut on for show, by the worship of angels, since he

is disposed to pry into what is hidden from man '—fur such a

ing the body, and abstaining from the indulgence of the senses,

men were withdrawn from these influcnccy.

* In the passage, Col. ii. 18, that reading which omits the /*^ has

much in its Aivour, the authority of the most important manuscripts,

and the comparison with the other reading ovk wiiich may be considered

as a similar gloss. It is also more easy to explain how the connexion

of the whole verse might occasion the interpolation of the negative,

than how it should occasion its rejection, by which it is only mado
inore difficult. If this reading be adopted, we must understand tho

pas.^agc thus: "Ha pries into which (as he imagines) lie has seen,
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one, with all his appearance of humility and a spiritual life, is

puffed up with an ungodly mind, wliich places its confidence

in a nullity ; he can neither exalt himself above the world nor

to Christ, for he does not hold fast the head from w^hich alone

the body, animated by it and held together by its influence in

all its members, can develop itself for the end designed by
God. How is it, if ye are dead with Christ to the things of

the world, that ye can adopt as if ye belonged to the w^orld,

such maxims as. Touch not this, taste not that ; since all this,

according to the doctrine of these persons, wdll only by the

use tend to destruction ! Which doctrines certainly have an

appearance of wisdom in the arbitrarily invented w^orship of

God, the show of humility, and the chastening of the body
;

but yet things W'hich have no real value, and only serve to

gratify an ungodl}' mind. If, therefore, ye are risen with

Christ, seek after that which is above : let your thoughts be

directed thither where Christ is, who' is exalted to the right

hand of God : let your wishes be fixed on heaven." This

tendency towards heaven, this life rooted in God, Avas always

set in opposition by Paul to the superstition that would drag

down divine knowledge to the objects of sense.

This epistle was conveyed to the church at Colossee by Ty-
chicus, one of the missionary assistants of Paul, who was
returning to Lesser Asia,' his native country. But since

Paul could not furnish him with epistles for all the Asiatic

churches, and yet would gladly have testified his lively in-

terest in all, and wished, as the apostle of the Gentiles, to

address a word to all collectively, he prepared a circular

letter designed for all the churches in that region. In this

the appearances of angels—puffed up by the delusive images, which
are only a reflection of the sensuality that prevails over him, of
his sensual earthly tendency to which he drags down the objects of
religion, the Invisible." And in this case the contrast would be very
suitable ; he adheres not in faith to the invisible Head. But yet this
reading appears to me to have the connexion and the meaning of single
words too much against it for me to admit it. The ifi^areveiu appears
to me too plainly to designate an impertinent eagerness to pry into
what is hidden from human sight, and to presuppose the negative fx-n

;

and if the apostle had wished to mark supposed appearances of angels,
he would certainly not have used eupaKfv without some further limita-
tion, some additional phrase, with which the following elKv might be
connected

; as, for example, by a kwpaKevai Sonel, this vision would have
been marked as deceptive and presumptuous.
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epistle, in which the apostle of the (Jcntiles addrcsscil him-
self to all Gentile Christians as such, he treats only of one
great subject of general interest, the actual etliciency of the

gospel among the (Jentiles, without entcrinti; uj)i>n otlier

topics.* The similarity oftlie two epistles (the l*'])istle to tlic

Colossians and the so-called P'pistle to the J']i)hesians) is of

such a kind, that we see in it the work of the same author,

and not an imitation by another hand. Let us remember
that Paul, when he wrote this epistle, was still full of those

thoughts and contemplations which occujiied his mind when
he wrote the Epistle to the Colossians; thus we ciui account

for those points of resemblance in tlie second, which was

written immediately after the first. And hence it also is

evident, that of these two, the Epistle to the Colossians was

^vl*itten first, for the apostle's thoughts there exhibit them-

selves in their original formation and connexion, as they

were called forth by his opposition to that sect wliosc senti-

ments and practices he combats in that epistle.*

Though this epistle has come down to us in the manu-

scripts, now extant, as addressed to the church at E]>hesus,

yet the general character of the contents, suited to the wants

of the Asiatic Christians of Gentile descent, testifies, by the

absence of all special references to the peculiar circumstances

of the Ephesian church, against such an exclusive or pre-

dominant appropriation of it. If this epistle had been designed

principally for the Ephesian church, Paul would certainly

have been impelled to say to those among whom lie had

spent so long a time, many things relating solely to their

peculiar circumstances. Tins conclusii^n, which we draw

with certainty from the contents of the epistle, is confii-med

by the information that has come down to us from auti(iuity,

that the designation of the place in the introductory siiluta-

tioii is wanting in ancient manuscripts. But since the Ephe-

1 It was so far a happy thought of Schulz to describe this Epistle a.s

a companion to the Epistle to the Hebrews.
_

2 For the confirniation of this relation of the two cpistlca to one

another, the kuI in Eph. vi. 21 certainly serves, which can on y be ex-

plained by supposini? that Paul had in his thoughts what ho liad been

writing to the Colossians, iv. 8. according to the correct reading '.Va7ru»T<.

Harless has noticed this mark in the introduction to his Coimr"

on the Epistle to the Ephosians, and after him Wiggera juu.

Studien und Kritiken ; 1841, 2d part, p. 453.
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fsian chui'ch consisted for the most part of Gentile Christians,

we have no reason to doubt that this epistle was equally

designed for them, though being a circular letter, the apostle

touched only on those circumstances and wants which were

common to them w^ith the other churches of this district. It

might also be thought most proper, that the epistle should be

sent from Ephesus, as the metropolis and the seat of the

mother-church, to the other churches. This would best

agree with the designation which it generally obtained at an

early period, as specially addressed to the Ephesian church.

Yet from this remark we do not venture to infer too much,
since the great preponderance of the Ephesian church, as one

of the sedes cqjostolicce, although the epistle at first might

have had no precise designation, must have procured a pre-

dominant value to its name, as if of one directed to the

Ephesian church.'

In the second period of his confinement, Paul received

a contribution from the church at Philippi (who had already

given practical proof of their love for him) through Epaphro-

ditus, their messenger, from whom also he received an account

of their state. In consequence of this information, he had
occasion to put the Christians at Philippi on their guard
against the influence of Judaizing teachers, to exhort them to

imion amongst themselves, and to recommend to those who
had more liberal and enlarged views, forbearance towards their

weaker brethren. On this last topic, he gives them, in the

words of the exhortation which he added at the close of the

epistle, the important rule, that all should seek to employ
faithfully the measure of knowledge which they had already

attained (iii. 15), that then God would reveal to them what
they still wanted, and thus all would by degrees arrive at

a state of Christian maturity.- Hq exhorted them, under the

persecutions to which the Christians in Macedonia were still

^ The well-fountlcd reaction against the negative assertions of an ar-

bitrary scepticism, must not seduce us into a superstitious overvalua-

tion of tradition, which in its turn may lead to mere arbitrary assertions,

instead of that result which offers itself from the comprehensive survey
of Christian antiquity,

2 The glosa of the common reading (Kav6vi, to uvto (ppoveLv), -which

injures the meaning, arose from mistaking the sense of tlic passage,

and supposing that it referred to Christian unity, and not to the agree-

ment of practice with knowledge.
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exposed, to bear joyfully their sufferings fur Clirist's sake, and
io vievf them as a gift of grace, which was vouclisufed to
them.

CHAPTER X.

Paul's labours after nis release from his first confinemknt at
ROME, TO UIS MARTYRDOJI.

Hitherto we have possessed certain information respecting;

the circumstances and labours of the apostle Paul during his

confinement at Rome. But in reference to tlie sequel, wo
meet on all sides with great obscurity and uncertainty. Tho
question arises, whether he ended this continement with

martyrdom, or whether he was released from it, and entered

afresh on his apostolic labours. The decision of tliis question

depends partly on the depositions of historical witnesses,

partly on the result of an examination of Paul's Second

Epistle to Timothy, whether this epistle, which was evidently

written during a confinement at Rome, must be classed

among the epistles wi-itten in the time of his fii*st confine-

ment, or whether we must assume the existence of a second.

The narratives of the fourth centuiy, according to which Paul

was set at liberty and published the gospel in Spain, cannot

be taken into account, for all tliese might very easily ariso

«

from what he says in his Epistle to tho Romans, of his inten-*

tions of visiting Spain. But more attention is duo to au

account .which is given by a man who was in part a contem-

poraiy, and probably a disciple of Paul. Clement, tho

bishop of Rome, says expressly in his First Epistle to tho

Corinthians, (§ o,)' that Paul suffered martyrdom, after ho

1 What wc learn from the only natural interpretation of tlii.s pa.«»sagc

could not have occurred, if what Sohenkcl ha.s remarked in his disser-

tation against a s'jcoikI confinement of Paul (in the tStudieti unU

Kriliken, 1841, part 1), respecting Clement's Epistle, be correct;

namely, that it was written only a few years after the Epistle of Paul

to the Corinthians, between tho years 6t and G5 : but wo cannot en-

tirely agree with this opinion. The inference from § 41, where the

author expresses himself as if the temple and temple-worship at Jcru-
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liad travelled to the boundaries of the West.^ By this ex-

pression, we most naturally understand Spain ; and though

Clement might have understood by it some other place or

country than exactly this, yet we cannot in any case suppose,

that a person writing at liome vrould intend by it that very

city.^ From this account of Clement, if we must infer that

salem Avcre still in existence, cannot countervail those passages of this

epistle which contain the most undeniable marks of a later period ; as

§ 4-4, on the election to chuvch-offices
; § 47, where it is presupposed

that Paul wrote the First Epistle to the Corinthians at the beginning of

the publication (or of his publication) of the gospel (tV apxfj rod

evayyiXiou). And it appears that the author knew nothing of any
epistle written to the Corinthians by Paul before oxir first epistle to

tliem. I also think that Clement would have expressed himself other-

wise in § 5, if he had written only a few years after Paul's martyrdom.
The allusions to the Epistle to the Hebrews also indicate a much Later

date.
^ The fiaprvpelv is in this connexion, /u.apTvp-!](ras eVl twp rjyoofxiuui/,

to be understood probably, not in the later meaning of martyrdom, but

in the original sense of bearing testimony to the faith, although with a

reference to the death of Paul, which was brought on by this confession.
*' lie bore testimony of his faith before the heathen magistrates." At
all events, the words eVl rau T^yovfxevuv must be understood as a
general designation of the heathen magistrates ; and we cannot suppose
that Clement intended to give a precise chronological mark, or to refer

to the persons to whom at that time the management of public affairs

was committed in Pome.
^ Schrader, indeed, adopts Ernesti's opinion, that hy repp.arrjs Svcrews

may be meant the boundaries of the west towards the east, and thus
nothing else be intended than that Paul had just reached as far as the
Ijoundaries of the west. But though we are willing to allow that the

words might in themselves be so understood, yet it is impossible so to

*inderstand them in this connexion. Por Clement had just said that

Paul proclaimed the gospel in the east and in the Avest {K'l]pvl yeyS/xeuos

«V Tj; avaToXrj koX ivrfi Spcei), that he had taught righteousness to the

whole icorld {hiKaioffxivrjv Zihd^as o\ov rov Kocr/xov), and then follow the
words eVi TO Tep/iia ttjs Svaecos eXQwv. In this connexion, Clement must
enrely have intended to say that Paul advanced far into the west. It

may here be remarked, that Clement must have known more of the
events in general of Paul's life, for he says that Paul was seven times
put in fetters. After what has been said since the publication of this

work against this interpretation and application of the passage in

Clement, I cannot prevail on myself to give it up ; and I am pleased to

iind critics like Credncr, who hold the same views. How can it be ima-
gined that Clement, if he thought only of Paul's first confinement at

liome, could say that he had published the gospel not merely in the east

but also in the west, and had come even to the boundaries of the west ?

Even if we allow much for the rhetorical form of the expression, we
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Paul earned into effect his intention of travcllinj^ into Spjiin,
or that, at least, he went beyond Italy, we arc also ohli<;c(l to
admit, that he was released from his confinement at Rome.
And we must abide by this opinion, if we liave no furtlier

information of the circumstances of Paul during- his second
confinement, if we also place his Second Epistle to Timothy
in the time of his first imprisonment.

If we depart from this last supposition, we can put two
cases ; cither that Paul wrote this epistle at the bejiinninir or
at the end of his confinement. As to the first case, we l<now,
that Paul came to Pome without Timothy, but that he was
afterwards in his society. It may be therefore supposed, that
he was called by this epiotle from Lesser Asia to Rome, and
that from that time he remained constantly with him. But
the information furnished by this epistle, of Paul's situation

at that time, is entirely opposed to such a supposition. When
he wrote it, lie had already obtained a i)ublic audience, and
had been heard in his defence. On the contrary, in the firet

period of his confinement, this had certainly not happened,
since it is first mentioned in the Epistle to the Philip])ians.

He then had his martyrdom in prospect, while his Eii-st

Epistle during his confinement held out the most cheering

hopes of his release.

If we take the second case, and consider this epistle as the

last he wrote in that confinement at Rome, it will connect

itself with the Epistle to the Pliilippians, with resjiect to the

darker prospects of the apostle's situation, of which it con-

tains several indications. But several other things do not

agree with this supposition, and rather direct us to anotlicr

date. And altliough not every particular wliicli we could

mention on this point lias equal weight, yet all taken toge-

ther are in favour of that view, according to which all the

particulars can be most naturally and simply understood, in

the manner which would first occur to an unpivjudiced reader

of the epistle. Paul desires Timothy to come to him, without

any allusions to his having been already with him during his

confinement. When we begin to read the epistle, everything

gives the impression, that he had taken leave of Timothy in

cannot consider this as a proper designation of such a fact : and why-

should a writer who had at liaud so many rhetorical designations for the

metropolis of the world, have chosen one so unnatural ad this?
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the place where the latter was now residing, and since that

time had been put in confinement. He cautions him against

the false teachers in his neighbourhood (in Lesser Asia, pro-

bably at Ephesus), ii. 17, and speaks of them as if he had
himself the opportunity of knowing them from personal obser-

vation. This could not have been during his earlier residence

in Lesser Asia, for at that time these heretical tendencies had
not 3^et shown themselves, as appears from what we have

before remarked ; but everything is easily explained if Paul,

being released from confinement, travelled into Lesser Asia,

as he intended, and entered into conflict with these false

teachers, who had gained a footing there during his absence.

He informed Timothy of the result of his first public examina-

tion, iv. 1 6, and in a manner which implies that Timothy knew
nothing before of it, and that it had taken place during his

absence from Borne. But when Paul made his defence dur-

ing his first confinement Timothy was with him
;
(compare

Philip, i. 7.) We are therefore led to think of something
that happened during Paul's second confinement. There are,

besides, many marks v\hich indicate that he had come to the

West by his usual route from Lesser Asia through Achaia,

but which we know was not his route when he last came from
Osesarea to Jerusalem. He charges Timothy to bring with
him the cloak, the books, and especially the parchments,
which he had left behind at the house of a person whose name
he mentions. Now it is far more probable that lie left these

things behind after a visit to Troas some months before, than
at a distance of four or six years, which we must suppose
to have been the case, if the epistle was written during his

first confinement, and that they should not be brought to him
till after so long an interval.^ In order to depict his state of

desertion, he informs him that Erastus, one of his usual com-
panions, who probably was with him the last time in Lesser
Asia,2 stayed behind in his native place Corinth ; and that he
had left another of his companions, Trophimus, sick at Mile-

1 It is an arbitrary assumption that these parcliments contained
documents relative to his defence, and that for that reason he wished to
have them.

2 Sec Actsxix. 22. Tiiis could hardly be the same as the oiitovS/xos

of Corinth, mentioned in Kom. xvi. 23,' for iiis office would scarcely
allow of his being so often with Paul on his missionary journeys.
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tum.^ Although we find several persons in WniW society,

who wei-e also with him during his first confinement (tliough
this circumstance will not serve to fix the date, since tlie same
causes as at that time might bring him again into his

society)
;
yet among these is a Titus, who was not with liim

before, for we have not met with them together since the

apostle's last sojourn in Macedonia and Achaia, and a Cresccns,

who is not named before as one of his companions.
Against the opinion that this epistle, according to the

marks we have indicated, was written in Paul's second con-

linement, it may indeed be objected, that we find in it no
reference to an earlier confinement at Home. But- tliis will

appear less strange, if we attend to the follo\Ying considera-

tions. By this epistle to Timothy, the apostle l)y no means
intended to give the first information of his new confinement;

he rather assumes, that this, and in part the peculiarities of

liis condition in it, were already known to him, as appeal's

from i. 15,^ and by means of the constant intercoui-se between

* On the supposition that the epistle might havchcen written during
Paul's first confinement, it is tlic most natural supposition that such
persons are here spoken of who had resolved to come to Home (as

Timothy knew), to the apostle's assistance on his trial, according to the

usages of Roman law. One of them, Erastus, had not left Corinth as he
intended, but remained there. Trophimus (who as a witness might
have been of great service) they (the delegates of the churches in Lesser

Asia who had agreecf to travel together to Kome) had lelt behind sick

at Miletum (aiTeKnrov, the third person plural). But certainly the other

interpretation, in which nothing needs to be supplied, is the simplest,

and that which would first occur to an unprejudiced reader of tiic epistle.

Besides, if Paul had reminded Timothy of something which must have

been known to him, in order to stir him up still more to set oil' without

delay to Kome, (as Timothy, who was probably staying at E[)he>?u8,

must have known that the delegates from the churches had left Tro-

phimus sick in his neighbourhood.) he would have added some such

word as oldas, to signify that he was merely reminding him of some-

thing he knew already. We may also doubt whether the testimony of

Tiophimus was of so much consequence to Paul. The charge of raising

a tumult at Jerusalem would probably not be so dangerous to him ; on

the contrary, he was most probably justified sufHciently on his arrival at

Rome by the statements that were sent at the same time from the

Roman authorities, whose incpiiries had hitherto kd to a favourable

result. But that charge of having prompted among Roman citizens to

apostatize from the state religion, and propagated a rdii/io nova ct

illicita, must have been really dangerou.s, and iu this ca.so Trophimus

could be of no assistance to him.
2 This passage may be most naturally understood of a number of
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the chief cities of the Roman Empire, and the lively interest

taken by the churches in Paul's affairs, information respecting

him must soon have reached Ephesus. Moreover, during

this period after his release, so many things occurred in his

renewed apostolic laboiu'S, which fully occupied the mind of

one who was more affected by events relating to the kingdom
of God than by any personal considerations, and pushed into

the background the recollection of his former confinement

;

and in the prospect of martyi'dom, he would fix his thoughts

more on the future than on the past, especially in reference

to events that were likely to affect the progress of the king-

dom of God on earth.

Now if we admit that Paul was released from that confine-

ment, we must assume that he regained his fi-eedom before

the persecution against the Christians occasioned by the con-

flagration at Rome in the year 64 ; for had he been a prisoner

at this time, he w^ould certainly have not been spared. And
it agrees ^ath the chronological data which we have before

discovered, that after more than a tw^o years imprisonment, he
regained his freedom between the years 62 and 63, a result of

the proceedings against him w^hich in itself, and in comiexion

with existing circumstances, is by no means improbable. The
accusation of raising a tumult at Jerusalem had been proved

to be unfounded ; but the opposition of Christianity to the

State-religion had not then attracted public attention, and
though this fact could not have passed altogether unnoticed,

yet no definite law existed on the subject, and under the

Emperor Nero, w^ho ridiculed the established religion, and
gave himself little concern about the ancient Roman enact-

ments, such a point might more easily be w^aved. The friends

whom Paul had gained by his behaviour during his confine-

ment, and by the manner of conducting his defence, would
probably exert their influence in his favour. Thus he might
regain his freedom ; and the ancient tradition that he was
beheaded, ' and not crucified like Peter, if true, favours his not
having suffered death in the pei-secution of 64; for had he

Christians from Lesser Asia, who, on coming to Rome, were afraid to
visit Paul in his confinement, and whom he met with in Lesser Asia
when he MTote this epistle. Paul marks the persons to whom he alluded
by specifying two of their number.

' See Eusebius, ii. 25.
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been put to dcatli in tliat ])crxecution, so innch rcpnvJ wc.uld
not have been i)aid to liis Jloman citi/enshij) us to sjmn? llic.

hated leader of a detested sect from the more i)ainful and
ignominious mode of execution.

From the epistles wi-jtten by Paul dniMUf^ liis first confine-

ment, we learn that he laboured much at llome in j)ublisljinf;

the gospel ; his firm advocacy of tlie ciuise of God, and his

happy release, must have had a beneficial influence in tliis

respect. Hence it came to pass, tliat Christianity from this

time spread with still greater power among tlie Gentiles in

Rome. But owing to tlie same cause, the new sect, while

gaining ground among the heathen to the injury of idolatiy,

drew on itself the attention of the fanatical people who could

not feel otherwise than hostile to the enemies of their gods
;

and the hatred thus excited soon occjusioned the report to bo

spread of unnatural crimes committed in the assemblies of

these impious persons. Perhaps also the Jews, who were

more embittered against the C'hristians when their designs

against Paul proved abortive, contributed their ])art to excite

the popular hatred against them. ]hit a' persecuti(jn on the

part of the state woidd hardly have been threatened so soon,

if the Emperor Nero had not availed himself of tlie popular

feeling, which easily credited everything bad of the Christians,

in order to cast an odium on the Christians which he wished

to throw ofi^'from himself.' Yet it by no means a})])eai-s that

this outbreak against the Christians in Pome was followed by
a general persecution against them throughout the provinces,

and hence Paul might meanwhile continue his apostolic

labours without molestation in distant parts.

As for the history of his labours in this new field, we have

no information respecting it ; nor can the total want uf sources

for this part of church history be at all suqa-ising. liut this

defect of information cannot be made use of to render doubtful

the fact of Paul's second confinement. Nothing, therefore,

is left for us, but to compare the short account (already

mentioned) in the Epistle of Clemens Komanus, with what

Paul himself tells us respecting his intentions in case ho

regained his freedom, in the epistles written during his fii-st

confinement, and with what may be gathered from his other

1 On \hU persecution in Kome, sec my Cliurch History, vol. i. part 1,

p. 136 ; and purt '3, p. 23i>.

VOL. I. Z
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letters, which it seems probable that he wrote after his

release.

Before his confinement, Paul had expressed the intention of

going into Spain, and the testimony of the Roman Clement

fVivours the belief that he fulfilled this intention. But during

his confinement at Rome he had altered his views, and was-

determined, by reasons which we have already noticed, to visit

once more the scene of his early labours in Lesser Asia. Tha
Second Epistle to Timothy contains hints of his returning by
his usual route through Achaia. But it would be possible

that after his release he travelled first into Spain ; that he there

exerted himself in the establishment of Christian cliurches,

and then revisited the former sphere of his ministry ; that he

was on his return to the West, in order to close there his

apostolic commission, but before he could reach his destination

was detained and executed at Rome.—However, the want of

any memorial of his labours in Spain, the want of any record

of an ecclesia apostolica, does not favour the supposition that

Paul spent any lcngi:h of time in that country ; and hence the

other exj^lanation, that he first renewed his labours in the

East, then betook himself to Spain, and soon after his arrival

was beheaded, seems to deserve the preference.

We, therefore, are of opinion that Paul first fulfilled his

intention of returning to Lesser Asia. Now the First Epistle

of Paid to Timothy and the Epistle to Titus, by the peculiar-

ities of their mode of expression, and the peculiar references to

ecclesiastical relations, connect themselves so closely with the

Second Epistle to Timothy, and exhibit so many marks of the

later apostolic age (one of which we have already noticed), tliat

it appears reasonable to assign both these epistles to this

period.

In the earlier history of the apostle, we can find no point of

time in which he could have written such a letter to Timothy
at Ephesus, in reference to the concerns of that church, as his

first epistle ; ' for this epistle presupposes a church already for

1 The jrcniiiEcncRs of the First Epif^Uc to Timothy being presupposed,

the view 1 have here taken of the relations and circumstances under

which it was written, appears to be the only tenable one. But I confess

that 1 am not convinced of the genuineness of the First Epistle to

Timothy, with the same certainty as of the Pauline origin of all the

other Pauline Epistles, and of the two other Pastoral Letters, and tliC
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some time in existence, which in many respects required a
new organization of church relations, the displacinjLj several of
the leadinf^ officers of the church, and the ai)pointmeiit of
others. The new ch'iss of false teachers who had spruiipj up in

Lesser Asia during Paul's imprisonment, had accjuircd great
mfluence in the Ephcsian church. As Paid (according to an
interpretation not absolutely necessary of his farewell address

at Miletus) had anticipated, several overseers of the churches
had allowed themselves to be seduced by the spirit of false

doctrine. The fiilse teachers to whom we refer bore the same
marks which we find in those who appeared in the church at

Colossse during Paul's confinement. They belonged to the

class of Judaizers, who maintained the perpetual obligation of

EpisMes to the Eplicsians and the Colossians. What is said in this

epistle of the fal;-e teachers excites no suspicion in uiy miml ; and I can
find nowhere the allusions to the later gnostic doctrines, wliich Haucr
•would find in this as well as in the I'astoral Letters. The germ of such
Judai/.ing gnosticism, or of a Judaizing tlicosophic ascetic tendency, a.H

it shows itself in the two Kpistles to Timothy, 1 wouhl presuppose a
priori to be existing at this time, since the appLJaranccs of the .second

century point back to such a tendency gradually evolving itself out of

Judaism. In this respect, the absence of the marks of a later date in the

controversial part of this epistle, is to me a proof of its high antiquity.

To the declaration of llegesippus, in l-^uscbius. iii. 32, that the falsifica-

tions of doctrine first began alter the death of the apostle, or rather then

ventured to make their public appearance, I can attach no such weight

as historical evidence, as to cast a doubt on these undeniable facts. As
there is au unhistorical tendency produced by a dogmatic bi.vs, which

transposes the originators of all heresies to the apo.-tolie age, and

makes the apostles to be the first impngners of them ; so also there is a

more unhistorical tendency, and equally proceeding from a dogmatic

bias (as is the case with alTthe dcposiiious of llegesippus), which would

maintain that, up to a certain date, the church was wholly pure, and

that all heresies broke out first after the decease of the apostles. A
common but one-sided truth lies at the bottom of both .pinions. I can

find nothing surprising in the fact, that, in the twoEpisles to Timothy,

such an aspect of the present as an omen and germ c.
'
what would bu

developed in the future, is to be seen. The attentive ol-ervcr, capable

of deeper insight, must here behold the future in the .'resent, but I

cannot tieuy that, when I come from reading other Pauline cpistlc.=',

and c-jKciaiiy ihe two other Pastmal L tiers, tu this cpi.ale, I k-cl my-

self struck by tl;e impression of something not Pauline, iloro particu-

larly, the mode of transition appears to me not in the Pauline stylo,—

as in ii. 7; iii. 1 ; iii. 15; v. 17, 18; and the relation of thi8 epistle to

the two other Pastoral Letters is also suspicious. I can indeed find

reasons for allaying these doubts, but none which, taken all together,

can satisfy the unprejudiced lover of truth.
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the Mosaic law/ But they distinguished themselves from

the common Judaizers by a theosophic ascetic tendency. They
taught abstinence from certain kinds of food, and prescribed

celibacy as essential to Christian perfection.^ But they united

with this practical tendency a theoretical peculiarity. They

prided themselves on possessing a higher yvoJaie (the (pLXoaocjjia

of the Epistle to tlie Colossians), and by this they were

seduced from the simplicity of the faith. They taught legen-

daiy tales respecting the origin and propagation of spirits, like

the filse teachers at Colosste." They brought forward subjects

which gave rise to subtle disputations, instead of leading men
to accept in faith the divine means of their salvation ; 1 Tim.

i. 4. The conflict with this fxlse Gnosis now springing up,

must liave occupied the churches in these parts. As the

prophets in the assemblies of believers frequently warned them
of the dangers which from the signs of the times they j)erceived

were threatening the church ; so these warning voices spoke

also of the conflict that awaited the church with this hostile

tendency, which in following ages was one of the severest

which the simple gospel had to encounter. These are the

express warnings of the Divine Spirit by the inspired ad-

dresses in the churches, to which Paul appeals.* To thig

^ As appears from the Pauhne antithesis, 1 Tim. i. 9.

2 Among the cwftaTiKTj yvfxvaaia, 1 Tim. iv. 8, must without doubt
be includcci a devotion that consisted in outAvard gestures, abstinencies,

and ceremonies, the opposite of -which is true piety, eutre'/Seia, having its

scat in the disposition.

^ The genealogical investigations common among the Jews, by which
they sought to trace their descent from persons of note in former times
up to the Patriarchs, cannot certainly be intended in 1 Tim. i. 4, for
inquiries of this sort could never be introduced among Gentiles, nor
could their minds be so much occupied with them, that an attention to
them should be set down among the marks of character. Nor can we
suppose a reference to inquiries respecting the genealogy of Jesus; what
lia.s just been said would in part apply to this" supposition, and in this
case Paul would have marked his meaning more precisely, and according
to his usual antithetical style, contrasted" the Xpiarhs Kara irv^vp-a with
the XpiTTU Kar'a adpKa. On the contrary, it will be quite suitable to
apply it to the yeviaKoyias twv a776'\&ji/, similar to the later gnostic
pneumatologies

; on the supposition, indeed, that he wrote of them as
already well known to Timothy. Any other person who had forged
this epistle, partly for the purpose of employing the authority of Paul
against the rising gnosis, would have more exactly marked th® object
of controversy.

* 1 Tim. iv. 1. A similar expression respecting prophetic intima-
tions occurs in Acts xx. 23.
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peculiar state of the church several of the instructions are
applicable, which Paul gives in this epistle, relative to the
appointment of their overseers/

Paul, therefore, executed his intention of going into Lesser
Asia, and found such disturbances in the churches there,

ai'ising from the inliucncc of the unevangelical tendency we
have noticed, that he held it to be alisolutely necessary to

remain longer in those parts. He left Ephesus for reasons
unknown to us, to visit the churches of Macedonia, but soon
returned thither, and in the meanwhile left Timothy behind
for the special purpose of counterworking these false teachers,

which he considered an object of the first importance ; to
this he added a subordinate concern, the new organization

of the church at Ephesus, and perhaps also the superin-

tendence of some others in the neighbourhood, which had
since been formed. -

If we regard the geogi'aphical position of the places, it

agrees ver}'- well with Paul's residence in Lesser Asia, and his

travelling thence to Macedonia, that at this time he visited

the Island of Crete, and there left behind his disciple Titus,

to whom he addressed an epistle. It is indeed easy to ima-

^ From the difference in circumstances would arise the difference of
manner in which he expresses himself here and in the First Epistle to

the Corinthians respecting a single life. When he Avrote to the Corin-

thians, he opposed those who objected to a single life from the common
Jewish standing-point ; l>ere he speaks against those who went so far in

depreciating marriage as to condemn it altogether as unchristian. In
opposition to these persons, who led females to forget altogether the

proper destiny of their sex, and to thrust themselves forward as public

teachers, Paul says, 1 Tim. ii. 15, that the woman would always be
saved in family life (the 5ia is to be understood in the sense of

—

h>/ means
ojf, in—as it is often used by Paul), if she lead a holy life in faith and love.

2 That Paul does not mention in this epistle his deliverance from
confinement at Rome, proves nothing against this statement, for

a number of events had intervened to occupy his mind, especially when
he wrote this epistle. It is indeed surprising that he should charge

Timothy to " let no man despise his youth," since Timothy could be

no longer a youth. But we must recollect how indefinitely such terms

are often used, and that Paul, when he wrote this, might have special

reasons for such an injunction ; among the leaders of the unevangelical

party, there might be persons whose great age had secured for them
deference and respect. The passages in Titus ii. 15, and also 2 Tim. ii.

22, (which in that connexion has nothing strange,) present no fit

parallel ; and if, in the First Epistle to Timothy, traces can be found of

an imitation of the two others, these words may be reckoned among the

number.
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gine, that, as Paul had often sojourned for a longer time in

those parts, he had akeady founded several churches in Crete.

But besides that, for reasons before mentioned, v>e are led to

fix the date of this epistle nearer that of the two l^astoral

Letters, it is also striking that, while Luke in the-Acts reports

so fully and circumstantially the occiuTences of the apostle's

]ast voyage to Rome, and mentions his stay at Crete, he says

not a word (contraiy to his usual practice in such cases) of

the friendly reception given to him by the Christians there,

or even of his meeting with them at all. Hence \;e may
conclude that no Christian churches yet existed in the island,

though that transient visit would natui^ally give rise to the

intention of planting the gospel there ; which he probably

fulfilled soon after he was set at liberty, when he came into

those parts. As in the last period before his journey to

Jerusalem we do not find Titus in his company, and on the

other hand we find, in the Second Epistle to Timothy, that

he was with the apostle, this agrees very well with the sup-

position that Paul after his release once more met with him
in Lesser Asia, and again took him as his associate in preach-

ing the gospel.

After Paul had laid the foundation of the Christian chm-ch

,

in Crete, he left Titus behind to complete the organization of
the churches, to confirm the new converts in purity of doc-
trine, and to counterwork the influence of the false teachers.

If we compare the marks of the false teachers in the two other

Pastoral Epistles with those in the Epistle to Titus, w^e shall

find a similarity. But if these do not induce us to admit

—

(jxs we are not authorized to suppose the same appearances of
the religious spirit in Crete and in Ephesus)—so neither shall

we be led by v.-hat can be inferred simply from the epistle

itself, to imagine any other object of Paul's opposition and
warning than the com.mon Judaizing tendency, and an un-
Kpirituul Pharisaic study of the Old Testament, disputatious,
cleaving to the letter and losing itself in useless hair-splittings

and rabbinical fables.' Paul required of Titus to turn the

» As to the grenealogies in Titus iii. 9, if we compare this passage
with the endless genciilogies in 1 Tim. 1.4, we shall be led to umler-
Rtand a rcicienfc to a tlicosophic element, an emanation doctrine ; but
tliiH exprohhion in the Kpi.silc to Titu.s, without anything more definite,
and simply in its own connexion, favours no such supposition; but we
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attention of men to objects altogether different and of prac-
tical advantage, deeply to impress on their minds the d(;ctrine

which formed the basis of salvation, and to lead them to

apply this fnndamcntal truth to real life, and to be zealous to

verify their faith by good works.

'

shall be induced io think of the common Jewish gencalos^ies, altlioiif^U

we cannot determine precisely for what object these would becnii)loyed,
and the comparison of 1 Tim. i, 4 with Titus iii. 9, might excite a
suspicion of a misunderstood copying in the former.

' All that is said in opposition to this tendency bears the impress of
being truly apostolic and Pauline. If ilic passage in Titus iii. 10 were
to be understood in the sense of the later unchristian hatred of licretics,

the passage in iii. 2 would be in direct contradiction to it, for in this an
exactly opposite disposition is expressed; Christians are here warned of
spiritual pride, which might mislead them to exalt themselves as
believers and children of God against the heathen, to treat them as
cnenues, to insult them on account of their super.stition and the vices

prevalent amongst them. On the contrary, it was their duty to cheri.sh

gentleness and kindness towards them, from thecon^^ciousncss that they,

like the heathen, were once the slaves of delusion and of sin, and owed
their deliverance from this state, not to tlieir own merits, but to divine
grace alone. But the sentiment here expressed, if rightly understood,

by no means contradicts the injunction which Paul gives to Titus in

iii. 10. In this latter passage, by those who bring ia alpia-fis (Gal.

V. 20), a class of persons arc referred to difforent irom tliose in the

former, such at least who went to greater lengths, separated from
Christian fellowship on account of their peculiar opinion.s, and founded

open schisms. Now, Paul advised Titus to enter into no disputations

with persons who wished to make these schisms, respecting the pecu-

liarities to which they attached so much importance ; but if they were

not disposed to listen to repeated admonitions, to avoid all further

intercourse with them, since such disputations could be of no advantage,

and tended only to injure the hearers, and throw their minds into a

state of perplexity. Such persons, whose errors were interwoven with

their whole character, were not to l)e convinced by argument. And as

he reprobated their whole menial tendency in reference to religion as

unpractical, it followed, of course, that he admonished his disciples not

to engage with his adversaries on this standing-point, but if they would

not li.stjn to repeated exhortations to return to evangelical simplicity,

they should be left to tliemselves. In perfect accordance with this

injunction, is that which Paul gives Timothy in 2 Tim. ii. 23, to avoid
^' foolish and unlearned questions," since they only engendered strife,

but "with meekness to instruct those that oppose tliemselves," to try

whether they might not be led to repent of their errors, and be brought

loan acknowledgment of the truth. Here also, as in the Epistle to

Titus, he forbids arguing with these false teachers on their erroneous

opinions It was quite a different thing to point out the right way tQ

those opponents of whose recovery some hopes might be entertained,

and to this class the first passage refers.
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When Paul wrote this letter to Titus he had the prospect

of spending the winter at NicopoHs, where he Avished Titus to

join him. As there were so many cities in different parts,

which, having been built on the occasion of some victory,

were called Nicopolis, and we have no exact information

respecting the travels of the apostle in this last period of his

ministry, and the exact dates are wanting, we cannot deter-

mine what city is here intended, whether we are to look for

it in Cihcia, Macedonia, Thrace, or Epirus. We might sup-

pose that the city built in the last-named country by Augustus

to commemorate the sea-fight at zVctium was intended : but

at all events, it appears from the plan of his journey indicated

in the Second Epistle to Timothy, that Paul was come from

Lesser Asia into the West, and that he had probably taken

flu-ewell of his beloved Timothy at Ephesus.

As soon as he had returned to the West, he fulfilled his

purpose of publishing the gospel in Spain. But there he was

soon seized and sent as a prisoner to Rome. * After he had

been in confinement a long time, and had been subjected to

one judicial examination, he wrote his last Epistle to Timothy,

whom (as we have just said) he probably had left behind at

Ephesus. His situation at this time was evidently very

different from that in which he found himself during his first

confinement after his examination. It was then universally

allowed that he was a prisoner not on account of any moral

or political offence, but only for publishing the gospel, and
his example gave many courage boldly to confess their faith.

But ncno he appeared in his fetters, as an ''evil-doer," ii. 9, for

all Christians in Rome were considered as malefici. Only a

few had the courage openly to show themselves as his friends

and companions in the fhith. Then he was in a state of

uncertainty between the expectation of martyrdom and of

release, though the latter was more probable. Now, on the

' It may indeed appear remarkable that Paul, during the last part of

Ncro'rt reign, at a time when arbitrary cruelty so predominated, when
Christians were so much the object of public hatred, still enjoyed
RO favourable a situation as a prisoner, so that he could see his friends

and write epistles. But the exact situation of prisoners depended
so much on accidental circumstances, that Ave cannot draw certain con-

clusions respecting it merely from the general state of things. . Some
Christians might, for aught we can tell, enjoy these privileges even
amidst the most violent persecutions.
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contrary, he looked forward to martyrdom as the more pro-
bable event. lie informed Timothy, indeed, that the Lord
h-Ail uranted him power to testify confidently of the faith, and
that he would be delivered from the jaws of the lion, from the
death that was then threatening him;' still he was for from
indulging the hope of being freed absolutely from the danger
of death. But this aonlidence he did enjoy, that the Lord
would deliver him from all moral evil, ^ and jn-eserve him to
his heavenly kingdom. As ' Pa\d did not ascrilie the power
of persisting steadfastly in the confession of the faith even
unto death, to himself, but to the power of (^lod, who
strengthened him for this purpose ;—he therefore thus
expressed himself, that the Lord would uphold him stead-

fast imder all conflicts even until death, preserve liim from
all unfaithfulness, and thus lead him to blessedness in his

kingdom. The apostle's feelings in the prospect of martyrdom
are inimitably expressed in his last epistle ; his elevated com-
posure, his self-forgetfulness, his tender fatherly care for his

disciple Timothy, his concern for the cause of the gospel

which he was about to leave exposed to so many attempts to

adulterate it, and yet his confidence in the divinity of that

cause, and .in the almightiness of God watching over it, and
conducting its development, a confidence that rose victorious

over ever}' doubt.

When he wrote the Epistle to the Philippians, and the end
of his earthly course was not yet in sight, he said, referring

to the defects and infirmities of which he was conscious as a

man, that he was far from believing that he had already

attained his aim—perfection; but that he was continually

striving after that aim, if he might attain that for which ho

w\as called by Christ. Philip, iii. 12. But since he now saw
himself actually at the end of his com-se—since he now looked

^ The words 2 Tim. iv. 17, may be taken as a figurative expression,

to denote generally deliverance fi'om apparently impending death. But
it would be also possible to understand them literally, for at that time

it would be always possible that Paul, notwithstanding his liomau
citizenship, might have reason to apprehend so shameful a death,

though he was actually exempted from it.

2 After Paul had said, 2 Tim. iii. 17, that the Lord had delivered

him from impending death, he expressed the hope that he m'ouUI

still further deliver him. But this it was needful for him more dis-

tinctly to define and limit, for he would have said more than, under the

circumstances, he was warranted to cxuect, if he had not added a limit-
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back on that course -with the prospect of approaching mar-

tyrdom, and by the power of the Lord had remained faithful

under all his conflicts hitherto-—and since he was animated by
the confident pei-suasion that, by the same power, he would

be brought forth victorious from the conflicts that still

awaited him, '—at this critical moment, resting alone on the

divine promise, all uncertainty vanished from his soul, and
he could with assurance say of himself, " I have fought the

good fight, I have finished my course, I have kept the faith.

Henceforth there is laid up for me a crown of righteousness."

2 Tim. iv. 7, 8.-

He was far less occupied with thoughts about himself, than
with anxiety for the churcli which he was on the point of

leaving in a vehement conflict, both internal and external,

but the dangers of the internal conflict were those which gave
him the greatest uneasiness. In Lesser Asia, he had been
brought into frequent collision with a false Jewish Christian

Gnosis, which was sjDreading in opposition to the simple

gospel. He saw in sjDirit that this false tendency vras con-

tinually gaining ground, and that, by its arts of deception,

it was seducing numbers. Still, he was confident, that its

deceptions would at last be exposed, and that the Lord would
maintain that gospel which he had entrusted to his ministry,
and without him, preserve it pure until the day of his second
coming. ^ Since he might assume, that these false teachers

ing clause,—namely, that God would deliver him from all moral evil,
such as want of fidelity to the gospel, and thus bring him victorious
out of all conflicts into his heavenly kingdom ; wheiher he had in his
tlioughts tliat participation of the kingdom of heaven, which he hoped
to attain by martyrdom, in a fuller communion with Ciirist and God, or
Lis deliverance to a participation in the perfected kingdom of Chri^^t
after his second coming

; as he felt certain, if he were preserved from all
evil, ot partaking in this kingdom of Christ, Avhcther he lived to that
time or died before it came. I will not noAv attempt to decide between
these two modes of interpretation. But one of them must necessarily
be taken in connexion with what goes before. I cannot allow that
these words arc a contradiction to 2 Tim. iv. 6—8, nor assent to what
Credner. in his Einleitung, i. p. 478, founds upon it.

This conhdcncc he also expressed in Philip, i. 20.
2 Hence there i.- no contradiction between the judgment Paul ex-

prc8.ses of himself in this epistle and in that to the Phihppians.
Jt we picuire to ourselves how Paul was then occupied with the

thoughts ot death, liow uncertain his condition, and under what per-
plexing, relations Timothy found himself in the field of labour where
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were known to Timothy, and bad no doubt often conferred

with him on the means of counteracting them, be satisfied

liimself with a general dehneation of their character. He
mentioned amongst others, those who taught that the resur-

rection was ah'eady past (Hke the later Gnostics), and who
j^robably explained everything which Christ had said respecting

the resurrection, of the spiritual awakening by the divine

power of the gospel. From this single mark we may conclude,

that in general they indulged in a very arbitrary treatment
of the historical facts of religion, as far as these did not har-

monize with their preconceived opinions.

'

We cannot determine with certainty the year in wdiich

Paul's martyrdom occurred. We can only place it in one of

the last of Nero's reign. And with this supposition another
circumstance agrees. At this time most probably the Epistle

to the Hebrews was vrritten by an apostolic man of the

Pauline school.^ At its conclusion, xiii. 23, we find mention
made of the lately obtained release of Timothy, whom we
^cannot suppose to be any other than the discii^le of and

Paul had left him, we cannot deem it very surprising that he should
communicate to him these fuller instructions, although he still hoped to

see him again in Rome.
1 It may be doubted whether Alexander the coppersmith, mentioned

in 2 Tim. iv. 14, belonged to the number of these false teachers. In
this case, he would be the same as the person mentioned in 1 Tim. i. 20.

It would indeed be possible that this false teacher from Lesser Asia, ex-

asperated at being excluded by Paul from church communion, when he
came to Rome, sought to lake revenge on the apostle. And the rj/xeTepoi

x6yoi might then be understood, not of the Christian doctrine generally,

but of the pure exposition of the evangelical doctrine as it was given by
Paul. But a Gentile or Jew from Lesser Asia might be intended, who
violently persecuted Christianity. In this casfc, he would be distinct

from the person mentioned in the First Epistle to Timothy; and it

would be on that account by no means clear, that the author of the First

Epistle to Timothy was some one else than Paul, who, from a mistake,
had made Alexander a false teacher, and had classed him with
Hymenrcus ; for wliy should not so common a name as Alexander
belong to two different persons in Lesser Asia.' There is no ground
whaiever to suppose that this Alexander was the samcMlio is mentioned
in Acts xix. 33, tor it is far from being evident that he was so violent

an enemy of Christianity; the Jews put him forward, not to make com-
plaints against the Christians or Paul, but rather to prevent the rage of

the heathens against the enemies of their gods from, being turned

against themselves.
2 See Bleek's lutroducLion to this epistle, p. 434.
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companion of Taul. It Avas Paul's desire that he should

come to him, and the zealous symijathy which he evinced

liad the eliect of causing him to be apprehended as one of the

most active members of the hated sect. If this happened at

the time of the Neronian persecution, Timothy would pro-

bably have shared the fate of all the Christians at Rome
who could then be discovered. But if it happened some

3'ears later, it is not improbable that, by the influence of

pai'ticular circumstances, Timothy obtained his freedom after

the martjTdom of Paul.



BOOK IV.

A REVIEW OF THE LABOURS OF JAMES AND PETER DURING

THIS PERIOD.

CHAPTER I.

THE CHARACTEP. OF JAMES—RE3IAKKS ON HIS El'ISTLF.

As along with that unity of the spirit which proceeded fi'oni

Christ, we have observed an important difference existing in

the forms of its representation among the apostles, so the

apostle Paul, and that James who was known as a brother

of the Lord, present the most striking contrast to each other,

whether we regard their natural peculiarities, their Christian

conformation, or the sphere of their labours. In Paul, Chris-

tianity is exhibited in its most decided self-subsistence, freed

from the preparatory garb of Judaism ; while James repre-

sents the new spirit under the ancient form, and we may
observe in him the gradual transition from the old to the new.

Hence Piml and James mark the two extreme limits in the

development of Christianity from Judaism ; as Paul was the

chief instrument for presenting Christianity to mankind as

the new creation, so was James for exhibiting the organic

connexion of Christianity with the preparatory and prefigur-

ing system of Judaism. After the martyi'dom of the elder

James, who was a son of Zebedee and brother of John, only

one very influential person oftliis name appears in the CJhris-

tian history, who stood at the head of the chiu-ch at Jerusalem,

and under the titles of the Brother of the Lord, and the Just,

was held in the highest estoem by Christians of Jewisli descent.

But from ancient times it has been doubted, whether tiiis

James was, strictly speaking, a brother of the Lord, that
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is, either a son of Joseph by a former marriage, or more
probably a later son of Mary,' and therefore a different person

from the apostle the son of Alpheus, or whether he was in

a general sense a relation of Jesus, a sister's son of Mary,

a son of Cleopas or Alpheus, and accordingly identical with

the apostle of this name.^

^ See Lehen Jesu, p. 40.

2 This question is one of the most difficult in the apostolic history.

Dr. Schncckenburger in his acute and profound invesiii^ation (in his

Annotatio ad Epistolam Jacohi. Stuitgart, 1832, p. 144.) has brought

the hypothesis of only one James to a higher degree of probability than

it had before attained, and has said many things deserving considera-

tion, which tend to remove the difficulties attached to it ; but alter all

his remarks, many reasons for doubting remain. Later investigations,

especially those of Credner, in his Einleitung, p. 573, have thrown
additional weight into the opposite scale. We wish to present in an
impartial manner the arguments for and against this hypothebis. Since,

after the death of James the son of Zebedce, only one James is men-
tioned as one of the most influential men in the first apostolic church,

and ranking with those apostles who v/ere most esteemed, there is the

highest probability that this James was no other than the only apostle

still living of this name. If the term aZiK(p6s is understood only in a
laxer sens^e, the title of " Brother of the Lord" proves nothing against

the identity of the person; for, from comparing Matt, xxvii. 5Q ; xxviii.

1, Mark xv. 40, with John xix. 25, it is evident that James the apostle,

son of Alpheus or Cleopas (both names derived from the Hebrew 'E-n),

was really a sirter's son of Mary the mother of Jesus. As so near a rela-

tion of Jesus, he might accordingly be distinguished from the other
apostles by the title of a brother of the Lord. But then it is asked.
Why was he not rather distinguished by the strictly appropriate name
of dvf^Kjs ] And if at that time there were persons in existence who
might with strict propriety be called " Brothers of the Lord" is it not
BO much the less probable, that this name in an improper sense would
be applied to hiui] Kcvertheless, we may suppose, that in common
discourse—since it was not a point of consequence to mark definitely the
degree of kin between Jesus and this James, but only to represent him
in general terms as enjoying the honour of near relationship to the
Lord,—it had become customary to designate him simply a brother of
the Lord, especially among the Judaizing Christians, by whom such
distinctions of earthly affinity Avould be most highly prized; and this
might be still more easily explained, if we admit with Schueckcnburger,
that after the death of Joseph (which took place at an early period),
Mary removed to the house of her si.-fer, the wife of Alpheus; hence, it
would be usual to designalc her sons \\ho lived from their childhood
with Jesus, who had no other brothers, simply as the brethren of Jesus.
Thus, then, this James would be one of the brethren of Jesus who are
named in Matt. xiii. 55, Mark vi. 3. Among these we find a Joses,
Avho, in Matt. xxv)i. 5ti, is disdn-uished as the brother of James, and a
Judas; and if we explain the surname 'Ia/cw,3ou given to the apo&tle
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If we put together all that is banded down to us in the
New Testament; and in other historical records, the most pro-

Judas, on comparing it with the Epistle of Jude, v. 1, by supplying the
word dd€\(pds (which cannot be assumed as absolutely certain), we shall

alsoagainfind in him a brother of the apostle James. And the one named
Simon among these brethren, we may perhaps find again in the list of'

the apostles, as all three are named together in Acts i. 13. According
to that supposition, it would be no longer surprising that the brethren
of Christ are often mentioned in connexion with his mother; and yet
from that circumstance no evidence can be deduced that would prove
them to be in a strict sense his brethren. We must then assume with
Schneckenburger, that when Matthew (xiii. 55), after the mention of the
twelve apostles, distinguishes the brethren of Jesus from them, it

proceeded from the want of chronological exactness in his mode of
narration.

But if several of the so-called brethren of Jesus were among the
apostles, still the manner in which the former are distinguished from
the latter in Acts i. 14, is remarkable. Besides, according to the account
in Mark iii. 31, a state of mind towards Jesus is supposed to exist in

these brethren, which could not be attributed to the apostles, and yet it

appears from comparing this account with the parallel passages in

Matt. xii. and Luke viii., that this incident must be placed after the
choice of the twelve apostles. This riew is confirmed by the disposition

manifested by these brethren of Christ, even in the last half-year before

his sufferings. All this taken together, must decide us in favour of the

supposition, that the brethren of Jesus, commonly mentioned in con-

nexion with Mary the mother of Jesus, are to be altogether distin-

guished from the apostles, and therefore they must be considered as the

brethren of Jesus in a stricter sense, either as the sons of Joseph by a
former marriage, or the later born sons of Joaeph and Mary, which from

Matt. i. 25, is most probable. That Christ when dying said to John,

that from that time he should treat Mary as his mother, can at all events .

oppose only the supposition, that these brethren were the offspring of

Joseph and Mary, and not the supposition that they were the step-sons

of Mary. But even against the first supposition, this objection is not

decisive ; for if these brethren of Jesus still continued estranged from

him in their disposition, we can at once perceive why at his death he

commended his mother to his beloved disciple John. It may indeed

appear surprising, that these brethren of Christ, according to Matthew
xiii. 55, bore the same names as their cousins, but this can be affirmed

with certainty only of two, and as the two sisters had one name, it

might haijpen, owing to particular circumstances, that one son of each

was named alike.

But from what has been said, it by no means follows, that the James

who is distinguished in the New Testament as a brother of the Lord,

was one of these brethren of Christ in a stricter sense. It might still

be consistent with that fact, that. this James was to be distinguished

from the James who was the actual brother of the Lord, and, as a cousin

of Christ who was honoured with this name, was to be held as identical

with the apostle, although in this case it is less probable that when aa
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bable result of the whole is, that this James was one of the

brethren of Chi-ist, of whom we have spoken in^ om- '• Lifa of

Jesus," p. 40. Thus it appears how very much the course of

actual brother of Jesus bore the name of James, the cousin should be

honoured ^vith the same title, instead of being distinguished by the

epithet dve^ios from tliat otlier James, to whom the surname of Brother

of the l.ord would in strictest propriety be given.

If we :u-e disposed to examine the pas>ages in the Pauline epistles

which contain a particular reference to this point, there are two espe-

cially deserving of notice. As to the passage in 1 Cor, ix. 5, nal ol

\oiiroi diToa-ToXoi Koi ol dSeX^oi rou Kvpiov, it cannot be proved from

these words that the brethren of the Lord were distinct from the

apostles, for they may be supposed to mean, that Paul, by the other

apostles, understood those who could not claim such a relationship

to the Lord, and that he particularly distinguishes those who were

brethren of the Lord from the other apostles, because, in virtue of that

relationship, they stood high in the opinion of the party with Avhom he

liad here to do. That he names Peter immediately after, rather favours

the notion that the brethren of the Lord, as well as Peter, belonged to

the number of the apostles. Yet this is not a decisive proof, for it

would surely be possible that, although the brethren of the Lord did

not belong to the apostles, Paul might mention them in this connexion,

because they, or some of them, were held in equal estimation by the

Jewish Christians of Palestine ; and as, along with them, Peter was
most highly i-espected, he is particularly mentioned at the same time.

It is indeed possible, that Paul here uses the term apostle, not in the

strictest sense, but in a wider meaning, as in Pom. xvi. 7 ; and so

much the more, since he afterwards mentions Barnabas, to whom the

name of an apostle could be applied only in that more general accepta-

tion of the term. The second important passage is Gal. i. 19, where
Paul, after speaking of his conference with the apostle Peter at

Jerusalem, adds, that he had seen no other of the apostles, " save James
the Lord's brother." Yet, from this passage, it cannot be so certainly

inferred as Dr. Schneckenburger thinks, that the James here named
was one of the apostles. The state of the case may be conceived to

have been thus: Paul had originally, in his thoughts, only a negative
position, he had seen no other apostle but Peter at Jerusalem. But as

it afterwards occurred to him, that he had seen at Jeru.salem James the
brother of the Lord, who, though no apostle, was held in apostolic

CBtiniation by the Judaizers, on this account he added, by way of
limitation, a reference to James. We mu:>t therefore add to the d /.n),

a complementary idea allied to that of ottJo-toAos ; on a construction of
this kind, sec Winer, p. 517. It may be asked whether Paul would
have expressed himself in this manner, if he had reckoned James in the
stricter sense among the apostles? Would he have expressed the nega-
tion so universally, and, after he had so expressed it, have here first

introduced the limitation, if from the first he had thought of saying
that he saw none of the apostles excepting two 1 When Schnecken-
burger, from the words in Acts ix. 27, infers that Paul must at that
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his religious development was distinguished from that of the
apostle Paul. The latter, during the life of Christ on earth,

time have conferred with at least two apostles at Jerusalem, he attaches
greater weight than can be allowed with certainty to single expressiomi
in this short narrative.

Yet, if we compare on this point the oldest ecclesiastical traditions,

the comparison of the accoimt in the gospel of the Hebrews (see Hie-
ronym. de V. I. c. ii.) with 1 Cor. xv. 7 appears to favour the identity of
the one James, for in that gospel it is said that Christ, after his resur-

rection, appeared, to James the Just, the brother of the Lord. But in

the passage in the Epistle to the Corinthians, the same James seems to
be mentioned as one of the twelve apostles. Still we find here nothing
absolutely certain, for it cannot be shown that the reference in that
gospel is to the same appearance of Christ as in the epistle. And if it

be assumed that James the brother of the Lord was then held in such
great esteem, that when this name was mentioned only one individual

would be generally thought of, it is not perfectly clear, from his being
brought forward in this connexion, that he was reckoned by Paul among
the apostles. Now, in reference to the tradition of Ilegcsippus, in

Euseb. ii. 23, when he says that James the brother of the Lord under-

took icitli the apostles, nerA twv aTrocTToXwv, the guidance of the church
at Jerusalem, it is most natural to suppose that he means to distinguish

James from the apostles, otherwise he would have said jjurd. twv Konriv,

although we would not consider the other interpretation as impossible,

especially in writers of this class, in whom we do not look for great

precision in their mode of expression. Also, tlic whole narrative of

Hegesippus leads us to believe, that he considered James as distinct

from the apostles ; for, although this representation bears upon it, at

all events, marks of internal improbability, yet it would not appear

altogether irrational, on the supposition that this James was an apostle

appointed by Christ himself. But we must compare with this passage

the words of Hegesippus in Euscb. iv. 22, /uerd rh ixaprvpriaai 'Iclkw^qu

TOV SlKaiou, ws Kal 6 Kvpios inl T(j3 avr^ \6yw, irdKiv 6 e'/c diiov aCroC

^v/JLe^'v 6 TOV KAcottS KaOlffTarai eTriV/coTroy, ou irpOfdevTO Trarres uvTadi/fxptof

TOV Kupiov Sevrepoy. If we understand by these words, that this Simeon

was called the second nephew in relation to the afore-mentioned James

the Just, as the first nephew of the Lord, it would follow that tliat

James, as a nephew of the Lord, is called his brother. Yet, if another

interpretation is possible, according to which Hegesippus agrees with

himself, in reference to the words before quoted, such an interpretation

must be readily preferred. And this interpretation is that which agrees

best with the words in their existing position. For, since James is the

principal subject in the first half of the sentence, the avrov must refer

to him. Cleopas, accordingly, is called the uncle of James, and his son

Simeon cannot therefore be the brother of James, but is his cousin : as

Cleopas (= Alphcus) is the uncle of Jesus, (and, according to Hegesip-

pus in Euseb. iii. 11, both on the side of Joseph as well as of ilary,)

Simeon the cousin of Jesus and the cousin of James, which again

favours the opinion that they were brothers. But Hegesippus might

call this Simeon a second nephew, since he looked upon the apostle

VOL. I. A A
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was at a distance from all personal outward communication

with him, and learnt to know him first by spiritual communi-

cation. James, on the contrary, stood in the closest family

relation to the Redeemer, and from the first was present with

him during the whole of his earthly development ; but it was

exactly this circumstance which contributed to his being more

slow to recognise in the son of man, the Son of God ; and

while he clave only to the earthly appearance, he was pre-

vented from penetrating through the shell to the substance.

Paul, by a violent crisis, made the transition fi^om the most

vehement and unsparing opposition to the gospel, to the most

zealous advocacy of it. James gradually advanced from a

Judaism of gi'cat earnestness and depth, which blended with

a faith that constantly became more decisive in Jesus as the

Messiah, to Chiistianity as the glorification and fulfilling of

the law.

There is probably some truth in what is narrated by the

Christian historian Hegesippus, that tliis James led from
childhood the hfe of a Nazarene. If we consider what an im-

pression the appearances at and after the birth of Christ, and
the conviction that the first-born son of Mary was destined to

be the ^Messiah—must have left on the minds of his parents,

it may be easily explained how they felt themselves compelled

to dedicate their first-born son James,' to the service of

Jehovah in strict abstinence for the whole of his life. To this

also it might be owing, that the freer mode of living which
Christ practised with his disciples was less congenial to him

;

and from his strict, legal, Jewish standing-point he could not
comprehend the new spirit which revealed itself in Christ's

words ; many of these must have appeared to him as " hard

James, the son of Alpheus, who was no longer living, as the first

nephew. "We might also insert a stop after Kvpiov, and connect Sevrepov
witli irpoje^vTo ; by this construction, mention would be made of only
one cousin of the Lord, as the successor of his brother, as the second
overseer of the church. But the position of the words is very much
against this construction. Certainly, the testimony of Hegesippus must
have great weight, on account of his high antiquity, his descent, and
his connexion with the Jews of Palestine. But it is undeniable, if we
compare the two passages from the Hypotyposeis of Clement, quoted by
Kuflcbius, ii. 1, that he distinguishes James, who bore the surname of
the Just, as an apostle in the stricter sense of the word,

» His being described by the appellation of the son, indicates that he
was the eldest.
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sayings." Proceediug from the common Jewish standing-
point, he expected that Jesus, if he were tlie Messiah, would
verify himself to be such in the presence of the people by
signs that would compel the universal recognition of Iuk

claims, by the establishment of a visible kingdom in earthly

glory. By the impression of Christ's ministry he became
indeed excited to beheve, but the power of early habit and
prejudice always counteracted that impression, and he found
himself in a state of indecision from which he could not
at once free himself. Only half a year before the last suffer-

ing's of Christ we find him in this vacillating condition, for

John does not in this respect distinguish him from the other
brethren of Jesus, with whom this was certainly the case

;

John vii. 5. But after the ascension of Christ, he appears as

a decided and zealous member of the company of disciples
;

Acts i. 13. We see how important the Saviour deemed it

to produce such a faith in him by his honouring him with a

special appearance after the resurrection (1 Cor. xv. 7), whe-
ther this was occasioned or not, by his having expressed

doubts like Thomas.' This James obtained constantly in-

creasing respect in the church at Jei-usalem.

Every feature of his character which we can gather from the

Acts, fi'om Josephus,- and fi*om the traditions of Hegesippus

in Eusebius,^ well agrees with the image of him presented in

the epistle that bears his name. By his strict pious life, which

agreed wdth the Jewish notions of legal piety, he won the

universal veneration, not only of the believers among the Jews,

^ The narrative in the Gospel of the Hebrews (see Lehen Jesu, p. 720,)

is not an authority of sufficient credit to allow of our following it here.

It tells us that James, after partaking of the Last Supper with Christ,

made a vow that he would not again taste food till he had seen him
risen from the dead; that Christ appeared to him as the Risen One,

and said, " Now eat thy bread, for the Son of Man is risen from the

dead." We must certainly consider how important it was for the

wavering-minded James, who, in his epistle, has so vividly described

the unhappiness of such a state (i. 5), to attain to the certainty on this

subject, which such an occurrence would give him, and which such a

vow led him to expect. But not only is the work of the Jewi.-h Chris-

tian, who bestowed so much pains in embellishing the history of James,

not a credible source of information in itself, but there is also a palpable

contradiction in the chronology of the history of the resurrection betweea

this narrative and Paul's account.

2 Joseph. Archaeol, xx. 9.

3 Hist. Eccles. ii. 23.
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but also of the better disposed among his countrymen gene-

rally : on this account, he was distinguished by the surname

of the Just, PI?, cL-aioQ ; and, if we may credit the account

of Hegesippus, he was viewed as one of those men of dis-

tinguished and commanding excellence who set themselves

against the con'uptions of their age, and hence was termed

the bulwark of the people/ According to the representations

of this writer, he must have led a life after the manner of the

strictest ascetics among the Jews. The consecration of his

childhood had already introduced him to such a mode of life,

and we might suppose, that he had akeady won by it peculiar

respect among the Jews, if it were not surprising that no trace

can be found of it in the gospels, no marks of special dis-

tinction awarded to him by his brethren. At all events, he

might afterwards avail himself of this ascetic strictness as a

means of attracting the attention of the multitude to his

person, and thereby to the doctrine he published. This mode
of life considered in itself, provided its value was not rated-

too high, was by no means unchristian. What Hegesippus

narrates of him perfectly suits his character, that he fre-

quently prostrated himself on his knees in the temple, calling

upon God to forgive the sins of his people, (probably having

a special reference to the forgiveness of their sins against the

Messiah,)—that the divine judgments on the unbelievers might
be averted,—and that they might be led to repentance and
faith, and thus to a participation of the kingdom of the

glorified Messiah.

But some important doubts may be raised against the

credibility of this account of Hegesippus, taken in its full

extent. That Ebionite party among whom an ascetic, theoso-

]>hic tendency prevailed, and who circulated apocryphal wri-

tings under the name of James, had probably formed an ideal

conception of his character in harmony with their own peculi-

arities, and Hegesippus might mistake the image delineated

in their traditions for an historical reality. The Epistle of
James by no means bears decided marks of such a tendency,
for everything which has been supposed to be of this kind
may very properly be referred to the simple Christian renun-

' Perhaps C5 bcjy or nr": y$, which comes nearer the phraseology of
ITegesippiis

;
unless, which is indeed less probable, we read, with Fuller,

c:?^ ^V, which Hegesippus trajislates Treptoxri toC Aayu.
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ciation of the world, such as has its seat in the disposition. If

the Je\vish love of gain is here spoken against, if tlic carthly-

mindedncss of the rich, the homage paid to this class and
the contempt of the poor, is condemned, and it is declared

that the gospel has found the most ready access to the latter,

and exalted them to the highest dignity, yet it by no means
follows, that the author of this epistle entirely condemned,
like the Ebionites, all possession whatever of earthly goods.

This epistle is especially important, not only for illustrating

the character of James, but also for giving us an insight into

the state of the Christian churches which were formed from
Judaism, and unmixed with Christians of Gentile descent.

According to an opinion very generally prevalent from ancient

times, we should be led to believe that the peculiar doctrinal

system of the apostle Paul had already been formed and
disseminated when this epistle was written, and that those

churches particularly to whom it was addressed, had been

affected by the influence of tliis Pauline system. The opinion

we refer to is, that James in this epistle either combated the

Pauline doctrine of justification by fliith in and for itself, or a

misunderstanding, and an erroneous application of it. And
it would not be difficult to support this opinion by many
isolated passages in the epistle taken alone, without a reference

to their connexion with the whole :
' for it seems as if tlie

express reference to the Pauline formula of the justification to

be obtained by faith alone, and to which works can contribute

nothing, could not be mistaken ; especially as the same

examples of faith as those mentioned by Paul, namely those

of Abraham and Sarah, are adduced. But this opinion, though

plausible at first sight, if we examine more closely the relation

of particular passages to the whole tenor of the epistle, will

soon appear untenable. The error in reference to faith which

1 "We wish to remark, in passing, that among those who have thought

that they have detected a contradiction between James and Paul in the

doctrine of justification, is tlie celebrated patriarch Cyrillus Lucaris, of

Constantinople, who was led to the opinion by reading the epistle.

It also struck him that the name of Christ is scarcely mentioned above

once or twice, and then coldly (anzi del nomo di Jesu Chriato a pcna

fa mentione una o due volte e freddamente) ; that the mysteries of the

"incarnation of the Son of God and of redemption are not treated of, but

only morality {solo a la moralila attende) ; see Letter vii. in Lettres

Anecdotes de Gyrille Lucar. Amsterdam, 1718, p. 85.
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James combats in this epistle, is certainly not one altogether

isolated : hut it appears as an offset proceeding with many
others from the root of one false principle : and this principle

is quite distinct from that which would admit of an application,

whether correct or incorrect, of the Pauline doctrine. It was

the tendency of the Jewish spirit, refusing to acknowledge the

life of religion as seated in the disposition, everywhere taking

up the mere dead form, the appearance instead of the reahty,

in religion ; this tendency, which substituted a lifeless arrogant

acquaintance with the letter for the genuine wisdom insepa-

rable from the divine life—which prided itself in an inopera-

tive knowledge of the law, without paying any attention to

tlie practice of the law—which placed devotion in outward

ceremonies, and neglected that devotion which shows itself in

works of love—which contented itself with the verbal expres-

sion of love, instead of proving it by works ; it was the same
tendency of the Jewish mind estranged from the spirit and
life of religion, which, as it laid an undue value on the opus

operatum of outward religious acts, so also on the opus

oper&tum of a faith in the one Jehovah and in the Messiah,

which left the disposition unchanged ; and w^hich presumed
that by such a faith, the Jew was sufficiently distinguished

from the sinful race of the Gentiles, and was justified before

God even though the conduct of the life was in contradiction

to the requirements of faith. Thus we find here one branch
of that practical fundamental error which chiefly prevailed

among these Jewish Christians, whom James combats in the

whole of the epistle, even where faith is not the immediate
subject of discourse. It was the eiToneous tendency, which
belonged to those that commonly prevailed among the great

mfLss of the Jews, and which had found its w^ay also among
those Christians in whose minds the gospel had not effected a

complete transformation, but whose Jewish spirit had only
connected itself with faith in Jesus as the Messiah.

|
(See

above, p. 21, and my Church History, vol. i. p. 47.)

I
That Jewish mode of thinking which Justin Martyr describes in

Dial. c. Tryph. Jud. fol. 370, ed. Colon.—ws v/xels aircxTaTe cavrovs Kal

aWoi Tipts uVTc ij/xoioi Kara rovru (in this rcspcct Jewish-minded Chris-
tians), oi Kiyovaiv, on nav ajxapruiKoi Siai, 6ebv Se yivcoaKOvatv, ov fx-r)

Xoyi(r-t)Tai avroli Kvpios dixaprlav. That mode of thinking which is

found in tlie Clementine homilies, according to which, faith in one God
(t6 t^s fiovapx'ias KaKuv) has such great magical power, that the ^vxv
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But as to the Pauline doctrine of justification by fiiith

whether correctly or incorrectly understood and applied, wo
cannot suppose its influence to be possible in churches of this
class, and hence argumentation against it from the standing-
point of James is utterly inconceivable.^ As the superscrip-

tion and contents of his epistle inform us, it was manifestly
addressed only to churclies that were composed entirely of
Jewish Christians. But such persons were least of all disposed
to attach themselves particularly to Paul, and least of all dis-

posed and fitted to agree to the Pauline doctrine, \vhich

presented the most direct opposition to their customary mode
of thinking. It w^as precisely from persons of this stamp that
the intemperate fanatical outcry was raised against this form
of Christian doctrine, as if by depending on grace, men were
made secure in sin, or that they were authorized in doing
evil that good might come, Rom. iii. 8. In an entirely

different quarter, from an Hellenic (gnostic) Antinomianism,
which was also Antijudaism, arose at a later period an erro-

neous, practically destructive appropriation and application

of the Pauline doctrine of justification, such as Paul himself

thought it needful to guard against by anticipation ; Ptom.

vi. 1; Gal. v. 13. And this later eiToneous apphcation of

fiovapxiK-f^, even while living in vice, had this advantage before idolaters,

that it could not periah, but through purifying punishments would at

last attain to salvation. See Horn, iii. c. 6. The idea of faith, which,

from an entirely diiferent source than from a misunderstanding of Paul,

found entrance afterwards among Christians themselves, and to which
a Marcion directly opposed the Pauline idea of faith. Against such

perversions Paul warned the churches, both by word of mouth and in

writing, when he so impressively charged it upon them tbat their

renunciation of heathenism was nugatory, and could not contribute to

their participation of the kingdom of God, if they did not renounce

their former sinful habits. See Gal. v. 21. The Ktvol x6yoi, against

which he warns the Ephesians, v. 6.

^ Dr. Kern, in his essay on the Origin of the Epistle of James, in the

Tubingen Zeitschrift fur Theologie, 1835, p. 25, on account of Mhat is

here asserted, charges me with a j^etitio prindpii ; but I cannot

perceive with any justice. This charge might be brought home to me
if I had assumed, without evidence, tbat this epistle was addressed to an

unmixed church ; or if 1 had passed altogether unnoticed the possible

case which Kern considers as the actual (though he has abandoned

it lately in the Introduction to his Commentary on this Epistle), that it

was forged by a Jewish Christian in James's name, in order to con-

trovert the Pauline doctrinal views which prevailed among the Gentile

churches.
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the idea of fiiith, which tended hkewise to the iujuiy of prac-

tical Christianity, proceeded from an entirely different expo-

sition of this idea than that presented by the one-sided

direction of the Jewish spirit. It manifested itself rather as

an Oriental Hellenic than as a Jewish spirit ; it was not the

abstract idea of faith, but a one-sided contemplative or ideal-

ising tendency, which deviated from the conception of faith as

an animating principle of the will and a practical determina-

tion of the life.

From what has been said, therefore, it is impossible to

suppose, in an epistle addressed to such churches as these,

any reference whatever to the Pauline formula of faith. And
even admitting such a reference to exist, yet the notion that

it consisted only in combating a misundersianding of the

Pauline doctrine, would be wholly untenable. For how can

we suppose that James, if he did not intend to contradict

Paul, but to maintain apostolic fellowship with him, and
the knowledge of it in the churches,—would not, while com-
bating an erroneous interpretation of the Pauline doctrine, at

the same time expressly state the correct interpretation, and
guard himself against the appearance of opposition to Paul,

especially when an opposition might otherwise be so easily

imagined by the Jewish Christians. But if we assumed that

the intention of James w^as really to combat Paul's doctrine,

this view would be at variance with what we know from
history of the good understanding between the two apostles,

and which cannot be set aside by the fact that some of Paul's

opponents were those who appealed to the authority of James.
See above, p. 115.

Another supposition still remains, that some one forged

the Epistle under James's name/ in order to give currency

^ The assertion made by Kern, p. 72 of the essay before quoted, that,
according to the principles of that early Christian age, such a literary
imposture would be irreproachable, I cannot acknowledge as well-
founded, if expressed without limitation. There was indeed a certain
standing-point, on which such a fraus j^ia, as we must always call it

(when a palpable falsehood was made use of to put certain sentiments in
circulation,) would be allowed

; but that this was a generally approved
practice, appears to me an arbitrary assumption. We ought care-
fully to guard against supposing that to be an universally received
princij)lc, which was only the peculiarity of individual menial ten-
dencies. There was a one-sided theoretic, speculative, standing-point,
from which lax principles respecting veracity proceeded, as we have
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in the church to a behef in an opposition between tlic two
apostles, and this design would well suit the one-sided ten-

dency of a Jewish Christian. But such a person would not
only have expressed himself in a more decided manner than
that James, of whose reputation he wished to avail himself;

but he would have pointed out by name the individual (Paul)

against whom he directed his attack, and would have ex-

pressed in stronger terms the censure of his doctrine. The
subordinate place which in this case the confutation of the

Pauline doctrine occupies in relation to the whole of tlie

epistle, certainly does not agree wuth this hypothesis. Or, if

it be said that the author of this epistle, who presented him-
self under the mask of James, did not belong to the violent

Judaizing opponents of Paul, but to a milder, more accom-
modating party, who only aimed at smoothing down the

peculiarities of the Pauline scheme of doctrine, and so modi-
fying it as to bring it nearer the Jewish Christian standing-

point, and for that reason adopted a gentler method, and
avoided the mention of Paul's name ; in this case, there would

still have been a necessity of naming him, and explicitly

stating that the WTiter of the epistle impugned not his

doctrine in itself, but only a harsh and overstrained con-

struction of it. And after all, the singular foct would remain

unaccounted for, that the main ol)ject and design of the

wi'iter occupies only a subordinate place in relation to the

Tvhole of the epistle.

What has given occasion to all these various suppositions,

is the apparent allusion to expressions and illustrations made

remarked in Plato. It was connected with that aristocraticlsm of

antiquity, first overturned Ijy the power of the gospel, which treated the

mass of the people as unsusceptible of pure truth in religion, and hence

justified the use of falsehood to serve as leading-strings for the iroWoi.

As the reaction of such an earlier standing-point, we find this view

in parties of kindred tendencies, such as the Alexandrian Jews,

the Gnostics, the Platonising Alexandrian fathers. But from the first,

a sounder practical Cliristian spirit combated this error, as we sec

in the instances of Justin Martyr, Irenwus, and TertuUian. The anti-

gnostic tendency was also zealous for strict veracity. Now a similar

practical tendency distinguishes this epistle, in which I cannot find an

Ebionitish anti-pauline standing-point. This spirit of strict veracity is

shown in what is said roepecting swearing. This epistle, indeed, wc.irs

altogether a different character from the Clementines, which show a

decided party tendency and party bias.
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use of by Paul. But is this allusion really so very evident ?

Let us recollect that the Pauline phraseology formed itself

from Judaism, from the Jewish-Greek diction—that it by no

means created new modes of expression/ but often only

appropriated the ancient Jewish terms, employed them in

new combinations, appUed them to new contrasts, and ani-

mated them with a new spirit. Thus neither the term

oiKawvffdcu in reference to God, nor the term TrirrriQ was

entirely new ; but both these terms and the ideas indicated

by them (and indeed, in reference to the first, the same idea

the existence of which among the Jews Paul must have

assumed in arguing with his Jewish opponents) had been long

familiar to the Jews. The example likewise of Abraham as

a hero in faith must have been obvious to every Jew, and
the example of Pvahab (which is adduced only in the Epistle

to the Hebrews—an epistle neither composed by Paul nor

containing the peculiarly Pauline doctrinal statement of

justifying faith), since it proved the benefit of the mono-
theistic faith to a Gentile of impure life, must have espe-

cially commended itself to the Jews who were disj)osed to

extol the importance of faith in Jehovah, ^

Since it appears that a reference to the Pauline doctrinal

scheme is not indicated in this epistle, that mark is with-

draw^n by which it has been thought that the late period of

its composition could be proved ; in order, therefore, to

determine this point, we must seek for other marks in the

epistle itself. It is remarkable that, according to its super-

scription, it is addressed only to the Jews of the twelve
tribes who lived in the dispersion, and yet it is manifestly
addressed to Christians. Yet this may be very well ex-

plained if w^e consider the standing-point of James, such as

it is shown to be by the whole of the epistle. He considers

* On the manner in which Paul employed phrases which were already
in use among Jewish theologians, compare Dr. Eoeth's work, De Epistola
ad Hcbneos, p. 121, &c., though I cannot agree with the author in
what he attempts to prove; for in the use Avhich Paul makes of
an existing form of dogmatic expression, he forms the most decided
contrast to the Jewish meaning. But it appears from this, how James,
proceeding from the Jewish standing-point, without any reference to
the Pauline doctrine, would be led to the choice of such expressions.

2 Tims it appears to me that what Dr. De Wette says in the Studien
und Kritikfii, 1830, p. 3-19, in order to point out an intentional
oppo.-;ition of James to Paul, is nullified.
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the acknowledgment of the Mcssiahship of Jesus as essen-

tially belonging to genuine Judaism, believers in Jesus lus

the only genuine Jews, Christianity as perfected Judaism, by
which the j'djuoe had attained its completion. And it is not

impossible that, althongh he addressed himself especially to

Christians, he also had in his thoughts the Jewish readers

into whose hands the epistle might fall, as Christians lived

among the Jews without any marked separation. From the

mention of their descent from the twelve tribes, we may infer

that these churches consisted purely of Jewish Christians, or

that James, who considered himself pecidiarly the apostle of

the Jews, addressed only the Jewish part of the church. Yet

as no notice is taken of the relation of Jewish to Gentile

Christians, it is by flir the most probable opini(m that tliese

churches consisted entirely of the former. Partly from the

peculiar standing-point of James, and partly from tlie pecu-

liar situation of these churches which had retained all tlie

Jewish forms, we may account for the use of the ancient

Jewish name crwayiuyrj, instead of the peculiar Christian term

eKK\r)<7la as the designation of the meeting of the community

of believers. ' Such churches might exist during the later

apostolic age in the inland parts of Asia, perhaps in S}Tia,

But if the epistle was addressed to churches in tliese parts,

it appears strange that James, to whom the Aramaic mu.st

have been much more fomiliar than the Greek, (although it

was not impossible that he had so far learnt the Greek as to

be able to vnrite an epistle in it,) should have made use of the

latter language. We must therefore conclude, that this point

was determined by a regard to the wants of his readei-s, and

that part of them at least belonged to the Hellenists. This

being assumed, we must fix the date of the epistle at a time

preceding the separate formation of Gentile Christian churches,

before the relation of Gentiles and Jews to one another in the

Christian church had been brought under discussion, "' the

' Our knowledge of the spread of Christianity at this period,

ig indeed far too defective to give a decisive opinion with Kern on

this point.
, , , . i

2 The view which Dr. Schneckenburger has actitely developed, and

defended in his valuable Bcitrdrje ziir Einleitung ins Neve Testament,

Stuttgart, 1832, and in his Annotatio ad Epistulam Jacohi. He has

expressed his agreement respecting the object of the argumentative

portion of this epistle, with the views I have developed in this work,
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period of the first spread of Christianity in Sjv'va, CiUcia, and

the adjacent regions.

'

These chm-chcs consisted for the most pai-t of the poor,^

(though some individuals among them were rich,)^ and they

were in various ways oppressed by the wealthy and influential

Jews. * Certainly these churches were so constituted, that,

in many cases, their Christianity consisted only in the acknow-

and in my earlier occasional writings. See his essays on this subject in

atcudcVsTiibingcr Zeitschrift fitr Theologie, 1829, and in the Tubinger
Zeitschriftfiir Theologie, 1830, part ii.

* An allusion to the use of the name xP'o'''"'0''oJ has been erroneously

supposed in James ii, 7, and hence an attempt to fix the date of the

epistle. By KaXhv opojxa we may most properly understand the name of

Jesus, and this is the simplest explanation, since the words will be
most naturally applied to the invocation of the name of Jesus as the
Messiah, to whom believers were consecrated at baptism, the baptism
els rh ovojxa rod 'Irja-ov. See Schneckenburger's Commentary on the
passage.

2 According to the views brought forward by Kern, the author of this

epistle, in an Ebionitish manner, marked the genuine Christians, that
is in his opinion the Jewish Christians, as the poor, and the Gentile
Christians as the rich, whom he would not acknowledge to be genuine
Christians. But the condition of the Christian churches among the
Gentiles generally in this first age, certainly will not allow ua to sup-
pose, that it would occur to any one to impose this name upon them,
and in every point of view this supposition appears to be entirely
unsound.

^ James i. 10.

* The passage in James ii. 7, is referred most naturally to the blas-

pheming of Jesus by the enemies of Christianity, although the preceding
context relates not to religious persecutions, but to oppressions and
extortions of a different kind. Compare v. 4. It is by no means
evident, that by the rich in this epistle we are always to understand
members of the Christian community. The author may refer partly to
the rich among the Jews, who were averse from Christianity, partly to
the rich among the Christians, who formed a very small minority.
From the contrast in i. 9, 10, it by no means follows that by the rich in
the latter verse only Christians are intended. By those of low degree
who were to rejoice in being exalted, he could indeed mean only
Christians

; but among the rich, he might include those wealthy Jews,
who by their entire devotedness to earthly objects were prevented from
becoming Christians. It was the duty of these persons to learn the
nothingness of earthly possessions, which they had hitherto made their
highest good, to humble themselves, and in this self-humiliation to find
their true glory

;
for with the nothingness of earthly things they would

learn the truly highest good,—the true dignity or elevation which was
imparted by the Messiah. In this manner they were required to
become Christians.
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ledgmeiit of Jesus as the Messiah, and of his peciihar mfn-ul
precepts, which they considered as the perfecting of the law.
Since they were far from recognising and appropriating the
real essence of Christianity, they resembled tiie great mass of
the Jewish nation, in the predominance of a carnal mind, and
the prevalence of worldly lusts, contention, and slander.

Accordingly, we must either assume that Christianity among
them was still novel, and had not yet penetrated the life, as

from the beginning (see above, p. 2 1), there were many among
the Jews, who, carried away by the impression which the
extraordinary operations of the apostles had made upon them,
and attracted by the hope that Jesus would soon return, and
establish his kingdom on earth, the happiness of which they
depicted agreeably to their own inclinations, in such a stiite of

mind and with such expectations, made a profession of Chris-

tianity, without having experienced any essential change of

character—or we must suppose, that these churches had sunk
into a state of degeneracy from a higher standing-point of the

Christian life. In the constitution of these churches there

was this peculiarity, that as the direction of the office of

teaching had not been committed to the presbyters, but only

the outward management of church affairs, many membei-s of

the community came forward as teachers, while no one acted

officially in that caj^acity; (see above, pp. 35—141.) Hence
James deemed it needful to admonish them, that too many
ought not to obtrude themselves as teachers; tliat none

ought inconsiderately to speak in their public meetings, but

that each should recollect the responsibility he incurred by

such a procedure; James i. 19; iii. 1, 2.

As to the doctrine of James and the mode of its exhibition

in this epistle, we find nothing whatever which stands in

contradiction to the more fully developed doctrine of the

New Testament, as we shall show when we come to treat of

docti'ine ; and the Christian ideas actually presented in this

epistle are evidently in unison with the whole extent of

Christian truth. But the contents of the Christian system

are not exhibited separately in all their details; what is

purely Christian is more insulated; the references to Christ

are not so predominant and all-penetrating as in the otlier

epistles. Keferences to the Old Testament, though placed in

connexion with the Christian standing-point, ai'e most frequent.

For the explanation of this phenomenon, to allege the pecu-
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liar standing-point of the persons addi'essed is not sufficient,

for a Paul, a John, or a Peter would certainly have wiitten

to them in a very different strain ; we must rather seek the

explanation in the peculiar character of the writer himself.

We might hence infer (with Schneckenbm-ger) that James
wrote this epistle at a time when Christianity had not

thoroughly penetrated his spiritual Hfe, during the earliest

period of his Christian development; but it may be ques-

tioned whether we are justified in drawing such a conclusion,

for no proof can be given that he enlai'ged his doctrinal views

at a later period. It is possible that he remained confined in

this form of imperfect doctrinal development, although his

heaii; was penetrated by love to God and Jesus. He still

maintained the character which belonged to him on his

original standing-point as a teacher of the Jews, as the guide

of his countrymen in passing over fi'om the Old to the New
Testament. True it is, that much would have been wanting
to the church for the completeness of Chiistian knowledge, if

the statement of Chi'istian docti'ine by James had not found
its complement in the representations of the other apostles

;

but in this connexion it forms an important contribution to

the entire conception and development of Christian truth, and
furnishes all that can be expected from such a standing-point.

It was exactly this form of doctrine that secured for James
a long and undisturbed ministration among the Jews, and
many were led by his influence to faith in Christ ; but this

excited so much the more the hatred of the basest among the

party-leaders of the Jewish people, who sought for an oppor-
tunity to sacrifice him to their rage. One of the most
impetuous among them, the high priest Ananus, who was
disposed to all the violent acts of party hatred, availed
himself for this purpose of the interval between the departm-e
of the Roman procurator Felix, and the amval of his suc-

cessor Albinus, about the year 62. He caused James with
some other Christians to be condemned to death by the
Sanhedrim as a violator of the law ; and in conformity with
that sentence he was stoned.^ But the better disposed among

^ We here follow the account of Josephus, Antiq. xx. 9, which
certainly is more crcdil)le than the legendary narrative of Hegesippus
in Euscbius H. 23. How can it be supposed that the heads of the
Pharisaic party would have been foolish enough to demand of James,
and to Bupposc it po.-sible that he would bear a public testimony against
Christianity? Kor can I be induced by wkit Credner has said in his
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the Jews were gi'eatly dissatisfied with this proceeding, and
Ananiis, on account of it, was accused to the new governor,
for which there was sufficient reason, as he had manifestly ex-
ceeded the hmits of the power guaranteed to tlie Jewish
Sanhedi'im by the Roman law^ See above, p. 55.

Einleitung, &c. p. 581, in which Rothe and Kern (see his Commentary
on the Epistle of James, published in 1838, p. 341) agree with him, to
give up the opinion I have here expressed. It would place the question
on a different footing, if the interpretation of the passage in Josephus
could be really proved. In that case, we must admit, that although the
history of the martyrdom of James was garnished after an Ebionitish
legend, yet the historical truth is to be discerned lying at its basis. But
this interpretation does not appear to me proved. The words of
Josephus, XX. c. 9, § 1, in which we include in brackets what is con-
sidered suspicious by Credner and others, are as follows

;
(lie is here

speaking of the high priest Ananus) :

—

YLaQi^a awi^piov Kpnuiv koI

irapayaywu eis avrh [toj/ a.S(\<p6v 'Irjaov rod Xtyoixevov Xpicrrov, 'Iolkw^os

uvo^ia avTw, Kal] rivas [eT6pous] ws Trapavofj.rja-di'Twv Karrjyopiau ironjad-

fieuos TrapeS'uKe \eva9r](TOfj.4vovs- (iaoi Se iSoKOuu eVietKeVTaTot twi/ Kara
Ti]u irdXiu e?va<, Kal to, Trepi tovs vdfjiovs aKpifieh, fiapews ijueyKUV

iirl Tovrcp.. Creduer considers the clauses I have marked as the in-

terpretation of a Christian, because Josephus as a Jew would not
have so emphatically prefixed the epithet hZeKcpov, &c., but rather have
placed first the proper name, and because he must rather have called

Jesus TOJ/ hUaiov, and not left his readers in almost total darkness as to

the meaning of that very general epithet. But since James was best

known by that appellation, which gave him the greatest importance
whether in a good or bad sense, according to the standing-points of those

who employed it, since Jesus who was considered to be the Christ might
be presumed to be known under that title, both among Gentile and
Jewish readers, we have reason for thinking, that the person of the

brother of Jesus first presented itself to Josephus, and he mentioned
this before adding the designation of the proper name. When those

persons are mentioned who had been accused as violators of the law,

and whose condemnation had been blamed by the most devout of the

Jewish nation, this would certainly lead us to think of the Christians

who strictly observed the Mosaic law, and above all, we should refer

this to James. When Christians were persecuted as Christians, or as

opponents of the prevalent corruptions, the persecution would especially

affect James, who had the greatest influence among the Jews, and was

the firmest pillar of the Christian community. It is therefore in itself

probable, that the persecution excited by the high priest would fall par-

ticularly on James. And if a Christian had interpolated this passage,

he would hardly have satisfied himself with only foisting in these words,

as a comparison with the interpolation of other passages, which relate

to Jesus himself, will convince us still more. In reference to the in-

credibility of such traditions as those of Ilegcsippus respecting the

martyrdom of James, a comparison with the tales reported by Papias

about the death of Judas Iscariot will serve for a proof. Perhaps the

image of the martyrdom of Stephen suggested to the Ebionitea their

method of forming the account of the martyrdom of James.
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CHAPTER 11.

THE APOSTLE PETER.

From James we now proceed to the apostle Peter, who, as

appeiU'S from the course of historical development already

traced, forms a connecting link between the two most widely-

ditfering spheres of action and tendencies of Paul and James.

We must here take a brief surv^ey of his situation and cha-

racter in early life.

Simon was the son of Jonas, a fishei-man in the town of

Bethsaida, on the western shore of the Sea of Gennesareth

in Gahlee. The interest universally excited in this region

respecting the appearance of the Messiah, which seized with

peculiar force the ardent minds of the young, led him, among
others, to that divinely enlightened man John the Baptist,

who was called to prepare the way for that event. His bro-

ther Andrew, who had first recognised the Messiah in Jesus,

imparted to him the glorious discovery. When the Lord saw

him, he perceived, with his divinely-human look, what was in

him, and gave him the surname of Cephas, Peter, the Rock.

These surnames, like others which Christ gave his disciples,

may be taken in a twofold point of view. The principal point

of view which, without doubt, the Redeemer had in the

imposition of this name, related to what Simon would become
in and for the service of the gospel. But as the influences of

transforming grace, always attaching themselves to the con-

stitutional character of an individual, purify and ennoble it, so

in this instance, what Peter became by the power of the divine

life, was in a measure determined by his natural peculiarities.

A capacity for action, rapid in its movements, seizing with a

firm gnusp on its object, and carrying on his designs with

ardour, was his leading characteristic, by which he effected so

much in the sciwicc of the gospel. But the fire of his power-

ful nature needed first to be transformed by the flame of

divine love, and to be refined from the impurity of selfish-

ness, to render him undaunted in the publication of the

gospel. By the natural constitution of his mind, he was
indeed disposed to sm-render himself at the moment entirely
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to the impression which seized him, witliout l)cinf; turned
aside by those considerations which would hold back more
timorous spirits, and to express with ener^^y what would move
many minds ; but he was easily misled by a rash sell-con-

fidence to say more, and to venture more, than lie could
accomplish ; and though he quickly and ardently seized on
an object, he allowed himself too easily to relinquish it, by
yielding to the force of another impression.

It was desirable that the first impression made on Peter's

mind should continue to act upon him in quiet,—on which
account Christ at first left him to himself; and when, by
repeated operations, everything in his disposition was suifi-

ciently prepared, he received him into the number of his

disciples, who afterwards accompanied him everywhere. Peter

must often have heard him teach in the synagogue, and seen

him heal the sick. But all this would be only a preparation

for the last decisive impression, which was exactly adapted to

Peter's former mode of life, and his peculitu- character. After

Christ had finished one of his discourses in Peter's vessel, he

desired him to let down his net for a draught. Although he

had toiled in vain during the whole of the preceding night,

yet he was quite ready to obey the command of the Redeemer,

a proof of the confidence he already placed in him ; and since,

after the various preceding impressions which he received of the

Divine in Christ, he was so astonished by the successfid result,

—the sense of the dignity and holiness of the personage who
stood before him, as well as of his own unworthiness, so over-

powered him, that he deemed himself not fit to be so near the

Holy One,—Christ took advantage of the state of mind thus

produced to draw him altogether to himself, and made this

instance of success in his worldly occupation, by which Peter

had been so wonder-struck, a symbol of the spiritual success

which would attend his future labours in his service.

We find many indications of Peter's constitutional dis-

position in the intercourse of Christ with himself and the

other disciples. When many of those persons who had been

induced to join themselves to Christ for a length of time by

the impression of his miracles, at last, from the want of a

deeper susceptibility for divine truth, forsook him, Christ said

to the twelve disciples who still fiiithfully followed him, '' Will

ye also go away ]
" Peter testified of what they all felt, and

VOL. I. B B
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how deeply he felt the divine impression which the words of

Chi'ist had made on his inmost soul, more than he could yet

distinctly apprehend,—that a divine life proceeded from his

words, and that those who received his sayings were made pai'-

takers of a divine and blessed life enduring for ever. " To

whom shall we go 1 Thou hast the words of eternal life. We
believe, we know that thou ai-t the Messiah of God." The

conviction that Jesus was the Messiah, which Peter here

expresses, was without doubt of a different kind than that

which only was produced by beholding the miracles he

wrought. It was a conviction deeply seated in his religious

and moral nature, which originated in his inward experience

of the divine intercoui-se with the Redeemer. Thus Christ

declared, when Peter said to him, " Thou art the Messiah, the

Son of the living God," Matt. xvi. 1 6, that this conviction was
produced on his heart by the Spirit of God,—that he spoke

not according to human opinion, but from the confidence of

divine excitement,—that not flesh and blood, but his Father

in heaven had revealed this to him. And since the conviction,

thus gi'ounded in the depths of his disposition, that Jesus was
the Messiah, was the foundation on which the kingdom of

God rested, in allusion to this fact Christ called him the

Rock, the Rock on which he would build his Church, which
was to exist for ever. There is, indeed, a personal reference

to Peter, but only on account of the faith he had confessed,

which forms the foundation of the kingdom of God. On
another occasion, when Christ announced to his disciples his

approaching sufferings, Peter felt impelled instantaneously as

it arose in his heart, to express the sentiment which all felt, but
hesitated to express, " That be far from thee. Lord 1" But here
the feeling of love to Him who was most fitted to kindle the
fire of love in the heart, expressed itself in a natm-al human
form so strongly, that Peter, with this state of disposition to-

wards the cause of God, which requires the sacrifice of self, and
of whatever is dearest to the heart, could not be an instrument
in its service ; and hence the Lord addressed him with words
of severe rebuke, and assured him that, Tvdth such a disposi-

tion, valuing the person of man higher than the cause of God,
he could not remain in his fellowship ; that by this disposi-

tion he became a tempter ; Matt. xvi. We recognise the
siime tendency to be carried away by the sudden impulse of
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feeling, and to surrender himself to the vivid impression of
the moment, when the Lord assured him that, on the niglit of
his Passion, all would forsake him ; the too confident Peter at

once exclaimed, " Though all men should forsake thee, yet

will not I ; I will lay down my life for thy sake," This over-

hasty self-confidence soon turned, as the Lord foretold, to his

disgrace, and gave occasion for bitter repentance. Yet this

false step, no doubt, served to advance him in that self-know-

ledge which is the indispensable condition of true faith in tlie

Redeemer, and true knowledge of him, and thus to the whole
development of the Christian life. And the Lord forgave him
his sin ; he reminded him of it in a manner the most tender,

and yet piercing the very depths of his soul, by the question

thrice repeated, " Lovest thou me ? " ^ and required from him,

as the proof of his love, the faithful discharge of his apostolic

calling, the care of his sheep.

^

But it is this peculiar character of Peter, when transfonned

by the divine life, ^4th which we see him aftcnvards operating

as an organ of the Holy Spirit in the service of the kingdom
of God. We have already pointed out, in a foi-mer chapter,

what an important position he occupied in this respect at the

commencement of the Christian dispensation, until the ap-

pearance of the apostle Paul, and subsequently as an inter-

mediate point between his sphere of action among the Gentiles

and that of the older apostles among the Jews. Though his

'' We proceed here on the conviction, that the 21st chapter of John's

gospel, although not composed by him, contains a credible tradition.
2 It is indeed possible that these words referred personally to Peter,

in the sense that he was to take the lead in the guidance of the church,

as he it certainly was who spoke in the name of all, and who guided the

deliberations on their common alFairs ;—and if the words are so inter-

preted, a peculiar apostolic primacy is by no means committed to Peter,

but the position entrusted to him was only in relation to existing cir-

cumstances, Avhich he was peculiarly fitted to occupy by the x<^P"''Mo^

Kul3epur)(Teu}s, which harmonised with his natural talents. But these

words may very probably be considered as a general description of the

vocation of preaching the gospel—which, from a comparison with the

parable in the 10th cliapter of John, is very probable—and in this case,

they contain nothing personal in relation to Peter as distinguished from
the other apostles. Peter always appears as peculiarly fitted by his

natural character to be the representative of the fellowship of the dis-

ciples, and hence he expressed what all deeply felt, and Clirist particu-

larly addressed to him those sayings which in their full extent related

generally to all genuine disciples.
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nature, not yet thoroughly penetrated by the Divine, might

still at times chsturb and mar his exertions by its peculiar

failings, yet the power of the di\ane principle of life within

him, his love and fidelity to the Lord, were too great to be

repressed by those corrupt tendencies, when the essential

interests of the kingdom of God were at stake. The effect

sudden impressions is shown in his conduct at Antioch {ante,

p. 210), but the subsequent history proves that, although Peter

might he hm-ried by the power of a sudden impression to act

in a way which involved a practical denial of principles W'hich

he had formerly avowed, yet he could not be seduced to be

permanently unfaithful to these principles in his capacit}^ of

Christian teacher, and so to lay the foundation of a lasting

opposition to Paul. On the contrary, he willingly allowed

himself to be set right by Paul, and, for the future, continued

firmly united to him in the bond of apostolic fellowship.^

From Peter's ardent zeal, and from what we know of his

successful efforts for spreading the kingdom of God till the

conversion of Cornelius, we may infer that, during that period

^ "We can by no means agree in the opinion expressed by a

distinguished young theologian, Professor Elevert of Zurich, in his

Essay on Inspiration in the Studien der evangelischen Geistlichkeit

Wiirtemhergs. vol. iii. p. 72, that the old distinction for securing the

idea of inspiration between vitium conversationis and ei-ror doctrince is

wholly untenable, and therefore, the possibility of a mixture of error in

the teaching of the apostles must be allowed. When Peter, in conse-

quence of a sudden over-hastiness or weakness, suflfered himself to be
misled in reference to his Jewish fellow-believers, and to act in a
manner which corresponded rather to the prejudices of others, than to

his own better views, such a sudden practical error by no means justifies

us in the conclusion, that his own knowledge of Christian truth had
been eclipsed, and that his sounder views had entirely vanished. The
most we could infer would be, that at this instant, when overpowered by
impressions from without, he had no clear perception of the principles
on which he was acting. Had he indeed not repented of this sudden
false step arising from the fear of man,—had he hardened himself in
this moral delinquency, a permanent obscuration of Christian con-
sciousness must have been the consequence, and, as the history of many
similar instances of backsliding exemplifies, a practical denial of the
trutii would have been followed by a theoretical one; but this could
never come to pass in an individual in whom the spirit of Christ had
attained such a preponderance over the selfish principle. And thus we
are not at liberty to suppose, that Peter allowed the act into which he
had been hurried by the power of a sudden temptation, to establish
itself in his teaching, and so far to prevent or obscure his perception of
Christian truth.
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of his life respecting which we have no information, ho
extended still further the circle of his operations for the pro-

pagation of the gospel. As he is not mentioned in the Acts
later than the account of the deliberations at Jerusalem '

recorded in the 15th chapter, it seems probable that the scene

of his subsequent labours lay at a distance from that city.

According to an ancient tradition, ^ Peter published the gos^xjl

to the Jews scattered through Pontus, Galatia, Ca])padocia,

Asia, and Bithynia. But this account has most probably

been derived only from a misunderstanding of the superscrip-

tion of his first epistle.^ This epistle of Peter leads us rather

to suppose, that the scene of his labours was in the Parthian

empire, for as he sends salutations from his wife in Babylon,*

this naturally supports the conclusion, that he himself was in

that neighbourhood. And in itself, it is by no means impro-

bable that Peter, whose ministrations related particularly to

the descendants of the Jews, betook himself to a region where

so many Jews were scattered; and what we know of the early

spread of Christianity in those parts, serves to confirm the

0])imon. Yet the fact that Peter exercised his ministry at a

late period in the countries composing the Parthian empire,

by no means renders it impossible that he laboured earlier in

Lesser Asia. Still it contradicts this supposition that, in the

Pauline epistles, in which a fair opportunity was given to

touch upon such a relation, we find no trace of Peter's residing

in the circle of Paul's labours ; this, however, we do not

adduce as perfectly decisive evidence. But we must attach

greater weight to the fact, that, in this epistle of Peter, there

is no reference to his own earlier presence among the churches

to whom it is addressed, though the object of this epistle nuist

have especially required him to remind them of what they

had heard from his own lips.

1 What Paul says in 1 Cor. ix. 5, of the travels of the apostles, and of

Peter's taking his wife with him, agrees with 1 Peter v. 13.

2 See Origen, t. iii. in Genes. Eusebius, iii.

3 Origen's expression is very doubtful ; KeKrjpvxfvai ioiK^v.

* By a most unnatural interpretation, this has been supposed to mean

an inconsiderable town in Egypt, a <p(jovgiov igvfxvhu at that time,

Strabo, xvii. 1, although this small town existed as late as the fifth

century ; see Hist. Lcmsiac. c. 25. The opinion of the ancients is

perfectly arbitrary, that, under this name, Rome was meant; and there

is nothing against our supposing that an inhabited portion of the im-

mense Babvlon was still left.
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It appears then, that, after Peter had found a suitable field

of exertion in the Parthian empire, he wrote to the churches

founded by Paul and his assistants in Asia, an epistle, which

is the only memorial presei-ved to us of his later laboui'S. All

the marks of its date unite in placing it in the last part of the

apostolic age, in the period subsequent to Paul's first confine-

ment. We find Silvanus, one of Paul's early fellow-labourers,

in direct communication with Peter, which agrees very well

with our never meeting with the former as Paul's companion

after his last journey to Jerusalem. The Christian churches

to whom the ejjistle is directed, appear to us exposed to such

j)ersecutions as first arose about this period. The Christians

were now persecuted as Christians, and according to those

popular opinions of which Nero took advantage, were looked

upon and treated as " evil-doers," (KaKo~oio\, raalejlci). By the

seriousness and strictness of their daily conduct, and their

withdrawal from the public shows and other licentious

amusements, they rendered themselves obnoxious to the

hatred of the heathen populace ; 1 Peter iv. 4, 5 ; and if we
reflect on the circumstances in which these churches were
placed during Paul's first confinement, the design of the epistle

will at once be apparent. As these chui'ches had to combat
with persecutions from without, so they were internally dis-

turbed by those heretical tendencies of which we have spoken
in a former chapter. Since the propagators of these errors

accused Paul of falsifying the original Christian doctrine, and
had appealed to the authority of the elder apostles in behalf
of the continued obligation of the Mosaic law, Peter availed

Iiimself of the opportunity for addressing these churches, in

order to establish them in the conviction, that the doctrine
announced to them by Paul and his disciples and companions,
of whom Silvanus was one, was genuine Christianity. These
churches consisted for the most part of those who had been
previously heathens, for such, in several passages, he supposes
liis readers to be ; ii. 10 ; iv. 3. The superscription of the
epistle is not inconsistent with this fact ; for as Peter, by his
training and pecaliai' sphere of labour, was apt to develop
Christian truths in Old Testament images and comparisons,
he transfen-cd the name of liaaTropa to the true church of God
scattered among the heathen.

In reference to the internal and external circumstances of
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the churches, the object of this hortatory compositiijii is two-
fold; partly to ground them more firmly in the conscious-
ness, that the source of happiness and the foundation of the
everlasting kingdom of God was contained in that faith in the
lledeemer which had been announced to them and received
by them into their hearts,—that the doctrine announced to
them was indeed the everlasting, unchangeable word of God,
and hence they were to aim at appropriating, with child-like

simplicity, the pure simple doctrine of the gospel delivered to

them from the beginning, and thus continually advance to

Christian maturity ; and partly it was the apostle's design to

exhort them to maintain their steadfastness in the faith under
all persecutions, and a corresponding course of conduct by
which they w^ould shine forth in the midst of the con-upt
heathen world, and refute the false accusations against Chris-

tianity and its professors.

Both these objects are pointed out by the apostle at the

close of the epistle, when he says, " The foithful brother

Silvanus is the bearer to you of this a short epistle consi-

dering what I w^oidd gladly say to you, and whicli I have
written for your encouragement, and to testify that it is the

true grace' of God, in the firm posses.sion of which you stand

by faith." ^ The unassuming manner in which the wiiter of

^ Grace, the grace of redemption, a description of the whole contents

of the gospel.
2 The words may he certainly taken to mean, that Silvanus was the

writer of the epistle, dictated by Peter, either in Aramaic or Greek

;

but in this case, a salutation from Silvanus would probably have been

added, especially since he must have been well known to these churches.

The possibility of the interpretation which I have adopted, is evident

from the phraseology which is adopted in the subscriptions of the

Pauline epistles; and the use of the aorist, fyga\pa allowing for the

epistolary style of the ancients, can prove nothing against it. It also

shows at once the design of the commendatory epithet, " a faithful

brother." The words ws Xoyi^ofiai, may indeed relate to what goes

before, for this verb is used by Paul in Rom. viii. 18; llom. iii. 28;

2 Cor. xi. 5, to denote a subjective conviction, without the accessory

idea of any uncertainty in holding it. Peter might also wish to mark
the subjective of his own judgment, for it was precisely the peculiar

authority of Peter, to which many opposcrs of the Pauline school ap-

pealed. But if Xoyi^oixai. is referred to what follows, it is equally a

mark of subjective judgment or feeling. That which he wrote was to

Peter, in relation to what he had in his heart to say to the churches,

only a little. Yet had lie intended to express that sentiment, he would

rather have said 5i' 6\iyuu ws Xoyl^oixat.
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this epistle calls himself simply an eye-witness of the suffer-

ings of Christ, and represents himself to the presbyters of the

chui'ches to whom it is addi-essed, as one of their number,

one of the number of Christian overseerS; bears with it the

impress of the apostolic spirit.

13ut such marks of genuine apostolic origin and character

are by no means visible in the second epistle extant under

Peter's name ; many traces of a contrary kind are to be found

in it, many marks of its apocryphal origin ; and as it is shghtly

supported by external evidence, we have made no use of it as

a source of information for the biographj^of the apostle.^

^ The principal marks of the spuriousness of this epistle, are the

difFerence of the whole character and style compared with the first, and
the use here made of the epistle of Jude, which is partly copied and
partly imitated. The author assumes, that he is writing to the same
churches as those to whom the First Epistle of Peter is addressed, and
yet what he says of his relation to his readers, is at variance with that

assumption, for, according to the Second Epistle, they must have been
persons who had been personally instructed by the apostle Peter, and
with whom he stood in a close personal connexion, yet this was a rela-

tion in which the churches to whom the First Epistle was addressed
could not stand. The solicitude with which he endeavours to make
himself known as the apostle Peter, betrays an apocryphal writer. The
allusion to the words of Christ, John xxi. 18, in i. 14, is brought
forward in an unsuitable manner. In order to distinguish himself
as a credible witness of the life of Christ, he appeals to the phenomena
at the transfiguration. But it certainly is not natural to suppose that
one of the apostles should select and bring forward from the whole life

of Christ, of which they had been eye-witnesses, this insulated fact,

which was less essentially connected with that which was the central
point and object of his appearance ; the apostles were rather accustomed
to claim credit as witnesses of the sufferings and resurrection of Christ.
Also the designation of the mountain on which the transfiguration
occurred as " the holy mount," betrays a later origin, since we cannot
suppose that the mountain usually so denominated. Mount Zion, was
intended. Among the circumstances that excite suspicion, is the
manner in which the same false teachers, who, in the Epistle of Jude,
are described as actually existing, are here represented with prophetic
warning, as about to appear. The doubts respecting the second coming
of Christ, occasioned by the expectation of the occurrence of that event,
in the first age of the church, and the disappointment of that expecta-
tion, loads us to recognise a later period. What is said of the origin of
the world from water, and its destruction by fire, does not correspond to
the simplicity and practical spirit of the apostolic doctrine, but rather
indicates the spirit of a later age, mingling much that was foreign with
the religious interest. The mode of citing the Pauline epistles, con-
firms also the suspicion against the genuineness of this epistle. A
passage from Kom. ii. i, is cited in iii. 15, as if this epistle were
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Since the second half of the second century, a ropoi-t was
generally circulated that Peter died a martyr nnder tlic

Emperor Nero at Rome.^ According to a later tradition,

when Peter was condemned to crucifixion, he scrupled, from
a feeling of humility, to be put to death exactly in the same
manner as the Saviour, and therefore requested that he might
be crucified with his head downwards, and his feet upwards.

Such a story bears on its front the impress of a later morl)id

piety rather than simple apostolic humility. The apostles

exulted and rejoiced in all things to imitate their Lord, and
the tradition thus formed does not appear to have been

known to Tertullian, for though his peculiar timi of mind
would have disposed him to receive such an account, he says

expressly that Peter suffered in the same manner as Christ.^

With respect to the tradition according to which Peter at

last visited Rome, and there suffered martyrdom,—it does

not well agi'ce with what we have mentioned above respect-

ing his residence in the Parthian Empire, for since this

is supposed to have been after the Neronian pei-secution, and

since the martyi'dom of Peter, according to ancient accounts,

must have happened at the same time as Paul's, Peter must

within a short period have changed the scene of his labours

fi'om one very distant region of the globe to another. And
it appears strange that he should have relinquished his

labom-s in a region where so much was to be done for

the spread of the gospel, and betake himself to one at

so gi-eat a distance, where Paul and his associates had already

laid a good foundation, and were continuing to build on the

foundation already laid. But so many circumstances un-

known to us might conspire to bring about such an event,

that with our defective knowledge of the church history

addressed to the same church. A collection of all the Pauline epistles

is referred to, and it is assumed, that Paul in all of them referred to

one subject which yet by no means appears in all. Paul's epistles are

quoted as ygacpal, as one apostle would certainly not have expressed

himself respecting the epistles of another apostle, for this term in the

apostolic epistles is always used only to designate the writings of the

Old Testament. This epistle was probably forged by those who wished

to combat the gnostic errors, and the opinion broached by the Gnostics

of a contrariety between the apostles Peter and Paul, by the borrowed

authority of the former.
1 The first trace of this is to be found in Origen, Euseb. iii. 1. T ho

complete narrative in Jerome, de Viris Illmtrib. i.

2 De Prsescript. 36. Ubi Petrus passioni dominicaj adequatur.
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of these times, what we have stated cannot be considered

a decisive evidence against the truth of the tradition, if

it can be sufficiently supported on other grounds. We can

also easily imagine a particular interest which would induce

Peter to change his scene of labour to Rome, the same

interest which was the occasion of his writing his first epistle,

that of healing the division w-hich in many parts existed

between his own adlierents and those of Paul. This division

would find a rallying point in the opposition between the

Gentile Cluistians and Judaizing elements in the church

at Rome, and the movements in the metropolitan church

would exert an influence over the whole church ; and this

might be a consideration of sufficient weight with Peter to

induce him to undertake a journey to Rome. We are called

upon therefore to investigate w^hether this tradition is ade-

quately supported by credible witnesses.

The Roman Bishop Clemens appears as the fiirst witness of

the martyrdom of Peter. If he expressly stated that Peter

was mai'tyi'cd at Rome, we should have incontrovertible

evidence and require no fm'ther examination. But such

an exact determination of the place is wanting. Yet it

cannot be concluded that Clemens did not know the name of

the place where Peter suffered martyrdom, for there was no
need of such particularity for his readers when he was
writing of an event which he might assume to be generally

known. It cannot be maintained, that when he was wiiting at

the place where Peter shed his blood as a witness of the faith,

and simply enumerating examples of steadfastness in per-

secuted champions of the faith, he should feel himself bound
expressly to mention the scene of his last sufferings. Even
in commemorating Paul's martyrdom, we find no such phrase
as " here before our eyes," " in the city from which I am now
writing to you." It may appear strange that Clemens speaks
in such general tonus of Peter as a person of whom he possessed
n(j precise information, ' and on the other hand speaks in such
definite terras of Paul. This might justify the conclusion that
he had really no exact information respecting Peter's end, and
hence we might be allowed to infer that the scene of Peter's

labours was to the very time of his martyrdom at a distance
from Rome. ^ Yet on the other hand it may be said, that

Ou'x *''"> o«55t 5uo, aA.A.a TrXeioj'as vTT'qveyKe irovovs Koi ovtw fxaprvpriaas.
2 I cannot consider aa historically accredited what is narrated of the
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Clemens, as one of Paul's disciples, was induced to speak
of liim in more definite terms, and though Peter mot
with the close of his labours at Rome, that Clemens could
not say much of his earlier conflicts. ' The first person wIkj

distinctly states the martyrdom of Peter at Rome is Diony-
sius, bishop of Corinth, who wrote in the latter half of tlie

second centmy. In his epistle to the church at Rome,^
he calls that and the Corinthian the common planting

of Peter and Paul. Both had planted the church at C(jrinth,

and had equally taught there. In the same manner they

had both taught in Italy and suffered martjTdom at tlie

same time. Here we find a definite statement of the martyr-

dom of Peter at Rome, though blended indeed with many
inaccuracies. Dionysius does not absolutely say that Peter

and Paul taught at Corinth at the same time, which, in refer-

ence to the time before the first confinement of Paul at

Rome, certaiidy cannot be admitted, and, in reference to

the time after that event, can hardly be credited. But at

all events, he is not correct in terming the Corinthian church

the common planting of tlie two apostles. For, supposing

that the tradition of Peter's journey to Rome is credible, it

might happen that, after the first confinement of Paul, he

visited Corinth, but he could do nothing towards founding

a church which already had been established there. Perhaps

this whole account proceeded from misunderstanding the

references to the apostle Peter in the First Epistle to

the Corinthians, partly from tracing the origin of this

ecclesia apostolica from the two most distinguished apostles.

The same remark ^dll apply to the church at Rome. And
according to what we have stated above, Paul came from

Spain as a prisoner to Rome, and could not have appeared

there as a teacher in conjunction with Peter.' But this

connexion between Clemens and Peter, in legends such as the Clemen-

tines, which bear the impress of being framed to answer a certain purpose.

1 Frederick Spanheim, and lately Bauer, have endeavoured to prove

too much from the manner in which Clemens here expresses himself.

2 Eusebius, ii. 25.

3 The passage in Dionysius has been explained by Dr.Schoft in his

"Examination of some chronological Points in the History of Paul,"

Jena, 1832, p. 131, so as to remove this difficulty. In the sentence

o/xoiws Se Kol ety ttjj/ 'Irahiav ofioae Siod^avrfs, i/jLapTvprjaav Kara rdf avroy

Kaipou,—6fx6(T€ may be so understood, that only the equal extension of
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inaccuracy in the representation of events long past, in

which Dionysius allowed himself to be guided more by

uncertain inferences than by historical traditions, cannot be

employed to weaken the weight of his deposition respecting

a fact not strictly connected with the other points, and

on which he could easily obtain certain information from his

contemporaries. We have no sufficient ground to deny that

Dionysius, in what he says of Peter's martyrdom at Kome,

followed an ancient credible tradition, although he falsified

his report to a certain extent by the circumstances with

which he arbitrarily connected it. From his times, this

account appears the unanimous tradition of ecclesiastical

antiquity. The gi'aves of the two apostles were pointed out

at Rome, as the Roman presbyter Cains, at the end of

the second century, appeals to them ; but jet these graves

do not furnish incontestable evidence. When the report was
once set afloat, the designation of the locality where the

apostles were buried would easily be added. Even by Caius

the misstatement is made, that both the apostles were the

founders of that chui'ch.

This tradition would be more deser\dng of credit, notwith-

standing a defect of positive historical evidence, if its origin

could not in any way be easily accounted for. We cannot

account for it from the attempt to place on a sure basis, the

authority of the Cathedra Petri in Rome, for this tradition is

more ancient than the attempt to secure to the Cathedra Petri

at Rome a decisive authority in matters of doctrine ; such an
attempt, which it is difficult to deduce only from the transfer-

ence of the homage paid to the urhs to the ecclesia tirbis,

would rather presuppose the existence of the tradition. Since

the pretensions of the Roman church were not universally

acknowledged, but in many quarters met with opposition,

they will not serve to explain how it came to pass, that such
a tradition designedly propagated by Rome, was everj^diere

so favourably received. But in truth, many other circum-
stances combined to give rise to this report and to promote
its circulation. As Peter concluded his labours in a region

their labours in Italy may be intended by it ; but does not the repeti-
tion of duoim, the distinguishing of this word from ollSo-^, and the com-
parison with the KaTd-T^if avrou Kaipov, of the martyrdom of both, favour
another interpretation ?
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SO separated from connexion witli tlic Ptoman empire, tlicre

would be the greater temptation to fill up tlic gaps of authen-
tic history by hciu'says and legends. The })ractice of rcj)rc-

senting Peter as the victor over Simon Magus, in the contest
for the simple faith of Revelation, gave rise to manifold
legendary tales about his travels, such as the story of his

earlier residence in Ptome under the emperor Claudius, and
the disputation he there held with Simon. And besides, it

seemed suitable that the church of the metropolis of the
world should be founded by the two most distinguished

apostles, who had also founded the Corinthian churcli, and be
signalized by their death ; it was also thought desirable to be
able to present the cooperation of these two apostles in the
church, to which, as the church of the metropolis, all eyes
were turned, in contrast with the attempts of the Judaizers,

as well as of the abettors of Gnosticism, to establish the ex-

istence of a decided opposition between the two apostles.

When after the Apocalypse came into circulation, it was
usual to designate tiie imperial city by the name of Babylon,

as the stronghold of the heathenism which opposed the king-

dom of God, this name as it occurred in the First Epistle of

Peter, was naturally applied to Rome, and thus, too, an argu-

ment was found for the belief of that apostle's visit to Rome.
The confounding of Marcus, who is mentioned in that epistle

as a son of Peter, ^ with the other Marcus, know7i as the com-
panion of Paul and Barnabas, and the author of one of the

gospels, was the occasion of placing him in the same relation

to the apostle Peter as that in which Luke stood to Paul.

Although the origin of the story of the journey of the

apostle Peter to Rome, and of his martyrdom there, may in

this way be in some measure explained, yet the higli anti-

quity of the tradition, which can be traced back to the very

boundaries of the apostolic age, presents an objection of great

weight to this hypothesis. Papias, the bishop of Hiei'apolis,*

^ As we can find no reason for taking the word vl6s in a ?piritual

sense, and as we more naturally understand the word (TvuiK\fKTri of

Peter's wife, than of a personified church, especially a<i we know that he

was married and was accompanied hy his wife on his travels, we may
refer this to an actual son of L'eter. Tradition says expressly that Peter

had children. Herpos Kal tiKiinros iiraiSoiroi-^aavro. Clemens, Stromal,

iii. 4'i8.

2 Euseb. Hist. Eccl. iii. 39.
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who appeals to an oral tradition of an individual belonging to

the apostolic age, the presbyter John, reports, that the Gospel

of Mark ^ was composed by the same person who accompanied

Peter as an interpreter, for the pm-pose of preserving in

writing what he had heard Peter narrate in his pubhc ad-

dresses, - and what had been impressed on his own memory.

Now, it is evident that this account (whether it relates to

that Gospel of Mark which is still extant, or to a lost original

document of the evangelical history, which served for its

basis) cannot be true in its full extent; for how can we
suppose, that Mark the nephew of Bai'nabas, who at all

events must have come when young to JeiTisalem, and lived

there in company with the apostles, could have first planned

his evangelical naiTative according to what he heai'd at a

much later period, incidentally fi'om the preaching of Peter?

This account therefore is suspicious ; but may it not be so

far true, that Mark accompanied the apostle Peter to Kome,
and acted there as his interpreter, for those persons who were

familiar only with the Latin language? Yet after all, it is

difficult to explain how such could have existed so early,

unless there had been a tradition that Peter had left the

scene of his labours in the Parthian empire at a later period,

and visited Rome,—especially since what Papias says rests

on the report of a man in the apostolic age. As Silvanus,

the early companion of Paul, joined Peter in the Parthian
empire, so Mark might likewise remove thither from Lesser
Asia, Coloss. iv. 10, and travel with him to Rome, although
he was not the Mark whom Peter mentions in his first

epistle. There is an ancient tradition preserved for us by
Clemens of Alexaudiia, that when Peter saw his wife led to

martyrdom, he called out to her, mentioning her name,^ "0
1 Although the marks attributed by Papias to the Gospel of Mark.

do not agree with the form in which it has come down to us, it does not
follow that Papias referred to another document ; for in such a descrip-
tion of the qualities of a book lying before him, much depends on the
subjective judgment, and we certainly cannot give Papias credit for the
talent of acute and accurate observation.

^ See above, p. 95.

4>oa( 7' ovv TOP fiaKapiov Ufrpov e^acrdfx^vov ttjj/ avrov yvva'iKa dyofX€Vi]v
TTiv in\eapaTov, vaeiji'aifi^v t^s K\i]aeu}s x^piu^Kal ttjs ds ohov duaKOuibrjsy
iTTKpwvij^ai 56 6i) fxdKa irpojTpeiTTLKus Tf Ka\ irapaK\i)TiKdis e£ ovoixaros
irpoaelirovTu- fKixPTqcreu aurfj rov icvpiov. Clem. Alex. Strom, vii. [vol. lii.

p. 253, ed. Klotz. Lipsiiv, 1832.] The words I have enclosed in brackets
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remember the Lord!" We have no reason for casting a
doubt on the truth of such a simple tradition. But that

characteristic traits of this kind were in circulation, agrees

best with the supposition that his last years were not spent

in the Parthian empire, between which and the Roman there

was little intercourse. In the existing circumstances of the

Parthian empire in reference to the mixture of native and

foreign religions, it would be difficult to account for the

martyi'dom of a Christian woman. Hence, we are led to

refer it most natm-ally to the effects of the Neronian pei-se-

cution at Rome.

are difficult, whether we understand by them that his wife, before she

was led to death, came home once more, and then was thus addressed

by Peter, or, more naturally, that she would be restored to him again,

being redeemed from death. Yet, in the connexion there are great

difficulties in either interpretation, and we must rather understand the

words of a return to her heavenly home, if the reading be correct, and

we ought not (which yet I do not venture to maintain) to read oIkov

ovpdviov.



BOOK V.

THE APOSTLE JOHN AND HIS MINISTRY AS THE CLOSING POINT

OF THE APOSTOLIC AGE.

The ministry of the apostle John reaches to the limits of the

apostolic age. He was the son of Zebedee, a fisherman (pro-

bably wealthy), ^ in the small town of Bethsaida or Caper-

naum, on the western side of the Sea of Gennesareth in

Gahlee, Many eminent men in all ages who have been great

blessings to the church, have been indebted to their pious

mothers for the first excitement of their dispositions to piety

and the first scattering of the seeds of religion in their hearts,

and this appears to have been the case with John.^ The

^ As we may conclude from Mark i. 20.

2 Compare Mark xv. 40, xvi. 1, and Matt, xxvii. 56. If an opinion,

advocated with great acuteness and learning by Wieseler in the Studien
und Kritiken, 1840, iii. p. 648, could be established, it would show that

'

Salome and John were closely connected with Christ by the bonds of ^

relationship. According to this view, not tliree women (as has hitherto

been supposed), but four, are named in John xix. 25 ; the Mary the
wife of Cleopas must be identified with the sister of the mother of Jesus,

but is quite a diflFerent person. Hence it follows, that we have to search
for the name of the remaining sister of the mother of Jesus. Now,
since in Matt, xxvii. 56, Mark xv. 40, besides Mary of Magdala, and
Mary the mother of James and Joses = the wife of Cleopas, Salome
also, or the mother of the sons of Zebedee, is named as present at the
crucifixion, it would appear that the sister of Mary the mother of Jesus,
who.se name is not given by John, can be no other than Salome, his own
mother. Thus the difiiculty of the same name belonging to both sisters

is entirely obviated. It would also follow that, in fact, James the son
of Alpheus, or Cleopas, was not the sister's son of Mary the mother of
Jesus, (con.sequently, not his cousin;) and this Avould furnish fresh
proof for our supposition, that James the brother of the Lord was not
identical with the apostle. But the manner in which (John xix. 25)
Mary the wife of Cleopas is mentioned without any connective particle,
appears to me to imply that these words are only in apposition to dis-

tinguish the (otherwise) unnamed sister of the mother of Jesus. If the
bister of tlie mother of Je.sus, according to one of her names, was then a
universally known person in the circle in which John wrote his gospel,
J could then more easily conceive, that, by that collocation of the words,
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manner in which his mother Salome united herself to the
company which was formed round the Saviour leads us to

attribute to her the predominance of a pious disposition, and
from the petition which she made to the Redeemer, we mav
conclude, that her mind was filled with the expectation of

the approaching manifestation of the Messiah's kingdom, an
expectation which had been so vividly excited in the devout
part of the Jewish nation, by the predictions of the prophets

and the exigencies of the age : we may therefore imagine how
strenuously she endeavom-ed to inflame her son's heart with the

same earnest desire. The direction thus given to the mind of

the youth impelled him to join John the Baptist, by whose
guidance he was first led to the Saviour ; John i. 37. In his

company he spent several hours,' but Christ wished not to

bind him to himself at once. He allowed him to return for

the present to his usual occupation. He drew him, like Peter,

gradually into closer communion with himself, and his opera-

tions on his mind were intended to call forth an anxiety for a

sucli an ambiguity might be oceasioned ; but I do not believe that such

a supposition is justifiable : aud was it not to be expected from John,

that though he had not mentioned the sister of the mother of Jc.>u8 by
name, he yet would have pointed her out more definitely as the mother
of the disciple whom Jesus loved 1 Also, it does not seem probable to

me, since the relationship of John to Jesus would be so important for

explaining the early and peculiar connexion in which he entered with

Christ, that no trace of it should make its appearance in the narrative

of our gospels, where there was so often an opportunity of mentioning

it. The origin of later accounts of such a relationship between the

apostle John and Christ, may be easily explained without the suppo-

sition of an historical foundation.
1 In order to know the length of time spent by John in this first

interview with the Eedecmer, we must determine the mode of com-

puting the hours adopted in John's Gospel. According to the commonly
received mode of reckoning, it could not have been more than three

hours ; and then it is remarkable that John should say, " they abode

with him that day," of which only so few hours were left. On the con-

trary, if, like some of the older writers, (see Wolfd Cures on John xix.

14,)" and more recently Hetterj (in the Stndien und Kritlktn, 1830.

part i. p. 106), we suppose that John adopted the Roman mode of count-

ing the hours from midnight, the length of time would be from ten in

the morning to sunset. Yet the words of John, as a more negligent

mode of expression, may be understood according to the common intcr-

pretatron; and the passage in John iv. C, favours our thinking that he

reckoned time in the usual manner. And, in itself, it is more pro-

bable that the first impression which the Redeemer made on John's

mind resulted only from a short interview.

VOL. I. C C
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more intimate connexion. And when he had for some time been

A\dshful after an abiding nearness to Him who had wrought

with such power on his inmost soul, when the call at last was

issued, Matt. iv. 22, he was ready at once to forsake all and

follow Him. What distinguished John was the union of the

most opposite qualities, as we have often observed in great

instnnnents for the advancement of the kingdom of God,—
the union of a disposition inclined to silent and deep medi-

tation, with an ardent zeal, though not impelhng to great and
diversified activity in the outward world ; not a passionate

zeal, such as we may suppose filled the breast of Paul before

his conversion. But there was also a love, not soft and
yielding, but one seizing with all its might, and firmly re-

taining the object to which it was directed, vigorously repelling

whatever would disgrace this object, or attempt to wrest it

from its possession, and this was his leading characteristic.

Yet this love had a selfish and intemperate tincture, of which
we have several instances, as when he wished to call down
divine judgments on the Samaritans, who had not shown due
honour to the Saviour ; and when he expressed his displeasure

that some persons who had not united themselves to the dis-

ciples of the Lord, had performed similar miracles to their

own by calling on his name ; and when his mother, in

concert with her two sons, presented a petition to Christ for

stations of eminence in his kingdom. Probably the title

" Son of Thunder," which the Redeemer bestowed upon him,
related not less to his natural temperament than to what he
became by its purification and transformation in the service

of the gospel. But this ardent love with which he devoted
himself wholly to the service of the Redeemer, became now
the purifying principle of his whole being, while he sought to
form himself on the model of that holy personality. And
hence he could receive the image of it on the side which
corresponded with his peculiarly contemplative mental ten-
dency, and reproduce it in a living form.
John was certainly distinguished from James the brother of

tlie Lord, in this respect, that from the first his communion
witli Christ was independently developed on the peculiar basis
of Christian consciousness ; the fountain of divine hfe which
had apj)cared among mankind, becfime at once the central
point of his sjjiritual existence : yet he cUd wholly agi-ee with
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Paul, for his Christian consciousness was not formed in direct

opposition to an earher and tenaciously held Judaism. His
whole character and mental formation disposed him to a
different development. The mystical contemplative element
which finds its archetype in John, is more prone to adopt

outward forms (attributing to them a spiritualized, elevated

meaning) than to disown them, and John, whom Judaism had
led to the Saviour as its ultimate object, found no difficulty in

employing the forms of the Jewish cultus as the prefigui-ing

symbols of his Christian views. It was not expected, therefore,

from him that he should, like a Paul, abolish those forms

with which the Christian spirit was yet enveloped.' Though
John (Gal. ii. 9) appears as one of the three pillars of the

church among the Jewish Christians, yet it never happened

that they apjDealed to him as to Peter and James ; but it may
be explained from the pecuhar standing-point and character

of this apostle, and serves to set in a clear light his relation to

the contending parties. Hence also we gather, that though

* Ireneeus, after taking a sound survey of the process of development
of the Christian church, says :

" Hi autem qui circa Jacobum Apostoli

(among whom he also ranks John) gentibiis quidem libcre agere per-

mittebant, concedentes nos Spiritui Dei. Ipsi vero perseverabant in

pristinis observatiouibus." And a Httle afterwards, " Religiose agebant

circa dispositionem legis," iii. 12. But what Polycrates, Bishop of

Ephesus, says of John, in his letter to Victor, Bishop of Home, in

Euseb. V. 24, os iyev^dn lepevs t6 iriraXov Tre<popy)Kws, is untrue if taken

literally, as it insinuates something far beyond the presumption that

John was a faithful observer of the Jewish law so long as he remained

at Jerusalem. It would follow that he had held the office of High Priest

among the Jews, for this ireTaXou = inirr y^r, the golden front-plate,

which was one of the distinctive insignia of this office. Such a pre-

sumption would, however, be in contradiction to history and all his-

torical analogy. Nor can Polycrates himself, however credulous we may
think him to have been, have meant it. It is moreover clear from the

context, that he affirms of John only such things as would be consistent

with his Christian standing-point. Or, are we to assume that John, as

the President of all the Christian communities in Lesser Asia, adopted,

as a symbolical token of his position in the guidance of the Church, the

insignia of the Jewish High Priest] This would be in direct contra-

diction to the apostolic, and especially the .Tohanncan views, for these

included the acknowledgment of the sole high-priesthood of Christ, and

the universal priesthood, founded upon it, of all believers. Polycrates,

therefore, could have said this of John only with a symbolical reference,

whether he intended to denote by it what he had sutfered for the con-

fession of the Christian faith, or the place which he occupied at the head

of the guidance of the church.
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John had formed a scheme of doctrine so decidedly marked,

and though in relation to the other great publishers of the

gospel, he might have formed a party who woaid have attached

themselves particularly to him, and principally or exclusively

have valued his idea of Christianity, yet in the Pauhne age,

we see no Johannean party come forward by the side of the

Jacobean, the Petrine, and the Pauline. The peculiar doc-

trinal type of John was also of a kind little suited to find ac-

ceptance with the peculiar tendencies of the Jewish Christians

in Palestine, and its influence would be more powerfully felt,

where a Christian element had already combined itself with

the form of the Grecian mind.

Thus John disappears from public history, till he was led

by the divine call to other regions, where the minds of the

people were already prepared for his peculiar influence, and
where the deep traces of his operations, undeniable to every

one capable of historical investigations, were still visible far in

the second century. After the martyrdom of Paul, the be-

reaved scene of his labours, so important for the development

and spread of the kingdom of God, and exposed to so many
polluting and destructive influences, required above all things

the guiding, protecting, and healing hand of apostolic wisdom.
The Epistle of Peter to the churches in that region, and the

journey of Silvanus thither, show how much this necessity

was felt. It is probable, that John was called upon by the

better part of the churches, to transfer the seat of his activity

to this quarter. All the ancient traditions, which may be
traced back to his immediate disciples, agree in stating that

Lesser Asia was the scene of his labours to the end of the first

century, and Ephesus its central point.

The constitution of the churches of Lesser Asia, as it

appeared soon after the age of John in the time of Polycarp,
Bishop of Smyrna, was altogether different firom that which
(originated in the Pauline age, in which these churches were
founded, and we are obliged to presuppose some intervening
influences by which this alteration was produced. Originally
these churches formed, as we have seen above, a pm-e opposition
against the Jewish-Christian form of cultus. They had no
day excepting Sunday devoted to religious celebration, no kind
of yearly fcjust ; but afterwards we find among them a paschal
feast transferred from the Jews, and receiving a Cliristian
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meaning, though imitating the Jewish reckoning, as to tho
time of its celebration, to which probably a feast of Pente-
cost was annexed, and in their disputes with the Ronuui
church they appealed particularly to a tradition originating
with this apostle. Now we can readily imagine that the
fourteenth day of the month Nisan,' on which he was an eye-

witness of the sufferings of Christ, would excite a deep interest

in his Christian feelings. It is self-evident how those Jewish
feasts, wdiich had gained a new importance for him by their

association with those great fixcts of the Christian faith of

which he had been an eye-witness, and which he had been
wont to celebrate with Christian devotion, might be intro-

duced by him into these churches founded on Pauline prin-

ciples.

From the state of the church at that time in these parts,

it may be concluded that John must have had to endure many
conflicts, both from within and without, in his new field of

labour. After licence had once been granted under Nero to

public attacks on the Christians, persecutions were carried on

in various parts. In lesser Asia, many circumstances com-
bined, then as in later times, to excite a more vehement
persecution : fanatical zeal for the ancient idolatry—the dan-

ger which threatened the pecuniaiy interests of those who
were gainers by the popular worship, from the rapid progress

of Christianity—the hatred of the Jews widely scattered

through Lesser Asia, who blasphemed Cliristianity, and stirred

up the heathen populace against it. Hence in the Apocal}i)se

the rebukes uttered against the synagogues of Satan, against

those who " say they are Jews, but are not and do lie
;"'

Rev. iii. 9. The civil wars and the universal misery that

followed, contributed still more to excite the popular fury

against the enemies of the gods, to whom they readily ascribed

tiie origin of all their misfortunes. Thus, indeed, the Apoca-

lypse testifies (which was probably written in the first period

after John's amval in Lesser Asia) throughout of the flowing

blood of the martyrs, and of the tribulation which threatened

Christians in prison, as well as of the fi-esh recollections of

Nero's cruelties. In the churches themselves, those conflicts

continued which we noticed at tho close of the Pauline age,

^ The gospel to which Polycratcs appeals in Eusebius, v. 24, may

certainly be that of John; see my Lebcn Jesu, p. 712.
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and the seeds of discord and heresy then germinating had now

sprung up and advanced towards matui'ity. Falsifiers of the

original tmth, who gave themselves out for apostles, had come

forth ; Rev. ii. 2. Various kinds of enthusiasm had mingled

with the genuine Christian inspiration, against which Paul

liad already raised a warning voice. Pretended prophets and

prophetesses, who, under the appearance of divine illumi-

nation, threatened to plunge the chiu'ches into errors both

theoretical and practical ; 1 John iv. 1 ; Rev. ii. 20.

In Lesser Asia, the most opposite deviations from the

genuine evangelical spirit sprang up together. On the one

side, the Judaiziiig tendency, as we have noticed it in the

Pauline age ; on another side, in opposition to it, the tendency

of an an'ogant licentiousness of opinion, such as we have

noticed in the freethinkers of the Corinthian church, only

carried to greater lengths, and mingled probably with many
theoretical eiTors

;
persons who taught that whoever pene-

trated into the depths of knowledge,^ need no longer submit

to the apostolic ordinances, as he would be free from all the

slavery of the law, which freedom they understood in a carnal

sense, and misinterpreted to an immoral pm-pose. Such a one

need no longer feai' the contact with heathenism or with the

kingdom of Satan; in the consciousness of his own mental

strength he could despise all temptations, partake of the meat

ofTercd to idols, and indulge in sensual pleasures without

being injured thereby. In the Apocalypse these people are

called Nicolaitanes, whether because they were really the ad-

herents of a certain Nicolaus,^ and that this name as a trans-

^ Rev. ii. 24, they are described as such, oinv^s iyvcoaav ra ^ddea toO

(TaTcwa, ws \eyovaiv. But a doubt here arises, whether these persons

made it their peculiar boast that they knew the depths of the Deity;
but the author of the xVpocalypse, as if in mockery of their pretensions,

substitutes for the depths of the Deity the depths of Satan (as Ewald
thinks),— (for which interpretation the analogy may be adduced where
the synagogue of God is converted into the synagogue of Satan) ;—or

whether they really boasted that they knew the depths of Satan, and
hence could tell how to combat Satan aright,— that they could conquer
him by i)ride and contempt,—that they could indulge in sensual plea-

sures, and maintain the composure of their spirit unaltered,—that the
inner man might attain such strength that it was no longer moved by
what weaker souls, who were still under the servitude of the law,

anxiously shunned,—and thus could put Satan to scorn even in his

own domains.
2 We arc by no means justified in confounding this Nicolaus with the
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lation of the Hebrew ^X% occasioned an allusion to tlic mean-
ing of the name, and a comparison witli Balmini, or that the
name was altogether invented by the author with a symbolical
design, a seducer of the people like Balaam.
With these practical errors were connected various theoretic

tendencies of a false gnosis, which since the close of the
Pauline age had extended more widely in opposition to one
another. We have noticed in the church at Colossa) the adhe-
rents of a Judaizing gnosis, who probably considered Judaism
to be a revelation from God communicated by angels, attaclied

a perpetual value to it as well as to Christianity, and iiretcnded

that they possessed peculiar information respecting the various

classes of angels. To this Jewish angel-worship, Paul opposes

the doctrine of Jesus as the Son of God, the one head of the

church of God, on whom angels also are dei^cndcnt, the

common head of that universal church to which men and
angels belong. He extols him as the being who lias tiiumphed
over all the powers wliich would make men dependent on
themselves, over all the powers that set themselves in oppo-

sition to the kingdom of God, so that nien need no longer

fear them. He then infers the doctrine gi-ounded on this, of

the high degree and freedom of the redeemed through Christ,

the childi'en of God, who are become companions of angels in

the kingdom of God. But this elevated doctrine of the

dignity and freedom of Christians was pei-verted by those who
confronted the limited Jewish standing-point by a bold anti-

nomian gnosis, and affirmed that Judaism was to be despised

as the work of limited spirits; that the sons of God were more

than these spirits and exalted above their maxims. They

thought themselves sufficiently exalted to insult these higher

powers, and to ridicule all law as a work of these limited and

limiting powers. With this was connected that reckless im-

moral tendency which we have before noticed, and whicli

presented itself in opposition to the legal asceticism, which wo

find connected with the Judaizing gnosis in the chui'cli at

Colossa3. This is the tendency which is combated on the .^idc

of its blended theoretical and practical eiTors, in the warning

Epistle of Jude addressed probably to the Christians in these

well-known deacon of this name. But in this case, it is more prol>.iblc

that the Nicolaitanes of the second century originated from this sect.
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parts.* We see here how, from the Pauline ideas earned out

with one-sided extravagance and thus distorted into en'or, the

gnostic doctrine was educed of the opposition between Chris-

tianity as the revelation of the Son, and Judaism as the

revelation of the Demiui'gos and his angels. These two

opposite tendencies of gnosis developed themselves in this age

in various combinations.

The Judaizing gnosis found its representative in Cerinthus,

who forms the transition both from the common stiff carnal

Judaism to Gnosticism, and from the common limited Jewish

mode of thinking, which retained only the human in Chiist,

to the gnostic which acknowledged only the divine in him,

only the ideal Christ.^ He agreed also with the common

' This is, for the most part, the view developed by Schneckenburger
in his work before mentioned. As to the author of this epistle, he
evidently distinguishes himself from the apostles, when he speaks of the
prophetic warnings of the apostles (v. 17), such as we certainly find in

Paul's writings ; we cannot explain the passage otherwise without doing
violence to it. The description of the state of the church is also such as

suits only the end of the apostolic age. It is therefore evident, that,

if the epistle be genuine, it cannot have been written by an apostle Jude,
who was a brother of James. It would likewise have been more natural
in this case, to have designated himself an apostle, instead of calling

himself a brother of James. Hence we should rather suppose him to

have been Jude, one of the brethren of the Lord. But why should he
not call himself a brother of the Lord, instead of " brother of James,"
since thus his personal authority would have added weight to his warn-
ings? It may be said that he omitted this title through humility. But
is this answer satisfactory 1 By the addition of various epithets, as aSeXcpds
Kara aapKa and dovXos 'irjaov Xpiarov kutcL Trvevp.a, he might have pre-
vented all misunderstanding, and removed all appearance of arrogance.
A similar objection may indeed be made in reference to James, who, in
his epistle, does not designate himself a brother of the Lord. But here
the case is altogether different. He does not distinguish himself by
any epithet expressive of consanguinity,—not out of humility, but be-
cause he deemed it to be the highest honour to be a servant of God
and Christ. We may suppose another Jude as well as another James,
since the name Jude was so frequent among the Jews, and since,
according to Hcgcsippus, there were many distinguished men of this
name in the church. But as the epithet "brother of James" is used
here as a distinction, it is most natural to refer it to that James who was
held in such high esteem. It might be said that he described himself
only as the brother of James, because he was so preeminent, and was
accustomed to be described by the name, a brother of the Lord. But
the manner in which elsewhere in the New Testament the brethren of
Christ are named together, docs not favour this view of the matter.

- See my Church History, vol. i. part 2, p. 675.
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Jewish view of the Messiah in this respect, that he considered

Jesus as a mere man, that he denied the original indwelling

of the divine Being in him, and treated the entrance of the

Divine into his lite as something sudden, by which, at his

solemn inauguration, he was made capable of discharging his

calling as the Messiah. But Cerinthus differed from the

common Jewish notions, that, in place of a peculiar inworkiug

of the divine power, by which the man Jesus was fitted for

his Messianic office, he supposed a new animation by the

highest spirit emanating from God, and forming the con-

nexion between God and the Creation, the divine Logos.

This Spirit, representing itself to sensible appearance under

the form of a Dove, as a usual symbol of the Divine Spirit,

had settled upon him at his baptism ; he had revealed

through him the hidden Supreme God, the knowledge of

whom among the Jews had been the privilege of only a small

number of enlightened pei-sons,' through liim he had per-

formed miracles, but before the last sufferings of Jesus had

withdrawn from him, and left him to himself. As Cerinthus

in this manner held no original and indissoluble unity

between the Logos (the Messiah and Redeemer in a special

sense) and the Humanity of Jesus, but only a transient rela-

tion, a connexion suddenly formed and as suddenly dissolved,

he thus gi-anted only a very subordinate place to the

pui-ely- human in Chi'ist. According to this view, the man
Jesus was only an accidental vehicle, of which the redeeming

Spirit the Logos made use, in order to be able to reveal him-

self in humanity ; could the Logos without this medium have

made him. cognizable and perceptible to men, he would^ not

have made use of such an organ as the man Jesus. From

the same tendency, Init more coai-sely conceived, proceeded

another view, according to which it was believed, that a reve-

lation of the Logos might be made in humanity without any

such mediation througli a human being, which it was wished

to supersede. In place of the real human appearance of

Christ, only a semblance, a phantom was substituted in which

the Logos was enshrined. Everything that came under the

notice of the senses was explained as only a phantom, an

optical illusion, of which the higher etherial Being, who from

his nature could not be perceptible to the senses, made use,

^ The genuine OepanevTal.
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that he might manifest himself to sensuous mortals. A
theory which already had been used for the explanation of

Theophanies and AngelojAanies of the Old Testament/ was

applied by those who held these views to the appearance and

life of Christ. At his transfiguration, said they, Christ mani-

fested himself without that sensible appearance to his disciples,

who were rendered for the time capable of beholding him in

his true etherial form.^

Against such persons John was now called to defend the

announcement of 'Irjaovg Xpiarog iv aapd. We have no reason

for calling in question the traditions respecting his conflicts

with Cerinthus. Irenoeus, amongst others, mentions as an
account given by the aged Polycarp, that on one occasion

when John was about to bathe, and heard that Cerinthus was
in the bathing-house ; he retired with abhon-ence, and ex-

claimed, " Surely the house will fall in ruins since the enemy
of the truth is there !" We can perfectly reconcile it with

his character, and find in it nothing unapostolic, if, in a

momentary ebullition of feelings naturally lively and ardent,

proceeding from holy zeal,^ he expressed in such strong terms

(in which, nevertheless, everything is not to be taken quite

literally) his displeasm'e against a man who threatened to rob

the chm'ches, over whose salvation he watched with fatherly

care, of what was dearest and holiest to him, the foimdation

on which his whole Christianity rested, and to destroy the

* As,' for example, Philo on Exod. xxiv., -where the subject is tlie ap-

pearance of the divine So|a, which may be understood partly of the
appearance of the angels by whom God revealed himself, partly of,the
f^ymbolical appearances under which God represented himself to the per-

ceptions of men ; rrj doKi^aei avTov ,u6vov koL viro\7]^ei S6^ris Belas us
tfiipydcrdai ra7s roiv irapovTOiv diavoiais (pavraoriav acpl^eas 6€ov, ws rjKOvros

fls ^e/SatoTciTTji/ ttI(ttiv tu)v fjuXXovTwv voixoQ^TdaQai (in order that men
might have the firm conviction that what was revealed to them pro-

ceeded from God, he therefore thus operated on their consciousness, that
they believed that they saw himself). ToG Qeov heiKvvvTos oirep i^ovXero
SoKf7v (hut, irphs TijVTaiv Beu/xiucau KaTdirXTj^iu, ixtj i}U tovto, '6irfp efpaivero.

—Philonis Opera, ed. Lips. 1829, vol. vi. p. 245.
2 A pure spirituul intuition Avas something wholly foreign to such

persons. Light and spirit were one and the same thing to them !

^ Wc must not allow ourselves to imagine, that the apostle, by the
sanctifying influence of the Divine Spirit, was at once dissevered from
all connexion with his former native character, as well as from the pecu-
liar phraseology of his countrymen ; we must, with Jerome, recognise in
the apostle homo adhuc vasculo clausus iiifirmo.
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root of the Christian life ; still the pledge for the C're<lil)ilitv

of this .anecdote is very slight, and it may easily be attrihutcll

to an extravagant hatred of heretics.'

According to a widely spread, ancient tradition, tlie apostle
John was banished to the Island of Patnios, in the ^]gean Sea,

by one of the emperors Avho was hostile to the Christians, but
by which of them is not ascertained.^ Only Irenajus leads

us to suppose that Domitian was the emperor, for he says'

that John, at the end of Domitian's reign, received Revela-
tions, which he committed to writing ; and since, according
to the Apocalypse, this must have happened in the Isle

of Patmos wdiither he was banished, it follows that he was
sentenced by that emperor. But owing to the uncertainty of

the traditions of that age, we cannot acknowledge tliis account
as sufficiently accredited ; it is indeed possible, that it pro-

^ Irenaaus did not receive this account in his youth from the lips of

Polycarp, but could only appeal for the truth of it to what others had
heard from Polycarp, iii. 3, elalv ol dK^KooTfs avrov. The qiiCf;tion then
is, whether the persons Avho reported it to Irenoeus arc credible. We
know, indeed, that much of what Irenreus reports as tradition, leaves on
it the impress of falsehood. Thus he himself, ii. 24, appeals to the tes-

timony of all the presbyters in Lesser Asia, who had been in the society

of the apostle John, that Jesus was about fifty years old. The difficulty

involved in this does not appear to me so easily removed as Credner
maintains in his Einldtung, p. 225. The tradition of the presbyters,

according to the report of Irenaius, certainly appears not to have been
that Jesus first entered on his office as teacher at the commencement of

that riper mature age, which was required by the Jewish customs for

assuming such an office, but he received from their own lips the deposi-

tion that Christ had taught in an age which was beyond the atas juve-

nilis, and approached to the senilis. If the passage is genuine in all its

extent, he expressly distinguished this age from the (Ftas iterfecia,

ma<jistri, which was well known to him, in which Christ first appeared

in Jerusalem as a teacher. From his words, therefore, we must deduce

such a tradition as he supposed was understood by the presbyters. 13ut

we can hardly suppress the suspicion of interpolation ; for however little

we are justified in depending on the critical judgment of Ircnanis, we
cannot reconcile it to a man of his powerful mind, that he who had shortly

before said that Christ had spent three years, from the beginning of his

thirtieth year to his death, in his office of teaching, could afterwards

attribute twenty years more to him.
- See TertuU. Prajscript. c. 3(5. Clemens, Qui dives salv. c. 42, speaks

of the return of John from exile, too Tvpdwov rfXevi^aayTos, without

specifying any name. Origen, t. xvi. in Matt. § 6, also uses the inde-

finite expression, 6 'Pwfialuv QaaiKevs.
a V. 30.
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ceeded only from a peculiar interpretation of this obscure

book, and not from any historical testimony. And if the

Apocalypse contains certain marks of having been written

before this time, this opinion would at once cease to be tena-

ble. As this is really the case, then certainly the Apocalypse,

which we cannot acknowledge as a work of the apostle/

^ We refer on this subject to the celebrated work of Dr. Llicke,

Versiich einer vollstandigen EinleUung in die Offenharung Johanius.

Bonn, 1832. (An Attempt at a complete Introduction to the Revelation

of John.) Much may be said in favour of the opinion of DioDysius of

Alexandria, that not the apostle John, but another Ephesian presbyter

of the same name, was the author of this book. I cannot deem perti-

nent what Guericke has said against the existence of an Ephesian

presbyter named John, contemporaneous with the apostle, and must
agree with Dr. Liicke, that in the passage of Papias of Hierapolis, in

Eusebius, iii. 39, such a presbyter John is undeniably to be found ; for

since he classes the presbyter John with Aristion, who was not an
apostle, and distinguishes him from the apostles before named, among
whom John is also mentioned, no other person can be reasonably sup-

posed to be referred to than a presbyter who was not an apostle. If we
assume that such a presbyter named John proceeded from the apostle's

school, or, with a peculiar character already formed, had become his

adherent and laid himself open to his influence, it will be easily under-

stood, how such a person might compose a Avork, which, with much
that bore the impress of John's mind, would combine much that was
dissimilar, and would stand in the same relation to the genuine pro-

ductions of that apostle as the Epistle to the Hebrews, written by an
educated Alexandrian of the Pauline theological school, stood to the
epistles of Paul. Thus it may be explained, how the book at so early

a period was held to be the apostle's composition, since a presbyter
little known was confounded with the apostle ; especially at a period
when certain widely spread religious views, those of the Millennarians,
gave a bias for such a change of authorship. Yet we cannot admit this

supposition, if we find in the work several indications that the author
professed to be no other than the apostle John. Such an allusion
appears to be made in i. 2. Yet it is possible either so to explain the
words that they may refer to the testimony contained in the book itself

concerning the revelations and visions imparted to the author in the
Isle of Patmos, or the words may be applied universally to the M'holo
publication of the gospel ; so the presbyter John, if. according to
Papias, he was an immediate disciple of Jesus, could also, in reference
to this, say that he testified of what he had seen. And if it should
appear strange, that any other person than the apostle John should
designate himself simply a servant of Christ, and write with such con-
fidence and earnestness to the churches, we may account for it, by his
believing that in the visions imparted to him he had received a com-
mission to write in such a tone, although his personal standing-point
did not give him this importance in the Christian church. But if

another person had written this work under John's name, it does not
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must have been wTitten soon after the death of Nero.' The
whole account of the banishment of the apostle John to the

appear that such a one, in order to deceive, has borrowed a rcputalion
not his own, for in this case he would have designated himself more
pointedly and decidedly as the person for whom he wished to be taken.

It is, then, more probable that the author, a disciple of John, by some
circumstance unknown to us, having devoted himself to write on a

subject which he had received mediately or immediately from the

apostle (as Schott and Lucke suppose), thought himself justified in

introducing John as the speaker. But in reference to the origination

and circulation of the work, if we place it in so early a period many
difficulties will remain. The most probable supposition is, that the

author, since he did not see his prophecies fulfilled in individual in-

stances, although the ideas lying at the basis of his prophetic visions

contained truth, put a stop to the circulation of the book,—that after

bis death, and the death of the apostle John, it was again made public,

and passed more easily as the work of the latter. This book ai)pear8

to assume the existence of such a scheme of doctrine as we find in

John's Gospel, and this seems to be at variance with the opinion of the

earlier origin of the Apocalypse. Yet the main outlines of John's

peculiar doctrinal scheme might have been formed very early, from the

mode in which he had received the life of Christ, according to his own
mental conformation, before he appeared in Lesser Asia as a teacher in

the Greek language ; he also might have already adopted the use of

such an expression as the term \6yos, to designate the indwelling

divine life of the Redeemer, according to the Aramaic word from which

it was taken, (as this term in the Alexandrian theosophic phraseology,

certainly arose originally from a translation.)

^ We remark in this book, the vivid impression which Nero's perse-

cution of the Christians, his setting on fire part of the city of Rome,

and especially his cruelties, had made on the minds of men. The story

that Nero was not really dead, but had retired to the Euphrates, and

would return again from thence (see my Church History, i. 137.) a])pears

here more fully delineated by a Christian imagination. He is the

monster to whom Satan gave all his power, who returns as anti-christ

and the destroyer of Rome, who will force all to worship his image.

The Roman empire at that time is set forth as the representative of

heathenism, and of ungodly power personified, and in this connexion,

under the image of the beast with seven heads (the seven Roman
emperors which would succeed one another till the appearance of anti-

christ), Nero is signified as one of these heads (xiii. 3), which appeared

dead, but whose deadly wound was healed, so that to univers;il astonish-

ment he appeared alive again. Nero reappearing after it had been

believed that he was dead, is the beast " which was, and is not. and

shall ascend out of the bottomless pit—and yet is," Rev. xvii. 8. Of the

seven emperors who were to reign until the appearance of anti-christ, it

is said that five have fallen—one (Nero's successor) is now reigning, and

the other is not yet come; and when he comes, he must remain only a

short time, and the beast which was and is not, is itself the eighth and

one of the seven; (Nero as one of the seven emperors is the fifth, but
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Isle of TatDios may have been taken chiefly from the Apoca-

lypse, and if this book can be shown not to belong to John,

the credibility of this account at once falls to the ground. Yet

here two cases are possible. If the Apocalj^Dse proceeded from

another John than the apostle, if it was the composition of

the Presbyter John who was his contemporary at Ephesus,

the banishment to the Isle of Patmos would relate to him,

and not to the apostle of this name. And this change, by

which the Apocalypse was attributed to the apostle, would

have occasioned also the report of his banishment to this

island, although it is possible that the same outward causes

might have led to the banishment of both these distinguished

inasmuch as he comes again as anti-christ, and founds the last universal

monarchy following the succession of the seven emperors, he is the

eighth.) Nero comes from the East, supported by his tributaries—the

ten kings (his Satraps, the ten horns of the beast) leagued with him to

destroy Rome, and to make war on Christianity. The waters of the

Euphrates are dried up, to make a way for Nero with his ten Satraps,

xvi. 12, who, in his service, would burn and destroy Rome, xvii. 16.

All this marks the time in which the Apocalypse must have been
written, the change of the emperor after Nero, w^hile the image of this

monster was yet in vivid recollection, and men were disposed to depict

the future in magnified images of the past ; it also agrees with this date,

that the temple at Jerusalem is described as still in existence, i. 1, there-

fore it must be before the year 70. But in this book, I am struck with
one contradiction, of which I have never met with a. satisfactory solu-

tion. I shall rejoice to find that it has been explained by Dr. Llicke in
his Commentary, which I am anxiously looking for. In vii. 4, the whole
number of believing Jews is given as one hundred and forty-four

thousand ; and though this number may seem to be merely an assumed
round number, yet the number of Christians then existing among the
Jews might not differ very greatly from it. See Acts xxi. 20. Besides
these, an innumerable company of believers from all nations and tongues
appear before the throne of God, from which the former as Jews are
expressly distinguished. On the other hand, in xiv. 4, the hundred
forty and four thou.^and appear as the company of the elect from the
great b.xly of Christians in the whole world, who present the model of
a holy life, as belonging to which a life of celibacy seems to be reckoned,
a view which would not accord with John's sentiments. Origen has
indeed nuiiced this contradiction, t. i. Joh. § 1, 2; but he avails him-
Rclf of the allegorical interpretation ; he thinks that in the first passage,
the Jews in a spiritual sense, the flower of Christians out of all nations
are to be understood; this opinion, which others also have adopted,
cannot be correct, for it is evident from the other passage, that here only
believers of Jewish descent ar.e intended. As in the last quoted passage
I can find nothing prcdicable of Jewish Christians, I cannot satisfy
myself with the solution proposed by Credner in his Einleitutig, p. 711.
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teachers of the religio illicita. But if we admit that another
person wished to represent these revelations as those whicli

the apostle John had received, and if we hence infer, that in

order to personate John, he made use of certain passages in

his life, then the words in i. 9, in case they are to be un-
derstood of a banishment to the Isle of Patmos,' yet always
presuppose the fact of such an exile of the apostle, and we
must in this case place his banishment in the first period

after his arrival in Lesser Asia. But it is possible that, inde-

pendently of the Apocalypse, such a tradition might be
spread that the apostle John was banished by the Emperor
Domitian (in whose reign such banishments to the islands on
account of passing over to Judaism or Christianity were not
uncommon) to the Isle of Patmos or some other island ; and
it is possible that, from this tradition, the supposition was
formed that the Apocal}^5se ascribed to the apostle was
wi'itten dm-ing this period. Certainly we cannot refuse

to believe the unanimous tradition of the Asiatic churches
in the second century, that the apostle John, as a teacher

of those churches, had to suffer on account of the faith,

for which reason he is distingiiished as a martyr- in the

epistle quoted above of Polycrates, Bishop of Ephesus.^

As in those regions where the general superintendence of

the church devolved on John, manifold attempts were made
to adulterate the Christian faith, as well as to disturb and
suppress the spirit of Christian love, it was the main object

of his protracted labours to maintain and propagate the

essence of the Christian faith and of Christian love, in oppo-

sition to these injurious influences. Of this fact his writings

bear witness, which as they were produced under such cir-

^ Here everything depends on the interpretation of the words in

Rev. i. 9. There is no necessary reference to sufferings on account of

the gospel. The words may be understood thus :
" I was in the Isle of

Patmos for the purpose of publishing the word of God, and testifying

of Christ
;

" which would be only saying that John had visited that

island for the sake of publishing the gospel. But a comparison with

vi. 9, rwv i(T<pay^4vo3V Sta rhv \uyov rou 6eov, koI Sid riju fiapTvpiav V
eJxov—xu. 11, \6yos rfjs fiaprvpias— xx. 4, ireir(\fKi(riJ.hos Slol rriv fxap-

Tvpiav, would rather lead us to understand the words of sufferings for the

profession of the faith, and the phrase trvyKoivwvhs iv rrj e\l\i/(i favours

this reference.

2 The words of the epistle in Euscb. v. 24, quoted above, koI /udprvs

Kol 5idolaKa\os' oZtos eV 'E<pt<ru) hiKoifiriTai.
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cumstances, give indications of their tendency even where

they are not professedly and intentionally polemical. But a^

his natural character was rather contemplative than argu-

mentative, the controversial element in his AVTitings is not so

decidedly indicated, nor developed with so definite and com-

plete an outline as in the dialectic Paul. His controversial

style is more that of simple aflarmation : from the -fulness of

his heart he testifies his inmost convictions of the basis of

Sillvat ion, and he only marks occasionally, and points out with

abhoiTcnce, the opposite of these convictions, instead of

entering into a full confutation. This especially applies to his

gospel. Since he wi-ote it among such churches and for such,

among whom a multitude of traditions respecting the history

of Christ, oral and ^^Titten, must long have been in circu-

lation, as Paul had assumed the existence of the memorials in

the exercise of his ministry, it might be expected that in his

historical representations he would take these circumstances

into account, and hence designed to give only a selection from
the evangelical history, such a one appeared to him best fit-

ted to represent Jesus as the Son of God, from whom alone

men could receive eternal life,—to transfer to others the im-

pression which the exhibition of his life had made upon him-
self, as he declares at the close of his gospel, where he says,

"And many other signs truly did Jesus in the presence of his

disciples, which are not written in this book. But these axe

written that ye might believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son
of God, and that believing (by the virtue of this faith) ye
might have life (true, divine, eternal life) through his name "

(through him as the Son of' God); xx. 30, 31, John accord-

ingly made exactly this selection from the evangelical history,

in order to lead men to this faith, to aid, strengthen, and
uphold them in maintaining it. As in the application of the
idea of faith in John there were various shades of meaning,
all tlicsc varieties may be included in the words " that ye
may believe;" and as they are all embraced in the apostle's

design, those polemic references must be understood which
})el<)ng to the maintenance and confirmation of that faith.

And the delineation of the life of Christ in its unity, as it

proceeded from the heart and mind of John, must of itself

have been adapted to form a banier against all those ten-

dencies which disturbed the purity of Christianity. But as
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this adaptation did not assume a direct polemical form, owiii^

to the peculiarity of John's mind, and the nature of the work
(that of simple narrative), it cannot be proved that he had
in his eye any special controversies. Even those which, from
his peculiar scene of labour, we might consider as most pro-

bably aimed at, cannot be ascertained from the gospel itself

by any fair deduction ; as, for example, the declaration

d \uyoQ ardp^ iyersTo, which occurs in the introduction, and
marks the spirit of the whole historical development, as

describing the revelation of the divine life in human form,

is peculiarly suited to form a refutation of the Cerinthian

gnosis. But there is no indication that John made this refu-

tation a leading object of his gospel. In his narrative of

Christ's baptism, he might have had a strong inducement to

bring forward this controversy, as Cerinthus had affixed a

peculiar interpretation on this event, in accordance with his

general scheme. But in order to combat Cerinthus, he must
have commenced the history of Christ at an earlier period,

and have adduced those marks of the Divine, which accom-
panied the birth of Christ. So also, though the manner in

which the purely human in Christ is developed throughout

the gospel is most decidedly opposed to Docetism, yet we can

find in it no trace of a designed and continuous refutation of

that heresy. The d Xoyog (rdp^ iyevtro is not in the least

suited for this purpose, for, taken by itself, it may be fairly

understood in the docetic sense, that the Xoyoc itself became

adpl, since Docetism considered Gup^ only as the apparent sen-

suous guise in which the Adyoc presented itself to eyes of

flesh. From this standing-point it might with propriety be

affirmed that the Adyoc became frdpl, or presented itself in the

form of adpl. And in what John says of the flowing of water

and blood from Christ's side, it has been very erroneously

attempted to find a reputixtion of Docetism. This argumen-
tation cannot affect the Doceta;, for they w^ould be as ready

to allow that the Roman soldier and John saw the blood and

water flowing, as to grant that Jesus presented himself to tiic

senses of men in his life and passion, as is nan-ated in the

evangelical histoiy. They only denied the objective reality

of the sensuous perceptions, and this denial would apply to

one fact as well as to another. But John mentions it in that

connexion simply as a sign of the reality of Clirist's death, in

VOL. L D D
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order thereby to establish faith in the reality of his resurrec •

tion from the dead.

It is oiily in the introduction to his gospel that John

appears to design a special reference to men of any peculiar

mental tendency ; a reference to those -who busied themselves

with speculations respecting the Logos as the Mediator be-

tween the hidden God and the creation,—and to this class

those now belonged, who, after they had professed Christianity,

threatened to adulterate it by mingling with it their former

specidations. It caimot indeed be denied that John, inde-

pendently of any outward reference, might have been induced,

by liis Christian consciousness and by what Chi'ist had de-

clared respecting himself, to name him simply as the Logos,

As Christ represents his word or words (his \6yog, hisjujf^ara,

his (piovrj) as the word of God himself, that thereby alone God
reveals himself to men, the fountain of life, the word of life

;

so John might thereby be induced to distinguish him as the

Word which is God, (the self-revealing Divine Being simply,)

the Word, the Source of life, and also the reference to a w^ord of

God, by which God already in the Old Testament^ had revealed

himself, might here be added, to point to its preparation in

the Old Testament, for the revelation of the Divine Being in

Christ. Meanwliile, the manner in which John places thisWord
without further definition at the head of his w^hole representa-

tion, makes it probable that, although he was perhaps led to

the choice of this expression from within, since he sought for

a new designation for a new idea, yet he connected w^itb it an
idea already existing, and the train of thought Tvith which he
opens his gospel serves to establish this opinion. John wished
to lead those who busied themselves with speculations respect-

ing the Logos as the medium of all communicated life from
Ciod and of every relation of God, the central point of all the
Theophanies—from their rehgious idealism, to a religious

realism, to the acknowledgment of God revealed in Christ

—

to the consciousness that the Logos, as the divine fountain of
life, had a[)i)ropriated human nature, and through it commu-
nicated himself as the fountain of all true hfe and light to

' See the remarks of Dr. Lange of Jena in the Studien und Kritihen,
1830, part lii. And this interpretation does not necessarily depend on
tlic other forced exi)lanation3 of John's introduction, occasioned hy the
peculiar dofcTuatic system of the estimahle and highly esteemed author.
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every one who only believed in this his human appearance.
Instead of wishing to investigate the hidden which no human
mind can penetrate, he called on every one to contemplate
Him who had revealed himself in human nature—to believe

and experience, as he testified that he had seen and experienced.

In the circular pastoral letter, which is distinguished as the

first of his catholic epistles, the apostle presents himself to us
under a fatherly relation to the churches of Lesser Asia, whose
concerns, during his residence at Ephesus, he regulated with
wakeful anxiety. Liicke has justly remarked, that the hor-

tatoiy or paracletical element is by far the most consjjicuous

in it, and the polemical holds a very subordinate place, which
agrees with John's peculiar style.' This epistle contains

an admonition to the chm'ches, to preserve the original fiiith

steadfastly and truly under the manifold temptations which
thi'catened them both from Jews and Gentiles, as well as

from various classes of false teachers—and an exhortation

to a course of life coiTesponding to their faith,—with a

warning against a formal Christianity, destitute of the true

Christian spirit, and a false confidence grounded upon it.

When we think of the churches in Lesser Asia, in the

transition from the Pauline age to that of John, as we have

described their state in the preceding pages, w^e probably

shall not be able (since they were exposed to manifold

diversified conflicts from within and without, and to dangers

of various kinds) to find a unity in the hortatoiy and con-

troversial references of the beginning, nor can we point out

such a unity in the contents of the epistle itself without

a forced or too subtle an interpretation. Many passages

may appear to be exhortations to steadfastness in the faith,

amidst the allurements to unfaithfulness or apostasy presented

by the outward enemies of the church, both Jews and Gen-

tiles. As to the latter, there were reasons for such exlK)rta-

tions, as the Christians were still closely connected by so many
ties to the Gentile world ; new members were added continually

to the Christian communities from tlie Gentiles, whose faith

required confirmation ; and since the first Neronian persecu-

tion,' individual persecutions were constantly repeated, which

^ This epistle is in the apostolic sense a \6yos irapaKX-ncrfws.

2 If we do not directly admit that this epistle was written in the la.st

part of the Johannean period, under the Emperor Nerva.
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were dangerous to the weak in faith. Under the same head

may be classed the exhortation at the close of the epistle,

taithfully to preserve the knowledge of the true God revealed

through Christ as the source of eternal life, and to keep them-

selves at a distance from idolatry. As it concerned the Jews,

the churches in Lesser Asia for the most part consisted of

persons of Gentile descent, but those who were formerly pro-

selytes, and individual Jews, who were mixed with them,

formed a point of connexion, by which the Jews could exert

an influence on the churches, as we have remarked in the

Christian communities of the Pauline and even of the

Ignatian period. It might also seem, that when John
combated persons who refused to acknowledge Jesus as the

Messiah, he intended Jewish adversaries; but a closer exa-

mination will suggest several objections to this view. As in

accordance with the prophetic expressions in the discourses of

Christ himself, it was expected that a special revelation of

tlie anti-christian spirit would precede the triumph of the

kingdom of God, which was to be effected by the second
coming of Chiist, so John recognised as a mark of this

approaching crisis, that many organs of this anti-christian

spirit had already made their appearance. Now this could
not refer to Jewish adversaries, for these from the very first

were never wanting. The apostle moreover says of them,
" They have gone out from our midst, but they belonged not
in disposition to us ; for had they belonged in disposition to

us, they would have remained with us ; but by their outward
separation from us, it became manifest that not all who
belonged outwardly to us belonged to us also inwardly."
This may indeed be imderstood of those who, while they still

made a profession of Chiistianity, were always in their dis-

position more inclined to Judaism, so that at last they
opeidy passed over to it, and became the opponents of
Christianity. But such frequent conversions or apostasies
to Judaism in the Asiatic churches of this period were by no
means probable. It is more natural to think of those
members of (Jhristian communities, who had fostered in their
bosoms heretical tendencies foreign to Christianity, which
must liave at last resulted in their open separation from them.
With justice, John says of a time like this, in which churches
were formed out of various mental elements not all in an
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equal measure attracted and penetrated by Christianity, tliat

whatever portion was tnily animated by the Christian spirit,

must be separated by a refining process proceeding from the

life of the church itself, from what w^as only supei-ficially

affected by Christianity, and wore the mere semblance of it.

Besides the manner in which the apostle exhorts believers to

hold fast the doctrine announced to them from the beginning

—his saying to them that they required no further instruc-

tion to put them on their guard against the spread of those

errors—that they need only to be refciTcd to the anointing of

the Holy Spirit already received, to their indwelling Christian

consciousness (ii. 22), all this rather imports an opposition to

false teachers, than to decided adversaries of the gospel, who
could not be so dangerous to believers.

Although John describes his opponents as those who did

not acknowledge Jesus as the Messiah, j^et, according to the

remarks that we just made, this cannot be understood of

decided unbelieving opponents of the Messianic dignity of

Jesus. And we must explain this shorter description of his

opponents by the longer, according to which they are repre-

sented as those who would not acknowledge Jesus Christ as

having apjoeared in the flesh, or Jesus as the Messiah appearing

in the flesh. Therefore, from their Docetic standing-point

they would not receive the annunciation of a Messiah appearing

in the flesh ; the reality of the life, actions, and sufferings of

Christ in the form of earthly human nature.^ And since

John could not separate the divine and the human in the

person and life of the Redeemer from one another, for both

had revealed themselves to him as inseparable in the unity of

the appearance of the Son of God,—it appeared to him, that

whoever did not acknowledge Jesus as the Son of God in the

whole unity and completeness of his divine and human life,

did not truly believe in Jesus as the Son of God, the Messiah

;

and since only thus the eternal divine source of life revealed

itself in human nature and imparted itself to men, and a way

to communion with God was opened for all,—it appeared to

^ If it be objected, as by Lange in his Beitriige zur dltesle Kirchen-

geschichte, Leipzig, 1828, vol. i. p. 121, that if John designed the con-

futation of Docetism, he would have expressed himself in some precise

terms, Such as we find in the Epistles of Ignatius ; the answer is, that

it is John's favourite method not to mark the object of controvei-sy

more distinctly and fully.
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liini that ^-hoever denied the reality of the revelation of the

divine Logos in the flesh, denied the Son of God himself and

the Father also. This was the real anti-christian spirit of

fldsehood, \7hich, though connecting itself in appearance with

the Christian profession, in fact threatened to destroy faith in

the Son, and in the Father as revealed in the Son. In a

passage which is rather practical than controversial, where

John, for the purpose of exhortation, lays down the position

that faith in Jesus as the Son of God arms with power for all

conflicts with the world, he adds, " Jesus is he who has revealed

himself as the Messiah by water * and by blood,—by means

of the baptism received by him ^ and by means of his re-

' As tlie fpx^aOai Si u'l/xaros relates to Jesus subjectively, as the

person who had revealed himself by his own sufl'erings, so also the

second clauge, epxe<^^at Si' vSaros, is most naturally referred to some-

thing aflecting Jesus personally, and, therefore, not to the baptism in-

stituted by him. This reason is not perfectly decisive, for, if the

sufferings of Christ are not contemplated in their subjective aspect,

(that is, simply in relation to Jesus as the sufferer,) but rather in their

objective aspect, as redeeming sufferings, as that by which Christ

effected the salvation of mankind, then the coming by water might be

taken to denote the institution of baptism, which is necessarily required

for completing the redeeming work of -Christ. But what Lucke in his

Commentary, 2d ed. p. 288, has urged against the view I have taken,

does not appear pertinent. The Messiah (he thinks) was to be inducted

to his office by a solemn inauguration. This was performed through
John as the appointed prophet by means of the Messianic baptism.

Hence the coming by water is placed first, by w^hich Jesus at first revealed

himself as the Messiah, and from which his whole public Messianic

ministry dates its commencement. This must have been peculiarly

important in John's estimation, who was first led to Christ by the
testimony of the Baptist. On the contrary, I believe that if he had
meant the baptism instituted by Christ, he would place first the coming
by blood, for I cannot agree with what Llicke says in p. 291. " But
because though vSwp from the beginning denotes purification, yet the
full purification lies in the al(j.u, John emphatically adds, ovk iv r^
vSuTi fxQvov (with which alone John the Baptist appeared, and therefore
wa-s not the Messiah, Matt. iii. 14), a\\' eV ry tSan koX rqi jClixan." The
baptism of. Christ was in the apostle's view altogether different from
that of John. With it was connected perfect purification. Water-
I'uptism and Si)irit-baptism cannot here be separated from one another,
and this Christian baptism necessarily presupposes the redeeming suffer-

ings of Christ. See Ephes. v. 25, 26. As far as Cerinthus acknow-
ledged the Messiah only as ixOciv iu t^ i/'Saxj, not as iXdwu iv t^ alfian,

thiji would agree with a designed opposition to his doctrine.
- On account of the importance which is attributed to it in the

Oospfjl of John, in reference to the unveiling of the Messiah's dignity
and the hidden glory of Jesus.
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deeming sufferings and that which the Spirit of God, whose
witness is infaUible, has effected, and still effects, Ijy him,
testifies the same. The threefold witness of the water, the blood,
and the Spirit, thus unite to verify the same."

It is possible that John in this passage collected such marks
as appeared to him most striking, which distinguished Jesus
as the Son of God, without any special controversial reference.

But it is also possible that he connected a polemical with a
paraenetical design, and therefore was induced to select exactly

these marks ; and in this case it would be certainly natural
to suppose an intended contradiction of the Cerinthian view
which separated the Christ who appeared at the Baptism from
the crucified Jesus.

This epistle then contains an impressive appeal against the
practical adulterations of Christianity. The apostle declares

that only he who practised righteousness was born of God,

—

that a life in communion with Christ and a life of sin were
irreconcilable,—that whoever lived in sin was far from knowing
him ; whoever committed sin transgressed also the law, and
sin was peculiarly a transgression of the. law. From this

contrast it might be inferred that the false Gnosis here com-
bated had produced and confirmed practical errors ; and we
may believe that we here find traces of the false liberalism

and antinomianism of the later Gnosis, such as we have

pointed out above, p. 390, in many appearances of this age.

In this case his opponents would be only those who opposed

the ethical under the form of law, and said, What you call sin

appears so only to those who are still enthralled in legal

bondage ; we must give proof of our being free from the law

by not regarding such commands. But if John had been

called to oppose such a gross antinomianism, he would have

had to maintain against it the dignity and holiness of the law,

and his line of argiiment would have been in a very thfferent

direction, indeed quite the reverse. He must have sjiid,

Whoever transgresses the law, commits sin, and the trans-

gression of the law is sin. Also from his saying, " Whoever

sinneth, knoweth not Christ," it by no means follows that

those against whom he is writing, taught a Gnosis of immoral

tendency. Nor is it evident that the practical errors which

he combated proceeded in general from erroneous speculation

;

nothing more was needed for their production than that
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unchristian tendency which would naturally spring up in

Christian communities, after they had been for some time

cst<ablished, in which Christianity had passed from parents to

cliildren, and become a matter of custom, and thus easily

i^ave birth to a reliance on the opus operatum of faith and of

outward profession, instead of viewing /ai^A as an animating

principle of the inward life. In opposition to such a tendency,

which disowned the claims of Christianity on the whole of

life, and palliated immorality, the apostle says, " Whoever

lives in sin, whatever be his pretensions, is far from knowing

Jesus Christ ; all sin is a transgi'ession of the divine law,

which in its whole extent is sacred to the Christian."

The view of the false teachers to w^hich we have been led,

by the First Epistle of John, ^ is confirmed by the second,

addressed to a Christian female in those parts, named C}Tia,

' It is remarkable that the author of the two last epistles of John
styles himself a presbyter, a term which is not suited to designate an
apostle, and particularly since at that time, and in that region, a person

was living who was unusually distinguished by the name of the Pres-

byter John. Such was the presbyter John to whom Papias appeals,

Euseb. iii. 29, and we might be tempted to attribute this epistle to him.

He appears to have been commonly distinguished by the name of the

presbyter (which is here a title of oflBce) John, from the apostle John,
and hence the word irpecrfivTepos was wont to be placed before the name
John. It is indeed improbable that, during the lifetime of the apostle,

another could have attained such high repute among the churches, as

this epistle leads us to suppose of its author ; but it might have been
written after the apostle's death ; for that the presbyter survived him
may be inferred, as Credner justly remarks, from the circumstance that
Papias, in speaking of what John and the other apostles had said, uses

the word dntv, but when speaking of the two individuals who had not
heard Christ himself, Aristion and the presbyter John, he says Ki-yovaiv.

On the other hand, we are obliged to acknowledge that the great
harmony of colouring, tone, and style, between the first epistle and the
two others, favours the opinion of their being written by the same
person ; nor can this be counterbalanced by the instances of single
expressions that do not occur elsewhere in John's writings. It is

difficult to imagine hoAv that presbyter, especially if we are to considtr
the Apocalypse as his work, could adopt a style so foreign to himself, in
Ko blavi>h a manner, during the latter years of his life. As to the name
of presbyter, which John here assumes, we can hardly think it of conse-
quence that Papiasdistinguishcsthe apostles by the term Trpeo-ySurepos, for
it is evident that he so calls them only in relation to their contemporaries
as belonging to a still earlier period, and it cannot hence be inferred that
John gave himself that title. But since there is no original document
extant, in which John marks his relation to the church, we cannot pro-
nounce an opinion that he was never known by such an epithet.
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and her children ; for in this we find similai' warnings against
false teachers who would not acknowledge the appearance of
Jesus Christ in human nature. ' He speaks of their efforts a-s

forming a new feature of the times, and describes them not
as the adversaries of Christianity in general, but as persons
w^ho had apostatized from the original doctrine of Christ.

He solemnly protests against all falsifiers of that doctrine,

enjoins on the faithful not to receive them into their houses,

nor to salute them as Christian brethren. ^

The third Epistle of John, which is addressed to an
influential person, probably an overseer in one of the churches,

named Gains, also contains several important hints respecting

the existing state of the church. This Gains had distinguished

himself by the active love with wdiich he had received the
messengers of the faith, who had come from foreign parts and
visited his church. But in the same Christian community there

was a domineering individual, Diotrephes, who had shown a
very different disposition towards these missionaries. He not
only was not ready to give them a hospitable reception, but
w^ished to prevent others from doing so, and even threatened

to exclude them fi:om church communion. He refused to

acknowdedge the authority of the apostle, and even indulged

^ It appears to me most natural to explain tlie present in 2 John vii,

ipxonevou instead of iX-qXvdSru, by supposing that John used this form
owing to the impression on his mind that these false teachers not only
refused to acknowledge the historical manifestation of Jesus Christ,

but also denied the possibility, in general, of a Messiah's appearing in

the flesh.

2 Although we may recognise in the form of this expression a natural

characteristic of John, a vehemence of affection as strong in its anti-

pathies as in its attachments, yet its harshness is much softened by a
reference to the circumstances under which he was writing. He cer-

tainly wished only to express, in the strongest terms, that every appear-

ance should be avoided of acknowledging these persons as Christian

brethren. Only on this account he says, that they are not to be saluted.

which, in the literal sense, he would not have said even in reference to

heathens. We must restrict it to the peculiar sense of Christian salu-

tation, which was not a mere formality, but a token of. Christian brother-

liood. But to preserve the purity of Christianity and the welfare of the

Christian church, it was very important to exclude from the very

beginning the reception of these persons (who, by their arbitrary specu-

lations and fabrications, threatened to destroy the grounds of the

Christian faith) into the churches, which were not sufficiently armed

against their arts, and into which they had various methods of insinu-

ating themselves.
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in malicious invectives against him. It is evident, that if a

member of a Christian commmiity ventured to conduct him-

self in such a manner towards an apostle, he must have had

personal reasons for not treating him with that reverence

which was sho\vn to an apostle by all believers
;
just as those

who were liostile to Paul had special gTounds for disputing

his apostolic authority. * It is also very improbable, that this

unfriendly lx?haviour towards the missionaries could have

arisen at*^tliis period from an aversion to their calling simply

as such. We must rather attempt to discover a special

gi'ouud of dislike to these individual missionai'ies. JTor is it

unnatural to suppose that there was one common gi'ound for

his hostihty both to the apostle and the missionaries. Now,
let us suppose that the latter were of Jewish descent. It

is said to their praise, that they W'Cnt out to publish the

gospel, without taking anything of the heathen for their

maintenance. If they were Jewish missionaries this would
serve as a praiseworthy distinction, for from what Paul
has said respecting this class of persons, w^e know that many
of them abused the right of the publishers of the gospel to ^^e

maintained by those for whose salvation they laboured. Now",

as there existed in the Gentile chiu'ches an ultra-pauline

party, of a violent, one-sided, anti-Jewish tendency, and the

forerunner of Marcion, Diotrephes possibly stood at the head
of such a body, and his hostile conduct towards these mis-
sionaries, as well as towards the apostle John, who on his

arrival in Lesser Asia had sought to reconcile the differences

that were on the point of breaking out, by the harmonizing
influence of the Christian spirit—may be traced to the

Mt may appear strange that Taul, the most influential of the apostles,
is not mentioned in the Apocalypse, and that in xxi. 14, only twelve
apostles are named as forming the foundation of the New Jerusalem.
Though the reference to the twelve tribes might induce the author,
whose imagery was borrowed from the Old Testament, to mention only
the original number of the apostles, still the apparent undervaluation of
the great apostle of the Gentiles which this seems to imply, must excite
our surprise. And we arc ready to ask, whether the author did not
/•elong to those who did not place Paul exactly on a level with the older
apofltlcs, -n.l did not sufficiently acknowledge his fitness for the apostolic
work,

1 hough we must, at the same time, perceive how very free he was
from the .luduisni that would easily ally itself with such a tendency,
and how deeply lie was imbued with the Christian universalism of
John's school of theology.
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same source. Thus, at a later period, Marcion attached him-
self to Paul alone, and paid no deference to the authority
of John.

Various traditions respecting the labours of Jolni in these

regions, Avhich he continued to a very advanced age, perfectly

agree with that image of flithcrly superintendence presented
to us in these epistles. In a nan-ative attested by Clemens
Alexandrinus,' we see how he visited the Christians in the

parts round about Ephcsus, organized the churches, and pro-

vided for the appointment of the most competent persons to

fill the various church-offices. On one of these occasions, he
noticed a young man who promised to be of much service in

the cause of the gospel. He commended him to one of the

overseers as a valuable trust committed to him by the Lord.

The overseer carefully watched him till he received baptism.

But he placed too much reliance on baptismal grace. He left

him to himself, and the youth, deprived of his faithful pro-

tection, and seduced by evil associates, fell deeper into cor-

ruption, and at last became captain of a band of robbers.

Some years after, when John revisited that church, he was
informed to his great sorrow of the woful change that had
taken place in the youth of whom he had entertained such

hopes. Nothing could keep him back from hastening to the

retreat of the robbers. He suffered himself to be seized and

taken into their captain's presence ; but he could not sustain

the sight of the apostle ; John's venerable appearance brought

back the recollection of what he had experienced in earlier

days, and awakened his conscience. He fled away in con-

sternation; but the venerable man, full of paternal love, and
exerting himself beyond his strength, ran after him. He
called upon him to take com'age, and announced to him the

forgiveness of sins in the name of the Lord. By his fatherly

guidance he succeeded in rescuing his soul, and formed him
into a worthy member of the Christian community. ^ Another

1 Quis dives salv. c. 42.

2 Clemens gives this narrative, whicli breathes the spirit of John, as

a veritable historical tradition, and no legend, fxvdos = \6yos, not a

fxvdos in the sense of a fable, a legend ; aKovaov fxvBov, ov jxvQov, axxd uvra

\6yov TrapaS€5oiJ.4yov koI (xyrifxT) Tte<pvKayyifvuv. See Segaar on

the passage. Such late traditions are indeed not suflScient pledges to

authenticate a narrative as true in all its parts. It is possible that eucli

a narrative might be so constructed, partly to check the injurious con-
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tradition preserved bj Jerome^ bears also the impress of

the apostle's spirit. When the venerable John could no

longer walk to the meetings of the chmxh, but was borne

thither by his disciples, he always uttered the same addi-ess

to the church ; he reminded them of that one commandment

which he had received from Christ himself as comprising all

the rest, and forming the distinction of the New Covenant,

''My children, love one another.'" And when asked why he

always repeated the same thing, he rephed, " That if this one

thing were attained, it would be enough."

Thus the aged apostle laboured to the close of the first

century ; and the spirit that diffused itself from the churches

of Lesser Asia during the first half of the second century,

testifies of his protracted ministry in those regions. The
Lord made use of his instrumentality to prevent the founda-

tion of the faith here laid by the apostle Paul from being

buried under a heap of heterogeneous speculations—and to

preserve the unity of the Christian foith and life from being

distracted by various extravagances ; that the glorious body
of the Christian church might not be divided into a multitude

of sects and schools, and especially that a schism might not

be produced by the increasing opposition of the Judaizing

and Hellenistic elements. His peculiar tendency, which
served to exhibit rather the fulness and depth of a heart

filled with the spirit of Christ, than the sharpness and dis-

tinctness of doctrinal ideas, was adapted, while it rejected

with ardent love whatever threatened to endanger the founda-

tion of faith in the Son of God, to conciliate subordinate

diftcrenccs, and to promote the formation of a universal

Christian communion out of heterogeneous elements. The
extent of his influence is marked by the simple practical

spirit, the spirit of zealous love to the Lord, and the spirit

of Christian fidelity in firmly adhering to the original

fidence in the magical effects of baptism, and to set in a clear light the
trutli, that every one after obtaining baptism needed so much the greater
watchfulness over himself—and partly to counterwork the opinion of
the Kigorists on the nature of llepentance, that whoever violated the
])aptismal covenant by peccata mortalia, could not again receive forgive-

ness of sins. But at all events, this narrative, which is free from ail

colouring of the miraculous, gives the impression of a matter of fact

lying at its basis.

' Comment, in Ep. ad Oalat. c. vi.
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apostolic traditions, even though not perfectly understood,

Avhich distinguished the Christian teachers of Lesser Asia in

their conflict with the Gnosticism which was then beginning

to prevail.

With John the apostolic age of the church naturally closes.

The doctrine of the gospel which by him had been still exhi-

bited in its original purity was now exposed, without the

support of apostolic authority, to a conflict with a host of

opponents, some of whom had already made their appearance
;

the church was henceforth left to form itself to maturity

without any visible human guidance, but under the invisible

protection of the Lord : and finally, after a full and clear

development of opposing influences, it was destined to attain

the higher and conscious unity which distinguished the spirit

of the apostle John.

We wish now to contemplate more closely the development

of the Christian doctrine in its original form, and to observe

how the unity of the Spirit exhibited itself in the manifoldness

of the natural varieties animated by that Spirit, and in the

various modes of conception which proceeded from those

varieties.



BOOK VI.

THE APOSTOLIC DOCTRINE.

The doctrine of Christ was not given as a rigid dead letter, in

one determinate form of human character, but it was an-

nounced as the word of spirit and of life with a living flexi-

bility and variety, by men enlightened by the Divine Spirit,

who received and appropriated it in a living manner, in ac-

cordance with their various constitutional qualities, and the

difference of their coui'se of life and education. This difference

served to manifest the living unity, the riches and the depth

of the Christian spirit in the manifoldness of the forms of

conception, which unintentionally illustrated each other and

supplied their mutual deficiencies. Christianity, indeed, was

designed and adapted to appropriate and elevate the various

tendencies of human character, to blend them by means of a

higher unity, and, agi'eeably to the design of the peculiar fun-

damental tendencies of human nature, to operate thi'ough

them for the realization of the ideal of Man, and the exhibi-

tion of the kingdom of God in the human race through all

ages.

In the development of the original Christian doctrine, we
can distinguish thi'ee leading tendencies, the Pauline, the

Jacobean (between which the Petrine forms an intermediate

link), and the Johannean.^ We wish first to review the Pauline
form of doctrine, since in this we find the fullest and most
complete development of Christian truth, which will best

serve as the basis of comparison in tracing the leading ten-

dencies of the other apostles.

^ Dr. Nitzsch, in reference to the various forms of apostolic doctrine,
admirably remarks,—" To disown them in favour of a one-sided dogma-
tism, is to abandon that completeness and solidity which these modes
of contemplating the Christian faith impart, while they reciprocally
complete one another ; it is to slight that by which scripture truth
maintains its elevation above all conflicting systems."—See Die Theo-
locfiHchc Zdtschrijl, edited by Schleiermacher, De Wette, and LUcke.
38:* 2, part 3, part 68.
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CHAPTER I.

THE PAULINE DOCTRINB.

In order to develop from its first principles the peculiar
system of this apostle, we must take into consideration the
peculiar qualities of his ardent and profound mind—Ids pecu-
liar education, how he was formed in the Pharisaic schools to
a dialectic and systematic development of his acquirements
the peculiar manner in which he was led from the most
rigorous Judaism to faith in the gospel, by a powerful im-
pression on his soul which formed a grand crisis in his history.

We must recollect the peculiarity of his sphere of action as

an apostle, in which he had to oppose an adulteration of

Christianity arising from a mixtiux; of those views which
he himself had held before his conversion. In reference

to the sources from which he derived his knowledge of

the Christian doctrine, we must also bear in mind wliat

he says respecting his independence and separate stand-

ing as a teacher of the gospel. There is no doubt, for

he occasionally alludes to it, that he had met with a tra-

ditionary record of the sayings, actions, and precepts of

Chi'ist, and these formed the materials for the development

of his Christian knowledge, {ante, p. 95) ; but the Spirit pro-

mised by Christ to his disciples, who was to disclose to them
the whole meaning and extent of the truth announced by
him, enlightened Paul in an independent manner, so as to

develop the truths of which the germ was contained in those

traditions, and form them into one whole with the earlier

divine revelations, and with the truths implanted in the ori-

ginal constitution of man as a religious being. Those who
ilamed him for blending foreign Jewish elements with

Christianity, entirely misconceived the views of that apostle,

who most cleai'ly apprehended and most fully developed the

points of opposition between Judaism and Clu-istianity. Nor
does it in the least justify their censures that he made use of

certain Jewish elements, which contained nothing at variance

with Christianity, but rather served as the groundwork of

the new dispensation. A comparison of the Pauline Iciuling
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idciis with the words of Christ as reported by Matthew and

Luke, proves that the germs of the former are contained in

the latter.

Tliat which constitnted the preparative standing-point for

Taul's whole Christian life, and determined his transition from

Judaism to Clnistianity, laid also the foundation for the pecu-

liar form in which the latter was received and intellectually

apprehended by him. Here we find the natural central-point,

from which we proceed in the development of his doctrine.

Tlie ideas of vofiog and liKuwavvr] form the connexion as well

as the opposition of his earlier and later standing-point. The
term hicainavvr) in the Old Testament sense, designates the

theocmtic way of thinking and life, and also that unrestricted

theocratic right of citizenship which entitled to a participa-

tion in the temporal goods of the community, and to etenial

felicity. According to his former views, Paul believed that

he had acquired a title to the epithet of ^inawg by the strict

observance of the law ; as, in truth, the Pharisees, to whom
he belonged, placed their confidence and indulged their pride

in tliat observance, while they guarded against the violation of

the law by a variety of prohibitions. He was, as he himself

asserts (Philip, iii.), blameless as far as related to this legul

righteousness. And now from his Christian standing-point the
epithet of cUaioc,^ was in his esteem the highest that could
be given to a human being, and liKaioGvvri expressed complete
fitness for participation in all the privileges and blessings of
the theocracy, and consequently of salvation, ^iorj. AiKaiotrvirf

and (wi] were always in his mind coiTclative ideas. But his

conceptions of the nature of this SitcawfrvvT] had undergone
a total revolution since he was convinced of the insufficiency

and nulhty of that which he had before distinguished by
this name. That limioavvr) vofjiny] he now regarded as only
an apparent righteousness, which might satisfy human re-"

quirenicnts, but could not, however plausible, deceive a holy
God, and therefore was of no avail in reference to the king-

' Paul was very far from employing the word SiKaioavvn merely to
dcKignatc a Rubordinate moral standing-point like the later anti-Jewis!i
Gnostics, for he always proceeded on the theocratical principles of the
Old Testament. I cannot therefore admit that, in Rom. v. 7, a higher
degree of morality is intended by the word ayaOhs than by SUaios. The
opposite IS evident, from the manner in which Paul places these words
together in Horn. vii. 12.
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dom of God. It was henceforth his fundamental principle,
that no man by such works as he might be able to ac-
complish from the standing-point of the law, could attain
a righteousness that would avail before God." This maxim,
which marks the opposition between his earlier and later

views, it was his main object to develop in arguing with
his Judaizing opponents. Now he certainly in this con-
troversy first treated of the epya vo/uov as an observance
of the ritual prescriptions of the law ; for his adversa-
ries wished to impose even these on the believing Gentiles
as belonging to the true liKaioavvr] and as essential to
fitness for the kingdom of God ; and this it was which
he would not allow. Yet from the standing-point of
Judaism such a distinction between the ceremonial and
moral law was not possible, for everything was contemplated
as a divine command ; botli equally involved obedience to
the divine revealed will, and both required a disposition of
sincere piety.^ Though Paul in different passages and refer-

ences had sometimes the ritual, and at other times the moral
portion of the vofjiOQ especially in his thoughts, yet the same
general idea lies always at the basis of his reasonings. When
he had occasion, as in the Epistle to the Galatians, to impugn
the justifying power and continued obligation of the ceremo-
nial law, still his arg-umentation proceeds on the whole idea of

the vofjLOQ. It is the idea of an externally prescribed rule of

action, the law as commanding, but which by its commands
can never produce an internal alteration in man. Satisfiiction

can be given to the law—which indeed is true of every law as

such—only by perfect obedience. Now since no man is able

to effect the obedience thus required by the divine law, it of

course pronounces condemnation on all as guilty of its vio-

lation ; Gal. iii. 10. This is true of the imperative moral
law which is revealed in the conscience, not less than of

particular injunctions of this law exhibited in the Old

Testament theocratic form, as Paul himself applies it in the

* The Pauline expression ov hiKaiovrai ivwmov rod 6eov e^ fpywv vojxov

or €K voixov Tran-a (rap^, is a phrase which most probably Paul very soon

formed, from the peculiar flcvelopmont of his Christian convictions,

arisin.E^ from the method of his conversion.
2 When Christ, in the Sermon on the Mount, says tnat he came not

to destroy the law or the prophets, but to fulfil, he certainly made no
such distinction.

VOL. I. E E
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Epistle to the Romans to the law written on the hearts of

men, the law of conscience, which, as he asserts, calls forth

the consciousness of guilt in those to whom the vofiog was not

given in the external theocratic form.

In reference to the whole idea of the vo^oq in the revelation

of the divine requirements to Man in the form of an imperative

law, the apostle says. Gal. iii. 21, that if it could make men
inwardly alive, if it could impart a true internal life from

which all goodness would spontaneously proceed, then it would

be right to speak of a diKaio(Tvyji proceeding from the law. Yet

in that case, ifMan were truly in harmony with the requirements

of the law in the constitution of his internal life, it could not

be properly said that he obtained a righteousness available

before God by the works of the law ; for the external supposes

the internal ; the disposition of true righteousness is manifest

of itself to the eye of Omniscience ; ^ the internal cannot

proceed fi'om the external, but the external must proceed

from the internal. Still in this case, works corresponding to

the requirements of the law would be the necessary marks of

the truly righteous and of the righteousness that avails before

God, of what is truly well-pleasing to God. But in the present

condition of Man, this is nowhere to be found. The dispo-

sition corresponding to the requirements of the law does not
exist in man, and an external law cannot produce a change
internally, cannot communicate power for fulfilling its own
commands, nor overcome the opposition that exists in the
disposition. Even if a man be influenced by inferior motives,

1 This is acknowledged by Aristotle ; on Se? ra Si'/caja irgarTovras
mKaious yiveadai.—xa irpdyixaTa SiKaia \4yeTai, orav ri Toiavra oTa av 6
iiKaioi npa^eifV Siicaios Se' iarlu ovx o ravTa -KparTwu, aWa kol 6 oi'Tco

TrpctTTwi^ diy ol d'lKaioi TTQUTTovcfiv.—Eth. Nich. ii. 3. As Paul contrasts
the standing-point of tlie righteousness of the law and that of true
riglitcousness, so Aristotle contrasts the ra irTro twu vSfxwu t€tayfieva
TTOitJv, and the irus txovra irgaTTdv fKaara, war' ehai ayadhv, Keyai
8' olov 5m irpoaipf(Tiv (the ippovuv rd rod irvev^uaTos, from which all right
action must proceed

; lloiu. vi|i. 5.) But Christianity elevates the
reference of the mind above the reflection of the good in the TrparTofieva
to the avrh ayaOhu, the original source and archetvpe of all good in
God, to communion with God, and the exhibition of this communion
in the actKuis of the life. It is the disposition of the truly righteous
wiiK-h refers everything to the glory of God. JMorality is a manifesta-
tion and c.vhilMtion of the divine life. And Christianity points out the
process of development through which a man, by means of reu^eneiation,
may attain to that dptr^ which produces the right irpoaip^ais.
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by carnal fear or hope, by vanity which would recommend
itself to God or man, to accomphsh what is commanded
according to appeai'ance, still the disposition required by the
spirit of the law would be wanting. The works resulting

from such attempts, whether they related to the moral or

ritual part of the yonoQ, would want the disposition which is

the mark of the genuine liKaiovvvr], presenting itself before

a holy God. It results from this connexion of ideas, that

though f'pya vo^xov may in themselves be works which really

exhibit the fulfilling of the law, they would be considered by
Paul as acts of a merely superficial external, and not internal

obedience, they would bear the impress of mere legality in

opposition to true piety and morality. The epya vonov are not

classed with tpya dyadd but opposed to them ; Eph. ii. 10. Of
such a legal righteousness he speaks when he says, Phil. ii. G,

that in this respect he had been a Pharisee without blame,

though viewing it afterwai'ds from the Christian standing-

point he esteemed it as perfectly nugatory. Thus, in a two-

fold sense, Paul could say that by works of the law no man
could be justified before God. Taking the expression worlcs of
the law in an ideal sense, no man can perform such works as

are required by the law ; taking it in an empirical sense, there

are no works which are really performed on the standing-

point of the law, and coiTCspond to its spirit and require-

ments.

If the assertion of the insufficiency of the righteousness of

the law be made without more exactly defining it, it may be

supposed to mean, that the moral commands of the law
exhibit only an inferior moral standing-point, and on that

account can lead no one to tiiie righteousness. According to

this supposition, oui* judgment respecting the claims of Chris-

tianity would take a particular direction, and we should con-

sider the exhibition of a complete system of morals, as forming

its essential preeminence over the former dispensation. But
from the manner in which Paul makes this assertion, it is

evident that this is not his meaning. He never complains of

the law as defective in this respect, but on the contraiy eulo-

gizes it as in itself holy and good; Rom. vii. 12. The single

commandment of love which stands at the head of the vo^ur.

,

contains in fact everything (Romans xiii. 9) essential to mond
perfection, and whoever fulfilled this would be tiiily righteous.
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And in the two first chapters of the Epistle to the Romans

his aim is to prove that the Jews in relation to their jofjoc, as

well as the Gentiles in relation to the moral law inscribed on

their hearts, were not wanting in their knowledge of what was

good, but in the power of will to perform w^hat they knew to

be good. The reason why the law could not produce true

righteousness, consisted in the fact that it presented goodness

only in the form of an external command, and also in the

relation of the command to the moral condition of those to

whom the law was given. This leads us to the central point

of the Pauline Anthropology; namely, human nature as

estranged from the divine life and standing in opposition to

the requirements of the law ; w^hether the eternal moral law,

or the law in its outward theocratical form. This opposition

we must now examine more minutely.

That principle in human nature which strives against the

fulfilment of the law, the apostle generally distinguishes by
the name of the Flesh, and the man in whom this principle

predominates, or the man whose mind is not yet transformed

by Christianity, by the name of (rapKiKo^ or ra ttjq aapKog

(ppovwy. He represents this principle striving against the law

as a law in the members, which opposes the law of reason ; he

speaks of *' the motions of sin in the members" which ob-

structed the fulfilment of the law acknowledged by the mind

;

Romans vii, 5. The body as the seat of sinful desires he
calls the aiofia rrJQ dfiapriag, Rom. vi. 6, the awfia ri/e (rapKog,

Col. ii. 11. Hence we might conclude, that the apostle de-

duced sin from the opposition between sense and spirit in

human nature, and that he considered evil as a necessary

transition-point in the development of human nature, till

spirit acquired the perfect ascendency. But this could not be
the apostle's meaning, for he considered this conflict between
reason and sense, not as founded in the original natm-e of

man, but as the consequence of a free departure from his

original destination, as something blameworthy ; and here we
see of wliat i)ractical importance in the Pauline doctrine is the
supposition of an original perfection in man and a fall from it.

Hence we must consider in every instance, the preponderance
of sensual inclination over reason, according to Paul's view,
only as an essential consequence of the first moral disunion.

Tliere lU'c indeed many things to be urged against the supposi-
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tion that when he specifies the rrap^ as the source of sin, lie meant
nothing but sensuaUty in opposition to the spiritual principle

in man. In Gal. v. 20, among the works of the adp^, he
mentions divisions (^/^^oorao-tat), which cannot be attributed

to sensual impulses. It is possible, indeed, to argue in favour

of such an interpretation by saying, that Paul had in view

those divisions which he traced to sensual impulses, to a

sensual way of thinking, to a Judaism that adhered to sen-

sual objects, and opposed the more spiritual conceptions of

Christianity. But it appears still more surprising that he

traces eveiything in that erroneous tendency which he op-

posed in the church at Colossoe to the adp£, to a vovq aupKiKog
;

and here it would be difficult to attribute cvcrytliing to a

sensual addictedness, for we meet on the contrary with a

morbid striving at freedom from the senses, an ascetic ten-

dency which would defraud the bodily appetites of their just

claims. And even if in all these attempts we detected the

workings of a refined sensuality, that tendency which, while

cleaving to outward objects, could not rise to the pure inward

religion of the spirit ; still we find that in the Corinthian

chm'ch also, the apostle traced to the adpi everything which

either openly or secretly opposed Christianity, not excepting

even the speculative Grecian tendency, the ao(l>iav i^rjrely,

which treated the simple gospel with contempt. From all

these considerations, we may infer with certainty that some-

thing more than sensuality was included in the Pauline idea

of adpl And it confirms this conclusion, that Paul not only

uses the phrase /caret dvdpmTvov TrepnraTe'iy as equivalent to

Kara adpKa TrepnraTeJv, but also employs the designation

avdpujTTOQ xlvx^f^og as equivalent to uyOpioTrog aapKiKug, 1 Cor.

ii. 14. Ail this relates only to the opposition of the Human
to the Divine, whether the adpE or the \pvxv,^ against the

Ouov TTvevfja. Paul detected in the philosophic conceit of the

Greeks, which with all its striving could not pass beyond the

bounds of earthly existence, and satisfied itself without fiucUng

^ Paul indeed might distinguish the irvevna from the il/fx^as a power

inherent to human nature, which serves as an organ for the Divine, or

for the Holy Spirit, and under that influence acquires a predominant

activity. This may be inferred also from the trichotomy, (a threefold

division of man) in 1 Thess. v. 23. According to that trichotomy, the

yLvxiKos would be a person in whom, by tlie predominance of the lower

powers of the soul, the higher, the subjective 7r^ei>a was depressed.
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the highest good which alone can give true satisfaction to the

mind, and in the aiTogancc of the imaginaiy legal righteous-

ness of the Jews, the same principle of the aap^ asinthe

thii-st for sensual pleasure. There was a ao(f)ia tcard adpica, a

^itcaioavi'T} K-ara (rdpica. These ideas, adp^, KOfffXOQ, irv^v^a rod

koo-fiov, correspond to one another. Thus the term trdp^ denotes

liuman nature generally in its state of estrangement from the

divine life ; and from" this designation we cannot determine

what Paul considered as the one fundamental tendency from

which all the forms of sin might be deduced, or whether he

admitted one such source. On this last point we find no

precise explanation in his WTiting-s. But as he represented

the 0fw ^»/»', the Xpiario ^f/r, to be the principle of good in

man, it is implied that the eavTw ^fjy, the selfish tendency

(the £yw in relation to self, not subordinating itself to the

religious sentiment, Gal. ii. 30), was the fundamental tendency

of evil. Now, partly because the power of the sinful principle

in the present condition of human nature makes itself known
by the conflict of sensual inclinations with the law acknow-

ledged by the Spirit—partly because Chiistianity first spread

itself among those classes in which it had to combat most of

all with the power of rude sensuality—partly because the

body serves as the organ of the sinful tendency which has the

mastery in the soul, and the power of sinful habit continues

in it with a sort of self-subsistence even after the soul has

been made partaker of a higher life ;—on all these accounts,

Paul often employs the term adp^ to express the whole being

of sin.

Paul commonly refers to the consciousness of sin as an
universal foct in human nature, and appeals to what every

man may know from his own inward experience. By this

means, his preaching everywhere found acceptance, because it

was based on a fundamental truth, which was not received on
tradition, nor on the testimony of foreign authority, but
manifested itself in the consciousness of every individual. The
consciousness of this schism in human nature, and the feeling

arising out of it, of the need of redemption, remains in its

unchangeable validity, independent of all historical tradition,

and tliougli man must acknowledge this schism as a given
fact without l)eiiig able to explain its origin. This internal

fact, to which Paul appealed as a matter of immediate con-
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sciousness, we must distinguish from all attempts to explain
it/ which may appear untenable; while this foot, and the
sense of a need of redemption springing out of it, and faith

in a Redeemer, retain their value undiminished. Hence it is

very natural, and a proof of the apostle's wisdom, that ho
treats in so few passages of the original perfection of the first

man, and of the first sin, compared with the muiiber which
relate to this universal fact. But it by no means follows, that

what he says on this subject has a merely accidental con-

nexion with his Christian convictions; that everything which
he says of the first man, only served as a foil bori'owed fi'om

the notions in vogue among the Jews, to set the redeeming
work of Christ in a more striking light by the conti-ast. We
may rather affirm that this fact is intimately and closely con-

nected with the whole Christian consciousness of the apostle,

for it lies everywhere at the basis, where he represents this

schism not as something included in the plan of the divine

creation itself, and necessary in the development of human
nature, but as something blameworthy. To justify the

holiness and love of God, it must have been important for

him to be able to say, that man was not created in this con-

dition by God, but that it originated in an abuse of the

freedom bestowed upon him."^

1 This fact, the only one necessar}" to be presupposed in order to faith

in a Redeemer, is in itself independent of all investigations respecting

the derivation of the human race ; and as something known by imme-
diate inward experience, belongs to a province of life which lies out of

the range of all speculation, or of inquiries into natural science and
history. And the doctrine of a pre-existence of souls, though insufficient

to explain this fact, leaves it untouched, or even requires to be explained

by it. It is essential to Christianity that it rests on an historical basis,

•which, in order to be acknowledged in its true meaning, only pre-

supposes experiences which every man can make for himself.

2 Krabbe, in his excellent work, Die Lehre von der Sunde, p. 56,

remarks, that he does not clearly understand what are my views

respecting the origination of sin in the primitive state of man. But it

was foreign to my object—since I only wished to develop the doctrines

of the apostle Paul in the form in which they were conceived and repre-

sented by him, and their mutual connexion—to explain myself further

on this topic, and to state, as I must have done as a believer inlJevealed

Eeligion, that, according to my conviction, the origin of evil can only

be understood as a fact, a fact possible by virtue of the freedom belong-

ing to a created being, but not to be otherwise deduced or explained.

It lies in the idea of evil, that it is an utterly inexplicable thing, and
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But this view of the subject is not admissible if, as many

liave maintained, Taul exhibited the first man as a representa-

tive of human nature, and wished to show by his example

how, by virtue of the original constitution of human nature,

love' of pleasure appeared in opposition to the rational prin-

ciple or to the capability for religion—that this is constantly

repeated in the case of every individual, in order that man,

from the consciousness of this opposition, may attain through

redemption to the efficient supremacy of religion in his

nature. This chain of ideas we should certainly find in Paul's

WTitings, if it could be shown that, in Rom. vii. 9, he alluded

to and intended to mark the condition of original innocence

;

and how by the commandment that state of childlike inge-

nuousness was removed, and the slumbering love of pleasm-e

was brought into consciousness and raised to activity. But

it cannot be proved that the apostle, where he speaks of an

apparent freedom from guilt, in which the principle of sinless-

ness though scarcely developed, lay at the bottom, had in his

thoughts that original freedom from guilt w^hich he rather

describes as sinfulness. Certainly he could not have said that

by one man sin came into the world, if, in Rom. vii. 9, he had

assumed the existence of sin already in the first man accord-

ing to his original constitution, as something gTOunded in the

essence of human nature. In order to reconcile this, some-

thing foreign must be introduced into Paul's train of thought,

which evidently does not belong to it. If we proceed on the

supposition that a freedom, in the sense in wdiich it must be

allowed according to this Pauline doctrine, and a transition

from sinlessness to sin, is something inconceivable, still we are

not justified in explaining Paul according to a representation

whoever would explain it nullifies the very idea of it. It is not the
limits of our knowledge whieh make the origin of sin something inex-
plicable to V.S, but it follows from the essential nature of sin as an act of
free will, that it must remain to all eternity an inexplicable fact. It

can only be understood cmpirieally by means of the moral self-conscious-

ness. To ipwTT]iJ.a, & TToi'Twi' ani6v eVxi KaKwv, fxaAXov Se 7j xepl roxnov
w8Jj, iv rrj \\>vxTJ iyyiyvoix^yij, ^u d jxi] ris i^aipiQi](TeTai, tt)s aXriQeias
iyrws OX) fi-f) iroTt rvxoi. Ep. ii. Platon. Whoever in his arrogant
littleness can satisfy himself with mutilating human nature, and
reducing it to a minimum, with substituting thinking in a certain
form in place of the whole man, may adjust after his own fashion all the
phenomena in the moral world; but the unconquerable voice of Nature
will know how to assert her rights against all such fine-spun theories.
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of which no trace can be found in his writings, not to add
that such a view is opposed to his moral and rehgious spirit,

as well as to tliat of Christianity in general ; for according to

it, the consciousness of freedom, and the sense of guilt con-

nected with it, could be nothing else than a necessary decep-

tion imposed by the Creator himself in the development of

human nature ; an unavoidable illusion in the consciousness

of each individual.

The sin of the first man occupies so important a position in

Paul's views, because it was a free act from which a course of

life proceeded, contmdicting the original moral nature of man
or the image of God in man. When he says, Rom. v. 12,

"By one man sin entered into the world," we shall most
naturally understand it (as he adds no other limiting clause)

in this manner ; that the sinful tendency of the will, or the

opposition between the human and the divine will, now first

made its appearance in the hitherto sinless human nature,

and propagated itself with the development of the race from

this first point. This is according to a law which regulates

the propagation of human kind as a whole, and in particular

tribes, nations, and families, without which there could be no

history, no development of human kind as a race. And, in

fact, we see Paul applying the same law% when he contem-

plates evil in its combined and reciprocal effects on the gi-eat

mass of mankind, the collective body of Jews or Greeks.

All men have sinned, since they have followed the sinfid

tendency that has passed upon them through the develop-

ment of the race. In this sense, Paul says that by the

disobedience of one many became sinners.* He also connects

^ It is now indeed generally acknowledged, that in the last clause of

Rom. V. 12, the relative pronoun cannot be referred to Adam. It is not

evident to me (as Rothe, p. 32 of his acute essay on this passage, Wit-

tenberg, 1836, has maintained), that €>' ^ cannot be translated "for

that;" the original meaning of this preposition with the dative, by means

of which it expresses something conditional, an accompaniment, easily

passes into the sign of a certain causal relation ; and as i-n\ with a

dative signifies this, hence €>' ^ by an attraction may signify " for

that," "because that." This meaning is certainly to be adopted in 2 Cor.

V. 4. What Rothe, p. 25, has said against this construction in the last

passage is quite untenable. Nor does Philip, i. 21—24, contradict

this interpretation, for anxiety after eternal life by no means excludes

the repugnance necessarily founded in human nature against the conflict

with death. Man would always prefer passing to a higher state of
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sin and death together, and affirms that with sin death came

into the world, and had propagated itself among all men.

existence without, so violent a process of transition, and the fiapela-Oai is

certainl}' (what Kothe denies) quite as necessary and constant a mark of

the Christian life as the iTnirodelu. I will readily allow that Paul has

made use of this expression in the Romans to designate causality, since

it corresponds more than any other to the form under which he is here

thinking of causality. The first original causality is the sin of Adam

—

the secondary cause, the connecting link for this continuation of death

from Adam, is the sinning of individuals, on which the connexion

between sin and death, subjectively considered, depends. But if the

i(p' ^ be not referred to Adam, still the passage might be so taken that

the imputation of Adam's sin would be maintained by it, if either the

^iaapTov is referred to the participation of all in Adam's sin, (which yet

would be entirely arbitrar}--, since no more definite expression is added
to indicate that the apostle is speaking of the sinning of all in one,) or

the e(p' ^ is understood in Rothe's sense. The reasoning of the apostle

would then be this : Men sinned indeed from the time of Adam to the

appearance of the Mosaic law, but they did not sin like Adam by the

violation of a positive law, and without a law there can be no imputa-
tion of sin. Consequently, to that time, not men's OAvn sins, but only
that sin of Adam was punished as the common guilt of humanity; only
in this relation could death aifect them as a punishment of sin. But
Paul could not say this without contradicting what he had asserted a
little before ; for he had distinctly shown, tliat the want of an outward
theocratic law by no means excused the Gentiles in their sins, since its

place was supplied by the divine law revealed in their consciences : and
always when he refers to the consciousness of guilt in men, he appeals

,

to this internal judgment on their own sins, without taking account of
Adam's sin as reckoned to the whole human race. And if, with Rothe,
we distinguish a positive juridical connexion formed by imputation
between sin and death, from an internal, real, natural, and therefore
immediate connexion, (which is a leading idea in his essay, and ex-
pressed fully in p. 54,) this self-contradiction in Paul would not be
obviated, for the divine imputation and the voice of conscience, the
internal

_ sense of guilt, are correlative ideas. The voice of con-
science, in the internal sense of guilt, is nothing else than the subjective
revelation of the divine imputation; and as Paul assumes the first

independently of a positive law, he must therefore assume the second as
Homething independent of positive law, as he himself develops it in
Rom. ii. 14— IG, and also marks the connexion between sin and death
established by the divine justice, and manifested as such in the con-
Bcieuces of men

; Rom. i. 32. If we allow Paul to be his own intcr-
preter, we shall find the train of thought in Rom. v. 13, 14, to be the
following. He brings forward the objection that the sin of Adam had
reigned in the world till Moses, although no positive law was in exist-
ence, and withoiit law there could be no imputation of sin. He repels
this objection by tlie fact, that death still reigned even over those who
had not sinned like Adam against a positive law. This fact is an
objective evidence of imputation, and, as is evident from the preceding
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Now, according to Paul's views, this cannot be understood of
an essential change in the physical organization of man, and
that the body by that event first became mortal instead of
immortal, for he expressly asserts the opposite in 1 Cor. xv. 45,
since he attributes to the firat man a o-wyua ^(o'iKov, xl/vyitcuv^

in contrast with the aw/ua -KyevjxaTLKov of the resurrection.

This change, therefore, can only relate partly to the manner
in which our earthly existence would terminate, the forcible

disruption of the connexion between soul and body whicli

we designate by the name of death, partly to the manner in

which the necessity of such a death would appear to the

human mind. But both are closely connected with one
another. As life, life in communion with God, a divine, holy,

happy, and unchangeable life, are ideas indissolubly connected

remarks, this imputation approves itself to be just in the conscience,

which exliibits men as transgressors of uii undeuiable divine law.
^ What Paul here says of the y\ivxiK6v of man, certainly relates only

to the constitution of the body, which only has in it the principle oi

earthly life ; he could not mean to designate by it the nature of man in
general, as if, since it had in itself nothing higher than an animal prin-

ciple, and was destitute of the divine principle of life which was first

imparted through Christ to human nature, it must necessarily succumb
to temptation. That supposition which we have already combated
would then follow, that sin was something already deposited in the

psychical constitution of human nature, and a necessary link in its

development, which would manifest its power when once aroused from
its slumbers, and that sinlessncss could only emanate from Christ. But
according to the doctrine of Paul, the indwelling irv^vixa of the human
nature itself is to be distinguished from the supernatural irvfvfxa, as the

receptacle in the human soul for the operations of the Divine Spirit,

that which, in connexion with the supernatural influence, belongs to its

right activity ; see above, p. 130. Even in the spiritual nature of fallen

man, he recognises something higher as the y\ivx>i. I cannot agree with

Usteri, that, in the passage 1 Thess. v., by the term npevixa, we are to

understand the operation of the Holy Spirit, or the divine principle of

life communicated by it, as some individualized in man. In reference

to this, Paul could not express the wish that it might be preserved

blameless, for in itself it could not be affected by any sin : wherever
anything sinful found entrance, it must retire. The passage in 1 Thess.

1. 19, " llepress not the operations of the Divine Spirit; let inspiration

have its free movement," cannot be considered parallel ; and as little

the exhortation in Eph. iv. 30, not to grieve by evil passions the Spirit

of God working in the souls of believers, which is very difierent from
keeping it blameless and spotless. In all these passages, iruevfjLa is not

spoken of as a property of man ; in the first, on the contrary, tlie Trvidixa

is represented as altogether homogeneous, as a component part of human
nature with the soul and body.
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in the New Testament phraseology, particularly in the wi'itings

of Paul and John, so, on the other hand, are equally connected

the ideas of sin, unhappiness, and death. As man in com-

munion with God becomes conscious of a divine life raised

above all change and death, and the thought of the cessation

of life or annihilation is unknown ; so when by sin this con-

nexion is broken, and, in estrangement from God as the

eternal fountain of life, he becomes conscious of his contracted

existence, the thought of death first springs up. Without

this, the transition from an earthly existence to a higher

—

objective in itself, and subjective to the mind'—would have

been only the form of a higher development of life. In this

sense, Paul calls sin, the sting of death, 1 Cor. xv. 56, by

which he marks the internal connexion between death and a

sense of guilt ; as the wounding power of death is founded in

sin, death as that terrific object to the mind of man exhibits

itself only in connexion with the consciousness of sin.

Paul certainly represents a corruption of human nature as

the consequence of the first sin, and admits a supremacy of

the sinful principle in the human race, but not in such a

manner that the original nature of man as the offspring of

God, and created in his image, has been thereby destroyed.

Kather he admits the existence in man of two opposing prin-

ciples—the predominating sinful principle and the divine prin-

ciple, depressed and obscured by the former, yet still more or

less manifesting its heavenly origin. Hence he deduces an un-

deniable consciousness of God, and an equally undeniable moral
self-consciousness as a radiation from the former. And as he
recognises an original and universal revelation of God to the

lunnan consciousness, so also he acknowledges in human
nature a constitution adapted to receive it ; as there is a self-

testimony of God, in whom the spirit of man lives, moves, and
exists, so also there is an original susceptibility in human
nature con-csponding to that testimony. The whole creation

iui a revelation of God, especially of his almightiness and
» Krabbe, in his work already quoted, although the premises deduced

by him from 1 Cor. xv. 45, ought to have led to the same view as mine,
yet he has opposed it, under the supposition that I have not admitted
an objective alteration of the form of death, but only a subjective
alteration in relcrciicc to tlic form in which it is represented to the mind
of man. To guard against this misunderstanding, I have added several
new observations to render my meaning more explicit.
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goodness,' is designed to arouse the spirit of man to a jjcr-

ception of this inward revelation of God. But since by the
predominant sinful tendency of man the susceptibility for this

revelation of God is impaired, he has lost the ability to raise

himself by means of the feelings awakened by outward im-
pressions to a development of the idea of God, to serve as an
organ for which is the highest destiny of the human spirit.^

Since the consciousness in man of an interior being, by virtue

of which he is distinct from nature, and exalted above it, is

capable of appropriating the supernatural, has been depressed
by sin,—since he has enslaved himself to that nature over
which he was destined to rule,' he is no longer able to develop

^ In Rom. i. 20, Paul first asserts in general, that the invisible being
of God is manifested to the thinking spirit by the creation ; he then
specifies the revelation of his power, and adds to it the general term
SeioTTjs, (on the form of this word see RUckert,) including everything
besides which belongs to the revelation of the idea of God, to our con-
ceptions of the divine attributes to the aSpara rov 0eoG. AYe cannot de-

duce from the words (for it was not the apostle's intention to be more
definite) a special reference to any other divine attribute ; but it is not
without reason that he brings forward the idea of Almightiness, be-

cause this first strikes the religious consciousness on the contemplation
of Nature, and hence the consciousness of dependence on a higher
power is the predominant sentiment in Natural Religion. Still we may
infer, from the term Tjvxap'.a-T-naav in v. 21, that the goodness of God
was present to his thoughts, which is favoured by a reference to Acts
xiv. 17. In this result I agree with Schneckenburger in his Essay
on the Natural Theology of Paul and its sources, contained in his

Beitrlige zur Einleitung, d-c. But I cannot perceive the necessity

for deducing the manner in which Paul has expressed himself from any
other source than from the depths of his own spirit, enlightened by the
Spirit of Christ ; and in Philo's far less original investigations, J can
find nothing which can serve to explain Paul's thoughts and language,
although I see nothing in the use Schneckenburger is disposed to make
of Philo for the illustration of the New Testament, which tends to de-

preciate the latter ; and I must entirely agree with his excellent remarks
on the relation of the Alexandrian-Jewisli .school to the appearance of

Christianity. He also justly remarks, that those who in their folly think
that they can illustrate the greatest revolution in the human race (the

moral creation effected by Christianity) by excerpts from Philo (an at-

tempt as rational as to explain the living principle by a corpse), must
serve quite a different'' object from that which they have proposed to

themselves.
2 The connexion of the inward and outward revelation of God is

probably hinted at in the phrase iy avTo7s. Romans i. 19.

^ The dominion of man over nature presupposes in its true signifi-

cance the free development of the knowledge of God, on which the
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the feelings excited in his breast, of dependence on a higher

power, and of gratitude for the blessings bestowed upon him,

BO as to believe in an Almighty God as Creator and Governor

of the world, but he allows these feelings to terminate in the

created beings, in the powers and phenomena of nature by

which they were fii-st excited. Thus, as Paul describes in the

Epistle to the Romans, idolatry originated in the deification of

Nature, which yet implies a depressed consciousness of God,

and to this, as Ipng at its basis, Paul appealed in his discourse

at Athens. This depression of the consciousness of God by the

substitution of sensible objects, tended more and more to the

deterioration of man's moral nature ; Rom. i. 28. Yet this,

as it belonged to the essence of humanity, could not be

entirely obliterated. It manifested itself in the conscience

as the undeniable emanation from the consciousness of God.

According to Paul, this is the revelation of an internal law for

the life, and a judgment upon it, undeniable by man, even
should he not deduce from it the consciousness of that God
who here manifests himself as a hidden legislative and judging

power. Men, in passing judgment on one another, give

evidence of the power of that innate law of their natui-e, and
condemn themselves ; Rom. ii. 1.^

Thus Paul represents two general principles in the natural

man as stri\dng against each other ; the principle peculiar to

the offspring of God, and allied to God, an implanted con-

sciousness of God, and (grounded on that) a moral self-con-

sciousness, the reaction of the religious and moral nature of
man ; and the principle of sin ; or, in other words. Spirit and
Flesh. And as the former, the original nature of man, is

elevation of the spirit over nature and its affinity to God is founded, as
a means of exercising that true dominion.

* I cannot agree with tliose who think that Paul, in this passage,
alluded to the Jews, who are expressly mentioned in v. 9. Had this
been the ca?c, tlie transition from those of whom he had been speaking,
the Ccntiles, to this new subject, the Jews, must have been in some way
marked. But the Sin only refers us to what immediately precedes, i. 32,
which relates to the Gentiles, though it does not follow that Paul con-
fined himself to the same class of Gentiles. Since whoever knows the
law of God (according to which they who do such things are worthy of
death) and yet does what it forbids, cannot excuse himself,—thou canst
allege no excuse for tlivHclf ; thou, whoever thou mayest be, thou who
tcstifiest of thy knowledge of God, when thou judgest another, thou
condcmncst thvsclf.
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checked in its development and efficiency by the latter, and
detained a prisoner as by a hostile force, he describes the state

of the natural man in general as one of bondage} Still a dis-

tinction is to be made between the different states of this

bondage, whether it is conscious or unconscious ; whether the
depressed higher nature has become unconscious of its own
prerogative, and of the restraint imposed upon it, or whether
the sense of bondage in which man s higher self is held has
been excited, and hence a longing after freedom in the de-

veloped higher self-consciousness. The latter is the state to

which the apostle has affixed the name of bondage in the more
restricted sense of the word, the bondage under the law ; a
state in wliich the consciousness of the depressed higher

natiu-e is combined with that of the law revealing itself in it.

Hence these two states of unconscious or conscious bondage
are distingaiished as living without the law, or living under
the law. These two states the apostle describes in the 7th

chapter of the Epistle to the Romans ; he here depicts, in liis

own person, and from his o\sii experience, two general states.

The fii-st state he represents as one in which a man lives in

delusive satisfaction, unconscious both of the requirements of

the holy law and of the power of the counteracting principle

of sinfulness. He awakes from this state of security when the

consciousness of the law and its requirements is excited. The
moral ideal, which is presented by the law to the self-con-

sciousness of man, exerts an attractive influence on his higher

nature. He feels that he can find satisfaction and happiness

only in the agi'eement of his life with this law. But then he

sees that he has been wofully deceived, for the law when it

brings forth into consciousness the sinful desires that had

hitherto been slumbering in his breast, irritates them to

greater activity by the opposition of its commands. The man
who is enduring this conflict is represented by Paul as saying,

" The commandment that should have tended to life brought

onlv death ; for sin which now took occasion to break forth,

deceived me by the commandment and by it slew me."—Rom.

vii. 10, 11. The decej)tion which was practised by the power

of the hitherto slumbering but now rampant sinful desires,

consisted in this, that when the law in its glory, the moral

aichet}^e, first revealed itself to the higher nature of man,

^ The hovK^ia Tf;s ajuaprlas.
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he was filled with earnest desire to seize the revealed ideal

;

but this desire only made him more painfully sensible of the

chasm which separated him from the object after which he

aspired. Thus, what appeared at first a bHssful ideal, by the

guilt of death-producing sin became changed into its opposite.

The higher nature of man aspiring after a freer self-con-

sciousness, is sensible of the harmony between itself and the

divine law, in which it delights ; but there is another power,

the power of the sinful principle striving against the higher

nature, which, when a man is disposed to follow the inward

divine leading, drags him away, so that he cannot accomplish

the ^ood by which alone his heavenly nature is attmcted.^

In the consciousness of this wretched disunion, he exclaims,

" Who shall deliver me fi'om this power of sin 1
" ^ After

thus vividly caUing to mind the state of disunion and unhappi-

ncss from which Christianity has set him free, he is carried

away by emotions of thankfulness for redemption fi'om that

internal wretchedness; and dropping the character he had

for the moment assumed, he interrupts himself by an excla-

mation occasioned by the consciousness of his present state,

and then, in conclusion, briefly adverts to the state of dis-

union before described. " I myself therefore am a man who
with the spirit serve the law of God, but with the flesh the

law of sin." If we understand the phrase, " serve the law of

God" in the full strictness of the idea, more seems to be

expressed by it than the standing-point of the natm-al man
allows : for taking the words in their highest sense, they

describe such a development of the whole life to God,

such an animating of it by a practical sense of God, as

must proceed from regeneration, and supposes its existence.

But we must first of all accurately fix the meaning of

1 By the opposition between the inner man and the law in the mem-
bers or the flesh, Paul certainly does not mean simply the opposition
between Spirit and Sense ; for if the spirit were really so animated by
the good which is represented in the law as it ought to be according to

its original nature and destination, its volitions would be powerful
enough to siil)ordinate sense to itself. But the apostle represents the
spirit as powerless, because a selfish tendency predominates in the soul.

He therefore intends by these terms to express the opposition between
the depressed higlicr nature of man, and the sinful principle Avhich
controls the actions of men.

' Paul terms it tlic body of death, inasmuch the power of evil desires

manifests itself particularly in the body as the slave of sinful habits.
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covXeveiv and of vofiog in this passage. Both terms are used
by Paul in a two-fold manner. The fundamental idea o£*

BnvXeveiv is that of a life corresponding to God's law and to

the consciousness of dependence on him. But this conscious-

ness of dependence may be of two sorts ; either one with

w^hich the tendency of the will harmonizes, one in which the

man consents with freedom ; or one which stands in con-

tradiction to the will. And so likewise in the application of

the term Law, of which the general idea is a rule of life and
action. This rule may be either, according to the second

meaning of ^ovXela, a rule presenting itself to the spirit of

man from without, an outwardly commanding constraining

law, which contradicts the predominant internal tendency of

the Will, and whose supremacy is therefore only acknowledged
by compulsion ; or it may be a rule proceeding from within,

founded on the internal development of the life, with wliich

the predominant tendency of the will is in perfect harmony,
according to the first meaning of covXeia. Now the apostle

here employs SovXeia in the second sense, and describes a

state in which the consciousness of God makes its power felt

in the opposition to the sinful tendency of the will, that

controls the life ; for if the other sense of the term were

intended, that unhappy disunion would immediately cease.

If the consciousness of God had become an internal law

of the life with which the determinations of the will were in

harmony, the adpE would no longer exercise its 2)ower as

a determining principle of the life.

No doubt, the apostle took the materials of this description

from his own experience, which put it in his power to

delineate the condition in such lively colom's. Tluiugh

educated by pious parents in Judaism, still there was for

him during childhood a period of ingenuous simplicity,

in which the consciousness of the law and of the contrariety

between its requirements and the indwelling principle of sin,

could' not be developed with the same clearness as in maturcr

life. And from this first epoch of childhood, he was led on

by his Pharisaic education to the summit of sen'itude to the

law. But he represents in his own person the two general

standing-points of human development, by which the race, as

well as individuals, have been trained for the reception of

redemption. He here describes in an individual example the

VOL. I, F F
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use of Judaism as the legal religion, viewed in its peculiar

nature to Christianity, in reference to the development of the

human race. Very different was that part of Judaism which

constituted the point of union between it and the gospel, and

the aspect under which it might be viewed as the gospel

veiled, the prophetic element, by which it was connected with

the promises made before the giving of the law, and formed

a continuation of them till the Redeemer himself appeared.

As in order to prepare for the reception of the Redeemer, it

was needful, on the one hand, to excite a consciousness

of internal disunion and bondage, and the consequent sense

of a need of redemption ; and on the other hand, to point

out the relief about to be afforded for this misery, and the

personage by whom it would be effected ; so Judaism was in

both these respects a divine revelation and a religious economy

preparative to Christianity.

In confutation of the Jews and Judaizers, who would

not recognise in Judaism a preparative dispensation, but

maintained its perpetual validity, the apostle evinced that

all the leadings of the divine government from the begin-

ning of the world related to the fulfilment of a design

embracing the salvation of the whole fallen race of man, a

design of communicating among all men, by the Messiah,

redeeming gi-ace, for the obtaining of which no other means
would be requisite than surrendering themselves to it and re-

ceiving it by means of faith. There was, therefore, only one

fundamental relation betvv^een God and man; on the part

of God, a revelation of his grace in its promise and fulfilment

;

on the part of man, an appropriation of this gi-ace by faith.

The legal Judaism could make no alteration in this unchange-
able or fundamental relation between God and man, which
had been already established by the promises given to Abra-
ham ; it co\ild not add a new condition, such as the observ-

ance of the law, for the fulfilment of the promises. Gal. iii. 15,

in which case the fulfilment of the promise would be attached
to something that could not be performed, since no man is

caf)ablc of observing the law. The law, therefore, formed
only a j)reparatory, intervening economy for the Jewish na-
ti<jn,' partly designed to check in some measure the grosser

^ To this r.om. v. 20 refers, vufxos irapciciixeev.
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indulgences of sin/ but more especially to call forth and

* Tuv irapa^dcreuu x^V"'* ^^^' i^i- ^^- The interpretation whicli I have
here followed of this passage requires to be supported against the
objections of Usteri in lut^ Entivickkeluvg des paulinischen Lehrl)f'firijjr.<}

(Development of the Pauline Doctrines), 4th ed. pp. 66, 67, and in liis

Commentary on the Epistle to the Galatians, p, 114. The reasons
alleged by him are, that the idea of transgression presupposes the
idea of law— that according to the Pauline association of ideas, sin was
called forth by the law, the law could present no check to sin, but, on
the contrary, must tend to hasten the outbreak of sinfulness, Paul
would therefore contradict himself, if he said that the law was added
in order to <iheck sin. But although Paul by describing dfiaprla as
napd^acris, conceived of it as a transgression of the law, yet sin without
reference to the Mosaic law might be so denominated in reference to the
law of God revealed in the conscience. When the internal law as a
revelation of God is outwardly presented in a literal form, it only serves
to bring this opposition into clearer consciousness, and to counterwork
the manifold influences by which this consciousness is obscured and
depressed. Indeed, the law, according to Paul, cannot conquer sin
internally, but only serves to manifest it in its full extent. It can
produce no true holiness in the disposition ; nevertheless, we can
readily conceive how a positive law, bringing into clearer consciousness
the opposition of good and evil, opposing the distinctly expressed
divine will to sinful inclinations, by threatening and alarming, would
check the outward indulgence of sinful desires, act as a check on grosser

immorality, and promote outward moral decorum. This, it is true,

can be attained only in a very imperfect degree by the law, since it has
not the power of operating on the internal ground, from which alljthe

outAvard manifestations of sin proceed. On the one hand, the law
checks the grosser outbreaks of sin ; on the other, it occasions that the

sinfulness called forth by opposition from its concealment, is displayed

in the form of particular transgression of the law, and a man thereby

becomes conscious of the hidden and deeply-seated root of all evil.

Both may be represented as the work of the law ; the check put on the

outbreaks of sinfulness, and the greater prominence given to it in the

form of particular transgressions of special commands. Both may bo

considered as the objects of that divine wisdom which gave the law to

man, if we only keep the various references distinct from each other.

On the one hand, to prevent the total brutalization of human nature,

and, on the other, not to permit the self-deception that any other means
of training can avail short of that method which will eflect a radical

cure. As to the first point, Paul marks it in liom. iii. 23, where he says

that men were kept as prisoners by the law, which agrees with what
Christ .says when, in the Sermon on the Mount, he opposes the holiness

of disposition attained through the gospel, to the theocratic political

law, which would only restrain from without the outbreaking force of

evil, and with what he says in ^latt. xix. 8, on the relation of the law

to the aic\r]poKapS[a of men. With respect to the other interpretation of

the pasrage—" the law is added in order to make sin kiiowable as such,

to bring men to a clear consciousness of it :" the words do not so plainly
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maintain a vivid consciousness of sin.^ Since the law put an

outward check on the sinful propensity, which was constantly-

giving fresh proofs of its refractoriness—as by this means the

consciousness of the power of the sinful principle became

more vivid, and hence the sense of need both of the forgive-

ness of sin and freedom from its bondage was awakened—the

law became a Traicayoj-ydg eig Xpiaror. The bondage of

Judaism partly consisted in the union of rehgion with a mul-

titude of sensible forms, which could only typify the divine

that was not yet distinctly apprehended; the dependence of

the development of the internal religious life on outward and

sensible^ objects, might also contribute, like the moral part

of the law, to restrain rude sensuality, to awaken the internal

religious sentiment, to arouse it to a consciousness of the

bondage that oppressed it, and to a longing after freedom.^

convey this meaning. According to that interpretation they would
mean—the law was given to favour transgressions, in order that trans-

gressions might take place ; the thought would, after all, be very ob-

scurely expressed, and if this Avere said without further limitation, it

would convey such a mean estimate of the law, which Paul from his

standing-point certainly could not allow. And as Kuckert justly

remarks, the use of the article with the Avord irapa^daewv (on account of

certain existing sins in order to put a check to them) better suits the

method of interpretation we have followed and the connexion of the

passage, since it is the design of Paul to acknowledge the importance
of the law in its own though subordinate value. See Schneckenburger's
review of Usteri's work on the Pauline doctrines, which agrees in this

and several other points with our own views, in Rheinwald's Eeper-
torhini. No. vi., &c.

' Kom. V. 20, 'Ivu irXfovaari rj ajxapria, "so that sin might abound,"
that is, that the power of indwelling sin, the intuitive force of the sinful

principle as such, might be manifested so much more strongly. In
reference to the development of the Pauline sentiment, Fritsche, in his

excellent commentary, to which I am much indebted', justly remarks
(p. 350), that this cannot be the literal sense of the passage, for here
anaprla is sjioken of as a single violation of God's law. The sense of the
passage is, in order that transgressions may increase. But this must
8cn-e to make them more conscious of the intrinsic power of the evil
principle, by its coming forth more distinctly in outward manifestation,
as we detect in the symptoms of a positive disease the morbific matter
M-hich lias been for a long time lurking in the system. Thus, Rom.
vii. i:{, in order that sin might show itself abundantly as sin ; sin in its
desinictive power, so that the law, in itself salutary, must bring de-
btruction to man on account of sin.

^ The Sfiov\waOai inrb to. aTotxf7a = ra aapKiKO,, Tide Supra, p. 323,
note.

' Thus Peter calls the law in its whole extent, contrasted with the
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In this aspect, the unity of the Moral and the Ritual in the
Mosaic law is apparent ; both belonged to this standing-point
of religious and moral development, and subserved the same
object.

In the ages preceding Christianity, mankind were divided
into Jews and Gentiles. The distinction between them con-

sisted in the opposition between natural development, and
revelation among the Jews. God had from the beginning
communicated and propagated the knowledge of himself by a
connected series of revelation ; by a positive law, the need of

a redemption was manifested, and promises were given with
gradually increasing clearness of Him who was to justify this

need ; Rom. ix. 4. The theocracy was here presented in the

form of a particular nationality, until at last the Redeemer
arose from the midst of this nation, and verified in his own
person the promises made to them. The Gentiles, on the con-

trary, were left to themselves, and shut out from the organized

historical preparation of the kingdom of God. Still the

apostle recognises, as we have here remarked, an original

revelation of God among the heathen, without which even
idolatry could not have arisen. He presents us with a two-

fold idea of divine revelation, distinguished by two names.

The universal revelation of God in the creation, and through

that in the reason and conscience, in which three factors are

combined—the self-revelation of God in creation acting from
without—the adaptation to the knowledge of God in the spirit

of man, (reason and conscience)—and the undeniable con-

nexion of created spirits, ^^dth the original Spirit whose
offspring they are, in whom they live and move and have

their being, the fountain from which proceed all the move-
ments of the higher life ; this universal revelation the apostle

distinguishes by the name (pavipwatg. Revelation in a more
restricted sense (which proceeds not from an operation of the

Divine Spirit through the medium of creation like the

former,) by means of which man apprehends in a divine light

the truths relating to salvation, the knowledge of which ho

could not attain by his own reason,— Paul terms aVo-

But that universal revelation, owing to the coiTuption

grace of redemption, " a yoke which neither they nor their fathers were
able to bear." Acts xv. 10.
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which repressed the awakened consciousness of God,' could

not be manifested purely and clearly; the deification of

nature, which gained the ascendency over its partial illumi-

nation of mankind, fonned an opposition against the element

of divine revelation in Judaism which was implanted there in

its purity, and presented by the providence of God. But in

considering the opposition of Heathenism to Judaism, we

nmst distinguish fi-om its injurious influences that internally

revealed law of conscience which corresponded to the positive

law in Judaism. 2 That law of conscience would lead to the

knowledge of the disunion in the inner man; and of the need

of redemption, without which Christianity could find no point

' Rom. i. 18, tV dXT^Oetav iv aZiKia Karexovr^s. " They repressed the

truth that manifested itself to them, the consciousness of truth thativas

springing up in their minds—through sin." In these words, Paul par-

ticularly referred to the Gentiles, though they might also be applied to

the Jews. It was not needful for him to point out to the Jews that they

could not allege as an excuse for their conduct, the want of a knowledge

of God and of his law, since they were only too much disposed to pride

themselves on the mere knowledge of what had been revealed to them.
2 Although Paul was accustomed to form his connexion of voixos,

from Judaism, and to apply it to the Mosaic law; yet his Christian

universalism, and his unfettered views of the process of human develop-

ment among heathen nations, led him to recognise everywhere a law of

undeniable, authority in the hearts of men, and to consider the law,

under the special Mosaic form, as the representative of the universal

law in force for all mankind ; this is evident from Rom. ii. Hence, we
cannot allow that Paul, wherever he speaks of vo/xos, had only in his

thoughts the Mosaic law; but, on the contrary, we must maintain that

when he represents the law as one that condemns man, reveals his guilt,

it appears to him as the representative of the divine law as it reveals

it.self, and is applicable to all mankind though less clearly. Although
Paul, when he speaks of the curse of the law, Gal. iii. 13, and describes

it as "the handwriting of ordinances," Col. ii. 14, must have the Jews
immediately in view, who were conscious of the obligation of the law,

yet certainly, according to his conceptions, it relates to all mankind.
As long as the law Mas in force, it denounced a curse on all who did not
obey it, as the obsers'ance of it was the only means for participating in
the kingdom of God, and obtaining eternal life. Hence the curse pro-
nounced by it must be first taken away, that "the blessing of Abraham"
which related to all mankind might come upon the Gentiles ; Gal. iii. 14.

Hence also among the heathen the revelation of the opy-fj deov (to ac-

complish which irt the work of the law), Kom. iv. 15, must precede, and
they must obtain the knowledge that through Christ they are freed from
this op7^ in order to be partakers of redemption. These remarks are
of force against the views of Ituckert and UsterL—See especially their
Commentary on Gal. iii. 13.
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of connexion or entrance in men's minds, and as such a point
of connexion Paul on all occasions employs it in arguing with
the Gentiles.

The apostle places in opposition to each other the Jews
incorporated in the kingdom of God, and the heathen who
were living without God ; still he does not put all who were
living in heathenism on the same level. Certainly lie could
not say of eveiy individual, what he says of the corrupt mass
in general, Eph. iv. 19, that they had given themselves up to

the indulgence of their lusts with a suppression of all moral
feeling; he no doubt recognised in the civil and domestic
virtues of the heathen some scattered raj^s of the repressed

knowledge of God. In this respect he says, comparing the

heathen with the Jews, that wiiere the former fulfilled in

some cases the commands of the law, following the lav/

UT-'itten on their hearts, they thereby passed sentence of con-

demnation on the Jews, to whom the positive law had been
given, of which they boasted, but neglected to obey it. Not
that we can suppose him to mean, that in any instance there

was anything like a perfect fulfilment of the law. To suppose

this would be in chrect contradiction to what Paul affirms

respecting the consciousness of guilt universally awakened by
the law, that it could only call forth a sense of sin and
desei-ved punishment ; we cannot separate a single act from

the whole life, if with Paul we refer eveiything to the anima-

ting disposition, and do not form our estimate according to

the outward value of good works. Where the whole of the

internal life was not animated by that which must be the

principle of all true goodness, that principle could not perfectly

operate even for a single moment. Still the repressed higher

nature of man, the seat of the law of God, gave more or fewer

signs of its existence.

From the Jewish and from the Gentile standing-points there

was only one mode of transition to a state of salvation, the

consciousness of an inward disunion between the divine and

the undivine in human nature, and proceeding from that,

the consciousness of the need of redemption. And hence

there were two hindrances which obstructed the attainment of

salvation by men; either the gross security of heathenism,

where the higher movements of life were entirely suppressed

by the dominion of sinful pleasure, or the Jewish merit of
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works and self-righteousness, where men, pacifying their con-

sciences by the show of devotion and of fulfilling the law,

deceived themselves, and supposed that, by the mechanism of

outward religious exercises, or by the performance of certain

actions which wore the appearance of good works, they had

attained the essence of the holiness required by the divine

law. In reference to the latter, Paul says of the Jews, Kom.
X. 3, that since they knew not the essence of true holiness

which avails before God and can be imparted by God alone,

and since they esteemed their own works to be genuine holi-

ness—they could not perceive their insufficiency, and hence

they could not appropriate the holiness revealed and imparted

by God.* As the manner in which the Jews, insensible of

their need of divine aid, endeavoured to attain holiness by the

observance of the law, was the cause of their not attaining it

;

so on the other hand the heathen—those, namely, in whom
self-conceit of another kind had not been produced by a phi-

losophical training—since no such spiritual pride counteracted

the feeling of the need of redemption in their minds, when
once through particular circumstances, inward experiences,

or perhaps through the preaching of the gospel, 2 the voice of

the law had been distinctly heard—were easily awakened to

this feeling of helplessness, and thus led to faith in the
Redeemer.'

In another respect also, Paul compares the Jewish and the
heathen or Grecian standing-points with one another. Among
the Jews the predominance of the sensuous element in their

' The QiKaioavvt] toD Q^ov here denote a righteousness which avails
before God, and originates with him, in opposition to one which men
Kiippose may be attained by their own power and works, and which,
though men may deceive themselves by false appearances, cannot stand
in the sight of a holy omniscient God. It denotes accordingly the
manner in which men are justified through faith in Christ, in opposi-
tion to the righteousness of the law or of works. The apostle uses the
expression iinTdyTocrav, since he considers the cause of their not receiv-
ing what God is willing to bestow, to be a spirit of insubordination, a
want of hnniility and acquiescence in the divine arrangements.

-* W liRh in tliis connexion must present itself at first as a revelation
of the (livme wrath against sin. Rom. i. 18.

^ Hence, naturally, as among the Jews it was precisely their SjwKf?^
vo^xov ^iKaioavvr^s which was the cause of their not attaining true right-
eousness so among the heathen their ^ut) 5.a;«e:*/ was the cause of their
more easily attaining it.
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religious life, -which, being unsusceptible of the internal reve-

lation of divine power, sought for extraordinary events in the

world of the senses as marks of the divine, a tendency wliich

he distinguished by the name of sign-seeking, was opposed to

faith in a crucified Redeemer, who had appeared in " tlie form
of a servant." This revelation of the power of God, where the

sensual man could perceive only weakness and ignominy, must
have been a stumbling-block to their sign-seeking minds,

which longed for a Messiah in visible earthly glory as the

founder of a visible kingdom. Among the educated portion

of the Greeks, on the contrary, that one-sided tendency, which
sought only for the satisfaction of a love of knowledge in a

new religion, the one-sided predominance of speculation, which

Paul designated ivisdom-seeking and philosophical conceit

—

opposed fliith in that preaching which did not begin ^vith tlic

solution of intellectual difficulties, but with offering satisfac-

tion to hearts that longed for the forgiveness of sin and sanc-

tification ; hence to this class of persons the doctrine which did

not fulfil the expectations of their wisdom-seeking tendency,

and demanded the renunciation of their imaginary wisdom,

must have appeared as foolishness; 1 Cor, i. 22, 23. Thus Paul

said in reference to the Greeks, 1 Cor. iii. 1 8, He who thinks

himself wise, let him become a fool, that he may be able to

find true wisdom in the gospel. To the Jews the language

addressed on the Pauline principles would be. He who esteems

himself righteous must first become in his own eyes a sinner,

that he may find in the gospel true righteousness. Thus must

nations as well as individuals be brought to their own experi-

ence, to a sense of the insufficiency of their own wisdom and

righteousness, in order, by feeling their need of help, to be in

a suitable state for receiving that redemption which was pre-

pared for all mankind ; Rom. xi. 32. The whole history of

mankind has redemption for its object, and there are, accord-

ing to the measure of the diversified standing-points of human
deVelopraent, diversified degrees of preparation ; but this is

the central point to which the whole history of man tends,

where all the lines in the development of individual genera-

tions and nations meet. According to this, we must under-

stand what Paul says, that God sent his Son into the world in

the fulness of time, Gal. iv. 4—wlien he speaks, Eph. iii. 9, of

the mystery of redemption as hidden from eternity in God

—
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aud which was to be fulfilled in the dispensation of the fulness

of time, Eph. i. 10. In the divine counsels he could not sup-

pose there was a before and after; but by this mode of

expression he mai'ks the internal relation of the divine counsels

and works to each other, the actual establishment of the king-

dom of God among men by redemption, the final aim of the

whole earthly creation by which its destiny will be completely

fulfilled. This globe is created and destined for the purpose of

being the seat of the kingdom of God, of being animated by
the kingdom of God, the body of which the kingdom of God
is the soul. The end of all created existence is that it may
contribute to the glory of God^ or to reveal God in his glory.

But in order that this may be really accomplished, it must be

with consciousness and freedom, and these are qualities which

can be found only in an assemblage of rational beings. It

is such an assemblage therefore which is distinguished by the

name of the kingdom of God; and when the reason of the

creature has been brought by sin into a state of contraiiety

with the end of its existence, Redemption is a necessary con-

dition of establishing the kingdom of God on this globe.

Paul could not indeed have represented human nature

under the aspect of its need of redemption in this manner, if

he had not been led to the depths of self-knowledge by his

own peculiar development. But so far w\as he from mingling
a foreign element with the doctrine of Christ, that from his

own experience he has drawn a picture which every man, who
like Paul has striven after holiness, must verify from his self-

knowledge
; it is a picture, too, the truth of which is presup-

posed by the personal instructions of Christ, as we shall find

Ijy reading the three first gospels. We gather this not so
much from single expressions of Christ respecting the consti-
tution of human natm-e, as from the representations he gives
of the work he had to accomplish in its relation to mankind.^
When he compares Christianity to leaven which was designed
to leaven the whole mass into which it was cast, he intimates
the necessity of transforming human nature by a new higher
element of life which would be infused into it by Christianity.
Christ calls himself the Physician of mankind ; he says that

J

That the work of Christ presupposes a condition of corruption and
elplcssncss, is acknowledged by De Wette in his Biblischen Dogmatik,
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he came only for the sick, for sinners ; Matt. ix. 13 ; Luke v.

32. It is impossible that by such language he could intend
to divide men into two classes—the sick, those who were
burdened with sin, and who needed his aid ;—and the righteous,

those in health and who needed not his assistance or could
easily dispense with it ; for the persons in reference to whose
objections he uttered tliis declaration, he would certainly have
recognised least of all as righteous and healthy. Rather wo\ild

he have said, that as he came only as a Physician for the sick,

as a Redeemer for sinners, he could only fulfil his mission
in the case of those who, conscious of disease and sin, were
willing to receive him as Physician and Redeemer ; that lie

was come in vain for those w^ho were not disposed to acknow-
ledge their need of healing and redemption. Christ, when he
draws the lines of that moral ideal after which his disciples

are to aspire, never expresses his reliance on the moral capa-

bilities of human nature, on the powers of reason ; he appeals

rather to the consciousness of spiritual insufficiency, the sense

of the need of illumination by a higher divine light, of sancti-

fication by the power of a divine life ; w(ints like these he

promises to satisfy. Hence in his Sermon on the Mount,
he begins w^ith pronouncing blessed such a tendency of the

disposition, since it will surely attain what it seeks ; compare

Matt. xi. 28. When Christ, Alatt. xix. Luke xvii. enjoined on

the rich man who asked him w^hat lie must do to inherit

eternal life—to " keep the commandments," it is by no means
inconsistent with what Paul asserts of the insufficiency of

the works of the law for the attainment of salvation, but is

identical with it, only under another form and aspect. Christ

wished to lead this individual, who according to the Jewish

notions was righteous, to a consciousness that outward con-

formity to the law by no means involved the disposition that

was required for participation in the kingdom of God. The

test of renouncing self and the world which he imposed upon

him, would lead one who was still entangled in the love of

earthly things, though from his youth he had lived in out-

ward conformity to the law, to feel that he was destitute of

this disposition. Nor can we, from the expressions in which

children are represented as models of the state of mind with

which men must enter the kingdom of God, Matt. xix. 14,

Luke xviii. 15, infer the doctrine of the incorruption of
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human nature,' partly because the point of comparison is only

the simplicity and compliance of children, the consciousness

of immaturity,* the disclaiming of imaginary preeminence, the

renunciation "^ of prejudices; and partly because childhood is

an age in which the tendency to sin is less developed,^ but by

no means implies the non-existence of such a tendency. Still

Christ could not have used these and similar expressions (as in

Matt. xvii. 10) in commendation of what existed in children

as an undeveloped bud, if he had not recognised in them

a divine impress, a glimmering knowledge of God, which when
brought from the first into communion with Christ, was carried

back to its original, and thereby preserved from the reaction

of the sinful principle/ And the recognition of a something

in human nature allied to the divine, is implied in w4iat Christ

says of the eye of the spirit, of that which is the light of the

inner man, by the relation of which to the source of light, the

whole direction and complexion of the life is determined ; so

that, either by keeping up a connexion with its divine source,

light is spread over the life of man, or if the eye be darkened

by the prevalence of a vrorldly tendency, the whole life is

involved in darkness. But as we have seen, Paul presupposes

such an undeniable and partially illuminating knowledge of

God in hum.an nature, and this assumption is supported by
what he says of the various degi'ees of moral development
among mankind.

The idea of the need of redemption leads us to the work of

redemption accomplished by Christ. Paul distinguishes in

the work of Christ, his doing and his suftering. To sin, which
from the first transgi-ession has reigned over all mankind, he
opposes the perfect holy life of Christ. To the evil w^hose

consummation is death, representing itself as punishment in

connexion with sin by virtue of the feeling of guilt and con-

' As Baumgarten Crusius appears to do in his Bihlischen Dogmatih,
p. 362.

2 See my Leben Jesu, p. 547.
' On thi:^ account Paul in 1 Cor. xiv. 20, speaks of a vnmd^eiu rfj KaKta.
* Tlie qualities which Christ attributes to children, are entirely op-

posed to a harsh Aiigustinian theology, and the gloomy view of Ufa
founded ujion it, although this must be recognised as relatively a
necessary hlei» in the development of the Christian life, in reference to
certain circumstances, and as the root of important phenomena in the
history of the church.
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demnation founded in the conscience, he opposes the sufTcr-

ings of Christ as the Holy One ; which, as they have no
reference to sins of his own, can only relate to the sins of all

mankind, for whose redemption they were endured. \n
reference to the former, Paul says in Rom. viii. 3, that what
was impossible to the law, what it was unable to effect owing
to the predominant sinfulness in human nature, (namely to

destroy the reign of sin in human nature, which the law
aimed to effect by its holy commands,) was accomplislied by
God, when he sent his Son into the world in that human
nature which hitherto had been under the dominion of sin,

and when he condemned sin, that is, despoiled it of its power
and supremacy, and manifested its powerlessness in that

human nature, over which it had before reigned, in order that

the requirements of the law might be fulfilled in believers, as

those wdiose lives were governed not by sinful desire but by
the Spii'it, the divine vital principle of the Spirit that pro-

ceeded from Christ.' Paul does not here speak of any par-

ticular point in the life of Christ, but contemplates it as a

whole, by which the perfect holiness required by the law was

realized. Thus the reign of holiness in human nature suc-

ceeds to the reign of sin, the latter is now destroyed and the

former established objectively in human nature; and from this

objective foundation its continued development proceeds.

And in no other way can the human race be brought to fulfil

their destiny, the realization of the kingdom of God, which

cannot proceed from sin and estrangement from God, but

must take its commencement from a perfectly holy life, pre-

senting a perfect union of the divine and the human. The

Spirit of Christ, from which this realization of the ideal of

holiness proceeded in his own life, is also the same by which

the life of believers, who are received into his fellowship, is

continually formed according to this archetype. In Kom. v. 1 8,

' The other interpretation of this passage, according to which it

means that Christ bore for men the punishment attached to sin by the

law, appears to me not to be favoured by the context, for it is most

natural to refer the dovfUTov rov v'lfxov in the first class to the Kara-

Kpivicv ryju diiaprlav in the last. But this will not suit if we take tiie

first in the sense of condemning and punishing, for it was precisely thi.H

which the law could do ; but to condemn sin in the sense in which the

word is used in John xvi. 11, and xii. 31, the law was prevented from

doing by the opposition of the aap^.
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Paul opposes to the one sin of Adam the one holy work

(the tv hKuiwfia) of Christ. And if, induced by the contrast

to the one sin of Adam, he had in view one act especially of

Christ, the offering up of himself, as an act of love to God and

man, and of voluntary obedience to God, still this single act,

even according to Paul's statement, ought not to be considered

as something isolated, but as the closing scene in harmony

with the whole, by which he completed the realization of the

ideal of holiness in human natm-e, and banished sin from it.

In this view indeed the whole life of Christ may be considered

as one holy work. As by one sin, the first by which a com-

mencement was made of a life of sin in the human race, sin,

and with sin condemnation and death, spread among all man-
kind ; so from this one holy life of Christ, holiness and a life

of eternal happiness resulted for all mankind. This holy life

of Christ, God would consider as the act of the human race,

but it can only be realized in those who, by an act of free

self-determination, appropriate this work accomplished for all,

and by this surrender of themselves enter through Christ into

a new relation with God; those who through faith are

released from the connexion w^ith the life of sin propagated

from Adam, and enter into the fellowship of a holy life with

Christ. Since they are thus in union with Christ, in the

fellowship of his Spirit, for his sake they are presented as

ckaioL before God, and partake of all that is indissolubly con-

nected with the holiness of Christ and of his eternally blessed

life. In tins sense, Paul says that from the one ^iKaiona of

Christ, objective hiKaiiocng and the consequent title to ((orj

comes upon all (Rom. v. 18) ; that by the obedience of one
many shall be made righteous (v. 19) ; in this latter passage,

he probably blends the objective and the subjective ; the ob-
jective imputation of the ideal of holiness realized by Christ,

founded in the divine counsels, or the manner in which the
human race appear in the divine sight ; and the consequent
sul)jcctive reahzation, gradually developed, which proceeds
from faith.

With respect to the second point, the offerings of Christ
as S7ich, we find this (not to mention other passages where
this idea forms the basis) distinctly stated in two places. In
Gid. iii. 13, after the apostle had said that the law only passed
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eentence of condemnation upon men^ who had sliown that

they were guilty of violating it, he adds, that Christ has freed

them from this condemnation since on their account and in

their stead ^ he had borne this condemnation, by suffering the

punishment of the cross as a person accused by the law. The
second place is 2 Cor. v. 21. Him who knew no sin, the

sinless one, God has made sin for our sakes (the abstract for

the concrete) ; he has made him a sinner, he has allowed him
to appear as a sufferer on account of sin, that we might become
through him the righteousness of God, that is, such as may
appear before God as righteous ; that therefore as Christ the

Holy One entered by his sufferings into the fellowship of our

guilt, so we sinners enter into the fellowship of his holiness.

In accordance with these views, Paul divided the life of

Christ into two parts. At first Christ presented himself as a

weak mortal, although conscious of possessing a divine nature

and dignity, submitting to all the wants and limitations of

earthly humanity, partaking of all those evils which affect

human nature in connexion with sin, and as the punishment
^ Although the use of viuas (Gal. iii. 13) and the contrast with the

^6vr], V. 14, make it probable that Paul had the Jews chiefly in his

thoughts, yet this by no means excludes a reference to mankind in

general
;
(agreeably to what we have already said respecting the ideal

and universal relation of the law.) Paul indeed says particularly of the

Jews, that they could not attain righteousness by the law, as they ex-

pected, but, on the contrary, it denounced its curse against them, from
which they must first be freed. But since the v6ijlos corresponds to the

imiversal law written on the heart, so also this curse pronounced by the

law corresponds to the sentence of condemnation which that internal law

pronounces in the consciences of men. The curee is only first expressly

pronounced among the Jews, and presented more distinctly to their

consciousness; just as the express promises were first made to them.

See the excellent remarks in Bengel's Gnomon. On this supposition,

the natural connexion between v. 18 and 14, is apparent, which is

founded in the thought that the heathen must be first freed from the

curse which rests on them as sinners, in order that the blessing which
was to extend itself from Abraham to all mankind, and which could not

be fulfilled in those who were estranged from God by guilt, might be

fulfilled in them. The same sentiment, though expressed in another

form, occurs in all the passages where it is said that all need forgiveness

of sins. As in Paul's mind there was a common reference to Jews and
Gentiles, he joins them together in the \d^u)ij.(v. And afterwards he

says, that Christ when he appeared among that nation who typified the

theocracy for the whole human race, and satisfied the requirements of

the law, performed this for the whole human race, who therefore were

brought into a filial relation to God.
2 Both these ideas may be included in the vnlp 7j,u«j/.
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of sin, so that in his outward appearance and condition he

placed himself entirely on a level with men suffering on

account of sin. The consummation of this state was the

crucifixion, as the consummation of the misery entailed by

sin is presented in death. The second part was the life of

Christ risen and glorified, in which his unchangeable divine

and blessed life reveals itself in perfection, corresponding to

that perfect holiness which he manifested on earth—for as sin

and death, so are sinlessness and a life of eternal blessedness

correlative ideas in Paul's wi'itings ; and as in Christ's risen

and glorified humanity, that divine life is presented which

coiTCsponds to perfect holiness, so it is a practical proof that

lie in the earlier portion of his life fulfilled the law of holiness

in and for human nature, and, by enduring the sufferings

incurred through sin, effected the release of mankind from

the guilt and punishment, and has assured to them eternal

life, which will be communicated to all who enter into fellow-

ship with him by faith. Thus it is declared in 2 Cor. xiii. 4,

that though Christ was crucified owing to human weakness,

the crucifixion was the closing point of his life in the partici-

pation of human weakness—yet since his resurrection, he

enjoys a life of divine power without any mixtm^e of human
weakness. In Rom. vi. 16, the death of Christ is spoken of

{LS bearing a relation to sin—as an event which, but for sin,

would not have taken place, and had for its only object the

blotting out of sin ; and that having perfectly attained that

end, it was not to be repeated. The earthly life and sufferings

of Christ be;u' a relation to sin, as being the means of re-

deeming the human race from it. But now the risen and
glorified Saviour, having once completed the redemption of

human nature, is separated from all relation to sin and the
evils connected with it, and exalted above all conflicts and
earthly weakness, Hves in divine power and blessedness, to

the glory of God. He no longer endures the sufferings to
wliich human nature became subject by sin, and he needs to
perform nothing more for the extinction of sin, having done
this once for all. There remains only his positive operation
for the gloiy of God, without the negative reference to the
extinction of sin. Conscious of his divinity, he did not
eagerly retain (Philip, ii. 6) equality with God for the mere
exhibition of it, but divested himself of the divine glory which
appertained to him, presented himself in the form of human
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dependence, humbled himself and became obedient unto
death, even the ignominious death of the cross.' Wherefore

—

on accoimt of this perfect obedience rendered under all human
weakness and suffering—God has exalted him to the highest

dignity and rule in the kingdom of God. According to this

train of ideas, as the sufterings of Christ are represented as

having a relation to sin, so his resurrection is adduced as a

practical evidence of the freedom from sin and the justifica-

tion bestowed by him, by virtue of the connexion existing,

not only between sin and death, but between righteousness

and eternal life. And in reference to the importance of the

resurrection of Christ, as an objective proof of the release of

human nature from the guilt of sin and the death that it

involved, the apostle says in 1 Cor. xv. 1 7, " If C^hrist be not
risen, ye are yet in your sins." From this connexion of ideas

it follows, that the sufferings of Christ must be always con-

sidered in union with his whole life and as tlie close and
consummation of it ; and with a twofold reference which,

according to the Pauline doctrine, they bear to the comi)letion

of the wopk of redemption, namely, the appropriation of

human guilt, by entering into the suffering condition of man
—and the perfect realization of the moral law. And there-

fore, when Paul speaks of what Cln-ist effected by his blood

and his cross, one single point which forms the consummation
and close of the whole stands for that whole, according to a

mode of expression common to the sacred writers, though in

its full significance it can be understood only in connexion

with all the rest.

As the result of this work of Christ for sinful mankind,

Paul specifies reconciliation with God, redemption, justification.

With respect to the idea of reconciliation, it cannot have been

conceived by Paid as if men had been objects of the divine

wrath and hatred, till Christ appeasing the divine justice by
his sufferings, by his timely intervention reconciled an of-

fended God to mankind, and made them again the objects of

1 An illustration of VnnVs language may be found in an Epistle of

Constantino, relating to some Christians who eagerly seized on an op-

portunity of returning from exile to their native country, oiou dpTrayfxd

Ti TTju ewduoSuv troir](Ta.ix^vin, Ensch. dc I'ita Conslan. ii. 31, and the

words of Eusebius himself, Jlist. Ec<:Us. viii. VI, respecting those who
preferred, rather than surrendering themselves to the heathen, tqv

Gavarof apTray/xa 6€fX(i/i'i ttjs Tu>y Sucrcre^uv fxox^ripius.

VOL. I. G G
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liis love ; for the plan of redemption presupposes the love of

Ctod towards the race that needed redemption, and Paul con-

siders the sending of Christ, and his living and suiFering for

mankind, as the Revelation of the superabounding love and

grace of God; Eph. iii. 19; Titus iii. 4; Rom. v. 8; viii. 32.

And this counsel of God's love he represents as eternal, so

that the notion of an influence on God produced in time falls,

to the ground, since the whole life and sufferings of Christ

were only the completion of the eternal counsel of divine

love. Therefore Paul never says, that God being hostile to

men, became reconciled to them through Christ, but that

men who were the enemies of God became reconciled to him

;

Rom. v. 10; "2 Cor. v. 16.' Thus he calls on men to be re-

conciled to God ; 2 Cor. v. 20. The obstacle exists on the

side of men, and owing to this they do not receive the reve-

lation of the love of God into their self-consciousness; and

since by the redeeming work of Christ this obstacle is taken

away, it is said of him that he has reconciled man to God^

and made him an object of divine love.

From what has been said, we may attach merely a subjec-

tive meaning to reconciliation; and the ideas presupposed by

it of enmity with God and of God's wrath may appear to be

only indications of subjective relations, in w^iich man finds

himself in a certain state of disposition towards God—indica-

tions of the manner in which God presents himself to the

conscience of a man estranged from him by sin, or the man-
ner in which the knowledge of God must develop itself in

connexion with the consciousness of guilt. Thus by the term

Reconciliation only sucli an influence on the disposition of

man may be denoted, by which it is delivered from its former

state, and placed in another relation towards God. Since

Christ by his whole life, by his words and works, and espe-

cially by his participation in the sufferings of humanity, and
by his sufferings for men, has revealed God's love towards

' If we only reflect upon the connexion of the ohjective and the Buh-

jectivc in the doctrine of Paul respecting the reconciliation of men with
Uod, it will easily appear that this passage is not chargeable with that

want of logical connexion and clearness of conception, which one of the

most noted expositors of the Pauline Epistles—Klickert—fancied that

he found in it : the love of truth has, however, led this estimable man
to a more correct vi(3W, and in the last edition of his able Commentary
on the Komaus, he has improved his analysis.
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those who must have felt theniKelves cstran<2;e(l from liim by
.sin—and lias exliibited his siilferings as a pled^'o of tlie for-

giving love of God, and his i-esurrcction as a ]>ledge of the
eternal life destined for them,—thus he has kindled a recipro-

cal love and childlike conhdence towards God in the souls of

those who were unable to free themselves from the state of

disquietude which was produced by the consciousness of guilt.

The reconciliation of man to God (according to tliis view)

consists in nothing else than the alteration of disposition aris-

ing from the revelation of God's love towards fallen humanity,
Avhich this revelation produces in their self-consciousness.

Still it is supposed tliat the reconciliation of man to God is

not the result of any amendment on the ])art of the former,

but the amendment is tlie result of the reconciliation, since

through the new determination of the self-consciousness by
means of love and confidence towards God, an altogether new
direction of the life, the source of all real amendment turned

towards God and away from sin is ])roduced. According to

this view also, it is presupposed that man, who felt himself

estranged from God by sin, finds in himself no ground of

confidence towards God, and requii-es an objective ground, a

j)ractical revelation to which his own self-c-<-tnsciousness can

attach itself, in order to excite and support his confidence.

This latter is, without doubt, a leading jjoint of the Pauline

system, as it is of the doctrine of tiie New Testament in gene-

i-al. All the exhortations and encoumgements of the apostle

])roceed continually from a reference to tlie practical revela-

tion of God's redeeming love. Nor can it be a valid objection,

on the other hand, that Paul, in 2 Cor. v. 2U, addressing those

Avho were already believers, and calling on them to be recon-

ciled to God, meant that by amendment they entered into a

new relation to God, and were brought out of their former

state of enmity; for it makes here no difference whether Paul

is speaking to those who had already i)rofessed Christianity,

or to those with whom this was not the ca.se. In every vaac,

according to his conceptions, the believing ap])roi)riation of

the reconciliation of man with God efiected through Christ

was accompanied by a new direction of the life, and wiierc

this did not ensue, it was a sign that the believing appropria-

tion had not taken i)lace, and the man was still destitute of

that reconciliation with God from which amendment i>ro-
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ceeds.' In that very passage Paul does not saj, Amend your-

selves in order tliat you may be reconciled to God; but

rather, Let not tlie Lcrace of reconciliation appear to be in

vain for you, as if you had not appropriated it. By Christ's

otfering iip his life for man estranged from God, man is objec-

tively reconciled to God. God has removed that which made

the sei)aration between himself and man. But what has been

objectively accomplished for all mankind, must now be ap-

propriated by each individual and thus become subjective.

Hence, according to these different ponits of view, Paul could

say—" Be ye reconciled {suhjectkehj) to God," and " We are

reconciled {ohjectivehj) to God by the death of his Son;"

Kom. V. 10.

But those views in conformity to which the life and suffer-

ings of Christ are considered merely as a manifestation of

God's love, and the reconciliation effected by him as the sub-

jective influence of this manifestation on the human heart,

appear by no means adequate to the meaning of the Pauline

declarations alread}^ quoted respecting the redemption of

Christ. And although the gross anthropopathical notion of

God's reconciliation with man, is evidently inconsistent with

Paul's train of ideas, it does not follow, that by the expression

reconciliation, only a subjective change in the disposition of

man is denoted, for we are by no means justified in explaining

the correlative ideas of an enmity w4th God, and a wrath of

God merely as subjective, and among the various designations

of the divine attributes connected with them, acknowledge a
reality merely in the idea of the love of God. On the con-

trary, tlic common fact of human consciousness, according to

wliich a man addicted to sin feels himself estranged from God,
and cannot get rid of the feeling of his guilt and ill-deserts, re-

veals to us a deeper objective ground in the moral constitution

of the miiverse and in the essence of God. In this universal

fact, we have a witness of the revelation of God's holiness in

tlie consciences of mankind, which is as undeniable as the
revelation of liis love. By the " ivrath of God,'' though in an
antln-()i)0})atliical form, something objective and real is signi-

fied, wliich is not fully expressed by the idea of punishment,
Ijut includes what is the ground of all punishment, (on which,

account this phntsc " the wrath of God" is sometimes used to

> This Is distinctly marked by liis exhortation KaTuAKdyrjTe.
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express merely punishment,) the ground of the necessary con-
nexion between sin and evil, the al)sohitc contrariety existini--

between God as the Holy One and sin/ God recoi^nises evil

as evil^ as that which stands in contrariety to his holiness,

rebels against him and his holy order, and would exist in-

dependent of him. The mode in whicli God recognises evil,

is also a sentence of condenniation upon it, and is a proof of
its powerlessness and wTctchedness. Evil is denied, if not
contemplated as something occupying the place of (^d.

Thus in the mode l)y which man is freed by the love of
God from that unhappy relation to God, in whicli he stands
owing to the divine holiness, the love of God reveals itself

only in connexion with his holiness, or as holy love. This
connexion is pointed out by Paul in Rom. iii. 24:. In this

passage, he contrasts the revelation of God's holiness at that

time by the publication of the gospel, and the non-i)unish-

ment of pant sins before the appearance of the gospel. I>y the

TrapeaiQ T(jjv u^iapTr]ndTU)v and the dvo^rj rov Oeou he imder-

stands the manner in which the conduct of God was manifested

in reference to sin before the publication of the gospel, especially

towards the heathen world, who knew nothing of the Old
Testament revelations of the holiness of God in opposition to

sin, and also towards the Jews, who, notwithstanding these

testimonies in the delay of the divine judgments for their

sins, instead of interpreting the longsuffering of God as a call

to repentance, were sunk in carnal security. We may com-
pare wnth this, Paul's language in Acts xvii. 30, speaking of

the times of ignorance that God had overlooked. Though
this is to be understood only relatively, in reference to the

different standing-points of historical development, for Paul

recognised, as we have already shown, in the moral nature of

the heathen, a revelation of the divine la\V, of the divine

holiness and punitive justice. But under their peculiai*

circumstances, there was from a kind of necessity a general

obscuration of that religious and moi-al knowledge by which

their thinking and acting w\as regidated. This induced on

the part of God a passing over, a non-imputation of offences;

though the reckoning taken of transgressions would never go

beyond the measure of the possible knowledge of the law;

Kom. V. 13. Thus there may be a chargeableness and a non-

^ Compare Twcsten's Dognw.tik, ii. p. 14G.
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chargeableness under different aspects, by which the apparent

contradictions in Paul's language may be reconciled.

Paul in Koni. iii. 25, declares that for both the Jews and

heathens a revelation of the divine wrath must precede the

revelation of the grace that forgives sin. The Trapecrig denotes

only what was negative and temporary, the non-punishment

of piLst sins on the part of God ; so that the sense of the guilt

of sin is not presupposed, and the removal of that sense is not

effected.* The a(peai£, on the other hand, denotes objectively

that act of God by which sin is really forgiven, that is, is

considered in relation to God and the moral constitution of

the imivei-se as not existing ; and, subjectively, that operation

in the heart of man by which it is really freed from the con-

sciousness of guilt ; this means far more than the non-p\inish-

ment of sin during a certain period. In those to whom this

act of God relates, the consciousness of guilt and of the divine

opyii, the subjective revelation of the divine punitive justice, is

presupposed ; and the operation that takes place in their

dispositions necessarily implies forsaking a life of sin, and the

renunciation of all fellowship with sin. According to the

connexion of ideas in Paufs mind, we are led to take this

view of the svd)ject. In contrast w^th the former apparent
overlooking of sin on the part of God, the holiness of God at

this time is now manifested by his openly exhibiting Christ,

through his offering up of himself, as a reconciler or sin-

offering for the sins of mankind, so that he verifies himself as

the Holy One, and permits every one to appear before him as

holy,- who shows that he is in fellowship with Christ by fjiith.

The holiness of God manifests itself (according to the Pauline
connexion of ideas already noticed) in the life and deitth of
Christ in a twofold manner. First, inasmuch as he completely
realized (in opposition to sin which had hitherto been pre-
dominant in liuuiau nature) that holy law to Avhich the life of
man was desiLcned to correspond,—made satisfaction to the
moral order of the universe, and glorified God in that nature
wiiich was originally designed to glorify him. God has verified

'In sch^olastic lanjnrnagc, irdp^ffis may be referred to the voluntas
SKjnt, and afparis to the roliintas henejilaciti.

* That we o\\'s\\i not to translate SIkuios rir/hfeous, but holy, appears
from that meaniiif,' of this word which lies at the basis of ducaiody, to
declare a person Siicatos.
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liimsclf as tlic Holy One, since he forgives sin only on the

condition of the perfect fulHhnent of tlie law j he lias tshowu

that he remits nothing from the requirements of perfect holi-

ness, and we always bear in mind that this remission to those

who through it obtain justification, is not a mere outward act,

but becomes in all the cause and pledge of the fulfilment «jf

the law. Secondly, inasmuch as Christ, as perfectly holy,

luiderwent those sufferings which the divine holiness, con-

sidered as punitive justice ' in its opposition against sin, had
suspended over human nature. We are not to conceive of

this, as if God arbitrarily imposed these sufferings, or Christ

had arbitrarily subjected himself to them ; but that it was
groimded on the assumption of human nature in its present

condition and relation to God—as the divine punitive justice

revealed itself to them who were suffering the consecjuences

of sin—and thus it was accomplished through the historical

development of the life of Christ devoted to conflict with the

sin that reigned in the human race, and through his conde-

scending to their condition from the sympathy of love.^

^ That divine attribute which reveals itself in the necessary con-

nexion of sin and evil, is founded in the reaction of the holiness of God
ag-ainst sin (= the wrath of CJod), exhibits itself in the reaction of the

moral order of the universe against evil, whence punishment proceeds.

If punishment is conceived of mcrelj' as a means of amendment, and
this is supposed to comprehend all that is intended by it, this is a

degradation of a rational being and of morality making it mechanical.

But if punishment is viewed at first as a revelation of the divine justice,

as an objective reaction of the moral order of the universe against evil,

another mode of viewing it also presents itself, according to which the

punishment necessary in itself is appointed by the love of God, in order,

since punishment and sin stand in this intertial connexion with one

another, to lead therel)y to a consciousness of sin and guilt, to make
rational creatures sensible of the relation they stan<l in to the moral

world, and thus to call forth the feeling of the need of redemption.

The self-will which rebels in sin .igainst the moral order of the universe

and God's holy law, must be hmnbled by sullering before the holy

omnipotence of God an<l the mnjesty of his law. Where submission is

not yielded freely, it will be compelled. Without the idea of punish-

ment, the reality of evil and the dignity of rational creatures cannot be

acknowledged. It belongs to the privilege of rational beings created in

the likeness of God, and distinu'uishcs them from other iKiiurai objects,

that the idea of punishment finds its application in them. StC the

excellent remarks of Twestcn, in his JJot/iiialik, i. p. 148.

- The Pauline view of the work of redemption finds a point of con-

nexion in Christ's words in Matt. xx. 28, whether we consider Kvrpov as

.a sum paid for release from captivity or slavery, or for redemption from
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With the idea of reconciUation, the ideas of dTroXvrptocng,

(juiTTtpia, ciKaiwffiQ are closely connected. The two first terms

are used in a wider and a naiTOwer sense ; they denote the

deliverance from the guilt and punishment of sin, the Gior-qpia

uTTo tTiq 6pync, Rom. v. 9, first objectively as what has been

gained by Christ for the human race ; and also subjectively,

what is effectuated by progressive development in each indi-

vidual by personal appropriation, from his first entrance into

fellowship with the Redeemer, to the complete participation

of his glory and blessedness in the perfected kingdom of God;

but more especially what belongs to the perfect realization of

the idea, the complete freedom from sin and all its conse-

quences, from all evil,—natural and moral. ^

With respect to the idea of hiKcuwaig, in order to determine

it, we must refer to what we have ah-eady remarked on the

Pauline opposition to the common Jewish notion of righteous-

ness. He sets out from the same point as his adversaries, as

far as he considers the participation in all the privileges and

blessings of the kingdom of God indissolubly connected with

the ciKaiorrvvy], the genuine theocratic disposition and condi-

tion of life. The correlative idea of lighteousness in this

sense was blessedness, the participation of the blessings pro-

mised through Abraham to all his posterity, the fulfilment of

all the promises relating to the kingdom of God, all the

privileges of the childi'en of God ; and an entrance into all

the relations in which they stand to God. But Paul main-

deserved punishment ; also in the institution of the Holy Supper, (in

which he evidently aUuded to the connexion between the Passover and
tl»e establishment of the Old Covenant,) which by the offering of him-
self to obtain and confirm the forgiveness of sins to mankind, marked
the establishment of the New Covenant. The Pauline views are also

Bupportcd by the manner in Avhich Christ adopts the ideas of the wrath
of God and of punitive justice from the Old Testament, without casting
a doubt on their validity. The parable of the Lost Son, and other ex-
pressions which relate to forgiving love, offer no contradiction, but mark
precisely the side on which God reveals himself in the work of redemp-
tion, and what, humanly speaking, could be the only motive to such an
act of God towards a race estranged from him by sin ; they do not, how-
ever, determine the manner in which the result designed by divine love
is to be attained; the form and order followed by the compassionate
love of God, for the love of God acts only as a holy and righteous
love.

' i.iTo\vTpu)(Tis is found in the latter sense in Rom. viii. 2.3, Eph. i. 14 ;

and cuT-npla in the latter sense in Eom. xiii. 11 ; 1 Pet. i. 5.
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tained against tlie Jews and Judaizers, tliat by the law and
tlic workino- of the law, no one could attain this CLKawavvi},
jji-esent himself a Hkchoc: before God, and enter into tlio

relation with God founded upon it ; but that every man
appears as a sinner in God's sight, till entering by faith into
fellowship with Christ .(the only perfect liKmoq by whom
mankind are delivered, in the way that we have described
from the state of ufxapTia), he presents himself in union with
Christ (kv XpiffTw) as a oih:cnor before God, and enters into

the entire relation with God, implied in this predicate, is

viewed by God as cikchoc, and established in all the privileges

connected with this idea {diKcuov-ai). Consecpiently Paul in-

cludes in the idea of ot/co/wo-tc that act of God, by which he
places the believer in Christ in the relation to himself of a
CiKaioQ, notwithstanding the sin that still cleaves to him.
Aifcaio(Tvi>i] denotes, then, the subjective appropriation of this

relation, the appearing righteous before God, by virtue of
faith in the Redeemer, and the whole new tendency and aim
of the life, as well as th^ whole new relation to God, now
received into the consciousness, which is necessarily connected
with it ; the righteousness or perfect holiness of Christ

appropriated by jfaith, as the objective gi-ound of confidence

for the believer, and also as a new subjective principle of life.

Thus the righteousness of faith in the Pauline sense includes

the essence of a new disposition ; and hence the idea of

CLKaioavvrj may easily pass into the idea of sanctifi cation,

though the two ideas are originally distinct. Accordingly,

it is not any arbitrary act on the part of God, as if he regarded

and treated as sinless a man persisting in sin, simply because

he believes in Christ ; but the Objective on the part of God
corresponds to the Subjective on the part of man, namely
fixith, and this necesscxrily includes in itself a rcLease from the

state inherited from Adam, from the whole life of sin and
the entrance into spiritual fellowship with the Redeemer, the

appropriation of his divine life. The realization of the

archetype of holiness through Christ contiiins the pledge that

this shall be realized in all those who are one with him by
faith, and are become the organs of his Spirit ; its germ
and principle is already imparted to them in believing,

although the fruit of a life i)erfectly conformed to the Re-

deemer, can only be developed gradually in its temporal
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manifestation. The connexion of these ideas will he rendered

clearer hv developing the Pauhne idea of faith.

AVhat Paul distinynished by the name of Faith has its root

in the depths of the human disposition. It presupposes a

revelation of Clod in a direct relation to man, ,and faith is the

reception and vital appropriation of this divine revelation by

virtue of a receptivity for the divine in the human disposi-

tion, of the tendency grounded in human nature and the need

implanted in it for believing in the supernatural and divine,

without which tendency and need, man, however his other

faculties might be cultivated, would be no more than an in-

telligent animal} Something must be j)resented as an object

of knowledge adapted to this part of the human constitution,

but this object must be of a kind that can be correctly recog-

nised and understood only by the disposition ; it presupposes

a certain tendency of the disposition, in order to be known
and understood, while it also tends to produce a decided and
enduring tendency of the disposition. An inward self-deter-

mination of the spirit grounded in the direction of the will

is claimed by this object, while a new and constant self-deter-

mination is produced by it. It is not in reference to the

object of faith, but to the inward subjective significance of

this act of the inner man, as that wdiich forms the character-

istic of true piety in all ages, that Paul compares the faith of

Abraham with the faith of Christians, Piom. iv. 19, where he
exhibits Abraham as a pattern of the righteousness of faith.

Wlicn Abraham received a promise from God, of which the
fulfilment seemed to be incompatible with the natural order
of things, he raised himself by an act of faith above this im-
pediment, and the word of the Almighty which held forth
something invisible, had greater influence upon him than that
order of nature which presented itself to his underetanding
and bodily senses. Hence this fliith, as a practical acknow-
ledgment of God in his almighty creative activity, and as a
reference of his whole life to the sense of his dependence on
God, a true lionouring of God :' and it was this foith which
gave its peculiar significance and character to the life of

* A state to Avhich the intellectual fanaticism of a party in the pre-
sent age, zealous fur the pretended autonomy of reason, seeks to degrade
man.

A SiSoVai S<5|av t^ QtQ. Rom. iv. 20.
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Abraham. This faith, says Paul, was counted to him l)y God
for dii:aioaurr} ; that is, although Abraham was not sinless,

(as no man is,) yet through this tendency of his inward life

by virtue of his faith, he entered into the relation to (iod of

a ^ik:atog ; and this was no arbitraiy nominal act on the part

of God, but his faith was viewed by God, to whom the inward

soul of man is manifest, as an index of the disposition by
which Abraham became susceptible of all divine commimica-
tions, and from which alone the sanctification of his whole
life could proceed.^ Now this is applied by Paul to faith

with a special reference to C-hristianity. There is only added
a peculiar direction caused by the object on whicli this faith

is fixed, by which also the conception of it as subjective is

modified. Faith in this sense presupposes the consciousness

of sin, the renunciation of any merits of our own before

God, the longing after freedom from the dominion of sin, and

our not yielding to despair even under the most vivid sense

of sinfulness,^ but confiduig in the grace of redemption; thus

there is an entrance into communion with the Kedeemer, and

a new principle of life is received which continually penetrates

and transform^ the old nature.

As far as faith includes entering into vital fellowship with

the Redeemer, and forsaking the old life of sin, it l)ears

a special reference to the two chief points in which Christ

presents himself as Redeemer, as the one who died for the

salvation of men, and who also by his resurrection gave them

the pledge of an eternal divine life : hence the two-fold refer-

ence of faith to Jesus the CmciHed and the Risen, the nega-

tive and positive side of faith in relation to the old life which

it renounces and to the new life which it lays hold of ; it is

the spiritual act by virtue of which, in surrendering ourselves

to him vv'ho died for us, we die to a life of sin, to the world,

to ourselves, to all which we were before,—whether we are

Jews or Gentiles—and rise again in his fellowship, in the

power of his Spirit to a new life devoted to him and animated

by him. Hence it appeared to the apostle, as he develops

^ The 5i6 in Romans iv. 22, points to this connexion. AVhercfoie. ax

faith includes all this, as the apostle had before explained, it was im-

puted to Abraham as SiKuioaCi'-n, as if the SiKaioavvrj hud already been

•completed by it.

- lu this respect, a TriaTeveiv Trap" iKirlSa i-rr' i\-:n5i.
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the sentiment in the sixth chapter of the Epistle to the

Komans, an absolute contradiction for any one to say that he

believed in the Redeemer and yet to continue in his old life

of sin. How shall we—he asks—we who (by the act of faith)

are dead to sin, live any longer therein ? And he demonstrates

from the nature of faith in its reference to the death and

resurrection of Christ, that faith cannot exist without a

renunciation of the former sinful life and the beginning of

a new divine life.

From the nature of iriaTig as the governing principle of the

Christian life, arises the peculiarity of the Christian standing-

point, in relation to the Jewish as the legal standing-point
;

and the various indications of this contrariety serve more
distinctly to characterise the nature of TziaTiQ as the funda-

mental principle of the Christian life, on which account we
wish to consider the subject more in detail.

The law always presents itself as imperative, and makes the

salvation of men dependent on the perfect fulfilment of all its

commands. " Do all this, and thou shalt live." But since no
one can fulfil those conditions, the law can only produce
despair. But the gospel addresses the man who despairs of

himself, " Do not give thyself up to the feeling of despair.^

Ask not how thou canst make the impossible, possible. Thou
needest only receive the salvation prepared for thee ; only
believe, and thou hast w^th thy faith all that is needful for

thy inward life. Paul admirably illustrates this by applying
to it the passage in Dent. xxx. 12.^ Say not to thyself, Who

' That interpretation of this passage, which supposes it to express the
opposition between Belief and Doubt, appears to me not to be supported
by the connexion, which leads us to expect a contrast of the righteous-
ness by faith with the righteousness by works, the 0eoD hMaioavp-r) with
the i5»a; and the tout' ian, which, from comparing Kom. ix. 8, and
other similar Pauline expressions, must be thus understood—" this is

equivalent to saying ;
" and besides the relation of the Pauline words

to the Old Testament quotation, since, according to the interpretation
wc have adopted, the Pauline application admirably suits, in spirit and
idea, the meaning of the Mosaic words, which is not the case with the
other interpretation.

2 Tliis passage certainly refers to the Mosaic religious institutions,
and tlic words are iittcd to distinguish them in their simple religious
and moral character from the other religions of the East. But as tar as
the law, understood according to its own spirit, made certain require-
mcnls whifh it gave no power to fulfil, Paul might justly apply these
words to mark the peculiar Christian standing point ; he found an idea
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shall ascend to heaven and prepare a path for me thither^
For Christ has descended from heaven and has prc])ared such
a path. To ask such a question, is to desire that Christ would
descend again from heaven for thy sake. But say not, Who
shall descend for me to the regions of the dead and (leliver

me thence '? Christ has risen from the dead and has delivered

thee from the power of death. To ask this, is to desire that
Christ might now rise from the dead for thy sake, as if he
were not already risen. Instead of asking such questions,

only let the gospel be cherished with vital power in thy
heart ;—believe in Him who descended from heaven and rose

from death, and thus obtained salvation for thee. Whoever
has this faith is truly pious and may be assured of salva-

tion." '

Viewed in the light of legal Judaism, the commandments
appeared as merely an outward counteraction of the internal

corruption of man, which refused to be cured from without

;

it was only rendered more apparent by the law; hence the

letter only tended to death ; it called forth the consciousness

of spiritual death and of merited unhappiness, 2 Cor. iii. G.

The law in reference to its operation on the conscience could

be described only as v6p,0Q ypdixfxarog, KaraKplaewr, Oardrov,

dfiapriac.' But when from faith in the Redeemer, a new
divine principle of life proceeds, when from faith in the

redeeming fatherly love of God, a child-like love develops

itself as the free impulse of a life devoted to God, when, in-

stead of the former opposition between the human and divine

will, a union is formed between them—then the law no longer

appears as a written code, outwardly opposing a will estranged

here expressed wliich is only realized by Christiauity, and is thus pro-

phetic of what Christianity alone accomplishes.
1 Itom. X. 5. If Paul, in the second niemi)er of the contrast, has not

opposed Christ to Moses, and employed Christ's own words—and such,

no doubt, might have been found among the traditionary expressions of

Christ which would have been fit to mark this contrast— it does not

follow that he was unacquainted with any collection of the discourses of

Christ, or that he could not suppose any such work to be known by the

Christians at liomc, for his object was answered by borrowing from the

Mosaic writings a motto for the righteousness of faith, which would first

find its proper fulfilment in the gospel.

2 It was perfectly consonant with the Tauline views to distinguish the

law by these predicates, though it may be doubted whether, iu llomana

viii. 2, the Mosaic law is intended by the word j/J.uoy.
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from God, but the spirit of the law is transfused into the

internal life of the believer. The life-giving spirit, har-

monizing with the law, occupies the place of the dead and

(leatli-producing letter. In the love developed from faith,

there is a voluntary fulfilment of the law proceeding from the

disposition, instead of actions the result of outward compulsion.

In a different sense from that in which Paul, from the stand-

ing-point of the natural man, says that he had the law ^vTitten

tm his heart, lie says, from the standing-point of believers, that

lie carried the law of God in his heart—for on the former

standiug-point, the law, even though internal, presents itself

:ts the command of a foreign higher voice, of a holy power

which man is forced to acknowledge in opposition to his cor-

rupted will ; hence, it remains a deadly letter, whether we
consider it as an external law or an internal revelation. On
the contrary, in believers the divine law, by virtue of the new
spirit of life impaii:ed by Christ, the Holy Spirit, appears not

merely an object of knowledge and recognition, but of an

efficacious love practically influencing the life. In this sense,

Paul says to believers, " Ye need not that I wTite unto you,

for ye yourselves are taught of God," 1 Thess. iv. 9 ; and this

teaching does not signify something addressed to the faculty

of acquiring knowledge, but a real internal effect on the

springs of action. From what has been said, we may learn

in what sense Paul said of the law in reference to its moral
not less than to its ritual contents, that it was abrogated for

l>elievers, that they were dead to it, and placed beyond its

jurisdiction ;' and as we have before remarked, no such
distinction in reference to its perpetuity can be made in the

vouoQ. The law is abrogated for the believer, and he is dead
to it, as fixr as it was a compulsorj^, imperative, accusing code,

:is far as ciKaioovrq and i:^^)) were to be sought for by the fulfil-

ment of its commands. Justification and salvation \>j faith

' The being dead to the law, Rom. vii. 4, and Gal. ii. 19, the removal
of the law in its whole extent, Colos. ii. 14, "for the handwriting of
ordinances," whicli Ciirist nailed to his cross is manifestly the law, and
there must he a special reference to its moral precepts, for in this con-
sisted tiie difhculiy of fulfilling it. It would be altogether consonant
with the Pauline views, to understand the figurative expression in Rom.
vii. 2, of being dead to the law itself, (namely, this law in its outward
theocratic form,) though other excgetical reasons might oppose this in-

icrprctaliou in the former passages.
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in the grace of redemption/ are independent of eveiy law to
the believer. The law can produce only outward works ^^ bv
its compulsory enactments, but not those internal determi-
nations of the life, which form the essence of true l)iety •

these proceed in the believer from the new animation by the
Divine Spirit—the Christian virtues are the fmits of the
Spirit, and those in whom these qualities, unattainable from
the standing-point of the law, are formed, are thereby exalted

above what can only be as a dead letter ojiposing the in-

dwelling principle of corruption. But it l)y no means con-
tradicts this relation of the law to the life of the believer,

that Paul sometimes brings forward moral precepts as

quotations from the vofjoc, for he considers the M<jsaie

voiuoQ as an expression of the eternal law of God in a

particular, temporary form, adapted to a particular, out-

ward theocracy, in which the civil an-angements were sub-

ordinated to the religious, and hence both were intermixed.

The substance of the eternal law of God lay at the basis of
the y6/.ioQ, though for a special purpose it was presented in the

form of a theocratic national law, which checked its free and
complete development. The obligatory force of the commands
borrowed from the vofioc by Paul, therefore, does not consist

in their belonging to that roiuoc, but that they formed a j)art

of the eternal law, from which they were transferred to the

peculiar form presented in the Old Testi\ment ; that portion

of the eternal law to which the moral consciousness of men
bears witness, is divested of its national garb^ by the spirit of

the gospel, and developed with greater clearness by the illu-

mination of the Holy Spirit. And when in Pom. xiii. 8, he

appeals to the one command of love belonging to the law, he

marks exactly the difference of the Christian standing-point

from the legal ; for if the spirit of love animates believers, and

with love is given the fulhlment of the whole law, it follows

that the law is no longer for them a compidsory, death-

* The Sticaioffvur] fleoD, opposed to the SiKaioavur] avOpwirivr}, iSiay i^

epyuu, €^ tp'jwi/ uujjiov— x'^P''*' f^-^H-ov ; Kom. iii. 'Jl.

- Tlie ipya uSfxov, which are not, tpya ayadd.

3 To this release of the spirit conhned in tins garh, to the inward as

contrasted with the outward theocratic law, we must refer the anti-

thetical expressions in the Sermon on the Mount, whicli certainly are

described not merely against the Pharisaic expositions, but also aL-ainst

the letter of the law in its theocratic national form. Sec Lchai JtsUy

130, 138.
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producing letter ; and here is exemplified the truth of Christ's

assertion that he came not to destroy but to fulfil the law.

Though the idea of the vufxog in that narrower sense, forms

the distinctive mark between Judaism and the gospel,

still there is no inconsistency in applying the term^ in

a wider sense, to denote the common relation in which

both religions stand to the life of m.an. Both religions aim

at a control over the life, and give a peculiar character to it.

Legal Judaism aims at producing this by literal commands
from without; Christianity aims at forming it from within

through faith, and the Spirit that proceeds from it. In the

former case, the law is outward; in the latter, it is inward,

one which is the germ of a new life ; for every living being

develops itself according to a peculiar law." In reference to

these various uses of the term vojioq, Paul endeavours to

guard against the misconception that because Christians no

longer live under the law, they are in a lawless state ; 1 Cor.

ix. 21. They have still a law, the law of God, the law of

Chi-ist, not merely outward, but inward, entering into the

very essence of the Christian life; and this distinction is

marked by the phrases living under the law, and in the law.

Hence also Christianity contrasted with Judaism is called a

law, and we find various modifications of the term so applied,

such as j'CJ/Lioc iridTSwc, vojjloq ^(ofjc, rofiog TrvsvfiaTog.

The different relations of the two theocratic standing-points,

are clearly connected with the different applications of the

idea of law ; the outward conception of the idea of the king-

dom of God with the outward conception of the idea of law,

and with the inward conception of that, the idea of the

theocracy, as not outwardly constituted, but developing

itself from within ; and thus throughout we meet with the

contrast of tlic inward and the outward. On the legal

Jewish standing-point, there was an outward submission to

^ I ""cannot agree "with those expositors Avho think that, when Paul
describes Christianity as a voixos, the general idea of law must be alto-

gether given lip.

- IJy Christianity or llegeneration, goodness again becomes a part of
linnian nature, and tluis the moral law becomes a higher law of nature
harmonizing with the Ireedom of the will. We may here apply Avhat
tSchleiermachcr says in his academical essay, 1825, on the difference be-

tween the law of nature and the moral law', without adopting the views
of the author rcsi)ccling the relation of the law to the deviations from
it, and especially the relation of the law to moral freedom.
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the will of God, the outward observance of the divine com-
mands, without the opposition between tlic human and divine

commands l)eing taken away; the covXeveiv deoj Ir 7r«\a(ori/rt

ypcif-ifjiaToc, in the old slate of a nature estranged from (iod,

of which nothing can be altered by the literal, outward com-
mand. On the standing-point of faith, the covXtia is inward,

so that in the new state, by virtue of the inward renovation

which proceeds from the influence of the Divine Spirit, the

sanctified will determines itself in dependence on God, it is a

servant of God (the ^ovXeveiv ev Kan ottjtl TrrevfxaTOQ). Hence
dovXeia in the latter sense, is voluntary and one with true

freedom ; 1 Cor. vii. 22. AovXeia in the first sense, forms a

contrast to the freedom of the children of God; on the

contrar}^, hvXeia in the second sense, cannot exist without

viodeaia, and is at once a consequence and a mark of it, for

Avliat distinguishes the children from the servants of the

family, is this, that they do not obey their father's will, as

foreign to themselves, but make it their own; dependence

on him is, as it were, the nat\iral element of their life.

That merely outward servitude of which the internal opposite

to this consists, proceeds from the spirit of fear, the special

characteristic of servitude ; this inward service proceeds from

the consciousness of communion with God obtained through

Christ the Son of God, and of participation of his Spirit, the

spirit of childlike relation to God, the spirit of adoption and

of love; Rom. viii. 15; Gal. iv. 6.

So likewise the worship of God on the legal standing-point,'

was an outward worship (aapKiKrj, Kara aupxa, by means of

epya (xapKiKci) consisting in a number of outward acts,^ cou-

1 This is true of the legal moral, as well as of the legal ritual cultus.

^ Connected with the SiOovXwadai vno to crroLx^la toO kotixoii. We
wish to otter a fcAv remarks in vindication and coniirmation of the in-

terpretation of this expression i;\\Qx\ above, and nuainst the common
one of (TToix^la, as "the first principles of religious knowledge among
men." If the Avord ffToix^'ia meant first principles, we should naturally

expect to find in the genitive connected with it, the designation of the

object to which these first principles relate, as in Hebrews v. 12, rk

(TToix^la T7JS apxvs twv \oyiwu roO 0€ov. but in the Pauline passage,

such a genitive of the object is altogether wanting, and we find instead

only a genitive of the subject. The omission of the express mention of

the leading idea can hardly be adujitted. Paul, in Gal. iv. 8, plainly

addressing those who had formerly been heathens, supposes that, before

their conversion, they had been in bondage to these elements of the

world, if we do not have recourse <o an arbitrary interpretation of ra'A r.

VOL. I. II II
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fined to cci-tain times and places. Worslnp on the standing-

point of faith, on the contrary, is TrvevfAariKi), since it proceeds

from the inworking of the demv Trieu/jLa, and is an act of the

spiritual nature of man, Philip, iii. 3; hence it does not

relate to certain isolated acts, but embraces the whole life;

Rom. xii. 1. On the former standing-point, men placed

their confidence and pride in something human and earthly,

whatever it might be, whether descent from the theocratic

nation, or the righteousness of the law, or ascetic self-denial

and mortification of the flesh, the Kara aapica icavyjxcrdai, h'

aapKL TTETTOLdivai} But on the standing-point of Trlaric, after

acknowledging the nullity of all such distinctions, of all

human works of righteousness, men place their confidence

and glory only in the redemption obtained through Christ

;

they feel that they possess only what they all receive as

believers on equal terms from him, and in communion with

him; the Ip Kvpiu) icxvyafrdai. Here all imaginary distinc-

According to the common interpretation, we must suppose tliat Paul, by
the first elements of religious knowledge, intended to mark a universal
idea, in a certain degree applicable both to Heathenism and Judaism.
But how could this agree with the views of Paul, who recognised
Judaism, as subordinate and preparative it is true, but yet a standing-
point in religion founded on divine revelation, and who, on the other
hand, saw in heathenism as such, that is, in idolatry, of which he here
speaks, not a subordinate standing-point of religion, but something en-
tirely foreign to the nature of religion, a suppression through sin of the
original kno\vledu:e of God ? Neither does the predicate dcreeurj appear
suitable to the idea of tiie first principles of religion. On the contrary,
according to the interpretation I have proposed, all is consistent. The
confinement of religion to sensible forms, and therefore its enthralment
in the elements of the world, is common to Judaism and Heathenism.
All idolatry may be considered as a bondage and submission to the ele-

ments of sense, and a kind of idolatry may be attributed to the Jews
and Judaizers, who sought for the Divine for justification and sanctifica-
tion in external rites. This will make it evident how Paul could say to
the fi.ilatian Christian"^, once heathens, who were infected with this
Judaism (Gal. iv. 8), " How can ye, who by the divine mercy have been
led to the knowledge of God and communion with him, turn back again
to the weak and beggarly elements (a suitable description of them, in
reference to persons who sought to find in them what the power of God
alone could bestow), to which ye desire to bring yourselves again in
bondage ? I fear that I have indeed biboured in vain to turn you from
idolatry to the worship of the living God."

• According to Paul's views, this will apply to the overvaluation of
what is luinian in every form and relation ; as, for instance, the Grecian
culture and philosophy; see the First Epistle to the Corinthians.
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tions, till differences vanish, wliick before sepai-atod mou
from one another and checked their fello\vshi)» in the hi^diest

relation of life; everything lumian is henceforth suht)jdinated

to the one spirit of Christ, the common pi-inciple of life;

Gal. iii. 28. The only universal and consttuitly available

principle of Christian worship which embraces the whole life,

is faith in Chiist working by love ; Gal. v. G.

The principle of the whole transformation of the life wliidi

proceeds from the Spirit of Christ is im})lanted at once in

believing, by one act of the mind. Man by means of faith

is dead to the foraier standing-point of a sinful life, and rists

to a new life of communion with Christ. The old man is

slain once for all ; liom. vi. 4—G ; Coloss. iii. 3. Paul

iissumes that in Christians, the act by virtue of which they

are dead to sin, and have crucified the flesh with its affections

and lust, is already accomplished ideally in principle. Hence
he infers, how can they who ai-e dead to sin, live any longer

therein 1 Rom. vi. 2 ; Gal. v. 24. But the practice must
correspond to the principle ; the outward conformation of the

life must harmonize with the tendency given to the inward

life. Walking in the Spirit must necessarily proceed from

living in the Spirit, Gal. v. 25 ; the former must be a mani-

festation of the latter. Hence Christians are always required

to renew the mortification of the flesh, to walk after the

Spirit, to let themselves be animated by the Spirit. The
transformation of the old nixture in man which proceeds

from the divine principle of life received by faith, is not com-

pleted in an instant, but can only be attained gradually

by conflict w^ith sin ; for the renewed as well as the old

natui'e consists of two principles, the Trrei/^/a and the (Tofj^,

only with this chfference, that no longer (as Paul re^jresents

the state of the natural man in Rom. vii.) the human self

with its powerless desires after goodness opposes the principle

of sinfulness, the acipt, but in.stead of the liuman self, there is

the divine principle of life which has become the animating

one of human nature, the rrvtvf.ia Oe'ior, aywr, the Spirit

of Christ, Christ liimself by his Spirit ; Gal. ii. 20. Hence

it is not said from thi^ standing-point tliat the Spirit wishes

to do good but is hindered by the adpE from accomplishing its

wishes, so that the mipH is the vital principle of action ; but

it is enjoined on those who have received the divine principle
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of life, Gal V. 16, " Walk in the Spirit/ so shall ye not fulfil

the desires of the flesh ; for the Spirit and the flesh conflict

Avith one another, so that you must distinguish what pro-

ceeds from the Spirit and what from the flesh, and you must

not fulfil what you desire according to the carnal self, but

what the Spirit within you desires."^ This marks the

contrast to the standing-point described in Rom. vii. 15.

^ I cannot agree with Riickert, in referring the -rrvev/xa here spoken

of, not to the Spirit of God, but to the higher nature of man. Certainly

the word -nvevixa in this whole chapter is to be understood only in one

sen>e, and taking everything into account, the idea of the Holy Spirit

is the only one which suits Paul's meaning; as, for example, in v. 18.

And generally in this epistle, the same idea of the Spirit is to be firmly

held. Verse 11 contains no proof to the contrary; for Paul here assumes,

that the TrreC^a has pervaded the characteristic faculties of man, that

the new principle of life has taken possession of human nature, and
given it a new and peculiar vitality. He wishes to mark the new higher

principle that is noAV the antagonist of the (xd-p^ in man. Men may
with the strictest propriety be called upon to surrender themselves to

this higher principle, to allow themselves to be led by it, according to

its impulses, for Paul considered the operation of the Divine Spirit in

man, not as something magical, but constantly assumes the working
together of the divine and the human. It is perfectly true that,

according to Paul's doctrine, the higher nature in man, the capability

of knowing God, which before was confined and depressed, is set at

liberty by the Holy Spirit, and now serves as the organ for the opera-

tions of the Divine Spirit in human nature, and hence, that as this

higher nature of man can now operate in its freedom as the organ of

the Divine Spirit, so the latter can nov/ operate in man by means of

this organ, and hence the two are blended together in the Christian
life. But when Paul wishes to infuse courage and confidence for the
.spiritual conflict, he directs the attention, not to what is subjectively

human, but to the almighty power of God.
2 This passage, in my opinion, cannot be understood otherwise than

in this manner, though later expositors have given a different inter-

pretation. It has been supposed to mean, " So that ye cannot accom-
plish what you desire according to the spirit

;
ye are unable to folloAv

the dictates of the better will ;"—and referring these words to the state
of tlie regenerate, this Avould form a special ground of exhortation for
following the leadings of the Spirit, and withstanding the aapl, if Paul
said to them that they were prevented from following the motions
which proceeded from the Spirit by the prevalence of the aap^. But if

it is understood of the condition of the natural man, and v. 18 is con-
sidered as a contrast, we do not see how Paul, who had before addressed
those whom he assumed to be Christians, could make such a sudden
transition to a diflercnt class of persons. The correspondence of the
last words of v. 17, with the last words of the foregoing sense, confirms
the opinion, that the e(Ky]re relates to the iiriOvj-uav aapKos.
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Accordingly, the divine life in the inner man must be
in continual conflict with the operations of tlie auf)^, and
in-ogressivel}^ converts the body hitherto under the contr<jl of
sinful habits, into an organ for itself (Rom. vi. 11— l.'i), so
that the /.leXr] rov (Tu)fxa-oQ become oVXa CiKUL()(yvvr]q ; all the
powers and fxcultics which hitherto have been in the service

of sin, being appropriated and sanctified l)y tlie divine life,

are employed as organs of grace for the service of the king-
dom of God ; and here the doctrine of charisms finds its

point of connexion
;

[ante, pp. 131—140). All the peculiar

capabilities or talents founded in the nature of each indi-

vidual, are to be transformed into charisms and employed as

such. And it is the province of Christian morals to show in

what manner human nature must be pervaded in all its

2)owers by the higher principle of life, and appropriated as au
(3rgan of its manifestation ; how all human relations are set at

liberty and referred to the kingdom of God ; and how what
is individual belonging to the representation of the image of

God in man is not suppressed and annihilated, ])ut is to

be transformed and elevated to a pecidiar form and mani-
festation of the higher principle of life. "We here see the

difference between Christian princii)le as Paul re])resents

it, and a one-sided ascetic direction in morals. Paul brings

forward as one side in the process of the development of the

Cliristian life, the negative operation ; to mortify the principle

of sin w^hich has hitherto reigned in the body, Rom. v. 3, to

mortify the members as far as they sei-ve sin, Coloss. iii. 5;'

but this is only one side. The otlier is the positive opera-

tion, the positive appropriation, that as believers are now dead

with Christ to sin, the world, and themselves, so now they

lead a new divine life, increasingly devoted to him ; the

Spirit of Christ that dwells in them constantly animates their

bodies afresh as his organ, Rom. viii. 11, so that the ^i\i)

consecrated to God, are employed in his service accorchng to

the station God has indicated to each individual, as uirXa

liKaio<Tvvr}Q. As the Trpevfin ilyiov is the common vital

principle of all believers, the animating Spirit of the Church

of God, so the diversity of the form in which he operates

in and through each individual, varied by their sanctified

^ The fif'ATj M rr}s yijs, which belong to a carnal earthly course of life,

are directly opposed to the heavenly mind in v. 2.
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peculiarities and chai'acteristics, is designated by the term

^apifTfua.

But since this appropriation and pervasion of the old na-

ture is a continual conflict, and the fui-ther a man advances

in holiness the more capable he is rendered by the illumina-

tion of the Holy Spirit of distinguishing what proceeds from

the Spirit and ^'hat from the flesh, and of discerning all the

disturbing influences of the latter; hence the distinction be-

tween the objective justification and cubjective sanctification

is always necessary, in order that the confidence of man may
not be wavering as it must be, if he looks only to himself,

Philip, iii. 12, but may maintain its firm unchangeable gTound,

by being fixed on the objective, the grace of redemption, the

love of Christ, from which no power of hell can separate the

redeemed; Rom. viii. 31, 32. In the Pauline idea of the

justification and righteousness available before God, which is

granted to man by the redeeming gi-ace of God, and appro-

priated by faith, the objective is always primary and predo-

minant. At the same time something subjective is impai-ted

with it, something new is deposited in the inner life which

must be progressively developed; the righteousness of Christ

appropriated by faith, is transferred to the inner life of the

believer, and becomes a new principle, forming the life accord-

ing to the example of Christ.^ And when this process of
development shall be completed, believers will attain the pos-

session of an eternal, divine, and blessed life, inseparable from
perfect righteousness ; then the objective idea of justification

\v\\\ be wholly transferred to the subjective, Rom. v. 19—21 ;.

but till this is accomplished, in order to lay a firm foundation
for the confidence of the soul, it is always necessary, while

conceiving both ideas according to their essential and ulti-

mate connexion, still to keep in mind their distinction from
one another.

Since the whole Christian disposition is produced from faith,

and thereby the whole life is determined and formed, the term
TTitTTic has been employed to designate the whole of the Chris-

tian disposition and of Christian ability.'^ Thus the jDredicate

I

The scholastic expression, " Jnslitia Christi per fidcm habet esse in
animo," pcrCcctly corresponds to P-ail's meaning.

=* Hence tlie measure of faith as the measure of Christian ability, and
the measure of grace bestowed on each individual, arc correlative ideas:
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^vvarng rjj Triarti designates the standing-point, wlicie faith in

the Redeemer, confidence in the jnstification obtiiined through
him, has become to such a degree the animating ])rinciple of
the convictions, and has so pervaded the whole tone of think-

ing, that a man is enabled to judge and act in idl the relations

of life according to it ; that he cannot be drawn aside, as he
otherwise would be, by any foreign element of other views

which formerly influenced him; since otherwise it might hap-

pen that his eai'lier religious standing-point would exercise a
kind of power over his conscience, from whicii he could not

altogether free himself, even when raised to the Christian

standing-point ; as in the case of one who had become a be-

liever from the Jewish standing-point; srich a ])erson woidd
only by degrees free himself from its influences on his judg-

ment of all the relations of life ; as the new Christian }>rin-

ciple proceeding from faith in the Redeemer gradually im-

pregnated his whole mode of thinking. This power of faith

over the judgment is shown for example in this, that a man
certain of his salvation in fellowship with the Redeemer, will

no longer allow himself to be agitated by sci'uples in the use

of outward things, which he before indulged on the Jewish

standing-point, as if this or that thing coidd defile him. So

we are to understand what Raid says, Rom. xiv. 2, oc fiiv

TTKTTtvei ({)aye7y Trdi'-a. i e. CvictToc eVri Ttj vifTTei olorc ipaytlr

TTurra', he Can no longer be misled by a mixture of scruples

arising from his earlier legal standing- point. The ilcQertlv tjj

TTiarei forms the o])posite to this strength of faith, in which,

along with faith, another element arising from the former

standing-point controlled the convictions, and hence the in-

ternal striiie between the principle founded in Christian con-

viction or TTtVrtc, and the doubts that rebelled ag-.iinst it;

Rom. xiv. 1. Though Paul took occasion from existing rela-

tions to develop liis views on this subject with a special refer-

ence to the Jewish legal standing-point, yet they woidd apply

to the relation subsisting between any other stiinding-point

and the Christian, or that of the righteousness by faith. The

power of faith governing the life gives an independence and

Kom. xii 3. Christians are only to aim at riplitly applying the mea-

sure of ability they have received; to do cventhiiij; according to it8

proportion; Rom. xii. (I. They arc not to indulge conceit, or to pa*8

Levond the limits of ihcir own &tanding-point.
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stability to the Christian character, imparts strength and free-

dom to the mind. This it is that forms the basis of Christian

freedom, which consists in this, that the Christian since he

has devoted his whole life to Christ as his Redeemer, and

through him to God, since he is animated only by the con-

sciousness of this dependence and acknowledges no other,

—

for this reason, feels independent of all created beings, of all

earthly things; hence, he acts in the consciousness of this in-

dependence, is master of all things by the animating Spirit of

Christ, and is in bondage to no man, to no circumstances

;

nothing can so operate upon liim as to determine him to a

ditferent course fi'om that dictated by the Spirit of Christ, for

this is the gi'eat determining principle of his life ; 1 Cor. vii.

21 ; 1 Cor. vi. 12 ;» 1 Cor. iii. '2'2. While the Christian as an
organ of the Spirit of Christ who has won the government of

the world, to whom at last all things must be subject, is free

from the world and everything belonging to it, from all

power of created beings, he likewise in spirit rules over all

things. Freedom and mastery over the w^orld here meet. This

freedom and this mastery over the world proceeding from
fiiith (like everything Christian), and founded in the depths

of the soul, can hence manifest themselves imder all outward
restrictions, and evince their power by the fact, that these out-

ward restrictions for the spirit which is exalted above them
and feels itself independent of everj-thing, cease to be re-

strictive, and are included in his free self-determination and
mastery over the world. Paul proves his Christian freedom
precisely in this manner, that for the good of others, and in

order to make everything subservient to the Spirit of Christ,

lie so acted in all things as would best contribute to the ad-

vancement of the kingdom of Christ, and thus freely sub-

mitted to all the forms of dependence. Free from all, he
made himself the servant of all ; having the mastery over all,

lie submitted to all the forms of dependence ordained by God,
and in doing so, exercised his masterv over the world: 1 Cor.
ix. 1— ID.

' ovK iyci i^ov(na(Tdiiao!J.ui vtto tlvos, I will not suffer myself to he
mastered by any outward things, but in the spirit of Christian love
I will use all thing's freely. Instead of availing myself of my Christian
freedom, I siioiild make myself really a slave, in eating the flesh of
sacrifices, if I believed that I must do tins in every case without a
reference to particular circumstances.
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' It is evident that nothing can be excepted from this refer-

ence of the whole hfe to the kingdom of (iod, for the Cliristian

disposition proceeding from faith, and referring every tiling to

God's glory, is the great arbitrator in all the events of lile.

Accordingly, there can be no empty space for things in-

different of Avhicli Christian principle takes no cognisance,

nothing belonging to hnman nature which does not receive

a moral impress from Christian principle, agreeably to Paul's

exhortation, " Whether ye eat, or diink, or whatsoever ye do,

do all to the glory of God," 1 Cor. x. 31. It may appear t(j

contradict this principle, by which the whole of life becomes
one great duty, and no room is left for an ucidcpopoy, tliat

Paul, in 1 Cor. vi. 12, x. 23, distinguishes from the i)rovince

of the lawful, that which is useful or serves for edifica-

tion ; but the contradiction is only in appearance, and will

vanish on a closer examination of the ajDostle's views. It

could only contradict the principle in question, if Paul

had reckoned what did not contribute to edification as

still belonging to what was lawful on Christian grounds, or if

he had not considered Avhat contributed to edifying as what

alone was matter of duty. But it was not so, for he declares

it to be the duti/ of Christians so to deny their selfish inclina-

tions as would be for the best, or for the edification of

the church, 1 Cor. x. 24 ; or, which is equivalent, as would

be for the glory of God, 1 Cor. x. 31. Tiiis is the coin-se of

action prescribed by C'hristian love ; but very difierent would

be the course that proceeded from self-love, and for that

reason sinful. The subject will be clearer, if we examine

more closely the particular case under the apostle's considera-

tion. He is speaking of partaking of certain kinds of food,

more particularly of meat ofiered to idols. All this Ijelongs

to the province of things permitted, and in a religious and

moral point of view indifferent, on which Christianity (unlike

Judaism) laid no restrictions. " Meat commendeth us not to

God ; for neither if we eat are we the better ; neither if we eat

not are we the worse," 1 Cor. viii. 8. " The kingdom of God

is not meat and drink, but righteousness and })eace and joy

in the Holy Ghost," lioin. xiv. 17. But th(jugh all this in^

itself has no moral character, and without the addition of

other marks belongs to things indifierent, yet like everything

belonoino; to human nature, it is not excepted from the
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impression of Christian principle, for it is included in the

Pauline maxim, '- ^Vhatsoever ye do, whether ye eat or drink,

do all to the glory of God •" and Paul himself adduces

instances in which what is in itself indifferent may be either

a matter of duty or criminal. An individual who, though

not sufficiently advanced in Christian knowledge to attain the

conviction that the eating of meat sacrificed to idols is in

itself indifferent, is yet seduced by worldly considerations to

pai'take of it, acts in a manner deserving of condemnation,

since he does not act according to his convictions {ovk k-

TviffTtwc), Kom. xiv. 23. And whoever eats of flesh offered to

idols, following his own inclination, and taking no account of

tlie scruples of his weak brother, and thus seduces him to

follow his example without a firm conviction of its rectitude,

troubles his brother's conscience, and acts himself contrary

to the law of love, and sins ; 1 Cor. viii. 12 ; Pvom. xiv. 15.

From this exposition of the apostle's views, it appears that

since what every one has to do, under the given conditions

and relations of the individual standing-point on which the

Lord has placed him, is defined by Christian principles, no
one can accomplish more than the measure of his individual

duty. Indeed, so much will sinfulness still adhere to all his

performances, that even the most advanced Christian will

come short of the requirements of duty ; as Paul referring

to himself acknowledges, Philip, iii. 12. Yet what Paul says

in reference to his own conduct in one particular instance,

may seem to contradict v>diat has just been remarked, 1 Cor.

ix. 14, 15, (fee. The apostle was authorized in preaching the

gospel, to receive his maintenance from the Christian com-
nmnities for whom he laboured ; but he waved his claim to

it, and supported himself by the labour of his own hands.

He did, therefore, more than his duty demanded, since he
made wo use of what was allowable. Certainly he would not
have hesitated for a moment to apply to himself the words of
Christ in Luke xvii. 16, in reference to his conduct in this

particular instance. But he held it to be his duty, under all

circumstances, so to act as would most contribute to the
advancement of the kingdom of God ; and a regard to that
object induced him in this instance to receive no maintenance
from the cliurch, in order that he might avoid all appearance
of self-interest. Hence he felt an inward compulsion ta
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net thus ; and if he had not thus acted lie -would liave

violated the si)irit of his calling, and have been dissatisfied

with himself; for he ^vent so far as to say, that he would
rather die than act otherwise. 'J'he peculiar circumstances of
his ministr}', and the i)ccTdiar charism bestowed upon him,
occasioned a pecuhar modification of the general duty of all

preachers of the gospel. What on his peculiar standing-point

was a duty, might be contrary to duty on the standing-point

of others—those persons, for instance, to whom Providence
had committed the maintenance of a family.

The fundamental ideas of Christian morals are in general

to be deduced from the nature of fidth as a practical prin-

ciple. From fiiith spontaneously proceeds the love that refers

the whole life to God, and consecrates it to his service, for

the advancement of his kingdom ; for from a knowledge of

the love of God manifested in the Avork of redemption, love is

kindled to him who has shown such sui)erabounding love. In

faith as Paul conceived it, love is already contained in the

germ; for what distinguishes faith in his view from su])ersti-

tion, was that the latter as it arises only from the dread of

natural evil, only desires a Redeemer from such evil ; faith,

on the contrary, is developed from the feeling of unhappiness

in sin as sin, of estrangement from God, and of longing after

communion with him, which presupposes the love of God in

the heart, though checked and repressed. But when the

revelation of God's holy love in the work of redemption,

which faith receives, awakens the slumbering desire of man,,

or meets it already awakened, the germ of love deposited in

the heart is set free from its confinement, that it may exjiand

to communion with its original .source. Entering into com-

munion with the Piedeemer, believei-s arc penetrated by tlie

love of God to them, and hence they are able rightly to

understand the extent of (J od's love. ^ From this ])erception

' Ivom. V. 5. By the Holy Spirit, the love of Ood is shed ahroad in

their hearts, and makes itself felt there. Tlie voice of (Jod himself in

their hearts declares that they are liis children ; IJuni. viii IG. Thus,

in Eph. iii. 18, there is first the wish that Christ may dwell in tlieir

hearts by faith, whereupon it follows, that their inner life maybe deeply

rooted in the love of God—the love of Ciod towards the redeemed i.s the

element in which their whole inward life and consciousness rests—and
having been first penetrated by the feeling of love, they can then rightly

understand its extent.
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of God's love, the childlike love of believers is coiitinually

inflamed towards him, and this love operates incessantly for

the renovation of the whole life after the image of Christ, and

for the advancement of the kingdom of God; it forms the

life according to the heavenly model presented to it by faith.

The whole C'ln-istian life appears as a work of faith, and thus

all individual good works ^ appear as necessary immediate

expressions of faith, its fruits, the signs of the new creation

eflected by it." And as all the actions of the believer may be

traced back to the ^^ivorh offaith,'' so likewise to the "labour

of love." ^ Now faith and love have a relation on one side to

something which is apprehended as present in the inward

life : faith in commimion with the Kedeemer has already

received a divine blessed life ; believers are already incorporated

with the kingdom of God, and have obtained the right of

citizenship in it, and by partaking of the Holy Spirit operating

in them by faith, they anticipate the divdne power and blessed-

ness of this kingdom ; the}^ have the foretaste of eternal life ;
*

they already possess the germs and first-fruits of the New
Creation, in which everything proceeds from a divine living-

principle with which nothing heterogeneous is allowed to

mingle—when it attains its completion after the resurrection.

But it follows from this, that the Christian life cannot be
conceived of without a reference to the future ; as in the
divine hfe the Future becomes in a certain sense a Present, so

the Present exists only in reference to the Future,' for it

' The fpya dyaOa arc to be distinguished from the epya vufxov.
2 The (TWTTjpia not e'l epyuu, as if men could gain salvation by works

performed before conversion; for the announcement of the salvation
obtained for men by redemption, belongs as a gift of unmerited grace to
ihose who are destitute of the divine life, and thus of the true inclina-
tion to goodness, whether they are still sunk in gross sensuality, or are
raised to an outward legal morality ; and the cpya dyaOd which really
deserve the name, presuppose that divine life which proceeds from
faith

; indeed the new creation must manifest itself by corresponding
good works

;
is designed to produce such. Hence the contrast, that

believers are not aeawaixiuoi it ^pyuu but KTiadiUTes iirl epyois dyaOoTs,
Eph. ii. 1>, 10.

^ ^'/ '
Hr r

,

1^
Tiicss. i. 3, TO epyov rrjs TrtWews, o kvttos tvs dydirvjs.

* The Holy Spirit as the dp^a/Swy in relation to the whole assemblage
of heavenly blessings, 2 Cor. i. 22, the earnest given as a pledge of the
£>ayment of the whole sum.

5 This must be carefully considered, in order riditly to understand
llie relation of the present to the future in a Cliristian sense, and to
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contains an anticipation, the germ and preparation of tliat

which will attain to perfect development and completion only

in the Future. With the present earthly system a higher

order of things is connected, which cannot be fully developed
in believers, and whose nature is not yet wholly manifest, but
in many respects veiled from their view. The development
of the divine life, which they have received through faith, is

now only giving signs of its existence, and feebly beginning

to expand. The consciousness of this divine life is accompa-
nied with a consciousness of the obstacles by which that life is

fettered, till human nature is thoroughly pervaded by it and
purified from all that is alien ; while this consciousness at the

same time produces a longing after that perfect freedom whicii

is the destiny of the children of God. Though it is always

presupposed that believers have already attained the dignity

and privileges of the children of God, still their rights relate

to something future, for all that is involved in the idea of

adoption, all that belongs to the dignity, glory, and blessed-

ness of the children of God, is very far from being realized on

earth. For this reason, it is said in Romans viii. 23, that

Christians who have received the first-fruits of the Spirit,

groan after the perfect manifestation of the dignity of the

children of God,' after their redemption from all that checks

avoid tlic delusion of the pantheistic deification of self, which imposes-

on the language of Paul and John a sense quite foreign to the truth.

^ The vLoOeaia, though, in Gal. iv. 5, this is attributed to believing as

something present. If we compare this passage in the Epistle to the

Galatians with that quoted from the Komans, we shall discover a three-

fold gradation in the idea of adoption. Paul first considers it as the

predicate applied to the theocratic nation in the Old Testament, ta

whom promises were given of an inheritance (the KX-qpovoixia) in the

kingdom of God. Those persons to whom the law and the prophets

were given, are certainly children and heirs, but they have not yet

attained to the actual self-conscious appropriation of the filial relation,

and the exercise of the rights grounded upon it. Since they are in a

state of minority, are standing under the guardianship and discipline of

the law, and their father's will is not consciously and freely become

their own, their relation to him can be no other than that of outward

dependence and servitude. By faith in the Kedecnicr, and communion

with him as the Son, they become freed from this dependence and servi-

tude, and attain to a self-conscious, mature, and free filial relation. IJufc

this relation in its full extent includes all that which is founded in the

idea of Christ as the Son of God, the perfect communion of his holiness,

blessedness, and glory; hence a progressive development of this re-

lationship takes place, until the appearance of the children of Go;l will
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and depresses their inward life. This longing after the other

world is as essential a feature of the Cinistian life as the

partial and fragmentary anticipation of the future in the

participation of the divine life through faith. Paul uses

expressions from this standing-point which would be most

oft'ensive to that deification of the w^orld "and self, which

is diametrically and entirely opposed to Christianity. " We
should be more miserable than any men if we had hope in

Christ only in this life, with no higher future existence in

which our hopes might be fulfilled; for the Clmstian life

would be then a life full of delusive wants that would never

be satisfied, a pursuit after unreal phantoms, the offspring of

self-deceptive desires." Filled with divine assurance of his

convictions and experience, Paul would turn away with

abhorrence from views which Avould make all his conflicts

and efforts appear as if expended on a nonentity.

If the soul under a sense of the burden which weighs down
the higher life is absorbed in such longings not confined to

one single object, and words fail to express the deeply felt

necessities of the heart, these silent aspirations rising from
the depths of a heart yearning after true and complete

freedom, and yet resigned to the will of its heavenly Father,

constitute prayer acceptable to God, inspired by the Spirit of

God, the Spirit of adoption. The whole condition of such a

soul is prayer. The Spmt of God himself intercedes with

inexpressible and silent groans; Rom. viii. 26. Thus in

Coloss. iii. 3, it is said, that as the gioiy of Christ exalted to

the right hand of God is hid from the world, so also the glory

of the inner life of believers proceeding from communion with
him is still hidden with Christ in God, and its appearance
docs not correspond at present to its nature. But when
Christ, the author and source of this life, shall manifest him-
self in his glory, then shall their hidden glory be manifest,

and correspond in appearance to its original; Col. iii. 4.

From the relation of the Christian Hfe of faith and love to

a creation that is to be perfectly developed and completed
only in the future state, it follows that Faith and Love
cannot subsist without Hope} Faith itself becomes hope,

perfectly correspond to the idea of a child of God ; which is the third
U])pIicatlon of this idea.

' If Me reflect how all the ideas relating to the dignity and blessed-
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Avhile it apprehends salvation as somethin,i; to bo realized in

the futiu-c
; Kom. viii. 24.' Faith is i)ruvedand streii«;thened

by conflicts and sufterings ; by the oppt>sition whieli it has
to overcome, it develops the conscioiisneiss of its indwelling
divine power, and of those divine results which are not yet
apparent, but stretch into eternity ; and thus it expands into

hope for the future." The consciousness of the love of God
contains the pledge for the certain fulfdment of hope. Tlie

fliitli that operates by love could not persist in the efforts,

which so many obstacles oppose, in conflict witli the inward
and outward world, if the j)rospect were not granted of cer-

tainly attaining its end. Hence Pcyseverance'^ in the work
and conflict of faith is the practical side of hope. "EATrtg and
I'TTOfioi)} appear as associated ideas,' and the latter term is

sometimes used instead of eX-ic.^

We Uiust here examine more closely the relation of Ivnow-

ledge in religion to these tln*ee fundamental principles of the

Christian life, as laid down in the Pauline theology. Faith

presupposes and includes knowledge, for it cannot exist with-

out a reference of the disposition to soinething objective

;

there must be an object of knowledge to operate on the dis-

position. But the divine cannot be known from witliout in a

merely abstract logical manner, but only by what bears an

ness conferred by Clu-istianity refer alike to soniethin!? Present and
something Future, and aceordingly athnit of a variously nuinifoKl ap-

plication, it will be easy to explain why, in Gal. v. 5, SLKaioavyq is

represented in reference to its perfect realization in the life of believers

as an object of expectation and hope: and it belong.^ also to the con-

ti-ast between the Jewish-legal and the Christian standing-point, that on
the former it was supposed that diKaioavvii might be possessed a.s sonic-

thing outwardly perceptible and apparent, while the distinction between
the idea and the appearance was not thought of.

^ If iXiTLs be here understood subjectively, (Airis would be placed

instead of ttiVtjs as laying hold o( a-uTtjpla ; for ttiVtis itself can cxi.st in

necessary relation to the future only a.s cAttjs. IJut if (\vis bo under-

stood objectively, then it will signify that auTTjpia is here presented as

the object of liope, which may be afKrnied, on account of the various

meanings attached to the former.

2 Ivom. V. 4, rersoveraucc under sufferings produces a confirmation

(of faith), and confirmation of faith produces hope.

3 On this idea and its relation to the Christian idea of Hope, sec

Schleiermacher's academical treatise iiher die wi^emschaJ'tUi/ic Bt/uinU-

lung cle.s Tugendbcip-iffa^, 1820.
* 1 Thess. i. 3. wtto.uoi^^ rris i\i:ihos.

5 2 Thess. i. 4.
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affinity to it in the soul, by the sense for the divine. As long

as man is opposed to the di\dne in the bias of his disposi-

tion, he cannot know it. Hence Paul says, 1 Cor. ii, 14, the

natiu-al man who is estranged from the divine life, receives not

what proceeds from the Spirit of God, for it appears to him (on

account of this his subjective relation to the divine) as foolish-

ness, and he is miable to know^ it, because it can be rightly

imderstood and appreciated only in a spiritual manner, that is,

by means of the Trvevf.uL ciyioy, so that a participation in this

spirit of a higher life is presupposed. Hence, also, ^Ye are not

to conceive of faith as something proceeding from unassisted

human nature, from man in his natural state ; but the manner
in which foith arises in the disposition, presupposes the en-

trance of the divine into the conscience and inner life. But
as the knowledge of divine things depends upon a participa-

tion of the divine life, it follows that, in proportion as the

divine life received by faith progi'essively develops, as the

matter of faith is vitalized by inward experience, the know-
ledge of this matter enlarges in a higher degree, and hence this

wdder expansion of knowledge is described as a fruit of faith.^

And since the divine hfe of fliitli is love, since faith in the

Pauline sense cannot be conceived of without love, it is

evident that the true knovdedge of divine things can only

continue to be developed according to the measm^e of increas-

ing love. Hence Paul says in 1 Cor. viii. 2, that without love

there can be oidy the appearance of knowledge. But as the

divine life in believers is constantly subject to disturbing and
depressing influences, and exists only in a fragmentary and
alloyed state, it follows that the knowledge arising from it will

never be otherwise than defective. This may also be inferred

from what we have remarked before respecting the relation of

faith to the higher order of things still veiled from human
sight, with which faith places us in vital communion, and to
the nature of that adoption which is at present so imperfectly
realized, owing to the opposition between the idea of it audits
actual manifestation. Hence Paul forms a contrast between
the inadequate knowledge of the matter of faith in the present
life, and its jjerfect immediate intuition in eternit}^ He illus-

trates the relation of the two, by a comparison of the know-

1 Colo?p. i. ; Eplics. i. 18. In the last passage, knowledge is repre-
Eentcd as an eflcct of the illumination proceeding from faith.
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ledge we possess of an object by Bccinj:,' it rcflcctod in a dim
mirror, with the knowledge obtained by inniiechately beliold-
ing it; by comparing the notions of cliildrcn (which contain a
certain portion of trnth, tbougli not devel()j)C(l witli clearness
and certiunty, so that there is a continuity of knowledge
carried on from the child to the man) with the ideas of mature
manhood ;* by contrasting what is fragmentary and isolated

with what is perfect ; 1 Cor. xiii. 9— 1:^. Such is the know-
ledge of divine things as they are shadowed forth to us in our
temporal consciousness compared with the intuition of the
things themselves. Hence, it is evident, that Paul was con-
scious that he could speak of these things only in a symbolical
form, which veiled and contained a higher realit}-. Therefore,

from the sense of the defectiveness and limitation of our
present knowledge of God and divine things, a longing is

excited after that perfect knowledge which the mind of man
allied to its Maker and filled with a divine life, requires.

This longing naturally merges into hope.

We are now led to inquire, why Paul, when he represents

faith, hope, and love as the abiding, unchangeable foundations

^ We may here compare Plato's repre?cntation of a twofold standing-
point of knowledge at the beginning of the seventh book of liis Re-
public. As if a person Mcre confined in a cavern Avherc the light only
feebly glimmered, and he saw merely tlie shadows of objects by that
faint light; and afterwards regaining his liberty, became acquainted
•with the objects themselves as they apjicared in broad daylight. In this

manner Plato contrasts two standing-points of the present life; the
.standing-point of the multitude, the slaves of sense, and the standing-

point of the higher intellectual lile, as it is presented by I'hilosophy.

This higher standing point of Philosophy mii:ht be allowed in the state

of the heathen world: but Christianity will not authorize any such
intellectual aristocraticism. This would become a beautiful image in a
Christian sense, if applied not to tlie contrast between the degrees of

knowledge in this lite and those in the future, but to that between the

views of the world entertained by the natural man, and those which the

divine light of the go.'-i)el imparts to all who receive it. We may here

compare with Paul's language, the beautiful remarks of Gregory Is'a-

zianzcn : @(hu o, tI ttotc /xtv iari riju (pvaiu Kal t^v oualau, uthf tjj (tpfv

avdpcinrwv TrwTroTe, o^t( ixr,v (vpv- dAA' d fiiv (vpr,(r(i irori, trjTfiaSu} toito.

(vpii<jfi §6 us (iJii}S Kojos, iTTdbau to 6(0(i^(s tovto Ka\ 6f7oi>y \(jw Si rhv

Tiixenpou vovv r( Kal \6yov, tw oiKfici) irpoa^i^ri, koI ?'; e//c(l'V ai>(Kdrj trpus

TO apxf^'^VTTov, ob vvu txft tV ((pfaiv, Kai tuvto fhai ^ol 5ok(7 to irdpv

<piKo(ru<povfxiVQV ini'^vwaiadai troTf ifius, oaou (')i>u'(THf6a. To 5e yvu duaL

fipax^d Tts aTTop^oT) irau to (is tj/xks ({.ddvov Koi orof fic/aXov ^wtos fiiKpov

anavyafffia.—Orot. 34.

VOL. L I I
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of the Christian life in its earthly development/ distinguishes

love £is the greatest of these three. What is asserted by the

Catholics is indeed true, that love alone can give faith its true

value, since it makes it living, and hence forms the criterion

between dead and living faith.- It is equally true, that love

forms the difterence between genuine Christian and carnal

selfish hope.^ But in this connexion Paul could not, accord-

ing to his own association of ideas, intend to say that love was

the greatest, for love in its true Christian meaning presupposes

ftiith—(love in a general sense is a different thing ; that love

which proceeds from the universal sense of God implanted in

the human mind, and from the general manifestations of the

love of God in the creation and in the heart of a man who
follows the divine guidance ;)—and faith again presupposes

love, and that which Paul distinguishes by the name of faith

stands in the closest connexion with love. What the Catholic

church understands by the term fides mformis, Paul would
not esteem wortl^y of being called faith. He calls love the

greatest rather for this reason, that it is the only eterniil

abiding form of the connexion of the human spirit with

the divine ; love alone endures beyond this earthly life

;

it will never give place to the development of a higher prin-

ciple, but will expand itself in perpetuity.*

' In reference to understanding this, it makes no difference whether
we consider the wul in 1 Cor. xiii. 11, as an illative particle or one of

time, for in either case, what Paul here says can relate only to the pre-

sent earthly condition of the Christian life. According to Paul's views,

hope necessarily relates to something still future, not yet realized; when
the realization takes place, hope ceases to exist; Pom. viii. 24, And
faith and the perfect knowledge of immediate intuition are ideas that
reciprocally exclude one another; 2 Cor. v. 7. When Billroth in his

late Commentary on this Epistle, supposes the /xhei to mean the ohjects
of these graces as eternal and abiding, this certainly cannot be Paul's
idea, for they are indeed unchangeable, and the same for all the three
operations of the Spirit; but these three terms refer to the subjective
relation in which man stands to divine things, and this relation under
the form of faith and hope, is suited only to the earthly standing-point,
and is itself transitor\'. Love only is in itself the ixeuoy.

2 The Jidcs iiiformis and i\\c fides formata.
3 The -nvivixaTiKr) and the aapKiK.)} as proceeding from a heathenish

and from a Jewish element.
* Augustin beau! i fully remarks: "Fides quare sit necessaria, quum

jam vidcaU Spes nihilominus, quia jam tenet] Caritati vero non
solum nihil detrahetur, sed nddetur c'tiam plurimum, nam et illara

.singularem verunupie pulchritudinem quum vidcrit, plus amabit, et
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Thus these three fundamental princijilcK of the rijristiati

life, Faith, Ilojje, and Love, are intimately connected with
one another; and since everything Avhich dii-eetly or in-

directly belongs to man's moi'al nature is bi-onght under their
control, and receives fi-oni thcni a peculiar cliaracter, tlicv

form a foundation on ^vhicli to erect the Avholc structure of
Christian morals.

The idea of raireiroippocrvrii is inseparable from these prin-

ciples. This quality is closely connected with the whole
system of the theocratic views develojjed in the Old I'esta-

ment, and marks the contrast of the Christian and Heathen
mode of contemplating luunan nature. The consciousness of
dependence on God as the animating ]irinci])le of life in all

its relations, the innate weakness of all created beings, and
that they can be and do nothing excepting through (Jod, was
in direct opposition to the prevailing sentiments of self-esteem

and self-confidence.' But on the legal standing-point, this

consciousness was either only partial as far as self-righteous-

ness (which implied a desire of independence in reference to

moral development and the attainment of salvation) counter-

acted the perfect acknowledgment of dependence on God ; or,

where the feeling of internal disiniion had been developed to

its utmost extent, and the feeling of estrangement Irom a

holy Omnipotence became ])redominant, only the negative

element of humility remained, the consciousness of pei-sonal

worthlessness as something mortifying to i)ride, the con-

sciousness of an impassable chasm bct^veen the limited sinful

creatm-e and the Almighty Holy Creator. But when to this

feeling is added faith in the Kedecmcr, and the consciousness

of having obtained redcmjition, the positive is blended with

the negative element, the consciousness of the pai-ticipationof

the divine life and of the high dignity of adoi)tion bestowed

by God. If, on the contraiy, the connexion between these

two points, which belong to tlie essence of Christian know-

ledge and of the Christian disposition, be dissolved, and the

negative element V)e unduly brought foi*ward, a fal^se self-

humiliation is produced,— a self-abhorrence with a denial of

nisi in^enti amorc oculum infixerit, ncc ab appicicndo uspiam (loclina-

verit, inancrc in ilia bcalissiina visionc non jtotcrit."

—

SulHo'imn, i. y H.
1 See Knapp's excellent remarks on Ihie oppo^itiou in liis Scri}>ta

varii Argumcnti, ed. II. p. 3G7.
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the dignity founded on the consciousness of redemption,—

a

sense of depression without that sense of exaltation which ia;

blended with it in the consciousness of redemption. Such a

fiilse humility, Avhich displays itself in outward gestures and

ceremonies, Paul combated in the folse teachers of the Colos-

sian church ; but he classed this mock-humility wdth spiritual

pride, veiled as it was imder the form of an ascetic self-de-

basement.'

With the consciousness of the nothingness of all that man
can be and effect by his own power, Paul combined the

elevating consciousness of what man is and can perform

through the Lord ; to the Kara rrcipKa, iv drdpuJTru Kavyaudai

he opposes the iv Kvpio) ^.•a^;)(do0a^

As humility first acquires its true character through the

love that proceeds from faith, as through love man's whole life

is pervaded by a sense of his dependence on God, and the

human will becomes an organ of the divine, so also Christian

Ljvc cannot exist without an abiding consciousness of the dif-

ference between the creature and the Creator, the redeemed
and the Redeemer, and the sense of dependence which that

difference involves. It is the sentiment which Paul expresses

in the interrogation, " What hast thou, which thou hast not
received 1

" 1 Cor. iv. 7. In the exercise of his ministry, his

soul was pervaded by a consciousness of his weakness as a
man [ante, p. 173), which was deepened by his sufferings-

and conflicts, though accompanied by the conviction that he
could do all things through the power of the Lord ; Acts-

XX. 19. Thus that state of mind was produced which he
describes as fxeTo. ^o/3ou kuI rpofiov. This was fi^r from being

^ This is a caricature of humility, which has often reappeared in the
history of the church ; and thu?^ the nature of genuine Christian humi-
lity ha.s been frequently mistaken by those who were strangers to the
Christian standing-point, and knew not how to distinguish a morbid
from a hcaltliy state of the spiritual life. An individual of this class,
Spinoza, justly says of tliat mock-humilitj-, which alone can exist where
the natural feelings are not overpowered by the force of a divine prin-
ciple of life, and at the same time transformed into something higher^
and whore man h;is not risen from the depths of self-abasement to ?«

Kcnsc of his true dignity: "Hi afFectus, nempe humilitas et ahjectio,
i-arissimi sunt. Nam natura humana, in se considerata, contra eosdem,
<piantum potest, nititur, et ideo, qui maxime creduntur abjecti et hu-
milcs esse, maxime plernmque ambitiosi et invidi s\int."—i<Jthices, par&
iii. §129.

'^
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the mark of a slavish fear, but only of that state of mind
Avhicli resulted from a sense of the insufficiency of mere
human })owcr for the discharge of liis apostolic vocation.'

Tcnrtii'0(()po(7uyr] bears an immediate relation to (iod alone,

and according to the Pauline views can be transferred to n(»

other being ; men and created beings in general are not its

objects ; for humility is the sense of dependence on the

C'reator as such, and i)laccs the Avhole assemblage of created

beings on a level. It follows, that a man who is thoroughly
imbued with this sentiment docs not make any fellow-creature

the object of it, but as far as his spiritual life is concerned, is

})erfectly independent of men, while sensible of his continual

dependence on God. To act differently would be to tmnsfer

to a creature the honour due to the Creator. As it is opposed

to every slavish feeling, it inspires the soid with that ti-ue

Christian freedom which Paul so admirably develops in the

First Epistle to the Corinthians as opposed to every species of

a slavish deference to men. But though Ta7rEiro<l»po<Tvvr] does

not directly affect oiu" behaviour to our fellow-men, we may
deduce from it the right line of Christian conduct towards

others. He who is rightly penetrated with the feeling of

dependence on God in reference to his whole existence and

conduct, and with the nothingness of everything human while

living only for oneself, will not pride himself in his abilities,

})ut feel that they arc bestowed upon him by God for a

definite object, and must be used in dependence on him ; in

liis intercourse with others, he will bear in mind the defect.s,

the limits, and imi)erfection of his own character and abilities,

and his dependence with that of all other men, on their

common Lord. From this raTreirotppoavvr} will naturally arise

an aversion from every kind of self-exaltation in a man's con-

duct towards others, and that which is the foundation of

moderation in the Christian character, and hence is distin-

ouished by no particular name in Paul's writings, but what

rnay be deduced from the idea of raTreuoippoffvyr], as in Phil. ii. .*?.

And it is not without reason, that kindness, meekness, and

lono'-suffering are mentioned in connexion with Tinrtiio(ppocrvy7).

Eph. iv. 2; Col. iii. 12.

1 Thus in Philip, ii. 12, he deduces "working out saUation with

fear and trembling," from the consciousness that all things depend on

the power of God, who works " to will and to do.'
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Ill order to preserve the purity of the divine life in its

conflict with the /coo-/l(oc and the ahp^, from within and from

without, to prevent unhappy mixtures of the human with the

divine, tlie cTwcppoauyrj, tlie crujcpporeli' is requisite, the self-govern-

ment and conquest over the world that proceeds from love, or

Christian circumsi:)ection and sober-mindedness. The Holy
Spirit is represented as a spirit of aydirrj and of (T(x)(ljporLiTi.i6g,

2 Tim. i. 7.' The latter word, as its etymology imports,

signifies that quality by which the Christian life is preserved

in a healthy state, and kept free from all noxious influences.

Humility, which guards the boundary between the divine and
the human, is accompanied by the (j)pove7v eIq to (TOi(ppove~iy,

which acts as an antidote to the intoxication of self-esteem, and
promotes a sober valuation of one's own worth, the conscious-

ness of the measure of ability, and gifts granted to each one

—

the position which a man may take without arrogating too

much to himself; Rom. xii. 3. With this is connected the

eypnyopevai kcu viicpeu', by means of w^hich the sensual and the

natural are prevented from interfering with the movements of

the divine life, and the mind is kept clear of all enthusiastic

tendencies. Moreover, since faith working by love ought to

govern the whole life, animate it with a new spirit, and form
it for the service of God, it will be requisite for this end, that
the reaijon enlightened by this spirit should acquire the capa-
bility of so regulating the whole life, of so managing and
applying all the relations of social and civil life, as will be
suited to realize the design of the kingdom of God, according
to the place assigned to each individual by Providence. This
is expressed by the term ao(()irt, which comprehends the ideas of
wisdom and prudence,^ of which the first relates to the choice
of proper objects of pursuit, and the second to the choice of
suitable means for their attainment ; and both are blended in

TitiH ii. 6, 12. (Tuxppovelv here means the exercise of a control over
yoiitliful and worldly lusts.

2 To (TO(pia is attributed the awpjjSuJs Trepnrare'iu, careful examinatiou
relative to one's conduct in social life, that a man may discern on CA^erv
occasion what is agreeable to the will of the Lord, and, under difficult
circumstances, may choose the right opportunity for accomplishing
what is good, the eta7opc{s'eo-0at t6p Kaipov, Eph. v. 15. ^ocpia would be
shown in the intercourse of Christians with heathens, in avoiding what-
ever would give them offence, and so regulating the conduct according
to circumstances, as would be best fitted to overcome their prejudices
against Christianity, ami recommend it to their regard.
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one idea, when everything is employed as means for tlie all-

comprehensive object of life, the realization of the kingdom of
(jJod,' and when Christian wisdom is conceived of as so shaping
and controlling the life, that it may contribnte as a whole and
in all its snbordinate relations for tlie advancement of tho

divine kingdom, according to the position of each individual

;

and thus what is in itself an object, becomes a means to

a higher object. Christian prudence, which emanates from
the clear undisturbed survey of the whole life by wisdom,

is to be distinguished from what is not founded on such a

biisis, but would proudly assume a separate standing as

capable of regulating the conduct independently of Christian

wisdom : the prudence which subserves a selfisli interest,

or employs means which a Christian mind cannot apj^rove,

or one which places more confidence in human means
than in the power and guidance of the Divine Sijirit, the

cocpia aapKiKT], which, as such, is opposed to the .simphcity and

purity of the disposition produced by the Spirit of God

;

2 Cor. i. 12. Paul requires the imion of a matm-ed under-

standing, and a childlike disposition, ICor. xiv. 20. " In

malice be ye children, in understanding be ye men," even as

Christ enjoined his disciples to imite the wisdom of the ser-

pent and the harmlessness of the dove.

Thus, in the renovation of human nature by the divine

principle of life—in the inspiring of the whole life by the

principle of believing and hoi)ing love, we find the three fun-

damental virtues, which were regarded by the ancients in the

development of morals as forming the grand outlines of

moral character; uTroyuor?) corresj)oiuls to dvcpda, and includes

courage in action, the cu'Cpii^eadai, uparawvcrUcu, 1 Cor. xvi. 13,

and patience, jxatcpodviua, under sutierings for the kingdom of

God ;—(this latter idea, from its connexion witli the Chris-

tian views of total dependence on God, and of the imitation of

the sufferings of Christ, who by his sufterings conquered the

kingdom of evil, stands out in more direct contrast to the

principles of ancient heathenism ;) aorpia coiresponds to (pp6-

vi]aiQ and awcpporjvvi]. Of the cardinal virtues only Iikuio(tvvi]

is wanting, for what is generally intended by Paul \nulcr this

name, does not naturally belong to this place, since it beai-s no

^ From this point of view, Christ represents all Chri.stian virtues iintler

the form of prudence. See Leben'Jeiiu, 206, 239.
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correspondence to the more confined sense of righteousness,

hut, according to the Hellenist phi-aseology, is 2:>ut for the

whole of moral perfection founded in piety. But the idea of

^l^:aloau)')] is closely connected with that which essentially dis-

tinguishes the moral development of the ancients from Chris-

tianity, namely, the practice of considering civil life as the

highest form of himian development wdiich includes all others

in it, and the state as the condition adapted for the complete

realization of the highest good.^ As now by realizing the

idea of a kingdom of God, morality w^as freed from this limita-

tion, was exalted and widened in its application to all man-
kind, became transformed into a divine life in human form

;

and as it is the Love of God which manifests itself as the holy

and redeeming characteristic of this kingdom—it follows that,

in the divine life of this kingdom, love occupies the place of

righteousness on the standing-point of antiquity, so that, as

Aristotle and Plato traced back all the cardinal virtues to the

idea of righteousness, and according to the Grecian proverb,

righteousness included in itself all other virtues ;^ so according

to Paul, love is the fulfilling of the law, includes and originates

all other virtues, and is, in short, the sum and substance of

perfection.^ And in 1 Cor. xiii. 4, /5, he represents all the

peculiar acts of the leading Christian virtues as so many
modes of love. Love is discreet, patient, persevering, alwaj'S

chooses what is becoming, is all things to all men, and thus
acts with true sagacity. The idea of righteousness is not
excluded, for all the acts of love may be conceived as deter-

mined by a regard to right ; for love is not capricious but
conformable to law ; it acknowledges and respects those

human relations which are agreeable to the will of God, and
gives to every one what his position in society demands. In
Ptom. xiii. 7, Coloss. iv. 1, love is represented as the animating
pi-inciple in the performance of the ai^atoi' ical liroy, which may
tliereforc be considered as only onemode of the operation of love.

Since Paul considered faith as the fundamental principle of

^ The opinion of tliose who attribute to the State such an importance,
and would constitute it a perfect model for the realization of the king-
dom of God, is derived from unchristian premises, and leads to un-
christian conclusions.

2 ^v 8f SiKaioffvpri avWrj^drjv ttckt' aper^ tvi. Aristot, Eth. Xicomach.
lib. V. c. 3.

' avuZicrixos tt)j T«Ae;oT77Tos. Colos«. iii. 14.
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the Christian Hfc, it foHows, that the immediate relation of
each individual to the Kedeemer was in his view of j)iiinaiy

importance, and the idea of fellowshij), the idea of the (,'iiurch,

was dechicible from it. Throngh faitli each one entered for

himself into fellowship with tlie Kedeemer, partook of the

Holy Spirit as the new pi'incii)le of life, and became a child

of God, a temple of the Holy Spirit. Tlie knowled^^e of (iod

has been rendered attainable to all throuj^li Christ, for in him
God has been manifested in tlie most complete and only con-

ceivable manner to the human mind, and communicated to

our race ; and as the founder of reconciliation, lie has esta-

blished a new filial relation of man to God. Through his

mediation the whole Christian life becomes accejitable to God,

by a reference to him who is always the sole worthy object of

the divine good pleasure, and from whom that good jjleasure

is extended to all who enter into spiritual fellowsiiip with him.

To this mediation, which forms the basis of Chi'istiaiiity, the

foundation of the whole Christian life through the knowledge

of the redemption received from Christ, the Pauline ex-

pressions relate, " God the Fatlter of our Lord Jesus Christ "

—

" doing (dl in the name of Christ to the glory of God "

—

^'giving

ihanhs to God through Christ"—'^prai/ing to God''—" i)i the

name of Christ''—"through Christ"—in which connexion

these propositions can be dei)rived of their strict meaning

only by an utter misconception of the Pauline sentiments.

Although the high priesthood of Christ and the universid

priesthood of all believers are exi)ressions not found in Paul's

writings, yet from what has been said, the ideas implied in

them enter largely into his religious conceptions. This

apostle is distinguished by an immediate reference of religious

knowledge and experience to Christ as the fountain-head,

from whom everything else is derived. Hence, he could

treat of the nature of Christian faith in the eleven fii-st

chajjters of the Papistic to the Romans, without introducing

the idea of the Church. But the consciousness of divine life

received from Christ, is nece.ssiirily followed by the recognition

of a communion which embraces all mankind, and jnusscs

beyond the boundaries of earthly exi.stence, the consciousness

of the Holv Spirit as the Si)irit j)roducing and animating this

communion—the consciousness of tlie unity of the divine life

shared by all believers, a unity which counterbalances all the
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other differences existing among mankind, as had been ah*eady

manifested at the first promulgation of Christianit}^ when
the most marked contrarieties arising either from rehgion,

national peculiarities, or mental culture, were reconciled, and

the persons whom they had kept at a distance from each

other became imited in vital communion. To the extra-

ordinary influence of Christianity in relation to these con-

trarieties, Paul bears witness when he says, " For ye are all

the children of God by faith in Christ Jesus. For as many of

you as have been baptized into Christ, have put on Christ."

There was in this respect no difference whether a member of

the Church was Jew or Greek, slave or freeman, male or

female, for all were in communion with Christ as one person,

there was in all the one life of Christ, Gal. iii. 26—28.^ The
consciousness of communion with the Redeemer cannot exist

without the recognition of the existence of the community of

believers animated by one SjDirit, who belong as his body
to him the head, under whose continued influence alone

it can grow to maturity, and in which all believers are

members one of another. This body of Christ is the

Church, the sKKXrjaia 6eov or Xptarrov.'^ This communion
is formed and developed on the same foundation as the
Christian life or the temple of God in each individual, namely
faith in Jesus as the Redeemer, 1 Cor. iii. 11. Hence the
image so frequently used by Paul of representing the chm-ch

^ In Coloss. iii. 1 1, Paul notices particularly the contrast between the
civilized and uncivilized, the Greek being the most striking example
of the former cla?3, and the Scythian of the latter. His language
conveys a prophetic intimation that Christianity would reach the rudest
tribes, and impart a new divine principle of life, the mainspring of all

sound mental culture.
=* This is no abstract representation, but a truly living reality. If in

all the widely-spread Christian communities, amidst all the diversity of
human peculiarities animated by the same spirit, only the conscious-
ness of this higher unity and communion were retained, as Paul desired,
this would be the most glorious appearance of the one Christian church,
in which the kingdom of God represents itself on earth; and no out-
ward constitution, no system of episcopacy, no council, still less any
organization by the State, which would substitute something foreign to
its nature, could render the idea of a Christian church more real or
concrete, (if any arc di'^posed to make use of scholastic terms, which, so
applied, contain the genu of error, and rather obscure than illustrate
tiic subject.) Sec, on the other hand, Kathc's work before quoted,
pp. 2DU, 310.
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as a building reared on this foundation, EpheH. ii. 20 ; and
his appHcation of the tcnn okocnijui', to desi^^niatc \vliiite\er

contributes to the furtlierancc of Christian Hfe. Tiiat i)rinci])le,

from which the formation of this connnuni(jn proceeded,

always continues to be the bond of its union. Paul, in treat-

ing of this unity, adduces as marks of its internal formation,

that one spirit which animated this one body, tlic one object

of heavenly blessedness to which they were called, the one
faith in one God, whom through Cin-ist they acknowledged as

the Father of all, with wliom through ( 'hrist and tlie Spirit

imparted by him, they were connected most intimately, so

that he rules over them with his all-guiding, all-protecting

might, pervades them all with his efficacious power, and
dwells in all by his animating Spirit—and the one Redeemer,
whom they all acknowledge as their Lord, and to whom they

were dedicated by baptism.' The chosen people, under the

Old Testament form of the theocracy, constituted a conti-ast

to the heathen nations, which Wiis now transferretl with a

more spiritual and internal character to the commimity of

believers. They retained the predicate of i'iyiui and i)yinanivoi

as the holy, devoted people, in reference to the ol>jective

consecration founded on redemption, and their objective con-

trariety to the profline, the koV/ioc ; but yet the subjective

consecration arising from the development of the divine

principle of life, was necessarily founded on the former, and

inseparable from it—even as justification antl sanctification

arc connected w^ith one another. They retained also the

predicate K\r]ro\, as those who were called by the grace of God
to a participation of the kingdom of God and eternal happi-

ness; and this calling is not to be considered merely as

outward, by virtue of the external publication of the gospel,

but agi-eeably to its design, and a,s the very idea im])ort8, the

outward is united with the inward, the outward publiojvtion of

the gospel with the efficacious inward cjill of the Divine

Spirit, so that hence the iilea of KXr^rol coincides with tliat of

behevers who really belong in heart to Christ. In general,

Paul considers the outward and the inward, the idea and the

1 We cannot suppose that the %v ^airncrixa refers to unity in the ont-

ward institution of baptism, whicli wuuUl Itc here (laite irrelevant. All

the marks of unity manifestly relate to the .-ainc thin-, to which the-

unity of faith also relates".
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appearance, in all these relations as intimately connected, the

confession as an expression of faith, 1 Cor. xii. 3,—the being

in Christ as a reality^ the being a professed Christian as a sign

of inward communion with the Redeemer, 2 Cor. v. 17 ; and

thus also the Church as the outward exhibition of the body
of Christ, the fellowsliip truly established by the Spirit of

God. The language in which he addresses individual churches

is conformable to these views.

But though in general the apostle sets out from this point

of view, yet it could not escape his observation that not

all who represented themselves as outwardl}^ members of the

church, were really members of the body of Christ. This

distinction he does not make in the original idea of the

church, since it is not naturally deducible fi'om it, but must
be considered as something incongruous and morbid, and not

to be known excepting by observation, unless we refer it

to the inevitable disorders in the development of the visible

church, owing to the reaction of sin. Certain experiences of

ihis kind forced the distinction upon him ; in 1 Cor. vi. 9, he
declares that those who professed Christianity outwardly, and
represented themselves as members of the church, but whose
conduct was at variance with the requirements of Chris-

tianity, could have no part in the kingdom of God. It

followed, therefore, that they were already excluded by their

disposition from that kingdom, from that communion of the
faithful and redeemed which, strictly speaking, constitutes the
church. In this passage, he treats of cases in which the
foreign elements which had mingled with the outward mani-
festation of the church, might be easily detected and ex-

pelled by the judgment of the Christian community for the
l)reservation of its purity ; for such marks of an unchristian
com-se of life are here mentioned, as are notorious and
-apparent to every one. But an unchristian disposition,

a deficiency of faith working by love, might exist, without
being manifested l)y outward signs which would be as easily

understood as in the former case ; and here the separation of
the elements corresponding to the idea of the kKXrjala from
those that were incongi'iious, could not be so accurately made.
We learn this from Paul himself, in 2 Tim. ii. 19, 20, where
he contrasts witli the apostates from Christian truth, those
who constituted the Ih-m foundation of God's house, and who
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^v()rc tlic im]:>rcss of this seal, " The Lord knowctli tlicm tlitit

are his," and " Let every one that nameth the name of Christ
depart from iniquity." " Li a great house there are not only
vessels of gold and vessels of silver, l)ut also of wood and
of earth ; and some to honour, and some to dishonour.""

The great house is here the visible church ; in it there
are those who are members only in a]i2)earance by an external
superficial union, without really belonging to it by their dis-

position, and though reckoned by the Lord to be his, they
are "the vessels to dishonour," and are thus distinguished
from those who are united in heart to the church, " the-

vessels to honour," who, in order that they may 1)0 pre-
served as such, avoid all sin, and call on the name of the
Lord without hypocrisy. He here intimates that the line of
distinction between the genuine and spurious membei-s of the
church can be drawn only by God, who knows the state

of the heart. Accordingly, in the application of the idea of
the visible church, the distinction arises between the collective

body of those in whom the appearance corresponds to what is

internal and invisible, and those who belong to the church in

appearance, without having internally any part in it.

Since the iKKXyjaia as the body of Christ not merely lays

claim to a part of the life of its members, but must enibraco

the whole as belonging to the Redeemer, and animated Ijy the

Holy Spirit, the source of life to the church, it follows that

the care for the promotion of the good of the whole is com-
mitted not merely to certain officers and persons, but all the

members are bound together as org-ans of that Sj)irit by
whom Christ as the governing head animates each individual

member, and thus connected, ai'e to cooperate for the same
object; Eph. iv. IG. Thus, accordingly, it is the duty of

each one to consider the standing-point on which God has

placed him by his natural character, his peculiar training, and
his social relations, as that which determines the mode in which

he may most effectually labour for this end. As all natural

abilities are to be consecrated as forms of manifestation for

the divine life, so the Holy Spirit, while animating the whole,

appropriates each individual character, and gives to eacli one-

his special gifts by which he is ordained on his own standing-

point to promote the general good. Here we have the idea

of charism, which has been already explained. Without the

Holy Spirit and the charisms as the neces.siiry manifestations.
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and signs of his continued efficacious presence in the collective

body of believers, the church (which is the continued revelation

of tlie divine life in human form proceeding from the glorified

Saviour) cannot exist; 1 Cor. xii. By the spirit of love

animating the whole, the charisms of all -the individual

members, forming reciprocal complements to each other, ai'e

conducted to the promotion of one object, th.e perfecting of

the body of Christ ; as Paul has so admirably represented in

1 Cor. xii.

Since the clmrch is no other than the outward visible

representation of tlie inward communion of believers with the

Kedeemer and one another, the institution of outward visible

rites or signs corresponds to these tw^o elements of it, (both as

visible and invisible;) these rites. Baptism and the Supper,

are designed to represent the fixcts wdiich form the basis of this

comanunion. Baptism denotes the confession of dependence

on Christ and the entrance into communion with him ; and

hence, the appropriation of all wdiich Christ promises to those

Avho stand in such a relation to him ; it is the ^:>2i^^t'??(/ on

Christ, in whose name baptism is administered,^ an expression

which includes in it all w^e have said; Gal. iii. 27. As
communion with Christ and the whole Christian life has a

special reference to the appropriation of those two great events,

his redeeming sufferings and his resurrection, Paul, alluding

to the form in which baptism was then administered, and by
this illustrating the idea of baptism, explains the outward act

by a reference to these two events. {Ante, p. 161.) The
twofold relation of man to the former standing-point of life

which he had renounced, and to that new one which he had
embraced, is here signified—entering into the communion
of the death of Christ, into a believing appropriation of

the work of redemption accomplished by his death, dying
with him in spirit, to the world in which man has hitherto

lived ; mortifying self, as it hei'etofore existed, and by faith in

his resurrection as a pledge of resurrection to an eternal divine

life in a transformed personality, rising to a new life devoted

' On the meaning of the formuhi, "to baptize in the name of any
one," sec tlic remarks of J)r. Bindseil in the Studien imd Kritiken,
1832, part ii. Paul in Gal. iii. 27, might have said, All of you who
have believed in Clirist. But he said instead of this, " As many of you
as have been baptized into Christ," since he viewed baptism as the
objective sign and seal of the relation to Christ into which man entered
by fai.h.
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110 longer to tlic uorld but to him ulonc ; Horn. vi. 1. In

accordance with this train of thought, ]*anl terms hiii>tism,

a baptism into the death of Christ. And for the &ime ivason,

he could also call it a baptism into the resuiTcction of ('In-ist.

But this latter reference presupposes the former, in which it is

naturally joined. From communion with Christ as tiie Son
of God, the new relation follows of sonship to CJod, of iiHal

communion with God, Gal. iii. 2G; and the participation of

the spirit of a now divine life communicated by Chi-ist, the

Holy Spirit. It is Christ who imparts the true bajjtism of

the Spirit, of which watcr-l)aptism is only tlie symbol, and
this immersion in the Spirit makes the great ditlerence l)Ct\veen

Christian baptism and tliat of John. Tlierefore, bai)tism in

the name of Christ is equally baptism in the name of the

Father and of the Holy Spirit. The single reference cannot

be thought of without the threefold. In virtue of the con-

nexion of ideas before noticed, entrance into communion with

Christ is indissolubly connected with entrance into commu-
nion with the body of which He is the head, the whole assem-

blage of believers. " By one SiJirit we ai*e all baj)tized into one

body ;" 1 Cor. xii. 13. As entrance into communion with

the Redeemer at baptism implies a cessation from communion
with sin—the putting on of Christ implies the putting off of

the old man—the rising with Christ implies the dying with

Christ—the transformation by the new Spirit of holiness

implies the forgiveness of sins—entrance into communion
with the body of Christ implies a departure from communion
with a sinful world; so the distinction arises of a positive and

negative aspect of baptism. Hence the Avashing away of sin,

sanctification and justification, are cliissed together at bai)tism ;

1 Cor. vi. 11.^ What we have remarked respecting I'aul's

idea of hi^Xrjaia, the relation (jf the inward to the outward,

the ideal to the visible, will also ai)ply to ba])tism. As Paul,

in speaking of the clnu-cli, i)resupposes that the outward

church is the visible community of the redeemed ; so he

speaks of baptism on the supposition tliat it coiTes])onded to

its idea, that all that was inward, whatever belonged to the

* As Paul here joins the iu t^ ovonan rov Kvplov and iu rw wytvuan

TovOeov, it may he inferred that l»e is liere speaking of Buhjcctive sanc-

tification, by tlie couimunicatiun of a divine principle of jilc, aa well as

of objective justification.
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lioh^ rite and its complete observance, accompanied the

outward ; hence he could assert of outward baptism whatever

was involved in a believing appropriation of the divine facts

which it symbolized ; whatever was realized when baptism

fully corresponded to its original design. Thus he says, that

all those who had been baptized into Christ, had entered into

vital communion with him. Gal. iii. 27; language which was

applicable only to those in whom the inward and the outward

coalesced. Hence also he calls baptism the bath of regenera-

tion and of renewal by the Holy Spirit ; Tit. iii. 5. And
hence he says, that Christ by baptism has purified the whole

church as a prepai'ation for that ^Derfect purity which it will

exhibit, in that consummation to which the Saviour intends

to bring his redeemed ; Eph. v. 26.

Relative to the Holy Supper, it appears from Paul's

language in 1 Cor. xi. 24, that he considered it as a feast of

commemoration on account of Christ's offering his life' for

the salvation of men, and all the benefits accruing thereby to

mankind. According to his explanation of the words of the

institution, 1 Cor. xii. 26, believers, when they celebrate

together the Last Supper of Christ with his disciples, are

gi-atefully to acknowledge what they owe to the sufferings

of Christ till his second coming, till they are favoured with
the visible presence of the Saviour, and the perfect enjoyment
of all that his redeeming sufferings have gained for mankind

;

they are to consider it as a pledge of their constant com-
munion with him, till that communion is consummated in

his immediate presence. Christ further designed, as Paul
intimates, to remind his disciples of the new relation or

covenant established l)y his sacrifice between God and man^
which is naturally connected with what has been already

mentioned; for as the work of redemption accomplished
by Christ's sufferings is the foundation of tliis new relation,

which supersedes the ancient legal economy, its connexion
with this ordinance is self-evident. And as in the institution

of the Supper there are several allusions to the usages
practised at tlie passover, a natural point of comparison is

' That tliis was the leading reference, I agree with Avhat LUcke has
.stated in his essay, De dicplici.s in sacra Coena Si/mboli Actiisgue Sensit
ac liatione, V6o1. Yet other references appear to me not to be excluded,
but to be originally given with it, and to be naturally founded upon it.
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here presented between the estiibli.shinent of tlie earthly
national theocracy, which was accomplished by the release
of the Jews from earthly bondage and their foi-mation into
an independent people,—and the esta])lishment of an nni-
versal theocracy in a spiritnal form, which consisted in
releasing its members from the spiritnal bondage of sin, and
their formation into an intei-nally independent connnunity or
diurcli of God. If this snbject is viewed in the Tanline
spirit, it will be evident, that all this can be properly fuliillcd

onl}' in vital commnnion with the Redeemer, apart from
which nothing in the Christian life has its proper significance;

and that the commemoration of Christ's redeeming suffering
€an never be adeqnately performed except in vital commnnion
with him. The solemn remembrance of Christ's sulferings is

the leading idea in this holy ordinance, though the conscious-

ness of communion with him is necessarily connected with it.

And communion with Christ necessarily presupposes his re-

deeming sufferings, and their personal appropriation. Baptism
also introduces believers into his communion as baptism into

the death of Christ.

With respect to the manner in wliich Paul conceive! the

relation to exist of the outward signs to the body and blood
of Christ, we must not forget that the latter are considered

merely as being given for the salvation of mankind. Under
this view the form in which he quotes Christ's words is im-
portant. He says, " This cup is the Kaivrj liaOi'it^r], which was
established by the shedding of my blood." This can only

mean : The cup represents to you in a sensible manner the

establishment of this new relation. And by analogy the fii-st

TovTo ea-L must be interpreted *• It represents my body."'

^ Those Avho advocate the metapliorical interpretation of the ex-

pressions used in the institution of the Supper, are very nnjiistly

charged with doing violence to tlie words, by departing from the literal

meaning. If the literal interpretation of the circumstances and rela-

tions under which anything is said, he contrary to the connexion and
design of the discourse, this literal interpretation is unnatural and
forced. And this is certainly the case in the interpretation of these

words of our Lord, for since Christ was still sensibly present among hi.s

<lisciples when he said that this bread M-as his body, this wine was h s

blood, they could understand him as speaking only synibulically, if he

added no further explanation. Moreover, they were accu-tomed to

>;imilar symbolical expressions in their intercourse with him ; and this

very symbol receives its natural interi)retatiou from auotlicr of C'hrist'a

VOL. I. K K
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Though he afterwards says that whoever eats or drinks in an
unworthy manner, that is, with a profane disposition, is not

one who is interested in or recollects the design of the holy

ordinance, so that, as Paul himself explains it in v. 29, he

does not distinguish what is intended to represent the body

of Christ from common food—that such a one sins against

the body and blood of the Lord, But from these words we
cannot determine the relation in which the bread and wine

were considered by Paul to stand to the body and blood

of Christ, for the sinning of which he speaks, as the connexion

shows, consists only in the relation of the communicant's

disposition to the holy design of the ordinance. On the

supposition that only a symbolically religious meaning was
attached to the Supper, this language might be used respect-

ing those who partook of it merely as a common meal. And
what he afterwards says, that whoever partook of the Supper
unworthily, partook of it to his condemnation, is by no
means decisive, for this relates only to the religious state of

the individual. Whoever partook of the Lord's Supper with

a profane disposition, without being penetrated w^ith a sense

of the holy significance of the rite, by such vain conduct

passed the sentence of his own condemnation, and exposed

himself to punishment. Accordingly, in the evils which
at that time affected the church, the apostle beheld the

marks of the divine displeasure.

In the loth chapter of the same Epistle, the apostle speaks

of the Lord's Supper, and declares to the Corinthians that it

was unlawful to unite a participation in the heathen sacrifices

with Christian communion in the Holy Supper. He points

out that, by participating in the heathen sacrifices, they
would relapse into idolatry. These sacrifices bore the same
relation to the heathen worship as the Jewish sacrifices to the
Jewish cultus, and as the Lord's Supper to the social acts of
Christian worship. And in accordance with this foct he says,
" The cup of blessing which we bless, is it not the communion
of the blood of Cln'ist ? The bread which we break, is it not
the communion of the body of Christ V—this can only mean
that it marks, it represents this communion, it is the means
of aj)propriating this communion ; for the rite is here viewed

discourses, (see the chapter on John's doctrine ; also Lcben Jesu, p. 6U,
and Liickc's Essav.)
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in its totally corresponding to the idea, in the cun,<:niity of
tlic inward witli the outward, in the same sense as wiien Paul
says that as many as liave been baptized into Christ have put
on Christ.' As to the two other points with wliich the
Lord's Supper is here compared in its relation to Christianity,
the essential is only the communion marked by it for the
conscience; respecting the kind of communion nothing more
can be ascertained from these words.

Since the Supper represents the communion with Clirist,

a reference is at the same time involved to tlie communion
founded upon it of believers with one anotlier as members of
the one body of Christ. With this view Paul says, 1 Cor. x.

17, " For we being many are one loaf and one body, for we
are all partakers of that one loaf;" tliat is, as we all partake
of one loaf, and this loaf represents to us the body of Christ,

so it also signifies that we are all related to one anotlier as

members of the one body of Christ.-'

The idea of the church of Christ is closely connected in

the views of Paul with that of the kingdom of Cod. The
former is the particular idea, which may bo referred to the

latter as the more general and comprehensive one. The idea

of the cliiu'ch is subordinate to that of the kingdom of (Jod,

because by the latter is denoted either the whole of a series of

historical developments, or a great a.ssemblage of co-existent

spiritual creations. The first meaning leads us to the original

form of the idea of the kingdom of Cod, by which the Chris-

tian dispensation was introduced and to which it was amiexed.

The universal kingdom of (lod formed from witiiiii, whicli is

to embrace the whole human race, or the union of all man-
kind in one community animated by one common principle

of religion, was prepared and ty])ified by the e.^tablishmeut

and development of a nationality, distinguished by religion

as the foundation and centre of all its social in.stitutions, the

particular theocracy of the Jews. The kingdom of Cod was

not first founded by Christianity as something entirely new,

Ijut the original kingdom of God, of which the groundwork

1 The older Fathers of the church not illoi^ically inferred, that there

was a bodily participation of Clirist at Baptism a.s well as at the Supper.

- In 1 Cor. xii. 13, there may he an allusion to the Supper in the

Avords [ets] iu Trvtv/jLa inoTlae-qufv, and in this case to tlie participation

in the €v irveviia proceeding from spiritual communion with the Re-

deemer; this may be also the case in 1 Cor. x. :ii.
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already existed, was released from its limitation to a particular

people and its symbolical garb ; it was transformed from being

a sensuous and external economy to one that was spiritual

and internal ; and no longer national, it assumed a form that

was destined to embrace the whole of mankind ; and thus it

came to pass, that faith in that Redeemer, whom to prefigure

and to prepare for was the highest office of Judaism, was the

medium for all men of participating in the kingdom of God.

The apostle everywhere represents, that those who had hither-

to livctl excluded from all historical CDunexion with the deve-

lopment of God's kingdom among mankind, had become, by
faith in the Redeemer, fellow-citizens of the saints, members of

God's household, built .on the foundation laid by apostles and
prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the chief corner-stone

;

Eph, ii. 19, 20, The same fact is represented by another

image in Rom. xi. 1 8. Christianity allied itself to the expec-

tation of a restoration and glorification of the theocracy, which

was preceded by an increasing sense of its Mien state among
the Jews. Those w^ho clung to a national and external theo-

cracy, looked forward to this glorification as something ex-

ternal, sensuous, and national. The Messiah, they imagined,

would exalt by a divine miraculous power, the depressed theo-

cracy of the Jews to a visible glory such as it had never be-

fore possessed, and establish a new, and exalted, unchangeable
order of things, in place of the transitory earthly institutions

which had hitherto existed. Thus the kingdom of the Mes-
siah would appear as the perfected form of the theocracy, as

the final stage in the terrestrial development of mankind,
exceeding in glory everything which a rude flmcy could de-

pict under sensible images, a kingdom in which the Messiah
would reign sensibly present as God's vicegerent, and order
all circumstances according to his will. From this point of
view, therefore, the reign of the Messiah would appear as be-
longing entirely to the future ; the present condition of the
world (the ulajy ovrog, or aiiov Troi'rjpoc), with all its evils and
defects, would l)e set in op])osition to that future golden age
(the ulujy ^i'AXw)'), from which all wicKcdness and evil would
be banished. But in accordance with a change in the idea of
the kingdom of God, a different construction was put on this
opposition by Chi-istianity ; it was transformed from the ex-
ternal to the internal, and withdi-awn from the future to the
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present. By faith in the Tiedcemer, tlic kinticlom of (mkI or

of the Messiah is ah-eady founded in the liearts of men, and
thenee developing- itself outwards, is destined to l>ring midcr
its eontrol all that belongs to man. And so that higher order
of things, which from the Jewish standing-point was ]^laeed

in the future, has already connnenced with the divine life re-

ceived by faith, and is realized in [)rinciple. In spirit and
dis])osition they have already quitted tlie world in wiiieh evil

reigns; redemption brings with it deliverance from this world

of evil/ and believers, ^vho already participate in the spirit,

the laws, the powers, and the blessedness of that higher world,

constitute an opposition to the rn'wr ov-og, the alwy -KOvripoQ.

Such is the idea of the kingdom of (Jod presented by the

apostle as realized according to the spirit on earth ; the king-

dom of Christ coincides with the idea of the church existing

in the hearts of men, the invisible church, the totality of the

operations of Christianity on mankind ;—and the idea of tlie

a\u)v ovTuc is that of the ungodly spirit of the ])resent world

maintaining an incessant conflict with Christianitv.

^ Deliverance from the ^vfarws alL'v iTovi]p\)s, necessarily accompanies

redemption from sin. Sec Gal. i. 4.

- This is the t) &vw'Upov(Ta\i}fj., tl\e mother of believers; Gal. iv. 20".

Eothe disputes this interpretation (see his work before quoted, p. 21)0),

V)ut without reason. He is indeed so far right, that primarily something

future is designated by it, as appears from its being contrasted with
" the Jerusalem which now is ;' but this future heavenly Jerusalem,

Avhich at a future time is to be revealed in its glory, is already, in a

sense, present to believers, for in faith and sjiirit and inward life they

belong to it; while the earthly Jerusalem is already passed away, they

are dead to it, and are separated from it. From this it follows that the

heavenly Jerusalem stands to them in the relation of a mother; the par-

ticipation of the divine life by which they arc regenerated, constitutes

them the invisible church. The perfect development of this life

belongs to the future ; their life is now a hidilen one ; the manifestation

of it does not fully correspond to its real nature. Though the idea of

the invisible church is not expressed in this distinct form by ran), yet

in spirit and meaning it is conveyed in the above expression, a.s well

as in the distinction which he makes in 2 Tim. ii. !!•. 20; and when

be forms his idea of the body of Christ according to this distinction, it

entirclv coincides with that of the invisible church. Hence, also, this

idea was strikingly developed by the reformatiou which jtroccKlcd from

the Pauline scheme of doctrine. And it is important to maintain it

firnilv against ecclesiastical sectarianism, against tlie scculari/^ition of

the church, whether under the form of Hierarchy, of Konianism. or,

Avhat is still worse, the subordination of religion to political object**, the

supremacy of the State in matters of religion, Iiyz;mtinism.
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But as wc have already remarked in reference to the

Christian life generally, as founded on the necessary con-

nexion of the ideas of TrtVrtc and eXttlc, the Pauline concep-

tion of the kingdom of God necessarily contains a reference

to the future ; for as the Christian life of the individual is

developed progi-essively by inward and outward conflicts,

while aiming at that perfection which is never attained in

this earthly existence, the same thing is also true of the

manifestation of the kingdom of God on earth, which com-

prehends the totality of the Christian life diffused through

the human race. The knowledge of the manifestation of the

kingdom of God is necessarily accompanied by a recognition

of this manifestation as still very obscure and imperfect, and

by no means corresponding to its idea and real natm-e.

Hence the idea of the kingdom of God in its realization, can

only l)e understood if we view it as now presenting the

tendency and germ of what will receive its accomplishment

in future, and this accomplishment Paul rej)resents not as

something which will spontaneously arise from the natural

development of the church, but as produced, like the found-

ing of the kingdom of Christ, by an immediate intervention

of Christ. Hence various applications of this term have been
made. Sometimes it denotes the present form assumed by
the kingdom of God among mankind, the internal kingdom,
which is established in the heart by the gospel ; sometimes
the future consummation, the perfected form of the victorious

and all-transforming kingdom of God ; at other times, the

present in its union with the future and in reference to

it. The conception of the idea of the kingdom of God in

the first sense, is found in 1 Cor. iv. 20. The kingdom of

God does not consist, the participation of it is not shown, in

what we eat or drink, but in the power of the life ; not
in ostentatious discourse, as in the Corinthian church, but in

the power of the disposition ; Rom. xiv. 7. The kingdom of
God is not meats and drinks—its blessings are not external
and sensible, but internal, by possessing which we prove our
participation of it, such as justification, peace in the inner
man, and a sense of the blessedness of the divine life.' The

^
The connexion of tliis passage, Romans xiv. 16, appears to me to be

this
: Give no occasion for tlie i^ood which you possess as citizens of the

kingdom of God (more particularly m the present instance. Christian
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reference to the future is introduced, where he sj^caks of tho
nvi-if^aaiXeveii' of behevers with Christ ; and wliere he says,

tliat tliose who, although tliey have received outward baptism
and made an outward profession of C'liristianity, yet contra-
dict it by the course of their lives, shall not inherit the kinjjj-

dom of God ; 1 Cor. vi. 10. The i)assage in 1 Thess. ii. 12,

where Christians are called upon to conduct themselves in

a manner worthy of that (iod who had called tliem to his

kingdom and glory, has certainly a reference to the future,

as ftxr as the ioiu of tliis kingdom has not yet ap])earcd ; in

2 Thess. i. 5, the apostle sjiys that Christians, as they ah-eady

belong to this kingdom, fight and suller on its behalf, and
therefore will enjoy a share in its consummation.

But it is not merely in reference to the sei'ies of events

v>'hich are advancing to their completion that the external

form of the kingdom of Cod is ]tresented as pail of a great

whole ; there is another consideration which is naturallj'-

connected with this ^^ew. As the church is a seminary for

the heavenly community in which its members are tr.iining

for their perfect development, it appears even here below as a

part of a divine kingdom not confined to tlie human race,

but comprehending also a higlier spiritual world, where that

archetype to the realization of which mankind are now tend-

ing, is already realized. The knowledge of Cod, according to

the comprehensive views of Christianity, is rejn-esented not

merely as the common vitalizing ])rincii)le of tho human
race, but as a bond by which mankind are united with all the

orders of beings in a higher s])iritual world, in one divine

commimity, according to tliat imiversal idea of the kingdom

of God which is i>i-esented in tlie Lord's Prayer. Thus Paul

represents "God the Fatlicr of our Lord Jesus Clirist, not

merely as the common Fathei- of mankind, but also ixs Him
after whom the whole community in heaven and on eailh are

named ;" Kph. iii. lo. By sin men were estranged, not only

freedom) to be .':])oken ill of by others ; for it is not of such a kind that

you need be afraid of losiiijc: it ; even if you do not avail yourselves of

your Christian freedom, if you neither cat nor drink what you arc

justified in partaking of as ( liristians. as free ciiizcns of tlic kinudom
of God. Your pood is one tlrii is situated within you, nut deiiendcnt

on these outward things; for the goods of God's kingdom are not out-

ward, or objects of sense, tliey are within you; they consist in what is

godlike, as the apostle proceeds to specify.
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from God, but from that higher spiritual world in which the

kingdom of God is already realized. As Christ, when he

reconciled men to God, united them to one another in a

divine commimity, broke down the wall of pai'tition (Eph.

ii. 14) which separated them, and joined Jevrs and Gentiles in

one body, which is animated by himself as their head ; so

also while men are brought back to communion with God,

they are connected with all those who have already attained

that degree of perfection in the kingdom of God to which the

church on earth is aspiring. In this respect Paul says, that

Christ, in making peace, has united all things in heaven and
on earth in one divine kingdom; Coloss. i. 20.'

Accordingly, Christ is considered by the apostle as in a

twofold sense the head of the church of God. He distinguishes

the divine and the human in the Saviour, and, according to

this twofold reference, exhibits him in a twofold though vitally

connected relation to the creation and to the universal church
of God. Paul and John, for the purpose of designating the

indwelling divinity of the Kedeemer, employed the idea

already formed among the Jewish theologians of a mediating
divine principle of revelation, through which the whole
creation is connected with the hidden inconceivable essence

of God. A primeval self-revelation of the hidden God, ante-

cedent to all created life, the Word by which that hidden
essence reveals itself, (as man reveals the secrets of his mind
by speech,) as hypostasized in a sj^irit in which the essence of

Deity is represented in the most perfect manner ; this con-
stitutes a univei-sal revelation of the divine essence in dis-

tinction from the partial, individualized revelations of God in
the variety of created beings. This is a designation of the
idea of a self-revelation of God, (corresponding to the oriental

cast of mind, which is more addicted to symbols and images
than to purely intellectual notions,) which the whole creation
presupj)oses, in wliich it has its root, and without which no
yentiment respecting God could arise in the human soul. We
are by no means justified in deducing this idea from Alexan-
drian Platonism, tliough a certain mode of expressing it may
be traced to that source.-' On the contrary, this idea, which

' The passage in Coloss. i. 20, has some peculiar difficulties. See
IjcIow.

^ In Philo him=elf, those descriptions of the idea of the Logos, in
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found a point of junction in the thcoplianics of the 01(L

Testament, and in the theory of revelation l}in<;at their ])a.sc,

formed a natural transition from the legal .Judaism, which
placed an infinite chasm between (iod and man, to the j^osijcl

by which this chasm was taken away, since it revcided (Jod

comnnniicating himself to mankind, and establishing a vital

communion between himself and them. The ideas of a divine

utterance, wdiich prescribed its mode of being to the creation

—of a word by which CJod operates and reveals himself in the

world—of an angel representing (iod and speaking in his

name—of a divine wisdom presupposed through the universe

—were so many connecting links for a contemplation which
ascended from a revelation of God in the world, to his most
absolute self-revelation. And it was a residt of this mode of

contemplation, that the appearance of Him who was to effect

the realization of the idea of the theocracy and was its end,

to whom all its preceding development had })ointed as the

most perfect self-revelation and communication of (lod in

human nature, was acknowledged as the human ajipcamncc of

the Word, from whom the whole creation and all the early

revelations of God, the whole development of the theocracy,

proceeded. When the idea of the Messiah was freed from its

popular theocratic garb, it would assume that higher element

of the idea of a communication of the Divine Being in the

form of human nature.

Certainly it could be nothing merely accidental which

induced men so differently constituted and trained as Paid and

John, to connect such an idea with the doctrine of the jjci-son

of Christ, but the result of a higher necessity, which is founded

in the nature of Christianity, in the power of the imjn-essiou

which the life of Christ had made on the minds of men, in

the reciprocal relation between the appearance of Christ and

the archetype, that presents itself as an inward revelation of

God in the dci)ths of the higher self-consciousness. And all

this has found its })oint of connexion and its verification in

the manner in whicii Christ, the uncn-ing witness, cxitresscd

his consciousness of the indwelling of the divine essence in

which the Platonic clement which fonns their hasis may be c.isily per

ceived, arc to be distiniruLslicd from Ihose which were manifestly deduccti

from a different Iradiliun, and afterwards clothed in a IMuionic dress.
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liim.^ Had this doctrine, when it was first promuigated by
Paul, been altogether new and peculiar to himself, it must

have excited much opposition, as contradicting the common
monotheistic belief of the Jews, even among the apostles, to

whom from their previous habits, such a speculative or theoso-

phic element must have remained unknown, unless it had found

a point of connexion in the lessons received from Christ and

in their Christian knowledge. What opposition had Paul to

encounter—though Peter had already prepared his way—when
he asserted the vahdity of the gospel apart from the observ^ance

of the ceremonial law! But this doctrine of Christ was
equally opposed to common Judaism,^ which, when it after-

wards appeared in a Christian form, directed its opposition

iigainst Christianity (which appeared as a new independent

creation affecting both doctrine and practice) j)rincipally on
this point. Certainly this Judaism can appear to no impartial

observer of historical development, as a reaction of the original

^ Though in the three first evangelists, owing to their peculiar

character, in which the purely human predominates, such expressions of

Christ are less frequent, j'et even here we find some which declare or

imply the idea of a Son of God in the sense of Paul and John ; Matt.
xi. 27 ; xxii. 44 ; xxviii. 18, 20. See the excellent remarks of Baum-
garten Crusius, in his Outlines of Biblical Theology, p. 378. The whole
character of the Christ of the first Gospels, and several single ex-

pressions of divine confidence, correspond only to the Son of God as he
is represented by Paul and John. And the predicates 6 vlos rov h.vQpootrov

(the Messiah appearing as man, who realized the archetype of humanity,
human nature exalted to the highest dignity), and the v'lbs rod Beou
{which, as used by Christ, denoted somethinsr different from the common
Jewish idea of the Messiah), applied by Christ to himself, have a re-

ciprocal relation to one another, and imply the distinction as well as the
conjunction and unity of the divine and human in him ; see Leben
Jcsu, p. 143.

2 Paul himself, in opposition to the common Jewish idea of a
Messiah belonging, as a descendant of DaA'id, peculiarly to the Jewish
nation, who would never break through the forms of their theocracy,
in Uom. i. 3, 4, describes Jesus as the Son of God, who, by natural
<le.sccnt, belonged to the posterity of David, but evinced himself to be
the Son of God in a powerful manner by his resurrection through the
Holy Spirit

; that is, after his resurrection, he divested himself of all

tiiose peculiar, earthly, national relations, in which he appeared to
Ktand as a native .Tew of the family of David. With respect to his in-
terior nature, though before veiled under a terrestrial form, he manifested
and declared hinisclf, through the divine life that proceeded from him,
to be the Son of God, belonging to all mankind, and exalted above all
such earthly relations. Compare 2 Cor. v. 16.
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element^! of tlic doctrine of Christ apiinst forciirii adultera-
tions, but rather a reaction of the Jewisli s])ii-it airainst the
spirit of Christianity, which had broken thi-oii^rh tlie Jewish
forms in which it was at first enveloped, and had dcvelojied

itself into the new creation designed by its divine l-'ounder.

Thus, too, the doctrine of the Son of God, as the Son of Man
in the sense of John and Paul, was not a mere isolated

element accidentally mingled with ( 'hristianity, but it is closely

connected with the whole nature of its doctrines and morals.

God is no more a God at an infinite distance, but revealed in

man ; a divine life in human form. But this ])eculi;n- princi])le

of Christian morals, the idea of the pure humanity trans-

formed by a divine life, ol)tains its true significance only in

connexion with the doctrine of the historical Christ, as the

God-man, the Redeemer of sinful humanity which from him
must first receive the divine life, and persevere in constant

Tun*eserved dependence on him. The self-idolatiy of ])an-

theism, which denies equally the CJod and the Christ of the

gospel, rests upon an entirely different basis, and is essentially

opposed to it. On the Christian standings] )oint, the elements

of the inward hfe are a consciousness of dependence on Gne
Being, of a state of pupillage in relation to him, a surrender

of the soul to him ; with a sense of want, in order to receive

from him what man cannot derive from himself, the key-tone

of humility ; on the anti-christian stiUKling-])oint of i)an-

theistic self-idolatry, the C(jnsciousness of self-sufficiency arises

from the supposed union with God which it professes. Hence

we see how enormous a falsehood it is, when men make use

of Christian phi-ases for conveying sentiments utterly at

variance with their genuine meaning, as they have often been

of late years.

Since Paul contemplated the Redeemer equally on the side

of his chvine preexistence and on that of his luiman ap-

pearance, he united under one i)oint of view the reference to

the universe of created beings in general, and to the new

spiritual creation in particular, whicii was introduced among

mankind by the gos])el ; or in other words, the univei*sal

kingdom of God, whicli embraces the wliole si)iritual world,

and that particular kingdom established in the form of ai

church on eai'th. Paul was led to exhibit this twofold re-
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forence in its unity in his Epistle to the Colossians, for the

purpose of combating the pretensions of certain notions then

in vogue respecting spirits. He T\'ho is the image of the

hidden incomprehensible God, he in whom that God revealed

liimself before all created existence, he who carries in himself

the archetypes of all existences,^ in whom all earthly and

heavenly beings, all invisible as well as visible powers, have-

been created, by whom and - in reference to whom all things.

are created, who is before all,'^ and in whom (in connexion

with whom) all beings continue to exist,—the same being,

therefore, who is the head of all, of the whole all-compre-

hending kingdom of God, is also the Head of the Church
which belongs to him as his body (by virtue of his entering

into communion corporeally with human nature) ; since he^

as the first-born from the dead, has become the first-fruits of

the new creation among mankind, that he may be the first

of every order of beings ; as he is the ttpiototokoq Trdarjg

KTiaeioc, SO also the TrpojTOTOKOQ rrjg Kau'>JQ KTtaewc^ Ac-
cording to his divine being deduced from the original of

the divine essence before the whole creation, he forms the

medium for the origination of all created existence ; as the

Risen One before all others in glorified human nature, he
forms the medium for the new spiritual creation which pro-

ceeds from him among mankind. This combination of
reference to the twofold creation which finds its point of
union in Christ as the God-man Redeemer, is also made in

^ Col. i. 16, the iu avrw must be distinguished from the di'avrov; the
former indicates that the Logos is the ideal ground of all existence ; the
latter that he is the instrument of revealing the divine idea.

2 Inasmuch as the revelation and glory of God in the creation can.

he effected only through him, in whom alone God reveals himself^
through him everything refers itself to God.

•' The ea-Ti denotes the divine existence, but also with a particular
reference to the ian in v. 18.

* It cannot be urged against this interpretation, that if Paul had in-
tended to mark the reference to the divine and human, he would have
pointedly marked the distinction of the icara crapKo. and Kaja TrueOixa,

for when Paul uses such marks he wishes to render the antithesis
prominent; but here it is his main design, along with the distinction,
to mark the unity of the subject, and therefore it would have been con-
trary to his intention to have marked tlie contrast more sharply. In
the former passage (Rom. i. 3, 4) the dialectic element prodom'inates,
but here the soaring of inspiration.
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the expressions by which Paul distinguishes the nature (;f

Christian faith from heatlienism ; 1 Cor. viii. ;—one (Jod
the Father, from whom all existence proceeds, and to wIioho
glory we, as redeemed, are conscious that we exist ; and one
Lord Jesus Christ (the mediator in our knowledge of God a.s

Christians), through whom all things were created, and
through whom, by means of the new creation, our destiny

will be realized, so that our life and conduct will be referred

to Cod, and be subservient to his glory.

'

The idea of the kingdom of God has also in Paul's

writings an essential reference to a kingdom of evil. Although
evil carries with it only division and internal contradiction,

and forms no luiity, and therefore we cannot s])eak of a king-

dom of evil that is constituted for one ])recise object, yet
the opposition against the kingdom of God imi)arts a
imity to all the diversified manifestations of evil. As the

kingdom of God, according to the Pauline views, in its most
extensive sense, passes beyond the boundaries of earthly

existence, and embraces the totality of the development of

the divine life in all those beings who are destined to exhibit

a conscious revelation of their Maker, so likewise the oi)po-

sition against the kingdom of God is rej)resented by the

apostle as of vast extent and diversified relations. He con-

siders the prevalence of sin in mankind to stand in connexion

with the prevalence of evil in the higher spiritual world ; the

principle of sin is everywhere the same,—the selfishness

striving against the divine will in those rational beings who
w^cre designed to subordinate their will to God's witii con-

sciousness and freedom. All other evil is traced by Paul

to the outbreak of this opposition in the rational creation as

^ It is connected with tlic raulinc mode of conception here developed,

that while he a-^cribcs a truly divine yet derived heiu'^ to Chri-^t. lie U
wont to mark Him to whom lie ascribes the divine orii,'inal l)ein2:, God

the Father, simply a.s b 6(6';. Nor is it at variance with this that, as

he ascribes to him a vnapxeiv iv ^lOp'pjj 6eou, an (hat Icra 6f^, Phil. ii. 0,

hecoidd also desii^nate him in tliat diflicult pa^sai^c, Horn. ix. 5, an 0«or,

as elevated above all, according to his divine nature. But in tho

passaire Titus ii. 13, I cannot but consider tlie Great God and tho

Saviour as two ditrercnt subjects. " It is Ciirist our Saviour by whom

the glorv of the Great God is revealed." 'Die expression " tiio Great

God hath :,'iven liimscif for us," wouhl be altoirether unpaulinc. Com-

pare the remarks of that unprejudiced'' critic >Viuer, iu his Grammar,

p. 115, 3d edit. [p. 122, 4th edit.]
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its primary source. As all sin among mankind is deduced

from the original sin at the beginning of the race and is con-

sidered as its effect, so all evil generally is viewed in connexion

with that first evil, and as the operation of the same funda-

mental tendency. This is of importance "in relation to the

whole doctrine of sin. Had Paul, according to the views

ascribed to him by some, considered evil as only something

necessarily grounded in human nature, and the first man as

in this respect a type of all mankind, the idea of an evil

extraneous to mankind in a world of higher intelligences,

could have found in his mind no point of connexion. But it

constitutes the importance of this doctrine in relation to

Christian Theism, that the reality and inexplicability of sin as

an act of the will is thereby firmly established, in opposition

to all attempts at explaining it, which go to deny the very

existence of a Will, and deduce evil from a necessity which
classes moral development with the chain of causes and effects

in nature.' Thus the apostle recognises in all the ungodliness

of men, whether it assumes a theoretical or practical form,

the power of a principle of darkness—a spirit which is active

in unbelievers.^ The alojv ovrog and the k6(t/joq ovtoq are the

terms used to express the totality of everything which op-

poses the kingdom of God, the collective assemblage of the

imgodly, the kingdom of this spirit which is the representative

of evil in general.^

^ This has been recognised in the light of an ethico-religious idealism
by a Kant, whose earnest moral spirit (on this point at least) approaches
much nearer to biblical Christianity, than the modern pantheistic
idolatry of the understanding, and the logical monism of those who
fancy they can reconcile, by dint of logic, the contrarieties in human
nature wliich only admit of a practical settlement. See Kant's Religion
inna-halh dpv Grcinzen der blosseii VernunjX

hph. 11. 2. Tov TTvevfxaTos Tou vvv iuep^ovvTOS iv toIs vIols rris

* Paul mu^'.t naturally have regarded heathenism in itself (as a sup-
pression by sin of the knowledge ^of God) as belonging to the kingdom
of the evil spirit. But though the opinion that the apostle adopted the
notion of the Jews, that the heathen gods were evil spirits who influenced
men to pay them religious homage, has met with several advocates in
modem times, much may be urged against it. When Paul speaks of
the origin of idolatry in the first chapter of the Epistle to the Romans,
it would liavc been a most natural ofiportunity for saying, that men
through gin were grown up to the iiiHuence of evil spirits, and were
seduced by them to transfer to them the homage that was due to the
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Jesus appeared in humanity to annihilate the empire of
sin and of Satan. All the powers of evil arrayed themselves

li vino; God. It would have marked more strongly the detcstahlc quality
of idoUitry, and the predominance of unnatural lusts, to wiiich lie there
refers, if he could have traced them to the influence of evil 8[>irit«, to
uhom men had subjected themselves, esteeming them to be divinities,
ijut wo find nothing of all this; Paul speaks merely of the tran.sfercncc
to earthly things of the homage due to Cod, and he deduces all the
enormities he specifies only from the moral aiid intellectual course of
development among men left to themselves. In Gal. iv.8, when he says
of those who had before been heathens, that they had served what was
no god, as if it were God, it is noways implied that they considered
other real beings or evil spirits to ))e gods; but only that they had
made themselves slaves of ihe (XToixf'ta tou kvo-jjlov, instead of serving
God alone, as became the dignity of human nature. The (noix^'ta rov
KSafxov are the objects to which they a>cribc(l divine power. In re-

ference to the Corinthian church, I cannot retract the opinion I ex-
pressed above, ante, p. 243. I cannot so understand (he pas.'^age in 1 Cor.
viii. 7, as if the persons indicated by Paul Avere Christians who could
not altogether free themselves from faith in the reality of the heathen
divinities as such ; for, according to the relation in which Christianity
at that time stood to heathenism, it is utterly inconceivalile that, among
those who became Christians, such a mixture could be formed of their
earlier polytheistic views with Christian monotheism. Still, if they
could not free themselves from belief in the reality of beings who had
formerly exercised so great an intluence over their minds, those whom
they once held to be divinities must have appeared to them as evil

spirits, in consequence of the total revolution in their modes of think-
ing. But if this be assumed, Paul could not at the same time hold as

correct that view which he attributes to the weak as erroneous. He de-

clares, moreover, that the views of the liberal party in the Corinthian
church were correct in theory, but they proceeded on the supposition
that the heathen divinities Avere only imaginary beings, and that for

this reason the eating of the meat oifered to them was a matter of per-

fect inditference. In 1 Cor. viii. 5, he contrasts only two subjective

standing-points in religion, without speaking of the relation to the ob-

jective. The passage in 1 Cur. x. 2't, is the strongest in favour of the
view which we are here opposing. But we must determine the meaning
of this verse by comparing it with verse 19. If wc admitted that I'aul

considered the heathen divinities to be evil spirits, we must agree with
Billroth (see his commentary on this passage), that he wishe<l to guard
against that misunderstanding to which the preceding comparison
might have given rise, as if he really acknowledged their divinities to

be actually divine. But, as we have already remarked, no member of

the Corinthian church could be supposed to enterUiin such an opinion,

nor can it be supposed that any one could have so misunderstood the

language of Paul, who always maintained so strongly an exclusive

monotheism. On the other hand, his words might be so understood,

as if he considered these divinities to be real beings (though evil spirits),

and hence ascribed an objective imjiortancc to what was otfcrcd to Ihem.
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against the Holy One of God ; his death, in which was mani-

icsted the mighty power of the kingdom of darkness among
mankind, seemed to be their most splendid triumph, for here

the mightiest opponent of this kingdom succumbed to their

machin^itions. But the relation was reversed, and since the

sufferings of Christ were the completion of his work of

redemption, since Christ by his resurrection and ascension to

heaven manifested the victorious power of the redemption he

had completed, since now as the Glorified One, with the power

of a divine life that overcame all opposition, he continued

to work in and by those whom he had redeemed from the

power of sin and Satan,—it was precisely by that event which

a])peared as a victory of the kingdom of darkness that its

power was destroyed. In this connexion Paul says, in Coloss.

ii. 15, that Christ by his redeeming sufferings had gained

£L triumph over the powers that opposed the kingdom of

Ood, and had put them openly to shame, just as the chiefs of

vanquished nations are led in a triumphal procession as signs

of the destruction of the hostile force,—thus the power of evil

now appeared annihilated. And a similar image in Eph. iv. 8,

represents Christ, after he had made piisoners of the powers
opposed to him, as ascending victoriously to heaven, and dis-

tributing gifts among men as the tokens of his triumph, just

as princes are wont to celebrate their victories by the distri-

bution of donatives. The.ie gifts are the charisms. As the out-

pouring of the Holy Spirit, the impartation of divine life to

believers, and especial!}^ the founding of a church animated by
;i divine principle of life, are proofs of the conquest over the
kingdom of evil, and of the libei-ation of the redeemed from
its power; so likewise the manifold operations of this divine

life in redeemed human nature, are so many marks of Christ's

victory over the kingdom of evil, since those powers belonging
-to man, which formerly were employed in the service of sin,

are now become the organs of the divine life. Now, through
redemi)tion the power of the kingdom of darkness is broken,
and a foundation is laid for the complete victory of the king-

And in opposition to this mi-take, he now says that he speaks only of
what the heathens believed suhjc-etivcly from their own standing-point,
which Ktood in opposition to the Christian, and with whieh Christians
could enter into no sort of communion, that those beings to whom they
liacriliccd were datfj-oviu in the Grecian sense of the term.
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dom of God and its total separation from all evil. JiuL till

this final consummation is effected, the kin<;dom of Christ can
only develop itself in continued conflict with the kingdom of
evil, for the power of the latter is still shown in them who
have not been freed from it by redemption, and by them the
kingdom of God as it exists in the believer is opposed, though
all that opposes it must in the end contribute to its victory.

And even in the redeemed themselves, points of connexion
with the kingdom of evil exist, as far as their lives are not
purified from a mixture of ungodliness. Hence Christians are
called to act as soldiers for the kingdom of Christ, 2 Tim. ii. 3,

against all the power of evil, both that which meets them from
without in their efforts for the extension and promotion of the
kingdom of Christ among mankind, as well as against all fi-om

within, which threatens to disturb the operations of the divine

life in themselves, and in so doing to retard the internal ad-

vancement of Christ's kingdom, Eph. vi. 11. It is the dictate

of practical Christian morals, that iis every talent is trans-

formed into cnai-ism, it becomes appropriated for this divine

equipment of the militia Christi. If Christians only rightly

appropriate divine truth, and make all the powei-s of tljeir

nature subservient to it, they will find therein the most com-
plete equipment (the iraroTrXia rov Oeov) in order to carry on this

warfare successfully. Whenever Paul mentions this invisible

kingdom of evil, it is always in comiexion with the presup-

posed sinful direction of the will in human nature, for the

doctrine of Satan can only be rightly understood by means of

the idea of sin derived from our moral experience. In the

copious discussion on the nature and origin of sin, and on the

reaction of the work of redemption against sin, which is given

in the Epistle to the llomans, Satiin is not mentioned; and
when Paul first turned to the heathen and led them to

the faith, he certiiinl}' appealed at fii*st only tt> the conscious-

ness of sin in their own breasts, as in his discourse at Athens.

Moreover, he always contemi)lated this doctrine in connexion

with the redemj)ti(m accomplished l)y Christ. Believers have

reason to fear the invisible powers of darkness only when they

expose themselves to their influence by the sinful direction of

their will, and are not careful to make a right use t)f the

means granted them in communion with Christ, (ov conflict-

ing with the kingdom of evil ; that kingdom which the

VOL. I. L L
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Redeemer has overcome once for all. Paul employs this doc-

trine to arouse believers to greater watchfulness, that, under

the consciousness of an opposing invisible power which avails

itself of every germ of evil as a point of connexion, they may
carefully watch and allow nothing of the kind to spring up

;

and that they may rightly appropriate and use the divine

weapons furnished by the gospel against all temptation

;

2Cor. ii. 10, 11; Eph. vi. 12.

We have now to speak of the gradual development of the

kingdom of Christ, as it advances in conflict with the king-

dom of evil, until the period of its completion.

With respect to the manner in which both nations and
individuals are led by the publication of the gospel to a par-

ticii^ation in the kingdom of God, Paul deduces the counsel of

redemption and everything belonging to its completion, both

generally and particularly, from the free disposal of the grace

of God, irrespective of any merit on the part of man. The
peculiar form of his doctrinal scheme is closely connected

with the manner in which he was changed from being an
eager persecutor of the gospel into its zealous professor and
publisher. And this free movement of grace, not measured
and determined according to human merit, he brings forward
in opposition to a theory equally arrogant and contracted,

according to which admission to the kingdom of God was
determined by the merits of a legal righteousness ; the Jewish
people, by virtue of the merits and election of their pro-
genitors, were supposed to have an unalienable right to form
the main-pillar and centre of the theocracy. Accordingly, he
contemplates the free arrangements of grace in a twofold con-
trast

; in contrast to claims founded on natural descent from
distinguished ancestors, and a peculiar theocratic nation—and
to claims founded on the meritoriousness of a legal righteous-
ness. In reference to the former, he makes the contrast on
the one hand of natural descent determined by law, and there-
fore founded in a law of natural development, and defined by
it

;
on the other hand, a development not to be calculated

acconling to such a law of nature, but one which depends on
the free disposal of divine grace and of the divine Spirit ; the
ai-rangement according to which the promise is fulfilled as the
work of God's free grace. In the former case, the develop-
ment of the kingdom of God proceeds by outward propaga-
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tion and transmission—in the latter, a development ensues in

virtue of the invisible and internal connexion of the ojterations

of the divine Spirit, and of the communication of divine life.

Paul illustrates this universal contrast,' this law for the thco-

cratical development through all ages by a j)articular ex-

ample, the example of Abi-aham's posterity, from wliom the

Jews deduced their theocratic privileges. He points out how,
among the immediate posterity of Abraham, not that son was
chosen who would have earned on the line of his descendants

according to the common course of nature, but one who was
miraculously born ^ contrary to all human calculation ; that

this latter, and not the former, was destined to be the instru-

ment of fulfilling the divine promises, and of continuing the

theocracy ; such, he shows, was the law of its continued

development. Most imjustly has Paid been charged here

^^ith an arbitrary allegorizing which coidd cany weight only

with the readers of that age.

We do not here perceive in him a theologian entangled in

Jewish prejudices, of which his education in the school of

Pharisaism could not divest him, but a great master in the

interpretation of history, who in particular facts could discern

general laws and types, and knew how to reduce the most

complex phenomena to simple and constantly recurring laws.

Thus he here infers, with perfect coiTectness from a particular

case, a universal law for the historical development of the

theocracy, which he illustrates by that fact. He ai)plies the

same law to the Jews considered as the peculiar theocratic

people in relation to the theocratic people formed from the

mass of mankind by the gospel. Since those who, according

to the law of natural descent from the theocratic j)eople,

imagined that they had a sure title to admission into the

kinodom of God, were yet excluded from it ; on the contrary,

by a dispensation of the divine S})irit, which could not have

been calculated beforehand, towards the heathen nations, who

according to the order of nature, since they were entirely

1 The same contrast, which has ahvays made its appearance among

the conflicting views in the Cliristian church, the contrast between

Judaism in a Christian form, as in Catholicism and other simihir modes

of thinkinir. and the free evangelical point of view of the visil.lc t-hiirch

depcnding^for its development on the invisihlc etticicncy of the diviuo

word.
^ ^

-' KOTct irveifxa, not Kara aapna ;
Ual. iv.
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distinct from the theocratic people, appeared to be altogether

excluded ' from the kingdom of God, a new theocratic race

was called into existence, in whom the promises made to

Abraliam were to be fulfilled.

AVith respect to the second point, that of founding a claim

for admission into the kingdom of God on the merits of a

legal righteousness, Paul meets this aiTOgant assumption by
the fiict that the Jews, who by their zeal in the righteousness

of the law, ajipeared to have the most valid title to such a

privilege, were excluded from it owing to their mibelief ; and
on the contrary, the heathen, among whom there had been no
such striving after a legal righteousness, were miexpectedly

called to partake of it.

As in the ninth chapter of the Epistle to the Romans, he

contemplates only this one aspect of the dispensation of di-

vine gi-ace in the perpetuation of the kingdom of God, and
for a polemical purpose, it might seem as if he deemed the

dispensation of divine grace to be in no respect affected by
the determination of the human will—as if happiness and
unhappiness were distributed among men by a divine predes-

tination entirely unconditional; and as if he deduced the dif-

ferent conduct of men in reference to the divine revelations

and leadings—from a divine causation which arranged every-
thing according to an unchangeable necessity. This principle

if carried out, would lead to a denial of all moral fi-ee self-

determination in general, contradict the essence of genuine
theism, and would logically be consistent only with Pantheistic
views. But on such a supposition, the line of argument which
Paul here adopts would be entirely inconsistent with the ge-
neral design of this epistle. He wishes to prove both to Gen-
tiles and Jews, that, owing to their sins, they had no means of
exculpating themselves before the divine tribunal; that all

were alike exposed to punishment ; he particularly wished
to lead the Jews to a conviction that, by their unbelief, they
deserved exclusion from the kingdom of God. But on the
hypotlicsis to which we have just referred, he would have

\ However improbable it appeared that Abraham would obtain off-
spring for the continuance of his race, in the manner which actually
occurrcci, there was as little probability that the true worship of
Jchoviili would proceed from nations who had been hitherto devoted to
idolatry.
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removed all imputation of guilt, and furnislicd tlic best gi'ound
of excuse for all, a necessity that guided all liuman actions
by a secret machinery. Or we must ex])lain liis scheme by
the distinction of a twofold standing-point, one theoretical,

the other practical, a hidden and a revealed will <jf (lod; but
we can find nothing in his mode of thinking to autlujrize

such a distinction. It is, in short, evident from the close of

his whole argument, which begins in the ninth cha])tcr— even
if we do not view this single discussion in its relation to the

whole of his theology and anthropology—how very far he was
from thinking of God as a being who created the gi-eater part

of the human race, in order to manifest his punitive justice

to them after involving them in sin and unbelief; and who
had created a smaller part in order to manifest his redeeming
grace, by rescuing them from the sin into which they liad l)een

involved by a divine destiny; for he represents as the final

issue of all the dispensations with the generations of mankind,
not such a partial, but the most general revelation of the

divine grace. God hath suffered all, Jews as well as (ientiles,'

to come to a knowledge of their sin, and by that of their need

of redemption, that he may manifest his redeeming grace to

all who are in this way fitted to receive it, Kom. xi. S'2. More-

over, the doxology with which he closes the whole exposition

of his views (xi. 33), contains a twofold reference,—to the

infinite wisdom of God, which manifests itself in the develop-

ment of the kingdom of God among the Gentiles by an mi-

expected course of events,—and to the grace of God, to which

men are indebted for all those blessings which no merits of

their own could secure. Therefore, in the discussion which is

closed by this doxology, there is only a reference to a divine

wisdom, whose proceedings are not to be calculated before-

hand, according to any contracted human theory ; and to a

suix?rabounding grace of God, which anticipates all Inunan

merit, reigns over all, and serves to explain all. These two

1 The great mass of mankind, as bein?: either of the Jewish or

Gentile race, seems to be the subject of discourse, rather than indi-

viduals ; though what Paul liere says is applicable to the jilan and

course of the divine dealings with individuals ; the same preparation

for the appropriation of redemption, is needed for individuals as for

collective bodies consisting of individuals; the consciousness of the

need of redemption is always the necessary intermediate step, tbouglx

this may be awakened in various ways.
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relations are closely connected with one another ; for as the

superabounding grace of God is shown by all, Jews as well as

Gentiles, and Gentiles as well as Jews, being brought to a

participation of redemption, so the wonderful wisdom of God

is manifested by the manner in which, by the dealings of his

providence with the nations, the feeling of the need of re-

demption as the necessary preparation for obtaining it, is

developed in various w^ays among them, according to their

respective standing-points.

Thus, too, Paul says in Eph. iii/10, that by the manner in

which the church of God was formed among mankind, and

especially in w^hich the heathen were led to a participation in

redemption, the TroXyTrokiXog crocjjia tov Oeov v^as manifested

;

the epithet here given to the divine wisdom, serves to express

the variety of methods by which it conducted the develop-

ment of mankind to one end. But the praise of the divine

wisdom in this respect, is directly opposed to the hypothesis

of an arbitrary impartation of grace and of an unconditional

divine causation. For this very reason, divine wisdom was

requisite for the establishment of the chnrch of God among
mankind, because God did not all at once give that direction

to mens minds which they required to attain a participation

in redemption, but trained them to it with free self-determi-

nation on their part according to their various standing-

points.^

In the discussion of this controversy, Paul dwells prin-

cipally on the free grace and independent will of God, because

it was only his object to hnmble the pride of the Jews, and to

awaken in their minds the consciousness that man, by all his

* When Paul speaks of the incomprehensibility of the divine dealings
towards the generations of men, it is in this sense, that the limited
reason of man cannot determine d jyriori the proceedings of the divine
government, and that man cannot understand its single acts till he can
survey the connexion of the whole in its historical development. But
Bince he speaks of a revelation of the divine Avisdom, it is evident that
he assumes that a knowledge of these proceedings is possible in such a
connexion. And, in fact, the divine wisdom must have already mani-
fested itself conspicuously in the transference of the kingdom of God
from the Jews to the Gentiles, and in the preparation of the latter for

that event, to those who only cast a glance at the events that were
passing under their eyes. The divine wisdom will also be discerned at
a future period, in the manner of bringing so large a portion of the
Jewish people to faith in the lledeemer.
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efforts, cannot seize what he can only receive from the grace

of God under a sense of his own dependence and need of

help ; that God was under no obligation to choose the instru-

ments for perpetuating the theocracy only from the members
of the theocratic nation, but might make them the objects of

punishment. But fivDm this we are by no means to infer that

Paid considered that this grace operated as a magical, uncon-

ditional necessity, or that the divine punishment was an
ai'bitrary act, or, equally with sin and unbelief, a matter

of divine causation. It was far from his intention to give a

complete theory of the divine election of grace, and its rela-

tion to free-will, but only to exhibit it under one special

point of view. It was therefore natural that, if this anti-

thetical reference was not always kept in view, and everything

else in connexion with it, much would be misunderstood,

and a very one-sided theory of election would be formed from
this portion of Scripture. When Paul says God hardeneth

whom he will—the freedom of the divine will in reference to

the divine punisliment is maintained against the delusion

of the Jews, that their nation could not be an object of the

divine displeasure. But that this punishment should be

conditional, depending on the criminality of man as a free

agent, is by no means excluded, but rather implied in the

idea of hardening.

By this expression that law of the moral world is indicated,

according to which the moral self-determination gives its

direction to the whole inward man ; the sinful direction of

the will brings on blindness of mind, and the manner in which

everything from without operates on man, depends on this his

inward self-determination, and by his consequent susceptibility

or unsusceptibility for the revelation of the Divine which meets

him from without. And in this respect, Paul holds up the

example of Pharaoh as a warning to the Jewish nation.

As the miracles which, by another direction of his invrard

man, might have led him to an acknowledgment of the divine

almightiness in the dealings of God with the Jewish people,

and to a subjection of his will to the divine will clearly

manifested to him—as these miracles, on the contrary, onh'

contributed to harden him in his self-will and delusion, so

there was nothing to prevent God from acting in a similar

way with the Jewish nation in reference to the reception they
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gave to the revelation of himself through Christ. When he

says, that the Jews by all their efforts could attain nothing

;

but that the Gentiles, on the contrary, without such efforts had

been admitted into the kingdom of God (Kom. ix. 30, 31);

such language by no means implies that the conduct of men
makes no difference in the impartation of grace, but exactly

the contrary ; for he thus expresses the hindrance to the

reception of the gospel by the Jews arising from the direction

of their minds, from the state of their hearts ; namely, that

a confidence in their own " willing and running," prevented

the consciousness of their need of redemption, while those

classes of heathens among whom the gospel was first propa-

gated were more easily led to embrace it, because they in-

dulged in no such false confidence. And as he combated the

presumptuous dependence of the Jews on their own works
and exposed its nullity, so on the other hand, he warned the

Gentiles ag-ainst a false dependence on divine grace, which
might mislead them to forget what was required on their

part, in order to its appropriation. He represents the opera-

tions of gTace as depending on their fiiithful retention on the

part of man—the remaining in grace on the right direction

of the vn\\, Rom. xi. 20. " Because of unbelief they were

broken off, and thou standest by faith." In another passage,

Paul allows it to depend entirely on the direction of the will

whether a man should become a vessel of honour or of dis-

honour. " If a man purge himself from these, he shall be
a vessel unto honour," 2 Tim. ii. 21. But in his own sphere
of action, the apostle was more frequently called to oppose a

false confidence in a vain righteousness of works, than a false

confidence in divine grace ; and his own mental training led

him particvdarly to combat the former eiTor. Both these

circumstances together had the effect of disposing him to

develop the Christian doctrine on this side especially, and to
present what belonged to it in the clearest light.

Besides, when it was his object to arouse and establish the
courage and confidence of believers, he could not direct them
to the weak and uncertain power of man, but pointed to the
immovable ground of confidence in the counsels of the
divine love in reference to their salvation, the foundation of
what God had effected through Christ. The divine counsel of
salvation must necessarily be fulfilled in them, nor could the
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accomplisliment of this unchangeable divine decree be pre-

vented by anything which might happen to them in Hfe ; on
the contrary, all things would serve to prepare for its accom-
plishment, everything which they might meet with in life

must contribute to their salvation. This is the practical con-

nexion of ideas in Rom. viii. 28, &c., those whom God in his

eternal intuition' has recog-nised as belonging to him through
Christ, he has also predetermined that they should be con-

formed to the archetype of his Son, since he having risen from
the dead in his glorified humanit}^, must be the first-born

among many brethren. But those whom he had predestined

to this end, he has also called to it ; those whom he has called,

he has also justified ; those whom he has justified, he has also

glorified. The train of thought is therefore this : first, the

divine idea of Christ, and of mankind contemplated in him,

the divine counsel to realize this idea in believers ; to conform
them as redeemed to the archetype of Christ by the comple-

tion of the new creation. Then the gradual accomplishment
of this counsel ; first, the calling to believe (in the Pauline

sense, the outward and the inward call are taken in combina-

tion for the production of foith), as believers they become
justified, and with believing the realization of the dignity of

the chikU-en of God begins in their inward life. That God
gave up his Son in order to secure this blessing to them, is a

sure pledge of their obtaining it, and that nothing which

appears to stand in the way shall really obstruct, but on the

contrary must serve to advance it. Consequently, this doc-

trine of predestination and election, in the Pauline sense, is

nothing else but the application of the general counsel of God
for the redemption of mankind through Christ as the ground
of salvation to those in whom it is accomplished by virtue of

their believing. The greatness and certainty of the dignity

of Christians is thus evinced ; but nothing is determined

respecting the relation of the divine choice to the free deter-

mination of the human wills. When Paul, in Eph. i. 4,

represents Christians as objects of the divine love before the

foundation of the world, his object is to show that Christianity

^ I do not mean a knowledge simply resulting from the divine pre-

science, which is quite foreign to the connexion of the passage, but a

creative knowledge, [such as in the Arts a man of genius has of his

dcsign.s,] established in the divine idea.
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was not inferior to Judaism as a new dispensation, but was
in fact the most ancient and original, and presupposed by
Judaism itself, the election in Christ preceded the election of

the Jewish nation in their forefathers ; and redemption, the

verification of the archetjq^e of humanity through Christ and
proceeding from him, is the end of the whole terrestrial crea-

tion, so that everything else appears as a preparation for this

highest object in the counsel of creation in reference to this

world.

Of the apostle Paul's views in reference to the last conflict

which the kingdom of God will have to sustain, and his ex-

pectations of the victory to be gained by the approaching
coming of the Lord, we have already spoken in our account
of his ministry ; ante, p. 205. The prospects of the con-

summation of the kingdom of God bear the same relation to

the development of the New Testament dispensation, as the
prophetic intimations of the glorification of the theocracy by
the work of the Eedeemer bear to the development of the
Old Testament dispensation. Everything prophetical must
be fragmentary, and hence cannot furnish us with clear and
connected knowledge. We cannot, therefore, help considering

as a vain attempt, the endeavour to frame, by a comparison
of particular apostolical expressions, a connected complete
doctrine of the consummation of all things. From the
standing-point of the apostles this was not possible. It might
indeed happen, that in moments of higher inspiration and
of special illumination, many higher but still isolated views
might he imparted, which yet they could not combine into an
organic systematic unity with their other representations on
this subject.

With the doctrine of the consummation of the kingdom of
God, is closely connected, in the Pauline system, the doctrine
of the resurrection. This doctrine does not present itself here
as an accidental and isolated fact, but stands in intimate
relation to his general mode of contemplating the Christian
life. It is the fundamental view of Paul and of the New
Testament generally, that the Christian life which proceeds
from fiiith carries in it the germ of a higher futurity ; that
the development of the divine life begun by fliith, through
which a man appropriates the redeeming work of Christ, and
enters into fellowship with him, will go on until it has pervaded
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human nature in its full extent. Thus the appropriation of

the body as an organ for the sanctified soul, as a teni])le of the

Holy Spirit, must precede the higher state in wliich the body
will be furnished as the glorified and corresponding organ of

the perfected holy soul, Rora. vi. 5—8, 11; 1 Cor. vi. 14.

Expositors, for want of entering sufficiently into the profound
views of the apostle, and of grasping the comprehensive

survey that stretches from the present into the future, have
often en-ed by a mistaken reference of such passages either

solely to the spiritual resurrection of the present state, or

solely to the bodily resurrection of the future.

The difficulties which were raised, even in the apostle's time,

respecting the doctrine of the resurrection, were founded par-

ticularly on the gross conceptions of it, and on the mode of

determining the identity of the body. Paul, on the contrary,

in the fifteenth chapter of the First Epistle to the Corinthians,

teaches that, by the same creative power of God which caused

a peculiar creation to proceed from a grain of corn, an organ

of the soul adapted to its higher condition would be formed

from an indestructible corporeal germ. It may be asked,

what is the essence of the body considered as an organ

belonging to a distinct personality ? Onl}^ this is considered

by Paul as abiding, while the corporeal form is subject to

change and dissolution ; the former, as something belonging

to the representation of the whole personality, will be restored

in a form corresponding to its glorified state. And as the body
of man is the mediating organ between the soul and nature, the

idea is here associated of a Palingenesia of the latter, with the

resm-rection to which Paul alludes in Rom. viii. 19—23.^

^ The later distinguished commentators on this epistle have acknow-

ledged this to be the only tenable exposition ; and even Usteri, who
had before brought forward the strongest objections against it, has been

induced, for the same reasons which appear to me convincing, to accede

to it. Against that interpretation, according to which this passage

refers to the anxiety of the lieathen world, the following reasons appear

to me decisive. 1. Paul would in that case have used, as he generally

does, the word k6<thos. 2. If we admit that he here pointed out the

deeply felt sense of universal misery, the feeling of dissatisfaction with

all existing things, the longing after something better, though without

a clear knowledge of the object, as felt by the heathen, yet he would

attribute such feelings to only a small and better part of the Kocr/jLOi ; it

is impossible that he could assert this of the whole mass of the heathen

world sunk in sin. Yet we must grant that, in describing an age of
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This idea stands in close connexion with the whole of the

Pauline scheme of doctrine, and the Christian system

generally : the K\r)povo^ia rov Koajiov, which promised to

believers that they shall reign with Christ—that to them as

to Christ all things in the future world shall be subject

—

that this globe is destined to be the scene of the triumphant

kingdom of God—that in its progressive development this

kingdom will subject all things to itself, until the consumma-
tion which Paul marks as the aim of this universal longing.

He usually connects the doctrine of the eternal life of the

individual with the doctrine of the resurrection, and says

nothing of the life of the soul in an intermediate state after

death till the end of all things. The designation of death

as a sleep in relation to the resurrection that is to follow, may
favour the opinion that he considered the state after death to

be one of suppressed consciousness like sleep, and admitted

that the soul would first be awakened at the resurrection of

the body, though in every other reference to death he could

describe it under the image of sleejD as a transition to a higher

existence. When in the church at Thessalonica the anxieties

of many were excited respecting the fate of the believers who
had already died, he only intimates to them that, at the time

of Christ's second coming, the believers then alive would not

anticipate those who were already dead. But it might be

great excitement, and pervaded by a vague and obscure anxiety, it

might be said, that an anxiety of which they were unconscious was at

the bottom of their wrestling and striving,—that they were in a state of
unhappiness, which only he who had attained a higher knowledge could
explain to them; and thus Paul might apply the expressions used by
him to describe the spiritual condition of the world around him. But
then, he must have described this state of men's minds as something
peculiar to that age, and not as having existed up to that moment from
the beginning, ever since the creation had been subject to this bondage.
3. According to his own ideas, he could not say that the Koa^ios against
its will was subjected, in a manner free from blame, by God himself to
the bondage of a vain existence. 4, According to .this interpretation,
Paul must have taught, tliat as soon as the children of God had
attained their destined glory, it would spread itself over the heathen
world, which would then enter into the communion of the divine life.

But if it be assumed that Paul here so openly and clearly expressed the
doctrine of a universal restitution, he must first have mentioned the
appropriation of redemption by faith as a means of salvation equally
necessary for all ; he could not have admitted the possibility of such a
state of glorification not brought about through faith in the Ptedeemer.
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supposed, that had he admitted a continuance of consciousness

in more exalted and intimate communion with the Lord as

taking place immediately after death, he would have reminded
the persons whose minds were disturbed on the subject, that

those for whom they mourned had already been admitted to a

higher and blessed communion with their Lord, as the later

Fathers of the Church would not have failed to have done.

Yet since Paul was convinced that by faith men pass from

death unto life^—since he testified fi'om his own experience

under manifold sufferings, that w^hile the outward man
perished the inward was renowned day by day, 2 Cor. xiv. IG,

and this experience was to him a type of the future—since

also the outward man would only pass to a higher life from

the final dissolution of death—since he received a progressive

development of the divine life in communion with the Re-

deemer—since he taught that believers would follow the Saviour

in all things— from all these considerations it necessarily fol-

lowed, that the higher life of believers could not be inter-

rupted by death, and that by means of it they would attain

to a more complete participation in Christ's divine and blessed

life. This idea of a progi'essive development of the divine

life in communion with the Redeemer, is indeed not one

introduced from a foreign standing-point, into the doctrine of

the apostles, but proceeds from his own mode of contempla-

tion, as w^e learn from a comparison of his language in

numberless passages. Still we are not sufficiently justified to

conclude from that idea of such a process of development in

the earthly life, that Paul believed in its progression after the

close of our earthly life, in the period intervening till the

resurrection. We may imagine the possibility that the

consequences flowing from those premises would not be

* For although he has not expressed this in precisely the same terms

as John, yet the sentiment they contain follows of course from what he

has repeatedly asserted respecting deliverance from spiritual death, and
the life produced by faith. Between the two apostles there is only a

difference of form, not of the manner in which the idea of ^i»^ is em-

ployed by them,—for in this they agree, in considering it as something

that really enters the soul with believing; hut John refers the idea of

fojTj alwvLos to the present, Paul only to the future, although both

Bubstantially agree in the recognition of the divine life founded in

faith, which bears in it the germ of a future higher development, antici-

pates the future, and contains it in itself as in bud.
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consciously developed by him, since the thought of the resur-

rection and everlasting life were in his mind so closely con-

nected, that he would be induced to leave the interval between

the death of believers and their resuiTCction as an empty
space. But, in the Epistle to the Romans, Paul expressly

makes this distinction between the soul and the body, that

the latter will die, and be given up to death on account of

sin, the germ of which it caiTies in itself, but the former will

be alive, exalted above death, so that it will have no power

over them; accordingly, their life ^il] be exposed to no
repression or destruction, but be in a state of progressive

development, never again to be interrupted by death. And
the conclusion which we may draw from this single passage,

is confirmed by those passages in the later Pauline epistles,

which intimate that higher degrees of communion with Christ

and of happiness are immediately consequent on death. The
admission of this fact is b}^ no means contradicted by his

representing that the last and greatest result in the consum-
mation of the kingdom of God, will proceed, not from its

natural spontaneous development, but from without by the

immediate event of Christ's Trapovaia ; as, in the same
manner, the facts of the appearance of the Son of God in

humanity, redemption, and regeneration, though they are not

deduced from a preceding development, and constitute a per-

fectly new era in the spiritual life, are far from excluding,

but rather presuppose, an antecedent preparatory develop-

ment. Now, the later epistles of Paul contain such passages,

in which he expresses most decidedly the hope of a higher

development immechately consequent on death, of a divine

life of blessedness in more complete communion with Christ

;

Philip, i. 22, 23. We cannot in truth perceive how Paul,

if he supposed the second coming of Christ and the resurrec-

tion to be events so very near, could sa}", that he " desired to

dej)art and to be with Christ which was far better," in case he
placed the salutary consequences of death only in something
negative—in freedom from the toils and conflicts of earthly
life, under which, as he so often declared, he experienced so

much more intensely the blessed effects of the gospel on his

own soul,—and had not contemplated a higher kind of com-
munion with Christ, a higher development of the life which
was rooted in that communion as a consequence of death.
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Must not a man of Paul's flaming zeal and devoted activity

have prcfeiTcd sucli a life of conflict for the kingdom of
Christ, to a slumbering and dreaming existence or a life of
shadows'? In 2 Tim. iv. 18, he also describes an entrance
into the kingdom of Christ as immediately following death

;

though this last passage is not so decisive, as the interpreta-

tion in this point of view may be disputed.'

It may perhaps be thought^ that a progress on this subject

in the development of Christian knowledge took place in

Paul's mind. As long as he expected the second coming of
Christ and the final resurrection as near at hand, he had
little occasion to separate from one another the ideas of an
eternal life after death and of a resurrection; and, in ac-

cordance with the Jewish habits of thinking, he blended
them together in a manner that led to the idea of a certain

sleep of the soul after death. But when, by the com'se of
events and the signs of the times, he had learned to form
clearer notions of the future, and when he was induced
to think that the last decisive epoch was not so near (as

appears from his later epistles), the idea of a higher condi-

tion of happiness beginning immediately after death must
have developed itself in his mind, under the illumination of

the divine Spirit, from the consciousness of the divine life as

exalted above death, and as destined to perpetual progression,

and from the consciousness of imbroken communion with the

Redeemer as the divine fountain of life. The illumination of

the apostles' minds by the Holy Spirit was surely not com-
pleted at once; but was the operation of a higher power
possessing a creative fertility, under whose influences their

Christian knowledge and thinking progressively developed,

by means of higher revelations which were not violently

forced upon them, but coalesced in a natm-al manner with
their psychological development, as we have seen in the

example of Peter; ante, p. 72. This might be the case

with Paul ; and it might happen that he was led to a more
perfect understanding of the truth exactly at that point

of time when it was required for his own religious necessities

^ The rcmarlcs l),y Weizel of Tubingen, in his esf?ay on the original

Christian doctrine of Immortality, in the Stvdien und Kritikrn, 1834,

Part iv., have not occasioned any alteration in my views on this subject.

- This sccnis to be the view taken bv U.steri.
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and those of future generations. But it is against this sup-

position that, in the fifteenth chapter of the First Epistle

to the Corinthians, he expresses himself on death and the

resurrection, in the same manner as in the First Epistle

to the Thessalonians, and yet we find in the Second Epistle

to the Corinthians written some months later, a confident

expectation expressed, that a life of a higher kind in com-
munion with Christ would immediately succeed the dissolu-

tion of earthly existence ; for it is impossible to understand

2 Cor. V. 6—8 in a different sense; when Paul marks, as

coiTelative ideas on the one hand, the remaining in the

earthly body and being absent from the Lord (a want of that

higher immediate communion with him which would belong-

to an existence in the other world), on the standing-point of

faith; and, on the other hand, the departure from earthly

life, and being admitted to the immediate presence of the

Lord, and to an intimate communion with him no longer

concealed under the veil of faith. How could he have

described what he longed for, as a departure from this

earthly life and being present with the Lord, if he intended

to describe that change which would arise from the TrapovaLa

of Christ, from his coming to believers'? We also find in the

Second Epistle to the Corinthians, the same views presented

as in the Epistle to the Philippians; yet it is not probable

that in the few months between the time of his wTiting the

First and the Second Epistle to the Corinthians, such a

revolution had taken place in his mode of thinking on this

subject. From a comparison of the First and Second Epistle

to the Corinthians, we may therefore conclude that Paul,

even when, in his earlier statements respecting the resurrec-

tion, he said nothing of the state of the souls of individual

believers in the interval between death and the resurrection,

still admitted the uninterrupted development of a higher life

after death, though he did not particularly bring it forward,

as he was accustomed to found all the hopes of believers on
the resuiTcction of Christ, and to connect them with the

doctrine of the resurrection; perhaps, also, he thought that

last great event so nigh, and was so constantly turning his

attention to it, that his mind was not directed towards the

other fact. But as he became aware that the period of the

consummation of the kingdom of God was not so nigh as he
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liacl formerly anticipated, he was induced to bring forward

more distinctly a subject which had hitherto been kept in the

background.

Paul represents as the ultimate object of his hopes, the

complete victory of the kingdom of God over all the evil

which had hitherto prevented its realization, over everything

which checked and obscured the development of the divine

life. Believers, in their complete personality transformed and
placed beyond the reach of death, will perfectly reflect the

image of Christ, and be introduced into the perfect com-
munion of his divine, holy, blessed, and unchangeable life.

The perfected kingdom of God will then blend itself har-

moniously with all the other forms of divine manifestation

throughout his unbounded dominions. Inspired by the pro-

spect of this last triumph of redemption, when sin with all

its consequences, death and all evil, shall be entirely over-

come, with the certain knowledge of the victory already won
by Christ, the pledge of all that will follow, Paul exclaims

(1 Cor. XV. 55—^58), "Where, Death, is now thy sting?

(Death has now lost its power to wound the redeemed from

sin, since they are already conscious of an eternal divine life.)

Where, Grave, is thy victory ? (the victory which the kingdom
of death gained through sin.) But the sting of death is sin

;

that which causes the power of sin to be felt is the law.

(What the law could not do, which made us first feel the

power of sin in its whole extent, that Christ has done by
redeeming us fi'om sin and thus from death.) God be thanked

who hath given us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ."

Inasmuch as the kingdom of Christ is a mediatorial dispen-

sation, which maintains a conflict with the kingdom of evil

for a precise object, which is founded on the redemption

accomplished by him, and by which all that his redemption

involves in principle must be realized—the kingdom of

Christ in its peculiar form will come to an end, when it has

attained this object, when through the efficiency of the

glorified Christ, the kingdom of God has no more opposition

to encounter, and will need no longer a Redeemer and

Mediator. Then will God himself operate in an immediate

manner in those who through Christ have attained to perfect

communion with him, who are freed from everything that

VOL. I. M M
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opposed the divine operation in their souls, and transformed

into pure instraments of the divine glory. The mediatorial

kingdom of God will then merge into the immediatorial.

Such is the declaration of Paul in 1 Cor. xv. 27, 28. But if

we understand what is said in that passage of the universal

subjection and conquest of all the enemies of God's kingdom,

in the strictest sense of the words, it would follow, that

all subjective opposition to the will of God wdll then cease,

and that a perfect union of the will of the creature with that

of the Creator will universally prevail. This will necessarily

be the case, if we understand the words that " God may
be all in all," ^ in absolute universality ; for then it would
follow, that the kingdom of God is to be realized subjectively

in all rational creatures, and that nothing ungodlike will any
longer exist. Then would be fulfilled, in the most complete

sense, what Paul expresses in Rom. xi. 32. But though this

interpretation is in itself possible, and founded on the words,

still we are not justified by the connexion to understand the

expression in an unlimited sense. If that subjection were to

be understood as only objective and compulsory, it might be
affirmed that the enemies of God's kingdom will have no
more power to undertake anything against it, that they will

no longer be able to exert a disturbing influence on its

development. By the " all," ttckxi, in w^hom God will be " all,"

Tct TTcivra, we may understand merely believers, as in v. 22
by Trdvreg,^ those who enter by faith into communion with
Christ ; and it certainly appears from the connexion to be
Paul's design only to represent what belongs to the perfect

realization of Christ's work for believers. The words in

Philip, ii. 10, 11, may indeed be supposed to mean, that all

rational beings are to be subjected to the Redeemer as their

Lord, although this will not be accomplished with respect to
aU in the same manner ; in some there may be a subjectively
internal free obedience, in others only what is outward and
compulsory, the obedience of impotence, which can effect

nothing against the kingdom of Christ. The question arises,

whether in the words " bow the knee in the name of Christ,

' TTciffiv may be taken either as masculine or neuter.
2 If the emphasis be laid not on the Trdyres, but on the iv rq, Xpiar^,

that here everything proceeds from Christ, as on the other side from Adam.
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and confess that he is Lord to the glory of God," something

more is meant than a description of such forced outward

obedience, if we understand these words according to the

Pauline j)hraseology,^ The passage in Coloss. i. 20, we shall

interpret in the simplest and most natural manner, if we can

admit such a reference to the reconciling and redeeming

work of Christ on the fallen spiritual w^orld. And we can

then combine in one view the three passages, and interpret

them by a mutual comparison. A magnificent prospect is

thus presented of the final triumph of the work of redemp-

tion, Avhich w\as first opened to the mind of the great apostle

in the last stage of his Christian development, by means of

that love which impelled him to sacrifice himself for the

salvation of mankind. At all events, we find here only some
slight intimations, and we acknowdedge the guidance of divine

wisdom, that in the records of revelation destined for such

various steps of religious development, no more light has

been communicated on this subject.

' The doctrine of such a universal restitution would not stand in

contradiction to the doctrine of eternal punishment, as it appears in the

gospels ; for although those who are hardened in wickedness, left to the

consequences of their conduct, their merited fate, have to expect endless

unhappiness, yet a secret decree of the divine compassion is not neces-

sarily excluded, by virtue of which, through the wisdom of God
revealing itself in the discipline of free agents, they will be led to a

free appropriation of redemption.

K. CLAV, PKIKTER, BREAD STREET UILL.



*^* The conclusion of this work, together with several

minor pieces by the same author, will be given in the

next volume.
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